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C A S E S  

ARGUED AND DETERMINED 

T H E  S U P R E M E  C O U R T  

N O R T H  C A R O L I N A .  

DECEMBER TERM, 1834. 

WILLIAM CASEY, et. al. o. HENRY GILES. 

An action ofdebt may be maintained upon an injunction bond, notwithstand- 
ing the summary remedy given by the acts of 1785, (Rev. ch. 233, Sect. 2.) 
and 18LQ, (Rev. ch. 794.) 

THIS was an action of DEBT in which the plaintiff de- D~c.1834. 
clared upon an injunction bond drawn according to the 
act of 1800, (Rev. ch. 551). The execution of the bond 
was admitted; as was the fact that the injunction had 
been dissolved before this actio~l was brought. His 
honour Judge SEAWELL, at  Rowan, on the last Circuit, 
being of opinion that the action could not be maintained, 
but that the only remedy was by motion, as directed by 
the acts of 1785, (Rev. ch. 233, sec. 2), and 1810, (Rev. 
ch. '794), the plaintiff submitted to a nonsuit and appealed. 

Pearson, for the plaintiff. 
Winston, contra. 

RUFFIN, Chief-Justice.-Whether the bond be regarded 
as an obligation in pais, or of record, debt is the appropriate 
remedy at common law. That action is not expressly abol- 
ished by the acts which give the summary remedy; nor, 
we think, by any reasonable inference, Judgments on 

VOL. I. 1 



2 IN THE SUPREME COURT 

Dm. 1834. notice and motion are given on many official bonds, as 
L ~ L ;  t$ose of sheriffs and clerks; but that method has never 

teen considered as excluding the old actions. The statutes 
h v e  not in view the benefit of the debtors, when a sum- 
miry p roceedq  is authorised against t h e m ;  but it is given 
in aid of the creditor, and as suppletory to his remedy a t  
common law. Hence the creditor has an election, unless, 
q q  k i  the case of bail, he should by proceeding in a particu- 
~ d i  may, deprive the other party of a defence, which the 
law designed for him a t  all events. The creditor may 
reasonably prefer bringing the action of debt, because he 
therein gets bail, which, in some instances, rnay be a better 
security than even a judgment instanter, against the party 
himself; and the legislature did not intend to deprive the 
creditor of any advantage. For these reasons the Court is 
of opinion, that the Superior Court erred, and the judgment 
must therefore be reversed, and a venire de novo ordered. 

PER CURIARI. Judgment reversed. 

DEN ex dem. of ROBERT H. BURTON, et.  al. v. JOHN CARRUTH. 

The cutting grass in a meadow for seven years successively, stacking it on 
the land and fencing the stacks, will, with colour of title, bar the entry of 
one claiming adversely. 

EJECTMENT tried before his Honour Judge MARTIN, a t  
Lincoln, on the last Circuit. On the trial, it appeared that 
the land in dispute was patented in the year 1768 by Gil- 
lespie. Sloan conveyed the same land to Robert Wear, 
in the year 1798, and Wear to the lessors of the plaintiff, 
in the year 1826. To  show that Gillespie, or his heirs, had 
lost their right of entry, and that the title to the land was 
completely vested in Wear, by the act of 1715, (Rev. 
ch. 2,) the lessors of the plaintiff proved, that the grass of 
a meadow on the premises was mowed each succcssive 
year, for seven years, by Wear, or by persons authorised 
by him, and stacked on the ground, with a fence around 
the stacks. The question was, whether this was such a 
possession, as with his colourable title, gave Wear a good 
and valid title. The Judge instructed the jury that it was. 
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A verdict was rendered for the plaintiff, and the defendant D~c.1834. 
appealed. BURTON 

No counsel appeared for the defendant. 
Nash, for the plaintiff. 

DANIEL, Judge, after stating the case as above, proceed- 
ed :-We are of opinion that the instruction given by the 
Judge was correct. The seven years continued perception 
of the profits of the land, by Wear under his deed, by cut- 
ting the grass off the meadow, and stacking it on the land 
and fencing the stacks, was a possession under circumstan- 
ces, sufficiently capable in their nature of notifying all 
persons, that he was upon the land claiming it as his own, 
Den v. Mulforcl, 1 Hay. 320 ; Grant v. Winborne, 2 Hay. 
56. 76. The claim, or entry of Gillespie, or his heirs, or 
any person claiming under him, was, by the act of 1715, 
(Rev. ch. 2, sec. 4), perpetually barred ; and the title be- 
came perfect and complete in Wear, so as to enable him to 
convey to the lessors of the plaintiff. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 

RANSOM M. SHE,4RIN v. THOMAS R. NEVILLE, Adm. 

If it appears upon the whole record, that the demand of the plaintiff is against 
the defendant in his representative character, a judgment against him per- 
sonally will be reversed. 

THIS was an action commenced originally by warrant 
before a single magistrate, and carried by successive ap- 
peals to the Superior Court where it was tried on the last 
Spring Circuit, before his Honour Judge SETTLE. I t  is 
unnecessary to make a statement of the facts of the case, 
as they will sufficiently appear in the opinion of the Court. 

Badger, for defendant. 
Deuereus, contra. 

GASTON, Judge.-We have had some difficulty in under- 
standing the record in this case, and are by no means con- 
fident that the exposition, which we have found ourselves 
constrained to put upon it, does not conflict with the inten- 
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DEC. 1834. tion of the parties to the controversy. Should it be so, it 
SHEARIN may be proper to remark, that the recurrence of similar 

V. 

NEVILLE. inconveniences hereafter, can only be prevented by coun- 
All amend- sel taking care to have entered of record, whatever amend- 
ments ments may be made in the pleadings below. Our attention 
made either 
bv consent is confined to the transcript sent up, and we are obliged to 
o;leaveof render thereon, such judgment, as it appears to us, ought 
the Court 
ought to to have been rendered in the Court from which the appeal 
appear on 
the record. is taken. This transcript shows that the plaintiff com- 

menced his action by a warrant before a justice, summon- 
ing the defendant as administrator of Thomas Neville, jun. 
to answer the plaintiff in an action of debt, due by account 
to the amount of sixty dollars. A judgment having been 
rendered on this warrant in favour of the plaintiff, the de- 
fendant appealed therefrom to the County and afterwards 
to the Superior Court. To  the plaintiti's action, after it 
came into Court, the defendant put in a memorandum of 
the pleas of general issue, payment, set of and the statute 
of limitations, but made no defence because of a deficiency 
of assets. The case drawn up by the Judge who tried the 
cause in the Superior Court, which case forms a part of 
the transcript, states that the action tried was assumpsit. 
W e  feel ourselves therefore bound to understand that either 
by consent, or by leave of the Court, the form of the action, 
was thus far altered, but there is nothing from which we 
can see, that it was also changed from an action against 
the defendant in his representative character, to one against 
him personally. The jury found a verdict for the plaintiff 
on all the issues, and assessed his damages as in assumpsit to 
forty-six dollars, of which forty dollars was principal 
money, subject to the opinion of the Court upon a case 
stated. This case shows a verbal contract of a lease for a 
year between the plaintiff and the defendant's intestate, 
with an agreement that the plaintiff by way of collateral 
security, might hold on the crop until the rent was paid- 
and that the plaintiff after the death of the defendant's in- 
testate relinquished this collateral security, and agreed with 
the defendant to assert his right to this demand by suit. 
The Court upon this verdict, gave a judgment for the 
plaintiff, which was entered up upon the record against the 
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defendant personally, and thereupon the defendant appeal- DEC. 1834. 
-d 

ed. SHEARIN 

From this analysis of the record, it appears that there is NEV:;-LE, 

error in the judgment, because it is rendered against the 
defendant cle bonispropriis, upon a demand wherein he is 
sued in his representative character, and for this error, it 
must be reversed with costs to the appellant in this Court. 
And proceeding then to render such a judgment, as on the 
whole record, it appears to us, ought to have been entered 
in the Court below, we shall give the plaintiff a judgment 
for his forty-six dollars damages, with 'interest on forty 
dollars from the time of the judgment below, and his costs 
before the appeal, to be levied of the goods of the intestate 
in the hands of the defendant, if he have so much thereof 
to be administered, and if not, then the costs to be levied 
of the defendant's own property. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment accordingly. 

DEN ex dem. ELIZABETH DOBBINS u. IVERSON G. STEPHENS. 

Ejectment may be sustained, although it appears that the lessor of the plain- 
tiff and the defendant, are both living on different parts of the tract of land 
in dispute, claiming adversely to each other. 

The doctrine of possession, as connected with the actions of trespass and 
ejectment, discussed by RUFFIN, C. J. 

THIS was an action of EJECTMENT. And on the trial a t  
Caswell on the last Fall Circuit, it appeared in evidence 
that at the commencement of the action, and continually 
up to the time of the trial, both the lessor of the plaintiff 
and the defendant were in possession, living in different 
houses on the lands in dispute, claiming adversely under 
their respective titles. His Honour Judge SEAWELL, con- 
sidering the action as possessory, and the ouster stated and 
admitted in the pleadings as only fictitious for the purpose 
of trying the right under which the plaintiff claimed, held 
that, as the plaintiff was in possession, living on the land, 
though it was competent for him to maintain trespass 
against an invasion of his possession by one having no title, 
yet that he could not bring ejectment to recover a posses- 
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1834. sion, which he then had, and which he had never lost. The 
DOBBINS plaintiff in submission to this opinion suffered a nonsuit, 

". and appealed. STEPHENS. 

Winston, and J. W. Norwood, for the plaintiff. 
W. A. Graham, for the defendant. 

RUFFIN, Chief Justice.-It has been contended for the 
plaintiff, that the action can be maintained upon the 
strength of the consent rule alone, as that confesses the 
ouster, and the defendant cannot afterwards deny it. Per- 
haps rhat may be correct; but, a resort to it, is not neces- 
sary in this case, as the Court entertains a decided opinion, 
that the facts as proved, without the aid of those supposed 
in the record, do fdly support the action. 

The argument against it, is that the lessor of the plain- 
tiff, who affirms that he has the title, and is in possession 
of part, with a claim of the whole, might bring trespass 
against the defendant, and, therefore, must be legally re- 
garded as in possession of the whole, and cannot bring 
ejectment. It  is true, that entry is one of the common law 
remedies of the owner, whereby he converts a disseisor or 
intruder into a trespasser. Hence, such an entry accom- 
panied with such acts of ownership, over a part even, in 
the name of the whole, as shows the purpose of taking a full 
possession, and treating the wrongdoer as a mere tres- 
passer, may be held to be sufficient to support the action 
of trespass. But, if it be so, it can only be upon the ground 
of the anxiety of the law to support right, and to advance 
all or any of the remedies for an acknowledged wrong. To  
allow the owner to elect, to have the actual possession of the 
whole, is rather excused by that anxiety, than justified by 
the exact truth. The case states, that these parties are in 
possession of different parts of the tract of land, each claim- 
ing the whole adversely under distinct titles. I t  does not 
appear which had the prior possession, nor how long each 
had his possession before the commencement of the suit. 
I t  perhaps would make no difference, whether the lessor of 
the plaintiff entered on the defendant, or the contrary. 
For there is nothing incongruous in the supposition, that 
the owner may be disseised of a parcel of his estate, or may 
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enter into a parcel and not the whole. Concurrent, ad- DEC. 1834. 

verse actual possessions are not easily conceived. When DOBBINS 

after the entry of the owner, he brings trespass against the 
tortions possessor for continuing his possession, it is upon 
the idea, that the entry was intended as the resumption 
of the exclusive possession. But if the entry be only into 
a parcel, as such, the possession acquired thereby is neces- 
sarily restricted to that parcel ; and by bringing ejectment 
instead of trespass, the owner disavows the possession of 
the whole. This is exemplified in the common rules 
respecting possession and the operation of the statute of 
limitations, when deeds lap, as it is called. If neither claim- 
ant be in actual possession of the land covered by both 
deeds, the seisin is in the owner; but if one of them be 
seated on that part and the other not, then the possession 
of the whole interference is in the former. But if both 
have actual possessions on it, the possession of the whole is 
in neither ; that of the owner extending by virtue of his 
title to all not actually occupied by the other; and that of 
the latter, being limited to his actual occupation. So the 
rules have been long understood, as expressed in Den v. 
Harman, 4 Dev. 158. I t  cannot be admitted that the 
owner is restricted to the use of physical force to protect . . 

his possession, or remove the person who thus disturbs it. 
That remedy is tolerated, but not encouraged. The law 
must have means of its own, for removing by process, a 
wrongful possessor, and quieting a rightful one. To call 
that process into activity, the owner who has been ousted 
of a parcel of a tract of land, is surely not obliged to aban- 
don his residence on another part of the land, so as to put 
himself entirely out of possession, although he may claim 
the whole as one entire tract according to his title papers. 
On the contrary, the opinion of the Court is clear, that 
where the land is capable of severance into parcels, and 
a wrongdoer actually occupies one of them, the truth of 
the case forbids him, when a defendant in ejectment, 
to deny that he is in possession, or that he has ousted 
the other party from the parcels of which he is himself 
thus possessed. Such a denial would itself be a fiction, 
and to allow it, would be to set it up to work a wrong, in- 
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DEC. 1834. stead of advancing a remedy by it. Here, there are two 
DOBBINS different and distinct dwelling houses, and each is occu- 

STIE:xENS. pied severally by the respective parties, of whom each 
claims to have a right to the whole, though not to hold the 
whole. Here are, therefore, in fact, separate parcels; and 
the doubt is, whether the lessor of the plaintiff, if the 
owner, could have trespass, without a re-entry into the part 
in the occupation of the defendant. That it does not lie in 
the mouth of the latter, after he has actually entered into 
a part upon an adverse claim of right to the exclusive pos- 
session, to say that he did not intend to usurp the exclu- 
sive possession, and has not usurped it-in other words, 
that he has not ousted the owner-we have no doubt. As 
far as he has acquired a possession, it is not competent for 
him to deny that it has been lost on the other side. W e  
suppose that there can be no doubt, that the declaration 
may be for the whole tract, and yet a recovery be had for 
any part which the defendant possesses in severalty, or for 
any undivided aliquot part. The Court, therefore, deems 
the opinion delivered in the Superior Court erroneous, and 
must reverse the judgment, and send the cause to another 
trial. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment reversed. 

RUSSELL SUGART v. EDWARD CARTER. 

I n  an action of slander, where the words contain an imputation of murder, 
the plaintiff may be entitled to recover, although the defendant may prove 
that the person alleged to be dead is still alive, if those in whose presence 
the words were spoken, had well-grounded reasons to believe that he was 
then dead. 

THIS was an action of SLANDER, for charging the plain- 
tiff with having killed a certain man by the name of Jones. 
On the trial a t  Surry, on the last Spring Circuit, before 
his honour Judge SEAWELL, the plaintiff having proved the 
words, the defendant attempted to prove that Jones, the 
person spoken of, was still alive. His honour charged the 
jury, that unless the proof satisfied them that the man was 
still alive, they ought to find for the plaintiff; and further, 
that even if they believed the man to be alive yet if the 
charge was made under such circumstances as afforded a 
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well-grounded belief that he was dead, and the by-stan- D m  1834. 
ders in whose presence the charge was made, did not in SUGART 
fact know that he was alive, they ought still to find for ,-&, 
the plaintiff. A verdict being returned for the defendant, 
the plaintiff appealed. 

No counsel appeared for the plaintiff. 
JVicsh for the defendant. 

DANIEL, .Judge.-The judge charged the jury, first, 
that unless the evidence satisfied them, that the man 
charged to have been killed by the plaintiff, was alive, 
they ought to find for the plaintiff; secondly, that if they 
believed the man to be alive, yet if the charge was made 
under such circumstances as afforded a well-grounded 
belief that he was dead, and that the by-standers did not 
know that he was alive, still they ought to find for the 
plaintiff. 

W e  think that the plaintiff has no right to complain of 
the charge. If the jury found their verdict contrary to 
the evidence, and the judge refused to grant a new trial, 
this court has no jurisdiction to interfere on that ground. 
In  Talbot v. Case, (Cro. Eliz. 823,) it was said, that the 
death of the person alleged to have been murdered, would 
be intended, unless the contrary appeared. Mr. Starkie, 
in his Treatise on Slander (page 7'1) saps, it cannot fairly 
be inferred that the plaintiff is in all cases precluded from 
recovering, although the person alleged to have been 
murdered, should be still alive, since the plaintiff's life 
may have been placed in jeopardy in consequence of the 
injurious report, though in fact, a t  the time of pleading, 
or upon the trial, the defendant may be able to prove the 
person alleged to have been murdered, to be still living. 
The words, if actionable without special damage, must be 
so immediately when spoken ; and their actionable quality 
must then depend upon the fact whether the hearers were 
aware that the person alleged to be murdered, was really 
alive ; if they did not know the fact, then all the conse- 
quences (the probability of which renders a charge of 
murder in any case actionable) may follow ; since, unfor- 
tunately, several melancholy instances may be cited, 
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D m  where an accused person has suffered for the supposed 
SWART murder of one who survived him. The foregoing reason- 
C,,:TER. ing appears to us to be sound; and the plaintiff had the 

benefit of it. We see no error in the charge, and there- 
fore must affirm the judgment. 

PER CURIABI. Judgment affirmed. 

JOHN BLUNT et ux. u. DBVID MOORE. 

Upon an appeal from an order of the County Court granting letters of ad- 
ministration, the Superior Court acquires general jurisdiction of the matter, 
and may grant letters to one not originally a party to the contest. 

Tms was a contest for administration on the estate of 
David Moore, deceased. The wife of the plaintiff, John 
Blunt, was a daughter, and the defendant a son, of the 
deceased. In the County Court, upon the respective 
app1icatior.s of the defendant and John Blunt, the admin- 
istration was committed to Blunt, and the defendant 
appealed to the Superior Court. In that court, the case 
coming on to be heard at  Mecklinburg, on the last Cir- 
cuit, before his honour Judge MARTIN, it was ordered, 
upon an application in behalf of Hannah, the wife of the 
plaintiff, that administration on the estate of the deceased 
be granted to her, whereupon the defendant appealed. 

Devereux, for the defendant. 
Badger, contra. 

DANIEL, Judge.-The question in this case, is, whether 
the Superior Court had the power, under the circum- 
stances, of hearing the application in behalf of Hannah, 
the wife of Blunt, to obtain letters of administration on 
the personal estate of her deceased father. 

By the act of 1792 (Rev. ch. 364), the greatest creditor 
residing within the state, shall be entitled, after the widow 
and next of kin, to administration on the estate of any 
deceased person. Of the persons, whose preferable right 
to administer is thus recognized, the widow, if any, in this 
case does not claim ; and Mrs. Blunt and the defendant 
are brother and sister, and in equal degree. By the act 
of 1777 (Rev. ch. 115, s. 57 and 58), it is enacted, that 
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the Courts of Pleas and Quarter Sessions, shall and may DEC. 1834 

within their respective counties, make orders for issuing BLUNT 

letters of administration; that any person who shall claim et,y 
a right to administer the estate of any intestate, and shall MOORE. 

think himself injured by order of Court for administration, 
shall be entitled to an appeal to the Superior Court ; and 
such Superior Court shall determine the same, and upon 
such determination had, such Court shall proceed to grant 
letters to the persons entitled to the same, he or she giving 
bond with sufficient security for the faithful discharge of 
the trust. Whilst the proceedings were in contestation 
between Moore and Blunt in the Court of Pleas and 
Quarter Sessions, Hannah, the daughter of the intestate, 
might unquestionably have intervened and put in her 
claim. The appeal had the effect to vacate the order of 
the County Court, and the whole case remained in jieri. 
Neither Moore nor Blunt had any vested interest in the 
office of administrator ; and it seems to us, that the County 
Court could not, after the appeal taken and carried up, 
have appointed an absolute administrator, although it 
might have appointed one pendente ,lite. If it had made 
such an absolute appointment, there would haGe been two 
administrators on the same estate, deriving their authority 
from different courts ; such therefore could not have been 
the intention of the legislature. 

By the appeal, the Superior Court obtained jurisdiction 
of the question generaIIy ; the whole case was open and 
stood exactly as it did in the County Court; and that 
court had authority to grant letters to that person, who 
was best entitled to the same, and who should then inter- 
vene, although not a party to the record in the County 
Court. The act of 1777, declares that after the appeal 
is taken, the Superior Court shall have cognizance thereof, 
and shall grant letters to the persons entitled to the same. 
I t  does not confine the court to grant letters to one or the 
other of the parties to the appeal ; nor is the court, in our 
opinion, compelled to do so. If it was compelled to confine 
the appointment, to one of the two litigating parties, who 
originally began in the County Court, then many persons 
in equal degree of kindred, and perhaps better qualified 
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BLUNT 
et ux. 

a. 
MOORE. 

for the trust, might be barred from applying for the ad- 
ministration, in consequence of being absent from the 
County Court at the time the motion was made, or through 
ignorance of the application for letters by either of the two 
litigant parties. But by putting the construction which 
which we now do on the act of assembly, we think the 
interest of the estates of intestates, will be benefitted, the 
rights of those who have an equal claim to letters secured, 
and the intention of the legislature fulfilled. Moore and 
Hannah (the wife of Blunt) are children of the intestate, 
and had equal claims to the administration. The Court 
has decided in favour of Mrs. Blunt, and, we think, it had 
a right to do so. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 

JOHN GOODBREAD v. RICHARD LEDBETTER, Senr. 

I n  actions for slander, it is not admissible to prove in mitigation of damages, 
that previous to the speaking the words, the plaintiff was in the habit of 
vilifying and abusing the defendant. 

IN this case, which was an action of SLANDER for words 
spoken, the plaintiff upon the trial before his honour Judge 
MARTIN a t  Rutherford, on the last Circuit, proved the 
speaking of the words alleged ; whereupon the defendant 
offered to prove, in mitigation of damages, that the plain- 
tiff, before the speaking of the words, was in the habit of 
vilifying and abusing him. This evidence was rejected 
by his honour, and the plaintiff obtaining a verdict, the 
defendant appealed. 

Badger, and W. A. Graham, for the plaintiff. 
Pearson, for the defendant. 

DANIEL, Judge.-The defendant offered as evidence in 
mitigation of damages, that the plaintiff before the spealr- 
ing of the words, was in the habit of vilifying and abusing 
him. This evidence was rejected by the Court, and we 
think properly. The conduct or declarations of the plain- 
tiff a t  the time of speaking the slanderous words, may be 
piwed, for they are a part of the fact, and essential to the 
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proper understanding of it. General evidence of the plain- Dee. 1834. 

tiff's bad character is also admissible in mitigation of da- GOODBRE~D - 
mages in an action of slander, and this may be given under LE&T- 

the general issue, (Paddock v. Salisbury, 2 Cowen, 811 ; TER. 

Eck v. Whitjield, 2 Hay. 222 ; Andrezus v. Vandozer, 11 
John. 38 ; - V. IClbor, 1 M. & S. 284 ; Leicester v. 
TValter, 2 Camp. 251 ; Rodriguez v. Tadmire, 2 Esp. R. 
720.) The reason for admitting such evidence is, that a 
person of disparaged fame is not entitled to the same mea- 
sure of damages, ae one whose character is unblemished, 
(Watson v. Christie, 2 B. & P. 224; 2 Starkie, 369. 878.) 
In Alexander v. Harris, 6 Munford 465, evidence mas 
offered that before the speaking of the words imputed to the 
defendant, the plaintiff was in the habit of vilifying, in- 
sulting, and provoking the defendant, and his family ; but 
the Court was of opinion that it was inadmissible. Such 
a course would l e d  to mischievous investigations, and 
might embrace the whole conduct of the parties towards 
each other for years. Besides, in legal contemplation, in- 
jurious language furnishes no excuse for the offended indi- 
vidual, who brooding over the real or imaginary insult, 
deliberately, and in revenge, falsely charges a specific 
crime upon the previous wrong-doer. The evidence offer- 
ed, relates to the particular previous conduct of the plain- 
tiff, and does not come within any of the rules of law 
which admit evidence in mitigation of damages. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 

BENJAMIN LOGAN v .  SQUIRE SIMMONS. 

A conveyance by a woman before marriage, is not, at law, under any circum- 
stances, a fraud upon marital rights of her husband. 

Slaves loaned to a woman before marriage, will be held by her hus- 
band as bailee, and the statutes of limitation, will not operate upon his 
possession until the contract of bailment is at an end. 

DETINUE for several slaves. Plea non-detinet, and on 
the issue made thereon, the cause was tried before MARTIN, 
Judge, at Rutherford on the last Circuit. 

The plaintiff made title under his late wife, Phebe Sim- 
mons, and having proved her possession before their inter- 
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D~c.1334- marriage, and his own after that event for more than three 
LOGAN years, rested his case. The defendant put in and proved 

s,MO,',,, a deed executed by Phebe Simmons, the late wife of the 
plaintiff, whereby, the day before her marriage, she con- 
veyed the slaves in dispute to him, the defendant, he being 
her son by a former marriage; and to repel the presump- 
tion arising from the possession of the plaintiff, he proved 
that after the execution of the deed, he had Ient the slaves 
to his mother for her life, or until he should think proper to 
esume the possession of them. The plaintiff contended 

that the deed under which the defendant claimed, was a 
fraud upon his marital rights, and he offered much testimo- 
ny on this point, which, as well as the opinion of his honour 
thereon, it is unnecessary to state. 

Upon the possession of the plaintiff and the presumption 
of title arising therefrom, his honour instructed the jury 
that the plaintiff succeeded to the rights of his wife, that 
if the slaves were loaned to her, he held them in the same 
manner, and that as the act of limitation would not bar 
the action of the defendant until the contract of bailment 
was ended, so neither would the possession of the plain- 
tiff during the continuance of that contract, under the act 
of 1820, give him a title. 

A verdict was returned for the defendant, and the pIain- 
tiff appealed. 

Pearson, for the plaintiff. 

Badger, for the defendant. 

RUFFIN, Chief Justice.-It seems to this court that the 
question made, cannot arise in a Court of law. It is deem- 
ed therefore unnecessary to advert either to the facts tend- 
ing to establish the covenous interest alleged by the plain- 
tiff, or to the principles laid down by his honour for the 
government of the jury in reference to that question. 

The cases upon this subject have aI1 been in the Court 
of Chancery, and the elementary books treat this as a doc- 
trine and head of equity. There is no judgment at law 
in favour of the husband, and we think cannot be. The 
action could only be supported by viewing the husband as 
a purchaser for a valuable consideration, of his wife's 
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chattels; and therefore as a person upon whom on l e p l  D~c.1834. 
principles, a fiaud can be committed. But the husband LOGAN 

cannot be regarded as such a purchaser. Marriage, it is SIH~oNS.  

true, is a valuable consideration, when we speak of a con- 
sideration as necessary or adequate to raise an use, or to 
support an ante-nuptial settlement or contract. But inde- Thehus- 

pendent of any contract specially touching the wife's estate, ~ ~ ~ ~ - n O t  

the rights which the husband gains in that estate by the riage the 
purchaser act of marriage solely, are not purchased by him in a legal ofhis 

sense, but conferred by the mere act and operation of law. chattels. 

The marriage is the only contract entered into by the par- Marriageis 

ties. As a part of the policy of the law, and as an inci- : z ~ : { ~ -  
dental consequence of the relation contracted between the tween the 

parties ; the parties, the law gives to the husband in his own right, cer- ,,, gives 

tain interests in his wife's property. But he does not pur- the bus- 
band his 

chase any part of it, not even that to which she is entitled , ivS  

a t  the instant of the marriage, much less does he contract g ~ ~ d s ~ ~ ~ ~  
incident. 

for the purchase of that which is not her's then, but had 
been sold or given away by her before her marriage. " The What the 

marrioge is an absolute gift of all chattels personal, in the '$??::of 
wife's possession, in her own right ;" Co. Litt. 351, b. Om- before mar- 

nia yrue sunt uxo~is, sunt ipJius viri. But no more ; he can- %:::it 
not get by the marriage what was not her's at or during isnot there- 

fore trans- the coverture. Indeed he does not get the whole of what ferred, 

legally belongs to her, that is so as to divest her title and thehus- 
hand. 

vest it in him in his own right. For things held by her 
en autre droit, and as Lord Coke expressly says, things in 
which she has not a property but a bare possession, as 
goods bailed to the feme, are not given to the husband. 
This is to be understood to mean in his own $ght, and ex- -. 
clusively for his own benefit. In  respect to such things, 
he sues and is sued jointly with the wife ; and upon her 
death they do not survive to him. 

That the interest of the husband should be limited at 
law by that of the wife, as existing a t  the time of the mar- 
riage, or accruing during the marriage, is the necessary 
result of each of two legal maxims: that husband and 
wifi make but one person, and therefore that which binds 
her, binds him; and that one to whom the law transfers a 
thing can thereby get no higher estate or greater interest 
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Dm. 1534. than the person had, from whom it was taken by that 
LOGAX law. 

v. 
S,n13T,,xs. In  equity, a husband, except where the baseness of his 

motives in seeking, or of his practices in obtaining the mar- 
riage, excludes him from it, may have relief against the 

An ante- ante-nuptial voluntary bond or conveyance of his wife, 
nuptial vol- 

made with the intent to prejudice him. In  that Court 
bond or they are to some purposes, and to this amongst others, re- 
contract, 

in garded as distinct persons, and as having distinct and op- 
some cases, posing rights; and he may be required to purchase her 
be relieved 
against in property, or considered as having purchased it. But no 

such case or principle is found at law. 
The counsel for the plaintiff however insisted upon the 

general observation, that upon questions of fraud, the juris- 
diction of courts of law and equity is concurrent. In  its 
generality, that position is inaccurate. As to many, and 

Fraud in most cases, it is true ; but there are numerous frauds which 
the execu- 
tion ,fa can be alleged, investigated and relieved against in equity 
deed may only. Where a conveyance is not avoided by statute, be averred 
atlaw, but and where the objection is grounded upon imposition in the 
fraud in theconside- treaty, and not upon undue and unlawfill means used for 
ration can obtaining the execution-the factum-of the particular in- 
only be re- 
lieved in strument, relief in equity is most appropriate, and gene- 
equity- rally can be had there only. A Court of Equity can do 

complete justice in such cases, by holding the instrument 
to be securities for what was advanced upon the treaty, or 
done under the contract, while a Court of Law would be 
in danger of doing wrong to one of the parties at  all events, 
by being obliged to pronounce the whole conclusi~ely void, 
or valid for all purposes. But an exception to the maxim 
alluded to, must certainly be admitted in those cases in 
which a Court of law does not recognize the right, in dero- 
gation of which, the fraud was practiced. Whatever may 
be the allegations of fraud, he only can make them in any 
Court, who shows himself to that Court to have rights en- 
titled to its protection. As the conveyance by the plain- 
tiff's wife was before the marriage, a t  law, the plaintiff 
could not by the marriage pain a property in the slaves 
conveyed ; and therefore a Court of law cannot admit the 
supposition, that the conveyance wa's or couId be in fraud 
of him. 
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Upon the point of the statutes of limitation, 1715 and D~c.1834. 
1820, this Court concurs entirely with the Superior Court. LOGAN 

V .  
The slaves were loaned by the defendant to his mother, s,,,,,, 
until he called for them, which brings the case within the 
words of Lord Coke in the passage already cited, respect- 
ing personal goods bailed to a woman. Of such things the 
husband is not possessed in his own right, but in right of 
the wife, and holds as she held. He takes as husband and 
holds as bailce, as was said in Collier v. Poe, 1 Dev. Eq. 
Rep. 55, where this point was decided. The possession 
was never therefore adverse, so as to give operation to the 
statute. I t  is the opinion of the Court that the plaintiff 
has no legal title and therefore the judgment must be affirm- 
ed. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 

JESSE WALKER v. THOMAS FEUTRESS. 

The declarations of s party must be taken altogether, as well those to dis- 
charge, as to charge him: and where a person to whom an account had 
been presented, did not object to any of the items, but only contended for 
further credits, what he says must bc submitted to the jury along with the 
evidence ofhis admissions arising from his silence as to the items. 

ASSUMPSIT for the balance of an account, tried before 
his honor Judge SEAWELL, at Randolph, on the last Fall 
Circuit. The account had a credit as well as debit side. 
The plaintiff to prove the debit side of the account, gave 
evidence that the defendant was furnished with a copy of 
the account, that he then stated that the articles had many 
of them been gotten by his family, that he would take it 
home with him, and then inslsted that he was entitled to 
further credits ; that short!y afterwards the defendant re- 
turned to the clerk who had furnished the account, and had 
called for payment, and then stated, that he was entitled 
to further credits, and prodixed a statement of such others 
ashe claimed. and insisted upon their being allowed. The 
clerk proved that neither at thac time, or any other, did the 
defendant e ler  dispute m y  article in the account, but only 
insisted upon further credits. The defendant gave no 
evidence in support of the further credits, but claiming the 
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D~c.1834. benefit of all the credits, objected among other things that 
W A ~ R  the account had not been sufficiently proved. The Judge 

U. 
FEUTRES& instructed the jury that, when an account was furnished to 

the party against whom it was raised, and the party after 
taking it and having time to examine its correctness, 
made no objection against any of the charges, but only 
claimed further credits, tlmt was evidence to a jury of his 
admission of the justice of the account. 

The jury found a verdict for the plaintiff for the whole 
amount of tlis account, and the defendant appealed. 

No counsel appeared for the plaintiff. 

Mendenlrall for the defendant. 

DANIEL, Judge.-The Court instructed the jury that 
where an account x7as furnished to the party against whom 
it was raised, and the party after examining its correctness, 
made no objection against any of the charges, but only 
claimed further credits, tlmt was evidence to a jury of his 
admission of the justness of the account. 

In  general an admission may be presumed, not onIy 
from the declaration of a party, but even from his acqui- 
escence or silence ; as, for instance, K here the existence of 
the debt, or of the particular right has been asserted in 
his presence, and he has not contradicted it, (2 Starliie, 37). 
But the defendant ill this case, neither acquiesced, nor was 
he silent. He claimed further credits, and exhibited an 
account containing the Items of them. What he said, 
taken altogether, was not an admission of the account as it 
then stood. The admission or confession of a party must 
be taken together, and not by parts. As, if to prove a debt 
it be sworn that the debtor confessed it, but withal said 
a t  the time that he had paid it : 111s confession shall be 
evideilce as to the payment as well as that he once owed 
the debt. This case is uithin the principle decided in the 

The case case of Jacobs v. Ful-rezl, (2 IIawl<s. 570,) where the de- 
ofJacobs fendant admitted the justice ofan account, but at the same 
v. Furrell, 
2Hawks. time produced an account of equal amount against the 

570! proved. ap plaintiff, which he aIleged n as correct ; it was held, that 
all the defendant said must be taken together, and left to 
the jury to believe such parts as they may think proper. It 
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still rests with the jury to decide whether they will believe DEC. 1834. 

the whole of it ; for the matter of discharge may be ren- WALKER 

dered so improbable by circumstances, as to make it un- FEU&S. 

worthy of credit, while the other part may be sufficient to 
charge the defendant. 

PER CURIABI. Judgment reversed. 

ROBERT WYNNE v. THOMAS B. WRIGHT. 

Under the act of 1522, (Taylor's Rev. ch. 1129,) aperson who carries jewelry 
from county to county for sale, is liable to the tax oftwenty dollars imposed 
upon pedlars. 

The  act imposing a tax upon itinerant dealers in jcwelry, is not repugnant to 
the Constitution of the United States, although the jewelry may have been 
imported from another state. 

TRESPASS VI ET ~Rms,-and on the trial before NOR- 
WOOD at Surry, on the Spring Circuit of 1827, the jury 
returned the following special verdict : 

" That the plaintiff is a permanent jeweller and silver 
smith in the town of Salisbury, that he or some one of his 
co-partners are in the habit of attending the different Courts 
that are convenient to them, for the purpose of retailing 
jewelry, &c. not the manufacture of the state ; that for 
that purpose he went to Rockford in said county," (viz. 
the county of Surry,) " and applied for a merchant's li- 
cense, tendering him" (that is, the defendant, who was 
then sheriff of Surry county,) <' at the same time six dol- 
lars; he also presented the sherift' an affidavit properly 
drawn up, stating the amount of his stock offered and to be 
offered in this county, at not more than two thousand dol- 
lars ; the sheriffrefused the six dollars, a i d  refused to give 
a license unless the plaintiff would pay the sum of twenty 
dollars : Upon which the plaintiff proceeded to sell without 
a license, and the defendant distrained a watch worth 
twenty dollars, the property in question, for the said sum 
of twenty dollars, which is the trespass complained of in 
the declaration. That the plaintiff had no store in the 
county of Surry ; but had come to Rockford in a sulky 
with a trunk of jewelry, a part of which was sold by him 
as aforesaid." 
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D~c.1834. Upon these facts his honour directed judgment to be 
WPNXE entered for the defendant, and the plaintiff appealed. 

v. 
WRIGHT. NO counsel appeared for the plaintiff. 

Cook, for the defendant. 

RWFIN, Chief Justice.-The only question made in the 
Superior Court was, whether the plaintiff Lyas bound to 
pay the tax imposed on merchants, or that on pedlars ; he 
offering to pay the former, and the sheriff distraining for 
the latter. On that point, the opinion of this Court, like 
that of the Superior Court, is against the plaintiff. 

The point arises on the act of 1822, c. 1129 ; which lays 
a tax of twenty dollars on every vehicle employed in the 
transportation of his goods by each person who shall ped- 
dle in any county in this state. The act does not define 
what shall constitute peddling within a county, or who is a 
pedlar. The term mas supposed to he sufficiently under- 
stood in common parlance: or had before, a legal meaning. 
By the act of 1'784, c. 3, s. 11 and 12, (which is omitted in 
the recent revisals,) it is enacted, that no person shall 
hawk, or carry goods up a d  down the state, without first 
ohtaining a permit from some County Court; and that all 
pedlars and other itinerant tynders shall, far the permit, 
pay fifty pounds as a license to hawk and sell for one year. 
I n  the sense of the law, therefore, a pedlar is a petty 
dealer, who travels from place to place with merchandise 
for sale, and selling it by retail at  other places, than that 
of his fixed abode, or settled place of business. This is 
made still clearer by the fourth section of the act of 1822, 
which lays certain other taxes on elery merchant or jew- 
eller, who shall sell to certain amounts, in any retail store ; 
and thus distinguishes between those who carry on the 
same business at one place permanently, and those who 
transport their wares from town to town, or county to 
county. W e  therefore think, the plaintiff is a pedlar, 
within the meaning of the statute. 

But in this Court another question has been argued, 
which is of more importance, as it involves an inquiry 
i ~ t o  the power of the legislature to impose the tax, either 
on merchants or pedlars. The words of thc sccond sec- 
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tion are " that every person who shall peddle in any coun- DEC. 1834. 

ty, goods not of the growth or manufacture of this state, or WYNNE 

any wooden clock, or the machinery or materials thereof, 
which shall not be of the manufacture of this state, or jew- 
elry, which machipery or cloclr shall be manufactured of 
materials, not of the growth, produce, or manufacture of 
this state, shall pay a tax of twenty dollars." The case 
states that the articles retailed by the plaintiff, were arti- 
cles of jewelry, not manufactured in this state, but im- 
ported into it. Upon this the question has been made, 
whether a tax on articles imported into this state, or on 
the dealing in them, or a law requiring the purchase of a 
license to deal in them, be not repugnant to the provisions 
of the Constitution of the United States, that 6i no state 
shall lay any imposts, or duties, on imports or exports, ex- 
cept what shall be absolutely necessary for executing its 
inspection laws," and that Congress shall have power to 
regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among the 
several states, and with the Indian tribes." 

Upon this question, the Court is not undcr the necessity 
of presenting any original views of their own. I t  seems 
to be fully decided by the opinions of the Supreme Court 
of the United States, in iWCulloch- v. The Stnte of Mary- 
land, 4 Wheat. 316, and Brozon v. The State of Nary-  
land, 12 Wheat. 419. In  the latter case, it was held, 
that an act, requiring the importer of goods fiom a foreign 
nation, to pay a tax for a license to sell them by the bale 
or package, was void. But it was admitted by ChiefJustice 
MARSHALL, through whom the voice of the majority was 
given, that the words of the Constitution must necessarily 
be understood in a limited sense ; and that although it was 
not easy to say precisely how far the restriction encroach- 
ed on the general power of a state, to tax persons or pro- 
perty within her jurisdiction, yet, that the restriction, 
upon a fair construction ceased, whenerer the goods im- 
ported, became mixed with, or incorporated into, the 
general mass of property of the state. A tax on the sale in 
bulk by the importer, denies the free privilege of making 
such incorporation ; but wheu once made, the restriction 
ceases, and the unshackled power of taxation commences. 
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Dm. 1834. ,4s examples of such incorporation, as will make the im- 
W Y ~ E  ported articles subjects of state taxation, the following 

2). 

lvRIGHT. instances are stated by the Chief Justice, as being undeni- 
able. If the importer sell the goods, and thereby uses the 
privilege purchased by the import duty ; or if he break up 
his packages. and travel with the goods, as a pedlar; or, if 
he keep a particular article, as a piece of plate or jewelry, 
for his own use; or if he sell in a peculiar manner, on 
which a tax is imposed, as by auction. In  each of these 
cases, the right of the state to tax, is deemed undeniable; 
because it is a necessary power, and to be interfered with 
so far only as the principle, on which the prohibitions of 
the constitution, applies. That principle is, that the right 
of importation is acquired fi-om the United States exclu- 
sively, and consists not barely in the right to bring the 
goods into the country, but also to mix them, when here, 
with the mass of property by a sale at  wholesale. But 
when thus mixed, the right of the importer does not pass 
to his assignee, nor does the former exemption from taxa- 
tion on a first salc adhere to the goods upon a re-sale. Nay, 
although the importer continue to be the owner, the 
goods become amalgamated with the other goods of the 
state, by either being withdrawn from the market, as sub- 
jects of commerce, and diverted to his private use, or by 
being offered for sale in small parcels, or in a peculiar 
manner, as by auction, by hawking, or otherwise by re- 
tail. 

These inferences are made from the language of the 
Chief Justice, and, if there could be any doubt of their ac- 
cordance with his mcaning, that doubt is removed by the 
remarks of Mr. Justice T~ovrsolv, who dissented. He  
states it as an admission of the majority of the Court, that 
a tax on retail dealers in imported merchandize is not in 
violation of the Constit~tion. The point of difference be- 
tween them, was solely as to the period, when the right of 
the state to tax, accrued, or as to the condition and state 
in which the goods must be, to become the subjects of tax- 
ation. All agreed in two points; that the state could not 
impose a duty on the act of importation ; and that it C O U ~ C  

do so, where the goods became mixed up with the other 
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goods of the country by the packages being broken up, and DEC. 1834. 

sales by retail, in any mode attempted. The majority of WYNNE 

the Court held, that the prohibition went beyond a tax on W&. 
the introduction of the goods into the country, and em- 
braced one on their introduction into the mass of the gene- 
ral property of the state, by a sale by the importer by 
wholesale. Judge TIIOMPSON, on the contrary, thought 
that it followed from the right to tax retail dealers, that 
there was the same right to tax those by w7holesale; as 
he saw no intermediate between the two extreme alterna- 
tives, that the prohibition was, on the one hand, only 
against taxing the act of importation, and did not attach to 
the article, or 'to the disposition of i t ;  or, on the other 
hand, that it was against the right to tax the article a t  all, 
or any and all future dispositions of i t ;  which last hypo- 
thesis, he, as well as the other members of the Court, re- 
jected as altogether untenable. 

The result of the reasoning is this ; that the term I' im- 
ports," in the Constitution, means not only the "act of im- 
portation," but the articles imported ;" but that in the 
latter sense, the exemption fi-om taxation continues only 
until the first \dlolesale disposition of them. After 
such disposition, or after the packages are broken up 
and the goods appropriated to private use or offered for 
sale at  retail, or in any peculiar manner, they cease to be 
imports, " articles imported," within the meaning of the 
Constitution. They then become the subjects of state 
taxation, in all its modifications, either on the value or on 
the sale, as other property m y  be taxed. 

I t  would seem to follow, that a tax may constitutionally 
be imposed on such goods, thus appropriated to private 
use, or ofkred for sale in a peculiar manner, although they 
he taxed by the name of goods imported, or not of the pro- 
duction of the state. For a state may certainly exercise 
her own discretion in selecting the objects of taxation, 
amongst those which are subject to taxation; and the 
name given in the statute is only the mode of designation 
or description. Whenever the power of the state to tax 
arises, it is because the thing taxed is not an article im- 
ported," as understood in the Constitution; and if the 
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DEC. 1834. state tax it by that name, that cannot bring it again, and 
WYNNE by force thereof within the Constitution, and make it be 

v. 
WRIGHT. such " an article imported," as is not subject to taxation. 

But it is not necessary that the Court should in this case, 
pursue the argument on that point to a conclusion; and it  
may be left to an occasion, when the point will be unavoid- 
able, whether the act, so far as it profess to tax a dealer 
in articles, brought from another country or state, by retail 
or hawking, does lay a discriminating tax, and is therefore 
void under the Constitution. At present the sole question 
is, whether the act is void in those parts, in which no dis- 
crimination is made in it, upon the single ground that im- 
ported articles are, as such, perpetually exempt from state 
taxation. Such is the case here; for although the act enu- 
merates many articles under the description, " not of the 
growth, produce or manufacture of this state," there is in 
reference to the articlejewelry, no such qualifications. I t  
is taxed as jewelry, and not as jewelry imported. I t  cer- 
tainly, therefore, comes within the rule laid down by the 
Supreme Court. If the argument against the tax were 
well founded, the Constitution would be made to do in the 
worst form, that which, it is said, i t  was the very object of 
this provision to prevent-namely, compel the state to dis- 
criminate in taxation ; and that against her own citizens. 
For if an article imported be always exempt from taxation, 
articles of the like kind produced in the state may be tax- 
ed, and those only can be; so that every tax law would 
necessarily discriminate between home and foreign pro- 
ductions, against the former, and in favour of the latter; 
which was certainly not meant. Another clause of the 
Constitution, and tlie practical construction of it, affords a 
strong illustration upon this point. I t  says no "tax or 
duty shall be laid by Congress on articles exported from 
any state ;" which is much stronger than the word " im- 
ports," in the restriction upon the states; because that 
might be held, plausibly, to mean only the act of importa- 
tion, while that on Congress expressly extends to articles 
exported. Yet it has been the constant practice of Con- 
gress to lay excise duties and direct taxes on specific arti- 
cles, such as carriages and slaves, in every state, without 
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any exception of such articles of those descriptioiis as had DEC. 1834. 

been exported from another state. No person ever con- WVNNB 

tested the payment of the tax upon the ground that the WJ1;HT. 
article was exempt, because it had once been exported 
from another state. It is not in truth within the meahing 
of the Constitution ; which, fairly construed, means such 
articles as have been separated from the mass of property 
of the state, with the view to exportation, and are pre- 
pared in bulk for exportation. If Congress can tax pro- 
perty exported from one state, after it has been imported 
into another, and amalgamated with the property of the 
latter, because it has t I ~ n  lost its distinctive character of 
an export, from the state of itr production ; the reason 
seems equally just, that the state into which it has been 
introduced should have the like power of taxation, be- 
cause it has lost its distinctire character of an import into 
that state. I t  is in a condition then, which makes it no 
longer necessary to look to its origin, and precludes all 
inquiry into it. I t  is state property, and as such, liable 
to the taxation of both governments. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 

JANE RIURPEIEY 21. ISAAC T. AVERY and CHARLES MLDOWELL, 
Administrators of JAXES MURPHEY, deceased, 

A release does not operate upon a mere possibility, therefore an ante-nuptial 
agreement, whereby the x~ife released all her claim as widow, to the estate 
of her intended husband, is not, at law, a bar to her petition for a year's 
support. 

TEE plaintiff, as the widow of James Murphey, filed her 
petition in the County Court of Burke, for the year's 
allo~vance which the act of 1796 (Reu.  ch. 469,) secures 
to widows, out of the personal property of their husbands, 
when they shall have died intestate. The case was car- 
ried by appeal to the Superior Court, wllere the defen- 
dants relied upon the covenants in an ante-nuptial con- 
tract between the plaintiff and her late h a b a n d ,  as a bar 
to her claim. The words of the covenant relied on were, 
" that she" (the plaintiff) '.will not at  any time, either now 
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DEC. 1834. or hereafter, set up any claim or claims to the real or per- 
MURPHEY sonal estate of the said James Murphey, which he may now 

Brld own, or own at the time of the marriage, or may thereaf- 
M'Dom- ter acquire during the corerture, either in right of dower, 
ELL, -4dm. descent, inheritance, or distributive share as widow," &c. 

and that she '. doth release, surrender, and quit claim for- 
ever, any present or future iilterest, claim or demand to any 
part of the estate, inheritance, dower lands, or any other 
property, either real, personal or mixed, or to any distri- 
butive share as next of kin, to which the said Jane Flem- 
ing, (the plaintif,) might have been otherwise entitled." 
His honour, Judge DONXELL, on the Spring Circuit of 1832, 
pro forma, dismissed the petition, whereupon the petitioner 
appealed. I t  was agreed betiveen the parties, that no ad- 
vantage should be taken on either side, to any irregularity 
in the appeal from the County to the Superior Court, or in 
any of the other proceedings. 

Devereux, for the petitioner. 
Badger, for the defendants. 

GASTON, Judge.-The sole question presented by the 
case, is, whether the plaintiff is not barred of all claim to 
the allowance for which she has petitioned, by the oTera- 
tion of certain covenants, contained in an ante-nuptial con- 
tract, made between herself and her late husband. This 
involves two inquiries; first, whether any of these covenants 
embraces the claim; and, secondly, if they do, whether 
they constitute a valid defence against it. On the first 
inquiry, we are of opinion with the defendants. The 
covenants extend to every claim, of every sort, which she 
can set up to the real or personal estate of her husband, as 
his zuidozu. On the second, after examination of the va- 
rious acts of Assembly relating to this subject, (see acts of 
1796, Rea. ch. 469; 1813, Rev. ch. 858; 1832, Pamph. c. 
20,) we are of opinion, that the vidow's claim to a year's 
allowance is one completely legal, and which cannot be 
destroyed by any thing short of a legal bar. I t  is clear 
that the covenants in this agreement do not amount to a 
leg01 release. Xuch a release could not be made ofa possi- 
bility, If they constitute a release in equity, it will be 
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for a Court of Equity so to pronounce. If the defendants Dm. 1834. 

have a remedy at lam for n breach of thc covenants in pre- MURPHY 

ferring this claim, they can there recover such damages as 
and 

will remunerate the estate of their intestate, for the injury M'Dow- 

thereby sustained.  EL^ Adm. 

PER CURIAU. Judgment reversed. 

CALEB SPENCER, Adrn, de bonis non of JEREMIAH GIBBS, deed. 
v. WILLIAN COHOOK. 

An entry on the records of the County Court, " I t  is ordered that S. G. be ap- 
pointed administrator of J. G., on his entering into bond in the sum of 
$4,000, with J. B. and W. S, securities," is a valid grant of administration, 
although it be not stated on the record that the adininistrator gave bond, 
and was properly qualified. 

The want of such statement may render the grant defective, and authorise 
the County Court to annul it ; but until that is done, the grant must be re- 
spected as valid by other Courts. 

AFTER the new trial granted in this case, at December 
Term, 1833, (4 Dev. Rep. p. 226,) it was again tried a t  
Hyde on the last Circuit before his honour Judge NORWOOD, 
when thk following entry on the minutes of the Court of 
Pleas and Quarter Sessions of Hyde county, was offered in 
evidence on the part of the defendant, viz. " Court of Pleas 
and Quarter Sessions for Hyde County, November Ses- 
sions, A. D. 1816. I t  is ordered that Stephen Gibbs be 
appointed administrator of the estate of Jeremiah Gibbs, 
on his entering into bond in the sum of $4,000 with John 
J. Bonner and William Selby, securities." Much par01 
evidence was admitted by the Court to show the nature 
of the bond offered by Stephen Gibbs, and his qualification 
as administrator; but it is unnecessary to state it, as the 
opinion of the Chief Justice is founded entirely upon the 
effect of the entry on the minutes of the County Court. In 
the Court bel~w-, his honour was of opinion, that Stephen 
Gibbs had been duly constituted the administrator of Jere- 
miah Gibbs ; whereupon a verdict was rendered in favour 
of the defendant, and the plaintiff appealed. 

W. C. Stndy for the plaintiff, referred to the cases of 
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Dm. 1834. Hoskins v. Miller, 2 Dev. Rep. 360, and this case when 
SPENCER, formerly here, (4 Dev. Rep. 226) ; and argued that the fact 

of the acceptance of the aclministration bond by the Court, 
V .  

COHOON. and also of the qualzjication of the administmtor, must be 
entered of record ; and that if such facts do not appear of 
record, they cannot be supplied by parol evidence, and the 
grant will, consequently, be of no effect, the grant being 
predicated upon the giving bond, and qualification as con- 
ditions precedent. 

Badger, for the defendant. 

RUFFIN, Chief Justice.-The parties having brought up 
this case again, with a statement, which exhibits distinctly 
the contents of the record of the County Court, professing 
to be a grant of administration to Stephen Gibbs, we are 
enabled to decide it upon its proper principles. 

~h~ acts I t  seems to us that the parol evidence ought not to have 
0faCourt been received ; for the acts of a Court can be proved only 
can be 
provedonly by its records. That evidence is therefore laid aside. 
byits Own The question rests upon the construction proper to be records, 
andparol put upon the minutes of the Court. FVe are satisfied that 
proof for 
that pur- it is. to be taken as a present grant of adn~iniitration. It 
pose Ism- is argued to the contrary upon the words on his giving 
admissible. bond ;" and it is supposed that the argument is supported 

by my observations in Mosbins v. 3Pillel-, 2 Dev. 360. 
Thecase of What I said, is ;lot, perhaps, as clear as it ought to have 
Hoskins ". been ; but it was wrta in1 y not intended to state the propo- 
Jliller, 2 
Dev. 360, sition supposed, znd the contrary is rather to be inferred, 
explained 

ap- 
The grant, then, was deemed an immediate one ; and it 

proved. was remarked, that an order, that administration ruould be 
granted to W. T. upon his giving bond, would be condi- 
tional and nugatory. But that was said upon the idea, 
that the order was in its terms, plainly prospective, as is 
to be collected from the expression " would be granted." 
I t  still left the inquiry open, what effect is to be given to 
an order like this. whether it is to be deemed a memorial of 
what the Court had done, or was doing, or of what it then 
resolved, it would do in future. A conditional and incom- 
plete administration, is inferred from the words "on his 
entering into bond." But the minute ought not to be so 
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understood. Those words are but equivocal to the pur- DEC. lS34. 

pose for which they are relied on. They might be con- SPEXCER, 

strued as conditional, if the subject, to which they relate, 
was a stipulation in a contract, that one person would COHOOX 

do an act, on the other party's doing anotlier act. But in 
connexion with this subject-matter, the contrary is strong- 
ly to be inferred. Such an order would be so absurd, that 
the intention to pass it, cannot be presumed, unless the 
terms will not admit of any other construction. It would 
be vain and idle, for it would not bind the Court, or any 
body else. The fair meaning, is, that " on his entering into 
bond," the appointment was then made ; that the giving the 
bond at that t ine  was the inducement to the order. I t  is 
the same as if' the words has been " he is appointed on his 
motion ;" or c i  it is ordered on his motion, that he be ap- 
pointed," which no body could misunderstand. The min- 
ute is certainly very short and irregular; but it is sufficient 
to satisfy any person, that the Court did thereby intend to 
commit administration, and so to certify to their succes- 
sors. I t  does not state tllat tSe oaths of office were talien, 
it is true: and for that reason, and because the bond turns 
out to be defective, the administration might probably be 
repealed as obtained irregularly and by surprise. But no 
other Court can declare i t  void ; for it was granted by the 
competent Court, and must be respected until revoked, 
although conxnittecl without taliing bond or administering 
the oaths, those being points, into which no other Court 
can collaterrtlly inquire. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 

JOHK MARTIN v. JOSIAH COWLES. 

A purchaser, for a raluablc consideration without notice, from a fraudulent 
grantee, acquires a good title against the crcJitors of the original fraudulent 
grantor. 

THIS was an action upon the covenant for quiet enjoy- 
ment contained in a deed of bargain and sale, executed to 
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DEC. 1834. the plaintiff by the defendant, and the only question was, 
MARTIN whether the plaintiff had been evicted under a better title 

C,,t,, than conveyed to him by the defendant. 
Upon the trial before his honour Judge ~ ~ A R T I X ,  at  Sur- 

ry, on the last Circuit, it appeared, that the land conveyed 
to the plaintiff, had formerly belonged to one Gentry, who 
conveyed to one Hudspeth for the purpose of defrauding 
his creditors. Hudspeth became indebted to the defen- 
dant, who, without any knowledge of the fraud, had the 
land sold to satisfy his debt, became the purchaser him- 
self, and afterwards sold to the plaintiff. At  the time of 
the conveyance by Gentry to Hudspeth, the former was 
indebted to one Edwards, who, after the purchase of the 
defendant, and his sale to the plaintiff, had an execution 
levied on the same land, became the purchaser, and took 
a deed from the sheriff. H e  then brought an action of 
ejectment against one Buchannan, who mas in possession 
of part of the land as tenant of the plaintiff, recovered 
judgment against him, and evicted him by a writ of posses- 
sion. Upon these facts, the jury, under the charge of his 
honour, rendered a verdict for the plaintiff, and the defen- 
dant appealed. 

No counsel appeared for either party. 

DANIEL, Judge.-If the plaintiff had the better title to 
the land, and could have defended the possession of Buch- 
annan his tenant, in the action of ejectment which was 
brought by Edwards against him, and did liot do so, he 
has no right to maintain this action ; for the covenant for 
quiet enjoyment was, in law, not broken. I t  therefore 
becomes necessary for us to inquire, whether he had the 
better title. The Court instructed the jury, that ifthe con- 
veyance from Gentry to Hudspeth, was fraudulent as to 
his, Gentry's, creditors, the land was liable to the claims of 
the creditors in the hands of Cowles, (and it must be stron- 
ger as to Martin,) although he had no notice when he pur- 
chased. This opinion of the Judge is sanctioned by a high 
name, for the Chancellor of New Pork made a similar de- 
cision in the case of Roberts v. Anderson, 3 John. Chan. 
Rep. 371. The Chancellor said, the original deed from 
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the debtor to a fraudulent grantee is utterly void as to cre- DEC. 1834. 

ditors ; and as against them, the grantee can make no con- MARTIX 
veyance, for he has no title as against then]. The statute cocLES. 
in its enacting clause, operates on the deed from the frau- 
dulent debtor, and the proviso in the act applies to that 
original conveyance from the debtor, and saves it when 
made to a bona jide purchaser, for valuable consideration. 
Such a conveyance is supported by the proviso, however 
fraudulent the intention of the grantor might be." But 
there was an appeal from the Chancellor's decision, and the 
decree was reversed in the Appellate Court, (18 John. 
Rep. 518). There Judges SPENCER and PLATT, gave ela- 
borate opinions. They go into a long train of reasoning, to 
show, that by a proper construction of the proviso in the 
statute, 13th Eliz., a bonnjide purchaser from a fraudulent 
vendee, has a good title against any claim of a creditor of 
the fraudulent vendor. They say, that the deed is good as 
between the parties ; as against the grantor the deed is 
effectual ; that the fraudulent grantee has a title and a right 
to alienate, and although the estate is voidable, and may 
be avoided and divested whilst in the hands of the first 
grantee, by action of the creditors of the first grantor, 
b 

still if the grantee convey the estate to a bona $de pur- 
chaser, his title is protected by the proviso. Neither 
policy nor justice required the legislature to declare other- 
wise, because the bonajide purchaser has, by those princi- 
ples, as good a right to be protected in his purchase, and 
saved from the loss of his money, as the creditor has to 
obtain his debt: he is innocent, whatever may be the 
guilt of others. And by the adoption of this rule, the sta- 
bility of property mould be more secure, and therefore the 
proviso was inserted, not only to protect the bona fide 
grantee of the fraudulent grantor, who, before was protect- 
ed by the common law, but also to protect the bona fide 
vendee of the fraudulent grantee. The terms of the proviso 
are broad and extensive; they apply to any convey- 
ance, whether from the ,fraudulent grantor or fraudulent 
grantee. I t  meant to protect a bona jide purchaser for 
valuable consideration, without notice of the fraud, from 
the operation of the statute. No deed can be pronounced, 
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DEC. 1634. in a legal sense, utterly void, which is valid as to some per- 
MARTIN sonsJ but may be avoided a t  the election of others. In Ba- 

v. con's Ab. tit.[Void and 'C'oidable, we have the trueconstruc- 
tion. A thing is void, which is done against law a t  the 
very time of doing it, and when no person is bound by the 
act ; but a thing is voidable which is done by a person who 
ought not to have done it, but who, nevertheless, cannot 
avoid it himself, after it is done. The words " utterly 
void," in the statute, must necessarily be construed as 
voidable only by the party grieved. I t  is admitted, on all 
hands, both in England and this country, that a bonafide 
purchaser from a voluntary grantee, who has first obtained 
his conveyance, shall hold the land against the subsequent 
bona $cle vendee, from the original grantor; and that the 
statute 27 Eliz. does not make void the conveyances ; for 
the rule here is qui prior est tempore, potior est jure. And 
this rule arises out of what is said to be a proper construc- 
tion of the proviso in the statute of the 27 Eliz. (Roberts 
Fraud. Con. 496. Nezoport's case, Skinner, 423. 3 Lev. 
387. Doe v. Martyr, 4 Bos. & Pul. 332.) W e  have met 
with no decision in the English Courts of law, which 
establishes this construction of the statute of the 13 Eliz. ; 
but in the case of George v. Millbanke, 9 Ves. jun. 189, 
Lord ELDOX, after much deliberation, held the equity of a 
purchaser from the voluntary appointee of a debtor, to be 
preferable to the equity of his general creditors, who had 
obtained no specific lien ; and in his reasoning professes to 
follow by analogy the rule which obtains a t  law. This 
we consider as a strong recognition of this construction. 
I t  is also ulorthy of observation, that the wording of the 
proviso in the two statutes, is substantially the same. 
And it may be aslied, ifthere can be any good reason, why 
the title of the bonaficle vendee, from a voluntary fraudu- 
lent grantor should be declared good, in a case arising un- 
der the statute of the 27 Eliz., and not so in the other? 
The  4th, 5th and 6th sections of our act of 1715, (Rev. ch. 
7,) although not in totidenz verbis, are nevertheless, substan- 
tially, a copy of the statute of the 13 Eliz. The 4th sec- 
tion, declares a conveyance made to defraud creditors, 
utterly void ; but as between the parties to the conveyance, 
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it stands good according to the principles of the common D m  1834. 

law. The 6th section is in the nature of a proviso: I t  MARTIN 
V.  runs thus, Provided always, and be it further enacted, cow,, 

that this act, nor any thing hereinbefore contained, shall 
not extend, or be construed to impeach, defeat, or make 
void, 2ny conveyance or assurance, interest, limitation of 
use, or uses, of, in, to, or out of any lands or tenements 
heretofore at any time had or made, or hereafter to be 
b o n a j d e  made, upon and for good considerations, to any 
person or persons whatsoever, any thing before mentioned 
to the contrary notwithstanding." The doctrine, whether - 
a bona jde  purchaser for a valuable consideration, without 
notice, can protect the estate in his own hands against cre- 
ditors, where he derives his title to the estate through a 
grantee, to whom it was originally conveyed for the pur- 
pose of defrauding the creditors of the original grantor, 
has been ably examined by Judge STORY, ig the case of 
Bean v. Smith, 2 Mason's Rep. 272, and his opinion upon 
the subject, (in which he reviews, and disapproves of, the 
decision made by the Chancellor of New-York, in the case 
of Roberts v. Anderson, before mentioned,) contains muc h 
learning and solid reasoning, and to my mind, satisfacto- 
rily establishes the principle, that the bona jide purcha- 
ser from the fraudulent grantee, is protected by the proviso 
in the 13 Eliz. against the creditors of the frauduleut gran- 
tor. His opinion is in conformity with that given by  the 
Court of Errors in New York, (18 John. Rep. 518.) 1 
think the same rule must be followed under our statute. 

If any doubt existed, whether Cowles could be consi- 
dered a bonajide purchaser, none exists that Martin, who 
purchased from him, was a b o m  jide purchaser, and if he 
negligently permitted a recovery in ejectment to be effect- 
ed, it does not entitle him to maintain this action. We 
are therefore of the opinion, that the Judge erred in his 
charge to the jury, and that the judgment must be revers- 
ed and a new trial granted. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment reversed. 
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FENKER EUGENIA A. F E N N E R  et al. 2;. H E N R Y  N. JASPER. 
V .  

J A s p E ~ .  Where i t  did not appear, either in the orcer for a commission to tillre the 
private examination of a feme coaert, uudcr the act of 1751 (Rev. ch. 50), 
or in the commission itself, that she was an inhsbitant of another county, 
orso aged or infirm, as to be unable to travel to Court, it was held, that the 
deed was inoperative to convey the wife's interest in the land. 

It seems, that it must appear, that the commission and the certificate of the 
commissioners were returned to t l ~  Court, appro~ed, and ordered to be 
registered, or the deed will be invalid as to the wii'e's estate in the land. 

THIS was an action on the case, in nature of an action 
of waste, commenced in the county of Franklin, but re- 
moved to the county of Warren, where, on the last Circuit, 
it was submitted to his honour, Judge DONSELL, on the 
following case agreed. In the year 1827, the defendant 
intermarried with Sarah AI. Fenner, widow of Richard 
J. Fenner, and the plaintiffs are the children of the said 
Sarah by the said Richard. The said Sarah had issue 
by  the defendant born alive, and in the year 1829, de- 
parted this life, leaving the plaintiffs, her only children 
and heirs a t  law, and the defendant, her husband, sur- 
viving. Before the death of the said Sarah, the defendant 
and the said Sarah executed and delivered to one N. B. 
Massenburg, a deed intended to convey, and expressed 
in apt and sufficient words, to convey in fee simple to the 
said Massenburg, a tract of land in Franklin county, of 
which, a t  the time of the marriage of the said Sarah with 
the defendant, she was seized in fee simple; and after- 
wards the said Massenburg, by deed duly executed, con- 
veyed all his estate in the said land to the defendant and 
his heirs, which deed was sufficient to convey, and did 
convey the fee simple to the defendant, if the deed of the 
defendant and the said Sarah was sufficiently proved and 
authenticated to operate in law upon her estate in the 
land. All the proceedings had touching the probate of 
the said deed, and the examination of the said Sarah, as to 
her free consent in executing the same, appear in the fol- 
lowing entry on the minutes of the County Court of Frank- 
lin, at  December term, 1828. 

" The execution of a deed from Henry N. Jasper, and 
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Sarah M. his wife, to Nicholas B. Massenburg, was duly DEC. 1834. 
proven by the oath of James Newbern, in open Court; FEWER 

v. 
whereupon on motion it is ordered by the Court, that C. JASPER, 

A. Hill and Thomas Crocker, esquires, be appointed to 
take the private examination of the said Sarah M., as to 
the voluntary execution, on her part, of the said deed, and 
that for that purpose, the clerk issue a commission to the 
said , esquires," and in the following 
endorsements on the deed of the defendant and the said 
Sarah to the said Massenburg, on which James Newbern 
appears the subscribing witness. Franklin county, De- 
cember sessions, 1828. I certify that the execution of the 
within deed was duly proven in open Court, by the oath 
of James Newbern, and was, on motion, ordered to be re- 
gistered. Teste, S. Patterson, C. C." 

'' State of North Carolina, Court of Pleas and Quar- 
ter Sessions. December Franklin county. Sessions, 1828. 

" T o  Charles A. Hill and Thomas Crocker, esquires, 
greeting-Whereas Nicholas E. Massenburg hath produced 
a deed made to him by Henry N. Jasper and Sarah RI. 
Jasper, his wife, of a certain tract of land lying in the 
county of Franklin aforesaid, and procured the due exe- 
cution of the same to be proved by the oath of James 
Newbern, in open Court: Know ye, that we, in confi- 
dence of your prudence and fidelity, have appointed you 
to take the private examination of Sarah M. Jasper, wife 
of the said Henry N. Jasper, concerning her free consent 
in her executing the said deed of conveyance, and there- 
fore we command you, that at such place as you may 
think fit, you, privily and apart fiom her husband, exa- 
mine her, the said Sarah M. Jasper, whether she executed 
the said deed fi.eely and of her own accord, without fear 
or compulsion of the said Henry N. Jasper, her husband, 
and the examination so by you ~nade, that you return on 
the deed aforesaid. Teste, S. Patterson, C .  C. 

" State of North Carolina, Franklin county. 
" Pursuant to .n commission to us directed by the wor- 
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D~c.1834.. shipful County Court of Franklin County aforesaid, a t  
FENNER December sessions, 1828, we, Thomas Crocker and Charles 

A. Hill, Justices of the Peace of the said county, proceeded 
to take the private examination of Mrs. Sarah M. Jasper, 
wife of Henry N. Jasper, the parties to the within deed, 
when she stated that she executed the within deed of 
her own free will, without any influence or control of her 
husband, the aforesaid Henry N. Jasper. Given under 
our hands and seals, this 10th day Decr. A. D. 1828. 

Thos. Crocker. [ L. s. 1 
C. A. Hill. [ L. s. 1" 

After the death of the said Sarah, the defendant conti- 
nued in possession of the land, claiming to hold the same 
as tenant in fee simple, and hath cut down timber trees, 
and done other acts which do in law amount to waste in 
a tenant for any less estate; and the plaintiffs claiming 
that he is only tenant by the curtesp, and that the fee 
simple and inheritance is in them by descent from their 
mother, have brought this action to recover damages for 
the said waste. 

Upon this case, his honour being of opinion, that the 
deed of Jasper and wife had not been so proved and 
authenticated as to pass the wife's title, gave judgment 
for the plaintiffs, for a sum agreed as the amount of 
damages, from which the defendant appealed. 

Badger, for the defendant. 
W. A. Haywood, contra. 

RUFFIN, Chief Justice.-The act of 1751 (Rev. ch. 50,) 
gives two modes of taking the acknowledgment of a mar- 
ried woman, of a deed executed by her husband and her- 
self; the one in open Court d the county where the lands 
lie, or before a Judge; and the other by two or more 
commissioners authorised by a commission issued by the 
clerk of the County Court. The act does not treat these 
methods as equally proper and beneficial to the wife, and 
give to the parties an election of the one or the other 
in every case; but it substitutes that by commission 
for an acknowledgment in Court, only when it shall ap- 
pear that such an aclinowledgnient cannot be made, 
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because the wife cannot travel to Court by reason of age, DEC. 1834. 

infirmity, or a residence in another county. FENNER 

~ h e s i  provisions being for the protection of the wife, the JA:iER. 
principle of construction laid down in Den v. Wilson, 2 
Dev. 306, and other cases, is to require a strict observ- 
ance of every ceremony prescribed in the statute, and in 
the order as there prescribed, as tending to render the 
intended protection the more effectual. A literal con- 
struction is the true construction, according to the spirit 
of the act. 

The deed in this case was acknowledged under a com- 
mission from the County Court ; and neither the commis- 
sion, nor the order of record for issuing it, sets forth that 
Mrs. Jasper was either so infirm or aged, that she could 
not travel to Court ; while upon its face, the deed itself 
states the husband and wife to be inhabitants of Franklin 
county, in which the lands are situate. 

Upon the principle established, such an acknowledg- 
ment is defective, and the deed must be deemed invalid; 
unless the order of the County Court for the commission 
precludes all inquiry into the propriety and grounds of 
that order. The acts of a Court of record are always 
conclusive of the truth of the matters stated in them; and 
also generally, perhaps, of the existence of those facts, 
without which the order or judgment could not be legally 
made. But this case cannot come within that rule. I t  
would defeat the purposes of the legislature, to be collected 
from the several parts of the act construed together, and 
as almost literally expressed in some of the provisions. 
The authority to issue a commission is found in the 
third section, which comes in by way of proviso to 
the second, and is a special authority, founded upon a 
particular state of facts. That state of facts may there- 
fore reasonably be required to appear affirmatively. But 
there are other reasons which imperatively determine, 
that. it must thus appear. The commission may be 
ordered as well by a Judge out of Court, as by the 
County Court; but it is in all cases to be issued by the 
clerk of the County Court, and be returned to that 
Court. Now in the fourth section, the form of the 
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DEC. 1834. commission is set forth in his oerbis; and in it is recited, 
FENNER as the cause for taking the acknowledgment by commis- 

sion, that it has been represented to the Judge or Court 
that the wife was not an inhabitant of this state, or was so 
aged or infirm that she could not travel to them. This 
recital in the act of the Clerk can be founded only on a 
similar one in the order ; and therefore must be authorised 
by such specific averments in the order. Whatever, 
therefore, may be the general rule, there cannot, under the 
act of 1751, be a presumption from the order, of any of 
these facts, where the order itself is silent as to their 
existence; because in the other proceedings arising out 
of the order, those facts must be distinctly and affirma- 
tively stated. 

I t  will be perceived that the validity of the order does 
not depend upon the truth of the reprksentation made to 
the Court, as appearing upon evidence afterwards; for 
of that the adjudication is conclusive. But the question is 
determined upon this ; that the commission can be issued 
only under particular circumstances, and that those cir- 
cumstances, must be proved by the record and commission 
themselves ; or a t  least by one of them. 

This defect being fatal, it is unnecessary to look farther. 
But it may be mentioned, that there are others which seem 
to be equally so. Among them are these ; that it does not 
appear, that the commission, or certificate of the commis- 
sioners, was ever returned to the County Court, much 
less, that the Court was satisfied therewith, and ordered 
the proceedings to be registered. The only order for a 
registration is that made on the probate by the subscrib- 
ing witness; which extends to the deed as that of the 
husband only. 

PER CTJRIAM. Judgment affirmed. 
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DEC. 1834. 
W I L L I A M  A. E R W I N  v .  JOHN M. GREENLEE. ERWIN 

2). 

Where the defendant in an execution, frauduIentIy induces the sheriff to sell GREENLEE. 
unsound property of hip, and at the sale fraudulently represents it  to be 
sound, an action for a deceit lies against him by the purchaser. 

THIS was an action for a deceit in the sale of a negro, 
tried before his honour Judge MARTIN, at  Burke, on the 
last Circuit. 

The sheriff of Burke had levied sundry executions 
against the defendant, on several negroes, and taken bond 
for their forthcoming on the day of sale. The negroes 
levied upon, were not produced a t  the sale, but the de- 
fendant substituted another, which the sheriff accepted, 
and sold to the plaintiff. At  the sale, the defendant stood 
by, and publicly recommended tlie negro as an intelligent 
bop. I t  was proved that the boy was an idiot, and that 
the defendant knew it. It was objected for the defendant, 
that the plaintiff could not recover, because he who pur- 
chases at  a sherig's sale, purchases at  his own risk, and 
it was his folly to listen to the recommendation of the 
defendant ; that there could be no implied warranty as to 
title, the sheriff being between the plaintiff and defendant. 
His honour charged the jury, that if a defendant in an 
execution is merely passive while a sheriff levies upon and 
sells his property under process, he is not IiabIe in an 
action of deceit, though the property be defective and he 
knew it, and failed to disclose it at  the sale. But that, if, 
with a fraudulent intent, he substituted, or caused the 
officer to take, unsound in the place of sound property; 
and if in pursuance of such fraudulent intent, he stood by 
a t  the sale and made false representations about the sound- 
ness of the property, whereby a purchaser was defrauded, 
such purchaser could recover in an action of deceit. The 
rule being, that where an intent to commit a fraud, is 
accompanied by an overt act, whereby the fraud is com- 
plete, the fraudulent actor is liable in an action of deceit, 
although the deception is effected by the unwilling instru- 
mentality of another. 
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Dec. 1834. The jury found a verdict for the plaintiff and the defend- 
E ~ w r x  ant appealed. 

2). 

G R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E .  NO counsel appeared for either party. 

DANIEL, Judge.-We have attentively examined this 
case; and are of opinion that the law was correctly laid 
down by the Judge in his charge, and for the reasons 
there given, the judgment must be affirmed. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 

WILLIAM D. SMITH v.  BENJAMIN WILSON. 

A registered copy of :a deed cannot be received as evidence of title, without 
accounting for the absence of the original. 

I n  trespass quare clausum fregit, if the plaintifffails to prove title to the locus 
in quo, he must, to entitle him to recover, prove that the trespass was corn- 
mitted on lands of his, either enclosed or improved by cultivation. 

TRESPASS QUARE CLAUSUM FREGIT, tried before his honour 
Judge MARTIN, at Buncombe, on the last Circuit. On the 
trial, the plaintiff gave in evidence a grant from the state 
to James Miller, and a deed of conveyance from Miller 
to John Carson, and then offered a registered copy of a 
deed from Carson to himself. The reception of this copy 
was objected to, on the ground that the original should 
have been produced, or its loss accounted for, and was 
rejected by the Court. The trespass complained of, was 
committed upon woodlands, and old cleared lands, lying 
out of the enclosures of the plaintiff, but within the bounds 
of the grant, under which the plaintiff claimed. His 
honour instructed the jury, that the plaintiff could not 
recover, unless he proved a trespass on lands enclosed by 
his fences, or improved ; that if the trespass was on other 
parts of his lands, not so enclosed, or actually improved by 
cultivation, although the same might be within the boun- 
daries of the grant under which he claimed, he could not 
recover. The plaintiff submitted to a non-suit, and ap- 
pealed. 

No counsel appeared for either party. 
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DANIEL, Judge.-The plaintiff offered a copy of the deed DEC. 1834. 

from Carson to himself to complete his chain of title, so as 
to show that he had a constructive possession of the lands v. 

WILSON. trespassed on by the defendant. This evidence was pro- 
perly rejected, as he had not accounted for the original 
deed, which was the best evidence of his title. The 
practice has invariably been to receive the affidavit of the 
party, as to the loss or destruction of the original. In 
Taylor v. Riggs, 1 Peters' Rep. 591, the Court say, that :!;;Fa- 
the affidavit of the party to the cause, of the loss or de- partytothe 

struction of an original paper, offered in order to introduce "p";,"Vs;g 
secondary evidence of the contents of the paper, is proper. IOSS o fa  

Ifsuch affidavit could not be received, of the loss of a gz~~",'~hyL~ 
written contract, the contents of which are well known to to let in se- 

condary 
others, or a copy of which is at hand, a party might be evidence of 

completely deprived of his rights, at least in a court of itscontents. 

law. 
I t  is a sound general rule, that a party cannot be a wit- 

ness in his own cause ; but many collateral questions arise 
in the progress of a cause, to which this rule does not 
apply. Questions which do not involve the matter in con- 
troversy, but matter which is auxiliary to the trial, and 
which facilitates the preparation of it, often depends upon 
the oath of the party. An affidavit of the materiality of 
a witness, for the purpose of obtaining a continuance, or a 
commission to take depositions, or an affidavit of his ina- 
bility to attend, is usually made by the party, and received 
without objection. On incidental questions, which do not 
affect the issue to be tried by the jury, the affidavit of the 
party is received. The testimony which establishes the 
loss of a paper, is addressed to the Court, and does not 
relate to the contents of the paper. I t  is a fact which 
may be important as letting the party in to prove the 
justice of the cause, but does not itself prove any thing in 
the cause. And as a matter of practice, it may be ob- 
served, that it ought to be in writing, that the Court only 
may hear it. 

Secondly. Trespass to lands is an injury to the pos- 
session ; and the plaintiff must show, that he has either a 
constructive or an actual possession of the locus in quo. 
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Dm. 1834. The plaintiff having failed to show that he had any title to 
sMl,, the land, when the supposed trespass was committed, 

therefore, failed to show a constructive possession ; then 
WWN. 

the Court was certainly right, in stating to the plaintiff, 
that he could not proceed without showing an uctual pos- 
session of the locus in quo the trespass was alleged to have 
been committed. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 

ABSALOM SMITH v. ALEXANDER GRAY, Executor of BENJA- 
MIN MEARS. 

Where a person assigned his distributive share in an estate, and afterwards col- 
lected and used the amount due upon it, assumpsit will not lie against him 
at  the instance of the assignee. 

AT the trial of this case at Randolph, on the last Cir- 
cuit, before his honour Judge SEAWELL, it appeared that it 
was ASSUMPSIT for money had and received, under the fol- 
lowing circumstances. The testator of the defendant, in 
his life-time, executed an instrument of writing, purport- 
ing to convey to the plaintiff his distributive share in a 
certain estate. The instrument was deposited in the hands 
of the defendant, who was one of the subscribing witnesses, 
with directions to keep it. The testator afterwards receiv- 
ed the distributive share himself, and after his death, the 
plaintiff brought this suit against the defendant, his execu- 
tor, to recover the amount. There was much testimony 
to show the nature of the delivery of the instrument of 
writing into the hands of the defendant, but the view 
taken of the case by the Court, renders it unnecessary to 
state it particularly. The jury, under the intimation of 
his honour, found for the defendant, and the plaintiff ap- 
pealed. 

Winston, for the plaintiff. 

No counsel appeared for the defendant. 

GASTON, Judge.-We deem it necessary to decide but 
one of the points presented for our consideration, in this 
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case. Whether the instrument purporting to be an assign- Dm. 1834. - 
ment to the plaintiff of the distributive share, to which the SMITH 

defendant's testator was entitled, and for which he had GRnuq'Exr, 
obtained a decree, was originally delivered as a deed or as 
an escrow ; whether if delivered as an escrow, it became 
his deed by relation, from the time of the original delivery; 
whether if the first delivery were as an escrow, a subse- 
quent delivery as a deed was not made; or, whether there 
was not evidence, upon which the jury might find either 
an original, or a subsequent delivery as a deed ; these are 
questions upon which we forbear to express an opinion. 
Let the law on these points be as it may, we nevertheless 
approve of the instruction given by the Judge " that the 
plaintiffcould not in  law maintain this action." 

The plaintiff asserts his right to the money alleged to 
have been received to his use, by the defendant's testator, 
solely under this supposed assignment. Now whatever 
operation this instrument may have in equity, at  Into, it did 
not transfer a title to the distributive share, nor to the 
money decreed upon it. At law, it could operate only as 
authority to the plaintiff to collect the money, and perhaps 
justify him in retaining it, after it should have been col- 
lected. When, therefore, the defendant's testator received 
the money, he received what in law belonged to him, and 
we do not see, therefore, how the law can infer upon this 
receipt, an undertaking to pay the money over to the 
plaintiff. The case does not appear to us to be analogous 
to those in which a man has received money as the agent 
of another, to which his principal had not a legal right. 
There the money was received as the money of the princi- 
pal, avowedly to the use of the principal, and must be 
paid over to the principal, unless the paymeLlt he inter- 
cepted by him who has a right to forbid it. The dictum 
of ABBOTT, C. J., in Cooper v. Wrmc71, 1 Dowling & Ry- 
land, 482, (16 Eng. Corn. Law Reps. 51,) and the decision 
in AUen v. Impett, 8 Taunt. 263, (4 Eng. Corn. Law Reps. 
97,) seem to us to depend upon this po-ition, and if correct, 
can be supported only by it. Here indeed the legul rela- 
tions of the parties, were those of principal and agent, but 
the defendant's testator stood in the relation of principal, 
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DmC 1834. and the plaintiff in that of agent. The plaintiff could main- 
SMITH tain no action of law against the defendant's testator, 

0. 
Gnnv, Exr. unless it were founded on some covenant in the deed, or 

possibly on an express promise to pay the money collected. 
W e  cannot believe that the action of assumpsit for money 
had and received may be maintained by the assignee of 
an unnegotiable chose in action against the assignor, merely 
because he has collected the money after an ineffectual 
attempt to transfer the debt. As to the rights of the par- 
ties in a Court of Equity, none but that Court is compe- 
tent either to determine or to enforce them. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 

THEOPHILUS EASON v. WILLIAM D. PETWAY. 

A sheriff is not bound, independent of the act of 1826, ch. 31, to levy an exe- 
cution, and raise the money upon the property of the principal debtor, in 
preference to that of the surely. And if he even combines with a third 
person, to throw the debt upon the surety, when he might have made it 
out of the principal, he does not thereby render himself liable to the action 
of the surety. 

THIS was an action on the case tried at Pitt, on the Fall 
Circuit of 1830, before his honour Judge DANIEL. The 
declaration co~ltained two counts, on the last of which the 
question arose. This count alleges, in substance, that the 
plaintiff became bound as the surety for one Henry Brown- 
rigg, in two several notes to one Gray Little, for one hun- 
dred dollars each, and the said Brownrigg being in failing 
circumstances, and the said notes being due and unpaid, 
the plaintiff applied to Brownrigg, to secure him on 
account of his liability, and that a t  the special instance 
and request of the plaintiff, the said Gray Little sued out 
two warrants on the notes aforesaid, against Brownrigg, 
and the plaintiff as his surety, on the 5th March, 1824, on 
which warrants judgments were confessed on the same day 
by both the defendants: that soon after the judgments 
were obtained, executions were issued thereon, and were 
placed in the hands of the defendant, who was then an 
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acting constable in the county of Edgecombe, with instruc- DEC. 1834. 

tions to levy the same on the property of Brownrigg, and Ensoiv 

that the executions were levied by the defendant, on the pmtAy. 
18th December, 1824, on two lots, Nos. 9 & 10, in the 
town of Stantonsburg, the property of Brownrigg, which 
were more than sufficient to satisfy said executions: that 
the defendant, Petway, well knowing that the plaintiff, 
Eason, was the surety of said Brownrigg, and that the said 
notes were sued upon at the request, and for the benefit and 
protection of the plaintiff, with a view to injure the plain- 
tiff, and to contrive that the said money should be levied 
out of the property of the plaintiff, and not satisfied by the 
sale of Brownrigg's property, and fraudulently combining 
and confederating with one Elijah Price, who also had 
placed claims against Brownrigg, in defendant's hands for 
collection, to injure the plaintiff, and so to contrive that 
the said executions should be satisfied out of the property 
of the plaintiff, purposely and fraudulently refused to re- 
turn the said levies to the next County Court of Edge- 
combe, in order that the property levied on, might be con- 
demned and sold to satisfy said executions, although he was 
expressly instructed and required so to do: but that a t  
the same time, viz. February Sessions 1825, of said Court, 
the defendant returned sundry executions at the instance 
of Price, and others, on all of which, levies had been made 
by the defendant on the aforesaid property of Brownrigg, 
subsequently to the levies so made by him on the execu- 
tions of the said Gray Little, to wit, on the 14th February, 
1825 : that the property of Brownrigg was accordingly 
sold under the last levied executions, and no part of the 
proceeds applied to the payment of the executions, at the 
instance of li t t le,  which were afterwards, to wit, on the 
10th March, 1825, levied by the defendant on the lands of 
the plaintic in the county of Edgecombe, and satisfied by 
the sale of them, there being no other property of Brown- 
rigg to be found. 

Upon the evidence introduced in support of this count, 
the Judge instructed the jury, that if there was a combina- 
tion between Price and the defendant, Petway, to postpone 
the executions of Liltle, and give the other executions the 
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h a .  1834. preference, and thereby throw Little's executions on the - 
Enso~  land of Eason, then it would be a fraud upon Eason, and 

". he would beentitled to recover of Petway, damages for the PETWAY. 
injury sustained by the sale of his land ; but if there was 
no such combination, then the action would not lie. The 
Judge also instructed the jury, that whether there was 
such a combination or not, was a question of fact, which 
they might infer from the evidence, if they thought it suf- 
ficient. The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff, upon 
the second count in the declaration, and the defendant 
appealed. 

Badger and iMordecai, for the defendant. 
Devereux, for the plaintiff. 

RUFFIN, Chief Justice.-The action cannot be supported 
upon any idea, but the one, that the plaintiff, as surety, 
has the right, as against his principal, to call upon the 
latter to pay the debt in the first instance; and that the 
sheriff is bound to respect that right, by levying the debt 
from the principal, if it can be done, or: at least, can be 
conveniently done. The Court cannot sanction the latter 
part of the -proposition, but deems it altogether untenable. 

A s t o a  W e  think it settled law, that all defendants, when once 
sheriff, all 
the defen- fixed by judgment, are equally the debtors, and together 
dantsin make but one debtor. No difference in the order of their 
an execu- 
tion are liability is recognized at law, in respect to any proceed- 
principals* ings upon process on the judgment. (Ex parte King and 

Morrison, 2 Dev. 343. Benford v. Alston, 4 ib. 351.) 
The relation between principal and surety creates rights 
and duties among the defendants, as between themselves; 
but it does not a&ct third persons. The sheriff may levy 

andhemay the debt from either defendant, or in such proportions as 
levy upon he chooses. Hctrrington v. Wood, 9 Mass. Rep. 251. Hill 
which, and 
in what and Nallev. Child, 3 Dev. 265. This rule is sustained by 
proportion legislative authority in the recent act, which makes it the 
he pleases. 

duty of the sheriff not to distrain the estate of the surety, 
if he can find that of the principal, provided the record and 
process show those parties to stand in that relation. It 
cannot therefore, in legal contemplation, be an injury to 
the present plaintiff to have made him pay a debt in the 
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first instance, which he was under a direct and primary 18% 

legal liability thus to pay. E A ~ N  
0. 

The seizure of Brownrigg's estate, did not oblige the bwAy. 
sheriff to the plaintiff, in this suit to proceed on that sei- 
zure. I t  did so oblige him, as between him and the credi- 
tor, in that execution ; indeed he was equally bound to the 
creditor, whether he had levied or not, provided either 
defendant had sufficient property. But neither defendant 
was discharged by the seizure, since the property was 
restored, or otherwise appropriated to the use of the owner, 
and the present plaintiff cannot complain of the acts of the 
sheriff, since they are all within the mandates d Lhe writ, 
and justified by it, without reference to his motives. The 
opinion in the Superior Court, seems to assume these posi- 
tions as correct, and is founded upon a supposed fraudu- 
lent combination between the defendant and another. I t  
does not appear to us that the alleged combination can 
make a difference. I t  may be admitted that it was an 
unlawful conspiracy, for which the parties might be in- 
dicted. I t  is frequently criminal for many to combine to 
effect even a lawful end. It  is doing a lawful thing by 
unlawful means. But that offence is to the public. A 
private person cannot complain of the conspiracy as such ; A privata 

person can but only when it operates to his injury, that is to say, when obtain re. 

as to him the object of the conspiracy is unlawful. There dress for a 
conspiracy , 

must, in the terms used in the Superior Court, be " a frau- when 
dulent combination." Here, none such could exist ; be- :\E'$~ 
cause the purpose alleged and complained of, by the plain- ry, and 

tiff, was only to make him pay the debt, instead of his ;:,";E~; 
principal, and that was not an unlawful, but a lawful ject is un. 

intent or act, and therefore not a fraudulent one. lawfuli 

PER CURIAM. Judgment reversed. 
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DEC. 1834. 

R~~~~~~~ MARY RICHARDS Administmtrix, kc.  v. GUILFORD D. SIMMS. 
Adm. 

v.  
smMs. Where nothing is said or done inconsistent with that inference, if two persons 

put their names on paper for the accommodation of a third, they are co- 

securities, and arc liable without respect to the apparent legal liabilities 
arising from the order of their names. Hence, where A. procured the 
endorsement of B. and afterwards of C., upon a note which he intended to 
get discounted at bank, it was held, that B. and C. were to be taken ae 
co-sureties, although by agreement between A. and B., B. was to have 
part of the proceeds of the note discounted, for which he was to give A, his 
own separate bond, and that agreement was not made known to C. at the 
time of his endorsement. 

The case of Daniel v.MRae, 2 Hawks, 590, discussed, and followed. 

THIS was an action of ASSVMPSIT, tried at  Franklin, on 
the last Circuit, before his honour Judge DONNELL, in 
which the plaintiff declared against the defendant for con- 
tribution, as the co-security with her intestate, for one 
Thomas Yarbrough. On the trial it appeared, that in 
1826, Yarbrough was indebted to the State Bank, in the 
sum of four hundred and eighty dollars, one Hearney and 
Davis being his sureties, and that Major Richards, the 
intestate of the plaintiff, was also indebted to the Bank in 
the sum of one hundred dollars secured by Yarbrough. 
I t  was agreed by Yarbrough and Richards, (as the bank 
would not renew notes for less than one hundred dollars) 
to put in a note for a sum sufficient to cover both debts, 
that so much of the proceeds as should be necessary, should 
be applied to the discharge of Richards's debt, and the 
balance to the renewal of Yarbrough's note ; that Rich- 
ards should, upon filture renewals, pay his proportional 
share of the payments required by the bank, and should 
give Yarbrough his own bond for the amount of his debt, 
discharged by the proceeds of the new note. A note was 
accordingly prepared for five hundred and eighty dollars, 
and endorsed by Richards, and the defendant at  Yar- 
brough's request also endorsed it, no communication being 
made to hirn, of the agreement between Richards and 
Yarbrough, or of the application of the proceeds. The 
note was discounted and the proceeds applied as agreed. 
Richards gave Yarbrough his bond for the one hundred 
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dollars amlied to his behefit, and from time to time made DEC. 1834. 
' 1  - 

payments towards the ieneaals, which were endorsed as RICHARDS 
Adm. 

credits on his bond. Yarbrough, afterwards becoming ,,. 
insolvent, Richards was sued, and the whole amount of the SIXM~. 

note collected out of him. In this action, the plaintiff 
claimed that her intestate and the defendant, were, as to 
so much of the note as was applied to the renewal of 
Yarbrough's original note, co-securities, and that she was 
entitled to receive for contribution a moiety thereof. 

Under the instructions of his honour, who ruled that 
this case fell within the principle of the case of Daniel v. 
M6Rae, 2 Hawks, 590, a verdict was rendered for the 
plaintiff and the defendant appealed. 

W. H. Nayzoood, arid Badger, for the defendant. 

Xaundem, contra. 

DANIEL, Judge.-In the case of Daniel v. M'Rae, 2 
Hawks, 590, it was decided, that endorsers on accommo- 
dation paper for the benefit of a third person, where there 
is no special agreement between such endorsers, and where 
neither is benefitted, are to be considered as co-securities. 
That was a case in equity, but if they be co-securities, the 
Courts of law also can give redress. That case has been 
thought by some of the profession, to have been shaken by 
the decisions in the subsequent cases of Smith v. Smith, 
1 Dev. Eq. Cases, 173, and Gomez v. Luzarus, ibid. 205. 
W e  do not, however, consider the principle established in 
Daniel v. Jl'Rne, at  all impugned by the decisions in those 
cases. In Smith v. Smith, Helrne and E. Smith executed 
a promissory note to B. Smith, and on the note being 
carried to him by Helme, he endorsed it. The signatures 
of E. Smith and B. Smith were both in h c t  voluntary, 
and for the accomn~odation of Helme, who procured the 
note to be discounted at bank. The endorser admitted, 
that he endorsed it at  the request of Helme, and that he 
had no knowledge, that E. Smith was a surety, but that 
he then believed that E. Smith, had a joint interest with 
Helme, in having the note discounted. Helme, at the time 
of the endorsement, told the endorser, that E. Smith, was 
bound to indemnify him, if he, Helme, failed. This case 
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DEC. 1834. is, therefore, plainly distinguishable from that of Daniel 
RICHARDS v. MRae. In Gomez v. Lazarus, the inference of a co- 

Ad'n. 8. suretyship between Gomez and Clarke, from the circum- 
SIMMS. stance that they respectively accepted and endorsed for the 

acconirriodation of Levy, was considered by the Court as 
repelled by the special terms ofthe bond and first mortgage 
to Clarke. They were for his separate and particular 
indemnity, and not for the security of the debts generally. 
This was thought to establish an understanding, that 
Clarke and Gomez were to be responsible, according to 
their legal liabilities from the order in which their names 
appeared ; since Clarke's taking a security against loss to 
himself alone as endorser, indicated that he could not be 
subjected to loss in any other character. The inquiry 
is not now whether that constrnction was the proper one; 
but whether that decision, assuming it to be on the ground 
mentioned, is at points with the previous case of Daniel 
v. JWRae. That such was the construction, is quite plain 
from the reasoning of Judge HENDERSON, and especially 
from that part of it, which limits the operation of the 
general words in the second deed to Lazarus and hl'Rae, 
by the reference to the former mortgage to Clarke. The 
liability of Clarke as endorser, necessarily converted the 
liability of Gomez as acceptor, into the prior one; and 
therefore it was held to amount to a declaration, that those 
persons should not be co-securities. Whether this was 
right or wrong, it left Daniel v. JWRae, unaffected in its 
principle; which is, that where nothing is said or done 
inconsistent with that inference, if two persons put their 
names on paper for the accommodation of a third person, 
they are co-securities, and are liable without respect to 
the apparent legal liabilities, arising from the order of 
their names. That the integrity of the case of Daniel v. 
MRae, was not intended to be impeached, is dear  from 
the subsequent observations of the same Judges, who pro- 
nounced the opinion in that case. In Hatcher v. M'Morine, 
3 Dev. 228, Judge HENDERSON says, he is very far from 
being satisfied that the case of Daniel ;. MRae is wrong. 

Accommodation paper, was almost unknown in' this 
state, previous to the establishment of our banks. Since 
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that period, most of the business done in the banks, has DEC. 1834- 

been transacted upon paper of that description. And the RICHARDS 
principle laid down in the case of Daniel v. MRae, has Adm. 

been so generally understood in this state to be the law, sIi~s. 
governing in the case of endorsements and sureties on 
accommodation paper, that this Court feels itself now, 
under an imperative obligation to follow it as the estab- 
lished law. But, we unanimously take this occasion to 
remark, that were it res integra, we could not sanction the 
principle. W e  should say, as has been said by the rest of 
the mercantile world, that the parties to accommodation 
paper, were to be governed by the same rules, as parties 
are governed, whose names are on other or business paper. 
Fenturn v. Pocock, 5 Taunt. 192. Muwy v. Jztduh, 6 
Cowen, 484. 3 Kent's Coin. 86. The counsel for the 
defendant contends, that if Daniel v. M R a e  be law, this 
case is not within its principle; that Richards must be 
considered a principal, and not a surety. W e  do not think 
so. The money which Richards received, must be taken 
as a loan from Yarbrough, for which Richards gave his 
separate note to secure the repayment. The note for five 
hundred and eighty dollars, which Yarbrough drew, and 
which was endorsed, first by Richards, and then taken by 
Yarbrough to the defendant for his endorsement, was evi- 
dence to the defendant, that it was only for the accommo- 
dation of the drawer; and that they, Richards, and the 
defendant, were to be considered only as endorsers without 
any benefit in the avails of the said note, after it should be 
discounted at Bank. W e  think the Court was right, in 
deciding that this case was governed by Daniel v. -WRae, 
and therefore, that the plaintiff was entitled to recover. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 
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CAMP AARON CAMP v. FRANCIS S. COXE. 
v. 

Coxe. A sale of the equity of redemption under an execution at law, at the instanco 
of the mortgagee, for his mortgage debt, is nut sanctioned by the act of 
1812 (ch. 830). The words of that act are general, but this exception 
arises necessarily out of the subject, and the spirit of the act. 

Whether the act mould justify a sale by the mortgagee for any other debt, 
quere 7 

THIS was a SCIRE FACIAS to revive a judgment, and the 
question arose on the pleas of payment and satisfaction. 

On the trial at  Rutherford, on the last Spring Circuit, 
before his honour Judge SEAWELL, the evidence offered 
by the defendant was, that he had purchased of the plain- 
tiff a tract of land, for eight hundred dollars, and paid 
him one half of the purchase money, and to secure the 
balance, had executed a bond and mortgage of the land 
purchased ; that a suit had been instituted by the pIain- 
tiff upon the bond, judgn~ent obtained, arid execution 
issued and levied upon the defendant's equity of redemp- 
tion in the land; that at  a sale under this execution, 
the sheriff gave notice, that he offered the land for sale 
subject to the plaintiff's mortgage, and that the plaintiff 
became the purchaser, for the sum of three hundred and 
four dollars. Upon these facts, his honour was requested, 
on behalf of the defendant, to instruct the jury, that the 
judgment was fully paid and satisfied. This he declined 
doing, but informed them, that the facts proved, amounted 
to payment and satisfiiction only pro tunto, viz. the 
amount of the plaintiff's bid. The jury rendered a verdict 
for the plaintiff, for the balance due upon the judgment, 
and the defendant appealed. 

Devereux, for the defendant. 

Badger, contra. 

RUFFIN, Chief Justice.-The defendant raises in this 
case the same questions, which he did, as plaintiff, in the 
suit which wasfxmerly here. Coxe v. Camp,2 Dev. Rep. 
502. As that case is thus brought to my notice, I avail 
myself of the occasion to correct an inaccuracy in the 
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printed report, which gives to what I said quite a different D~c.1834. 
meaning from that really expressed. I am made to a regret" CAMP 

0. 
that there was no contract between the parties, and that, cox,. 
for that reason, the action could not be sustained : where- 
as, my words were, '' I agree" that ther3 is no contract- 
speaking in reference to the previous opinion of the Chief 
Justice on that point, and intending to concur in it. I 
certainly did not mean to intimate, that the plaintiff had 
the legal right of the case, if he could get at i t ;  for my 
opinion has always inclined against the construction of the 
statute, on which that action was founded. 

Since that case, and indeed long before, various ques- 
tions that may arise on the act of 1812, (Rev. ch. 830), 
and among them this which has arisen, presented them- 
selves to the minds of most professional men. The mem- 
bers of the Court are no strangers to them; and after 
much consideration, concur unanimously in the opinion, 
that the facts stated in the record do not constitute a 
a defence at law, and, indeed, that the act of 1812, does 
not authorise such a sale of an equity of redemption, upon 
any construction that can be put upon it by a Court of 
law, or be admitted to be just by a Court of Equity. 

According to the words of the statute, the lands mort- 
gaged are not to be sold, but the equity of redemption in 
them. The argument is, that when the mortgagee sells 
for the very debt secured by the mortgage, that debt is 
necessarily extinguished ; because the price given must 
be so much over and above the mortgage debt, since the 
thing sold is the interest of the debtor in the land, over - 
and above that debt. This argument assumes that such 
a sale is within the act, and, in its application to this 
case, that a Court of law can administer the act in its 
proper operation on the equitable rights of the parties. 
W e  deem both assumptions unauthorised. 

The Court has been a1 ways perfectly aware of the serious 
evils and the heavy oppressions to the distressed, which 
such a construction would tend to produce, and indeed 
would infallibly produce; and there was consequently a 
natural reluctance to adopt it. But the general words of 
the statute certainly embrace all equities of redemption, 
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DEC. 1834. and there is a yet greater reluctance felt by all Judges, 
CAMP to admit restrictions upon such general terms, if no restric- 

c:;,. tion be found in the statute itself. From this cause has 
arisen our whole difficulty. Upon full consideration, how- 
ever, it seems to us, that a limitation arises out of the act 
itself, and from the nature of the subject, as plainly as if it 
were expressed in so many words, excluding a sale by the 
mortgagee for the debt secured by the mortgage. 

The statute does not, in the second and third sections, 
operate, as in the first, to disturb the legal estate. In the 
case of a trust, the sale is of the land itself, as if the seisin 
was in the cesrui que trust, and the seisin of the trustee is 
divested, and transferred to the purchaser. In the case of 
a mortgage, the land is not sold, but only the equity, as an 
equity. After the sale, the legal title is supposed to re- 
main as it was before, and the equity to subsist indepen- 
dently, as distinct from the freehold. The nature of the 
interest sold, is not changed by the sale, speaking of it as 
a legal or equitable interest, as contradistinguished from 
each other. The only change in that respect, is simply 
to make an equity, as such, subject to legal process for the 
benefit of the owner's creditors. But the rights of the 

The nature mortgagor, mortgagee and purchaser, as against each 
estsold is other, in respect of the former or present ownership of the 
not changed 
by *he set- equity of redemption, are purely equitable, and consequent- 
odorthird ly their relief must be equitable. For these reasons, the 
section of 
theactof statute is most properly to receive its interpretation from 
lE12. The the Court of Equity ; which, upon its own principles, must 
rights of 
the pprties determine in what cases there is an equitable interest sus- 
remain, as 
before, ceptible of sale, and what effect will be allowed there to a 
equitable; sale by execution between parties standing in the relation 
therefore 
the these do. Upon the known and clearest principles of 
istorecieve equity, such a sale is forbidden ; and the question is, whe- 
its proper 
,oonstruc. ther that Court must understand the legislature as abrogat- 
tionfroma ing those principles by using general terms, when a 
Court of 
equity, particular purpose, comparatively consistent with those 

principles, was, obviously and alone, to be effected. 
Before proceeding to take that view of the subject, it  

may be proper to take the narrower one, to which a Court 
of law is competent. From the nature of an equify of re- 
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demption, although nothing a t  all in the eye of the common DEC. 1834. 

law, it is in equity the estate, and the value of it is mea- (;AMP 

sured by the value of both the legal and equitable rights, C&. 
deducting the debt secured by the mortgage. It is said, 
a Court of law must take notice of it, not only as a thing 
saleable, but also understand its nature, and measure its 
value; and, consequently, that the whole price obtained 
for it, by a sale under execution for the mortgage debt, 
belongs to the mortgagor. If the premises be correct, the 
whole proposition must he so; for the conclusion seems 
rationally to follow. But the necessity for such an infer- 
ence, and its absurdity when drawn, prove that there must 
be a fallacy in the premises. The proposition supposes 
the law to authorise, in this case, a sale under afieri facias, 
without satisfying,and without the possibility of satisfying, 
any part of the debt in execution, for the thing is sold, sub- 
ject still to the payment of the whole of that debt. The 
sum levied, is thus to be returned immediately to the per- 
son from whom it was levied ; or, if necessarily applied to 
the execution, that person is to have an immediate legal 
right to demand the same sum from the plaintiffor the pur- 
chaser. This is a reductio ad absurdurn, which refutes-the 
argument. Such an idle and ridiculous futility would be 
altogether u n ~ o r t h y ~ o f  the legislature. The nature of the 
writ of$eri fucias, was well understood by the assembly. 
I t  is an essential attribute of it, that the money raised on 
it, is in satisfaction of the debt, and is either to be paid to 
the plaintiff, or brought into Court, as his money. Unless whenever 
the money be applicable to the debt, the writ gives no ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ : ~  
authority to sell. On its face, it is to satisfy the plaintiff; not have 

and whenever that has been done, no further sale can be $.?::: 
made. So in a case where a sale cannot have that effect, plaintiff, 

t h e j .  fa. there cannot be a sale at all. If, therefbe, from the beg~n- ,,, 
ning, the plaintiff was to have none of the money arising no power to 

sell. from this sale, from the beginning also there was 110 power 
to sell. 

If then, from the nature of an equity of redemption, the 
proceeds of the sale of it, cannot, or ought not to be applied, 
in the particular case, to the execution debt, the proper 
inference is, not that the statute alters the nature of the 
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DEC. 1834. writ, and abrogates its ordinary uses, but, rather, that 
CAMP such a case is wholly out of the act:; not that the money 

v. 
GxEe raised, if properly raised, shall not go to the plainti% or  

that he, by the act of receiving it, becomes reciprocally 
indebted to his debtor in an equal sum; but that the inter- 
est sold, is not legally the subject of sale. 

If it were, a Court of law could not adjust the claims of 
the parties. This case states, indeed, that the judgment 
was for the mortgage debt. But how can that be ascer- 
tained at law ? I t  is not stated as a fact agreed ; though 
if it were agreed, it could not alter the jurisdiction. I t  is 
stated as a fact proved. Now, it is incapabIe of proof'. 
In this particular instance, the mortgagor may know, that 
he is not entitled to any equitable deductions, and that the 
judgment debt is the real debt. But if the mortgagee had 
taken possession, and received the profits, no credit could 
be given for them ; because in a Court of law, the land 
belongs to the mortgagee; and the judgment would be 
according to the bond. If, on the trial, the Court was 
incompetent to take those accounts ; the sale under execu- 
tion does not render it less so. At law, no deductions can 
now be made, except for the money produced by the sale, 
without contradicting the record, and making it incongru- 
ous on its face. Besides, the mortgagee may have been a t  
expense in getting into possession; or paid taxes ; or made 
other advances upon an agreement to tack; or have other 
judgments which can be tacked without agreement; of 
none of which can notice be taken at law. 

If, indeed, the effect of the statute were to deprive the 
defendant of relief in equity, those inquiries would neces- 
sarily be gone into at law; for there must be a remedy for 
every wrong. But a Court of Equity is the proper tribu- 
nal to determine, what effect a sale like this is to have, as 
well sincethe statute as before. In  that Court, we think 
it clear, it must be held to have no effect, upon any eon- 
struction which can be there put on the statute. 

The absurd anomaly, arising out of such a sale,from the 
necessity at law of applying the money to the execution 
for the mortgage debt, goes far to show that the legislature 
did not observe that the case came within their words. 
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That the sale should cause an immediate necessity for the DEC. 1834. 
parties to resort to a Court of Equity to correct an injus- CAMP 

tice by that very act of sale, and yet that such a sale c&m 
should be intended, is not credible. 

But it is very clear to the Court that the situation of a The object 
of the act 

mortgagee is not within the mischief intended to be reme- 0f1812 was 

died. The object of the act is not to foreclose mortgages, "~yiy 
and make them more effectual as securities to the mortga- estate 

available to gee, but to subject the equitable interest of the mortgagor the other 

to the satisfaction of those of his creditors who could not creditors of 
tho mortga- before get a security on the premises. Authorizing a sale gar; not to 

of an equity of redemption, implies that the thing pledged affect *he 
relation be- 

is worth more than the debt; and the act of making such tween him 

a pledge, and thereby withdrawing the thing from execu- 
tion, is regarded, in a degree, as a species of fraud on the 
general creditors, whose executions are thereby hindered. 
For such creditors the provision must, at least in the main, 
have been meant. Unless for cases of that sort, can it be 
supposed the act would have been passed at all? The 
mortgagee is not an object of that policy. He has, of his 
own provision, a distinct, specific, and adequate security. 
I t  is to be remembered, that he does not sell the land, but 
the right in equity to redeem. Why should he be allowed 
to extinguish that right, instead of proceeding on his secu- 
rity ? How can he sell it, if less than the debt be bid ? 
For in that case, if the money is to be applied to the exe- 
cution, the mortgagor gets nothing for the equity; and 
there can be no sale without a price. But if more is given 
it is still the price of the equity, and the mortgagor may 
look either to the creditor or the land to reimburse to him 
the whole of it ;  and necessarily that demand, and an 
account of the mortgage debt, is to form the subject of liti- 
gation in a Court of Chancery. Upon the idea that the 
sale is valid, the only relief to the mortgagor would be a 
decree for the money, the mortgage being foreclosed. But 
as has been already said, the statute looks to a different 
state of things. I t  supposes the equity of redemption to 
be assigned by the sale, and not extinguished. W e  do not 
say, that a mortgagee may not buy at a sale'by another 
creditor. Indeed we take it for granted that he may; 
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although the effect is to unite the legal and equitable 
estates, and thereby merge the latter. That is a conse- 
quence of dealings &hinuboth the words and spirit of the 
statute, and whatever hardships may grow out of them, they 
must be borne, if there be no fraud or actual oppression. 
I t  may be also that the mortgagee may sell for any other 
debt except that secured by the mortgage; but that is 
not entirely clear. His knowledge of the encumbrance, 
and the iggorance of others, would afford a strong tempta- 
tion to sell oppressively, that he might buy the estate at a 
sacrifice ; and the relation of the parties forbids the making 
an advantage, for the very reason, that it affords the oppor- 
tunity for making it. It  is true the act extends to such a 
case ; but it is a principle of equity to restrain or relieve 
the iniquitous use of the most undoubted legal right; and 
it is one of its first principles, in all cases of sales, to ascer- 
tain previously what is the actual interest to be sold, that 
the competition may be fair, and an adequate price had. 
Upon that ground, a sale under execution against one 
partner is enjoined, until an account be taken, and his sepa- 
rate interest shown. Perhaps for this reason, the second 
section of the statute will be found to be practically impo- 
litic throughout, and that it would be better to apply in the 
first instance to a Court of Equity to redeem, or to sell the 
estate; and that, at any rate, it will be the duty of the 
Court to treat a purchase by the mortgagee a t  an under 
value as a further advance of money on the security of the 
estate. But upon those points, the present question does 
not call for an opinion ; and it is not intended to express 
any. They are alluded to, only for the purpose of show- 
ing that, if two opinions can be entertained upon them, a 
most cogent argument arises against a construction, that a 
sale may be made at law for the mortgage debt. I t  would 
not only open the door for oppression, and invite to it, 
but such a sale is in every case against the contract of the 
parties, as understood in a Court of Equity. That Court 
relieves even against agreements, between persons in a 
fiduciary relation, upon a principle of policy, to prevent 
frauds, much more ought it to protect one person, in the 
power of another, from loss by the use of a legal advan- 
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tage, contrary to the agreement. The contract here was, 1834. 

that the mortgagee might redeem. Will the Court allow Cam 

the mortgagor to cut him off from that equity at short hand? ctiE. 
Such a position cannot be tolerated, nor could the legisla- a fiduciary 

ture have intended it. The act did not mean to interfere : ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  
with the stipulations of the parties, as they might affect toprevent 

them, either at law or in equity. I t  designed to prevent gzz- 
a mischief to other persons, who were strangers to those purchas- 

ing the stipulations. A sale for a debt uncertain in its amount, equity of 

and upon which a clear legal title is not passed to any bid- redemption 
at  execu- 

der, but the mortgagee himself, must be in every case a dis- tion sale, 

advantageous sale ; such an one as a mortgagee ought not and there- 
by destroy- 

to make. If he is not satisfied with his security, the mort- in, tile re- 

gagor's person and other property are open to him. Let '"'" tween be- him 

him resort to them; but aga.inst the estate on which he and the 
L, mortgagor, 

has taken a security, he ought not to act, but upon the 
footing of that security, and according to its terms in their the con- 

tract of established sense. loan. 

Many cases might be stated as strong instances of the 
bad faith of such a course. There is an act passed in 1822, 
(Taylor's Rev. ch. 1172,) which is a part of this system, 
and to be considered in connexion with the act of 1812. 
By it the legal right of redemption may be sold; that is to 
say, the right of paying the debt before a forfeiture. Sup- 
pose a debt due upon several bonds payable on different 
days, and the whole secured by a mortgage, in which the 
day of payment is that on which the last bond falls due. 
Is it possible that the creditor can foreclose by execution 
for the debt in the first bond, before the others become 
payable ? I t  cannot be supposed, the debtor would have 
given a mortgage with a shorterday of payment; and yet 
the creditor would defeat him in the very point which 
formed the inducement to the deed. 

The confusion too, in which the Court would be involv- 
ed, would be inextricable. In the case just stated, suppose 
upon the jndgment for a part of the mortgage debt, a sale 
ofa part of the mortgaged property. By what rule is the 
burden on the respective parts to be adjusted ? Upon what 
principle is the redemption of the one part to be refused, 
and the other decreed ? Or, however large the property, 
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Dm. 1844. must the whole equity of redemption, as an entire thing, 
CAMP be sold for a trifling debt, and thus aggravate the hard- 

V. 

CoxE. ships to the utmost extent 1 
But it may be said, third persons may purchase, and be 

deceived. Such a purchase, at a sale purporting to be of 
the land, and without notice of the mortgage, stands on its 
own distinct equity. At a sale, under the statute, that is, 
of the equity of redemption, there can be no want of 
notice ; and the purchaser must take care to inquire for 
the evidences of the debt. At all events, the injury could 
not be great ; for the land would at least be a security for 
his purchase money. 

These reasons force the conviction on our minds, that a 
sale by the mortgagee, for the debt secured by mortgage, 
can derive no sanction from the statutes. The cases 
within its purview are those, in which the application of 
the money raised upon the execution, to that debt, (as is 
necessarily the case at law) does not of itself alter the en- 
cumbrance, and thereby render the equity of redemption 
more valuable than it was, the instant before, a t  the sale. 
This cannot be avoided, unless by treating such a sale as 
substantially one of the land itself, which none can pretend 
the statute allows. We think, in fine, that the act is to 
be read, as if such sales by the mortgagee were expressly 
excepted. 

Consequently the defendant has paid nothing, much less 
the whole debt. The payment, which, at law, has been 
apparently made, will be treated properly, when he shall 
apply for redemption to that tribunal, which can strip the 
case of its formal legal vestments, and administer exact 
justice according to real rights, which can there be seen. 

I t  is gratifying to be confirmed in the conclusion arrived 
a t  upon general principles applied to the provisions of the 
statute, by an adjudged case in point, which has been 
since found. In  Atkins v. Satuyer, 1 Pick. Rep. 351, the 
Supreme Court of Massachusetts held, upon a similar 
statute, that for the debt secured by mortgage, the mort- 
gagee could not sell the equity of redemption, although 
another creditor might, and also the mortgagee for another 
debt. To a bill for redemption, the sale and statute were 
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pleaded, but the plea was overruled, and the mortgagor DEC. 1834. 

let in to redeem. CAMP 
PER CUR~AM. Judgment affirmed. V .  

COXE. 

JOSEPH WILLIAMS v. WINSTON SOMERS. 

Where a person had been elected clerk of the Superior Court, under the act 
of 1832, c. 2, and at the proper time, had tendered his bonds which had 
been accepted by the Court, and he inducted into office, while the former 
clerk was present in Court, cognizant of what was going on, and did not 
object thereto, but actually surrendered up the office and records to the new 
clerk in term time, and retired from the performance of the duties of the 
office for twelve months thereafter ; It was held, that such conduct in the 
old clerk, amounted to a surrender of his office to the Court, and justified 
the reception and induction into office of the newly elected clerk. 

AT Surry, on the last Circuit, before his honour Judge 
MARTIN, the plaintiff filed an information, in the name of 
the Attorney General, in the nature of a quo warranto, 
founded upon the following affidavit: 

State of North Carolina, Superior Court of Law. 
September Term, Surry county. 1834. 

cc The affidavit of Joseph Williams, who states that he 
was duly appointed clerk of the Superior Court of law for 
the county of Surry aforesaid, at the March Term of the 
said Court in the year 1807 ; that he properly qualified 
and gave bond and security for the discharge of his official 
duties as required by law, and that he has regularly given 
bond and security agreeably to the provisions of the vari- 
ous acts of assembly, from that time up to March Term, 
1834; that in 1832 the legislature of North Carolina 
passed a law changing the mode of electing the clerks of 
the several Superior and County Courts within this state, 
and vesting the same in the free white men entitled to vote 
for members of the House of Commons of the General 
Assembly ; that under that law an election was held in the 
county of Surry, on the second Thursday in August 1833, 
and he supposes the sheriff returned that one Winston 
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DEC. 1834. Somers was duly elected ; that at the September term of 
WILLIAMS the said Superior thereafter, while the official bonds of this 

v. affiant were in full force and effect, the said Winston 
SOMERS. 

Somers appeared in Court, and usurped and took upon 
himself the discharge of the duties of the clerk of the 
Superior Court aforesaid, thereby ejecting this affiant from 
the said office, to his great oppression and damage, and in 
utter disregard of the established laws of the land. This 
affiant further states, that a t  the time the said Sorners took 
possession of the books papers and records of the said office 
he (this affiant) stated to him (the said Somers) that he did 
not resign his office as clerk of the said Superior Court, 
and that if the act of 1832, chap. 2, was decided to be 
unconstitutional, he should contend for his office together 
with all the fees that had accrued in the mean time. 

Jo. Williams." 

Sworn to before the Hon'ble 
JAMES MARTIN, Judge. 

To  this information Winston Somers filed the following 
pleas : " Defendant by way of plea to the application of 
Joseph Williams to be reinstated in the office of clerk of 
the Superior Court of said county saith, that he did not 
usurp and take upon himself the discharge of the duties of 
said office contrary to law, nor in any wise eject the said 
Joseph from the same ; that under the act of 1832, pre- 
scribing the method of electing the clerks of the Superior 
and County Courts in this state, the said Joseph Williams 
and defendant, became candidates for the office aforesaid, 
and so continued up to the election in August, 1833, when 
defendant obtained a majority of the votes duly given at 
the said election, and was declared elected by the proper 
authority; and during the canvass the said Joseph declar- 
ed, he would abide and be content with thedecision of the 
people, and so expressed himself after the contest. That 
a t  September term of this Court next after the election 
aforesaid, defendant appeared in Court, tendered the 
bonds required by law to the presiding Judge, by whom 
they were accepted, and before whom they were proved, 
whereupon he took the necessary oaths of office, all which 
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will appear by reference to the records of said Court, and DEC. 1834. 

to all which proceeding the said Joseph made 110 opposition WJIJAMS 

though then present in Court; and further, that on Mon- so&Rs. 
day of September term aforesaid, aftcr defendant had 
tendered his bonds, the said Joseph called on defendant, 
took hirn into the clerk's office in the Court-house, 
surrendered to him the books and papers appertaining to 
said oflice, and taok a receipt from defendant for the same, 
in the following words and figures : Surry County, Sep- 
tember the 2nd, 1833, I Winston Somers have received 
all the papers that are i r i  the Superior Court ofice at this 
time fi-om Joseph Willianis late clerk-W. Sotncrs,' the 
body of which receipt is in the proper hand-writing of 
the said Joseph ; that defendant hath continued without 
molestation to hold said oficc, and with fidelity discharged 
the duties of the same from the time aforesaid up to this 
time ; that he hath paid fees to the said Joseph, and the 
said Joscph hath recognised defendant as clerk of said 
Court, by signing a receipt to him in that character, and 
thercfore, defendant pleads that the said Joseph hath sur- 
rendered, resigned and vacated said office, and he prays, 
&c. For further plea defendant states, that the clerks 
of the several Courts in this state, are bound annually to 
execute and tender the several bonds by law required to 
the presiding Judge, and that the said Joseph hath not 
complied with the law in such case provided, whereby and 
by virtue of an act in such cases made, he hath forfeited 
said office, and defendant prays, &c." 

To this 'plea, the plaintiff demurred, which his honour 
pro forma, sustained, overruled the plea and adjudged that 
the defendant be removed from office and the plaintiff be 
reinstated, whereupon the defendant appealed. 

Devereux, for the defendant. 

Badger, contra. 

RUFFIN, Chief Justice.-The attention of the Court was 
not called by the counsel to the form in which this pro- 
ceeding is brought forward; and thence it is supposed, 
that the object of the parties is to obtain a decision upon 
the merits of the controversy. The Court will therefore 
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DEC. 1834. proceed to consider the merits : premising only, that it 
W~LLIAMS must not be inferred therefrom, that the particular remedy 

SOJI;RS. adopted in this case, is either approved or disapproved 
here. 

By the general demurrer, the matters of fact set forth in 
the plea, are admitted to be true. In the opinion of the 
Court, those facts do amount fully to a vacating of the 
office of clerk by Mr. Williams. Reliance is not much 
placed on the transactions between that gentleman and 
Mr. Somers in private; for the old clerk could not by his 
own act merely, confer a right on another, to an office con- 
cerning the administration of the law. But as the office 
is of that character, and as the discharge of the duties by 
the officer himself, or through a deputy in term time, was 
indispeusable to the despatch of business, the withdrawal 
of Mr. Williams from the discharge of those duties, and the 
withholding from the knowledge of the Court all claim to 
the office itself, fully warranted the Court to admit another 
person. The mere absence from Court at  a particular 
time would not authorise a judgment of amotion ; nor could 
another person be appointed and inducted fully into office, 
upon the score of his predecessor's misdemeanor in office 
without such a judgment. But as this gentleman was 
personally present, and cognizant of what was going on. 
and that a new clerk was about being admitted, and his 
admission stated of record as an induction generally into 
the office, his silence is a tacit approbation of the act of the 
Court; and if that act be otherwise unwarranted, it is 
confirmed and rendered valid as against him, by and upon 
his own consent. The abandonment of the office is, at  all 
events, conclusively to be inferred from those facts, in con- 
nexion with the subsequent failure to give or tender official 
bonds. That failure might not prejudice a person removed 
by a decision of the Court against his will, and upon 
objection made; although by statute, the failure to renew 
his bonds is a forfeiture of office. That must mean a per- 
son who is de facto clerk; because from such only is a 
security useful, and one cannot be required to tender bonds 
as clerk to a Court, which denies that he is clerk, and 
therefore would not, and could not take his bond. But 
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that circumstance is of force here, as it gives a character 1834. 

to the conduct of the party himself, in the first instance. WILLIAMS 

If he had urged to the Court his right, as he says he re- so&Es. 

served it in the surrender to the defendant, his situation 
would be entirely different; no matter what disposition 
the Court had made to his objection. A removal of him 
either by an express order, or by implication from the 
admission of another, would have been unlawful and 
wrongful ; and he would be entitled to restoration. But 
after declining in open Court, and not at the instance of 
the Court, to act in the office; after seeing without objec- 
tion the Court confer on another the same office, which the 
interests of the public essentially required to be filled by 
some person ; after delivering up the office and records in 
term time to the person thus appointed ; and after a non- 
user of the office for twelve months next succeeding; it is 
too late now to say, that he did not yield it up to the pub- 
lic, there represented by the Court. The judgment of 
the Superior Court is therefore reversed, and judgment for 
the defendant on the plea and demurrer. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment reversed. 

DEN ex dem. DARLING BELK et  al, u.  JOHN B. LOVE. 

Where the subject-matter of a convcyance is completely identified by its name, 
by its localities, and by certain other marks of dcscription, the addition of 
another particular which dom not apply to it, nor to any thing else, will not 
avoid the convcyance, but will be rejected as  having been inserted through 
misnpprehcnsion or inadvertence. 

Under the third article of the treaty of 1819, between the United States and 
the Cherokee Indians, the particular Indians, residing within the limits of 
North Carolina, to whom reservations in fce sio~ple were made, had a right 
to alienate the tracts rescrved as they thought proper, prior to, and independ- 
ent of, any act of the state Icgislature. 

T h e  condition annexed to the reservations under this article does not require 
a perpetual residence on the tracts reserved, but only a notification of a n  
intent to reside, which is a condition precedent, and when complied with, the 
estate becomes absolute. 

But if this were otherwise, an  individual could not treat the estate as a t  an 
end, before the state shall enforce a forfeiture for the breach of the condition. 

EJECTMENT for a tract of land in Haywood county, tried 
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Dm. 1834. before his honour Judge MARTIN, at Burke, on the last 
BELK Circuit. The plaintiff ~roduced in evidence a deed from 

LO;E, Yonah alias Big Bear to the ancestor of the lessors, dated 
1st November, 1819, which was in fact, according to the 
testimony of the subscribing witness, executed and deliver- 
ed on the 1st day of November, 1820. They also proved 
that Yonah was a Cherokee Indian, mentioned in the 
treaty of the 27th of February, 1819, as entitled to a reser- 
vation ; and produced a survey, plat and certificate of the 
land mentioned in the declaration, made in pursuance of 
the treaty in May, 1820. They also produced a deed from 
Yonah to the defendant, dated 8th of September, 1824, 
covering the same lands, and proved the defendant to be in 
possession thereof, and that in 1825-6, Yonah died without 
heirs. The deed under which the plaintif% claimed, 
after reciting, "that a reservation in  fee simple of six 
hundred and forty acres of land, was allotted and reserved 
to the said Yonah alias Big Bear, as a perpetual inheri- 
tance, including his improvements whereon he now lives 
and has resided for some time past; situate, lying and 
being on both sides of Tuckaseejah river, and including 
an old town called Tuclialeechy," conveys '' the aforesaid 
reservation of six hundred and forty acres of land, situate 
as aforesaid, hereafter to be laid off, and ran and marked 
according to the provisions and stipulations of said treaty, 
with the appurtenances and hereditaments thereunto be- 
longing and appertaining, with all and singular the right, 
title, interest, property, claim and demand whatsoever of 
him, the said Yonah alias Eig Bear, as we11 from his ori- 
ginal right of inheritance of perpetual occupancy, as one 
of the chiefs of his nation, as his right acquired from the 
United States by the reservation aforesaid." The defend- 
ant objected that the description in the deed to the ances- 
tor of the plaintiff's lessors was vague, uncertain and 
insufficient to pass the title of the land set forth in the 
declaration, and that this defect could not be supplied or 
explained, but his honour overruled the objection. He  
then objected that before the act of 1820, (Rev. ch. 1062) 
Yonah had no right to sell his reservation in fee simple, 
and that no title passed by the deed to the ancestor of the 
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plaintiff's lessors. This objection was also overruled, and DEC. 1834. 

a verdict being found for the plaintiff the defendant ap- BELK 
pealed. V. Lava 

Pearson, for the defendant. 

Badger, contra. 

GASTON, Judge.-The appellant in this case contends 
that the judgment below should be reversed, and a venire 
de novo awarded because of error in the Judge, in over- 
ruling certain legal objections taken on the trial to the title 
of the lessors of the plaintiff. These objections are, first, 
that the description in the deed of Yonah, or the Big Bear, 
to the ancestor of the lessors was vague, uncertain and 
insuficient to pass the land described in the declaration, 
and that this defect could not be supplied nor explained : 
2ndly, that a t  the time of the delivery of the said deed, 
Yonah had no right to sell in fee simple, and that no title 
passed thereby. To enable us to form a correct judgment 
upon these alleged errors, it is necessary to examine the 
stipulations of the treaty between the United States and 
the Cherokees affecting the land in question, the proceed- 
ings under that trcaty on the part of Yonah and the officers 
of the United States, and the acts of our state legislature 
in relation to the subject-matter of the treaty. 

Previously to the 27th of February, 1819, the tract of 
land, which is the subject of the present controversy, with 
a large territory around it, was a part of the domain of 
North Carolina, subject however to the right of the Che- 
rokee Nation to occupy and enjoy it. On that day articles 
of convention were agreed upon between the secretary a t  
war, acting on the part of the President of the United 
States, and certain chiefs and headmen of the nation; 
which articles of convention were submitted to the Senate 
of the United States, as a treaty, and on the 10th of March, 
1819, were, with the advice and consent of the Senate, 
accepted, ratified and confirmed by the President. By 
the first article of this treaty, the Cherokee Nation cedes 
to the United States all their lands, lying north and east 
of a certain line, which takes in this territory. By the 
second article, the United States agree to pay, according 
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1834- to the stipulations of a former treaty of the 8th of July, 
BELK 1817, for all improvements on the land lying within the 

Y. 
L ~ ~ ~ .  ceded country, which add real value to the land; and do 

agree also to allow a reservation of six hundred and forty 
acres to each head of any Indian family, residing within 
the ceded territory, (those who enrolled themseives for 
removal to the Arliansas excepted) who chose to become 
citizens of the United States in the manner stipulated in 
the treaty of July, 1817. 

By the third article, it is declared as follo~vs, I t  is also 
understood and agreed by the contracting parties, that a 
reservation ilz-fce simple of 640 acres square (with the ex- 
ception of Major Walker's, which is to be located as 
hereinafter directed), to include their improvements, and 
which are to be as near the centre thereof as possible, 
shall be made to each of the persons whose names are 
inscribed in the certified list annexed to this treaty, all of 
whom are believed to be persons of industry, and capable 
of managing their property with discretion, and have with 
few exceptions made considerable improvements on the 
tracts reserved. The reservations are made on the condi- 
tion that those for whom they are intended shall notify in 
writing to the agent for the Cherokee Nation, within six 
months after the ratification of this treaty, that it is their 
intention to reside permanently on the land reserved." 

Among the persons whose names are inscribed on the 
list annexed to thc treaty, are ci Yonah or Big Bear," and 
ii Richard Walker," and these are the only ones residing 
within the limits of this state. On the 16th of May, 1820, 
the commissioner and surveyor made out and issued to 
Yonah a proper certificate of survey of his reservation of 
640 acres, corresponding with the definite metes and 
boundaries of the tract set forth in the declaration. By 
a deed of bargain and sale, bearing date the 1st of Novem- 
ber, 1819, but delivered the 1st November, 1820, Yonah 
conveyed, or pretended to convey in fee simple to the 
ancestor of the plaintiff's lessors, ' < a  reservation in fee 
simple of 640 acres of land, allotted and reserved to the 
said Yonah, by the treaty between the United States and 
the Cherokee Nation, as a perpetual inheritance, including 
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his improvements, whereon he now lives, and has resided h c .  1834. 
for some time past, situate, lying and being on both sides BELK 
of Tucliaseejah river, and including an old town called 
Tuclialeechy ;-the aforesaid reservation of 640 acres of 
land situate as aforesaid, hereafter to be laid off, and run 
and maslied according to the provisions and stipulations of 
said treaty, with the appurtenances and hereditan~ents 
thereunto belonging, and all and singular the right, title 
interest and property of him, the said Yonah. as well from 
his original right of inheritance of perpetual occupancy, 
as one of the chiefs of said nation, as his right acquired 
from the United States, hy the reservation aforesaid." On 
the 8th of September, 1894, Yonah, by deed of bargain 
and sale conveyed or pretended to convey to the defen- 
dant the tract of land, accortliag to the metes, marks and 
boundaries as set forth in the certificate of survey, and in 
1825 or 1826 he died and left no heirs. At the first ses- 
sion of the legislature of North Carolina, after the treaty, 
held in the winter of 1819, an act was passed, providing 
for the survey and sale of the lands recently acquired by 
treaty from the Cherokee Nation. In  this act nothing is 
said with respect to the reservations. In the winter of 
18'20, an act was passed authorising the sale of so much 
of the lands lately acquired by treaty from the Cherokee 
Indians as have been surveyed, and remain unsold; and 
a t  the same session another act, whereby it was declared, 
"that it shall not be lawful for any white man to buy, 
rent, lease or cultivate any of the lands reserved to the 
Cherokee Indians by the late treaties in 1817 and 1819, 
nor to act as agent, attorney, or trustee, in buying, rent- 
ing, leasing or cultivating such lands, and any persons 
violating the provisions of this act, shall forfeit $500, to be 
recovered in any Court having cognizance of the same, 
the one half to any person suing for the same, and the 
other half to the state ; provided, nevertheless, that this 
act shall not extend, or be construed so as to prevent 
Richard Walker and the Big Bear from managing the 
lands allotted to them, as they think proper." In 1821, 
the legislature passed an act, exempting from the restric- 
tions and penalties of the preceding act, persons who have 
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Dm. 1834. purchased from the state lands reserved for Cherokee 
BELK Indians, and who have bought out or map buy out the 

w. 
hrn right of the Indians thereto; and also another act autho- 

rising further sales, and directing the comn~issioner for 
that purpose appointed, to ascertain and report to the 
treasurer the sections of land in dispute between Indians 
claiming under the treaties, and persons who have pur- 
chased from the state; ordering the treasurer thereupon 
to forbear from collecting the bonds of such purchasers, 
until the controversy shall be decided by the proper tri- 
bunal, and directing hirn further to refund the purchase 
money and interest to such persons as may be ejected by 
the Indians. In 1823, 24, 25,26 and 27 acts were passed 
appointing commissioners to contract for the purchase by 
the state from the Indians of the tracts to which it may be 
believed they have a good title under the treaty, ratifying 
certain contracts of purchase made accordingly by the 
commissioners, giving relief to purchasers from the state 
when the tracts bought shall appear to have been materi- 
ally interfered with by Indian reservations, directing that 
no reservation secured by treaty to any Indian shall be 
surveyed or sold, and appointing a new commissioner to 
inquire into the rights of certain tracts claimed by indivi- 
duals of the Cherokee Nation, under the provisions of the 
treaties of 1817 and 1819, and authorising the commis- 
sioners to contract for the purchase of such of those tracts 
as he believes the said Indians have a good title to. 

In support of the first objection which was taken below 
to the plaintiff's recovery, it has been argued here on the 
part of the appellant, th;t the deed frotn Yonah to Belk, 
cannot pass an estate in the land described in the survey 
and declaration in ejectment, in the first place, because it 
does not purport to convey that estate such as it was after 
i t  had become definite and complete by the survey, but 
anly his right to a reservation of six hundred and forty 
acres under the treaty, before that right had become an 
estate in a particular and defined tract; and secondly, 
because the land described in that deed does not appear, 
and could not by the Court be declared to be, the same 
with that set forth in the survey and the declaration of 
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ejectment. The Court is of opinion that the first part of DkC.1838 
this obiection cannot be sustained. BXLK 

I t  is admitted on all hands that a deed, if it operates a t  Lo:r. 
all, must operate upon the subject-matter of it, such as it  
is at the time of delivery. When this deed was delivered, 
Yonah, for the purposes of this argument, must be assumed 
to have been the owner in fee simple of the particular tract 
of 610 acres described in the survey. The title to this 
tract he derived primarily from the reservation or grant 
in his favour contained in the treaty of 1819, and com- 
pleted by the survey made in pursuance of the treaty. 
Before the survey he was proprietor of 640 acres to be 
laid off in a square form, so as to include his improve- 
ments in the centre. After the survey he was the pro- 
prietor of six hundred and forty acres actually laid ofF 
in a square, and marked and including his improvements 
in the centre. The general gift or reservation then became 
a particular gift or reservation. I t  was still the same 
reservation, but the same reservation more exactly defined. 
There existed no reservation nor right to reservation dis- 
tinct from the reservation thus reduced to certainty. This 
reservation, with all the right, interest and property of 
Yonah therein, which must mean all his right, interest 
and property at the execution of the deed, he bargained 
and sold by that deed. But it is urged, that in describing 
the reservation, the deed adds, '' the aforesaid reservation 
of 640 acres situate as aforesaid, is hereafter to be laid off, 
and run and marked according to the provisions of the 
treaty," which additional description is utterly inapplica- 
Me to the tract actually laid off and run and marked 
according to the provisions of the treaty. And it is in- 
sisted, that although there may be no such reservation as 
that mentioned in the deed, and the consequence of the 
construction contended for is to deprive the deed 
of all operation, this consideration will not cause 
a thing to pass by the deed, which that deed did not pro- 
fess nor purport to pass. As this argument is the founda- 
tion also of the second branch of the objection, viz. that 
the land declared to be conveyed by the deed is not the 
same which is described in the survey and declaration, i t  
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D~c.1834. may be a t  once considered in its application to both parts 
BELK of the objection. In answer to it the plaintiff's counsel has 

V. 
b,,. submitted whether the deed may not be viewed in its 

description of the thing conveyed as referring to its cha- 
racter and condition a t  the time of the actual date of the 
instrument, although it operates to pass it, such as it is, 
a t  the execution of the instrument. As the whole purpose 
of describing the subject-matter of a conveyance is to 
designate and make it known, we have no doubt but that 
it may be identified by its past character or condition. 
But we do not discover any reference in the description 
contained in this deed to the character of its subject-mat- 
ter at  any antecedent day. The grantor speaks in the 
descriptive as well as in the bargaining part of the con- 
veyance, in words of the present time. He  sells what he 
has, in that which he describes as it is. Another answer, 
however, has been given, which we deem entirely satisfac- 
tory. The subject-matter of the bargain is so completely 
identified by its name, by its localities, and by certain 
othel: marks of description, that the addition of another 
particular which does not apply to it nor to any thing 
else, creates no confusion, and must be rejected as having 
been inserted through misapprehension or inadvertence. 
Veritas nominis tollit errorem demonstrationis. The subject- 
matter of the grant is Yonah's reservation in fee simple of 
six hundred and forty acres of land allotted and reserved 
under the treaty of 1819, including his improvements, 
whereon he now lives, and has resided for some time past, 
situate on both sides of Tucltaseejah river, and including 
an old town called Tuclraleechy. The document is exhi- 
bited of Yonah's title. I t  is for six hundred and forty 
acres of land allotted under that treaty ; it includes the 
in~provements whereon he had lived before the date of the 
deed, and whereon he then lives. I t  is on both sides of 
Tucliaseejah river, and includes the old town called Tuck- 
aleechy. One of two conclusions is inevitable. Either 
the land described in this official document of title is the 
same with that bargained and sold in the deed, although 
the deed through mistake, and in a particular by no means 
essential to the designation of the thing granted, states it, 
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not as run off and marked, but as thereafter to be run DEC. 1834. 

off and marked, or that the deed itself, notwithstand- BE= 

ing all its solemnities, passes nothing, and was intended L:& 
by the parties to pass nothing. W e  believe that the law 
does not hesitate in its choice between these alternatives, 
that it will reject the mistaken words of addition contrary 
to the real fact, and that the same rule of construction 
must obtain here as was sanctioned by the Court in Red- 
dick v. Leggett, 3 Murph. 543, and Pmctor v. Pool, 4 
Dev. Rep. 3'70. 

In  the discussion of the second objection made to the 
plaintiff's recovery, many questions were extensively 
argued by the counsel which the Court deems it unneces- 
sary to determine. Whatever may have been the nature 
of the Indian title before the treaty, or whatever may be 
the legitimating extent of the treaty-making power, it can- 
not be doubted but that the general government with the 
sanction of the state might grant portions of the ceded 
territory in fee simple to individual Indians. W e  hold it  
clear, that in the present case this grant was made, and 
that the state sanctioned the grant. It will be seen that 
by the second section of the treaty of 1819, the United 
States agree to allow a reservation of six hundred and 
forty acres to each head of an Indian family residing with- 

i 
, 

in the ceded territory (those enrolled for the Arkansas 
excepted) who may choose to become citizens of the United 

I 

States, in the manner stipulated in the treaty of 1817. I t  
may be that those words of reference characterise not only 
the method by which these heads of Indian fandies are to 
become citizens ofthe United States, but the nature of the 
estate which they are to take in the reservations. If  so, 
it is admitted that it would be a perplexing matter to define 
this estate. By the 8th article of the treaty referred to, 
it is declared that in the reservations thereby given, the 
donees or reservees shall " have a life estate, with a rever- 
sion in fee simple to their children, reserving to the widow 

I her dower," with a proviso that if any of the heads of 
families, for whom reservations may be made should remove 
therefrom, then the right to revert to the United States." 
But the third article of the treaty of 1819, which makes or 
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DEC. 1834. aIlows reservations to the particular Indians named in the 
BELK certified list is perfectly explicit as to the estate which 

2). 

Lorn. they are to take in these reservations. I t  is to be 'c in fee 
simnple," that is, to them, their heirs and assigns forever, 
and the reservations are made to those in fee simple be- 
cause they " are believed to be persons of industry, and 
capable of managing their property with discretion, and 
have with few exceptions, made considerable improvements 
thereon." 

If the cession from the Indians within the chartered 
limits of this state, or any of the terms of that cession, 
needed the sanction of this state, we hold it to be indisput- 
able that such sanction was given. From the promul- 
gation of the treaty of 1819, which was the only one 
directly applying to lands within the limits of North 
Carolina, down to this day, we have enactments upon 
enactments of our legislature acknowledging the treaty, 
claiming the lands as ceded thereby, and making regula- 
tions in conformity to the stipulations of it. If the state 
could have been guilty of the perfidy to claim the benefit 
of the cession, and at the same time withhold from the 
Indians any part of the consideration of that cession, it is 
perfectly certain that she did not commit, nor meditate 
such a baseness. The review which has been taken of the 
various legislative acts on this subject, show a full and 
unequivocal acquiescence on her part in the treaty and its 
terms. The act of 1820, prohibiting white men from 
buying reservations, is a striking illustration of the spirit 
which actuated her throughout. I t  was manifestly in- 
tended to protect those donees or reservees who, as heads 
of families, had obtained reservations under the second 
article ; the character of whose estate therein, it seems scr 
difficult to define, while it expressly excepts the only 
reservations made in North Carolina, made by the third 
article, those to Richard Walker and the Big Bear. I t  is 
observable too, that in expressing this exception, there is 
a coincidence of phrase with the language employed in that 
article "managing their lands," so remarkable that it 
scarcely could have been accidental. The deed to Belk 
was executed before the act of 1820 mas passed; but 
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Yonah's power of alienation is in no manner derived from DEC. 1834. 
the act. I t  was incidental to the nature of his estate as a BELK 

'U. fee simple. LOVE. 
Some criticisms were made, in the course of the argu- 

ment, upon the import of the word " reservation." Trea- 
ties use indiscriminately as applicable to reservations the 
verbs " give," " make," allot" and cc  allow." Sometimes 
the form of expression is, reservations shall be given; a t  
other times, shall be made and allotted ; and at other times, 
allowed. I t  is demonstrable that the word reservation is 
used, not in a technical, but in a popular sense, meaning 
a part taken out of the whole, and applied differently from 
the residue. 

I t  has been also urged that the reservations made are 
accompanied by a condition of perpetual residence. W e  
think not. A declaration of intent to reside permanently 
on the tract is made a condition precedent to the allotment 
of such tract ; but that condition once performed, and the 
allotment made, the estate is in law absolute. If this be 
so, then it is said the United States or the state might be 
defrauded by a false declaration; to which it may be 
answered, that it was believed, full reliance might be 
placed in the sincerity of the declaration; and that no 
material injury would result even should this expectation 
prove ill-founded. But if a condition of perpetual resi- 
dence were annexed to the grant of the estate, it is not for 
any individual to treat that estate as at an end, until the 
state shall have enforced a forfeiture for breach of the 
condition. 

On the whole the Court sees no error in the judgment 
below, and directs it to be affirmed. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed- 
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DEC. 1834. 

HARRY DEN ex dem. JOHN B. HARRY v. ARTHUR GRAHAM, et al, 
0. 

GRAHAM. 
Where a call in a grant was, running N. 450 W. 220 poles to a black oak near 

his (the grantee's)own line," and the black oak could not be found, nor its 
locality proved, it was held, that the word new, mould not carry theline 30 
poles further, to reach another tract of the grantee's, but that it must be 
stopped at the end of the distance mentioned in the grant. 

A posterior line of a grant will never be reversed for the purpose of showing 
the termination of a prior one, unless the description of the posterior be 
more specific than that of the prior, and unless from the posterior, a mistake 
in the prior can be clearly shown, 

An allezation of fraud against a purchaser at execution sale, willnot be heard 
from a stranger to the execution. 

The case stated for the Supreme Court by the Court below, will always be 
presumed to be correct in point of fact, unless from an examination of the 
whole record, a mistake clearly appears. 

EJECTMENT, tried before his honour Judge MARTIN, a t  
Lincoln on the last Circuit. 

The principal question in the cause was one of boundary, 
arising upon a grant to John Graham, the ancestor of the 
defendants. I t  described the land as a tract of three hun- 
dred acres "adjoining the lands of A. Collins, L. Beard, 
and of Graham himself, and beginning at  a post oak, 
Beard's corner, and running thence with his line S. 45" 
West, two huadred and twenty poles, to a chestnut and 
red oak, Beard's corner; thence N. 45' West, two hun- 
dred and twenty poles to a black oak near his own line, 
thence N. 45" East, two hundred and twenty poles, to a 
post oak, his own and Beard's corner; and thence S. 45" 
East, two hundred and twenty, to the beginning." The  
dispute was where the second line of this grant should 
terminate. No corner was found at the end of the dis- 
tatice mentioned in the grant, nor did it reach any other 
tract belonging to Graham, but by extending it thirty 
poles further it intersected with a line of an older patent of 
his. In running from the termination of the second line, 
if it should be stopped at the end of two huadred and 
twenty poles, it was discovered that the course mentioned 
in the grant would not lead to Eeard and Graham's corner, 
which was established as the termination of the third line. 
For the defendants it was contended, that the second line 
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should be extended to the line of Graham's other tract, or DEC. 1834. 

at least so as to intersect with the third line reversed. But HARRY 
21. 

his honour held that the word " near" was too vague and GRAHAM. 

uncertain to carry the second line to the line of Graham's 
other tract, and that the distance mentioned in the grant 
must be adhered to. 

Another question, which arose on the trial, was that a t  
an execution sale under which the lessor of the plaintiff 
claimed, he prevented competition by representing that he 
would suffer the son of Collins, whose lands were sold, 
to redeem ; and it was urged that his purchase was thereby 
rendered fraudulent. His honour charged, that if competi- 
tion was prevented in the manner represented, the defen- 
dant could not avail himself of it ; that as to him the deed 
was good. 

The jury found for the plaintiff, and the defendant ap- 
pealed. 

Another objection was urged in the Supreme Court 
against the plaintiK's recovery,-that the lands mentioned 
in the sheriff's deed are not the same as those levied on. 
Upon this point, the case made up for this Court stated, 
' 6  for one of the tracts of four hundred acres, a grant to 
Collins was shown, bearing date in 1797. This four hun- 
dred acre grant, was within the boundary set forth in the 
sheriff's deed, answered to the calls of the levy, and in- 
cluded ,the field in dispute of which defendant was in pos- 
session." 

Pearson, for the defendant. 
Iredell, for the plaintiff. 

RUFFIN, Chief Justice.-The question of boundary arises 
upon the patent to John Graham, dated the 24th Novem- 
ber, 1813. The dispute is, how f i r  the second line, which 
runs from the chestnut and red oak, shall go. The Court 
held that it stopped at the end of the distance; while for 
the defendant it is contended, that it shall be extended 
thirty poles further, so as to make it reach the line of ano- 
ther tract of the patentee; or, at a11 events, until it inter- 
sects with the next line reversed, from the post oak calIed 
for as the corner of Beard and the patentee, that corner 
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DEC. 1834. being identified. This Court concurs in the construction 
HARRY ' of his honour. 

a. 
GRAHAM. There is but one principle applicable to questions of 

this sort. If there be but one descriptioa in the deed, that 
is to be strictly adhered to. If there be more than one, 
and they turn out, upon evidence, not to agree, that is to 
be adopted which is most certain. Course and distance 
from a given point, is a certain description in itself; and 
therefore is never departed from unless there be something 
else which proves that the course and distance stated in 
the deed, was thus stated by mistake. I t  has been held, 
that a tree called for, and found not corresponding to the 
course and distance, establishes the mistake, and is itself 
the terminus. So of the line of another tract of land. 
But if the tree be not found, nor its former situation identi- 
fied, it is the same, as if the call for it, had been omitted; 
for there is then no guide but the course and distance. - 
Such is the case here ; no tree being found, nor its locality 
proved, otherwise than it is shown by the deed to have 
stood at the end of a line of a certain length. The descrip- 
tion is therefore the same, as if the call had been for a 
stake, or an imaginary point, at the end of the distance; 
unless the reference to tht ?atentee's other line controls 
it. 

The call is not for that line, or for a tree in it, but to 
one neu7. it. The argument is, that, as it cannot be told 
how near, we must go to it. The argument would be 
strong, if the call had been simply for a black oak near the 
line, as in the case supposed by the counsel, of a descrip- 
tion beginning- at a stake or tree, not found, near the mid- 
dle of a field. There would be no point but the middle of 
a field to govern ; and rather than the deed should be void 
for uncertainty, that would be adopted. But if the words 
of the deed were "beginning at a stake near the middle of 
the field, and standing one hundred poles east from a cer- 
tain tree," it would be different ; because the former un- 
certainty, as to the point in the field, which is the begin- 
ning, is removed by the mathematical certainty to be 
attained by mensuration from the other point given. That 
is precisely the case before us. The call is not merely for 
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a black oak near the other lines, but that black oak is DEC. 1834. -- 
represented as standing N. 45" West, two hundred and HARRY 
twenty poles from a chestnut and red oak, which are found ; GRatAnr. 
which removes the uncertainty, which, without any dis- 
tance given, we should feel upon the point, how near the 
line of the other tract is to be approached. 

So with reversing the lines. The party cannot have 
recourse to that method of ascertaining a previous line in 
the order of the description, unless, by reversing, he gives 
a more certain means of identifying the prior line, than the 
deed gives in its description of that line itself. The natu- 
ral order of survey, is that, which the deed shows the par- 
ties to the deed adopted to identify to their own satisfac- 
tion, the land, intended to be conveyed by the one to the 
other. It may be considered as their directions, how the 
identity shall be established by survey, at any future time, 
and it supposes certain points, as the beginning, to be 
established. If, therefore, the description of a particular 
line be complete in itself, the Court cannot vary from that 
description, because it will not correspond with the descrip- 
tion of a posterior line, unless the description of the latter 
be more specific than the former, and unless from the lat- 

I ter, a mistake in the former can be clearly inferred. For 
I example : if this deed had said that the line from the cor-\ 

ner chestnut and red oak, ran to a black oak near the paten- : ~ tee's other line, and gave neither course nor distance, or 
only one, "and thence N. 45" East, two hundred and 
twenty poles, to a post oak, his own and Beard's corner," 
the line might be reversed from the post oak, to ascertain 
the corner of that, and the next preceding line, because 
that affords the only evidence (the black oak not being 
found, or its locality otherwise identified,) of the point a t  
which the one line terminated, and the other began. So 
if even upon such calls as the present deed contains, 
a line of marked trees were found, by tracing the line back 
from the post oak, corresponding with the survey for the 
three hundred acre patent, that might carry the other 
line to the point of intersection, because it would prove 
an actual survey, and be the evidence of permanent natu- 
ral objects to show where the black oak once actually 
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DEC. 1834. stood ; which wherever it stood, would be the terminus, 
HARRY and control the distance mentioned in the deed. But there 

GR:;nM, is no such evidence in this case; and in the absence of it, 
there is nothing more to show that the mistake was made 
in the description of .the second line, than that it exists in 
that of the third line. A mistake was certainly made in 
the one or the other; in which is the question. The one 
line has a certain beginning, and the other has a certain 
ending, and they meet at the same point, and that point of 
meeting is uncertain. I t  cannot be rendered more certain 
by running to it, from either of the given points; and 
therefore we are not at liberty to resort to the description 
of the latter line, to control that of the prior line, but must 
lay down the prior one from its own description. Because 
it is prior, it controls the next line; since that begins, 
where the other ended. 

An effort was made to show from the deeds, of which 
copies form part of the case, that the land sold and con- 
veyed by the sheriff to the lessor of the plaintiff, are not 
the same that he levied on. If that were true, the sale 
would be void as far as depended on the writs of venditioai 
exponns ; and it would be proper to consider the answer 
to the objection founded on the writs of $. fa. But we 
have not examined it ; because the case stated in the ex- 
ception affirms, that the sheriff's deed answers to the calls 
of the levies, and includes the field in the defendant's pos- 
session. Now although the deed and levies are stated in 
the record to form part of the case, and therefore if they 
showed that the statement of the fact in the exception was 
founded on mistake, this Court might decide according to 
the truth, as collected from the whole case; yet it must be 
presumed that the case stated is correct in point of fact, 
and it is impossible without the aid of further evidence 
and surveys, for the Court here to ascertain whether it be 
or be not correct. 

No observation upon the point of fraud in the bidding 
can be necessary, in addition to that of his honour. If 
there was a fraud, it was on Collins, and does not concern 
the defendant, from whom no evidence of it ought to have 
been heard. 

PER CURIAP. 

- 

Judgment affirmed. 
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CARNEY NEAL Qui tam v. MILLS ROBERTS. XEAL 

v. 
Acts of the legislature are presumed to be constitutional ; and where in the ROBEBTS. 

Court below the validity of an act was drawn in question, and the judg- 
ment was in support of it, and the case stated no facts from which the 
contrary could be inferred, the judgment must be affirmed. 

THB case, made for the Supreme Court by his honour 
Judge STRANGE, at Tyrrell, on the last Circuit, stated that 
i' this was a penal action for the violation of an act passed 
at the last session of the legislature, (viz. 1833,) ch. 133, 
entitled ' An act regulating lay days on Frying Pan in Tyr- 
re11 county.' The facts were clearly proven, and the 
defendant relied entirely upon the ground that the act of 
assembly was unconstitutional and void; but the Court 
beingof a different opinion, and verdict and judgment being 
rendered for the plaintiff," the defendant appealed. 

No counsel appeared for either party. 

DANIEL, Judge.-It is stated in the case, that the facts 
were clearly proven; but the defendant contended, that 
the act of assembly which gave the penalty, was uncon- 
stitutional. But what facts were clearly proven, the case 
does not disclose. We suppose, the facts were proven, 

I that the defendant worlied his seine at the time and place 
mentioned in the warrant, and that it was done after the 
sun rose on the 17th day of April, 1834. But whether 

I the waters called the Frying Pan, compose an arm of the 
sea, or constitute a navigable river, or a river or creek not 

I navigable ; whether the land covered by the water is sub- 
ject to entry, by our entry laws, or whether the defendant 
had any title whatever, either to the lands or " liberty" 
of fishing in the waters mentioned, we are unable to learn 
from the case sent to this Court. W e  are not to presume 
that the legislature would pass an unconstitutional act, and 
not discovering any thing in the case to induce US to 
declare the act unconstitutional, we are bound to affirm 
the judgment. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 
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DOWNEY SAMUEL S. DOWNEY u. SMITH MURPHEY, et al. 
0. 

MURPHEI. 
A will written for a testator in eztremis, by one standing in a confidential 

relation to him, and who takes a benefit under it, is not invalid, by a con- 
clusion of law, unless read over to the testator, or its contents otherwise 
proved to have been known to him. But these facts must be left to the 
jury, and from them fraud may bc inferred, unless repelled by proof of 
bona j d e s .  

THIS was an issue of DEVISAVIT VEL NON as to a script 
produced by the plaintiff as the will of John G. Smith. 

On the trial before NORWOOD, Judge, at Granville, on 
the last Spring Circuit, the plaintiff having made out a 
prima facie case, by proof of the formal execution of 
the supposed will, for the defendants, the caveators, it 
was objected, that the deceased, a t  its execution, was 
not of perfect memory, and if he had been, that he was 
a t  its execution weak in body and mind, and in extremis, 
and that the execution by the supposed testator was, 
under these circumstances, procured by the fraudulent 
practices of the plaintiff, who was the executor, and 
took a large beneficial interest under the supposed will. 

Upon the issue much testimony was offered by both 
parties. I t  was alleged by the defendants, that the 
supposed will never had been read over to or by the 
testator; to establish the contrary, the plaintiff, among 
other things, endeavoured to prove, that an interlineation 
near the end of the paper, was in the hand-writing of 
the deceased. The deceased, when in health, was a 
man of a clear head, an acute intellect, and of decided 
business habits; but at the time of the execution of the 
will was labouring under a lingering disease, which had 
prostrated his physical powers, and had affected his 
understanding, as was contended by the defendants. 

I t  was admitted that the will was in the hand-writing 
of the plaintiff, who was a favourite nephew and confi- 
dential agent of the deceased ; but it was contended that 
it was written from instructions given by the deceased. 
To establish the fraudulent practices of the plaintiff, the 
counsel for the defendants read a part of the deposition 
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of one Dawes, and stopped at an account of a conver- DEC. 1834. 

sation between him, Dawes, and James Downey, the DoWNEY 
father of the plaintiff. The counsel of the plaintiff then v. 

MURPHEY. 
observed, that the other side might read the account 
given by the witness of that conversation; but the 
counsel of the defendants declining to accept this per- 
mission, his honour was moved to direct that the whole 
deposition should be read; but the presiding Judge 
refused to give this direction, observing, that the party 
offering a deposition was bound to read every thing in 
it relevant to the cause ; but if the witness added matter 
which was illegal and irrelevant, the party offering it 
was not bound to read the objectionable parts, and if 
disposed to do so, would be prevented by the Court. 

To impeach Dawes, the plaintiff offered the deposition 
of one Terry, who, upon his examination in chief, deposed, 
that he would not believe Dawes upon his oath; that he 
did not believe him, Dawes. to be an honest man, and 
that he had known him to steal. Upon his cross-exami- 
nation, the witness stated, that he did not know the gen- 
eral opinion concerning Dawes's character in the neigh- 
bourhood ; that he only stated his own, and that he never 

1 had any conversation respecting his, Dawes's, charac- 
ter, with the neighbours. The reading of the examina- 
tion in chief being objected to, his honour refused to let 
it go to the jury. 

I 

I 
The counsel for the plaintiff then proposed to read 

I that part of Dawes's deposition in which he related 
the conversation with James Downey, avowing his inten- 
tion to call the latter to contradict him, but his honour 
refused to suffer this to be done. 1 His honour, in his charge to the jury, informed them, 
that in order to the validity of a will, the testator must 
have a sound and disposing mind and memory ; but that 

I though his mind might be weakened or impaired from 
age and bodily infirmity, still if he retained intellect 
enough to make a rational disposition of his estate, it was 
sufficient: that as with a deed, so with a will, in general, 
if executed by the party, it was sufficient, though not 
read over, or the contents thereof shown to be known to 
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D~c .1834 .  him-the act of execution recognising and adopting the 
DOWNEY instrument. But that there might be circurnstances 

which would require a different rule; that a will being MURPHEY. 
written by a legatee, was looked upon as a suspicious 
circumstance, the suspicion being greater or less according 
as the interest was greater or smaller; and that where a 
will was written by one taking a large and beneficial inter- 
est under it, for a testator, in his last illness, and under 
great weakness from disease, and the writer was a confi- 
dential agent and adviser of the testator, it was necessary, 
in support of the mill, to produce some evidence to show 
a knowledge by the testator of its contents, as that it was 
read to him or by him ; or if not so read, proof that it was 
written from instructions by the testator, and according to 
them, would be sufficient, as showing that he knew the 
contents; that for this purpose the testimony as to the 
interlineation being in the hand-writing of the deceased 
was submitted to them, and if in his hand-writing, it 
would be important evidence ; the evidence and the infer- 
ence to be drawn from it, was for them. 

A verdict was returned for the caveators, and the plain- 
tiff appealed. 

Iredell and Devereux, for the will. 

Nash and Badger, contra. 

RUFFIN, Chief Justice.-The opinion given in the Supe- 
rior Court, upon the question of evidence arising on the 

Proof of deposition of Terry, conforms to the rules laid down in this 
particular 
facts is not Court, in The State v. BostoeE2,2 Dev. 209 ; and those rules, 
admissible we think, are based on sound principles, and correctly 
to impeach 
awitness, drawn from the most approved writers on the law of evi- 
and the dence. The witness says, that he knew Dawes, to whose opinion of 
an im. discredit he is examined, for several years; that he did 
peaching not consider him an honest man ; that he had known him 
witness, is 
proper only to steal, and that he would not believe him npon oath. 
when it 
coincides The opinion of the witness is obviously founded upon par- 
with the ticular facts within his own knowledge; and cannot be 
general 
reputation more admissible than direct evidence of the particular facts 

per- themselves, on which that opinion is founded. Evidence 
son im- 
peached; to such particulars is incompetent, both because it would 
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be a surprise on the witness, and render trials so compli- D~c.1834. 

cated, that they could never be terminated. Barton v. DOWNEY 

Morphes, 2 Dev. 520. The opinion of a discrediting wit- 
ness is competent, when professing to be founded on gene- and a wit- 

r a l  belief, that the witness to be discredited is dishonest, ness who 
swears that 

or of bad moral character. This is going far enough, and hedidnot 
believe ano- 

seems not to be warranted by principle, if we are to re- ther to be 

gard the opinion of the discreditory witness, as standing honesty but 
who does 

upon its own force alone; but that is not the ground of not know 

receiving it. The opinion of the individual is heard, not ~o~',",~ 
as of itself establishing the want of credit of the impeach- mcompe- 

ed witness, but as the best means in the power of the wit- tent. 

ness under examination of communicating to the jury the 
extent of the general belief to the disadvantage of the other 
witness. The opinion of one person, that another is a dis- 
honest man, and therefore that his testimony is not credi- 
ble, is not evidence of charncter, but of facts ; and is the 
weakest evidence of facts. The only opinion worthy of 
consideration, is, that from general reputation, the witness 
is unworthy of belief. That opinion no person can give, 
who makes the preliminary statement, that he does not 
know what other persons think of the witness, but that he 

I speaks from his own knowledge.. H e  must not only know 
what other persons think of the impeached witness, but 
he must profess to Itnow what other persons, generally, 

I think, before he is competent to state his character, or his 
inferences from that character. The character which goes 
to the credit of a witness, is that imputed to him by gene- 
ral reputation, and that only. 

The Court is further of opinion, with his honour, that A party of- 
fering a de- the plaintiff had no right to read that part of the deposition position, is 

I of Dawes, which speaks of the declarations of James Dew- not bound 
to read a 

ney. Those declarations were irrelevant to the issue ; for 
what James Downey said, tfiat S. S. Domney had said, :fzkts 
could not establish the declarations of the latter, nor any contained 

fact inferable therefrom. The party who took the depo- $:::,","'- 
sition, could not have read that part of it, if objected to on the other 

1 tho other side. Nor is the Court bound to hear it, if not rk<zd 
objected to on either side, because it is irrelevant, and purposeof 

contradict. 
burdens the trial, to the delay of business. The party ingiL 
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Dec.1834. cannot be bound to read, what the Court is not bound to 
D~WNEY hear, and will not hear. Consent of both parties, or the 

act ofeither, cannot render irrelevant evidence competent. MURPHEY. 
The evidence in question, was not barely to a collateral 
fact, but was, in every stage of the case, altogether irrele- 
vant to the subject of inquiry. There are many collate- 
ral facts that are not irrelevant ; such as the disposition of 
the witness, or his relation to the parties ; his declarations 
about the controversy at other times; which may have a 
material bearing upon his credit. As to such points, it is 
a disputed question, whether the answers of the witness to 
interrogatories 'in the course of his cross-examination, are 
conclusive, upon which no opinion is now necessary. If 
the party calling the witness, examine him without objec- 
tion to such points, undoubtedly the other side may con- 
tradict him. The counsel for the plaintiff has endeavoured 
to put this case upon that footing. W e  thinlr the argument 
is defective, both because the matter to which the witness 
deposes, is not simply collateral, but is immaterial, and 
therefore incompetent; and because the party who took 
the deposition did not examine to those points. Deposi- 
tions are taken in this state, without an exhibition of inter- 
rogatories in Court, or to the opposite party, and witbout 
their being settled by any officer prior to the examination. 
They are also, often taken in the absence ofthe party, and 
without any interrogatory, except that implied in the oath. 
Such was the case here. W e  think the voluntary state- 
ment of the witness, under such circumstances, of irrele- 
vant and incompetent matter, cannot be regarded as a 
statement drawn out by the party. No doubt he is still 
the witness of the party, who can neither discredit him, 
nor suppress his deposition. Rut he is not obliged to read 
it, as being made evidence in all its parts, simply because 
the witness was examined at his instance. He cannot 
discredit his own witness ; but the other side cannot call 
on him to furnish them the means of discrediting the wit- 
ness. When taken, the deposition is evidence for either 
side, so far as its contents are in themselves competent, 
and no further. 

Having considered these points, that which arises upon 
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the instructions to the jury is next presented. I t  is one of DEC. 1834. 

much importance, both in its bearing upon the interests ~ W N E Y  
v. 

of these parties, and as a general question of law. His M , , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
honour first stated to the jury, as we conceive, correctly, 
that to the validity of a will a disposing capacity was 
necessary, and a knowledge of the contents of the instru- 
ment ; and that in point of law, such a knowledge was 
presumed from the fact of execution, if the capacity was 
satisfactorily established. But he further stated, there 
were cases which required a different rule; and, applying 
the exception to the case before him, he proceeded to lay 
down these principles to the jury: That a will being 
written hy a legatee was in law a suspicious circumstance; 
the suspicion being greater or less in proportion to the in- 
terest: that when a will mas written, by one taking a 
large and beneficial interest, for a testator in his last illness, 
and great weakness from disease, and the writer was a 
confidential agent and adviser of the supposed testator, 
it was necessary in support of the will, to produce some 
evidence to show a knowledge by the testator of the con- 
tents of the will, as that it was read to him, or by him, or, 
if not so read, that it was written from instructions and 

I according to them, which would be sufficient. 
The instructions assume that in point of law, the validity 

of the will, depends upon such proof; and that in such 

l a case, the inquiry is not one of fact, whether the maker 
of the instrument actually knew, or was actually ignorant 
of the contents of the paper; but is an inference of law, ~ either that he did not know them, or that it does not appear, 
and it ought to appear,,by plain proof, that he did know ~ them. The correctness of the instructions depends there- 
fore upon the inquiry, whether by the laws of this state, 
these are inferences of fact to be drawn by the jury, or are 
to be stated by the Court as fixed legal principles. 

In  support of the opinion of the Court, many cases have 
been read from the Ecclesiastical Courts of England ; in 

I which the rules laid down to the jury, are stated as rules 
or principles, which govern those Courts. But those cases 
and the terms in which the Judges deliver themselves, are 
far from satisfying us, that the nature of the inquiry makes 

Where the 
capacity of 
a testator is 
perfect, his 
knowledge 
of the con- 
tents of his 
will is pre 
sumed from 
the fact of 
execution. 
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Dm. 1834. it, in a Court of Common Law, the province of the Judge 
DOWNEY and not the jury to determine it. The Court of Probate 

" in England, decides every question both of law and fact, MURPHEY. 
which the case presents ; the capacity of the testator, in 
all its various gradations as perfect, doubtful and defective. 
Where of the last kind, the instrument is necessarily in- 
operative under all circumstances. But where a testable 
capacity is found, the degree of proof that the instrument 
was freely eyecuted, and that its provisions were really 
assented to by the maker, must necessarily vary with the 
degree of capacity, in order to satisfy a rational mind, that 
there was such free agency, knowledge and assent as the 
law demands. That tribunals such as the Ecclesiastical 
Courts, constituted of a single Judge, holding the Court 
permanently, and deciding the whole case, should, in the 
course of repeated discussions of evidence of a similar kind, 
adopt, for the ease of the Court, and for the information 
of suitors, some propositions, as the measure of that proof, 
to be deemed sufficient or insufficient under particular cir- 
cumstances, is not surprising. T o  the usefulness of such a 
Court, such rules, as principles for the government of the 
Judge, are indispensable. They are requisite, both to 
relieve the Judge from unnecessary lahour, and to exclude 
the suspicion and the danger of unlimited and irresponsible 
discretion upon all questions of fact ; which, in a perma- 
nent magistrate is intolerable. Hence, in the very able 
opinions which have been delivered by the Judges of those 
Courts, are constantly found expositions of the reasons, on 
which the credit to be given to the witnesses ought torest, 
and on which inferences of particular facts may be ration- 
ally drawn from certain evidence ; and such reasons, and 
the determination to which they led in one case, are natu- 
rally appealed to by counsel, and aclinowledged by the 
Court in succeeding cases. At first they may be respected 
only as the c~nclusions of an able, well instructed and 
experienced mind, well calculated to influence another 
mind to adopt the same conclusions. But they soon ac- 
quire the authority which a succeeding Judge is neither 
able nor willing to deny to them, of beingprecedents. For, 
as has been forcibly remarked, it is the professional ten- 
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dency to repose on precedents ; and it is fortunate for the DEC. 1834. - 
institutions of every country, that there is such a tendency. DOWNEY 

v. 
That the principles upon which the Ordinary in England M,,,,,. 

requires particular proof, to rebut the presumption of fraud 
in obtaining a will from a man of weak or impaired 
faculties, are obligatory upon each succeeding Judge who 
may sit in those Courts, seems to be a settled point in 
those Courts. Nor can it be denied, that those principles 
have been most carefully considered and cautiously settled. 
They address themselves forcibly to every rational mind ; 
and were most properly urged against the instrument 
offered for probate in this case. The Court is not to be 
understood as pronouncing them insufficient to repel all 
the presumptions drawn from the execution of the instru- 
ment by a testator in the condition of mind and body 
imputed to Mr. Smith by the witnesses. Upon its sufi- 
ciency or insufficiency this Court would carefully abstain 
from intimating any opinion ; and allusion is made to it, 
only to prevent the supposition, that our decision rests on 
a ditierence of opinion between us and his honour upon the 
weight to which the evidence was entitled. On the con- 
trary, we think the question is, whether either Court can 
determine its weight ; in other words, whether the inquiry 
be one of fact or law ? That question cannot be deter- 
mined by the decisions of the Ecclesiastical Courts, for 
whether the nature of the inquiry be of the one kind or of 
the other, the remarks, rules, principles, by which one 
great Judge was guided in the discussion, weighing and 
deciding on evidence of a particular character, in a parti- 
cular case, would be authoritative on another upon the 
like evidence in a like case. The question depends upon 
the nature of the inquiry according to the common law of 
England, and the statute laws of this state. For although 
the question is one of probate, and therefore might appro- 
priately be governed by that portion of the ecclesiastical 
law which is incorporated into the common law and ad- 
ministered in peculiar jurisdictions ; yet it  has seemed good 
to the legislature to refer it to a tribunal of a different 
nature, a jury. That tribunal is the favourite of the com- 
mon law as the arbiter of facts ; and not less so with the 
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DEC. 1~~34 legislature of this state than with our ancestors. For not 
DOWNEY only is the decision of all facts within the power of a jury, 

"* hut in this state it is exclusively their province to decide 
MUR~HEY. 

them, uninfluenced by the opinion of the Judge upon the 
weight of the evidence, or its sufficiency to prove any fact 
in dispute. To  the jury any argument may be urged im- 
pugning, or enforcing deductions of one fact from another 
proved, or from the defect of full proof of either the one 
fact or the other; and the opinions of men of able and 
practiced minds may properly be laid before them in argu- 
ment, as likely to influence their judgment by the force of 
the reasoning which led to those opinions, or by the 
authority of the opinions themselves, coming from such 
sources. But it is impossible to say, that such a tribunal 
is bound as to a conclusion of fact, by the precedent set by 
another tribunal for the decision of facts, whether consist- 
ing of a single Judge, or of the numerous Judges who 
compose a jury. There is no law to such a body but its 
conclusions upon the evidence as to the fact sought. 

Is there a principle to be found laid down anywhere in 
the common law, as a positive precept, that it is necessary 
to the validity of the will of a man, written in his last 
illness, and when very weak from disease, by one who 
takes a large legacy under it, and was the confidential 
friend and adviser of the alleged testator, that those who 
offer the will should distinctly prove, besides the testable 
capacity of the maker, and the due formal execution of 
the instrument, the further facts, by distinct evidence, 
that the maker knew and approved of the contents of the 
instrument? If there be such a proposition, it has escaped 
our researches among the treasures of the comn~on law. 
I t  is the principle of that code, that a paper obtained by 
duress or undue influence, or by deception, and without 
the free consent of the maker, given upon a knowledge of 
its provisions, is not a will. But that the want of such 
knowledge and consent are legal conclusions from evidence 
that the supposed testator was worn down by disease, and 
that the writer of the paper derives a large benefit under 
it, is nowhere found ; nor that the like conclusion is abso- 
lutely to be drawn from those facts, with the additional 
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one, that the writer was or was not a stranger or a confi- h.1834. 
dential friend of the testator. After proof of capacity DOWNEY 

v.  and execution, the common law lays down no rule upon MURPIm. 
the subject ; but submits the general question to the jury 
for a decision, according to their conclusions upon the 
actual 'facts of undue influence, imposition on the testator, 
his knowledge of the contents of the paper, and assent 
thereto-under the comprehensive inquiry, whether a 
fraud has been practised. Where the testator's situation 
is such as to render the perpetration of a fraud easily 
practicable, the jury may say, they are not satisfied one 
was not practised, and thence infer its existence, unless 
the contrary be clearly shown. It is in the power of the 
jury, and may, as reasonable men, be their duty, for fear 
of fraudulent practices, and in prevention of them, to find 
a fraud, or to give a verdict such as they would if they 
had found a fraud, where there is a defect of proof to 
negative it. I t  is upon that principle, that ecclesiastical 
Judges regulate their judgments, as we understand them. 
But those are conclusions of fact, arising from evidence 
given or withheld. A defect of proof, unless it be a total 
defect, is for the consideration of the jury, wherever the 
law requires the intervention of a jury. The ecclesiastical 
Judge can say, a case is not established, because it is rea- 
sonable to require in the particular case full proof, and to 
such and such points the proof is not full. So may a jury. 
But a judge, under our system of jurisprudence, cannot 
determine, when prima facie proof is offered, that the case 
fails, because further proof is not given. That the will 
was written by a legatee-that he stood in the relation of 
kindred, friend, or agent to the party, do not, of them- 
selves, prove that the testator did not know or assent to 
the dispositions. They raise a suspicion of imposition, and 
make it reasonable to call for explanations. Such expla- 
nations may be given, as acknowledged in these very 
instructions, by evidence of the actual reading of the will 
by or to the testator, or by proving its conformity to the 
instructions given for it. There are other circumstances 
equally satisfactory; such as the conformity of the will to 
previous or subsequent declarations, or to such dispositions 
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D e c . 1 8 3 4 .  as the party would be prompted by natural affection to 
DOWHEY make. The intimacy of the relation between the writer 

v. 
MVRPHEY. and the testator may be, and is even less suspicious, than 

if they were strangers ; upon the supposition that each 
draftsman writes himself heir. These considerations must 
satisfy the mind, that upon such a subject, the law'cannot 
lay down as a test, that a will is, or is not, valid, when 
executed under any one or more of the particular circum- 
stances mentioned ; but necessarily refers the facts upon 
which its validity legally depends, to the decision of the 
jury, under evidence as to all the circumstances attending 
its preparation or execution, the condition, mental and 
physical, of the testator, the contents of the instrument, 
and the benefits provided in it for those actively concerned 
either in the preparation or execution. Evidence to each - - 
of these points may have an important bearing upon the 
just conclusions to be formed of the testator's capacity, 
and of the advantages that may have been taken of his 
weakness or confidence ; and a jury may justly be alarmed 
a t  the danger of exposing testators to importunities and 
imposition, which would follow from establishing papers 
to bewills, when obtainedin extremis, and under suspicious 
circutnstances, unless those suspicions be removed by 
affirmative and plenary evidence, that the testator com- 
prehended the dispositions made for him, and fully and 
freely sanctioned them. But like other questions of actual 
intention; of the state of the mind ; of influence ; know- 
ledge or ignorance of one person, and of integrity or dis- 
honesty and fraud of another ; this question is one of fact, 
to be decided by the jury upon evidence; which, in the 
opinion of the Judge, is competent, as tending to establish 
any of those facts. Its tendency, it is the province of the 
Judge to explain, by stating what conclusions may be 
drawn from i t ;  but whether it establishes a fact, or whe- 
ther a conclusion deducible from it, is or is not rebutted 
by other evidence, is the province of the jury to say. 

That the rules of the Ecclesiastical Courts, although 
most sensible deductions of facts, are not parts of the la;" 
of this country, but only of the law of those Courts, we 
deduce, not only from the manner in which the Judges 
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in those tribunals speak upon this question, but from the DEC. 1834. 

nature of the subject itself. But furthermore, the qnes- DOWN=* 
tions which arise before the Ecclesiastical Courts upon MU:;mY. 

the probate of testaments, arise also in the Courts of 
Common Law, in ejectments on devises, cr  on issues out 
of Chancery, to try the validity of the will. Yet none 
of the principles on which the Ordinary makes deductions 
from evidence given or withheld, have been incorporated 
into the common law, so as to be laid down to the jury, 
as conclusions drawn from them. The evidence is sub- 
mitted to them, that they may draw their own conclusion. 
For this very reason, the chancellor will not determine the 
validity of the will, but always sends it to an issue, clevi- 
sazit vel non ; and upon that issue and in ejectment, the 
vcrdict is frequently at variance with the judgment of 
the ecclesiastical Judge on the same instrument, offered in 
his Court as a testament. 

For these reasons, we think there was error in stating 
it as a proposition of law, that the evidence supposed was 
necessary to the validity of the paper as a will. I t  should 
have been left to the jury to say, whether they thought, 

I from the evidence given, that the presumption from execu- 
tion, that the party knew the contents of the paper, under- 
stood them, and assented to.them, was in fact rebutted by 
the state of his mind and health at the time the will was 
prepared and executed ; by its contents, and by the cir- 
cumstances relied on by the defendant ; or was confirmed 
by its contents and by the evidence to the testator's know- 
ledge of them, and other circumstances offered on the 
other side. The case must therefore be submitted again 
to the jury. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment reversed. 
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M~~~~~~ NATHANIEL MARKLAND, Adm. of HENRY 'ITJCKER, a. MARK 

Adm. CRUMP. 
v. 

CRUMP. A covenant for quiet enjoyment runs with the land, and one who is evicted 
may recover upon such covenant in the deed of any prior vendor, and this 
whether he purchased with or without warranty. 

An intermediate vendor, cannot in respect of his liability, upon his covenant 
for quiet enjoyment, recover of a prior vendor, but must first make good 
the damages ofthe person evicted. 

THIS was an action to recover damages for the breach of 
a covenant of quiet enjoyment, contained in a deed, where- 
by the defendant conveyed land to the intestate of the 
plaintiff. The breaches assigned, were ; 1st. The eviction 
of the intestate by paramount title. 2nd. The eviction of 
the bargainee of the intestate. 

The plaintiff having rnade'out a prima facie case, for the 
defence it was proved that the interest of the intestate in 
the land, had, before the eviction, been sold under a$. fa. 
against the intestate, to one Marcum, and that the latter 
was the person who had really been evicted. 

Upon this fact being admitted, his honour, Judge SEA- 
WELL, at Rowan, on the last Circuit, ruled that the plain- 
tiff, to entitle himself to a verdict, should " show a distur- 
bance, either of his intestate, or of some person holding 
under him, as his tenant, whose possession was that of the 
intestate. That the plaintiff as administrator, could not 
recover for a disturbance, when the person disturbed could 
claim the benefit of the covenant, in the deed to the intes- 
tate. That the covenant declared on, either ran with the 
land to the assignee, or it did not. If the former, the 
assignee being the person disturbed, kvas entitled to its 
benefit-that but one action could be maintained for the 
disturbance, and to allow that action to be brought by one 
whose interest had passed away, and who had received 
the full value of the land, for a disturbance which in no 
way molested him, and this to the prejudice of the person 
really injured, who had lost both the lands and his money, 
was not consistent either with reason or justice. That if 
on the other hand, the covenant did not run with the land, 
and extend to the assignee-the purchaser under the$. fa. 
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-then it had not been broken by the eviction of the lat- Dm. 1834 

ter." Manx~nnn 

In  submission to this opinion, the plaintiff suffered a A:m 
non-suit, and appealed. cauur. 

Pearson, for the plaintiff. 
Nash, for the defendant. 

RUFF IN^ Chief Justice.-The opinion delivered in the 
Superior Court, is that entertained by this Court; and 
very much upon the reasons expressed by his honour. For 
it would seem to be a first principle, that in an action 
sounding in damages, none can be recovered, if none have 
been sustained by-the plaintiff. 

Marcum, the purchaser at sheriff's sale, has been re- 
garded by the plaintiff's counsel, as a purchaser with 
warranty; because, under the statute, hc can have re- 
course to Tucker, the defendant in the execution. The 
Court supposes it clear, that he is an assignee, who, by 
reason of the privity of estate, is entitled to the benefit of, 
and bound by all covenants running with the land. Spen- 
cer's case, 6th Resolution, 5 Rep. 17'. But whether such 
recourse against Tucker, would amount to such a warran- 
ty, or ought to be construed to have the same effect, the 
Court does not deem it necessary to determine. Because 
we think, an express warranty from Tucker to Marcum, 
would not, upon the eviction of the latter, give an action 
to Tucker against Crump, on his covenant of warranty, 
nor be a bar to that of Marcum against Crump on the same 
covenant. 

In support of the proposition to the contrary, the coun- 
sel for the plaintiff has been able to adduce no case, in 
which that was the point adjudged. In Kane v. Sauger, 
14 John. Rep. 89, Chief Justice SPENCER states the gene- 
ral rule to be, that where covenants run with the land, if 
it be conveyed before a breach of the covenant, the assig- 
nee only can sue upon the subsequent breach; but if the 
assignor be himself bound in his deed, to indemnify the 
assignee against such breach, there the assignor only can 
bring the action. This is certainly a very explicit decla- 
ration of the opinion of a most respectable Judge. But 
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Dm. 1834. it is not entitled to the authority of an adjudication ; be- 
MARKLAND cause it was not necessary to the decision of the case, 

Adm. and is only a dictum. There the plaintiff, who was the 
C ~ u a r ~ .  assignor, had immediately taken back the legal estate, by 

way of mortgage in fee ; and therefore his assignee could 
not, under any circumstances, have had an action; for a t  
the time of the breach, he was not the assignee, but the 
plaintiff was reinvested with the estate by force of the 
mortgage. Upon this ground the plaintiff had judgment. 
As it was held, that in the case proved, the effect of the 
plaintiff's warranty could not be a bar to the action, it 
became immaterial to determine what the effect would 
have been, if the estate had remained in the assignee, until 
his eviction. No English case is referred to by the Chief 
Justice, and but one in this country, that of Bickford v. 
Paige, 2 Mass. Rep. 460. This last case does not seem to 
us to admit of such an interpretation. Chief Justice PAR- 
SONS says, that " the assignee -alone can sue, unless the 
nature of the assignment be such, that the assignor is hol- 
den to indemnify the assignee against a breach of the cov- 
enants by the original vendor ; which is founded on the 
principle, that no man can maintain an action to recover 
damages, who has suffered none." This is a very clear 
opinion, that an assignee without a covenant from his 
immediate vendor, may sue on a remote covenant ; and 
that he alone can sue in such a case; and that for the very 
best of reasons-because no body else is injured. But it 
affords no inference, that an assignee with warranty may 
not also sue on a remote covenant, but only, that in such 
case, he is not the only person, who can have remedy for a . . 

breach. In the context, it must mean, that the assignee 
who is evicted, may sue the remote covenantor for the 
damages sustained by him ; but that this case is not like 
the former in which he alone could have the action ; be- 
cause in this case, another, besides the assignee, may sus- 
tain damages, namely, his assignor upon his engagement 
to indemnify. As without such engagement the assignor 
could not sue, because he could not be injured; so where 
he paid the damages to the assignee upon such an engage- 
ment, the assignor could sue, because he then had suffered. 
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But because the assignor can bring an action after suffer- DEC. 1834. 

ing, it does not follow that he can bring his action upon MARKLAND 
the eviction of his assignee, and before satisfying the a s s i p  A:m 
nee, and to the exclusion of the assignee himself. This CRUMP. 

corlstruction of the language of Chief Justice PARSONS is 
that adopted by the Court in Withy v. Mumford, 5 Cow- 
en's Rep. 137, in which the doctrine laid down in Kane 
v. Sauger, is pointedly denied, under such circumstances 
as to destroy its authority, even in the Courts of New 
York. For had the point been necessary to a decision in 
Kane v. Sauger, it is adjudged directly to the contrary in 
Witliy v. ,Mumford, in which it was held, that the assig- 
nee, who is evicted, may sue any one or more of the cove- 
nantors, whether immediate or remote; and that an 
assignor, who has himself covenanted, cannot sue a prior 
covenantor, until he has himself satisfied the evicted assig- 
nee; but that upon doing that, he can. 

This Court is at  loss for a reason upon which the first 
rule laid down in the Supreme Court of New York can be 
sustained, or the second can be impeached. If there be a 
reason, it must be peculiar to covenants and conveyances 
of land. None such is perceived ; and to us, the position 
contended for, seems to be inconvenient, unjust, and con- 
trary to analogy. It multiplies suits, by requiring each 
assignee to sue his own vendor only. I t  may defeat the 
evicted person of his damages, by enabling his insolvent 
assignor to recover the money from the only person among 
those liable, who is able to pay i t ;  and he map refuse to 
pay it over. Covenants which run with land, were always 
exceptions to the maxim of the common law, that clroses 
i n  action could not be assigned. They cannot be sepa- 
rated from the land, and transferred; but with the land 
they could, as being annexed to the estate in possession, 
and bound the parties in respect to the privity of estate. 
In other instances of assignments tolerated by law, the 
assignee having for the time being the right, is alone enti- 
tled to an action on the contract, and may have his action 
against any of the parties bound, either mediately or im- 
mediately. Negotiable mercantile instruments, afford a 
similar example. The holder may sue, not only his awn 
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Dm- 1834. endorser, but also any one whose name is on the paper. 
NARKLAND But an endorser cannot have an action against any party 

Adm. 
0. 

prior to himself, until he shall have taken up the paper 
CRUMP. from the last holder, and thus become the holder to his 

own use. The good sense of this principle seerns to make 
it necessarily applicable to all cases of successive engage- 
ments of indemnity. 

I t  is admitted that, if the grantee with warranty, con- 
vey withcut warranty, the last grantee may sue directly 
on the covenant of the first grantor. I t  is not seen, why 
the interposing a second warranty should, nor how i t  can, 
restrict the assignee to a remedy on the last covenant. In 
each case, the first covenant came to him, as being annexed 
to the estate ; and thus belonging to him, he, and not nco- 
ther, ought to have the action on it, until he gets satisfac- 
tion. When that is made, the person who makes it, is 
then the injured person, and may have his action to make 
himself whole. I t  is for the benefit of all parties, that 
each claimant should have a direct recourse on the person 
ultin~ately responsible, if he be able to respcnd. 

An argument was drawn for the plaintiff, from the doc- 
trine of Buckhurst's case, 1 Co. Rep. 1, that a vendor who 
warrants, is entitled to keep the title papers, which contain 
covenants to which he may resort for his indemnity. The 
inference sought is, that if he has a right to the deed, it 
must be, because he alone can bring an action on the cove- 
nants in them, or that such possession gives him the exclu- 

rhe right sive right of action. In our opinion, that consequence 
tf a vendor 
N ~ ~ o s ~ ~ ~ s  cannot be deduced. I t  affords no better ground for his 
vith action for a breach subsequent to his assignment, than for .anty, to 
,etain the such action before any breach, in anticipation ef one. The 
itle papers, 

,lot possession of the title deeds may indeed put the assignee 
:ive him to a difficulty in framing his declaration, making profert, 
he right to 

pr,ma- and giving evidence of a deed not in his own pasession, 
' ~ I Y  for the which he must encounter, and get over as well as he can. 
:vlctmn of 
lis vendee. Indeed, it may be, that he map be excused from a pro- 

fert, if the record shows that he is not entitled to the deeds. 
But these obstacles merely arise out of the rules of plead- 
ing and evidence, as between the assignee and covenan- 
tor sued; and have no reference to the rights of an 
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intermediate owner, who has parted from his title. The DEC. 1834. 

first feoffor can make direct satisfaction to the person M A R R ~ ~ ~ ~  
evicted, or take a release from him. That an assignee 
may sue the remote covenantor, the case of Jliddlemore v. CRLIMP. 

Goodall, Cro. Car. 503, is a direct authority. It is true 
that the'plaintiffthere did not state in his declaration, that 
his conveyance was with warranty ; so that the effect of 
such a covenant is not precisely shown by that case. But 
it is equally true, that it does not appear that the deed to 
the plaintiff did not contain such a covenant, Now every 
declaration must give a complete cause of action, and if 
the law be, that an assignee with warranty cannot sue on 
any prior covenant, the declaration ought to aver that the 
plaintiff is an assignee without one. Nothing of that kind 
is found in that case, nor in the precedents. They are 
silent as to the covenants contained in all the deeds, under 
which the plaintiff claims, eKcept the pzrticular covenants 
on which the suit is brought, and only sets forth the opera- 
tive parts of the deed, as conveying the estate to the plain- 
tiff. Nor has any case, or precedent been found, of a plea, 
that the conveyance from the plaintiff's vendor, or from 
some assignor between himself and the defendant, did 
contain covenants, although the case of such covenants, 
posterior to that of the defendant in the action, must fre- 
quently have occurred. 

But a still broaderground was asserted in the argument ; 
which is, that even if the assignee Marcum could sue, yet 
the plaintiff, as administrator of Tucker, the defendant's 
bargainee, could also have his action: the two actions 
resting on different grounds; the former on privity of 
estate, and the latter on privity of contract. 

For this no direct authority has been cited, and we sup- 
pose there can be none. For it is a proposition of simple 
justice to the covenantor, that both actions cannot be 
maintained. I t  has however been likened to the case of 
the action of covenant by a lessor against an assignee of 
the lessee, and also against the lessee himself; both of 
which will certainly lie. That,  however, is but the ordi- 
nary case of a creditor having a right to look to two per- 
sons severally for the same debt, from one only of whom, 
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Dm. 1834. is he allowed to collect it. This would be the anomalous 
MARKLAND one, of two persons having each the distinct right to re- 

Adm. cover and collect from a debtor, the same money, although 
2). 

CRUMP. he ought to pay it hut once. The present case is really 
correlative, not to that of a lessor claiming from the lessee 
and his assignee the rent due him, but to that of a lessor 
who has assigned his reversion and sues the lessee on the 
covenants in the lease for rent arising after the assignment. 
That such an action cannot be sustained upon the privity 

A lessor, of contract has k e n  settled ever since Lord COI~E's time. 
who parts Walker's Crrse, 3 Rep. 22. It is there laid down " that if 
with the re- 
version, the lessor grants over his reversion, now the contract run- 

re- neth with the estate, and therefore the grantor shall not cover rent 
accruing have any action of debt for rent due after his assignment, 
subse- 
quently. but the grantee shall have i t ;  for the privity of contract 

follows the estate, and is not annexed to the person but in 
respect of the estate." The explanation of the difference 
he proceeds afterwards to give, and it is most reasonable. 

The lessee himself, " he says, 6 6  shall not prevent by his 
own act such remedy which the lessor hath against him ; 
but when the lessor grants over the reversion, there, 
against his own r a n t  he cannot have remedy, because he 
has granted to another the reversion, to which the rent is 
incident." It is thus seen, that to an action by the lessor 
against the lessee or his assignee, it is a full answer, thut 
the p la in t i f  hha ussigned before the rent accrued. The 
same principle embraces the present case. Tucker, the 
defendant's grantee, cannot have the action, because he 
conveyed to Marcnrn, before the breach, the estate to 
which the covenant was incident, and the original privity 
of contract will not support the action, but in respect of 
the privity of estate continuing, or of the loss of the estate 
and damages thence arising to the plaintiff: 

Indeed, if privity of contract alone was sufficient with- 
out reference to the estate, the present plaintiff might 
recover as well if his intestate had conveyed without, as 
with warranty; for the covenants inserted in the deed do 
not make it more or less an assignment of the land. Yet 
the very cases cited admit the assignee's sole right to sue, 
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if there had not been a warranty by his vendor ; for if he 1834. 

had not the right there would be no redress. MABKLAND 
Adm. But there are other cases from which it is clear that v.  

mere priority of contract Will not suffice to sustain an CRUMP. 

action ; but the plaintiff must show a damage arising to E{Efl! 
himself in particular, from the breach alleged. Those of tractwill 

Kingdon v. Nottle, 1 Maule & Selw. 355, and 4 Id. 53, i,"zp 
are clear examples. The defendant conveyed to the tes- tosustain 

an action 
tator with a covenant of seisin ; and the first action was upon a cov- 

brought by the plaintiff as executrix, upon the idea that ;ny:i:r 
such a covenant was broken as soon as entered into, and land, but 

therefore that, as in other cases of a breach in the testa- ~ ~ $ ' ~ ~ ~ f f  
tor's time, she ought to sue in that character. But it was a damage 

held otherwise on demurrer, because although the warranty :: 
was broken in the testator's time, yet the declaration did lac from 

the breach 
not show a special damage to him in his life-time, and the alleged. 
heir or devisee took the estate such as it was, and was 
entitled to the benefit of the covenant ; and therefore the 
executrix could not sue, and claim the damages as per- 
sonalty, since the testator had not so treated the breach of 
covenant. Lord ELLENBOROUGH said there would be a dif- 
ficulty in admitting the executrix to recover at all, that is, 
upon the declaration as framed, without allowing her to 
recover the full amount of dan~ages for the defect of title ; 
and in that case, the heir would be barrcd by her recovery ; 
for the heir could not maintain another action for the same 
breach and the same damages. All the Judges, indeed, 
put it pointedly, that the recovery by the executrix would 
be a bar to the heir, and leave no subject of a suit for the 
devisee, although the estate such as it was, came t<) him, 
and the damage was actually to him. Accordingly ,hen 
the same plaintiff, in the last case, sued as devisee, there 
was judgment for her. These cases are contrary to several 
in this country in one respect ; which is, that upon a cove- 
nant of seisin the assignee of the land cannot have an 
action, since the breach is necessarily before the assign- 
ment. Greenhy v. Wilcox, 2 John. Rep. 4, and Beckford 
v. Paige, 2 Mass. Rep. 460. That difference does not 
affect the question before us; and the case of Kingdon v. 
Nottle, is a clear authority for this principle, that when- 
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DEC. 1834. ever a person is in the land in privity of estate with the 
MARKLAND covenantor, eviction or defect of title is not necessarily to 

Adm. 
, the damage of one who has merely a privity of contract ; 

Caump. but that such latter person must particularly show his 
damage, before he can sue on the contract. I t  further 
establishes, that the action of the person who has only a 
privity of contract will not lie, because a recovery in it 
would be a bar to the person who had the privity of estate, 
to whom the injury is immediate, and who therefore has 
the first right to satisfaction. 

Upon the whole, therefore, the Court is of opinion, both 
upon authority and reason, that a purchaser with war- 
ranty from his vendor may sue upon a covenant of war- 
ranty to his vendor; and as a consequence, that the latter 
cannot sue, until he shall have sustained damage by making 
satisfaction upon his own covenant. 

This is the more proper here, since the rule established 
in this state for measuring the damages; because the 
plaintiff's intestate ought not to recover his purchase 
money, but only what Marcum recovered from him ; that 
is to say, the purchase money and interest paid by Mar- 
cum. Williams v. Beeman, 2 Dev. Rep. 483. 

The observations on the first point supersede the neces- 
sity of examining the question, whether an estate passed 
by the defendant's deed or not. The declaration is not 
framed on a covenant to convey, as if this were such an 
agreement and not a conveyance; but on this as a covenant 
of warranty of an estate conveyed. The gravamen is the 
eviction of Marcum, the assignee, and the damages arising 
therefrom ; and not a refusal to make an assurance. Now 
the eviction of the intestate's assignee can never,per se, 
be an injury to the plaintiff; but to the assignee alone, 
until he shall have called on the plaintiff to make him 
whole. When that shall be done, the plaintiff can state a 
case in his declaration, on which a special damage to his 
intestate, or to himself as administrator, can be seen and 
assessed to him. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 
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WILLIAM J. T. MILLER o. SARAH IRVINE. -- 

MILLER 
2). 

The act of 1819 (Reu. ch. 1019), "to make void pard contracts for the sale IRVINE. 
of Iands and slaves," does not require that the consideration of the contract 
should be set forth in the written memorandum of it. 

ASSUMPSIT brought to recover damages for the breach 
of the following written contract, viz. : 

66 I, Sarah Irvine, do agree to convey to Wm. J. T. 
Miller, a certain piece or parcel of land adjoining the 
tract of land which said Wm. J. T. Miller bought of me. 
The lines to run as follows : to begin with the line where 
it crosses the main big road leading to MLSwain's ford on 
First Little Broad River, thence south-west course with 
the edge of the old field down to the Still-house Branch ; 
thence up the said branch to the said Wm. J. T. Miller's 
line of the three hundred acre tract. January 15th, 1829. 

66 The condition of the above obligation is such, that if 
the three hundred acre tract which the said Wm. J. T. 
Miller bought of the said Sarah Irvine does hold out to be 
four hundred acres after being surveyed, the above obli- 
gation of Sarah Irvine is to be void and of none effect. 
January 15th, 1829." 

On the trial at Rutherfccd, on the last Circuit, before 
his honour Judge MARTIN, after the plaintiff had proved 
the execution of the contract, his honour held, that no 
consideration being mentioned in it, the action could not 
be maintained. The plaintiff then PI ]posed to prove by 
parol evidence, that the contract was fo ~nded on avaluable 
consideration. His honour refused to receive the testimony, 
saying, c'  that to do so, would be to alter, or add to, the 
written contract." The plaintiff was nonsuited and a p  
pealed. 

No counsel appeared for either party. 

RUFFIN, Chief Justice.-The question presented in this 
case is, whether the consideration on which a written 
parol promise is founded, must appear in the instrument 
itself or in some other writing, or may be proved viva 
wee. At the common law, every agreement not under 
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DEC. 1834 seal requires a consideration to support it ; but the consi- 
MILLER deration might be   roved in any manner in the party's 

V. 

IRVINE. 
power-by the same instrument, or by a separate one, or 
by witnesses. The question therefore depends upon the 
act of 1819. (Rev.  ch. 1016.) I t  is a new question in 
our Courts; and as it involves important consequences, 
and is one upon which there has been, upon similar 
statutes, much conflict of opinion in other Courts, we 
have very deliberately considered it. The tnajority of the 
Court is of opinion, that the statute does not operate upon 
the case, and that the consideration may be proved since, 
as before the statute. The act does not, on the one hand, 
give validity to an agreement, merely because it is writ- 
ten; but leaves the common law in force, which makes a 
consideration indispensable to its validity. So, on the 
other hand, while the common law requires such conside- 
ration, the statute does not prescribe that it shall be proved 
otherwise than at common law. If an alteration of such 
magnitude had been intended, as that no consideration 
should be required when there was a writing; or that, if 
required, the writing should set it forth; we think each 
would have plainly appeared by distinct enactments, and 
that neither would have been left to doubtful inference. 
The provisions actually made seem to have the obvious 
purposes of protecting persons from being drawn inconsi- 
derately into s d d e n  engagements touching the important 
properties in lands and slaves, and against the misundcr- 
standing and nlisrepresentations of the extent of such en- 
gagements, by witnesses. Hence the contract must be 
put into writing and signed by the party to be charged 
therewith. I t  need not be signed by both parties ; the one 
charged by the contract must sign it, and his signature 
shall suffice to charge him. If both are chargeable by the 
contract, as written, then both must sign it, tocharge both. 
But if one only is to be charged on it, there seems to be 
no reason why it should contain any matter but such as 
charges him; that is, such stipulations as are to be per- 
formed on his part. It does not vary his contract, explain 
or alter it, to prove a consideration aliunde; for at the 
common law, such explanations or alterations by par01 
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evidence were as inadmissible as they could be. This D~c.1834. 

proves, that the consideration is no part of the contract, but MILLER 

only the inducement to it;  and that the caseJs not more IR:NL 

within the words than the spirit of the statute. To us it 
seems there could be no doubt upon the construction of the 
act, upon its terms and upon principle, were there no de- 
cisions either way. They have embarrassed us; but con- 
sidering them upon their intrinsic merits, the weight of 
them is on the side to which our own opinion inclines. 
They are all regarded with respect; but, none of them 
having authority in this state, the respect must be in pro- 
portion to the degree of conviction produced on the mind by 
the reasoning of those who made them. 

In England it must now be deemed the settled law, that 
under the statute of 29th Charles 2. contracts for the sale 
of land, in consideration of marriage, and to answer for 
the debt of another, must state the consideration. The 
point was first decided in 1804, in the case of Wain V. 

Warlters, 5 East, 10 ; and has been followed by the cases 
of Saunders v. WakeJield, 4 Barn. & Ald. 595, (and 6 Eng. 
Com. Law Rep. 530,) and Jenkins v. Reynolds, 3 Brod. & 
Bing. 11, (and 7' Eng. Corn. Law Rep. 328,) and Lyon v. 
Lamb, in the Court of Exchequer, Fell on Guar. 318. The 
latter cases may, however, be regarded as decisions by 
compulsion under the authority of Wain v. Warlters, as 
the leading one. They are but submissions to that judg- 
ment, which was that of the Court of King's Bench. NO 
trace of the doctrine can be found earlier than 1804. That 
fact has much more authority than the decision of any 
Court, or of a Superior Court followed by those which are 
inferior. The silence of all tkle Courts and counsel from 
the reign of Charles the Second, to the year 1804, implies 
that the law was deemed certain during that long interval. 
On which side of this question was the professional impres- 
sion ? I t  cannot be said that we have no means of ascer- 
taining; and that the question was not made, because the 
statute was deemed plain ; for in Ex  parte Minet, 14 
Ves. 189, Lord ELDON said, there was a variety of autho- 
rities directly contradicting Wain v. Warlters; and in 
Ex parte Gardom, 15 Ves. 286, he says, " until that case 
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=c-1834. was decided I had always supposed the law to be clear, that 
MILLER if a man agreed in writing to pay the debt of another, it 

0. 

l R Y I ~ ~ .  was not necessary that the consideration should appear in 
the writing." I do not cite Lord ELDON'S words merely to 
put his opinion as authority upon the question ofconstruc- 
tion, against that of the Judges of the Ring's Bench ; but 
for the sake of his testimony as to what was understood to 
be the law up to the time of the case in which that con- 
struction was rendered authoritative in that country. I t  
cannot be denied, that if it was the true one there, upon 
the word agreement in the statute of Charles, it is equally 
true here, upon the word contract in our act. But Lord 
ELDON is not the only English Judge, whose opinion does 
not accord with that decision. In Egerton v. Matthews, 
6 East, 307, which arose on the 17th section of the statute 
of frauds, the decision was irreconcilable with it. That 
section provides, " that no contract for the sale of goods 
shall be allowed to be good, unless some note or memo- 
randum in writing of the said bargain be made and signed 
by the parties to be charged with such contract." The 
contract then, was simply a bill of parcels with the prices ; 
and yet it was held valid. The case was tried before 
Lord ELLENBOROUGH, at Nisi Pzius, who had presided in 
Wain v. Warlters, and thought the case within that pre- 
cedent and so ruled. Eut when the question was argued 
in Bank, he and the other Judges distinguished it upon 
the word bargain, instead of agreement. If there be a dif- 
ference between 6'  bargain" and " agreement," I am unable 
to comprehend it. But that difference could not exist in 
the context of the 17th section, which calls the bargain 
fi such contract ;" which surely must be as comprehensive 
as '' agreement." In this country, we find as little satis- 
faction expressed with that case, as in England. Soon 
after the decision of Wain v. Warlters reached us, the 
point was made in the Courts of New York and decided, 
without great consideration, in conformity to it ; and after 
being thus established, has been followed in that state 
until it is there, as it ought to be, settled law. But Chan- 
cellor KENT, then Chief Justice, dissented from it in 
Leonard v. Vredenbwg, 8 John. Rep. 29. In the other 
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Courts of the Union, we have been unable to find any D~c.1834. - 
willing recognition of the doctrine; and in several of the MILLER 

states it has been positively denied after full argument a t  
the bar and from the bench. In Eolett v. Patton, 5 
Cranch, 142, the Supreme Court of the United States 
evaded the force of Wain v. Warlters, upon the words 
"promise or agreement," in the statute of Virginia; but I 
think, that promise" and " agreement" there, are not 
used to describe different instruments or those of different 
obligation, but are obviously referred to the same thing; 
the promise being the agreement and vice versa. This 
decision evinces a great unwillingness to deny directly the 
authority of an adjudication, but the still greater unwil- 
lingness to follow it, as a reasonable one. In Connecticut, 
Judge SWIFT has opposed to it an able course of reasoning, 
which must greatly influence a dispassionate mind, not 
bound down by authority. (Note to Wain v. Warlters, 
in the American edition of East.) In South Carolina, the 
question is still reserved for decision by the Court; the 
case of Wain v. Warlters being expressly put in doubt. 
In Massachusetts, the whole law, and all the cases up to 
1821, were reviewed in Packard v. Richardson, 17 Mass. 
Rep. 122; in which Chief Justice PARKER, in an elabo- 
rate opinion denies its correctness, as Chief Justice PAR- 
SONS had before done in Hunt v. Adams, 5 Mass. Rep. 
358, and overrules it. These last decisions are entitled 
to the more respect, because in Massachusetts the statute 
of Charles had been literally re-enacted as early as the year 
1692; and, as in England, no question had been made 
upon it as altering the rule of the common law in respect 
to setting out the consideration in the written mernoran- 
dum. But those eminent Judges declare, that from their 
earliest recollection a doubt had never been entertained 
upon the point. 

As I before remarked, the weight ofauthority thus seems 
to be against Wain v. Warlters. At all events, the autho- 
rity of that case is at  least neutralized, and this Coud is 
free to exercise its own judgment upon the question. We 
have done so ; and the majority of the Court is of opinion 
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MILLER judgment must be reversed. 

2). 

I,,,. I t  may be proper to say, that, if in any case, the statute 
requires the consideration to be stated, it does so in all. 
We do not perceive a difference between executed, and 
executory, considerations in this respect, as there is the 
same danger of perjury in proving either. Our opinion 
goes on this ; that the statute does not extend to the con- 
sideration at all, but that the fraud and perjury provided 
against, is that which charges the defendant to do what he 
never contracted to do. 

GASTON, Judge, concurred. 

DANIEL, Judge ; c1issentiente.-The act of assembly 
passed in the year 1819, declares, " that all coxtracts to 
sell or convey any lands, tenements or hereditaments, or 
any interest in or concerning them, shall be void and of no 
effect, unless such contract or some memorandum or note 
thereof, shall be put in writing and signed by the party to 
be charged therewith, or some other person thereto by him 
lawfully authorised; except contracts for leases not ex- 
ceeding the term of three years." The question to be 
decided is, whether the consideration is such a part of the 
contract, as must necessarily be set forth in the writing 
to make it good and available under the statute? 

The British statute of frauds, 29 Charles 2nd, enacting 
upon this subject, makes use of the word agreement instead 
of the word contract, as is mentioned in our statute. The 
words are synonymous, and the same construction which 
has been put upon the British statute, I think ought to be 
placed upon ours. Wain v. Warlters, 5 East, 10, decided 
in 1804, was an undertaking to pay the debt of another. 
The written engagement signed, was in these words, 
6 6  Messrs. Wain & Co. ; I will engage to pay you by half 
past 4 this day, 856, and expenses on bill, that amount, on 
Hall. (Signed.) Jno. Warlters, (dated) April 30th, 1803." 
I t  was objected that the writing did not express the consi- 
deration of the defendant's promise, and that this omission 
could not be supplied by parol testimony, (which the plain- 
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tiff proposed calling,) and that for want of such considera- 
tion appearing upon the face of the written memorandum, 
it stood simply, an engagement to pay the debt of another 
without any consideration, and was therefore nudum pac- 
turn and void. Lord ELLENBOROUGH, upon a view of the 
statute of frauds, which avoids any special promise to pay 
the debt of another, '' unless the agreement upon which 
the action shall be brought, or some memorandum or note 
thereof, shall be in writing, and signed by the party to be 
charged therewith," &c. thought that the term agreement 
imported the substance, at least, of the terms, on which 
both parties consented, and included the consideration 
moving to the promise, as well as the promise itself; and 
the agreement in this sense, not having been reduced to 
writing, for want of including the consideration of the 
promise, he thought it could not be supported by parol 
evidence, which it was the object of the statute to exclude; 
and therefore non-suited the plaintiff. A rule nisi was 
obtained, for setting aside the non-suit, and granting a new 
trial, on the ground that the statute only required the pro- 
mise or binding part of the contract to be in  writing, and 
that parol evidence might be given of the consideration, 
which did not go to contradict it, but to explain and sup- 
port the written promise. After argument in the Icing's 
Bench, the rule was discharged. Lord ELLENBOROUGH in 
delivering his opinion, said, " it seems necessary for effec- 
tuating the object of the statute, that the consideration 
should be set down in writing, as well as the promise ; for 
otherwise the consideration might be illegal, or the promise 
night have been made upon a condition precedent, which 
the party charged may not afterwards be able to prove, 
the omission of which would materially vary the promise, 
by turning that into an absolute ~ ron~ i se ,  which was only 
a conditional one; and then it would rest altogether on 
the consciences of the witnesses, to assign another conside- 
ration in the one case, and to drop the condition in the other, 
and thus to introduce the very frauds and perjuries, which 
it was the object of the act to exclude, by requiring that 
the agreement should be reduced into writing, by which 
the consideration as well as the promise would be rendered 
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 MIL^^^ concurred with his lordship. The rule in this case was 

". followed in New York, in Sears v. Brink, 3 John. 210 ; IRVINE. 
Leonard v. Vredenburg-, 8 John. 29. Also in New Hamp- 
shire, Neelson v. Sanborne, 2 New Hamp. Rep. 414. But 
in Massachusetts, where the statute of frauds is nearly a 
verbatim copy of the British statute, the rule is rejected, 
and parol evidence admitted to prove the consideration. 
Lent v. Padelford, 10 Mass. Rep. 230; Packard v. Rich- 
ardson, 17 Mass. Rep. 122. So in New Jersey, Barkley 
v. Beardsley, 2 South. 570. In Connecticut, Judge SWIFT 
has made a vigorous attack upon Wain v. J'Parlters. 
(Note to the American edition of East.) Chief Justice PAR- 
KER, in delivering his opinion in Packard v. Ric7m-dson, 
which was in 1821, predicted that Wain v. Warlters 
would not be recognised as law, if the principle ever came 
to be again examined in any of the Superior Courts at 
Westminster. In this he was mistaken, for in that very 
year, the question was again brought before the King's 
Bench, in the case of Saunders v. Wakejield, 4 Barn. & 
Ald. 595, (and 6 Eng. Corn. Law Reps. 530,) when all the 
authorities were referred to by counsel, and the Judges gave 
their opinions seriatim, and affirmed the doctrine laid down 
in the case of Wain v. Warlters. They say, that by the 
fourth section of the statute of frauds, an agreement to pay 
the debt of another, must, in order to give a cause ofaction, 
be in writing, and must contain the consideration of the 
promise as well as the promise itself, and parol evidence of 
the consideration is inadmissible. BAYLEY, Judge, said, 
'' Ifind too, that the word agreement in this clause is cou- 
pled with contracts of marriage, and for the sale of lands; 
now, in those cases, it is clear, that the consideration must 
be stated. For it would be a very insufficient agreement 
to say, ' I agree to sell A. B. my lands,' without specifying 
the terms or the price; and if those could be supplied by 
parol evidence, we would let in all the mischief against 
which the statute meant to guard, viz. of having important 
parts of the contract proved by parol evidence." HOL- 
ROYD, Judge, said, " that upon an agreement upon conside- 
ration of marriage, or a contract for the sale of lands, it is 
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quite clear that the consideration must be stated in writ- Dm. 1834. 

ing." In Jenkins v. Reynolds, 3 Brod. & Bing. 11, (and 7 MIUR 
2). 

Eng. Com. Law Reps. 328,) a few months after, in the 1 ,,,,, 
Common Pleas, the same rule was adopted. In 1807, in 
the case of Lyon v. Lamb, Fell's Mer. Gua. 318, the Court 
of Exchequer admitted the doctrine in Wain v. Warlters. 
The question has been twice brought immediately to 
the notice of the Court in South Carolina, but no direct de- 
cision has therebeen given. In Stephens v. Winn, 2M'Cord, 
372, no consideration was expressed in the face of the 
note, nor was there any offer to prove it by other evi- 
dences. In  a case in 3 M'Cord, page 158, there were two 
written papers, and the Court was of the opinion, that 
the one referred to the other, and the consideration by 
that means was made to appear in writing. The Court 
seem to think, that the doctrine in ?Vain v. Wurltersshould 
be confined to contracts executory on both sides; that if 
the consideration has been executed, then the terms of the 
contract on the other side being in writing, could be en- 
forced, although it did not contain the consideration. They 
proceed to say that, If A., in consideration that B. 
will undertake to build him a house, promise to pay him 
so much money, and B. does undertake to build the house, 
their minds meet about the matter, and this constitutes an 
agreement ; and if the consideration of a promise to pay 
the debt of another, consists of something moving at the 
time, and to be afterwards performed, it might perhaps 
comport more strictly with the letter of the act, that it 
should be set out on the face of the promise, as constitut- 
ing a part of the agreement. But if B.9 in consideration 
that A. had advanced him so much money, undertakes lo 
build the house, here the undertaking is altogether on the 
part of B. ; the aggregatio mentiurn, the meeting of the 
minds, is past and gone, and the contract consists alto- 
gether of the promise to build the house ; and in such a 
case the requisitions of the statute would seem to be 
fulfilled, if the promise itself was in writing; although like 
every other contract, to make it obligatory, it must be 
founded on a good consideration, which might be proved 
by parol." But the Court then proceed to say, they 
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D~c.1834. '' have thought it advisable to reserve the determination 
MILLER of the question for some further occasion, when it is possi- 

ble more lights may be thrown upon it." These remarks 
were made in the year 1825, and without having had 
the cases of Saunders v. Wakejeld or Jenkins v. Rey- 
nolds, brought to their notice. All the cases referred to 
in the opinion delivered, except Sears v. Brink, are cases 
which do not profess to overrule Wain v. Warlters, but 
contain dicta throwing doubts on that case. I do not 
know the wording of the statute of frauds in South Caro- 
lina, but if it uses the language of the statute of Charles 
2nd, I am at a loss to see, how the Court could have enter- 
tained the idea, that as wide a door was not opened to let 
in frauds and perjuries, when the amount of money actu- 
ally paid, or the quantity of articles actually delivered, 
might be permitted to be proven by parol, as when the 
amount of money or quantity of articles were to be here- 
after paid or delivered. I t  seems to me, that the same 
mischiefs intended to be prevented by the statute, would 
as well arise in the first class of cases, as in the latter. I t  
is a distinction which I nowhere find in any of the autho- 
rities, and I cannot bring my mind to the conclusion, 
that the distinction is a sound one. 

Without a good consideration, no contract could be 
enforced at the common law. The framers of the statute 
well knew this. Can it therefore be supposed, that the 
legislature, when it passed the statute, to guard the pro- 
perty and rights of the subject, against the frauds of par- 
ties, and the perjury of witnesses, did not contemplate that 
the whole terms of the agreement or contract should be in 
writing, as well the consideration to be paid, or which 
had been paid, as the engagement on the other side ? I t  
seems to me that it did, and that the weight of authority 
is on that side of the question. I therefore am of the 
opinion, that the judgment must be affirmed. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment reversed. 
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JAMES PAGE o. GREENBERRY WINNINGHAM. 

PAGE 
11. 

A defendant, who has given bond under the act of 1822, ch. 3, for the relief of wINNING- 
insolvent debtors, cannot object to the informality of the bond, and pray HAM. 

a discharge on account thereof. 
When this Court affirms the judgment of the Superior Court, ordering a 

defendant in a en. sa. to be imprisoned, it directs a procedendo to the Court 
below, to carry the judgment into effect. 

THIS case came on before his honour Judge SEAWELL, 
at Randolph, on the last Circuit, when it appeared, that 
the defendant had been arrested under a cn. sa., at the 
instance of Smitherman and Page, for the use of James 
Page, and had given a bond with security, payable to 
James Page alone, conditioned for '' his personal appear- 
ance before the Justices of the County Court of Pleas and 
Quarter Sessions, to be held for the county of Randolph, 
at the Court-house in Ashborough, on the first Monday of 
August next, then and there to stand and abide by such 
proceedings as may be had by the Court, in relation to his 
taking the benefit of the law, provided for the relief of 
debtors in certain cases." Upon the appearance of the 
defendant in the County Court, his counsel moved for his 
discharge, upon the ground that the appearance bond was 
illegal and void, being made payable to James Page 
alone, instead of Smitherman and Page, and for other 
defects in its condition, whereupon the Court ordered 
the defendant to be discharged, and the plaintiff appealed 
to the Superior Court. His honour held, that '' it was 
not competent for the defendant to object to the informal- 
ity of the bond, which by the act of assembly he is required 
to tender for his release from confinement," and reversed 
the order of the County Court, and adjudged that the de- 
fendant should be imprisoned until he should be discharged 
therefrom by due proceeding of law. From this the 
defendant appealed. 

No counsel appeared for the defendant. 

Mendenhall, for the plaintiff. 

GASTON, Judge.-The Court affirms the judgment 
which has been rendered in this case in the Superior 
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Dm. 1838 Court. Wede em it unnecessary to say more in support 
PAGE or explanation of the grounds of this decision, than to refer ". to those set forth in the opinion of the Judge below, of WINNING 
HAM. which we entirely approve. 

In general, this Court enforces by its own process the 
execution of its own judgments ; but as the defendant is 
not in person before us, and if he were, from the consti- 
tution of the Court, the ulterior proceedings, which may 
follow upon the judgment affirmed, could not be here had, 
we direct that in this case aprocedendo issue to the Supe- 
rior Court of Randolph, to cause the judgment there ren- 
dered and here affirmed, to be carried into effect. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 

THE STATE a. LEE OSBORNE. 

Discharging a rule to show cause why a new trial should not be granted, is 
not a judgment from which an appeal can be taken. 

THE defendant was convicted on the last Circuit, at  
Anson, before his honour Judge - SETTLE, of being the 
fdther of a bastard child; "whereupon," the record 
stated, " a  rule was moved for and obtained to show cause 
why a new trial should not be granted for tnisdirection of 
the Court, which, on argument, was discharged. From 
which the defendant prayed an appeal to the Suprenie 
Court, and it was granted." 

Winston, for the defendant. 
The Attorney General, for the state. 

PER Cu~~~nf . - -The  case is not in a state for the decision 
of the questions argued at the bar, as no judgment of the 
Superior Court, either final or interlocutory, appears upon 
the record. The discharge of a rule to show cause, why 
a new trial should not be granted, is not an interlocutory 
judgment within the act of 1831, ch. 34; which means a 
decision of the Court establishing a right of the plaintiff or 
disposing of some part of the defence conclusively, as that 
partition be made, or that the defendant answer over, 
or the like. 
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The appeal must therefore be dismissed at the costs of 3- 
the appellant, and the case remanded for further proceed- STATE 

v. 
ings to be had in the Superior Court. OSBORXE. 

THE STATE v. HUGH COBB. 

An act, making it an indictable offence to fell timber in the channel of n par- 
ticular creek, in a particular county, is a public law, and need not be recit- 
ed in  an indictment on it. 

THE defendant was put upon his trial at Caswell, on the 
last Circuit, before his honour Judge SE~WELL, upon the 
following indictment. " The jurors for the state upon their 
oaths present, that Hugh Cobb, late of the county of Cas- 
well, (farmer,) since the first day of February, A. D. 1834, 
that is to sap, on the twentieth day of February, A. D. 

1834, with force and arms in the county of Caswell afore- 
said, unlawfiilly and maliciously did fell timber in the 
channel of Hogan's creek, in the county of Caswell afore- 
said, and did then and there, by such felling of timber 
aforesaid, on the 20th day of February aforesaid, obstruct 
the channel of the creek aforesaid, in the county of Cas- 
well aforesaid, to the great damage of the owners of the 
lands on said creek, contrary to the act of General Assem- 
bly, in such case made and provided, and against the peace 
and dignity of the state." 

This indictment was founded on the act of 1833, ch. 
144, entitled, 6i an act to prevent the felling of timber, in 
the run of Hogan's creelr, in Caswell county ;" which en- 
acts, " that if any person or persons, after the first day of 
February next, shall fell timber in, or otherwise obstruct 
the channel of Hogan's creek, in the county of Caswell, 
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and may be indicted for 
the same, in the County or Superior Courts of the said 
county, and on conviction, shall be fined at the discretion 
of the Court, not exceeding twenty dollars, for each, and 
every offence against this act." 

Upon the trial, the defendant's counsel moved the Court 
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DEC. 1834. to instruct the jury, that unless the cbstruction proved 
STATE was such as to hinder the passage of fish, the indict- 

v. ment could not be sustained, which his honour declined. 
COBB. 

The defendant was convicted, and moved in arrest of 
judgment, that no indictable offence was created by the 
act, by reason of the omission of words of reference, to the 
person offending. This motion was overruled; but his 
honour inclined to the opinion, that the act was a private 
one, and the fact of its not being recited in the indictment 
would have been an insuperable objection, but for the acts 
of assembly curing informalities in indictments. Judg- 
ment was entered upon the verdict, and the defendant 
appealed. 

W. J. Grahccm, for the defendant. 

The Atlorney General, contra. 

RUFFIN, Chief Justice.-The indictment is founded on 
the act of assembly, passed in 1833, ch. 144, '' to prevent 
the felling of timber in the run of Hogan's creek, in Cas- 
well county." The principal difficulty arises upon the 
doubt, whether the statute is a private or public one. 
The indictment does not recite it, but concludes generally, 
contra formam statuti. I t  is to be collected from the 
record, that in the opinion of his honour, this is a private 
law; and in this Court, the counsel for the defendant 
insists that it is of that character, and, consequently, that 
the indictment is defective, because it does not state the 
statute more particularly. 

The Court is of opinion, that if this were a private stat- 
ute, the indictment would not be good. The existence of 
a private law, is a fact, which must be found or admitted 
of record, to give the Court information of its contents; 
and it must be so stated in pleading, as to enable the other 
side to put it in issue by nu1 tie1 record, if the issue to the 
Court be preferred to one to the jury. The general con- 
clusion against the form of the statute, is not an averment 
of fact, but merely an inference of law, so that our statutes 
of jeofail relative to indictments, do not reach the case at 
all. 

But after much consideration, we all think, that this is 
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a public law ; of which the Court and jury are bound to Dm. 1834. 

take notice, without proof. The distinct~on between the STATE 

two kinds of statutes is not marked with a precision, either ,-.&, 
in the text books or reports, which plainly assigns a partic- 
ular statute to the one or the other class. Tested by a 
particular criterion, this would fall amongst private laws. 
The subject is a single creek in a single county; upon 
which there is no navigation or general trade carried on, 
as far as appears in the statute, the indictment, or the cMe 
stated. But by another criterion, it is dete~mined to be 
public. I t  makes the obstruction of the channel of the 
creek, ' 'a misdemeanor," and enacts, that any person 
guilty thereof, shall be liable to be indicted in the County 
or Superior Court, and, on conviction, shall be fined at the 
discretion of the Court, not exceeding twenty dollars. 
The act is not limited to particula'r persons, bnt extends to 
all. I t  does not barely forbid the deed, and impose a pen- 
alty, but it renders the perpetration a crime, to be prose- 
cuted by indictment, in any of our Courts of Record, and 
to be punished by a fine to the state. In Rex v. Buggs, 
Skin. Rep. 428, it was held, that giving a penalty to the 
King, made a statute public; for it concerned him as 
sovereign, representing the body politic, and touched the 
public revenue. That case is recognised as law, in Rex 
v. Moyun, 2 Strange, 1066, which lays down the same 
rule. Much more in this case is the law to be ~udicially 
noticed ; for the creation of a crime, of which all persons 
are capable, and rendering it punishable by indictment 
and fine, must inform the Courts of the law, since every 
man is charged at his peril to abstain from all crimes, and 
it is the peculiar duty of magistrates to punish them. 

The remark found in the common place books, that 
when an indictment is founded on a private act, it must 
recite it, is not, when properly understood, in conflict with 
this opinion. The meaning of such passages is not exem- 
plified by the authors, in whose works they are found ; but 
we suppose them, necessarily, to refer to breaches of pub- 
lic duty, punishable indeed by indictment, according to the 
general law, but where the duty in that particular instance, 
is imposed on the individuals charged, by a law against 
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DEC. 1834. common right, and confined in its operation to particular 
STATE persons and places. If, for instance, a statute should be 

c. 
Cosn, passed, that in one certain county, particular persons 

designated should keep the highways in repair; or if a 
town be incorporated and its authorities be invested with 
power to raise money to keep the streets in repair, and it 
is made their duty to raise i t ;  but the act does not in 
either case expressly declare that default shall be a misde- 
meanor, or be indictable: in those cases, although by the 
public law, the neglect to repair the highways be a mis- 
demeanor, and the offenders may be indicted, yet the act 
imposing the duty and burden on the particular indivi- 
duals must be shown. The reason is, that the Court could 
not otherwise know that it was their duty. The indict- 
ment would be like one under our present law against an 
overseer of the road, which did not charge that he was 
overseer. But here the act extends to all persons, and 
within its own body creates and defines the offence, pre- 
scribes the mode of prosecution to be by indictment, and 
the degree of punishment; so that it is not necessary for 
any purpose to look beyond the act itself 

Words of Upon the other points, the Court thinks, there was no 
reference, 
as "such error. The act begins by saying, 6 6  that if any person 
persolls," shall fell timber," &c. and then uses these words, 6 6  shall 
or 'L the 
persons so be guilty of a misdemeanor," &c. without saying, such 
of fcndi1~" person," or, " he or they so offending," shall be guilty. An 
shall be im- 
plied inan objection to this deficiency of precision might be listened 
actcreating to with more favour, if the act professed tocreate a felony, 
n small 
misde- or was highly penal against a misdemeanor. But the sense 
mesnor,if is SO clear, and the omitted words are so necessarily to be the context 
shows that implied from the context, that the Court is obliged to 
such is 
clearly its inlply them in the case of an inferior misdemeanor, punish- 
meaning. able a t  the discretion of the Court. 
Where dif- The policy which produced the law, is not known to 
ferent ob- 
jects of pol- the Court, and is not declared in the act. I t  may have 
icy may been to favour the passage of fish ; but it may also have 
have dietat- 
,d act been to encourage navigation up the creek from Dan river ; 
creating an or, more probably, to protect the adjacent lands from the 
indictable 
offence, greater destruction by the inundations caused in high 
"One of waters by such obstructions. The statute makes the act 
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of obstruction a crime ; and therefore the indictment need DEC. 1834. 
only aver the f k t ,  without a further averment as to its STATX 

egect. 0. 

COBS. 
For these reasons, we deem the conviction and sentence which 

in the Superior Court right in point of law ; and direct however 

that the same be certified to that Court. are ex- 
pressed, it 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. shall notbe 
construed 
with refer- - ence to one 
of the ob- 

THE STATE v. WILLIAM ORMOND. jects only. 

An indictment for biting offthe ear under the second section ofthe act of 1791 
(Rev. 339), must state the offence to be done on putpose, as well as unlaw- 
lill1y. 

THE defendant was tried, and a general verdict of 
guilty found against him, a t  Green, on the last Circuit, 
upon the following indictment. viz. : 

6c The jurors for the state, upon their oaths present, that 
William Ormond, late of the county of Green, on the first 
day of January, one thousand eight hundred and thirty- 
four, with force and arms, at and in the county aforesaid, 
unlawfully did bite off the ear of one Charles Joiner, at 
and in the county aforesaid, with intent him, the said 
Charles Joiner, to maim and disfigure, contrary to the act 
of the General Assembly in such case made and provided, 
to his great damage, and to the evil example of all others 
in like cases oft'ending, and against the peace and dignity 
of the state ; and the jurors aforesaid, upon their oaths 
afimsaid, do further present, that William Ormond after- 
wards, to wit, on the day and year aforesaid, with force 
and arms an assault did make upon one Charles Joiner, 
in the peace of God and the state then and there being, 
and him the said Charles Joiner then and there did beat, 
wound and ill-treat, and other wrongs then and there did 
ta the said Charles Joiner, to his great damage, and 
against the peace and dignity of the state." 

A motionp*was made to arrest the judgment upon the 
first count, which was sustained by his honour, Judge 
NORWOOD, who thereupon pronounced judgment upon the 
second count, that the defendant pay a fine of five dollars, 
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Dm. 1834 be imprisoned sixty days, and stand commmitted till 
,STATE the fine and costs be paid-Whereupon the defendant 

& A ~ ~ .  
Mordecai, for the defendant. 

The Attorney General, for the state. 

DANIEL, Judge.-The first count in this indictment, is 
predicated on the second section of the act of 1791, (Rev. 
ch. 339,) which declares, " that if any person or persons, 
shall, onpurpose, unlawfully bite or cut off an ear," &c. 
u with intent to disfigure such person," &c., shall, on con- 
viction, be imprisoned six months, and fined at the dis- 
cretion of the Court. The count does not set forth that 
the defendant did on purpose unlawfully bite off the ear of 
the prosecutor. The words, on purpose, are in part de- 
scriptive of the offence created hy the statute. The Court 
cannot pronounce the judgment demanded by the statute, 
unless the offence is completely described. Lembro and 
Hamper, Cro. Eliz. 147, were indicted for perjury upon 
the 5 Eliz. c. 9. Exception was taken to the indictment 
in that it was, falso et corruptive deposuere, but not volun- 
tar&; and although at the end of the indictment it is, et 
sic uoluntarium cornmissere perjurium, yet this doth not 
help it ; and for this cause the defendants were discharged. 
When an indictmeut is formed upon the statute of 
Charles 2d, it must pursue the words of the statute, and 
allege the offence to be on purpose, &c., and that the act 
was done with the intent to maim and disfigure. 1 East's 
Crown L. 402; CarroPs cnse, 1 Leach, 66. So under 
the statute 9 George lst, c. 22 (commonly called the Black 
Act), which enacts, that " if any person or persons shall 
wilfully and maliciously shoot any person in any dwelling- 
house or other place," &c. the indictment must pursue 
the words of the act, and charge the offence to be done 

wilfully and malic.iously," as well as feloniously. In 
Davies' case, it was laid to be done '' unlawfnlly, mali- 
ciously and feloniously," omitting wiZfulZy, and held ill by a 
majority of the Judges, who considered the words '' wil- 
fully and maliciously" as in part descriptive of the offence. 
2 Leach, 556 ; 1 East's C. L. 414,415 ; State v. Martin, 
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3 Dev. 329. In  the case of the State v. Evans, 1 Hay. DEC. 1834. 
281, the indictment charged that the said Evans on pur- sTATE 
pose, unlawfully did bite off the forefinger of the right v. 

OREOND. 
hand of the prosecutor, with intent, &c. I admit that it 
is difficult to perceive, how it is possible for one person 
unlawfully to bite off another's ear, and at the same time 
not purpose to do it. But as there are several other 
offences besides this, mentioned in the same section, either 
of which could very possibly be unlawfully committed, 
without purposing the act, we think the rule and decisions 
should be uniform in each and every case that can arise 
under the section ; therefore we are of opinion, that the 
Court did right in arresting the judgment on the first 
count. 

W e  have examined the second count, and are unable to 
discover that it is defective. Nor do we discover upon 
the whole record any defect for which the second count 
should be arrested. The first count's being defective is 
no reason for arresting the judgment upon the second 
count. 1 Chitty Crim. Law, 249 ; 1 Bos. & Pul. 187; 1 
Salk. 384. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 

THE S T A T E  v. NEGRO WILL,  Slave of JAMES S. BATTLE. 

I f a  slave, in defence of his life, and under circumstances strongly calculated 
to excite his passions of terror and resentment, kills his overseer, the honk  
cide is, by such circumstances, mitigated to manslaughter. 

It seems, that the law would be the same, with respect to killing a master or 
temporary owner, under similar circumstances. 

THE defendant was indicted for the murder of one Rich- 
ard Baxter, and on the trial before his honour Judge 
DONNELL, a t  Edgecornbe, on the last Circuit, the jury 
returned the following special verdict, viz. 

" That the prisoner Will, was the property of James S. 
Battle, and the deceased, Richard Baxter, was the overseer 
of said Battle, and entrusted with the management of the 
prisoner at the time of the commission of the homicide : 
that early in the morning of the 22nd day of January 
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1834. last, on which day the killing took place, the prisoner had -- 
STATE a dispute with slave Allen, who was likewise the property 

'. of said Battle, and a foreman on the same plantation of 
WILL. 

which the deceased mas overseer : that the dispute be- 
tween the prisoner and the said Allen, arose about a hoe 
which the former claimed to use exclusively on the farm 
on account of his having helved it in his own time; but 
which the latter directed another slave to use on that day. 
That some angry words passed between the prisoner and 
the foreman, upon which the prisoner broke out the helve, 
and went off about one fourth of a mile to his work, which 
was packing cotton with a screw: that very soon after 
the dispute between the prisoner and the foreman, the lat- 
ter informed the deceased of what had occurred, who 
immediately went into his house : that while the deeeas- 
ed was in his house, his wife was heard to say, '' I would 
not my dear," to which he replied in a positive tone of 
voice, i L I  will :" that in a very short time after this, the 
deceased came out of his house to the place where the fore- 
man was, and told him that he, the deceased, was p i n g  after 
the prisoner, and directed the foreman to take his cow- 
hide and follow after him at a distance; that the deceased 
then returned into the house and took his gun, mounted 
his horse and rode to the screw, a distance of about six 
hundred yards, where the prisoner was at work : that the 
deceased came up within twenty or twenty-five feet of the 
screw, without being observed by the prisoner ; dismount- 
ed and hastily got over the fence into the screw yard : 
that the deceased with his gun in his hand walked directly 
to the box on which the prisoner was standing engaged 
in throwing in cotton, and ordered the prisoner to come 
down: that the prisoner took off his hat in an humble 
manner and came down : that the deceased spoke some 
words to the prisoner, which were not heard by any of the 
three negroes present: that the prisoner thereupon made 
off, and getting between ten and fifteen steps from the de- 
ceased, the deceased fired upon him: that the report of 
the gun was very loud, and the whole load lodged in 
prisoner's back, covering a space of twelve inches square : 
that the wound caused thereby might have produced 
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death : that the prisoner continued to make off through a DEC. 1834. 

field and after retreating in a run about one hundred and STATE 

fifty yards in sight of the deceased, the deceased directed w:~L. 

two of the slaves present to pursue him through the field, 
saying, that "he could not go far;" that the deceased 
himself laying down his gun, mounted his horse, and having 
directed his foreman, who had just come up to pursue the 
prisoner likewise, rode round the field and headed the 
prisoner: that as soon as the deceased had done this, he 
dismounted, got over the fence aud pursued the prisoner 
on foot : that as soon as the prisoner discovered he was 
headed, he changed his course to avoid the deceased, and 
ran in another direction towards the wood : that after 
pursuing the prisoner on foot two or three hundred yards, 
the deceased came up with him, and collared him with his 
right hand : that at  this moment the negroes ordered to 
pursue the prisoner were runing towards the prisoner and 
the deceased : that the prisoner had ran before he was 
overtaken by the deceased five or six hundred yards from 
the place where he was shot : that it zuns not more than 
six or eight minutes from the time of the shooting, till the 
slaves in pursuit came to where the prisoner and deceased 
were engaged : that in a short time the said slaves came 
up, and being ordered by the deceased, one of them at- 
tempted to lay hold of the prisoner, who had his knife 
drawn, and the left thumb of the deceased in his mouth: 
that the prisoner struck a t  said slave with his knife, 
missed him and cut the deceased in his thigh. That in the 
scuffle between the prisoner and deceased, after the deceas- 
ed overtook the prisoner, the deceased received from the 
prisoner a wound in his arm which occasioned his death ; 
and that the deceased had no weapons during the scuffle. 
That soon after, the deceased let go his hold on the prisoner, 
who ran towards the nearest woods and escaped : that 
the deceased did not pursue him, but directed the slaves to 
do so: that the deceased soon recalled the slaves, and 
when they returned the deceased was sitting on the ground 
bleeding, and as they came up the deceased said, a Will 
has killed me ; if I had minded what my poor wife said, I 
should not have been in this fix." That besides the wound 
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D~c.1834. on his thigh, the deceased had a slight puncture on his 
Sm~k: breast, about skin deep, and a wound about four inches 

0. , long, and two inches deep on his right arm above his 
elbow, which was inflicted by the prisoner, and which 
from loss of blood occasioned his death, and that he died 
on the same day in the evening: that the prisoner went 
the same day to his master, and surrendered himself: 
that the next day, upon being arrested and informed of 
the death of the deceased, the prisoner exclaimed, 6 6  Is it 
possible !" and appeared so much affected that he came 
near falling, and was obliged to be supported. That the 
homicide and all the circumstances connected therewith 
took place in Edgecombe county. 

But whether upcn the whole matter aforesaid the said 
Will be guilty of the felony and murder in the said indict- 
ment specified and charged upon him, the said jurors 
are altogether ignorant, and pray the advice of the Court 
thereupon. And if upon the whole matter aforesaid, it 
shall appear to the Court that he is guilty of the felony and 
murder wherewith he stands charged, then they find him 
guilty. If upon the whole matter aforesaid, it shall appear 
to the Court, that he is not guilty of the murder aforesaid 
charged upon him by said indictment, then the said jurors 
upon their oaths aforesaid, do say, that the said Will is not 
guilty of the murder aforesaid, as the said Will has for 
himself above in pleading alleged, but that the said Will 
is only guilty of feloniously killing and slaying the said 
Richard Baxter." Upon this special verdict, his honour 
gave judgment that the prisoner was guilty of murder, and 
pronounced sentence of death; whereupon the prisoner 
appealed to the Supreme Court. 

B. F. ,Moore, for the prisoner.-It is conceded that Baxter 
occupied the place of master, and, in his capacity of over- 
seer, was invested with all the authority of owner, in the 
means of rendering the prisoner subservient to his lawful 
commands. With this concession, freely made, it is believed, 
that if the shot of the deceased had proved fatal, he had 
been guilty of murder, and not of manslaughter only. The 
instrument used, and the short distance between the par- 
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ties, were calculated to produce death ; and nothing but DEC. 1834. 
the want of malice could have deprived the act of any of STATE 

the features of murder. The disobedience of running from w&. 
his master on account of threatened chastisement, however 
provoking, does not justify the death of the slave. I t  is 
truly calculated to surprise the master into a sudden gust 
of passion, and, on this account death inflicted during such 
a moment, may well be mitigated to the offence of man- 
slaughter. But it is only the surprise of the passions that 
will extenuate their transport. Divest the act of all idea 
of surprise, it then becomes deliberate, and in law there 
will be no difference between shooting for the disobedience 
at the moment of running away, and many days thereafter. 
I t  is clear then, that if Baxter's shot had been fatal, he had 
been guilty of murder and not of manslaughter. For, that 
he loaded his gun and proceeded to the cotton screw with 
the intent to shoot the prisoner, if the latter should make 
off, is manifest from his whole conduct, and particularly 
so, from the fact of his directing the foreman to walk be- 
hind at a distance. If he had armed himself for defence, 
expecting a conflict with the prisoner, he would have 
summoned his aid and kept it at his heels ready for the 
encounter. The bloody purpose of shooting had certainly 
been formed, and the time given him for reflection, and the 
calm concoction of his plans evince a settled design and 
perfect deliberation. He mas not surprised into the act 
of shooting ; it was deliberate ; it was expected and intend- 
ed beforehand, and therefore murderous. Bevil on Horn. 
29; 1 Vent. 158. 

I t  is further believed by the prisoner's counsel, that if on 
firing the shot, Baxter had rushed towards hi:n i n a  threat- 
ening manner, and the prisoner had turned, heing unable 
to escape, and slain the deceased, the act had been homi- 
cide se defendendo, and this upon the clearest principles of 
criminal law. 

The prisoner's counsel contends :- 
First;  That if Baxter's shot had killed the prisoner, 

Baxter would have been guilty of manslaughter at the 
least. And 

Second ; This position being established, the killing of 
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Dm. 1834. Baxter under the circumstances stated is but manslaugh- 
STATE ter in the prisoner. 

U. 

w,,,. The first position would seem too plain to be argued ; 
but as an opinion appears to be rapidly pervading the 
public mind, that any means may be resorted to, to coerce 
the perfect snbmission of the slave to his master's will; 
and that any resistance to that will, reasonable or unrea- 
sonable, lawfully places the life of the slave at his master's 
feet, it may be useful to attempt to draw the line, if there 
be any, between the lawful and unlawful exercise of the 
master's power. That there is such a line, though it may 
be difficult in all cases to find it, and fix it with precision, 
is nevertheless true ; and although the Courts may resolve 
that in all cases short of homicide, they will not look for 
it, yet disagreeable and perplexing as the task may be, 
they cannot avoid the search, so long as a master may be 
tried for the homicide of the slave, or so long as the slave 
may set up any defence for the homicide of his master. 

I t  is not intended to combat the correctness of the de- 
cision in the State v. Mann, 2 Dev. 263, though that case 
leaves the slave, when his life is spared, in the slender 
guardianship of the "frowns and execrations" of a moral 
community against cruelty. That decision is not under- 
stood by me as some have expounded it. In  declaring that 
a master cannot be indicted for a battery on his slave, the 
Court is not to be understood to affirm that he cannot be 
indicted for any offence which necessarily includes a bat- 
tery. I apprehend the substance of their decision to be, 
that they will take no cognizance of any violence done to 
the slave by the master which does not produce death. It 
is true, there is a portion ofthe opinion of the Court which 
puts the slave entirely out of the pale of the law, and 
secures the master in a despotic immunity. In page 266, 
the Court say, " such obedience is the consequence of only 
uncontrolled authority over the body; there is nothing 
else which can operate to produce the effect ; the power 
of the master nlwt be absolute to render the submission of 
the slave perfect. In the actual condition of things it 
must be so, there is no remedy; this discipline belongs to 
the state of slavery ; they cannot be disunited without ab- 
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rogating at once, the right of the master and absolving the Dm. 1834. 

slave from his obligation." These expressions, it must be STATE 

admitted, are clear beyond cavil in their meaning; and lvyk 
that they were selected to convey, with great accuracy, 
the opinions of the learned Judge who used them, may be 
well argued from the frank confession which he avows of 
their abhorrence. In truth, they do outlaw the slave, and 
legalise his destruction at the will of his master. I t  is 
believed, however, that they were never intended to cover 
the entire relation between master and slave. If they 
were, it is humbly submitted, that they are not only start- 
ling and abhorrent to humanity, but at variance with 
statute law and decided cases. Uncontrolled authority 
over the body, is uncontrolled authority over the life; and 
authority, to be uncontrolled, can be subject to no question. 
Absolute power is irresponsible power, circumscribed by 
no limits save its own imbecility, and selecting its own 
means with an unfettered discretion. Absolute power is 
exempt from legal inquiry, and is absolved from all account- 
ability for the extent, or mode of its exercise. During its 
operations, it acknowledges no equal, who may check its 
will, and knows no superior afterwards, who may right- 
fully punish its deeds. The language of the Court does 
not strictly and precisely describe the relations of master 
and slave which subsisted in ancient Rome, and does now 
subsist in modern Turkey ; a relation which this Court 
in the case of the State v. Read, did most emphatically 
denounce, as inhuman, unsuited to the genius of our laws, 
and unnecessary to protect the master in his legal rights. 
In that case, Judge HENDERSON fixes the true boundary of 
the master's power. I t  extends, says he, to securing the 
services and labours of the slave, and no farther. And he 
expressly declares that a power over the life of the slave is 
not surrendered by the law, because the possession of such 
a power is noways necessary to the purposes of slavery, 
and that his life is in the care of the law. 

The idea of the perfect submission of the slave is in true 
accordance with the policy which should regulate that 
condition of life, wherever it may exist. But whether it 
will more certainly result from the absolute power of the 
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STATE tionable indeed. More especially, if it be true, as argued in 

2). 

w,, the opinion already referred to, that the absolute power of 
the master, although left unrestrained by law, is checked 
and fettered by what is stronger than law, the irresistible 
force of public sentiment. If that force is now setting in 
a counter-current against the license of absolute power, 
either it is to be deprecated and stopped, or absolute 
power is most clearly proved to be unnecessary to the ends 
of slavery. The Courts of the country should foster the 
enlightened benevolence of the age, and interpret the pow- 
ers which one class of the people claim over another, in 
conformity, not with the spirit which tolerates the barba- 
rian who is guilty of savage cruelty, but with that which 
heaps upon him the frowns and deep execrations of the 
community. All domestic police must be regulated by 
the feelings and views of those who dispense it. If it be 
true then, that public sentiment will no longer tolerate 
excessive cruelties from the master, as is said by TAYLOR, 
Chief Justice, in The State v. Hale ; by HENDERSON, Chief 
Justice, in The State v. Read ; and by RUFFIN, Chief Jus- 
tice, in The State v. Mann ; and if it be true, likewise, 
that the relation between master and slave is to be dis- 
covered from the opinions arid feelings of the masters, we 
cannot hear, without surprise, that it is necessary in the 
actual condition of things, to clothe the master with an 
uncontrolled and absolute authority over the body of the 
slave. If such necessity now exists, the rhetorician hath 
spoken, and not the Judge. If such necessity does not 
exist, the power is given for abuse, and not to accomplish 
the objects of slavery. I t  would seem, really, that whilst 
the Courts are lauding the Christian benevolence of the 
the times, manifested by the humane treatment of the 
slaves, they are engaged in investigating to what possible 
extent the master may push his authority, without incur- 
ring responsibility. They feel shocked at the discovery 
they make thenlselves, but rise from their labour with the 
consolation, that few are so abandoned to a sense of public 
indignation, as to enjoy the revealed prerogative. If the 
expression could be divested of the appearance of sarcasm, 
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the great result of their disclosure has been to teach the STATE 
2). 

kind master, how mercifill and moderate he is in the midst wIu. 
of such plenitude of power ; and the cruel one, how de- 
spised and desecrated he will be, if he use its legal license. 
Good men will feel no pleasure in the revealment, bad men 
will be freed from the check of ignorance. 

I t  is further said in the State v. Mann, "that the slave, 
to remain a slave, must be made sensible, that there is no 
appeal from his master, that his power in no one instance, 
is usurped." The language here is equally explicit, and 
altogether as strong, as that before quoted. I t  denies to 
the slave the smallest attribute of a rational or feeling 
creature. It not only represses thought, and extinguishes 
all power to deliberate on any command of his master, 
however repugnant to natural justice it may be, and 
whether its execution is to affect himself or others ; but 
it professes to control into perfect tameness the instinct of 
self-preservation. It  would be difficult, and if it were easy, 
it would be lamentable, to accomplish the former; but it 
would be impossible to effect the latter. Such insensi- 
bility to life would defeat the very object of its inculca- 
tion, the value of the slave. For we can never hope to 
regulate this powerful instinct of nature, with an adjust- 
ment which will quietly yield all its love of life into the 
hands of a ferocious master, and yet preserve it against the 
world beside. But if it were desirable so far to annihi- 
late it, the task is beyond the reach of human ingenuity, 
and not to be accomplished by the possession of absolute 
power, however fearfully enforced or terribly exercised. 
The relation of master and slave may repress all the noble 
energies and manly sentiments of the soul, and may de- 
grade the moral being into a brute condition ; and when 
this is done, we shall not be astonished to see the moral 
brute exhibiting the instinct natural to brute condition. 
How vain must it always be, when we shall have reduced 
humanity to its ultimate capability of degradation, to ex- 
pect any embellishment of mind to adorn the wretched 
existence. If the relation require that the slave should be 
disrobed of the essential features which distinguish him 
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sTdT~ quences, and leave its subject the instinctive privileges of 

u- a brute. WILL. 
I am arguing no question of abstract right, but am endea- 

vouring to prove that the natural incidents of slavery must 
be borne with, because they are inherent to the condition 
itself; and that any attempt to restrain or punish a slave 
for the exercise of a right, which even absolute power can- 
not destroy, is inhuman, and without the slightest benefit 
to the security of the master, or to that of society at large. 
The doctrine may be advanced from the bench, enacted 
by the legislature, and enforced with all the varied agony 
of torture, and still the slave cannot believe, and will not 
believe, that there is no one instance" in which the mas- 
ter's power is usurped. Nature, stronger than all, will 
discover many instances, and vindicate her rights at any 
and at every price. When such a stimulant as this urges 
the forbidden deed, punishment will be powerless to re- 
claim, or to warn by example. I t  can serve no purpose 
but to gratify the revengeful feelings of one class of people, 
and to inflame the hidden animosities of the other. 

With great deference to the opinion already commented 
on, it would appear to me, that a conclusion directly the 
reverse, as to the necessity of absolute power in the master, 
should have been drawn from the premises. The slave 
can only expect to learn the law of the land, as respects 
the power of the owner over him, from the manner in 
which it is generally, and almost universally, administered 
by the owner. If their treatment is now so mild, or be- 
coming so, as rarely to require the interposition of any 
tribunal for their protection, they wiH soon be taught by 
the conduct of their masters, if not already taught, that 
absolute power is not the master's right ; and the conse- 
quence which may be expected will be, that the slave will 
be prepared to resist its exercise, when bad men attempt 
to commit the cruelties allowed by it. So important is it, 
that the Court should; as far as possible, conform their 
exposition of the rights of men with those sentiments of the 
public, which, by the Court, themselves, are admitted to 
be wholesoke and just. And especially should they do so, 
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almost exclusively by that alone. STATE 
0. Whatever be the power, however, which the master w,, 

may possess, it is given with the sole view to enable him 
to coerce the services of the slave, and all experience 
teaches us, that a power over the life is not necessary to 
effectuate that end. 

The usual modes of correction are found to be alto- 
gether sufficient. Punishment short of death serves the 
end of the master, both as a corrective and as an example. 
Power over the life of the slave being therefore unnecessa- 
ry, ought not to be conceded. The use of highly danger- 
ous weapons in cases of simple disobedience is not tolerated 
by the law, because they are calculated to produce death. 

If the deceased had been resisted, a great degree of force 
might have been used, and the law would not have been 
scrupulous in determining the excess. If he had been chas- 
tising the prisoner, in the ordinary mode, and death had 
ensued, it would have been nothing more than an unfortu- 
nate accident. But the prisoner was neither resisting his 
master, nor did the calamity grow out of any attempt to 
chastise. It is confidently contended, that a master has 
not by the law of the Iand, the right to kiIl his slave for a 
simple act of disobedience, however provoking may be the 
circumstances under which it is committed; that if the 
slave be required to stand, and he run off, he has not for- 
feited his life. This is conclusive, if the law will never jus- 
tify a homicide, except i t  be committed upon unavoidable 
necessity, and will' never excuse one except it be done 
by misadveature or se defendendo. There is no principle 
in criminal law which will justify or excuse the death that 
has been caused through the provocation of the passions 
alone. 

This Court has repudiated all idea of similarity between 
the relation of master and apprentice, as understood in the 
English law, and that of master and slave, as understood 
in ours. 1 cannot perceive the propriety of such total 
repudiation. The foundation of both relations is the same, 
to wit, service; and although the slave may stand in a 
lower grade than the mere apprentice, and be more depen- 
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DEC. 1834. dant on his master, yet it is submitted, that the difference 
sTAT* is in the degree, and not in the nature of the authority 

v.  which the master of the one or the other may exercise. 
WILL. 

This seems to have been the idea of Justice BLACKSTONE, 
who, in speaking of homicide by parents and masters, 
caused by immoderate correction, proceeds, 66 thus by an 
edict of the Emperor Constantine, when the rigour of the - 
Roman law began to relax and soften, a master was 
allowed to chastise his slave with rods and imprisonment; 
and if death accidentally ensued, he was guilty of no 
crime : but if he struck him with a club or a stone, and 
thereby occasioned his death, or if in any yet grosser 
manner, (as by shooting,) " immoderate suo jure utatur, 
tune reus homicidii sit." 4 B1. Com. 183. 

I t  is not my purpose, however, to place the slave and 
apprentice on the same footing. I t  is freely conceded that 
there is a great difference between the two conditions, 
and that many cases of homicide committed precisely 
under the same circumstances, would be murder of an ap- 
prentice, and only manslaughter of a slave. Thus the 
master has the right to beat his apprentice as well as his 
slave, but the principle is universal, with a solitary excep- 
tion, that a man having the right under a given provoca- 
tion, to lay hand upon another, but using a weapon calcu- 
lated to produce death, and death ensuing, is guilty of 
murder. The exception alluded to is the slaying an adul- 
terer caught in the act. Revil, 48. Now if an apprentice 
disobeys, and runs from his master in order to escape 
chastisement, and the master shoots and kills him, it is 
murder. Bevil, 51,52 and 53, and 62 § 2. Surely the 
slaying of the slave under the same circumstances, after 
full allowance for the difference in their grade of life, can 
be nothing less than manslaughter. If the law, for the 
purposes of policy, will not permit the master to be called 
to account for batteries, however cruel or unjust, done on 
the body of his slave, as it does in the case of an appren- 
tice, yet when it is obliged to examine the extent of the 
master's powers by reason of a death, then it will apply 
the same reasonable rules in investigating the master's 
guilt and the slave's conduct and rights, which it applies 
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difference of condition. 1 Hawks, 217. If, indeed, the STATE 

master may not be called to account till the death of his w&, 
slave; if he have this wide scope of authority, to be exer- 
cised upon his own discretion, it is highly reasonable, that 
when he is called to account, the examination should be 
rigorous, for it is the onIy protection which the slave can 
claim at the hands of the law, and therefore ought to be 
strict, in order that it may be the more efficient. I t  is 
here alone, that the slave, in the eye of the law, ascends 
from the level of mere property, and takes an humble stand 
amid his species. Here he is regarded as a rational crea- 
ture. Scott's case, 1 Hawks, 24. State v. Read. 2 id., 
454. The necessity of averring that he is property, and 
whose property, as is requisite in indictments for the bat- 
teries of slaves, is here dispensed with ; and from this dis- 
tinction alone it would appear, that the Courts, in the 
very form of the indictment for murder, have not recog- 
nised the exemption of the master from the accountability 
common to the world beside, for the death of a slave. 2 
Dev. 264. 

The prisoner was shot in the act of making off from his 
overseer, who was prepared to chastise him. A master's 
authority to apprehend his slave cannot be greater than 
that of a constable or sheriff to arrest for a misdemeanor ; 
and a constable may not kill in order to prevent the escape 
of one guilty of that grade of offence. The law has so 
high a regard for human life, that it directs the 
officer to permit an escape rather than kill. Bevil, 
119 $ 4, 165. If the officer act illegally, by abusing 
his authority, or exceeding it, resistance unto death 
is not murder. ibid. 194. But if the master have 
greater authority to apprehend his slave, than a law officer 
hath to arrest, under a precept, for a misdemeanor, he 
certainly has not greater than a sheriff, acting under a 
precept, hath to arrest a feIon. Here the law again shows 
its tender and noble regard for human life and its detesta- 
tion of the shedding of human blood. The officer is not 
allowed to kill a felon, a murderer, or a traitor, unless his 
escape be ineuitable. Bevil, 114,$ 1 ; 117,$2. " And in 
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STATE ing another, the abuse of his power makes him guilty of 
, manslaughter." Ibid. 78. An officer, therefore, having 

the right to kill a felon, in order to prevent his escape, and 
doing so when the escape may be prevented by more 
lenient means, is guilty of manslaughter. Ibid. 114, § 1. 
This necessity must always be proven. It  is never pre- 
sumed. No such necessity appears in the finding of the 
jury. In legal contemplation, therefore, it does not exist. 

The law enjoins it as a duty on the officer to kill a felon, 
rather than permit his escape, upon the presumption, I 
suppose, that if he do escape, he will forever elude the 
penalty of his crime. Such is not the case with a run- 
away slave, who, in general, may be certainly recaptured. 
No one will be found to maintain, that it is the duty of 
the master to kill his slave rather than suffer his tempo- 
rary escape. The prisoner was in the act of disobedience, 
and not of resistance, between which there is a substantial 
difference. Act of 1791 ; Bevil, 114. 

The deceased then greatly exceeded his authority, 
whether the prisoner is to be considered in the light of an 
apprentice ; of one who had committed an aggravated mis- 
demeanor; or even in that of a felon ; and if death had 
ensued, I conclude that he would have been guilty of man- 
slaughter at the least. 

This brings us to the important question in this case. 
Was the prisoner justly so provoked by the shooting, as 
under the injuence of ordinary human frailty, to cause 
his reason to be dethroned, and to be deprived of delibera- 
tion ? Or, in the language of Judge HAYWOOD, in Norris's 
case, " was not the prisoner thereby deprived of the free 
and proper exercise of his rational faculties, owing to the 
fury of resentment, not unreasonably conceived?" If he 
was, that ends the question. Was it such a provocation, as, 
allowing for the disparity of the free and slave condition 
of men in this country, was well calculated, even in minds 
tolerably well regulated, to throw a man off his guard, 
and excite a furious anger? If so, the State v. Memall, 
2 Dev. 279 (RUFFIN'S opinion) determines the fate of the 
prisoner. An appeal to human nature in its most degraded 
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reason and respond otherwise. And it appears to me, STATE 

that an appeal to the principles of law, as founded in the w& 
nature of man, and recognised for centuries, will leave 
not a particle of doubt. Can the prisoner be guilty of 
murder ? Who can review the circumstances of the case, 
and in his candour pronounce that they carry in them, 

the plain indication of a heart regardless of social duty, 
and fatally bent upon mischief l" If his case can be made 
to reach this standard definition of murder, what bosom is 
there which does not luxuriate in the poison of murderous 
thought? And in vain may nature plead her wrongs 
and the tempest of the passions, to excuse the indiscretion 
of her fitful moments. I t  may be murder; but if so, it 
must find its guilt, not in the human disposition, but in a 
policy that knows no frailty and shows no mercy. That 
policy is yet to be declared. I will not suppose its intended 
application to this case, and I shall, therefore, for the pre- 
sent, take the liberty of discussing the defence upon the 
received principles which define murder, and distinguish 
it from manslaughter. 

Murder is the felonious killing of a human creature with 
deliberation. The act must have three intents. 1. An 
intent to kill or hurt. 2. An intent to kill or hurt unjustly. 
And, 3. The intent must be deliberate. I t  is only neces- 
sary in this case to consider the deliberation of the intent ; 
for it is admitted that the intent of the prisoner was to kill 
or hurt, and that it was unjust; but it is denied that it 
was deliberate. 

The intent is not deliberate if there be provoking cause. 
Bvil ,  28 Q 1 ; 34 Q 3. The mischievous vindictive dis- 
position, essential to constitute the crime of murder, is 
implied from the want of legal cause of provocation. The 
greatest care should be taken not to confound a vindictive 
act, and such an act as shows a vindictive disposition. 
Bevil, 41: and note. Every case of manslaughter, perpe- 
trated in anger, is a vindictive act ; whilst every case of 
murder exhibits the vindictive disposition. A vindictive 
act simply, is the result of ordinary frailty; a vindictive 
disposition is the attendant of extraordinary depravity. 
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v. 
w,,,. Manslaughter wants one of the above intents which 

define murder. I t  implies an intent to kill or hurt, and 
that the intent is unjust, but supposes the absence of delib- 
eration, or the presence of a justly provoking cause. (Cases 
illustrative of this definition, Bevil, 64,65. 67 $ 5, 68. 74 
Q 2,76 5 3. Stedman's case, p. 80. Carey's case, p. 124.) 
But what is justly provoking cause ? In  our search for 
the meaning of the expression, we cannot consult the 
vague notions of men, as to insults. There would not only 
be no certainty in them as a guide, but they would strip 
men of all security for their lives. W e  must appeal to 
the common law as it has recognised excusable frailties. 
Its principles being bottomed on human nature civilised 
by legal restraints and legal privileges, adopt themselves 
with a happy facility, to all the changes and modifications 
of society, and to all the mutations in the relations of its 
parts. These principles having discarded the idea of legal 
provocation from words, have resolved the foundation of 
their existence into the protection of the person. 

Self-preservation, being a prime law of nature, and 
indispensable to the first and permanent interests of society, 
the instinct is fostered instead of being checked. The 
policy of the law to cherish it, is what dispensesindulgence 
to an excess of force requisite to preserve it, and palliates 
an unnecessary homicide. If human institutions could so 
blunt this sense as to effectuate a law which should forbid 
blow for blow not threatening death, the introduction of 
slavery, to a great degree, would be already prepared. 
If, however, the degradation should stop a t  this point, still 
there would be a very ample scope for this powerful sense 
to act in, and a dangerous attack, or a blow menacing 
death, being out of the customary sufferance, would call 
up, in vigour, the unsubdued though mutilated sense, and 
surprise it into action. I t  is not the object of the law, in 
its regulation of the relation of master and slave, to destroy 
any portion of the instinct of self-preservation. On the 
contrary, it would be rejoiced to preserve it entire, but 
this is inconsistent with the subjection of the slave, with- 
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to be displayed by the slave, as by a freeman, the autho- STATE 

I). rity of the master would be at an end. Hence it is, that w, 
when it is not so essential to be curbed, it it allowed to 
enjoy a wider range; as in respect of strangers who have 
no right to assume any authority, it is permitted to turn 
many degrees towards the condition of freemen. And 
hence it is too, that whenever the law, for the purpose of 
sustaining the relations of the several parts of society, 
deemed essential to the peace and safety of the whole, tol- 
erates its partial suppression, it provides the best possible 
security against any abuse likely to occur because of its 
required extinction. Thus it gives to the wife, the pro- 
tection of love and identity of welfare ; to the child, the 
shield of affection; to the apprentice, the guaranty of a 
penal bond; and to the slave, the guard of interest. In  
the general, in proportion as these securities are weaker, 
that of the law itself ought to be stronger; and in pro- 
portion as the subjection in the one or the other of these 
relations, is required to be greater or less, so must the sup- 
pression of this instinct be greater or less. The subjection 
in the relation of slavery ought to be greater, and so ought 
the extinction of the instinct to be greater, than in any of 
the other relations. I t  is the legal duty of all who are 
subjects, in any one of them to adapt and conform this 
instinct to the extent necessary to maintain the reIation; 
and if any one do not, he shall not plead its want of sub- 
jection in excuse of a deed occasioned by his neglect of 
duty. If an apprentice, being under a lawful correction, 
shall resist and slay his master, it is murder and not man- 
slaughter, because the law cannot admit that he was pro- 
voked. If a slave be under any correction, with or with- 
out cause, from his master, provided it do not threaten 
death or great bodily harm, and he resist and kill his 
master, this is murder likewise, and for the same reason, 
as the law requires this degree of submission from him. 
But if the apprentice be unlawfully beaten, and he resist 
and kill his master, it is not murder, because the law hath 
not required him to extinguish his instinct of preservation 
to such an extent, and therefore, it admits that he was 
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STATE to threaten death, and he slay his master, this cannot be 

0. 

w,, murder, because the law hath not required him to extin- 
guish his instinct to so great a degree, and therefore it 
admits that he was provoked. In a word, in those bounds 
within which the law has enjoined it as a duty to curb the 
instinct of self-preservation, we are not allowed to display 
it, and if we do, the law cannot hear the defence of pro- 
vocation; but all display of it out of those bounds, is 
admissible and is the effect of legal provocation. The law 
demands it as a duty that we should tame our passions to 
suit the condition which it has assigned us. I t  supposes 
that this duty will become habitual, and consequently of 
easy performance, that we will conform ourselves to its 
requirements. This, and this alone, is the true foundation 
of all the distinction between the master and the appren- - - 
tice, between the freeman and the slave. 

But having conformed ourselves to a given and required 
degradation, to an enjoined submission, we are ready by 
our very nature and habits, to resist any degradation or 
submission greatly beyond that which we have learned to 
acquiesce in as a duty. When a slave is required toibare 
his back to the rod, he does it, because it is usual ; but 
when he is required to stand as a target for his master's 
gun, he is startled : no idea of duty sustains the require- 
ment, and the unquelled portion of his instinct rouses his 
passions to resistance. 

Human institutions are inadequate to the task of settling 
a condition in society which shall impart to its members 
the highest perfection of philosophic fortitude and the 
lowest degradation of animal existence ; which shall blend 
into harmony the reasonable man and the passionless 
brute, 

When it is declared that a slave is a reasonable or human 
creature, as in State v. Scott, State v. Hale, and State v. 
Read, and that he is the subject of felony at common law ; 
that murder and manslaughter both may be perpetrated 
on his person; that himself may commit both, it would 
seem to result that he was acknowledged to possess the 
human infirmities common to his species. That they must 
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victim, I hope I have satisfactorily shown. And I now * s,, 
come to the deliberate conclusion, that the only difference & 
caused by the relation consists in the fact, that there are 
some acts of the slave which constitute provocation, that 
would not, if done by a freeman; some which would con- 
stitute provocation to the master which would not to a 
stranger ; and on the contrary, that a slave is not per- 
mitted to be provoked at many acts done by a stranger 
freeman, which would constitute a lawful provocation if 
done by a fellow slave ; and that a great variety of acts, 
done by the master, shall not be sufficient cause of provo- 
cation, which, if done by a stranger, would so be deemed. 
But that not in a single relation in which the slave is placed 
by the law, is he debarred in every case of violence to his 
person, from feeling and pleading a legal provocation. 

If I have been successful in showing that the deceased 
greatly abused his authority by shooting a t  the prisoner, 
and that the act was calculated to produce a resentment 
not unreasonably conceived, the inference in law is irresis- 
tible, that if the prisoner, immediately on being shot, had 
turned and slain the deceased, it could not have been more 
than manslaughter; and the only important point now 
remaining to be discussed, is, whether the interval of time 
between the reception of the injury and the commissionof 
the homicide, enhances the guilt of the deed. The law 
would be vain and nugatory as a rule of action, if it 
should allow that the passions may be justly provoked, 
and yet refuse to allow a reasonable time for their subsi- 
dence. When it says that reason may be dethroned, it is 
never guilty of the solecism of holding the judgment ac- 
countable, till reason can be reseated. Whether there 
may have been sufficient time for that important operation 
of the faculties, is a question often dependent on the cir- 
cumstances of the case. The continuance of the original 
exciting causes and the addition of subsequent stimulants, 
being necessarily calculated, to prevent the restoration of 
reason,may prolong the time till they cease to exist; nor 
even then, at the very moment of their cessation, does the 
law demand that the bosom shall return to its calm and 
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%ATE be looked for, in the tempest of the passions, than it is in 

2). 

wI- the storms of the ocean, whose angry waves are often seen 
to run mountain high, long after the dark cloud hath pass- 
ed away, and the raving wind hath fled from the conflict, 
leaving its enraged victim heaving with agitation beneath 
a tranquil and sunny heaven. 

The time in this case was hut six or eight minutes, and 
the wound calculated to produce death. If the exciting 
cause of provocation had here ceased, it would be a rigid 
and unnatural rule, to require, a t  the expiration of this 
short period, the presence of a responsible j;dgment ; for it 
is perfectly app&ent, that in proportion to the severity of 
the injury received, will be the length of time which na- 
ture demands to adjust the shaken balance of the mind. 
The prisoner had much cause to suspect that his wound 
would prove fatal ; and no man, either bond or free, 
labouring under the excitement incident to such a situa- 
tion, could, so soon, have quelled his fury, and recalled his 
scattered senses. But these few moments were not allow- 
ed to be moments of rest and thought to the wounded man. 
They were moments of flight and active pursuit ; flight, by 
a man dangerously shot, his wounds bleeding in profusion, 
and chafed into agony by the friction of his clothes and 
the motions of his body; pursuit, by a man who had med- 
itated and attempted a deadly injury; who called to his 
aid three more men, ready to execute his purposes what- 
ever they might be ; who was well aware of the mangled 
condition of his victim, and who under the full conviction 
of his shot proving fatal, cheered his comrades of the chase, 
by the unfeeling exclamation, " he can't run far." Let it 
be remembered too, that the prisoner, during this space of 
time, had run a distance of five or six hundred yards ; that 
he was overtaken by a man, who, in moments perfectly 
cool, when compared with those in which he captured the 
prisoner, had not hesitated to shoot him at a distance of a 
few rods, and by what logic can we arrive at the conclu- 
sion, either that the prisoner had enjoyed opportunity to 
regain his judgment, or that he had not every reason to 
apprehend from the deceased the finishing stroke to his 
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ed to madness, who, in cooler times, had violated every STATE 

duty ; as a man, had deliberately prepared himself to take w:k 
the life of his fellow man ; and, as a superintendent, had, 
for trifling cause, attempted to destroy valuable property 
entrusted to his care? In no part of the slave's conduct 
does he evince a disposition to seek a conflict. He takes 
every occasion to avoid it. When he is headed, he does 
not hesitate to turn his course, and flee from an encounter. 

Upon the whole, I cannot bring my mind to the conclu- 
sion, that this case is of higher grade than manslaughter, 
if of that ; and whatever may be the prisoner's fate, I am 
free to declare, and with the most sincere candour, that I 
do not recognise in his conduct, the moral depravity of a 
murderer, nor any high degree of inaptitude to the con- 
dition of slavery. He was disobedient, it is true, and 
ran to avoid chastisement. Three-fourths of our slaves 
occasionally do this. He slew his overseer, it is true, after 
having been dangerously shot, pursued and overtaken. 
The tamest and most domestic brute will do likewise. And 
I feel, that if he must expiate the deed under the gallows, 
he will be a victim, not of his own abandoned depravity, 
but a sacrifice offered to the policy which regulates the 
relation of slavery among us. But before he is sacrificed, 
it may be useful to inquire into that policy. The interests 
of society demand that it should be fixed, andpermanently 
fixed, that the master may know the extent of his autho- 
rity, and the slave prepare himself to its accommodation. 

No question can be more delicate, or attended with so 
many bad consequences if settled in error. I t  would be 
next to impossible for the judiciary to adjust this relation 
adversely to any strong and deliberate opinion entertained 
by the public mind. The momentum of this feeling acting 
through the juries of the country and the spirit of the legis- 
lature, would be too powerful, successfully to be encotin- 
tered by the Courts. And in whatsoever decided current 
it might run, it would, finally, bear into its channel all in- 
terpretations of the law. 

By a timely and judicious administration of the law, 
however, in relation to this subject, the Courts may effect 
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DEC. 1834 much in the formation of public opinion, and a t  this time 
STATE they may exert the opportunities afforded by their situa- 

0. 

WILL. tion, in a most happy manner to impart fixedness and sta- 
bility to those principles which form the true basis of 
the policy. They have of late frequently announced from 
the bench, the progression of humanity in the relation, 
and their clear conviction, that the condition of the slave 
was rapidly advancing in amelioration, under the benign 
influence of Christian precepts and the benevolent auspices 
of improving civilisation. I t  is believed, that these convic- 
tions were founded in truth, and the various laws on the 
statute book bring ample testimony to the fact. As far as 
slavery has been the subject of legislation for the last 
ninety years, it has been undergoing a gradual revolution 
in favour of the slave, and, it is confidently asserted, not 
adverse to the best interests of the master, or of the secu- 
rity of the public. In a popular government, we can 
nowhere look for more correct information of the state of 
the public mind, upon a subject deeply interesting to the 
people at large, than in their laws. The history of the 
legislation of the state for the last century on this subject, 
during which more than a dozen principal acts have been 
passed at intervals, is a history of a gradual progression 
in the improvement of the condition of the slave, in the 
protection of his person, his comforts, and those rights not 
necessary to be surrendered to his master. The length of 
time in which this evidence of a common sentiment has 
been continuing in one course, is irrefutable testimony of 
its being the true and deliberate sense of the community. 
Very lately the whole subject came before the legislature; 
and though it was at a time when the public mind was 
inflamed and alarmed at a recent and yet reeking massa- 
cre, they did not relax the laws made for their protection, 
nor render their lives or persons less secure. From the 
act of 1741, which put the life of the slave on trial, in the 
hands of three justices and four freeholders, down to that 
of 1831, which secures, beyond doubt, the right of the 
slave to a jury of slave owners, there will be found, with- 
out a solitary retrograde, one continued, persevering and 
unbroken series of law, raising the slave higher and higher 
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character of the acts, though they are not numerous, nor STATE 

strongly marked with exclusive benefit to the slave, is 
evincive of an intent to afford protection, where before it 
was weak. From that period, however, it may not be 
uninteresting to furnish a brief synopsis of them, in a case 
so important as this. (Here the several acts alluded to 
were reviewed.) 

I t  is not possible that there can be found, anywhere, a 
plainer manifestation of a decided intent to raise the consi- 
deration and standing of the slave, than is here exposed in 
the foregoing acts of the legislature. Will the Court dis- 
appoint this unequivocal intention? Will they rebuke 
the spirit of the age, and strike back this unfortunate race 
of men, advancing from the depths of misery and wretch- 
edness, to a higher ground, under the shield of so much 
legislation enacted in their behalf? 

Our laws furnish incontestable evidence of what is the 
enlightened sentiment of the state. The history of other 
nations affords a body of luminous information, to instruct 
us what that sentiment should be;  and I feel no small 
pleasure in believing, that the legislative policy of our past 
and present day most fully accords with that course, 
which the long tried experience of bygone ages has dis- 
tinctly marked out as the wiser and better one. 

Upon this subject, the Baron Montesquieu has gathered 
the choicest materials of every age, clime, and nation. 
With a mind, formed in the mould of patience itself; strong 
by nature, and enriched with a philosophic cultivation, he 
hath executed the task of analysis with the most profound 
and discriminating sagacity. With no object in view, but 
the advancement of political knowledge, he hath unmasked 
all the forms of government, traced to the fountain the 
principles of 'their action, and exposed to the meanest ca- 
pacity the deep and hidden reasons of all the diversified 
relations of man, and the true genius of the laws necessary 
to support them. 

I n  his Spirit of Laws, vol. 1, p. 291, et seq. to 298, he 
treats of the subject of slavery, and informs us, as the 
result of his inquiries, that in governments whose policy 
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DEG 1834. is warlike, and the citizens ever ready with arms in their - 
STATE hands, to quell attempts to regain liberty, slaves may be 

a. treated with great rigour and severity, without the hazard 
WILL. of servile wars ; but that in republics, where the policy is 

essentially pacific, and the citizens devoted to the arts of 
peace and industry, the treatment of slaves should be mild 
and humane: that the power of the master should not be 
absolute, and that the slave should be put within the keep- 
ing of the law. If that candid and ingenious writer be not 
deceived in his conclusions, he has given us a hint for the 
regulation of our domestic servitude, the neglect of which 
may lead to the most fatal sequel. Our government is, 
perhaps, the most pacific on earth, and the citizens most 
addicted to the pursuits of civilised life. How inconsistent, 
then, will it be in us to adopt a policy in relation to our 
slaves, which must be either yielded up, or must change the 
habits and character of our people, and ultimately our 
form of government, with the blessings of liberty itself. 

W e  may not expect that the danger of servile wars will 
only operate to arm the citizens, generally, in their own de- 
fence. The recent insurrection may show, indeed, the for- 
mation of numerous companies of yeomanry for the purpose 
of being always ready to meet and vanquish the earliest 
movements of insurrectionary slaves ; but a little obser- 
vation at this time, so soon too after the panic that gave 
rise to these preparaticns, will serve to show, that at the 
present moment, there remains scarcely a single one of the 
many associations which were then formed. They grew 
up with the panic, and they have vanished with it. I t  
must be apparent, then, if ever-ready arms are necessary 
to our safety. they must be loged in hands not filled with 
other occupations, but responsible to the public for effi- 
ciency and dispatch. I n  other words, if a display of force 
be requisite to chain down the spirit of insurrection, or 
stop the bloody career of its actual march, a standing army, 
which will leave the great body of citizens to pursue their 
favourite occupations of peace, in perfect security, will be 
the loud demand of the community. How certainly such 
a permanent association of armed men, first formed to pre- 
serve the relations ofour slavery, will ultimately introduce 
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nations, and the warning of our own Constitution will most sTnTE 
fearfully answer. I know it has been frequently said, and v. 

WILL. 
with some it is a favourite idea, that the more cruel the 
master, themore subservient will be the slave. This precept 
is abhorrent tohumanity,and isa heresy unsupported by the 
great mass of historic experience. The despair of indivi- 
duals cannot last forever ; neither will that of a numerous 
people inflicted with common wrongs, and exchanging a 
common sympathy. Rome had no servile wars, till her 
masters had outraged every feeling of justice and benevo- 
Ience, and made their slaves drink the cup of unmitigated 
cruelty to its last drop; nor had sheany, that I remember, 
after the first Christian prince of the empire, had relaxed 
the intolerable degradations of that unfortunate class of 
her people. 

I feel and acknowledge, as strongly as any man can, the 
inexorable necessity of keeping our slaves in a state of 
dependence and subservience to their masters. But when 
shooting becomes necessary to prevent insolence and dis- 
obedience, it only serves to show the want of proper 
domestic rules, but it will never supply i t ;  and never 
can a punishment like this effect any other purpose, but to 
produce open conflicts or secret assassinations. 

In adjusting the balance of this delicate subject, let it 
not be believed that the great and imminent danger, is in 
overloading the scale of humanity. The Court must pass 
through Scylla and Charybdis ; and they may be assured 
that the peril of shipwreck is not avoided, by shunning 
with distant steerage, the whirlpool of Northern fanaticism. 
That of the South is equally fatal. I t  may not be so 
visibly seen; but it is as deep, as wide, and as dangerous. 

Mordecai, for the prisoner.-1. Had this been a case of 
homicide committed by one free white man upon another, 
occupying the same station in society, it would have been 
clearly a case of justifiable homicide; to arrive at this 
conclusion, it is merely necessary to refer to the facts found 
by the special verdict. 

2. If this would be the case between equals, let us next 
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STATE upon an equal footing, but between a superior and an in- 

"' ferior, a master and his apprentice, or between persons WILL. 
one of whom has a right to command the services of the 
other, and chastise him for the purpose of enforcing obe- 
dience to his commands. 

The distinction in cases of this kind seems to be this : 
where the party having the right to chastise the other, uses 
no unlawful or deadly weapon in inflicting the chastise- 
ment, and does not appear to aim at his life, there, if death 
ensues, it will be murder or manslaughter according to the 
degree of violence used. Vide Nailos's case, 1 East, P. C. 
261. 277. But if the party undertaking to chastise or 
punish, uses a weapon likely to produce death, and death 
ensues, he is guilty of murder if he slay the other. Bevil, 
48. 74,75, 76. Or ifhe be slain under such circumstances, 
the slayer is excusable. Vide Nailor's case, ubi supra. 

3. If this be the true distinction as between freemen, 
and it is confidently believed to be so, let us next inquire 
what difference is produced by the circumstance of the 
slayer being a slave, and the party slain occupying the 
relation of master. 

Slaves seem formerly to have been regarded in this 
state as mere chattels, and not only the master or owner, 
but any person might kill them, however maliciously, 
without subjecting himself in the case of the master or 
owner to any penalty whatever; and in the case of a 
stranger, to no other than a civil action from the master 
to recover the value of the slave. We accordingly find 
the act of 1741, which is the first act on the subject of 
killing slaves, after providing a remedy for the owner for 
the loss of a slave killed in dispersing an unlawful assembly 
of slaves, saves to the owner his right of action against any 
one killing a slave contrary to the provisions of that act, 
evidently regarding it as no offence against the criminal 
law. And this view is alsa taken by HALL, J.  in State v. 
Boon, Tayl. 253, in which he held that killing a slave was 
no felony at common law. 

The first action of the legislature, making it an offence 
against the criminal law, was in 1774, when by an act, the 
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arisen with respect to the punishment proper to be inflict- STATE 

ed upon such as have been guilty of wilfully and mali- w:k. 
ciously killing slaves," it is enacted, that for the first offence 
the offender shall suffer twelve months imprisonment ; 
and for the second shall be guilty of murder, and suffer 
death without benefit of clergy. The second section 
provides that he shall pay the owner of such slave, on the 
first conviction, such sum as may be assessed to be his 
value,-still evidently regarding it more as a loss of pro- 
perty than as an offence against the criminal law. 

Such continued the law until the year 1791, when the 
legislature seem to have become ashamed of their pre- 
vious legislation on this subject, and by an act, the pre- 
amble of which recites, that the distinction heretofore 
drawn between the murder of a white person, and one who 
is equally a human creature but merely of a different com- 
plexion, is disgraceful to humanity and degrading in the 
highest degree, to the laws of a free, Christian and en- 
lightened country," the same punishment is imposed for 
the wilful and malicious killing of a slave, as for that of 
a freeman. I t  is true, this act, owing to the vague and 
uncertain terms in which it was couched, was never carried 
into execution. Still it is evidence of the change of opinion 
and policy which had taken place in the community as to 
this unfortunate class of beings, at that day. 

Divers other acts ameliorating the condition of slaves, 
removing them from a level with brutes and advancing 
them more nearly to a level with the whites, were passed 
between that time and the year 1817; still it will be found 
that no legislation had yet made or attempted to make any 
other than the wilful and malicious killing of slaves in- 
dictable ; accordingly in State v. Piuer, 2 Hay. 79, the 
prisoner though admitted to be guilty of the manslaughter 
of a slave was discharged, the Court holding that no pun- 
ishment was affixed by law to that offence. And the 
same doctrine is recognised by TAYLOR, C. J. in State V. 

Tacket, 1 Hawks, 217. 
In the year 1817, however, the legislature determining 

to abolish the last remnant of that barbarous and inhuman 
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" circumstances, with the killing of a free man. 

WILL. 
Our Courts too, in further pursuance of this liberal and 

enlightened spirit, in 1823, (State v. Read, 2 Hawks, 454,) 
held (contrary to the opinion of one of its members, as 
delivered in Xtate v. Boon,) that the murder of a slave 
was indictable at common law ; and still further, in Xtate v. 
Hale, 2 Hawks, 582, that an unprovoked battery committed 
by a free man, (not being the master) upon a slave was in- 
dictable. 

These various acts both legislative and judicial, have 
been adduced for the purpose of showing, that however a 
mistaken policy or want of humanity may have actuated 
the proceedings of the former branch, or influenced the 
decision of the latter, in the earlier stages of our society, 
these feelings and opinions no longer prevail ; that slaves 
are no longer regarded as mere brutes or chattels, but that 
they are now viewed both in the eye of the law and of 
society, as human beings, liable to be operated upon by 
thesame passions, subject to the same infirmity, and under 
the protection of the same laws with the white man. If 
then he be a human being, and that he is, is declared (if a 
judicial decision upon this point be required) by the act of 
1791 ; by JOHNSTON and TAYLOR, Judges, in Xtate v. Boon ; 
by HENDERSON, J. in State v. Read ; and again by TAY- 
Loa, C. J, in State v. Hake ; if he be a human being, a rea- 
sonable creature, within the protection of the law, are not 
the same rules of construction to be applied in his case, in 
ascertaining his guilt or innocence ? Should not the same 
allowance be made for the infirmity of his nature, the ope- 
ration of his passions, the excitement of his feelings, that is 
made in the case of a white man ? Kept by the stern poli- 
cy of our laws in a state of ignorance, rude and unculti- 
vated, without any of the aid to be derived fiom education, 
or the mild and benign principles of religion, is it just, is it 
reasonable to require him to exercise a greater degree of 
control over his feelings and passions, than one who has en- 
joyed all these advantages ? 

But it is said, that policy, and the state of our society, 
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must be regarded in the case of a freeman, should be laid ST+TE 

aside when a slave is the subject of their operation. I ask 
W:LL. 

where is the authority which authorises such a conclu- 
sion ? it can be found no where. So long as he is admitted 
to be a human being, and endowed with the same faculties, 
he must be treated as such, is liable to the same penalties, 
and entitled to the same clemency in passing upon his 
offences that other human beings are. 

That his passions are not subject to be aroused by the 
same causes and circumstances, which would arouse those 
of a freeman, is freely and fully conceded; but to say that 
no circumstance, however aggravating, no injury, however 
great, cun possibly, or ought reasonably to arouse or inflame 
his passsions, is requiring what the sober judgment and 
unbiassed reason of every honest, conscientious man, must 
tell him is contrary to the laws of nature, and what no 
human law, however rigorous or severe in its enactments, 
can possibly effect. A11 law should be foundedon reason ; 
and when we are led to a conclusion so utterly absurd, and 
so manifestly contradictory to reason, it is time that we 
should look around, and at least suspect that we have 
mistaken the meaning of a law, which leads us to such 
results. 

I have before stated (what will be admitted by all,) if 
this homicide had been committed by one freeman upon ano- 
ther, each of whom occupied the same station in society, 
or even by a freeman occupying an inferior station upon 
his superior, that in either case under the circumstances 
here found, the slayer would have been justifiable ; it now 
remains to examine what difference is produced by the fact 
of the slayer being a slave, and the slain his master. 

I t  is not contended, nor is it necessary to contend, that 
the slave should be placed on the same footing with the 
freeman, and that the same rules should be applied to him 
in ascertaining the nature and grade of his offence, that 
would be applied to the freeman. This would be contra- 
vening decisions which are now too firmly established to 
be shaken, and which policy alone requires should be ad- 
hered to. But it is urged that neither policy, nor the state 
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STATE tinction should be drawn between the two classes, as that 
. which would go to establish the principle, that the same 

act which would in the case ofa freeman be declared justi- 
fiable, or excusable, should, in that of a slave, be held the 
foulest murder. 

It  is believed, however, that there is no necessity for re- 
sorting to either of these two extremes, but that the true 
rule will be found in the mean between them, and in the prin- 
ciples recognised and adopted by this Court in Tacket's case. 
Wherever slavery exists, a broad and acknowledged dis- 
tinction must be marked out and observed, between the 
slave and the freeman; and many acts which if committed 
by one freeman upon another would not mitigate or ex- 
tenuate a homicide, in the case of a slave will have 
that effect. I t  is impossible, as is said in that case, to de- 
fine and designate these acts, each case must depend upon 
its own circumstances. Menacing or provoking language 
from one freeman to another, will not justify an assault ; 
but such provocation given by a slave to a white man, will, 
it is said, amount to a justification. Apply this rule to all 
other offences ; let it be held also, that what in the case 
of a freeman would be justifiable, or excusable homicide, 
will in that of a slave, amount to manslaughter ; and what 
would be manslaughter in the freeman, is murder if com- 
mitted by a slave ; and in this way, it is believed, a suffi- 
ciently broad and marked distinction will be drawn 
between the two classes, to secure the dominion of the one, 
and the subserviency of the other, and at the same time to 
afford to the slave all necessary protection against acts of 
lawless violence and outrage. Apply this rule in all its 
severity to the present case ; make all the allowance which 
can be asked for the difference in the condition of the free- 
man and slave, and then make the smallest grain of allow- 
ance for the weakness of human nature, and it is impossible 
that this can be pronounced to be more than a case of 
manslaughter. 

But it is insisted, that the deceased did nothing more 
than he had a right to do, used no other means than such 
as the law clothed him with ; in other words, that he stood 
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lute power and authority over the body and life of the STATE 

prisoner, and that the exercise of that authority cannot be wy&. 
called in question by any earthly tribunal. If such be 
indeed the law, it must follow as a necessary consequence, 
that as the deceased had a right to resort to whatever 
means his fancy or passion might dictate in the infliction 
of his chastisement, the prisoner had no right to raise an 
arm in self-defence, and therefore the offence being com- 
mitted by him in the deliberate prosecution of an unlaw- 
ful act, it must be murder. If such be the law, ab- 
ject and degraded indeed is the condition of the slave, 
and fearful must be the punishment reserved by another 
and an unerring tribunal, to be &licted upon such as avail 
themselves of their fancied immunity here, to trifle and 
tamper with the lives of those whom our laws have placed 
in a state of such utter and abject subjection. But if such 
be the law, how could it ever happen, that a master 
should even be put upon his trial, for the murder of his 
slave, however deliberate, wilful, or malicious the act may 
have been? yet there certainly have been many instances 
of masters being tried for the murder of their slaves. 

The position here contended for, is founded on the 
expressions used in the opinion of the Court, in the 
State v. Mann, 2 Dev. 263 ; expressions strong, certainly, 
and apparently unequivocal in their import, but which I 
cannot but believe have been misunderstood in their appri- 
cation, if carried to the extent which is now contended 
for. I t  is to be observed, that the only question then 
before the Court, was as to the liability of the master to 
answer criminally for a battery committed on his slave, 
and this is all which was intended to be decided. The 
language used is certainly sufficiently strong to convey 
the idea that the master has complete, absolute, and un- 
controlled authority over his slave, but these expressions 
were used with reference to the matter then before the 
Court, besides being afterwards qualified by the words 
' I  except so far as its exercise is forbidden by statute ;" 
and the killing of a slave is clearly forbidden, except 
where he offers resistance to his master, or where death 
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STATE without the aid of statutory provisions, it cannot he 
; .  conceded, that the position here taken is correct. If 

the Court intended, as i t  is believed they did, to say 
that the master possessed full and complete power and 
authority to secure the services and insure the obedience 
of the slave, this is admitted: but if this power and 
authority were held to extend so far as to take the life 
of the slave, or even to place it in jeopardy, except in the 
cases before mentioned, it is submitted, that no such 
power is necessary, or ought to be granted to the master ; 
that no such authority is conferred by any legislative 
enactment or judicial determination ; but that all our 
modern legislation and a6dicat ion previously to the 
case of State v. ,Mann, have had a directly contrary ten- 
dency. 

The counsel then directed the attention of the Court to 
the following cases : State v. Boon, Taylor, 258. State 
v. Weaver, 2 Hay. 54. State v. Read, 2 Hawks, 455. 
State v. Hale, 2 Hawks, 582. In this last case, TAYLOR, 
C. J., recognises the master's complete authority for all 
purposes necessary to enforce the obedience of the slave, 
and says that the law will not lightly interfere with 
the relation thus established. But if a case be brought 
before the Court in which this authority of the master 
has heen exceeded and his power abused, then, it is con- 
tended, the Court must interfere, and inquire into the cir- 
cumstances, and this inquiry must arise, whenever the 
attempt to exercise this authority unfortunately terminates 
in thedeath of either the master or slave. 

If the master has no right, then, to take the life of his 
slave, except when he resist? him by force, or when the 
death takes place while the usual punishment is inflicting, 
it is conceived, that until the occasion occurs which calls 
for the exercise of this extreme power-until the necessity 
actually exists-the master or person representing him has 
no right to resort to means, or to use weapons likely to 
produce death, and the very moment he does so, he is 
guilty of an abuse of his power, and if he slays the slave 
under these circumstances, he is guilty of murder. While 
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permit the slave under like circumstances to use and STATE 

call into action the common instinct of self-preservation, $k, 
or a t  least, if he does resort to it, they will not, cannot, 
esteem him a murderer, if he unfortunately slays his 
oppresser, in obeying the impulse of nature, which is, 
in this instance, too strong to be repressed by any re- 
straints which the laws of man can impose. 

J. R. J. Daniel, Attorney-General.-The Court is called 
upon to determine whether the facts set forth by the spe- 
cial verdict in this case be murder or manslaughter. 

I t  will be necessary to consider the relation ofmaster and 
slave, in this state ; the rights and dominion of theone, and 
the duty and submission of the other. What right and 
dominion then, by the laws of North Carolina, does the 
master possess over the slave ? 

I t  is conceded that the master has no right to take the 
life of the slave under such circumstances, as would indi- 
cate that malice essential to murder, or a felonious intent. 
Subject to this restriction, I hold that his authority is abso- 
lute and uncontrolled. In establishing this position, it will 
be necessary to consider what was the state or condition of 
slavery when first introduced among us, and the regula- 
tions to which it has been since subjected. 

Slavery in some sort or other, has existed in many por- 
tions of the habitable globe from an early period of the 
world, to the present day. It  has been remarked, " That 
the world when best peopled, was not a world of free- 
men, but of slaves." I t  existed among the favoured chil- 
dren of Israel, in Egypt, Assyria, and Babylon ; also in 
Greece and Rome. The boors of Denmark, the traals of 
Sweden, and the serfs of Russia, have presented specimens 
of slavery in those countries respectively. The villains of 
England were in many respects in the condition of slaves. 
In some countries, it has existed in the most absolute and 
despotic form ; such is the state of slavery in Africa. 

In  1620, a Dutch ship, availing herself of that freedom 
of commerce, then but just extended to the colony of Vir- 
ginia, brought to Jarnestown, and sold as slaves twenty 
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Dm. 1834. Africans. In 1624, the government of the colony devolved - 
STATE upon the King, (James 1st.) who, it is said, as well as 

. Queen Elizabeth before, and Charles lst, and 2nd, and 
William 3rd, afterwards, encouraged the African slave 
trade, by chartering companies to carry it on ; while the 
governors of the colonies were forbidden to sanction any 
law against the introduction of slavery. Thus slavery 
was first introduced into this country, and, as I apprehend, 
the legal foundation laid of our right to slave property. 

From the origin of slavery, it was probably absolute 
when first introduced. The slave trader acquired from the 
slave holder in Africa, that absolute authority and domin- 
ion which he possessed, and transferred the same to the 
colonial purchaser. 

But if the opinion of TAYLOR, Judge, in the case of the 
State v. Boon, Tay. Rep. 246, and of TAYLOR and HENDER- 
SON, in the case of the State v. Read, 2 Hawks, 454, be 
correct, absolute slavery has never existed in this state, in- 
deed could not. In the case of the State v. Boon, TAYLOR, 
Judge, used the following language : I cannot yield my 
assent to the proposition, that a new felony is created by 
the act of 1791, or that any offence is created, which did 
not antecedently exist. For the killing of a sla;ve, if at- 
tended with those circumstances which constitute murder, 
amounts to that crime in my judgment, as much as the 
killing of a freeman. What is the definition of murder? 
The unlawful killing of a reasonable being, within the 
peace of the state, with malice aforethought." The rea- 
soning in the case of the State v. Read, is substantially the 
same. 

I must here remark, that the definition of murder relied 
upon by the learned Judge to sustain his position, is taken 
from the laws of a country, where slavery, as with us, is 
unknown, and where, it is said, it cannot exist. The rea- 
sonable being within the peace, to whom it was intended 
to apply, was a subject of the king. There were no others 
to whom it could apply. I t  has been made to apply, it 
is true, to the killing of a villain, as well by his lord, as 
by another ; but a villain was regarded as a subject of the 
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crown ; and though the lord had an interest in his services, DEC. 1834. 

yet for many purposes he was a freeman. STATE 

Although the law in its present advanced state of hu- w:i 
manity and religion, has thrown the mantle of its protec- 
tion around the life of the slave, as well against the'wan- 
ton and unprovoked cruelty of the master, as of the stran- 
ger, with additional protection against the latter, pet he is 
regarded as property; may be the subject of traffic ; will 
pass under the description, goods and chattels; and is lia- 
ble to be sold by virtue of an execution against the master. 
Is it improbable then, that a slave acquired by transfer 
from him, who it cannot be doubted, was possessed of ab- 
solute anthority, and at a time when the African slave 
trade was stimulating the cupidity of the nations of Europe, 
was regarded in the light of property, rather than as a 
human being, entitled to the benefit and protection of the 
law ? 

If it be insisted that our Courts of justice are bound to 
apply the principles of the common law to the killing of a 
slave by his master, independent of any legislative enact- 
ment, is there any reason why they should not be applied 
to him, as a human being, under the protection of the law, 
in a question of property? But to insist upon such an ap- 
plication of the principles of the common law, would be to 
annihilate all right to this species of property. For although 
it was adjudged in the fifth year of William and Mary, 
that trover would lie at common law for a negro boy, yet 
in the case of Chamberlain v. Harvey, Ld. Raym. 47, and 
Smith v. Gould, Ib. 1274, and Salk. 666, it was determin- 
ed it would not, on the ground that one could not have 
such property in a negro, as to maintain this action. 

I t  is true, that absolute slavery is inconsistent with the 
moral law ; and if it were impossible for municipal regula- 
tions authoritatively to enjoin, or tolerate, anything not 
sanctioned by the principles of morality, that would be a 
conclusive argument against its introduction. I t  is desira- 
ble, however, that the laws of political societies, should, as 
far as can be, conform to the moral law, but some must, in 
the nature of things, rest for their justification, or excuse, 
in principles of policy. Many municipal regulations are 
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Dm1 1834. arbitrary in reference to the natural or moral law, and 
P 

STATE adopted with a view to the great ends for which civil 
V. 

WIm. government was instituted. Writers differ as to the foun- 
dation of the right of property, to the extent to which it is 
allowed in civilised communities, even in relation to inani- 
mate objects ; some referring it to the law of nature, others 
to the law of society. 

In  the case of the State v. Boon, the contrary opinion to 
that of TAYLOR, Judge, is maintained with great ability and 
force of argument, by Judge HALL, a man conspicuous for 
his humanity, and the benevolence of his disposition. 

The position that slavery as a t  first introduced among 
us, was absolute, derives additional strength from the 
legislation of the country. In 1774, the legislature passed 
an act for the purpose of removing the doubts then enter- 
tained as to the punishment proper to be inflicted, for 
wilfully and maliciously killing slaves, and prescribes for 
the first offence of the kind, twelve months imprisonment, 
and for the second, death, as in case murder. Iredell's 
Rev. 1715 to 1789, p. 274. Judge HALL, in his opinion in 
the case of the State v. Boon, remarked, what the powers 
of a master were over his slave prior to the year 1774, 
have not been defined. I have not heard that any con- 
victions and capital punishments took place before that 
period for the killing of negroes." In 1741, an act was 
passed, making it death for slaves conspiring to rebel, or 
make insurrection, or murder any person, and providing a 
Court of three Justices and four freeholders, to try such 
offences in a summary way, and without the intervention 
of a jury; and in sec. 55, of the same act, it is provided, 
that nothing therein contained, shall be construed, deemed, 
or taken, to defeat or bar the action of any person or per- 
sons, whose slave or slaves shall be ktlled by any other 
person whatever, contrary to the true intent and meaning 
of this act. Ib. 94  and 95. From the provision of the 
above acts of assembly, it appears that a wide distinction 
was recognised between the life of a white man and slave, 
previous to the year 1774 ; and that an action could be 
maintained previous to the year 1741, by the owner against 
a person for killing his slave ; for the object of sec. 55, was 
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to guard against such a construction of a previous section, DEC. 1834. 
as would bar or take away the action for damages which STATE 

previously existed. Now when it is recollected, that ac- 
WILL. 

cording to the common law of England, when a felony is 
committed, the civil remedy is merged in the felony, and 
never otherwise settled in this state, until within a few 
years, in the case of White v. Fort, 3 Hawks, 251, the 
inference is strong, if not irresistible, that the killing of a 
slave was not felony, until it was made so for the second 
offence by the act of 1774. It  is alsoremarkable, that the 
act of 1774, takes care to recognise and enforce the civil 
remedy for damages for the first killing only, and not for 
the second. Why not for killing the second slave, as well 
as for the first l The injury to his owner was as great as 
to the owner of the first. I t  must have been, because the 
second killing was made felony, and the civil remedy was 
merged in the felony, according to the principles of the 
common law, which, in this respect, the legislature did not 
think proper to alter. 

The act of 1791, Rev. ch. 335, sec. 3, complains of the 
act of 1774, as being disgraceful to humanity, and enacts, 
" That if any person shall hereafter be guilty of wilfully 
and maliciously killing a slave, such offender shall upon the 
first conviction thereof, be adjudged guilty of murder, and 
shall suffer the same punishment as if he had killed a free- 
man ; Provided always, that this act shall not extend to 
any person killing a slave outlawed by virtue of any act 
of assembly of this state, or of any slave in the act of re- 
sistance to his lawful owner or master, or to any slave 
dying under moderate correction." I t  was the intention 
of the legislature in passing this act, to punish the mali- 
cious killing of a slave, with death; but such was its 
phraseology, that when the principles of the criminal law 
were applied to it, it failed of its object. The act speaks 
of the wilful and malicious killing of a slave, and did not 
therefore embrace a case of manslaughter, that offence not 
being attended with malice. State v. Piver, 2 Hay. 79. 
State v. Tacket, 1 Hawks, 210. And when the killing was 
wilful and malicious, by prescribing such punishment as 
was inflicted for killing a freeman, such doubts arose, as 
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DEC. 1834. would not warrant the punishment of death. For the kill- 
STATE ing of a freeman, might be either murder or manslaughter, 

V. being attended with different punishments. Besides, when 
a new felony is created, the benefit of clergy is incident, 
unless it be expressly taken away. The proviso contained 
in the act, excepts among other cases, that of the lawful 
owner or master, killing his slave in the act of resistance. 
Now this proviso upon principles of sound construction 
confers no new power or authority upon the master, but 
is a legislative recognition and reservation of a portion of 
that, which he before possessed over his slave ; affording 
another strong proof, that the killing of a slave, was not 
then regarded as felony at common law ; for upon princi- 
ples of the common law, the killing of a slave in the act of 
resistance, might be felony. 

In the year 1801, Rev. ch. 585, the legislature passed 
another act, more guarded in its phraseology, and certain 
in its import ; whereby the offence of murdering a slave, 
is expressly ousted of clergy. This act however, still left 
unprovided for as before, the killing of a slave under such 
circumstances as amounted to manslaughter. In 1817, 
Rev. ch. 949, the legislature passed an act supplying the 
omission. That act declares, that the offence of killing 
a slave shall hereafter be denominated and considered 
homicide, and shall partake of the same degree of guilt 
when accompanied with the like circumstances, that homi- 
cide now does at common law." This act it is conceived 
embraces all the protection which the laws of North Car- 
olina afford to a slave, against his owner or master. In 
regard to strangers it is otherwise. There the principles 
of law, may and do combine with the principles of human- 
ity, and of policy, to afford him other and further protec- 
tion. State v. Hall, 2 Hawks, 582. 

From the several acts of the legislature referred to, the 
inference is strong, if not conclusive, that the killing of a 
slave was not felony in this state, until it was declared so 
to be by the acts of 1774 and 17'91, for if it was so regard- 
ed before the act of 1774, the object of the act of 1791, 
could have been better accomplished by the simple repeal 
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of that of 1774 ; nor would there have been any necessity DEC. 1834. - 
for the act of 1817. STATE 

If the killing of a slave was felony in this state before wy;L. 
the acts of 1774 and 1791, how did the Court come to the 
conclusion in the case of the State v. Boon, that no judg- 
ment could be pronounced ; and in the case of the State v. 
Piver, that the defendant could not be convic'ted of the 
offence of manslaughter, for killing a slave ? 

If the view which I have presented be correct, the 
authority of the master is uncontrolled, except by the act 
of 1817. This proposition, in reference to the slave, is, I 
admit, a harsh one, and it is far from being grateful to my 
feelings to maintain it ; but I am feebly endeavouring to 
ascertain, from the best lights in my reach, what the law 
is, in a highly delicate and important matter, involving 
extensively the best interests of society, and must indulge 
a freedom of inquiry, becoming the occasion. The posi- 
tion contended for is, however, in strict accordance with 
the case of the State v. 1Maszn. 

If such be the extent of the authority and dominion of 
the master over the slave, the duty and submission of the 
latter, must be co-extensive. For if the law confers rights 
on the master, it will enjoin submission to those rights, as 
a duty on the part of the slave. I t  is no part of my pro- 
position, nor was it any part of that of the Court, in the 
case of the State v. Munn, that the master has absolute 
and uncontrolled authority over the life of the slave. I t  is 
distinctly conceded by me, and as I conceive by the Court 
in the above case, (for the protection of the statute law is 
expressly adverted to,) that the life of the slave is protect- 
ed against the wanton and unprovoked cruelty of the 
master, as well as the stranger ; or against such killing, as 
upon principles of the common law, would amount to 
murder, or manslaughter. 

Assuming for the present, that the deceased was the 
master of the sIave Will, let us inquire whether the facts 
set forth in the special verdict, constitute murder, or man- 
slaughter. 

If it be true, that the authority and dominion of the 
master over the slave, except so far as to protect his life 
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D~c.1834. from such destruction as would amount to murder, or 
STATE manslaughter, it will follow that the killing under the cir- 

v. 
wlLL. cumstances set forth in the special verdict, will be murder. 

I t  is a well-settled principle of criminal law, that every 
homicide is deemed to be murder, unless circumstances 
are shown, which will extenuate it to manslaughter, excuse 
or justify it. I t  is not contended on the part of the pri- 
soner, that this is a case of excusable or justifiable homi- 
cide ; but it is insisted, that it is manslaughteronly. Now 
to extenuate a homicide to manslaughter, there must be a 
legalprovocation. I t  is insisted that the shooting, and 
subsequent pursuit and seizure, by the deceased, amounted 
to such provocation. I deny the position. What is suffi- 
cient or legal provocation ? I t  must be such as is calcu- 
lated to excite the passions to such a pitch, as to destroy 
the free exercise of reason, so that the act of killing, can 
be fairly ascribed to passion, and not to the malignity of 
the heart. I contend however, that nothing which the 
law recognises and tolerates as a right, can amount to 
such provocation. It  must be what the law forbids either 
as an offence or civil injury. No matter how repugnant 
to the principles of the moral law, or the precepts of 
Christianity, may be a right which the municipal law 
recognises, yet those towards whom its exercise is per- 
mitted, must submit to it. I t  must be so, or the law 
would be inconsistent with itself; it would deny the en- 
joyment of a right, at the same time that it authorises its 
exercise. If the master's authority be what I contend it 
is, and the case of the State v. Mann has any foundation 
in law, the conduct of the deceased towards the prisoner, 
was in nowise forbidden by law, and could not therefore, 
constitute a legal provocation, to extenuate the homicide 
to manslaughter. One of the cases put by one of the 
counsel for the prisoner, affords an apt illustration of the 
position here contended for. He says, " If an apprentice 
being under a lawful correction, shall resist and slay his 
master, it is murder and not manslaughter, because the 
law cannot admit that he was provoked." 

I do not insist that the slave is bound to submit to every 
attempt of violence on the part of the master. I t  has 
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already been conceded, that the life of the slave is under DEC. 1834. - 
the protection of the law. If, therefore, the master at- STATE 
tempt to take the life of the slave, in a wanton or cruel, Wk. 
unjustifiable or inexcusable manner, the slave may resist 
the attempt, even unto death, upon the principle of self- 
defence. For as the law protects the life of the slave, it 
will permit the use of his faculties to prevent unlawful 
destruction, no matter by whom assailed. If the necessity 
to day the assaiIant, being his master, in order to protect 
his own life, has ceased, and he kills without such neces- 
sity, it will be murder. For if the act be committed under 
the influence of passion, roused by the exercise of a right 
recognised by law, it cannot be referred to a suflcient or 
legal provocation, so as to extenuate it from murder to 
manslaughter, any more than the act of the apprentice 
slaying his master while under a lawful correction. 

These positions flow from the principles of law, upon 
which the decision in the case of the State v. Mann, 
are based, and are in strict conformity with that protec- 
tion designed to be extended to the slave, and the autho- 
rity and dominion of the master. To make this case, or 
any other where a slave kills his master, or owner, man- 
slaughter, would add nothing to the security of the slave; 
for the idea of protection or self-preservation does not 
enter into the offence of manslaughter ; it proceeds from 
passion. 

But it may be supposed, that if some indulgence is 
not extended to the passions of the slave, an impossibility 
will be required of him-that to which human nature 
cannot submit. In judging of the capability of the slave 
to submit to correction, or the exercise of authority, even 
under circumstances of violence and indignity, we must 
not make ourselves the standard. If so, we should regard 
that privation of natural freedom, which belongs to a state 
of slavery, at least as a sufficient provocation to extenu- 
ate a homicide to manslaughter ; for to a freeman, the idea 
of slavery is more intolerable than that of death. But in 
general, one who is born and nurtured in slavery, is con- 
tented with h:s condition ; and instances not rare, where 
slavcry is pzferred to freedom. When under the pun- 
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DEC. 1834w ishment of the master, we seldom discover more than 
STATE the writhings of bodily pain, and passive submission. The 

1). 

W- truth is, the slave being taught to believe that he is the 
property of his master, and that submission to his will is 
commendable, feels no degradation or sentiment of indig- 
nity common to the breast of a white man, under the 
severest chastisement. He knows that such belongs to his 
lot or condition. To withhold from a slave, therefore, 
who has slain his master, that extenuation due to the pas- 
sions of a white man, would not be too much for human 
nature inured to slavery, to submit to; and while it 
would detract nothing from the security of the slave, it 
would add to that of the master. The principle of self- 
interest in the master, humane and moral considerations, 
public opinion, the punishment which the law inflicts for 
the felonious or malicious killing of a slave, would impose 
restraints for his protection, while the master would be 
secured against the passions of the slave. 

But if our Courts of justice should assume the front 
rank in the humane and benevolent work of advancing the 
slave in the scale of moral beings, instead of leaving that 
task to the legislature, by declaring that, what in the case 
of the State v. Mann, was held to be not even an assault 
in law, shall, when made the pretext by a slave to kill his 
master, extenuate the killing to manslaughter, it behooves 
us to pause and reflect upon the probable consequences. 
If, instead of knowing that the authority of his master is 
unlimited, except by those restraints for the protection of 
his life, he is given to understand that it is abridged still 
further, and that for violence inflicted by the master, with 
any weapon calculated to produce death, be it a gun, 
rod, or cane, he may wreak his vengeance without in- 
curring the punishment of death, what will be its ten- 
dency? It  will increase the importance of the slave, and 
beget a spirit of insubordination, the most dangerous to 
the peace and safety of the community. Begin the humane 
work of advancing them in the scale of moral beings, and 
it may be discovered, when too late, that such policy must 
result in the destruction of the rest of society, or of the 
slave population. They would become discontented ; one 
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privilege or indulgence would beget desires for another, DEC. 1834. 

until nothing short of absolute emancipation would satisfy. STATE 

I t  must then be had, or an alternative the most shocking wyk. 
to humanity would then be resorted to. 

I have supposed the deceased, who was an overseer, 
to stand in the relation of master to the prisoner. That 
is the light in which he must be considered. I t  is compe- 
tent for the owner of the slave, to delegate that authority 
and dominion to another, which he himself possesses-the 
slave has no will in the matter. According to the under- 
standing of the country, the employment of an overseer, 
is an investment by thc owner, of that authority, which he 
possesses, with a view to the accomplishment of the object 
of his employment. The overseer is regarded as the mas- 
ter, in the absence of the owner, for all purposes of autho- 
rity and obedience. In the case of the State v. Mann, it 
was held, that the hirer is clothed with the authority of 
master, for the term of hiring, in order to the enjoyment 
of that interest, which he has in the services of the slave. 
There is the same necessity for such authority in the over- 
seer, to secure the services of the slave to the master. 

GASTON, Judge, after stating the case, proceeded.-This 
question has been argued with great ability and zeal. I t  
has been considered by us with all that solicitude which 
its grave character, and the important interests which it 
involves, so imperatively demanded, and it now remains 
for us to pronounce the result to which our deliberations 
have conducted us. 

The crime charged is that of murder at common law. 
By that law, murder is described to be, "when a person of 
sound mind and discretion, killeth any reasonable creature 
in being, with malice aforethought ;" and the inquiry in 
this case, is, whether upon the facts found, the law adjudges 
that the killing was committed with malice aforethought. 
If it so adjudge, then the prisoner was rightfully convicted 
of murder ; if it do not so adjudge, then he was guilty of 
that felonious and unlawful homicide, which it terms man- 
slaughter. This term, malice aforethought, is not restrict- 
ed to the case of direct malevolence to the unfortunate 
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DEC. 1834. victim of violence, but is extended to all those cases where 
STATE the fatal act is not the result of a sudden transport of pas- 

sion, which may be regarded as incident to hdman infirmi- 
ty, but is characterised by wickedness, and manifests a 
depraved heart, regardless of the rights of others, and 
fatally bent on mischief. Where there is no explanation of 
the motive, the law can attribute the deed only to this 
wicked disposition, as it will not presume the existence of 
what does not appear. But where the facts connnected 
with the transaction show a motive-an immediate cause for 
the act done-the law assigns the deed to that motive, the 
effect to its immediate cause, and will not lightly admit, 
that it was the consequence of any preconceived purpose. 

The prisoner is a slave, and, at  the time of this transac- 
tion, was under subjection to the deceased, who was an 
overseer, employed by the master of the prisoner for su- 
perintending the management of his plantation. A com- 
plaint of some act of petulance and impropriety having 
been made to the deceased against the prisoner, the de- 
ceased formed a resolution of punishment or violence, the 
precise nature of which does not appear. From his posi- 
tive reply to his wife's dissuasion; from his directing the 
foreman to follow with a cowhide, and fi-om his taking a 
gun with him, it must be inferred that his primary intent 
was to inflict corporal chastisement on the prisoner, and 
that he also purposed, in some event which hc deemed not 
unlikely to occur, to shoot the prisoner. Upon arriving 
within twenty or twenty-five feet, he called to the prisoner, 
who was engaged at his labour, and who immediately ap- 
proached the deceased in a respectful manner, near enough 
to hear a communication of his purpose. The prisoner, on 
learning it, made off, and when distant between ten and 
fifteen steps, the deceased fired upon him, lodged the whole 
load in the prisoner's back, and inflicted a wound likely to 
occasion death. The prisoner fled, was headed by the de- 
ceased, turned to fly in an opposite direction, was overta- 
ken by the deceased, and by several negroes, who had 
been ordered in pursuit, struggled to avoid the arrest, used 
his knife to cut himself free, and in the struggle inflicted 
with the knife two wounds, one on thc thigh, the other on 
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the arm, the latter of which proved mortal. The whole DEC. 1834. 

transaction from the time of the shooting until the fatal STATE 
U. struggle, did not last more than six or eight minutes. WILL. 

Had this unfortunate affair occurred between two free- 
men, whatever might have been their relative condition, 
the homicide could not have been more than manslaughter. 
Take the case of a master and apprentice, where the latter I f a n  a~ 

prentice 
flies to avoid correction, which the master has a right to flies from 

inflict. If the master were to shoot at him, engage in hot :ki%-of 
pursuit, overtake him, and in the immediate struggle, the hismaster, 

master was killed; the deed could not be attributed to zEgk 
downright wickedness, but to passion suddenly and vio- with un- 

lawful vio- 
lently excited, to that fervor brevis" which leaves not to lence, and 

the mind the calm exercise of its faculties, and which the in the PUT- 
suit is kill- 

law must regard, not indeed as excusing the act, but as ex- ,d, the 

tenuaring the degree of guilt. If an officer, armed with ~ ' 2 ~ ;  
the authority of the law to arrest one who has committed a ofmurder. 

misdemeanor, were, upon the culprit's flying to avoid an So of a per- 
son guilty 

arrest, to use his authority with the same circumstances of of a ,i,de- 

outrage, and the like result had happened, the crime would meanor, 
flying from 

not be murder, Gut manslaughter only. (1 IIawkins, ch. office, 

13, sect. 63, 64, 65. Foster, ch. 2. sect. 2. 1 East, Homi- 
cide, sect. 7'0-S6.) It  must be admitted, however, that 
the relation which exists between the owner or temporary 
master, and his slave, is in many respects strikingly dissim- 
ilar from that which the law recognises between a master 
and his apprentice, or between any two freemen of whom 
one may have the ri2ht to arrest, imprison, or even chastise 
the other. Unconditional submission is the general duty Uncondi- 

of the slave ; unlimited power, is in general, the legal right 2::;; 
of the master. Unquestionably there are exceptions to the general 

duty of the 
this rule. I t  is certain that the master has not the right Un 
to slay his slave, and I hold it to be equally certain that the limited. 

power, IS, 
slave has a right to defend himself against the unlawful in general, 

attempt of his master to deprive him of life. There may f'$f$ie 
be other exceptions, but in a matter so full of difficulties, master. 

where reason and humanity plead with almost irresistible :z,"zau- 
force on one side, and a necessary policy, rigorous indeed, thorise the 

master to 
but inseparable from slavery, urges on the other, I fear to kill his 

err, should I undertake to define them. The general rule slave, and 
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DEC. 1834. is, that which has been before declared. There is no legal 
STATE limitation to the master's power ofpunishnzent, except that 

"' it shall not reach the life of his offending slave. I t  is for Wm. 
theslave the legislature to remove this reproach from amongst us, if, 
has a right consistently with the public safety, it can be removed. We 
to defend 
his life must administer the law, such as it is confided to our keep- 
against the ing. 
unlawful 
attempt of It  is not necessary on this occasion to determine, (and 
his master 
,take it. we would avoid all unnecessary inquiries,) whether the 

power of an overseer is as unrestricted as that of the mas- 
ter. All of us agree, that in the case before us, he had 
an unquestionable right to judge of the offence which had 
been committed by the prisoner, and to inflict such chastise- 
ment, as, according to the usages of discipline, and his - - 
sound discretion, was proper to enforce subordination. 
Upon the special verdict, we see no fact from which it can 
legally be inferred, that his primary purpose was to do 
more. He  was acting then, within the limits of his right- 
ful authority, when he summoned the prisoner to him, and 
announced his resolution; and the act of the prisoner in 
attempting to evade punishment was a breach of duty. 
This act, however, was not resistance nor rebellion, and it 
certainly agorded no justification nor excuse for the barba- 
rous act which followed. Had the prisoner died of the 
wound which the overseer inflicted, the latter would have 
been guilty of manslaughter at least,--probably of murder. 
The offence of shrinking from menaced punishment, called 
for no such desperate corrective; the deed mas the more 
strongly impressed with the character of cruelty, as it was 
preceded by no warning to the fugitive, and it was too 
probable that it had been deliberately contemplated and 

Ifa slave eventually resolved on, before the attempt to escape. Had 
resists his 
master, the prisoner, previously to the shooting, resisted an arrest, 
previousto and, in the course of the struggle, inflicted the mortal 
any at- 
tempton wound on the deceased, there is no doubt that his crime in 
thepart of legal contemplation, must have been murder. Nothing 
the latter to 
take his had then occurred which could have excited in any but a 
life$ and he cruel and wicked heart, in a heart fatally resolved on ille- afterwards 
kills his gal resistance, at whatever risk of death or great bodily 
master, he is guilty of harm to others, a passion so violent and so destructive in 
murder. 
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its consequences. I t  is not to passion, as such, that the Dm.1834. 
law is benignant, but to passion springing from human in- STATE 

8. 
firmity. But after the gun was fired, all must see that a w,, 
vast change was effected in the situation of the prisoner; 
and that new and strong impulses to action must have been 
impressed upon his mind. Suffering under the torture of 
a wound likely to terminate in death, and inflicted by a 
person, having indeed authority over him, but wielding 
power with the extravagance and madness of fury; chased 
in hot pursuit ; baited and hemmed in like a crippled beast 
ofprey that cannot run far ; it became instinct, almost un- 
controllable instinct to fly; it was human infirmity to strug- 
gle; it was terror or resentment, the strongest of human 
passions, or both combined, which gave to the struggle its 
fatal result; and this terror, this resentment, could not but 
have been excited in any one who had the ordinary feelings 
and frailties of human nature. But will the law permit 
human infirmity to extenuate a homicide from murder to 
manslaughter, in any case where the slayer is a slave, and 
the slain is the representative of his master ? Will it allow 
in such a case any passions, however common to human 
beings, and however strongly provoked into action, to repel 
the allegation of malice ? 

In considering these questions, it may not be unim- 
portant to remember, that passion, however excited, is not 
set up as a legal defence, or excuse for a criminal act. To  
kill a man in a sudden fury is as much a crime, as to slay 
him because of personal malevolence, or of a general hos- 
tility to the human family. No one has a right to yield 
to passion the dominion over judgment and conscience, 
and an illegal act of violence becomes in no respect law- 
ful, by being committed during a voluntary overthrow of 
reason. But the law in its salutary chastisement of vicious 
and imperfect beings, endeavours to temper rigour with 
benignity, and visits with greater or less severity a viola- 
tion of its injunctions, accordingly as it traces such viola- 
tion to more or less atrocious motives, indicating more or  
less of human depravity or human frailty. The prisoner's 
traverse extends to the whole charge contained in the 
indictment, and his right to impel the averment of malice, 
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Dm. 1834. is but a right to be tried, before he is convicted. If the 
STATE entire charge be sustained, he is then guilty, as charged; 

if the allegation of malice be not sustained, he is guilty only 
of the residue of the matter charged. 

The law, which holds, that passion springing from ordi- 
nary fi-ailty, is not malice, has also undertaken to desig- 
nate what provocation or excitement, may or may not 
rouse passions in minds infirm, although not malignant. 
This undertaking to give greater precision to its rules, so 
far as it has been successful, has been effected by the 
labours of wise and good men, continued through a long 
series of ages, and is evidenced by adjudications in the 
numerous, or rather innumerable cases of homicide which 
the annals of human crime present. The secondary rules 
thus ascertained and authoritatively enforced, are as obli- 
gatory upon the conscience of Judges as the primary rule 
itself. They explain the primary rule, limit its extent, 
show its application, and restrain the exercise of a vague 
discretion. Some causes of passionate excitement are 
termed ulegal provocations," while others have been de- 
clared not to be 6'legal provocations." This term must 
not be understood to mean that a man has a legal right to 
be provoked, but only that the law regards certain offensive 
acts as provocations, while it refuses to consider others as 
such. The latter, though provocations in common par- 
lance, are not provocations in a legal sense, and therefore 
not comprehended in the phrase of " legal provocations." 
When a case of homicide happens in which the fact  of 
provocation occurs, and the legal character of that fact 
has been settled by precedents,- the judicial duty is com- 
paratively plain. But where the legal character of the 
fact has never before been settled, it then becomes one of 
vast responsibility, and often of no little difficulty. The 
principle to be extracted from former adjudications must 
then be diligently sought for, and prudently applied. In 
most of the ,cases where passion has been viewed as miti- 
gated by infirmity, it has been called into action by in- 
juries which the law punishes as crimes against the com- 
munity. A man is assaulted, and in a transport of passion 
kills the assailant ; or an individual who has committed an 
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offence short of felony, is arrested or attempted to be DEC. 1834. 

arrested by an officer without a lawful warrant, or with 
unlawful violence, and in the struggle kills the officer, the v. 

WILL. 
injuries of the deceased, which the law regards as provoca- 
tions, are misdemeanors, and as such the subjects of crimi- 
nal prosecution. Is it the criterion which discriminates 
ordinary from malignant passion, that the former is excited 
by offensive conduct amounting to a breach of the public 
law ? If it be, then can the prisoner's guilt be alleviated 
into manslaughter ? The overseer had indeed inflicted a 
wound which might have proved mortal, but it did not 
terminate in death. Had the overseer lived he could not 
have been indicted for the deed ; for however criminal his 
intent, the criminal act was not consummated. If he could 
not have been indicted for the act, can this act be ternled 
a IegaI provocation ? 

On deliberate reflection, the Court is satisfied that this rt is not the 

is not the criterion. The law does not regard certain acts $tyt$of 
as provocations because they are indictable, but in many provoca- 

tion" that cases it makes certain acts indictable because they are theoffen- 

provocations, and may occasion the shedding of human siveact 
must be an 

blood. There are kgal provocations for which an indict- indictable 

ment will not lie. There are indictable injuries which are offence. 

not legal provocations. A libel is not only a civil injury, 
but a public offence, pet the law will not consider it a 
provocation extenuating the slaying of the libeller into 
manslaughter, although the deed may have been commit- 
ted in the$rst gust of passion. hdultery is not an indict- 
able offence, yet of all the provocations which can excite 
man to madness, the law recognises it as the highest and 
the strongest. 

If the law were, from a policy well or ill conceived, to 
make it an indictable offence to call a man a liar, the rule 
would yet remain that words of reproach, how grievous 
soever, are not a provocation sufficient to free the party 
killing from the guilt of murder." If, on the contrary, it 
should declare no assaults indictable, which did not cause 
actual bodily harm, to spit in another's face would remain 
as it is, a provocation. Consistently with good sense, can 
this be the criterion ? The circumstance that adequate 
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Dm. 1834. ptlnishment will be inflicted by law, ought rather to make 
STATE the sufferer more patient under wrong, while the belief or 

2). 

WILL. the knowledge that human laws afford no redress, is cal- 
culated rather to exasperate resentment, to augment ter- 
ror, and to perplex and distract reason. The application 
of such a criterion to cases like the present, would lead to 
extraordinary results. The inquiry is, with what dispo- 
sition was the fatal act done. That disposition must de- 
pend on the then exciting causes. Events subsequently 
happening and which it was not given to man's sagacity 
to foresee, certainly did not, and could not operate either 
to increase or lessen excitement. Yet accordingly as this 
unknown contingency shall eventuate, the law, proudly 
styled the perfection of reason-determines on the dispo- 
sition with which a preceding act was done ! If the 
wound, apparently mortal, proves mortal, and the negro 
dies, then he killed the overseer in a moment of human 
infirmity ; for the act of the deceased which led to it was 
an indictable offence. But if it please the Author and 
Preserver of life to raise him from the bed of death, then 
his act was not prompted by passion, but instigated by 
malice. If he lives, he is a murderer; but if he die he was 
not. Often the law, in its mercy, withholds from a crimi- 
nal act, which, because of some happy casualty wholly 
independent of the will of the wrong-doer, has not been 
completed, the full rigour of its punishment ; but if, in our 
code of criminal law, there be any case in which an 
unlawful intent is by a subsequent casualty aggravated 
into apurpose of deeper atrocity, it has escaped our obser- 
vation. 

What, then, is the true princele which characterises 
the various adjudications on the subject of provocation and 
excited passion ? I am compelled to say, that no other is 
to be found, but what is contained in the primary rule 
itself, applied from time to time by wisdom and experience, 
to cases as they occurred, until in a vast majority of the 
cases that can occur, the existing tribunals of justice find 
a safe guide in the undisputed decisions of their predeces- 
sors. Where they have not this guide, they are bound to 
act, as those acted, who had no precedent to direct them. 
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W e  have no adjudged case that determines this question, DEC. 1834. 

or presents us with a precise rule by which to deter- STATE 

mine it. The case of the State v. Mann, 2 Dev. Rep. w;~L. 

1263, does not bear upon the question. I t  decides, indeed, 
that the master or temporary owner is not indictable for 
a cruel and unreasonable battery of his slave. None 
could feel more strongly the harshness of the proposition, 
than those who found themselves obliged to declare it a 
proposition of law. Not that they for one moment ad- Thecase of 

mitted that cruelty was rightful, but they found no law 2::';; 
by which to ascertain what was cruelty in the master, so C W C ~  and 

as to render it punishable as a public offence. Resist- approved 
by GASTON, 

ance, therefore, on the part of the slave to the battery of J. 
his master cannot be legally excused, although such bat- 
tery may be unreasonable; but the degree of its crimi- 
nality that decision cannot aid us to ascertain. The case 
of the State v. Jl/lann, at the same time pronounced, what 
was indeed beyond question, that the law protects the life 
of the slave against the violence of his master, and' that 
the homicide of a slave, like that of a freeman, is murder 
or manslaughter. An attempt to take a slave's life is then 
an attempt to commit a grievous crime, and may right- 
fully be resisted. But what emotions of terror or resent- 
ment may, without the imputation of fiendlike malignity, 
be excited in a poor slave by cruelty from his master that 
does not immediately menace death, that case neither de- 
termines, nor professes to determine. In the absence, 
then, of all precedents directly in point or strikingly anal- 
ogous, the question recurs ; if the passions of the slave he 
excited into unlawful violence, by the inhumanity of his 
master or temporary owner, or one clothed with the mas- 
ter's authority, is it a conclusion of law, that such passions 
must spring from diabolical malice? Unless I see my way 
clear as a sunbeam, I cannot believe that this is the jaw 
of a civilised people and of a Christian land. I will not 
presume an arbitrary and inflexible rule so sanguinary in 
its character, and so repugnant to the spirit of those holy 
statutes which rejoice the heart, enlighten the eyes, 
and are true and righteous altogether." If the legislature 
should ever prescribe such a law-a supposition which 
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DEC. 1834. can scarcely be made without disrespect, it will be for 
STATE those who then sit in the judgment seat to administer it. 

2). But the appeal here is to the common law, which declares 
passion not transcending all reasonable limits, to be dis- 
tinct from malice. The prisoner is a human being, de- 
graded indeed by slavery, but yet having " organs, dimen- 
sions, senses, affections, passions," like our own. The unfor- 
tunate man slain was for the time, indeed, his master, yet 
this dominion was not like that of a sovereign who can do 
no wrong. Express malice is not found by the jury. 
From the facts, I am satisfied as a man, that in truth 
malice did not exist, and I see no law which compels me 
as a judge to infer malice contrary to the truth. Unless 
there be malice, express or implied, the slaying is a felon- 
ious homicide, but it is not murder. 

PER CURIAM.-Judgment upon the special verdict, that 
the prisoner is not guilty of the murder, wherewith he 
stands charged, but is guiliy of the felonious slaying and 
killing Richard Baxter. 

M E M O R A N D U M .  
- 

At the last Session of the General Assembly, JOHN J. R. 
DANIEL, Esq. of Halifax, was elected Attorney General, 
erice R. M. SAUNDERS, Esq., who resigned. 
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HARDY L. JONES v. JOSEPH PHYSIOC, et al. 

Under the Acts of 1790 (Rev. ch. 326), and 1798, (Rev. ch. 504, sect. 3), per- 
sons who appear in Court and act as parties' defendants, may, in case the 
petitioner suceeeds, be adjudged to pay costs, though they have not regu- 
larly made themselves parties by a rule of Court. 

If the petitioner under these acts procures subpenas and copies of his 
petition to be served on the persons to be notified, it must be at his own 
costs, as they are not required to be made parties by the petitioner. 

TEIIS was a petition filed in the County Court of Cra- JUNE, 1835. 

ven, under the act of 1790, (Rev.  ch. 326,) to correct an 
error in a patent. In  the petition, copies and subpenas 
were prayed to be served on the defendants, and they 
were issued and served accordingly. At the term when 
the copies and subpoenas were returned, the defendants 
appeared, and had *' time to answer or plead ;" and the 
Court ordered a survey to be made of the premises in dis- 
pute, and that each party might choose his own surveyor. 
At  a subsequent term the case was "continued by the 
defendants." Afterwards, upon the hearing of the cause, 
the Court declared that the alleged error did exist, and 
ordered the fact to be certified to the Secretary of State ; 
and adjudged that the defendants should gay all the costs 
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J u ~ ~ *  1B35. of the proceeding. The defendants then moved the Court 
JONES to be discharged from the costs, which being refused, they 

appealed to the Superior Court, where his Honor, Judge PHYSIOC. 
DANIEL, at the Fall Term of 1532, reversed the judgment, 
and the plaintiff appealed. 

RUFFIN, Chief Justice.-This petition is given by the 
act of 17'90, (Rev. ch. 326), and the question brought here 
turns upon the construction of that act, and the subsequent 
one of 1798, (Rev. cA. 504, sect. 3). The latter enacts 
that where any person shall make himself a party to pre- 
vent the prayer of the petition being granted, the party 
cast shall be adjudged to pay costs, as in other civil suits ; 
and that all the requirements of the former act, as incum- 
bent on the petitioner before the hearing of the petition, 
shall be strictly observed. The County Court gave a 
judgment in favour of the petitioner for his costs, which 
the Superior Court reversed, and the petitioner ap- 
pealed to this Court. The question is, what is making 
himself a party," within the act, and how is it to be done ? 

In the Superior Court it seems to have been thought, 
that one did not make himself a party but by putting in a 
plea or answer. But no such thing seems to be within 
the purview of the act of 1790 ; and the frame of the pro- 
ceedings is not altered by the act of 1798. The petition 
given is ex pnrte. There is to be no litigation of adverse 
legal or equitable rights between parties. The jurisdic- 
tion is confined to the narrow point of ascertaining whe- 
ther there has been a mistake in the description in the 
patent, and correcting it. No equity against the correc- 
tion, as of a purchaser without notice, is to be alleged or 
heard. It is true, that a kind of opportunity is tendered 
to the community of showing that there was no mistake; 
and a sort of expectation entertained that those who knew 
the truth would volunteer evidence of it at their own ex- 
pense; for it is provided, that the petitioner shall, thirty 
days before he prefers his petition, give notice of his inten- 
tion to the owners of adjoining lands, and claimants, 
and that the petition shall not be heard the first term: 
to the end that all may be heard in opposition, and that 



those most likely to know the facts may have it in their JUNE, 1835. 

power to aid the discretion of the Court, and uphold the JONES 

the public justice, if they will. It was found that such an p,&, 
expectation was vain, and that few would undertake the 
contest, without, at  least, an indemnity for their costs in 
case of success. This produced the act of 1798, which 
neither changes the pleadings or jurisdiction further than 
to give costs. The petition is in its frame still ex parte, 
and there is no matter for a plea or answer but the mis- 
take. Upon that, the law m9lies up the issue with the 
petitioner, without the agency of any individual, and de- 
mands affirmative proof, which he must offer, although the 
parties notified were to admit i t ;  and any person, as 
well as those notified, may at any time, pending the peti- 
tion, contest it. There is then regularly no other method 
of proceeding, but this; that one desirous of opposing the 
petition should move the Court to be admitted a party, 
and obtain a rule for that purpose. Until that is done, 
no one can rightfully interfere; and the petitioner may 
object to the interference of one, who will not enter into 
an express prior rule to become liable for the costs, and 
secure them in such way as the Court may require. But 
if one, without the rule being formally entered, or being 
required by the petitioner to be so entered, does acts in 
Court which are allowed by the Court as to one opposing 
the prayer, and are entered of record, and which tend to 
delay the petitioner, and to increase his costs if he fail, he 
thereby makes himself a party substantially, and the 
Court may adjudge the costs against him as properly as 
if he had expressly engaged by rule to pay them. Such 
an actor cannot deny the, acts which the record says are 
his acts; nor does it lie with him to deny that he did 
them rightfully, that is, as party; and if so, as liable for 
costs. Were the petitioner (though unnecessarily, and 
therefore at his own expense,) made these persons defend- 
ants by name in the petition, and had subpenas and 
copies served on them. They appeared to the suit by 
attorney, and made motions in the cause, and took orders 
to render the petitioner chargeable to them for their costs. 
The only purpose of having any order in the cause for a 
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JUNE, 1835. survey is is to make the expense of it a part of the cost. 
JONES These persons took such an order at one term, and at the 
'. next procured a continuance. The Court treats them as PHYSIOC. 

parties thus far, and they cannot complain of being treated 
in the same character throughout. The judgment of the 
County Court against them as parties, is, to another 
Court, tantamount to a declaration of the fact of their 
admission as parties, as much as if it appeared by a 
formal rule of that Court. For this reason, I should think, 
the Superior Court ought not to have reversed the judg- 
ment. But I also think, that the acts of these persons 
appearing of record compelled the County Court to give 
the judgment. 

The bill of costs is, however, incorrect; and to that 
extent, the execution must be set aside. I t  includes the 
fees of the clerk for copies of the petition, and subpoenas 
against these defendants, and of the sheriff, for serving 
them. This is not a proceeding between parties, until the 
cause is constituted in Court. The petitioner is at his 
own charges to give the notice; and a copy need not be 
served, except as he may choose to do so, to simplify his 
proof of notice. The clerk of this Court must therefore 
retax the costs ; and the judgment of the Superior Court 
be reversed, and that of the County Court affirmed, except 
in the particulars mentioned, with costs to the petitioner 
in the Superior Court, and-in this Court. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment reversed. 
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JUNE, 1835. 
DOE ex dem. of SUSANNAH JACKSON v. The Commissioners of the KR= 

Town of HILLSBOROUGH. v. 
Corn. of 

The rule that a grant cannot be presumed from one who is forbidden by law HILLSBO- 
to make it, applies only where the person is forbidden under all circum- ROLIGH' 

stances from making it : Therefore, where the con~missioners of a town 
were required to set apart a lot for a school, and it appeared that they 
had done so, yet a grant of that lot to an individual might be presumed, as  
the grant might have been made before the selection took place, or the first 
might have been given up and another selection afterwards made. 

To  establish a presumption of title from possession, it is not necessary to 
prove that the possession was under a claimof right, as every possession is, 
unexplained taken to be on the possessor's own right. 

I f  the judge leaves i t  to the jury to presume a deed from length of posses- 
sion and other circumstances, without stating particularly the weight 
which the law attaches to each circumstance as tending to establish or 
rebut the presumption, it is not erroneous, unless such particular instruc- 
tions be prayed and refused. 

I t  seems, that an inhabitant ofa town, may be a witness for the town, where he 
has no distinct individual interest in the suit : and where the subject-mat- 
ter of the controversy is a public charity belonging to the town, he is 
undoubtedly competent. 

THIS was an action of EJECTMENT, brought to recover 
a lot in the town of Hillsborough, known in the plan of the 
town as lot No. 43, tried at Orange, on the Spring Circuit, 
1834, before his Honor Judge NORWOOD. 

The lessor of the plaintiff produced no written evidence 
of title, but relied entirely upon the presumption of title 
in her father, Thomas Brooks, arising from his long-con- 
tinued possession of the premises in dispute. As to that 
possession, several witnesses testified that Brooks lived 
originally in a small log house without a chimney, situ- 
ated, as some of them stated, on the common adjoining 
the lot in dispute, part of which a t  first, and the whole 
afterwards, he cultivated as a garden ; others of the wit- 
nesses believed that the loghouse was partly upon the 
lot, and partly upon the common. The witnesses further 
stated, that in the year 1803 or 1804, Andrew Brooks, a 
son of Thomas, purchased a small framed house, and 
placed it on the lot, and after occupying a few years, 
left it. Thomas Brooks remained in his loghouse from his 
first possession of it in 1780, until Andrew's removal, when 
he took possession of the framed house and occupied it 
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JUNE, 1835. until his death in 1809, or 1810. His widow then retained 
JACKSON possession a short time longer, when she removed to the 

coL, of 
country, leaving her son James Brooks in possession, who 

HILLBBO- continued on the lot until 1815, when he abandoned it. 
BOUGH. Possession was then taken by one Eaton, who held 

until he was ejected in 1821, by a judgment in favour of 
the Commissioners of Hillsborough. They lcased it out 
until 1824, when they erected upon it a brick schoolhouee, 
which has ever since been used as an academy. The lessor 
of the plaintiff further exhibited the list of town taxables, 
in which Thomas Brooks was charged with one improved 
lot in the years 1805 and 1807 ; and Elizabeth Brooks his 
widow was charged in like manner in the year 1811. The 
lessor of the plaintiff also called John M'Kerall, the Regis- 
ter of Orange County, who swore that during the war of 
the Revolution the records of that office had been buried, 
and many of the old records obliterated thereby, though 
he could not state how far back his books were perfect. 
He  also stated that there had been no accident since the 
Revolution, by which any of the Register's books had been 
destroyed or defaced. The death of Mrs. Brooks, the 
widow, and the coverture of the plaintiff's lessor from the 
death of her father until a short time before bringing the 
action, were also proved. 

The defendants then produced in evidence the private 
acts of the General Assembly, concerning the Town of 
Hillsborough. From which it appeared, that in 1754, four 
hundred acres of land were granted to William Chuston, 
which were by him laid off into a town and town com- 
mon. I n  1759 it was erected into a town called Childs- 
burg, and commissioners incorporated. I n  1766 the name 
was changed to Hillsborough, the lot No. 1 in the plan of 
the town was reserved for the use of the public, as a place 
for a market-house, court-house and prison, and the com- 
missioners were directed to reserve such lots as they 
thought necessary, on which to erect a church and school- 
house. In 1799 it was enacted, that all and every person 
holding unimproved lots in the town by entry or other- 
wise, shall be allowed a further time of three years to 
complete the necessary buildings required by law for 
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securing titles to such lots in said town. And further, JUNE, 1835. 

that each and every person holding an unimproved lot or JACKSON 

lots in the town by entry or otherwise, who shall within c,z: of 

the term of three years limited by this act, make such HILLSBO- 
SOUGH. improvement on the same, as shall be deemed by the 

trustees or commissioners of said town, or a majority of 
them, to be of equal value or advantage to the town as the 
house required by law, shall be considered as making a 
sufficient improvement to secure a title for each and every 
lot so improved. In 1786, the proceedings of all preceding 
commissioners are confirmed, and their books are made evi- 
dence in any court of law or equity. The defendants also 
proved by Mr. Clancy, t he clerk to the Board of Commission- 
ers, whose duty it is to keep their books, and who had been 
called by the plaintiff, that he had often seen a book con- 
taining the journal of the early proceedings of the town 
of HiIlsborough ; that said book was lost from the records 
of the corporation, and after diligent search he had been 
unable to find it. He then stated, that in that book he 
had often seen an entry declaring that the Iot No. 43 was 
reserved for a school house by order of the commissioners. 
The defendants also called one Horton as a witness in 
their behalf, but being a citizen of the town of Willsbo- 
rough, his Honor held him to be incompetent, and 
excluded him. 

His Honor instructed the jury, c6  that if from the posses- 
sion of Brooks, and the other circumstances in the cause, 
they believed that he had acquired title to the lot in dis- 
pute, they might SO presume, and in that event should find 
a verdict for the plaintiff. If that presumption was rebut- 
ted by the evidence of the defendants, the verdict should 
be far them." 

A verdict was found for the plaintiff, and a new trial 
being refused, the defendants appealed. 

RUFFIN, Chief Justice.-As no written conveyance was 
given in evidence by the plaintiff, the title of his lessor 
depends altogether upon the p~sumption of one to her 
ancestor. That presumption, his Honor told the jury, 
they were at liberty to draw, if they believed from the pos- 
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JUNE, 1835. session ofBrooks, and the other circumstances, that he had 
JACKSON acquired the title-meaning, as we take it, a deed in fee. 
co2: of TO this instruction, as at all proper, or as being so in its 

HILLSBO- particular terms, several objections are taken on the part 
ROUGH. 

of the defendants. 
The first is, that in the case proved, no presumption in 

law or in fact, of a conveyance is allowable, because the 
lot had been appropriated for a school by law, and the 
commisioners could not convey it. I t  certainly takes a 
case out of the rule of presumption, if the grant to be pre- 
sumed must necessarily come from a person who had no 
right to make it for the purposes or to the extent to which 
it is claimed ; or if the subject of the grant cannot by law 
be granted. As if an easement over land be claimed under 
a grant presumed after his death to be made by a particu- 
lar person, and that person turn out to be but tenant for 
life: or if one take possession and retain it for a long 
time, of land which a statute forbids to be entered or 
granted to any. In such cases, a conveyance is not, and 
cannot be presumed, because it would be presuming a 
wrong, and because the conveyance, if presumed, would 
be-inoperative. I t  is insisted, that principle applies here. 
W e  think not. The reservation of this particular lot for a 
schoolhouse was a question of fact, upon which the Court 
could give no opinion. Admit that after the reservation, 
it could not be entered by an individual, and therefore that 
a conveyance to him could not be presumed, yet the Court 
could not assume that fact, and upon it found an instruc- 
tion to the jury, that here the presumption did not arise. 
I t  was among " the other circurnstances" besides the 
possession, on which the jury was to pass. If the defendants 
did not choose to leave its weight to the jury, they ought 
to have prayed the Court to instruct the jury upon the 
legal effect of it, if they found it to be a fact that this was 
thus appropriated. But admitting that to be true, it does 
not follow that the commissioners might not legally have 
conveyed it afterwards. The statute designates particular 
lots, as known in the plan of the town, for a court-house, 
prison, market and other purposes. Those, undoubtedly, 
the conlmissioners could not convey, without an enabling 
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statute. But for a church, and a school, the selection is JUNE, 1835. 

left to the commissioners themselves. If they had never JACKSON 
made one, but had conveyed all the lots to individuals, it co:: 

would have been a breach of duty, yet the titles would HILL~EO- 
ROUGH. 

have passed. The argument, however, is, that appropri- 
ating particular parcels to those purposes is conclusive ; 
that they could not afterwards select others, nor sell the 
former. I t  seems to us otherwise. In the judgment of 
the commissioners, other situations yet undisposed of, 
might be more fit, and we see nothing in the statutes to 
restrain their discretion upon that point, while all the 
grounds remained unimproved, and no school was estab- 
lished on either. W e  think they mioht, to use a common ? 
phrase, have changed the location, if the public conve- 
nience, in their opinion, wouId have been promoted by it. 
If they couId, then the appropriation proved, if really 
made, did not prevent the doctrine of presumption fkom 
attaching to the case, in the sense in which we are now 
speaking, which is, whether it could be drawn, and not 
whether it ought. I t  is no answer to that, that no aban- 
donment of this lot, or selection of another is shown; 
because the argument depends on this proposition,-that 
the grant under a11 circumstances would be void, and 
therefore cannot be presumed ; and it is fully met when 
it appears that under some supposable circumstances the 
grant would be good. W e  think, therefore, that it was 
not on this ground erroneous, to leave the case to the jury 
as one, in which a conveyance might be presumed as a 
fact. 

I t  is again objccted, that the instruction was defective, 
in not stating as a part of the proposition, that the pos- 
session on which the presumption arises, must be founded 
on, and be accompanied by a claim of right in the posses- 
sor; for that here there was no evidence of such claim, 
but evidence to the contrary. 

It is true, that when one enters as tenant to another, or 
occupies under a claim of right not inconsistent with the 
title of the true owner, no length of possession will autho- 
rise a presumption of a deed, as an arbitrary legal infer- 
ence. But there was no evidence here of an express 
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JUNE, 1835- tenancy, but simply a possession. Every possession is 
JACKSON taken to be on the possessor's own title, until the contrary 

". appears, as the possession is in itself, the strongest evi- 
corn. of 
HILLSBO. dence of the claim of title, and, when long continued, of 
ROUGH. the title also. Leaving the possession to the jury, as a 

ground of presumption, left it as evidence both of the 
right, and the claim of right; and it canna be doubted, 
that the jury must have understood, that to authorise the 
presumption, they must believe that Brooks occupied and 
used the ground as his own. To  establish such claim did 
require express evidence of it, independent of the posses- 
sion itself. This might certainly be rebutted by positive 
or circumstantial evidence that he did not thus claim it, 
as that he aclinowledgecl the title of the town, or even that 
he merely occupied, setting up no title in himself, so that 
his possession was not adverse to the owner, whoever that 
owner might be. Perhaps there are circumstances here, 
sufficient to justify those conclusions to a judicid mind : 
such as that no compliance by Brooks of any of the noto- 
rious pre-requisites to his getting a title is shown, and 
therefore he had no right to a deed; and, especially, that 
during his whole occupation he does not appear to have 
listed the lot as private property for public or town taxes, 
or paid them, and it does not seem to have been assessed 
in any way for taxes more than two of those years, and 
that as recently as 1805 or 1807, and that may have been 
without his knowledge or concurrence. If in such a case 
the Court had laid down the presumption as a conclusion 
of law, or even aclvised the jury to presume a conveyance, 
or declared that it could not be inferred, that Brooks did 
not claim the lot as his own, we should have thought it 
erroneous. Rut the Court did not lay down any such 
propositions. On the contrary, the case was left to the 
jury upon the circumstances merely as evidence to estab- 
lish the fact of a title, according to their belief of the real 
fact. 

Regarding it in that point of view, the counsel further 
urged that the judge was bound to explain to the jury the 
rules of law and reason which might be useful to them in 
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zscertaining the weight of the circumstances, tending to J ~ ~ 1 8 3 5 .  

rebut the presumption, so as to aid the jury in that duty. JACK~ON 

W e  consider it within the province of a judge to give Co:. of 
such explanations as to the tendency of ebidence, the HILLSBO- 

ROUGH. 
grounds of its reception, and the inferences which may be - 

drawn from it, not touching the credit of the witnesses, 
nor determining its weight as establishing particular infer- 
ences. But it is impossible for this Court to correct omis- 
sions in the summing up by the Judge who tries a cause, 
as to this part of his duty, unless the party shall pray 
particular directions, and the Judge refuse to give them 
when proper. Whatever we may think of a verdict, this 
Corrrt cannot order a new trial because it was against 
evidence ; but only order a venire de novo for the error of 
taking a verdict without evidence. Here the case was 
left to the jury upon the inquiry of fact, whether a deed 
was made. The long possession and building a house, and 
the assessment for taxes, even for two years, is evidence 
tending to establish that fact. The question depended on 
its suficiency, and on the force of the circumstances tend- 
ing to rebut the presumption. I do not think it proper to 
go over them, because it might prejudice the parties upon 
another trial. Whether they tended to rebut, and why 
they had that tendency, the defendants might have asked 
of the Court to say, but not having done so, there is no 
power in this Court to help them. The verdict upon the 
facts simply, is beyond our control, and the judgment would 
be necessarily affirmed, if the case depended upon this 
point alone. 

The counsel for the defendants makes another point, 
upon the rejection of Horton as a witness, on the ground 
that he was an inhabitant of the town. 

I t  is first denied that he is a corporator, because the 
charters do not incorporate the town, but only the com- 
missioners, and therefore the witness had no interest. 
We are inclined to the contrary opinion ; for as citizens of 
the place many duties are imposed, and immunities con- 
ferred, on the inhabitants of chartered towns. But what- 
ever there may be in this, we pass it over, as our decision 
is made on a different ground. 
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JUNE, 1835. Admitting him to be a corporator, it is contended that 
JACKSON he was competent, because he had no privatG and distinct 

"' personal interest. It is clear, that  being merely a corpo- Corn. of 
HILLSBO- rator will not disqualify a witness. There must be an 

ROUGH. individual interest in him, and the charter may be looked 
through to see if the persons composing the corporation 
have such an interest. But upon examining the decided 
cases, it cannot be said to be settled point in law, that an 
interest in the constituted authorities of a place, for the 
benefit and public uses of the whole place, is or is not such 
a degree of interest in each corporator, as will exclude him. 
Thus upon a question whether a bond belonged to a cor- 
poration, the objection was allowed, that the corporators 
could not be witnesses. 1 Vern. 254. In Burton v. Hinde, 
5 T. R. 174, it was held, that a free man could not prove 
the title of the corporation to a rent, which was reserved 
to the use of the whole corporation. On the other hand, 
in Rex v. Mayor of London, 2 Lev. 230, Shaw, 146, upon 
a quo warrnnto for taking a toll upon sea coals, the defend- 
ants prescribed for the duty, and called free men to sup- 
port the title ; .and they were received, because the advan- 
tage was to the city, and not to the witnesses in particular, 
and so remote an interest could not produce a bias. In 
New York it is decided, that an inhabitant of a town, 
who pays taxes to support the poor, is a competent wit- 
ness for the overseers of that town, against those of another, 
relative to the settlement of a pauper, and for a penalty 
incurred by improperly removing him. Falls v. Belknap, 
1 John. Rep. 386 ; Bloodgood v. Overseers of Jamaica, 12 
John. Rep. 285 : and these cases agree with that of Rex v. 
Netherthong, 1 Maule & Selw. 337. In this state, the 
citizens of a county are constantly received as witnesses 
upon indictments, although the fines imposed belong to their 
county, and it is liable for the costs if the prosecution fail ; 
and also in suits for county money between the county 
and its officers. I t  is so from necessity. In many of the 
charter acts the authorities are authorised to imposepenal- 
ties, which are made recoveralle before the magistrate of 
p l ice  or other officer, and the town constable may give 
information, and prove the offence. With rules and deci- 
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sions thus inconsistent, the only resource of the Court would JUNE, 1835. 
be to refer to principles and convenience for guides. Con- JACKSON 

sulting them, it would seem to us, that an interest in the of 

whole community, for the common weal only, is not a HILLSBO- 
ROUGH. 

particular private interest, which d k e s  the verdict of 
advantage or disadvantage to each citizen ; or if it be, that 
it is so minute and remote, that the argument of slight 

I 
bias from it, is repelled by the frequent necessity of using 
such witnesses, or having none. 

But in this particular case even that objection does not 
apply ; because the property here is not for the use of the 

1 corporation as a thing of value, and yielding a revenue for 
the general purposes of the town. This lot is claimed for 
a school house, or set apart for that purpose, under the act 
of 1766, on their books, which are made evidence by the 
act of 1786. I t  may be leased, but the profits are appli- 
cable only to the school. I t  is, therefore, a foundation of 
public charity, in which no individual, wherever resident, 
has an exclusive and particular interest. If the action 
were on the dsmise of the cornn~issioners in their corpo- 
rate character, the persons composing that body would be 
respectively competent witnesses for either side, as the Trus- 
tees of the University have often been. They aremerely trus- 
tees of the charity, and the body politic is the real party, 
as was held by Lord KENYON, in Weller v. The Govern- 
ors of the Foundling Hospital, Peake's N. P. Cases, 206, 
and seems never to have been since doubted. Such must 
be the nature of school property, of public and not private 
institution and endowment. Upon this, as a distinct prin- 
ciple, the opinion of the Court is, that the witness ought 
to have been received, and therefore there must be a venire 
de novo. 

I PER CURIAM. Judgment reversed. 
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HARVEY MAQGARET E. H A ~ V E Y ,  et  al. v. MARY SMITH, et  al. 
1). . . 

SMITH. 
When, upon a petition in the County Court for repropounding an alleged will 

for  roba ate, the Court ordered the same to be repropounded. and directed - - 
an issue, from the finding on which, the petitioners appealed to the Supe- 
rior Court ; i t  was held, that the appeal carried up the whole case, a i d  
that the Superior Court had power to revise the order for repropounding 
the will, although the defendants had not appealed from that order. 

A paper writing, alleged to be the will of a married woman, devising real 
estate, made under a power in a settlement, can only be supported in 
equity as an appointment, and cannot be propounded for probate as a will 
in a Court of Law ; and all proceedings for that purpose are erroneous. 

Where a petition for repropounding a will for probate, does not state between 
whom the issue, on the first attempt to prove i t  was joined, nor show 
whether the proper persons were parties to that issue, nor whether the 
executor acted bonajide or otherwise, so that the Court cannot see whether 
the petitioners were, or were not bound by the finding on that issue; the 
petition will be dismissed as uncertain, informal and defcctive, but without 
prejudice to the right of the petitioners to propound the same again, in  a 
proper form before a competent tribunal. 

PETITION to have an alleged will repropounded for pro- 
bate. 

Margaret and Mary Harvey infants, by their next friend, 
at May Term, 1833, of Perquimons County Court, filed 
their petition, in which they set forth, that Eliza Harvey 
late of that county had died in the month of September, 
1830, being at the time of her death, the wife of Edmund 
B. Harvey, of said county ; that by a certain contract or 
settlement entered into between the said Eliza, and her 
husband previously to their marriage, and in contempla- 
tion of it, all the property of the said Eliza consisting of 
lands, slaves, chattels and choses in action " was assigned" 
to a certain Joseph Cannon, a party to the said settlement, 
and the trustee of the said Eliza and Edmund ; that in the 
said settlement, it was covenanted by the said Edmund, 
that the said Eliza should, during] the coverture, have 
liberty and authority to make a will, or appointment to 
the said trustee, to convey the said property ; and that 
pursuant to the authority and liberty by said contract 
stipulated, she did shortly before her death duly make and 
publish her last will, of which the petition set forth a copy. 
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T h e  alleged will, after appointing the beloved husband of JUNE, 1835. 

the testatrix sole executor, directed the executor to sell as HARVEY 
much of her perishable estate as was necessary for the SM:TH. 

payment of her debts ; then to retain all the residue of her 
estate in his hands, in trust, for the term of his life or for 
twenty years, and to employ her land, negroes, and other 
property so as to derive an income therefrom ; and a t  his 
death, or a t  the expiration of the twenty years, to divide 
this income between the petitioners Margaret and Mary, 
and the principal which might then be in his hands, to be 
equally divided between the two sisters of the testatrix 
Mary Smith and Margaret Parker. The petitioners 
further charged, that the said Eliza died without altering 
or revoking the said will ; that the said Edmund offered 
the same for probate a t  the November Term, 1830, of 
Perquimons County Court ; " that an issue was made up, 
and a t  February Term, 1831, of said court, the paper 
writing so offered as the will, was found not to be the will 
of Eliza Harvey deceased." The petitioners averred in 
their petition, that at  the time of these proceedings there 
were, and yet are, infants of tender years, that they were 
in no way parties to these proceedings, that their interest 
was wholly neglected and disregarded; that the paper 
writing so offered for probate was duly signed, and duly 
attested, that the said alleged testatrix was, at  the time of 
executing it, of sound and disposing mind, and that the said 
paper writing, as the petitioners believed, could have been 
fdirly and honestly proved as the last mill and testament 
of such testatrix had the petitioners been represented, and 
their interests duly protected. 

The petitioners showed by their petition, that at  the 
time of the death of the said Eliza, her heirs at Ihzo, were 
Mary Smith, Margaret Parker, since intermarried with 
James R. Burbnge, Joseph TV. Townsend, John P. Town- 
send, Calvin Townsend and Sarah Townsend, to whom 
the aforesaid Joseph mas guardian, and that " on the in- 
testacy of the said Eliza, the said Edmund would have 
been her distributee." The petitioners prayed that the 
persons so named as heirs at  law, and the said Edmund, 
might be served with process to appear and on their cor- 
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Juw1835. poral oaths answer the matters set forth in the petition, 
HARVEY that the said paper writing might be again offered f i x  pro- 
'' bate, and the petitioners have such other and further relief SMITH. 

as their case required, and to the Court should seem meet. 
This petition was verified by the oath of Thomas Clark, 
the next friend of the petitioners ; thereupon process 
issued as was prayed, and the defendants, Joseph W. 
Townsend, Mary Smith, Calvin J. Townsend, Sarah 
Townsend and John P. Townsend, filed their answers, in 
which they admitted that they were the heirs at law of 
Eliza Harvey deceased ; that she died at the time stated ; 
that the marriage settlement containing the covenant 
recitcd in the petition was made as stated ; that the paper 
writing referred to, was offered for probate as the last will 
of the said Eliza, an issue made up and the issue found as 
set forth in the petition; and that the petitioners, who 
they alleged are the daughters of Edmund Harvey, were 
not parties to those proceedings; but they denied the 
paper so offered, to be the last will of the said Eliza, and 
on the contrary insisted that if the same was signed by 
her, she was at the time utterly incapable, from defect of 
mind and memory, from making a last will. I t  appeared 
from the record that Edmund Harvey and James R. Bur- 
bage andwife, though served with process, put in no answer 
or matter of defence to the petition, and thereupon the 
petition was taken pro confesso, and set for hearing ex: 
parte against them. At Noven~ber Term, 1833, of the 
County Court, the cause came on to be heard on the peti- 
tion and answers, when the prayer for re-probate was 
granted, and the follo\ving issue subnlitted to a jury, to 
wit, whether the paper writing exhibited for re-probate is 
the last will and testament of Eliza Harvey, or not; and 
the jury being empannelled did say, that it was not the lust 
will and testament of Eliza Harvey deceased ; fi-om which 
verdict the plaintiffs, (the petitioners) prayed for and 
obtained an appeal to the Superior Court. At the Spring 
Term, 1834, of Perquimons Superior Court, Jesse Wilson 
executor of Mary Smith, and Francis E.  Smith and 
Josiah Smith, infants, by the said Jesse thcir guardian ad 
hoc, were made parties defendants; alid the cause was 
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removed for trial upon the application of the plaintiffs to JUNE, 1835. 

the Superior Court of Chowan. And at that Court on the HARVEY 
last Circuit before his Honor Judge UONNELL, a motion 

S:TH. 
was made by the defendants " to dismiss the proceedings," 
which was ordered by his Honor, whereupon the plaintiffs 
appealed. 

Bailey, for the plaintiffs, distinguished this case from the 
case of Redmond v. Collins, 4 Dev. Rep. 430, upon the 
ground that here the prayer for re-probate was granted in 
the County Court, and no appeal was taken from that 
order, but the plaintiffs themselves appealed from the 
verdict of the jury, upon the issue made up to try the 
validity of the will. I n  Rednzond v. Collins, the appeal 
from the County Court was taken from the order of 
re-probate. To  show that an appeal is sustainable upon 
an order for re-probate, the case of Ward v. Viclcers, 2 
Hay. Rep. 164, was cited. 

Iredell, for the defendants, contended that the petition 
must accompany the appeal from the decision upon the 
issue in the re-probate ; that the appeal could not be taken 
from the verdict, but from the judgment thereupon ; and 
insisted that if the petition properly formed a part of the 
record upon the appeal, the whole case was carried up, 
and was governed by that of Redmond v. Collins, ubi 
supra. As to the probate of wills of married women, he 
cited Rich v. Cockell, 9 Ves. Jun. Rep. 376. 

GASTON, Judge, having stated the case as above, pro- 
ceeded.-It ought not to excite surprise that questions 
embarrassing to the bench, as well as to the bar, should 
present themselves upon applications for a revision of the 
proceedings upon probates of wills, or refusal of probate to 
instruments offered as wills. The General Assembly, as 
the situation of our country, and the character of its in- 
stitutions seemed to require, have from time to time, made 
important changes in the laws, in relation to the mode of 
proving wills, the tribunal by which controversies respect- 
ing them shall be tried, and the effect of the probate when 
had ; but have been wholly silent as to the proceedings by 
which those errors, which are incidental to every human 
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JUNE, 1835. judicature, may be examined and corrected upon probates 
HARVEY granted or denied. The profession, is therefore necessarily 

2). 

SMITH. driven to adopt some mode, which is at the same time, 
?nalagous to the established usages before these changes 
were made, and reconcilable to the state of things induced 
by these changes. This adaptation of old forms to new 
laws is among the most delicate and difficult of legal 
labours. I t  has not yet been successfully effected upon 
this subject, and there is reason to fear, that several adju- 
dications must be had, before it can be completely accom- 
plished. 

On examining the record before us, the first inquiry 
which suggests itself, is, did the appeal from the County 
to the Superior Court of Perquimons, carry up thepetition 
and all the subsequent proceedings thereon, or did it carry 
up only the issue ordered, after the prayer for the re-pro- 
bate granted, and the proceedings upon that issue? W e  
can see no reason to doubt, but that it was competent for 
the defendants to have appealed from the sentence of the 

An appeal 
may be County Court, ordering the will to be propounded a second 
taken from time for probate. I t  has been the usual course to appeal 
an order of 
the County from such adjudications, and has never been disapproved 
Court 
granting a of. There are obvious conveniences from the practice, for 
re-probate. if the adjudication be erroneous, it may be thus reversed 

Such an 
without either party incurring the unnecessary expense of 

order witnesses upon the issue. I t  comes within the fair con- 
comes 
within the struction of the act of 1777, (Reu. ch. 115, sec. 75,) which 
meaning of allows an appeal to the Superior Court, " when any per- 
the act of 
1777, al- son, either plaintiff or defendant, shall be dissatisfied with 
lowing the sentence, judgment, or decree of the County Court." 
appeals. 

I t  is a sentence, materially affecting the subject-matter in 
contestation ; in form final on the point decided ; and 

Where the which the dissatisfied party ought to have an opportunity 
dissatisfied 

ne- of reviewing in the appellate tribunal, before it may lead 
glects to to further mischief. Where the dissatisfied party neglects 
appeal 
from sue,, to appeal from such a sentence, it is not regularly re-ex- 
? ~entence, aminable in the superior tribunal. All objections thereto 
i t  is not 
regularly which may be waived by not being brought forward in 
re-exam- 
nable in apt time, are waived, and the cause proceeds in the 
the supe- appellate court, as it ought to have proceeded in the court 
rior tribu. 
nal. 
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below, subsequently to that sentence. But we are, never- JUNE, 1835. 

theless, of opinion, that when upon a petition for a re- 
v. 

probate, the same has been ordered, and an appeal takes s,,,. 
place by either party from the ultimate sentence upon 
such re-probate, that appeal places the entire cause in the 
revising court; and it is competent for that court, i~pon 
discovering that the cause has never been rightfully con- 
stituted, and that, however the facts may be found, it 
cannot make a decree for the parties instituting the cause, 
to disnias the same altogether. The petition must be 
regarded as containing the allegations of those propounding 
the paper, and the ultimate judgment must be founded on 
the allegations as admitted or proved. If they will not 
sustain a sentence for the party propounding, the Court is 
obliged to refuse to him such a sentence. The sentence 
below for admitting the proofs, directing an issue, is cer- 
tainly, unless i t  had been made provisionally, a determi- 
nation of the court that the allegations proved, that is to 
say, found on the issue, will entitle the party to a final 
decree. But though it be a sentence formally final on the 
point, it is not, and does not purport to be a final sentence 
on the subject-matter of the petition. And if before a 
final sentence rendered in the revising court, it should 
discover a fatal and incurable error in the cause as con- 
stituted, the Court is not obliged nor, as we conceive, at  
liberty, to follow out this error to an injurious consum- 
mation. 

I t  does not appear upon what ground the Superior Court 
ordered the cause to be dismissed. The counsel for the 
appellees states, that it was done in obedience to what the 
Court below understood to be the law declared by this 
court, in the case of Redmond v. Collins, 4 Dev. Rep. 430. The case 

of Red- 
In that case, we held that a mistake in a verdict upon an ,,,d .. 
issue made up between the executor propounding, and the ColJins,4 

Dev. 430, 
next of kin caveating the will, without fraud or collusion, approve& 

did not give the legatee a right to repropoundit for pro- 
bate ; that the legatee was represented by the executor, 
claimed through him, was a party by him, and bound by 
the decree against him. I t  is impossible for us, to see 
whether in truth the case under consideration, comes 
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JUNE, 1835. within the application of the doctrines established in the 
HARVEY case referred to. The petition states, that Eliza Harvey 
" was a married woman, who had her husband's permission SMITH. 

to make a will, and who, therefore, could rightfully make a 
testament or will of personalty merely. Independently 
of the marriage settlement and of the uses and limitations 
therein declared, her husband, as husband, must have been 
the only person interested to contest such testament. By 
virtue of his marital rights (not as distributee, as the peti- 
tion terms him,) all her personal property upon his sur- 
viving her, became either absolutely or sub modo his, and 
her next of kin were wholly without claim to them. But 
according to the petition, all her property, real and per- 
sonal, were by that settlement conveyed to a third person, 
Joseph Cannon, the trustee of the said Eliza and Edmund. 
What, how-ever,were the uses, trusts or limitations of that 
conveyance is not set forth, so that we are entirely igno- 
rant to whom, according to the provisions of that settle- - 
ment, the property was limited in the event of her dying 
intestate or without appointment. As a married woman, 
she could make no devise with or without her husband's 
permission ; and however a proper court may give effect 
to her appointment made under the fmm of a devise, no 
court can pronounce the testamentary disposition of a 
married woman of real estate, the toil1 of such woman. 
The petition st ntes, that the husband of the deceased, pro- 
pounded the will for probate, and that an issue was made 
up, but it does not set forth either the terms of that issue, 
or the parties between whom it was joined. I t  could not 
have been joined between Harvey I ropounding the will 
as executor, and Harvey caveating the a ill as husband. 
This would have been a solemn farce, and not an attempt 
to prove the will in solemn form. If it were joined be- 
tween the executor and the heirs at law, who claimed no 
interest in the personal property, the finding decided only 
the matter involved in that issue, and this will not be pre- 
sumed to be other than that which could rightfully be 
controverted between these parties, that is to say, an issue 
of devisnvit ,ueZ non-was it a will or not, as to the lands 
therein attempted to be disposed of. This, to be sure, m7as 
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an idle issue. I t  is impossible for the petitioners, whether JUNE, 1835. 
that finding be or be not removed out of the way, to HARVEY 

estab!ish this instrument as a will of lands. They state v. 
DIITH. 

upon their petition, and the will shows upon its face, that 
the supposed testatrix was a married woman, and there- 
fore she could not devise. The Court of Probate had no 
power to establish this instrument ; nor could the Superior 
Court of Chowan, if the jury had found the issue there 
pending, in favour of these petitioners, have given a sen- 
tence establishing it, as a will of land. Our act of 1'784, The act of 

1784, Rev. (Rev. ch. 225, sec. 6,) making the probates of wills testi- ,g225, s, 

tnony for the devise of real estates, has not in any manner 6vdoe~not  
authorise 

altered the law, as to the incapacity of certain persons to the 

devise real estate. The entire jurisdiction over this of wills of 
married 

instrument as an appointment of real estate under the women as 
uses, trusts and powers of the marriage settlement, be- devises of 

real estate. 
longs to a different tribunal, which can pronounce it a 
valid appointment, when satisfied according to its rules for 
investigating facts, that it has been executed with the 
solemnities required by that settlement. So far then, as 
the sentence of dismission applies to the matter in contro- 
versy between the petitioners, and the heirs at law, it 
appears to us to have been right upon the merits, and the 
petitioners have no cause to complain of it. But the 
sentence dismissed the petition altogether. Had not the ~t seems 

petitioners a right to establish the instrument as a tes- i2gez2$ 
tament? Here we are met with difficulties which put it disposition 

of personal 
out of our power to malie a decision upon the merits-not estatemade 

because of obscurity in the law-but because the case is so by a mar- 
ried wo- 

defectively stated as not to show upon what the law is to man 

operate. It may be, that nothing has been done in the 2V?af 
first instance rejecting this instrument as a testament, and her  US- 

that what is apprehended as such, may be a mew nullity. t,"","dz;"_y 

It may be, that the propounder of the will, being directly ted to pro- 

interested to defeat it, he could not be the representative bate. 

of these petitioners ; or that his inattention to interests 
which he professed to protect, was in law a fraud. Or, 
on the other hand, it may be that the finding of the issue 
was between him, as their legitimate representative, and 
persons entitled to the personal property of the deceased, 
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JUNE, 1B5. in the event of her intestacy. If so, mere inattention on 
I~ARVEY his part, is not necessarily fraud. If SO, unquestionably 

" they ought to have an opportunity of contesting the pre- SMITH. 
sent application for repropounding the testament. I t  may 
be, that, after the finding of this issue, an order for ap- 
pointing an administrator was made; and if so, the 
administrator should have an opportunity of resisting the 
petition for calling in his letters. If this Court had a 
general power over the controversy, it would be disposed 
to allow such amendments as would remove this uncer- 
tainty, and enable it to see what was done in the former 
alleged attempt to prove the will, and decide what are 
now the rights of the parties interested. But it acts, 
although the case is brought bcfore it by appeal, as a 
Court of Errors, having its attention confined to the 
record, and bound to render such judgment thereon, as in 
law ought to have been rendered in the Superior Court. 
I t  will not, therefore, dismiss this part of the petition abso- 
lutely, or affirm the sentence of the Superior Court in this 
respect ; but declare that the petition, so far as it seeks to 
repropound the instrument as a testament of chattels, is so 
defective and informal, that the Court can pass no defini- 
tive sentence thereon, and that it be dismissed as informal 
and defective, aria without prejudice to the right of the 
petitioners to make such an application in due form to the 
proper court. 

The decree below being neither wholly affirmed nor 
reversed, we shall give no costs to either party in this 
Court. 

PER CURIAM.--This cause coming on to be heard upon 
the transcript of the record from the Superior Court of 
Chowan, and being argued by counsel on both sides, it is 
considered by the Court that the sentence of the said 
Superior Court, whereby the petition of the petitioners 
and the proceedings thereon are dismissed altogether, is 
erroneous and ought to be reversed, and the same is 
reversed accordingly ; and the Court proceeding to render 
such sentence and judgment as in law ought to have been 
rendered by the said Superior Court, doth adjudge, sen- 
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tence and decree, and it is adjudged, sentenced and J ~ h . ~ , l 8 3 5 .  -- 
decreed accordingly, that the said petition, so far as it H A ~ ~ ~ ~  

seeks to propound, or to repropound the said last will of SM;;H. 

Eliza Harvey as a will disposing of lands from her heirs 
a t  law, the defendants, be dismissed with costs to the said 
defendants, in the County and Superior Courts, because 
the said Eliza was, a t  the time of the pretended execution 
of said alleged will a feme covert, and therefore by law 
incapable of making a devise of lands ; and that the said 
petition so far as it seeks to propound or repropound the 
said alleged last will, as a will or testament of the said 
Eliza, made with the permission of her husband, is so 
uncertain, defective and informal, that this Court cannot 
see what of right ought to be done therein, and therefore 
the same, and the proceedings thereon, are dismissed as 
informal, defective and uncertain, and without prejudice 
to the right of the petitioners to propound or repropound 
the same as the testament aforesaid of the said Eliza, 
before any proper court in due and right form. And it 
is adjudged, that the parties pay their costs in this Court 
respectively. 

THE STATE v. JAMES BALDWIN, SEK. et al. 

T o  render an act indictable as a nuisance,it is necessary that it  should be an 
offence so inconvenient and troubleso~ne as to annoy the whole community, 
and not merely particular persons. Therefore, whcre it was charged that 
the defendants assembled at a public place, and profancly and with a loud 
voice, cursed, swore and q~~arrelled in the hearing of divers persons then 
and there assembled, whereby a certain singing school was broken up and 
disturbed, ad commune nocumentum, i t  mas llcld, that the indictment 
corild not be sustained as one for a conimon nuisance. 

An indictment which states no unlawful purpose, and sets forth no act ~vhich 
the defendants assembled to conln~it, cannot be one for an unlawful 
assembly. 

Nor is one, which charges no act ofviolence, or an act fitted to inspire terror, 
nor any attempt to commit an act of violence, ~ ~ h i c h ,  if committed, would 
make the defendants rioters, an indictment for a riot or a rout. 

THIS was an indictment against the defendants, seven- 
teen in number, in the following words. 
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JUNE* 1835- g6 The jurors for the state upon their oaths present, that 
STATE James Baldwin, Senr. &c. all late of Bladen, on the ninth 

21. 
B ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ,  day of August, in the present year, a t  a certain public 

place, to wit, at  Swindall's Meeting House in said county, 
unlawfully did assemble and gather together, and then and 
there in the hearing of divers good citizens of the state 
then and there assembled, unlawfully and profanely, and 
with a loud voice did curse, swear, and quarrel, by means 
whereof a certain singing school then and there kept and 
held in said meeting house, was then and there disturbed 
and broken up, to the great damage and common nuisance 
of the good citizens of the state, and against the peace and 
dignity of the state." 

At  Bladen, on the last Circuit, a motion was made to 
quash the indictment, which was sustained by his Honor 
Judge SEAWELL, and Mr. Solicitor Troy appealed. 

The Attorn.ey-Genera2 for the state. 

No counsel appeared for the defendants. 

GASTON, Judge.-Where an indictment is so defective, 
that a judgment thereon, rendered against the defendant 
would be erroneous, the Court mnv quash it in the first 

" A  

Thepower instance, without requiring of the defendant to plead. But 
to quash an 
indictment this power is purely discretionary. Unless the defect be 
before the gross and apparent, the Court, instead of dismissing the defendant 
pleads,is indictment in this summary way, will leave the defendant 
purely a 
discretion- to his demurrer, or motion in arrest of judgment, or writ 
ary one. of error, according to the regular mode of proceeding ; and 
It i"Ot where the offences charged are of a heinous character, it 
usually ex- 
ercised, un- usually refuses to quash indictments, however obvious may 
less where 
the defect betheir defects. Sofar as the decision below is to be regard- 
isgross ed as a matter of discretion, this Court feels itself not autho- 
and appa- 
rent, nor rised to revise it. I t  is for us to inquire whether it 6e 
where the erroneous in point of law, and the determination of this 
offence is 
ofahein- question must depend on the sufficiency of the indictment 
Onma- as it would appear if examined on demurrer, motion in 
ture. 
upon an arrest, or writ of error. 
appeal What  is the offence set forth in the indictment ? I t  is 
from a 
judgment not that of an unlazoful assembly. It indeed avers that the 
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defendants, seventeen in number, did unlawfully assemble JuNE* 18355 

and gather together, but it states no unlawful purpose, and STATE 
2). 

it seis forth no act which they assembled to commit, so as BA~DWIN. 

to enable the Court to judge that their design was illegal. of Cassetur, 
this Court 

Ikegi~zn v. Gulslan et al. 2 Lord R a p .  1210. Nor is it ,ill not re- 
the ogence of a riot or rout, for it does not charge any vise the ex- 

erciseofthe 
act of violence, or any act fitted to inspire terror; nor power to 

dors it clrarge any artcinpt to commit an act of violence, ]::::; :' 
which, if committed, would have made them rioters. 3 on the suffi- 

Ins. 146. P Haw. ch. 65, a. 4, 5 & 8. Hthas been insisted, :I:","i",%~,'t- 
however, on the part of the state, that this is a good ment, a s i t  

would a p  indictment for a nuisance. To  render an act indictable pear 

as a nuisance, it is necessary that it should be an offence ademurrer, 
motion in 

so inconvenient and troublesome, as to annoy the whole 
community, and not merely particular persons. The writ of 

error. 
indictment in question afirms this of the act charged, 
for it declares it to have been done " to the great nuisance 
of the good citizens of the state." But it is not only proper 
that an indictment should specify the criminal nature and 
degree of the offence, which are conclusions of law from 
the facts, but it is necessary that it should also specify the 
particular facts and circumstances which constitute the 
offence. This indictment, therefore, before it can be sus- 
tained as one for a comnlon nuisance, ought to contain a 
specification of such facts and circumstances as will 
warrant the averment of an annoyance to the community. 
If the facts charged must, from their very nature, have If the charged 
created a nuisance to the citizens in general, the words must, from 

their very ad commune nocumentum, though always proper and nature have 

safest to be inserted, may be omitted, for they neither createda 
nuisance to 

describe the crime, nor the fmts which constitute it. Such the citizens 

facts necessarily show the crime. If the facts charged in genera2 
the words 

show an offence inconvenient and troublesome, that may ,d ,,,. 
have extended its annoyance to the community, or may :r,"Lr- 
have reached only certain individuals of that community, may be 

the averment of ad commune nocumentum, becomes indis- Omitted. 
I f  the facts 

pensable. It then involves an actual inquiry as a matter charged 

of fact for the jury, into the extent of the annoyance. show an oc 
fence in- 

But an allegation in an indictment that certain facts convenient 

charged were a to the common nuisance of all the good andtrOU- 
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JUNE, 1835. citizens of the state," will not make i t  a good indictment 
sTATE for a common nuisance, unless these facts be of such a 

v.  nature as may justify that conclusion as one of law as well BALDWIN. 
blesome as of fact. 
that may The act here charged is not made up of a number of 
have exten- 
ded its an- acts frequently repeated: and which cannot be distinctly 
noyanceto and specially set forth without inconvenient prolixity. I t  
the com- 
munity,or is an act single and distinct, and committed on a particu- 
may have 
reached on- lar occasion. I t  is charged that the defendants assembled 
ly certain at  a public place, and profanely and with a loud voice 
individuals 
ofthat cursed, swore. and quarrelid, in the hearing of divers 
communi- persons, and it is alleged, ti~rit by means thereof a certain 
ty, those 
words be- singing school then and t i w e  kept and held was broken 
cameindis- up and disturbed. This profane and loud cursing and 
pensable. 

quarrelling on that pal-ticukur occasion, might have 
been an annoyance to those who heard and wit- 
nessed i t ;  but it could not have been an annoyance 
to the citizens in general, unless there were some other 
facts in the case. If there wcre such other facts, then 
these ought to have been set forth; for an indictment 
must specify all the facts which constitute the offence. 
I t  is possible that a fiequent and habitual repetition of 
acts which singly are but private annoyances may con- 
stitute a public or common nuisance. But if so, this 
frequent and habitual repetition should be appropriately 
charged. No injurious conscquences of an abiding kind, 
and therefore affecting net simply those present a t  the 
commission of the act, but affectingthe citizens successively, 
and as they come within the reach of these consequences, 
are charged, or can be presumed to have followed from 
the act. "The  singing ~~1x101" is indeed said to have 
been broken up and disturbed. Of whom that school 
was composed does not even appear, but whether it con- 
sisted of the defendants or of others, its interruption 
cannot be legally pronounced an  inconvenience to the 
whole community. The loss of instruction in the accom- 
plishment, to those who would fain acquire it, does not 
very gravely influence the good orde'r or enjoymknt or 
convenience of the citizens in general, so as to call for 
redress on the complaint of the state. 
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I f  we sustain this as at1 indictment for a common JUNE, 1835. 
nuisance, we shall be obliged to hold, that whenever two STATE 

or more persons talk loud or curse or quarrel in the Bnz;vIN. 
presence of others, it may be charged that this was done 
to the common nuisance, and if so found, wiil warrant 
punishment as for a crime. This would be either to 
extend the doctrine of common nuisances, far beyond the 
limits within w!l;ch t!ley have hitherto been confined, or 
to allow of a vagueness anrt generality in criminal charges, 
inconsistent with tliat precision and certainty on the 
records so essential as restraints on capricious power, 
and so salutary as the safeguards of innocent men. 

Independently of t!le averment 6 6  to the common nui- 
sance," the indictinent contains no criminal charge. No 
conspiracy is alleged, no special intent or purpose is 
averred, which would impress an extraordinary character 
on the act d7ne. The persons disturbed are not repre- 
sented as having been engaged in the performance of any 
public duty-as engaged i n  religious worship, attending 
a t  an election, or at a court. Upon a demurrer to the 
indictment, we should be unable to render a judgment 
for the state. I t  is our opinion, therefore, that there is 
no error in  the proceedings below, and that the judgment 
appealed from must be affirmed. 

PER CURIAX. Judgment affirmed. 

THE STATE v. ZACHARIAH BLYTHE. 

A n  indictment under the act of 1326, c. 13, charging that t l ~ c  defendant, on 
a particular day, and on divers other days before t!~at day, sold and deliv- 
ered spirits to certain slaves whose names were to the jurors unknown, 
is defective for uncertainty in embracing the t~ansactions of divers days 
with divers persons. And as the names of the slaves were not given, it is 
also defcctive for not stating the owners of the slaves, or averring that the 
owners were unknown, if the fact were so. 

THIS was an indictment in the following form. 
" The jurors b r  the state upon their oaths present, that 

Zachariah Blythe, late of said county, on the twenty- 
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JUNE, 1835. sixth day of October, 1834, and on divers other days and 
STATE times before said day, at and in the county aforesaid, did 
BL:iH, unIawfu1Iy traffic with, sell, and deliver to certain negro 

slaves, whose names are to the jurors as yet unknown, a 
a quantity of spirituous liquors, not having then and there 
any written authority from the owners of said slaves to 
sell and deliver the spirits aforesaid, contrary to the act 
of the General Assembly in such case provided, and 
against the peace and dignity of the state." 

The defendant being convicted of the offence charged 
in the indictment, a motion in arrest of judgment was 
submitted by his counsel, which being sustained by his 
Honor Judge NORWOOD, at Northampton, on the last 
Circuit, the Attorney-Genera2 appealed. 

The Attorney-General, for the state. 
Badger, for the defendant, objected, that the indictment 

was defective for uncertainty and indefiniteness; 
1st. Becauseit charged the selling to be to a number of 

slaves in gross,on acertainday and divers otherdays,where- 
as it should have been for one act of selling to one or many 
slaves, or for frequent acts of selling to one slave. 

2nd. Because the slaves to whom the spirits were sold 
were not specified, either by their own names or by those 
of their masters, and no good reason was stated for the 
omission. He contended, in support of this objection, 
that the names of the owners of the slaves should have 
been charged, because that knowledge might have been of 
service to the defendant in his defence, but if the names 
of the owners were unknown, then that fact should have 
been distinctly averred in the indictment. 

RUFFIN, Chief Justice.-We concur in the opinion 
given by the Judge of the Superior Court, that the indict- 
ment is defective, and that the judgment must be arrested. 
I t  charges, that the defendant, on a particular day, and 
on divers other days and times before that day, sold and 
deliveredspirituous liquors " to certain slaws, whose names 
to  the jurors are as yet unknown." 

Every indictment ought to have convenient certainty 
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as to time, place and persons ; and give to the accused JUNE* 1835. 

reasonable notice of the specific facts charged on him, so S ~ a m  

that he may have an opportunit:~ of defending himself. BL:& 

Here the indictment conveys no information of that sort. 
I t  is not confined to a single joint sale to several persons, 
but embraces the transactions at large of divers days with 
divers persons. I t  is like an indictment in one count for 
divers distinct assaults and batteries on several persons a t  
different times. To  such a complication of separate accu- 
sations, the defendant ohght not to be obliged to answer; 
and in this case he could not form the least conjecture of 
the facts to be proved against him, nor those to which he 
should prepare evidence. 

Besides that, we think the indictment does not suffi- 
ciently identify the slaves. I t  it true, the defendant 
might, by proper averments upon a second indictment, 
show the identity of the slaves mentioned in both. But 
he ought not to be put to greater difficulty in sustaining 
his averments than is unavoidable. Here the description 
is bare1y"that of being slaves, the names of the slaves not 
being given, nor their sex, nor the name of the owner, 
nor any other mark of identity. From necessity, indict- 
ments, alleging the name of a person to be unknown, are 
sustained when they are really unknown. But in general, 
the name must be given, and always, unless it be stated 
to be unknown. The Christian name alone will not 
suffice, unless the occupation or station be added, so as to 
identify the person from all others, as in the case stated 
in the books, John, Priest of A. As slaves have only one Semk 

that a slave 
name in general, that alone may be sufficient when stated. rnaybede- 

But it is by itself not very satisfactory, because there is a z::",",~ 
more perfect mode of identifying the person, by stating alone,but 

him to be a slave named A., the property of a particular gf:Etter 
person, so as to distinguish this from other slaves of' the nameofhie 

owner to same name. That is the usual method of describing a slave begiven 

in ordinary transactions, as well as in legal proceedings. also. 

For this purpose, proof of reputed ownership would proba- 
bly support the allegation. But although it may not be 
necessary to state the owner, where the slave is described 
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Jm, 1835. by his name, yet where the name of the slave is not 
STATE given, and cannot be given, because unlinown, he may to 

B,&E. 
some extent be identified by stating whose property he is. 
That is a step towards distinguishing the particular per- 
son, and would not leave the proof at large of any and all 
slaves. It is not doubted, that the indictmerit would be 
good, if it alleged the name of the slave, and the owner of 
the slave, to be both unlinown. But the indictment ought 
so to state as to both f x t s  ; and we think it is but demand- 
ing reasonable precision to a common intent, to require 

where the the property to be set out, as part of the clescriptioper- 
nameofa son@, when the name of the slave is unknown. If neither 
slave is 
averred to the property nor the name be given, as each goes equally 
be un- to the identity, the excuse for not doing so ought to appear 
known, the 
nameofhis in the indictment, by the statement that the former was 
Owner* Or unknown, as well as the latter. That allegation is as a n  aver- 
ment that proper and necessary as to one part of the description, as 
he also is 
unknown, it is in respect of the other. 
is essential. PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 

SAMUEL P. SIMPSON v. JOHN H. HARRY 

The word L' appeal," in the 9th section of the act of 1794, (Rev. ch. 414,) is 
not used in its technical sense, and it is not therefore necessary or regular 
for the magistrate to pass upon a claim of s third person to property at- 
tached, before such person can carry his case to the County Court. 

The claim of an interpleader to property attached, must be a legal claim ; a 
mere equitable one will not entitle the interpleader to the property attached. 

No claim can be interposcd by a third person, to a debt attached in the hands 
of a garnishee, as nothing but tangible property comes within the words or 
the spirit of the law, allowing an interplea. 

THIS was an ATTACHMENT and interpleader under the 
following circumstances. The defendant, John H. Harry, 
on the 7th January, 1832, sued out an attachment return- 
able before a single justice, against John R. Dunn, an 
absconding debtor, and summoned William Boydton, as a 
garnishee. On the same day, Boydton appeared, and 
acknowledged that he had money enough in his hands (of 
the said Dunn's) to pay the amount claimed by the plain- 
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tiff in the attachment. Thereupon the said amount was J_UNE,S. 
condemned in the hands of the garnishee, to satisfy such SIWP~ON 

D. recovery as might thereafter be had by the plaintifT, against HnrRy. 
the defendant in the attachment. On the 7th February, 
1832, the present plaintiff, Simpson, interposed a clni~n to 
the money in the hands of the garnishee, whicfi being re- 
jected by the magistrate, he appealed to the County Court. 
Having failed upon an i s s ~ ~ e  to the jury in establishing his 
claim there, he appeded to the Superior Conrt, where 
upon a trial had before his Honor Judge SETTLE, at  
Lincoln, on the last Circuit, he offered evidence tending 
to establish the following case. Dunn, some time before 
the issuing of the present defendant's attachment, had 
obtained a judgment heforc a single justice, against a man 
of the name of M'Lellancl, and being indebted to the pre- 
sent plaintiff, in a larger sum of moncy, on the 24th 
December, 1831, gnve the plaintiffa written order on the 
constable, who was supposed to have possession of the 
judgment, to deliver the same to the plaintifT, as having 
been assigned to him. The judgment, however, was not 
in the hands of the constable, but had been left in the 
custody of the magistrate, who rendered it. The consta- 
ble therefore, on the presentation of this order, which was 
on the day of the date, gave the plaintiff an order on the 
magistrate for the judgment ; but as the magistrate was 
out of the state, it was not then, nor did it appear to have 
been a t  any time .afterwnrds, presented to him. When 
the judgment was rendered, RS'Lelland, having given 
surety for the stay of execution, requested the justice to 
keep the judgment, assuring him that it should be paid 
before the expiration of the stay. It did not distinctly 
appear, whether before or after the 24th of December, 
1831, but a t  all events before the '7th January, 1832, 
M'Lelland called at  the store of the magistrate, for the 
purpose of paying up the judgment, and the magistrate 
being absent, Boydton, his partner, who had access to his 
papers, received the money from McLellsnd, and delivered 
up the judgment to him. After the attachment was issued, 
and after Boydton had given in his garnishment, and after 
the money which he admitted himself to owe to Dunn, 
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Jum'1835. was condemned to answer the recovery which might be 
SIMPSON made by the plaintiff in the attachment, Simpson, the 

plaintiff in this interpleader, gave notice to Boydton ofhis HARRY. 
assignments, and claimed the money received by him. 
Boydton refusing to pay it, he then interposed his claim 
to it before the magistrate who was acting upon this 
attachment. Eis Honor, upon these facts, instructed the 
jury, that the plaintifl had but an equity to the money, 
and not the property therein, and the jury found accord- 
ingly against his claim of property. and he appealed. 

Bevel-eux, for the plaintiff, contended lst, that under the 
act of 1794, (Rev. ch. 414, s. 9,) an interpleader had a 
right to urge either a legal or an equitable claim. 

2nd. That in this case the money was in the custody of 
the law, the magistrate or Boydton, being in a situation 
analogous to that of a, clerk of a Court of Record; and 
cited the cases of 3 t . a fon  V. Hill, 1 Rfurph. Rep. 47, and 
Alston v. Clay, 2 Hay. Rep. 171. 

3rd. That if the claim of Simpson to this debt, before 
payment, was an equitable one, by the subsequent pay- 
ment the trust was closed, his title became legal, and he 
might then maintain assumpsit for money had and received 
to his use ; and for this was cited Cooper v. WY-ench, 16 
Eng. Com. Law Reps. 51. 

No counsel appeared for the defendant. 

GASTON, Judge, after stating the case, proceeded as 
follows :-It may not be amiss to state, that the proceed- 
ings upon this interpleader, have not been strictly regular. 
The 9th section of the act of 1794, (Rev. c ? ~  414,) which 
directs the mode of proceeding where property attached is 
claimed before a justice, directs that where any property 
attached as aforesaid, shall be claimed by any other per- 
son, and to determine the right, the intervention of a jury 
may be necessary ; the party claiming such property may 
appeal to the next County Court, where such right upon 
issue joined, shall be tried by a jury ; the party claiming 
entering into a bond with sufficient security to pay all 
costs and charges in case he shall fail to prosecute the 
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suit with effect. The term '' appeal," we do not under- JUNE, 1835. 

stand as having been here used in its technical sense, the SIMPSON 
2). 

calling upon a superior, to correct injustice in the decision H,,,. 
of an inferior tribunal ; but the calling on a Superior Court 
to take cognizance of a matter pending in the inferior tri- 
bunal, and which, from its constitution, the latter is not 
fitted to determine. The claim of property is supposed to 
be one in which the intervention of a jury may be neces- 
sary, and as there is no jury in the Magistrate's Court, 
the claimant in the interpleader appeals his suit ,  that is to 
say, removes it for trial to the County Court, where such 
a jury can be had. There was no necessity, therefore, for 
the magistrate's proceeding to any adjudication upon tlie 
claim, and such adjudication was a nullity. Whenever 
the case is one, in which an interpleader is allowed, the 
claimant is entitled to remove his claim to the County 
Court, upon complying with the terms prescribed by the 
act. The irregularity, however, in this case, furnishes no 
ground for reversing the judgtnent of the Superior Court, 
for the claim has been acted upon, both in the County and 
Superior Courts precisely as it would have been, had not 
the magistrate passed upon it. 

W e  are of opinion, that there is no error in the instruc- 
tion given by his Honor on the trial of the issue in the 
Superior Court. Judgments are not assignable at law, 
and however the transfers of them may be protected in 
equity, they unquestionably pass no legal interest. The 
present plaintiff was not the legal owner of Ilunn's judg- 
ment, and Boydton by the receipt of the money upon it, 
did not become legally the debtor of the present plaintiff. 
If, after the receipt of the money, and with a knowledge of 
the assignment, he had promised to pay the money to the 
plaintiff, he would have made himself liable by such as- 
sumpsit. If before the receipt of the money, he had been 
apprised of the assignment, and had collected it as agent 
for the plaintiff, he would have been liable as for so much 
money received to the use of the plaintiff. But a mere 
equitable interest in the judgment could not per se create 
a legal property in the money due, or paid upon the judg- 
ment, in whose hands soever it might be. But it is insisted, 
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JUNE, 1835. in behalf of the appellant, that his claim was supported 
SIMPSON by showing an equitable interest in the money, for that 
H&. it is the purpose of the attachment laws to subject to the 

demands of creditors only such moneys as are equitably 
and truly due to their debtors, and not such as are due to 
them in trust for others. W e  admit the argument, but 
deny the inference. W e  admit that it is not the purpose 

No attach- of the attachment laws, to subject to the demands of 
ment can 
be levied creditors, either property held by, or debts due to, ab- 
upon pro- sconding debtors as trustees for others. If upon the 
perty held 
by, ordebts garnishee's examination, or on a disputed issue growing 
d u e h a b -  out of a garnishment, it shall appear that the garnishee 
scouding 
debtors as holds effects of, or is indebted to the defendant, as the 
lrustees for trustee ofanother, the Court ought not, and will not, con- others. 

demn those effects, or that debt, as liable to the satisfaction 
ofthe demands of the attaching creditor. Such creditor 
would thereby be converted into a trustee for the rightful 
owner ; and the proceeding would be a perversion of the 
very intent and purpose of the law of attachments. But 
if the garnishee sets up no such defence, and states no 
facts from which it can be inferred, we are at a loss to 
conceive how it can be brought before that Court. The 
privilege of interposing a claim is given by law to him, 
and to him only, who has the right to the property; and 
the issue upon the claim is i n  whomis the property claimed. 
This must mean the legal ownership. Such an issue 
wherever tried, can mean nothing else. If the claimant 
has not the legal interest i n  the property, the issue cannot 
be found for him. The equitable owner is not without 
redress. He  can have recourse against the garnishee 
who hath held back the facts, which would have prevented 
condemnation; or he may invoke the aid of a proper 
court, to stop the proceedings. He  can pursue either of 
these courses, whenever the nature of the property, or the 
magnitude of the debt, will induce a Court of Equity to 
take jurisdiction of an equitable demand-and where it 
will not, he is in no worse condition than he was in before. 

As the alleged error on which the plaintiff seeks a 
reversion of the judgment against him does not exist, it 
is not necessary that we should state any other reason for 
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affirming the judgment. But we have been struck with JUW VW~. 

the character of the claim here interposed-a claim to a SIMPSON 
U. 

debt-and are apprehensive that our silence upon a point H ~ R ~ ~ .  
so obviously presented to our notice, might be construed 
into an implied sanction of such a course of ~roceeding. 
W e  understand all the provisions in the attachment laws, 
permitting third persons to interpose claims, as applying 
only in the cases ordinarily indicated by the words used. 
Creditors are enabled by means of these laws to obtain 
satisfaction of their demands against their absconding 
debtors out of either or both of two funds. The first, is 
such of their property as may be levied on, seised and 
sold ; the second, out of debts due to them from third per- 
sons. Special provisions are made for prosecuting the 
remedy by attachment, applicable to the pursuit against 
these respective funds. For debts due from third persons 
judgments are to be rendered against them. As to the 
property which can be seised, it is to be levied on, and is to 
be sold by venditioni exponas, as the property of the de- 
fendant liable to execution. I t  is when property is attach- 
ed-of a tangible kind-thesubject-matter of anexecution- 
that third persons have a right to come forward, and insist 
that the property so attached is their property, and not 
that of the absconding debtors. If the persons summoned Creditoreof 
as garnishees, choose to admit that they owe money to the E E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
defendants in attachment, which in truth is not due, and legal right 

to interpose thereby subject themselves to judgments for which they forprevent- 

are not liable, the actual creditors of these garnishees have ing such 
garnishees no legal right to interpose. Judgments against the gar- from 

nishees for what they admit to be due, touch not the debts ~,"~,", lvees 

due from the garnishees to others. They produce no indebted to 
seisure, no sale of the latter-and leave the remedies of :z$?ig 
these creditors and all the means of enforcing them, pre- debtor. 

cisely as they were. These creditors have no more legal such con- 
fession will 

right to interpose against the rendition of such judgments, ,feet 
than against the voluntary confession of judgments by th$;;F$ 
their debtors to persons bringing suit against them by garnishee. 

original process. But where the property of third persons But where 
specificpro- is specifically levied upon by attachment, as the property perty ia 

of an absconding debtor ; the proceeding is against that levied upon 
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JUNE, 1835. very corpus-and the law to prevent the direct injury 
S I M P ~ ~ N  arising from the interruption to its enjoyment, and the 

". possible injury that may attend its removal, has provided 
HARRY. 

as ae pro- a mode by which the right to it may be immediately 
~ e r t y  of an asserted. As well therefore, from the objects intended to 
absconding 
debtor, be effected by the legislature, as from the words used, we 
claimants are of opinion that the claimant, if he had had a legal right 
have a 
right to in- to the money received by Boydton on the judgment against 
terpose the pur- for MLelland, could not interpose a claim against the plain- 
pose ofpro- tiff in attachment to the debt, which, he says, Boydton 
tecting 
their pre owed to his debtor. 
sent en- PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 
joyment of 
it, and for 
preventing - 
any injury 
that might 
attend its 
removal. 

T H E  STATE v.  SOLONON ROPER. 

An indictment which charges an indecent and scandalous exposure of the 
naked person to public view in apublicplace, is sufficient, without charging 
the act to have been committed in the presence of one or more of the citi- 
sens of the state. 

THE defendant was convicted at Burke, on the last 
Circuit, before his Honor Judge SETTLE, upon the follow- 
ing indictment. 
'' The jurors for the state upon their oaths present, that 

Solomon Roper, late of said county, on the first day of 
September, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight 
hundred and thirty-three, with force and arms in said 
county, being an evil disposed person, and contriving and 
intending to debauch and corrupt the morals of the citi- 
zens of said county, on a certain public highway in said 
county, did indecently and scandalous!y expose to public 
view the private parts of him the said Roper, to the evil 
and pernicious example of all others in like case offending, 
and against the peace and dignity of the state." 

After his conviction, the defendant's counsel moved in 
arrest of judgment, "that the bill of indictment was 
defective, in not charging that the offence was committed 
in the presence of one or more good citizens then and 
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there assembled." His Honor overruled the motion, and JUNE, 1835. 

pronounced judgment, from which the defendant appealed. ST*TE 
V .  

No counsel appeared for the defendant. ROPER. 

The Attorney-General, for the state. 

GASTON, Judge, after stating the case, proceeded :-We 
consider it a clear proposition, that every act which openly 
outrages decency, and tends to the corruption of the pub- 
lic morals, is a misdemeanor at common law. A public 
exposure of the naked person, is among the most offensive 
of those outrages on decency and public morality. It  is 
not necessary to the constitution of the criminal act, that 
the disgusting exhibition should have been actually seen 
by the public; it is enough, if the circun~stances under 
which it was obtruded were such as to render it probable 
that it would be publicly seen; thereby endangering a 
shock to modest feeling, and manifesting a contempt for 
the laws of decency. In  the description of every indict- 
able offence, it is always advisable that the charge should 
be made to conform to approved precedents. A departure 
from them is viewed with suspicion. Yet where there 
are no precise technical expressions and terms of art 
required, so appropriated by the law to the description of 
an offence as not to admit a substitute for them, it is 
sufficient that the indictment charges in intelligible lan- 
guage, with distinctness and certainty, all the substantial 
circumstances which constitute the offence. In  2 Chit. 
Crim. Law, 41, we have a precedent of the indictment 
which was used in the case of The King v. Crunden. I t  
consists of two counts. The first charges, that he exposed 
himself naked and in an indecent posture near to, and in 
front of, divers houses, and also near to a certain public 
highway, and also in the presence of divers of the king's 
subjects: the second charges, that he exposed himself 
naked to divers of his majesty's subjects. In 2 Campbell's 
Rep. page 89, we have a report of the case. The defend- 
ant was convicted on evidence that he bathed in the sea, 
dressing and undressing on the beach, opposite to the 
East Cliff at Brighton, on which cliff there was a row of 
inhabited houses, from the windows of which he might be 
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JUNE* 1835. distinctly seen, as he was undressed and swam in the sea. 
STATE The allegation, that this indecent exhibition was made in 

2). 

R ~ ~ ~ ~ .  the presence of divers persons, was satisfied by proof that 
it took place in their vicinity, and so that it might have 
been seen. The allegiition means no more, and any other 
allegation which distinctly and explicitly avers as much, 
will as effectually answer to decribe the offence. The 
averments in this indictment, that on a certain public 
highway the defendant did indecently and scandalously 
expose to public view, can mean nothing less than that 
the indecent exposition was so made, that it might have 
been seen by numbers. The necessary constituents of the 
crime are therefore stated, and there was no error in over- 
ruling the motion in arrest. 

This opinion will be certified to the Superior Court of 
Burke, with directions to proceed to judgment and sen- 
tence against the defendant, agreeably to this decision and 
the law of the state. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 

D E N  ex dem HENRY B. VAN PELT et al. v. LITTLEJOHN PUGH. 

The actsof 1777 (Rev. ch. 114, s. 11,) and 1783, (Rev. ch. 185, s. 14,) which 
require grants to be recorded in the Secretary's Office, do not impose upon 
the grantee the burden of showing affirmatively that it has been done. The 
non-recording, if an available objection at all, must be shown by him who 
makes it. But it seems, that such an objection is not available at all. 

Slight and immaterial rnistakesin the recording of a grant, will not avoid it. 

THIS was an action of EJECTMENT, tried before his 
Honor Judge STRANGE, on the last Fall Circuit, at Curri- 
tuck. 

Upon the trial, the plaintiff, in support of his title, 
offered in evidence an original grant from the state to 
Daniel Van Pelt. The grant was No. 531-was under 
the great seal, signed by the Governor, and counter- 
signed by the Secretary of State, dated the twenty-fourth 
day of May, 1810, for one hundred and fifty acres of land, 
lying in the County of Currituck, described more particu- 
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larly by certain lines and boundaries, and corresponding JUNE* 1B35. 
with the tract described in the declaration. This grant was VAN PELT 

duly registered in the Register's office of the County of p,& 
Currituck, and this memoranduni was indorsed on it: 
'' Recorded in the Secretary's office, Wm. M. White, P. 
Sec." To  show that this grant had been recorded in the 
Secretary's Office, the plaintiff introduced as evidence, 
what he alleged was a copy of the grant from the books of 
that office, certified by the secretary himself. This docu- 
ment purported to be a copy of a grant of the same num- 
ber to the same person, for the same quantity of land, 
(interposing, however, between the words acres of" and 

land" the word " marsh,") lying in the same county, of 
the very same date, the same beginning, and also describ- 
ing the boundaries as mentioned in the original grant, 
except in two particulars, viz. First, the distance and 
termination of the first line, as described in the original, 
were, 85 chains to the point next to Anderson's Island." 
In the copy, they were " S5 chains to the point next to 
Adderson's Island." The second variance was in the 
description of the second line. The original calling for a 
course and distance " S. 55" E, one chain and seventy- 
five links;" the copy for " S. 55" E. seventy-five," 
leaving out the words one chain and also the word links. 
The defendant contended, from these variances, that in law, 
the grant had never been recorded in the Secretary's Office, 
and was therefore void, and should not be read in evidence. 
His Honor permitted the grant to be read ; whereupon the 
plaintiff had a verdict, and the defendant appealed. 

Iredell, for the defendant. 

Kin.ney, contra. 

DANIEL, Judge, after stating the case as above, pro- 
ceeded :-It is here contended for the defendant, that from 
the facts disclosed in the case, the grant to Daniel Van 
Pelt never was recorded in the Secretary's Office; and 
that it is void by force of the act of 1777, (Rev. ch. 114, s. 
11). That section of the act is in these words : That the 
secretary shall make out grants for all surveys returned 
to his office, which grants shall be authenticated by the 
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JUNE, 1835. Governor, and countersigned by the Secretary, and 
VAN PELT recorded in his office, ready to-be delivered to the parties 

p&s to whom the same shall be made, on the first day of April 
and October in every pear ; and every person obtaining a 
grant for lands, shall within twelve months after such 
grant shall be perfected as aforesaid, cause the same to be 
registered in the Register's Office of the county where the 
lands shall lie, otherwise such grant shall be void." This 

The last Court, in the case of Slade v. Green, 2 Hawks, 226, put 
point decid. 
ed in the a construction upon this section of the act of 1777. It is 
caseof there said, that the grant is directed to be registered in 
Slade v. 
Green, 2 the Secretary's Office, but it is made the duty of the 

Secretary to have it done, and the grantee ought not to be 226, recog- 
nised. injured by his neglect. By the same section it is made 

the duty of the grantee to have it registered in the county 
where the lands lie, and in case of neglect it is declared 
void: but this penaIty is not referable to the first part of 
the section, which directs registration in the Secretary's 
Office. That would be inflicting punishment on the inno- 
cent, which is due to the guilty." We  think this is a 
correct construction, and therefore concur in the same. 
But the land offices wereclosed by the act of 1781, (Rev. 
ch. 172,) and the act of 1777 was repealed so far as it was 
inconsistent with the latter act. The act of 1783, (Rev. 
ch. 185,) reopened the land offices ; and the 14th section of 
this act is the same zerbatim with the 11th section of the 
act of 1777, except the sentence " otherwise such grants 
shall be void," which is omitted. 

The act of Assembly does not require of the Secretary 
to indorse upon the grant, before its delivery to the 
grantee, a certificate that it has been recorded in his 
office; and we learn from the Secretary, that from the 
period when the proprietary government ceased, more 
than a hundred years ago, until since he came into office, 
no such indorsations have ever in fact been made. I t  has 
been usual to require from the assistants in the office a 
memorandum of the recording for the information of the 
secretary, and to govern him in the delivery of the 
grants. In  the absence of any positive requirement of 
such a certificate, and from the long usage which we 
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regard as high evidence of this, and the former Iaws on JUNE* 18355 

the same subject, we hold that a grantee is not bound VANPELT 
8. 

to show affirmatively, that his grant has been recorded. puaa. 
The entire ground of the defendant's objection is taken 
away, because he did not show that the grant had not 
been recorded. Upon the delivery to the grantee, the 
presumption of law is, that the grant has been perfected, 
and this presumption must continue untiI it has been 
proved, that the fact is otherwise. But upon examining 
the supposed copy, it seems to us, that the grant has been 
recorded, although inaccurately and defectively. The 
misprisions of the clerk are reprehensible, but do not 
annul the act. If registration necessarily implies an exact 
transcript, literatim et verbatim, the reason of the law for 
requiring the original to be produced in all cases where it 
can be had, would fail. Errors and mistakes are incident 
to frail human nature. The original is always expected 
to speak more correctly than a copy. We think the evi- 
dence was admissible, and that the judgment should be 
affirmed. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 

RICHARD SPENCER, et Ux. v. BENJAMIN WESTON'S Heirs, et al. 

The claim which a widow has for dower in the lands of which her husband 
died seised, is not, before assignment, a 'L right or title" to the land, within 
the meaning of the act of 1715, (Rev. cA. 2, sec. 3,) and is not, therefore, 
barred by the limitations of that act. 

Lapse oftime is not of itself a lcgal bar, but only evidence in support of a bar, 
properly pleaded. Therefore where there is no plea on the record to which 
lapse of time can apply as evidence, i t  cannot avail as a defence. 

Damages for the detention of dower cannot be claimed for a period anterior 
to a demand for its assignment. 

Quare, whether in this state dower is not necessarily assigmble at law by 
petition only, and therefore that there can be no demand in pais. 

THIS was a PETITION for dower, and damages for deten- 
tion, filed by the feme and her second husband, against the 
heirs and the assignees of the heirs at law of the former 
husband. It appeared, that the former husband of the 
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J*m 1835. feme died seized in 1804, intestate, and that no steps had 
spENcER been taken to assert this claim until 1832, during all which 

time the land had been in the legal possession of the heirs WESTON. 
and their terre-tenants. I t  appeared also, that thisland was 
not that upon which the former husband had his chief 
residence. The defendants answered and relied upon the 
statute of limitations ; and upon the trial insisted likewise 
upon the lapse of time, as a defence. His Honor Judge 
STRANGE, on the last Circuit at Hyde, dismissed the peti- 
tion, and the plaintiffs appealed. 

No counsel appeared for either party. 

DANIEL, Judge, after stating the case, proceeded :-The 
petition for dower is by the Act of Assembly substituted 
for the writ and declaration in an action of dower at the 
common law; and therefore the defendant always, if he 
has any defence to make, should plead or defend according 
to the course of the common law. It is not a chancery 
proceeding. Whitehead v. Clinch, 2 Hay. 3. W e  how- 
ever consider the act of 1'715, (Rev. ch. 2,) called the act of 
limitations, as having been plead and relied on in this 
case. Is that act a bar to this petition? The widow 
had no estate in the land, for the law cast the freehold 
upon the heir immediately upon the death of the ancestor. 
Gilbert's Ten. 26. In this land she had not a right to 
quarantine, for it was not the land on which her husband 
had his chief house. Magna Charta, c. 7. Thomas' Coke, 
584. The widow had no right of entry for dower until it 
had been assigned to her. She had no estate in the land, 
until assignment. I t  is not until her dower has been 
duly assigned, that a widow acquires a vested estate for 
life, which will enable her to maintain ejectment. 4 Kent's 
Corn. 60. On recovering at law, the sheriff delivers the 
demandant possession of her dower, by metes and bounds, 
if the subject be properly divisible, and the lands be held 
in severalty. Ibid. 62. In the English laws, the wife's 
remedy by action for her dower, is riot within the ordi- 
nary statutes of limitations. Ibid. 68. Oliver v. Richard- 
son, 9 Ves. 222. A fine levied by the husband alone, of 
lands, which he was seized of during the coverlure, and 
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proclamations duly made, will bar the wife of her dower, JUNE, 1835. 

(5 Corn. Dig. Pleader, 672,) because the statute 4 Henry 
7th, by its second section enacts, that the proclamations o. 

so had or made should be final, &c., with a saving to WmToN. 

every person or persons, and to their heirs, other than the 
parties to said fine, of such right, title, and interest, as they 
have to or in the lands, at the time of such fine engrossed; 
so that they pursue their title, claim, or interest, by way 
of action or lawfulentry within five years next after the 
same proclamations had and made; with a further saving 
to all other persons of such action, right, title, claim and 
interest, in or to the said lands, &c. as shailjrst  grow, 

I remain, or descend, or come to them after the said fine 
engrossed, and proclamations made, by force of any gift 
in tail, or by any other cause or matter, had and made 

~ before the fine levied, 'so that they take their action or 
pursue their said right and title according to law, within 

I five years next after such action, &c. to them accrued, ~ descended, fallen or come. When the right can be saved 
by entry to avoid the fine, it has been decided, that the 
entry must be actual. Doe v. Hicks, 7' Term Rep. 428. 
Goodright v. Forrester, 8 East Rep. 552. Symonds v. 
Cudmore, Salkeld, 339. Pomfret v. Windsor, 2 Ves. 472. 
Fen v. Smart, 12 East Rep. 444. But the widow, never 
having a right of entry, is not affected by that part of the 
statute ; but, after the death of her husband, she had her 
right of action, and the statute of fines, requires every 
person or persons to pursue their title, claim, or interest 
by way of action or lazvful entry. A widow, who has an 
interest in the lands for dower, therefore, must bring her 
action (her only remedy in case the heir or terre-tenant re- 
fuse to assign her dower) in five years after the fine and pro- 
clamations, or be forever barred. She cannot afterwards 
bring a writ of right, as no person who did not claim a 
fee simple right in the lands, could, by the common law of 
England, bring that writ. 

The third section of the act of 1715 declares, that " no 
person or persons, nor their heirs, which shall hereafter 
have any right or title to any lands, 4c. shall thereunto 
enter or make claim, but within seven years next after his, 
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Ju*, 1835. her, or their right or title which descend or accrue ; and in 
SPENOES default thereof such person or persons so not entering or 
& making default, shall be utterly excluded and disabled from 

any entry o r  claim thereafter to be made." I t  is very 
clear, that the plaintiff could not enter, because she had 
no estate in the lands to enter upon. But she had an 
interest, a right to one third of the lands assigned her by 
metes and bounds for life. Must she make claim" of this 
interest in seven years, or be barred of her right of dower, 
by an adverse possession for that length of time? A widow, 
before assignment of dower, has neither "any rig-ht o r  
title" to the lands of which her husband was seized; she 
had only an interest in the lands for dower; therefore we 
think the act of 1715 cannot be pleaded as a bar of her 
action to recover the same. She is not within the pro- 
visions of the act. 

On the trial, there was another objection taken to the 
plaintiff's recovery. I t  was the lapse of time intervening 
between the death of the husband and the filing of the 
petition. The Judge dismissed the petition, but upon 
which ground taken, he does not state in the case. Lapse 
of time is not of itself a legal bar, but may be used as 
evidence to support a bar properly pleaded. Thus at the 
expiration of twenty years without payment of interest on 
a bond, or other acknowledgment of its existence, payment 
is to be presumed, but payment must be pleaded, and an 
issue made to let in the evidence. So a jury may infer a 
grant of an incorporeal hereditament, after an uninter- 
rupted adverse enjoyment for the space of twenty 
years ; but there must be some plea on the record to let in 
the evidence. In the case before the Court, the defendants 
have not plead a release, or any other plea to which their 
evidence could apply. It  was immaterial evidence, as the 
record and pleadings now stand. 

As to the damages, it seems to us, that, as these pro- 
ceedings are at law, the plaintiff cannot claim damages 
for the detention of her dower, but from the time of her 
demand that dower should be assigned her. Thomas' 
Coke, 586, 587. Whether in this state dower is not 
necessarily assignable at law by petition only, and 
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therefore that there can be no demand in pnis, we do not JUNE? 1835. 

decide ; as here there was no demand before this suit. We sp,,,, 
are of opinion, that the judgment should be reversed, and 
the Superior Court directed to proceed in the cause. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment reversed. 

DAVID C. FREEMAN, et al. v. ALLEN GRIST. 

Where attachments were issued, and a garnishee summoned, at the instance 
of different creditors, and at the same t e r ~ n  of the Court, judgments were 
obtained agamst the garnishee in each case, for the sum due by him to 
the attached debtor, and esccutions issuing thereon against the garnishee 
tested ofthe same term, were put into the hands of the same sheriff; the 
money collected by the sheriff, must be applied to the executions pro rata. 
without regard to the priority of time in lssuing the attachments and sum- 
moning the garnishee. 

THIS was a RULE obtained in the County Court of 
Beaufort, upon the defendant, as the sheriff of said county, 
to show cause why the pIaintiffs should not have their 
rateable proportion of a sum of money, raised by him 
under the circumstances set forth in his return, which was 
as follows: 

A writ of attachment was sued out by John Myers v. 
Lawrence Van Buskirk, on the 17th day of January, 1834, 
and the same was by him delivered to the sheriff of Beau- 
fort County, and was by him served on Joseph Potts as 
garnishee ; on the same day a writ of attachment was sued 
out by D. C. Freeman and George Houston, against the 
same defendant, and the same was delivered to the said 
sheriff on the same day, but after that at the suit of John 
Myers was delivered; and the said sheriff, having both 
writs of attachment and notices on said writs in writing, 
served the same upon said Joseph Potts, as garnishee in 
manner followiag, to wit : ' The writ of John Myers was 
first to me delivered, and I serve this notice on you Mr. 
Potts ; the writ of Freeman and Houston, was next to me 
delivered and I serve this notice on you also.' Judgments 
were regularly entered up in both of said causes, and the 
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JUNE, 1835. money in the hands of the said garnishee subjected in both 
F R s e ~ ~ ~  and raised under executions issued in both causes by said 

O. sheriff; which money is less than enough to satisfy the 
GRIST. 

judgment recovered by John Myers against said gar- 
nishee." 

The rule was discharged in the County Court, and the 
sheriff was directed to apply said money first to the satis- 
faction of the judgnleat in favour of the said John Myers, 
and the balance, if any, to the judgment of Freeman and 
Houston. From this judgment the plaintiffs appealed to 
the Superior Court, where upon the last Circuit at Beau- 
fort, his Honor Judge STRANGE was of opinion, that upon 
the statement, nothing more was presented than the ordi- 
nary case of two judgments, against the same individual, 
a t  the suit of different plaintiffs obtained at the same term, 
and upon which, executions had issued tested of the same 
term : for that the respective judgments against the gar- 
nishee were personal claims against him, and in the pre- 
sent state of the proceedings no question of specific lien 
arose. His Honor, accordingly decided, that the plaintiffs 
were entitled to have a pro rata distribution of the 
moneys raised by the sheriff, under the circumstances set 
forth in his return. And from this decision the defendant 
appealed. 

J. H Bryan, for the defendant.-Attachments were 
issued by Freeman and Houston, and Myers, against a 
northern debtor, and Potts was summoned as garnishee. 
He  had no tangible property of the northern debtor in his 
hands, but was indebted to him; and this debt was attached 
by Myers, and by Freeman and Houston. The attach- 
ment at the instance of Myers was first issued; there was 
a judgment of condemnation-and there was also a judg- 
ment of condemnation in the other case. Fi. fas. were 
issued. The Judge was of opinion that the only question 
presented by the case, was, whether the money made was 
not equally applicable to all the ji. fas. and therefore, 
directed that it should be applied pro rata. 

The act constituting the Supreme Court, requires that 
that Court shall look into the whole record and render such 
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judgment as the Superior Court ought to have rendered. JUNE, 1835. 
An examination of the whole record will show the facts FREEMAN 

above stated. If the property had been tangible, and G&T. 

liable to the levy of an execution, there might have been 
some objection to a$. fas. being issued instead ofa wen. ex. 
but here, after the garnishee rendering his statement, and 
the money due being condemned to be applied to the claim 
of Myers, whose attachment was first issued, although the 
same proceedings were had in the other attachments, yet 
there does not appear to be any laches or waiver of the 
advantage which Myers derived fromhissuperior diligence. 
In this case it was a debt, which was subjected in the hands 
of the garnishee ; in such case, the garnishee is summoned 
and the judgment is against him absolutely for the debt 
attached. The question then is, did Myers gain a prior 
right of satisfaction by his superior diligence in having 
first issued his attachment ? (There are authorities in the 
American Digest on this question, under the proper head, 
particularly a case from Bay's Rep.) The general opinion 
here sanctioned by the practice of our most eminent 
lawyers, has been, that the attachment first issued, was 
entitled to the priority of satisfaction. Taking this to be 
so, how has this advantage been lost? I t  was not the 
duty of the attaching creditor to take care of the interests 
of the garnishee. He, the garnishee, might no doubt have 
pleaded to the subsequent garnishments, that he had 
already been garnisheed or warned by the creditor Mycrs, 
and thus protected himself from any loss beyond the fund 
in his hand. 

No counsel appeared for the plaintiffs. 

GASTON, Judge.-It is possible, that an inspection of the 
records on the suits wherein the respective judgments were Records of 

rendered and executions issued in behalf of the creditors, $::itto 
against the garnishee, might enable us tosee more distinctly as making 

any part o f  the facts out of which this controversy has arisen. But the case 
these are not referred to as making any part of the present sent to the 

Supreme 
case, and we have no right to invoke them as evidence. ~o , , t c ,n~  

Confining our attention to the case before us, we are not be 
noticed by 

obliged to understand that a judgment was rendered in it. 
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J~N~91335-  favour of Myers against Potts, for a sum of money, to 

FREEMAN answer such recovery as he might effect against Van 
27. Buskirk; and that at the same term, a judgment was also 

rendered in favour of Freeman and IXonston, against Potts 
for the same amount, to answer such recovery as they 
might effect against the same defendant. If these two 
judgments were for one and the same debt due from Potts 
to the defendant in the attachments, it would seem as if 
gross injustice had been done to Potts. He could certainly 
have prevented this, by distinctly stating in his second 
garnishment, that he owed nothing to the defendant beyond 
a certain sum, which was already confessed to another 
plaintiff in attachment, and condemned to answer his 
recovery. But there are two judgments against him, and 
upon these, executions severally issue tested of the same 
term, which are delivered to the same sheriff. He is not 
only not bound, but is not at liberty to look beyond these 
executions. I t  is his duty to levy the amount commanded 
in each, if the defendant has the ability to pay. What is 
raised upon them is, according to a series of adjudications 
which cannot be disturbed, to be distributed pro rata 
among the execution creditors, and for the balance not 
collected, they can proceed against the sheriff or their 
debtor, accordingly as circumstances may render one or 
the other course expedient. There may be facts not 
appearing before us, and which perhaps could not with 
propriety, be made to appear upon this application, which 
would, if shown to the proper tribunal, cause one or the 
other of these creditors to be inhibited from obtaining sat- 
isfaction of their judgment against Potts. But in the 
present state of things, we think no other decision could 
have been rightfully rendered, than that which was pro- 
nounced in the Superior Court. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 
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JUNE, 1335. - 
MALCOM PURCELL v. ARCHIBALD MLCALLUM. PURCELL 

7). 

N~C~LLUM. A conveyance made to defeat, hinder, or delay a party injured by the erection 
of a mill, in the recovery of his damages, is fraudulent and void as to such 
party, and the owner or proprietor of the mill, notwithstanding such con- 
veyance, continues still liable for the damages. 

I Quere, whether damages for an injury to the plaintiff's health can be assessed 
nnder that act ? 

I 

I THIS was a PETITION filed in the County Court of Robe- 
son, at February Term, 1834, under the act of 1809, 
(Rev. ch. 773,) in which the plaintiff sought to recover 
damages for an injury sustained by the erection of a mill. 
The petition stated, that the defendant, by the erection of 
his mill and dam, had not only overflowed the plaintiff's 
land, but had also greatly impaired the operation of his 
cotton gin, by throwing water back upon its works. ,It 

I stated, likewise, that the health of the plaintiff and his 
family had, and was likely to suffer much from the same 
cause. After a verdict for the plaintiff in the County 
Court, and an appeal, the defendant entered, together 
with the general issue, the following special plea: a That 
he was not the owner or proprietor of the mill and dam 
complained of in the petition, since the twenty-seventh day 
of September, 1833, at which time he conveyed the said 
mill and dam by deed to Edward M4Callum, and that ever 
since the said date, Edward MCallunl was the owner and 
proprietor." To this plea the plaintiff replied, "That the 
deed mentioned in the defendant's plea was not bona$de, 
but was made in fraud of the plaintiff's right to recover 

I 
the damages sought in the petition." Upon the cause com- 
ing on to be tried at Robeson, on the last Circuit, before his 
Honor Judge SEAWELL, upon the allegations of the petition 
and the issue sf fraud, the defendant's counsel objected to 
the admission of any evidence to prove the fraud, on the 

1 issue joined. The objection was overruled and the evidence 
received. And under the instruction of the Court upon 
that part of the case, relating to the injury sustained by 
the plaintiff's cotton gin, the jury returned the following 
verdict : That the annual damages which the plaintiff 
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JUNE, 1835. sustains by reason of the overflowing of his land by the 
PURCEU water, as charged in the petition, amounts to thirty dollars, 

2). wcALLUM, of which twenty-five results from damages done to the 
cotton gin; and they assess no damages for the injury 
to the plaintiff's health, as sought and charged by the 
petition. And they further find for the plaintiff on the 
issue of fraud." From the judgment rendered on this 
verdict the defendant appealed. 

Winston, for the defendant, argued, upon the question 
of fraud, that the act of 1715, (Rev. ch. 7,) was designed 
to avoid alienations which were fraudulent as to credi- 
tors, by preventing them from reaping the fruits of their 
executions: that the defeating, hindering, or delaying 
creditors, was what constituted the fraud against which 
the statute was aimed : that this could not apply to a case 
where the alienation could not disturb the remedy of the 
plaintiff; and that all cases where a nuisance was created 
by the erection of a mill, an alienation of the mill furnished 
in the alienee a person from whom the party injured could 
obtain ample recompense. He contended, that. a proper 
construction of the acts of 1809 (Rev. ch. 773,) and 1813, 
(Rev. ch. 863), showed that the c r  owner or proprietor" of 
the mill, whether the rightful or wrongful owner or pro- 
prietor, was the person liable for damages accruing during 
the time of such ownership. And that if he who erected 
the mill, disposed of his interest therein, he corild not be 
made responsible for the continuance of the nuisance, 
after such disposition. The counsel then went into an 
examination of the law upon the different remedies against 
nuisances, by quod permittat, assize of nuisance, and the 
action on the case which was substituted for the assize ; 
and he stated the effect which the alienation of him who 
created the nuisance had upon these remedies. He 
adverted to the statute of West. 2, (13 Edw. 1, c. 24; 2 
Inst. 405,) illustrating it by reference to the construction 
placed upon the statute of 3 & 4 William and Mary, in 
the cases of Gawler v. Wade, 1 Peere Williams, 99, and 
Warren v. Stowell, 2 Atk. 125. He  also cited Fetter v. 
Bed, 1 Lord Raym. 339,682; Beswicke v. Cu~den,  Cro. 
Eliz. 402 ; Penruddock's case, 5 Rep. 101, b. ; 16 Vin. Abr. 
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32. Nuisance, K. 2 ; Rosewell v. Pryor, Salkeld, 460 ; 1 JUNE, 1835. 
Lord Raym. 713, to prove the position, that after aliena- PURCELL 

2). tion, the alienee was the only person liable ibr the con- M ~ c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  
tinuance of a nuisance created by the alienor. 

No counsel appeared for the plaintiff. 

RUFFIN, Chief Justice.-The Court deems it proper to 
premise, that the rule acted on in assessing damages, as 

I far as it respects the injury to plaintiff's health, is not 
considered as presented to the revision of this Court. The 

1 case is stated with a different view. Possibly the judge 
excludes that allegation of the petition from the considera- 

I tion of the jury, because it was not proved ; for while it is 
stated that evidence was given for the plaintiff on the other 
parts of his case, the record is silent as to any on this. 

i But, as it is not probable, that the mere result of a defect 
of proof would he so 'emphatically set out in the verdict 
and case, it may be supposed, that his Honor entertained 
the opinion, that an injury to health by the erection of a 
mill is not such a private nuisance, as can be redressed by 
an action for damages ; or that it cannot be redressed by 
this peculiar remedy. Whether the opinion, thus sup- 
posed, be correct or not, it would be extrajudicial now to 
pronounce. The record does not contain facts to raise the 
question. If it did, and such an opinion was given, it was 

I adverse to the plaintiff, and he has submitted to it. For 
an error, if there be any, in the opinion, the Court would 
not therefore reverse the judgment of the Superior Court. 

1 While that is so, it seems proper to disclaim the sanction 
of it, which might be inferred from affirming the judgment. 

I 

I The Court does not consider the point a t  all ; and to pre- 
vent a possible inference to the contrary, is the sole pur- 
pose of adverting to it. 

I The case depends upon the exception of the defendant. 
Notwithstanding he joined in the issue tendered in the 
replication, he moved the Court to exclude all evidence on 
it, on the part of the plaintiff. That actually given is not 
stated. The objection is not, therefore, to the particular 
evidence, as irrelevant, incompetent, or insufficient to prove 
the issue; but is, in substance, that the issue is, itself, 
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JUNE. 1835- immaterial, and that consequently the defendant would be 
PUR~ELL entitled to judgment, notwithstanding a verdict on it 

against him. The evidence must be deemed proper, and 
MCALLUM. 

to authorise the verdict, if any could be of that character, 
and have that effect. The counsel has so treated the case 
in the argument, and has contended, that there cannot, in 
such a case, be a fraud, legally speaking, and that, there- 
fore, it cannot be proved or founded upon any evidence. 

I t  is said, that the act of 1715 means to protect the 
rights of creditors, and is satisfied, if the party injured is 
not defeated of all remedy against any person ; and that 
this case cannot be within it, because the defendant's 
alienee becomes responsible, each proprietor being suc- 
cessively liable for the damages in his own time : and so 
the plaintiff is not without adequate redress. 

As subsidiary to these positions, the counsel for the 
defendant laid down the general proposition, that one who 
erects a nuisance, and then aliens the land, was not, before 
the act of 1809, liable for subsequent damages arising from 
its continuance ; and that our statute clearly restricts this 
remedy by giving it against the owner or proprietor for 
the time being. The Court does not consider this case as 
calIing for any construction of the act of 1809, upon this 
point ; nor deem it necessary to pursue, with the learned 
counsel, researches into the ancient law upon the first part 
of the proposition. For, allowing to alienation the opera- 
tion demanded upon the remedy by quod permittat a t  the 
common law, or upon the writ of assise, either before or 
after the statute of Westm. 2, c. 24 ; and yielding to it any 
effect, that may be desired, on the action on the case, 
which, as respects the recovery of damages, has been sub- 
stituted for the assise ; or the like effect upon the petition 
in our law; yet the alienation supposed must be a real 
alienation, and not a feigned nor a fraudulent one. The 
general question is not open upon this record ; in which it 
is found, that the deed made by the defendant was exe- 
cuted with the intent to defeat the plaintiff of his damages 
sought to be recovered in this suit. 

The case is therefore brought back to the point of the 
exception; which is, whether the deed could have that 
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effect, if it stood, or could, in a legal sense, have been made JUNE. 1835. 

with that intent. PURCELL 
v. On these questions the Court entertain no doubt. M,cmus. 

Many cases may be easily conceived, in which the deed 
would prejudice the plaintiff, both as to his rights and his 
remedies. If the defendant, being liable for the damages 
in his own time, was insolvent, except as the owner of the 
mill, and conveyed that, voluntarily, the plaintiff would 
lose his previous damages. The deed may be upon an 
express or secret trust for the defendant, he continuing in 
the perception of the profits ; or it may have a clause of 
revocation, and thus be within the words of the statute 13th 
Eliz. The alienee also may be insolvent, and the convey- 
ance made to him for that reason ; for the injury to the 
plaintiff may be greater than the value of the mill will 
answer, by the time judgment can be had against the 
alienee. But we do not think it necessary, that the object 
should be, ultimately to defeat the plaintiff entirely of his 
damages, or any part of them, though that intent is alleged 
and found in this case. I t  is sufficient, if the object was to 
blind him, to put him to a difficulty as to his remedy, so as 
to delay him of a direct one, and hinder him of that which 
was most beneficial, and impose costs on him. Such a 
design would be deceitful and fraudulent. Suppose this 
deed to have been made secretly and disclosed for the first 
time in the plea: that it was without consideration, to an 
infant or to a son, or to one not resident in the state, and 
that there was no visible change of occupation: and all 
this to the intent that the plaintiff should not know the 
owner, but should sue the present defendant, under the 
belief, that he continued to be the owner; and thus be 
delayed of his remedy against the alienee, and defeated 
in the action against the alienor. The case, we think, 
would be clearly within the statute, and the plaintiff have 
a right to treat the title, as if no such deed had ever been 
made. The case supposed is precisely within that of 
Leonard v. Bacon, Croke Eliz. 234. In Formedon, the 
defendant pleaded non tenure, on which the plaintiff took 
issue. Before suit brought, the tenant had, in fact, enfeoffed 
several persons of the lands ; but it was found, that it was 
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JUNE, 1835. to the intent to defraud those who claimed the land, and 
PIJRCELL that he took the profits. There, it might have been argued, 

McC.;LutI,r. that the conveyances worked no wrong, and defeated no 
right; for the feoffees were good tenants to the precipe, 
and might have been sued. But it was held otherwise, 
and adjudged for the demandant under the statute of Eliz- 
abeth. This must have been upon the ground, that the 
conveyances, although they might not defeat the plaintiff's 
right, were intended to hinder the remedy against the 
feoffor, and to delay him of one against the feoffees. 

The Court is not, indeed, aware of any instance in which 
a conveyance may enure when it is made and received 
with the intent that it shall enure to hinder or delay a 
creditor or other claimant of his remedy, as provided by 
law, directly against him who makes the conveyance, in 
which it is not avoided, either at common law, upon a 
general principle of justice, or by force of the statute, in 
in the same manner as if the intention was to defeat the 
right altogether. In truth, that might be the ultimate 
effect of such devices; since by successive secret aliena- 
tions, the title would be so passc.4 from one to another, 
that the party could never know whom to sue. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 

MARY HAMILTON v. MORRIS M'CARTY. 

Upon acovenant to pay sixty dollars annually, for two years, for the hire of a 
slave, and also to furnish the slave with food, k c .  debt may be brought be- 
fore a single justice for one year's hire ; and if the warrant call for that sum 
due by bond, it is well supported by the production of the covenant. 

Tars was an action of DEBT commenced by warrant 
before a single magistrate, and carried by successive 
appeals to the Superior Court, where it was tried at Ruth- 
erford, on the last Fall Circuit before MARTIN, Judge. 
The warrant stated it to be a '' plea of debt, the sum of 
sixty dollars, and due by bond." Upon the trial the 
plaintiff produced and proved a written contract in the 
words following, to wit : " Memorandum of agreement 
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between Mary Hamilton of, &c. of the one part, and Morris JUNE, 1835. 

MCarty of, &c. of the other part, witnesseth : Whereas HAM~LTUN 
the aforesaid Mary Hamilton, for and in consideration of M'tiRTY, 
certain sums of money herein after specified to be paid her, 
by the said M'Carty-Do by these presents hire to the 
said M'Carty a certain negro man named Cupid, for and 
during the full end and term of two years next ensuing, to 
commence from the date of these presents, to remain, serve 
and abide with him until the expiration of the said term, 
he complying with the articles herein after specified ; and 
he the aforesaid Morris MICarty, on his part, for and in 
consideration of the services of said negro man Cupid, dot11 
bind and obligate himself to pay unto the said Mary Ham- 
ilton or her assigns, the annual sum of sixty dollars lawful 
money, to be paid annually ; and further to find and provide 
such negro man with good and sufficient food and drink 
during said term of two years ; and also teach him to the 
best of his ability the art and trade of boot and shoe 
making. In testimony whereof the parties aforesaid have 
hereunto affixed their names and seals, this 1st day of 
Septr. 1827. 

" Signed and sealed in Mary Hamilton, [ L. s. 1 
presence Morris MCarty, [ I,. s. 1" 

Charles H. L. Schieflin." 

The defendant's counsel moved to nonsuit the plaintiff 
upon the ground, that the action could not be sustained 
before a single justice, alleging that it should have been 
an action of covenant upon the sealed instrument. His 
Honor refused the motion ; and under his instrnctions the 
jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff, and the defendant 
appealed. 

No counsel appeared for either party. 

DANIEL, Judge.-It seems to us that the plaintiff had 
her election either to bring an action of covenant in a 
Court of record, or debt before a justice for sixty dollars. 
This is not a bond for an entire debt payable by instal- 
ments. For rent payable quarterly or otherwise, or for 
an annuity, or on a stipulation to pay $10 on one day and 
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Jm~la5. 810 on another, debt lies on each default. 1 Chitty's 
HAMILTON Pleading, 106. As the plaintiff brought her warrant for 
M,gRTY. an annuity of sixty dollars due by bond, could the 

specialty which was offered, be received as evidence, so as 
to entitle her to a judgment for that sum ? It seems to us, 
that although the plaintiff vouches a specialty, still when 
it is produced and discloses stipulations and covenants, 
that the defendant should teach the plaintiff's servant a 
trade in two years, and also furnish the slave with meat 
and drink for two years, these covenants (which are not 
said to be broken) do not enter into the description or 
substance of the annuity of sixty dollars, which the defen- 
dant by the bondagreed to pay her annually for two years, 
and for which she could bring debt so often as the annuity 
became due. W e  think that the evidence was admissible, 
and that the variance between that specialty and the sup- 
posed bond mentioned in the warrant, is immaterial as to 
the subject-matter of this suit. The bond shows that the 
annuity is sixty dollars, and for that sum only is this action 
of debt brought. W e  think the judgment should be 
affirmed. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 

DEN ex dem. REBECCA W. LUCAS, et al. v. THOMAS COBBS. 

A certificate of commissioners appointed in another state, to take the private 
examination of a feme couert, touching the free and voluntary execution of 
her deed, which states merely that she L'acknowledged the same to  be her 
act and deed in due form," is not a compliance with the act of 1810, (Rev. 
ch. 791,) which requires a certificate of her acknowledgment, that she exe- 
cuted the deed freely, and " doth voluntarily assent thereto." 

An order, that a deed of a feme couert, with the accompanying commission 
and certificates be registered, is not conclusive that all the requirements of 
the statute have been complied with; and the omission of all or any of 
them, may be shown when the deed is offered in evidence upon any trial. 

EJECTMENT for land in Wake County, brought on the 
joint and several demises of Rebecca W. Lucas and Simon 
Turner, and submitted to his Honor Judge NORWOOD, at 
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Wake, on the last Circuit, upon a case agreed, of which J u N ~ j  1835. 

the following were the material facts. LWCAS 

Rebecca W. Garland, on the 26th day of June, 1819, cbB8. 
being seised in fee by descent from her father, the late 
David Stone, of the premises described in the declaration, 
executed, with the assent of John R. Lucas, to whom she 
was then about to be married, a deed to Simon Turner and 
his heirs, for an undivided moiety of the said lands, to the 
use of the said Turner and his heirs, in trust for herself, 
until Hannah Garland her daughter by a former marriage, 

I should arrive to the age of eighteen years, or should marry, 
and then in trust for the said Hannah. The consideration 
for this deed was expressed to be one dollar, and the love 
and affection which she bore her daughter. Soon after- 
wards the said Rebecca intermarried with the said John 
R., and on the 12th day of April, 1822, they being then 
residents of the county of Brunswick, in Virginia, for and 
in consideration of $5,000, executed a deed of bargain and 
sale to Thomas Cobbs, of the city of Raleigh, for a11 the 
lands mentioned in the declaration, as well the moiety 
conveyed to Simon Turner by the deed aforementioned, 
as that retained by the said Rebecca. Attached to the 
deed to Cobbs, which formed a part of the case, appeared 
the following commission, and certificate. " The Com- 
monwealth of Virginia to Thorr~as Orgain and Edward 
B. Hicks, Esquires, greeting. Whereas, John R. Lucas 
aod Rebecca his wife, by their certain indenture of bar- 
gain and sale bearing date the 12th day of April, 1822, 

I have sold and conveyed unto Thomas Cobbs, five hundred 
I 
I and twenty-one acres of land with the appurtenances, 
I lying and being in the County of Wake and state of North 
I 
1 Carolina : And whereas, the said Rebecca cannot con- 

I veniently travel to the said county and state aforesaid, to 

I 
make acknowledgment of the said conveyance : There- 
fore we do give unto you power to receive the acknowledg- 

, ment which the said Rebecca shall be willing to make 
before you of the conveyance aforesaid, contained in the 
said indenture which is hereunto annexed; and we do 
therefore empower you, to receive the acknowledgment of 
the said Rebecca of the same, and examine her privily 
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JUNE, 1P35. and apart from the said R. Lucas her husband, whether - -- 
L U G ~ ~  she doth the same freely and voluntarily without his per- 
". suasions or threats, and whether she be willing that the COBBS. 

same should be recorded in the state aforesaid according 
to law. And when you have received her acknowledg- 
ment, and examined her as aforesaid, that you distinctly 
and openly certify the same under your seals, sending the 
said indenture and this writ. Witness Robert Turnbull, 
clerk of our Superior Court of lam of the County of Bruns- 
wick, in the state of Virginia, this 12th day of April, 
1822. In the 46th year of our foundation. 

(Signed) R. Turnbull. 

State ofVirginia, Brunswick County to wit. Pursuant 
to the foregoing commission to us directed, we did this day 
examine Rebecca Lucas, privily and apart from her hus- 
band, touching hcr acknowledgment of the indenture 
mentioned in the foregoing commission, and hereto an- 
nexed, and she the said Rebecca, acknowledged the same 
to be her act and deed in due form. Given under our 
hands and seals this the 28th day of May, 1832. 

(Signed) Edwd. B. Hicks, [ L. s. ] 
Thos. Orgain, [ L. s. 1" 

To  the deed was also annexed a certificate of the 
Governor of Virginia, under the great seal of that state, 
stating that the Superior Court of law of Brunswick 
County, was a Court of record, and that Robert Turnbull 
was clerk thereof. The deed, with the commission and 
certificates attached was then exhibited to one of the 
judges of this state, when the following certificate, and 
order for registration was made : " State of North Car- 
olina, 15 Nov. 1822. The execution of the within deed 
was then acknowledged before me in  due form of law, by 
J. R. Lucas, the bargainor. Therefore let it be registered." 
There was no other order of registration. On the deed 
there then appeared a certificate of registration i n  the 
following words. '' The within deed and acknowledg- 
ments are all duly registered in the Register's Office of 
Wake County, in the state of North Carolina, in book No. 
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5, and pages 319 and 320, the 14th day of December, A. D. JUNE, 1835. 

1822." ~ u c n s  

In the month of July, 1831, John R. Lucas died, leaving 
the said Rebecca his wife (who is one of the lessors of the 
plaintiff,) surviving; and in October, 1833, Hannah the 
daughter of the said Rebecca, named in the deed to Tur- 
ner, married. The other lessor of the plaintiff, is the 
trustee in the deed first above mentioned. 

1 The plaintiff insisted, that the deed to Cobbs, never 
became the deed of the said Rebecca, for want of any 
privy examination sufficient in law to give it operation 

I against her. And also, that if the said deed to Cobbs was 
valid as the deed of the said Rebecca, yet that the deed to 
Turner being also valid in law, the plaintiff was entitled to 
judgment as lessee of Turner. 

The defendants insisted that the deed to Cobbs was 
valid, and that the deed to Turner being for consideration 
of blood only, was voluntary and could not prevail against 
the purchaser, Cob ts. The parties agreed, that if the 
Court should be of opinion, that the plaintiff was entitled 
to recover, whether as lessee of Turner and Mrs. Lucas, 
or of either of them, either the whole or an undivided part 
of the premises, then judgment was to be entered accord- 
ingly for him with six pence damages and costs; other- 

I wise judgment to be for the defendants. 
His Honor being of opinion that the plaintiff was enti- 

tled to recover the whole land mentioned in the declaration, 
gave judgment accordingly, from which the defendants 

i appealed. 
Devereux, for the defendant. 
Badger, and W. H. Haywood, contra. 

DANIEL, Judge, after stating the case, proceeded :- 
Several questions have been raised by counsel in the 
argument of this cause. W e  deem it unnecessary, how- 
ever, to advert to but one of the points made with respect 
to the validity of the deed to Cobbs, as we deem that 
decisive of the case. I t  is this. Suppose every other 
objection to the validity of that deed to be removed by the 
authorities adduced, and arguments made by the defend- 
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JUNE, 1875. ant's counsel, (upon which by-the-by we give no opinion) 
Luc~s  still the certificate of the private examination, and the 

0. acknowledgment of the deed by the feme covert, before 
the commissioners, does not find and disclose the very 
essential and important fact, that she executed the deed 
freely, and voluntarily assented thereto. The act of 1810, 
(Rev. ch. 791,) expressly requires that the Judge or com- 
missioners in another state or territory, shall privately 
examine the feme covert, " whether she doth voluntarily 
assent thereto, and an attestation of such acknowledgment 
shall be endorsed on, or affixed to said deed or commission, 
by the Judge or commissioners." What acknowledgment 
is to be indorsed or affixed ? Why, that she acknowledged 
that she did execute the deed then exhibited to her, when 
she was privately examined, and furthermore that she 
acknowledged, that she '' voluntarily assented thereto." 
The defendant's counsel, say that this objection to the 
validity of the deed is removed by the fact, that the com- 
mission is in due form, and that it directed the commis- 
sioners to ascertain whether the feme covert '' voluntarily 
assented thereto ;" and that the certificate of the commis- 
sicners, is to be taken by the Court, by necessary intend- 
ment, to be an affirmative response to that part of the 
direction contained in the commission ; and that the cer- 
tificate of her acknowledging it to be her act and deed in 
due form, contains, in substance, an allegation that it was 
done according to law, or to the requirements of the com- 
mission. The commission, it is true, is good both in form 
and substance, provided an order of the court from which 
it issued, had been obtained for issuing the same, and 
naming the commissioners; but whether such an order 
ever was obtained, does not appear in the case. W e  do 
not now mean to give any opinion, whether such an order 
was necessary; or whether the issuing the commission is 
evidence of an order having been made. Admitting the 
validity of the commission, this argument is plausible, but 
we do not think it solid. The deed of a feme covert, is not 
like that of an infant, voidable; but i t  is void. In plead- 
ing she may discharge herself under non est facturn. 
By the divine, as well as thecommon law, thewife isunder 
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the power and dominion of her husband; all her acts JUNE, 1835. 

affecting her rights, are therefore presumed to be done LUCAS 

under his influence and coercion. The real estate of the Ct;Bs. 
wife does not pass to the husband by the marriage. When 
the husband and wife make a deed to pass her lands, the 
law presumes that it is done by his authority over her, 
and without further ceremony it is void. But her real 
estate is not entirely tied up ; she and her husband may 
convey, when she shall voluntarily assent to convey. To 
repel the presumption of the husband's influence over her, 
and to ascertain her free consent, the law requires that she 
should be privately examined, by persons i f  great trust 
and confidence, a Judge or member of some Court of 
record, or by two commissioners, who can explain to her 
her rights, and protect her in the enjoyment of them ; per- 
sons who are to certify, that she did aclinowledge that she 
executed the deed with her own free and voluntary assent. 
In the present case, the commissioners'certificate, stating 
that she did acknowledge the same to be her act and deed 
in  due form, is too vague and uncertain. We cannot tell 
what is meant by the words c4due form." Whether the 
words in due form," applies to her having signed, sealed 
and delivered the deeds, or to having done these things, 
and also that they were done with her free and voluntary 
assent, leaves us in uncertainty, doubt and conjecture. 
The law never intended that femes covert, should be de- 
prived oftheir titles to their lands, but upon the most clear 
and satisfactory proof that they had freely consented to 
part with the same. Knowing the influence of the hus- 
band, the law is careful and watchful to protect them 
against that influence. When deeds of this description are 
properly proved, the statute requires that an order should 
be made by a Judge, or the County Court, that the deed 
and the accompanying documcats should be registered. 
The commission and certificates are required to be regis- 

I tered, that the court may at all times see, that every thing 
I 

required by law to divest the ferne covert of her title, had 
been complied with ; and also, that the vendee, or those 
who claim under him, may be always enabled, when they 
offer the deed in evidence, to show to the Court, that the 
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JUNE, 1835. title had passed from the feme covert according to all the 
Luc~s requirements of the statute. The order for registration is 

a. 
c ~ B ~ ~ .  not conclusive as to these requirements ; the onlission of 

all or any of them, may be shown when the deed is offered 
in evidence upon any trial. From the case, as stated, i t  
does not appear to us, that Mrs. Lucas, freely and volun- 
tarily assented to part with her lands, when she signed, 
sealed and delivered the deed to the defendant Cobbs, or 
when she was privately examined. Therefore, the plain- 
tiff as lessee, is entitled to recover an undivided moiety 
upon each of the several demises of Rebecca W. Lucas 
and Simon Turner. The judgment of the Superior Court 
is affirmed. 
PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 

JAMES MORGAN u. GUILFORD CONE. 

I n  detinue, if, after action brought and issue joined, the plaintiff gets posses- 
sion of the thing sued for, that fact may be pleaded puis darrien continu. 
ance, in abatement of the suit, but i t  seems, that it would not be a good 
plea in bar. 

In  detinue, damages are only consequential upon the recovery of the thing 
sued for ; and therefore, if the plaintiff, pending the suit, obtains possession 
ofit, he cannot proceed for the damages, but his suit fails altogether. 

THIS was an action of DETINUE for a slave; and pending 
the action, after issue joined upon certain pleas, the plain- 
tiff regained possession of the slave. The defendant by 
pleasince the last continuance, insisted upon this in bar of 
the plaintiff's action, as well for damages for the detention 
of the slave, as for the slave himself. To this plea the plain- 
tiff demurred ; and his Honor Judge NORWOOD, at Frank- 
lin, on the last Circuit, overruled the demurrer, sustained 
the plea, and gave a judgment for the defendant for the 
costs of the suit. Whereupon the plaintiff appealed. 

The counsel on both sides waived all objections to the 
form of the pleadings. 

Badger, for the plaintiff. 
Devereux, and W. H. Haywood, for the defendant. 

GASTON, Judge.-The very imperfect transcript which 
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is filed in this case shows, that the plaintiff brought his Juw, - 1835. 
action of detinue to recover the possession of a negro slave, MORGAN 

Green, valued at $600; that the defendant pleaded thereto c&. 
the general issue and other pleas in bar ; that issues were 
joined ; and that at a subsequent term the defendant plead- 
ed, that since the last continuance the plaintiff had 
regained the possession of the slave. To this plea the 
plaintiff demurred, insisting, that he was nevertheless 
entitled to recover his damages and costs ; hut the Court 
overruled the demurrer, and gave judgment, that the 
defendant recover his costs ; from which judgment the 
plaintiff appealed. The record contains no formal decla- 
ration, plea, nor judgment; but it is entered of record, that 
the parties on both sides waive all objections, becausc of 
form. On so defective a record, we might properly refuse 
to render any judgment; but as the counsel on both sides 
declare their readiness to put all matters into proper form, 
we shall proceed to consider and determine the point sub- 
mitted to us. 

When new matter arises after issue joined and before 
verdict, the defendant, upon verifying such matter, is per- 
mitted to plead it in what is called a plea since the last 
continuance or adjournment of the cause. At common law 
such a plea confesses the matter which was before in dis- 
pute between the parties, and is therefore a waiver of all 
the pleas previously pleaded. In this state, by the act of 
1796, (Rev .  ch. 451), it is enacted, that the entering of a 
plea since the last continuance of a suit in law, shall in no 
case whatever be construed a relinquishment of any plea 
or pleas previously entered, but the same shall retain the 
like force and operation, which-it or they would have had 
if such plea since the last continuance had not been 
entered. In consequence of this enactment, a plea since The act of 

1796, (Rev. the last continuance is a matter of defence additional to ,ha 451, 

those matters already pleaded by the defendant, and does '$&:E 
not overrule them, provided that the established order of p i s  durri- 

pleading be not thereby subverted. This seems to be a :,",":%- 
necessary qualification of a fundamental law of pleading, b emg ' a re- 

which holds two pleas of a different order to be incorn- %$&, 
patible, of which one admits that there is no foundation former 
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JUNE, 1835. for the other. The pleading of a plea in abatement since 
M o ~ o n ~  the last continuance necessarily operates a relinquishment 

". ofprevious pleas in bar. CONE. 
pleas, does W e  are not satisfied, that this would be a good plea in 
notsubvert bar. The gravamen in the declaration formally set forth, 
the order of 
pleading. would state that the plaintiff was lawfully possessed of the 

slave in question as of his own property, and being so pos- a plea in 
abatement sessed casually lost the same ; that it afterwards came to 
since the 
last contin- the possession of the defendant by finding, yet the defend- 
ayeneces-  ant well knowing the slave to be the property of the 
sarlly ope- 
rates a re- plaintiff, hath not delivered it to him although often 
h u i s h -  requested, but hath hitherto wholly refused so to do, and 
men! of 
previous hath detained, a ~ l d  still doth detain the same to his 
pleas in damage bar. 

dollars. The fact averred in the plea doth 
not deny to the plaintiff any cause of action, for notwith- 
standing that fact, he is entitled to compensation for the 
loss of the services of the slave, during the period the 
possession has been wrongfully withheld. If  the writ of 
the plaintiff had been in trover, it is clear that the regain- 
ing of possession would have affected the amount of his 
cIaim, but would not have destroyed it. 

It seems to us, however, that this is a good plea in 
abatement. The writ of the plaintiff demands the restitu- 
tion of the slave. The defendant is required to answer of 
a plea that he render to the plaintiff the specific slave sued 
for; and the plaintiff afterwards sets forth in his declara- 
tion the gravamen hereinbefore recited, as a more full and 
detailed statement of that demand-as a specification in a 
n~ethodical and legal form of the facts and circumstances 
upon which that demand is founded. If the plaintiff suc- 
ceed in his action, he has judgment to recover the specific 
slave, (or, if it may not be had, the value thereof,) and 
also damages by reason of the detention if any damages be 
assessed therefor. The damages are incidental to, and 
consequential upon, the recovery of the slave. An action 
of detinue does not lie for damages merely. When a 
plaintiff brings an action of detinue, and regains possession 
of the thing detained, he falsifies his writ by his own act, 
and thereby dcfeats that action. I t  is a settled rule, that 
whereter the plaintif? falsifies his OJVII writ. and this 
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appears to the Court, the writ abates. If a demandant JUNE, 1835. 

or plaintiff falsify his writ by his own showing or acknow- Moaoix  

ledgment, it abates of course. Thus, in an assise against C:&. 
several, one pleads a release from the plaintiff, and the 
plaintiff acknowledges it, the whole writ abates. Or in 
trespass, the defendant justifies by a warrant for the 
king's tax, and the plaintiff replies, that the place where, 
&c. was within sanctuary, his writ shall abate, because he 
acknowledges the taking by warrant, and if so, he ought 
to have repkvin, and not trespass. So, if an executor 
(plaintiff) shows that there is another executor alive, not 
named, his writ shall abate. Comyn, tit. Abatement, 
1,. 1, 2. If this do not appear by the plaintiff's own 
showirlg or acknowledgment, it is properly pleadable in 
abatement by the defendant. Thus, the tenant may plead 
in abatement, that the demandant was seised a t  the day 
of the wm'tpurchased. Comyn, ut szcpra, F. 16. So, if 
the demandant or pIaintifT, after action, usurps that which 
he claims, his writ shall abate (id est, shall be abated on 
plea of defendant), for he destroys his action by his own 
act, as if he disseise the tenant pending an assise. Idem, 
H. 47. So, if the demandant enter pending the writ, and 
it may be pleaded pending the writ before issue, o r  after 
issue since the last continuance. Ibid. H. 48, and 2 
Croke, 261. In an assise the plaintiff not only recovers 
his land, but damages and costs. If, however, he falsify 
the writ by his own act, he cannot proceed for his damages 
and costs, but abates the same altogether. The assise is 
brought for the land, and the damages and costs are a 
fruit or consequence of the recovery of the thing demanded. 
Thus it is also in detinue. The thing detained is all that is 
demanded, and the damages are awarded to render the 
restitution compIete. In either case, if the demandant or 
plaintiff by his own act destroy the right to restitution, 
there is an end to his demand of restitution. 

There is a case very hriefly reported in Martin's Collec- 
tion of Cases, (Mewitt v. Merritt, Martin, 18 ) which seems 
to conflict with these views. With every disposition to 
conform our adjudications to former decisions of the Courts 
of the State, we cannot rest upon this case as authority. 
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J~*11835, - I t  is known, that the compiler of this collection never 
Mo~oarr attended Halifax Snperior Court where this case is said to 

CO;E. have been determined, and it does not appear upon whose 
relation he stated it. I t  is possible, that it may be an erro- 
neous account of the case of 31erritt v. Warmozltlt, also 
decided a t  Halifax, and reported in 1 Hay. Rep. 12, where 
the slave was delivered over, not to the plaintiff, but to a 
third person, from whom the defcndant had hired the 
slave. If, however, the case of Illerritt v. IlIerritt, be in 
truth a different case from the last, the note of it is too 
vagueandunsatisfactory to furnish a safe ground of reliance. 
I t  does not appear who constituted the Court by which it 
was determined, nor upon what points the decision rested. 
Besides, the decision itself is directly contradicted by that 
in Sheppard v. Edzc;nrds, 2 Hay. Rep. 186, and in Stroud 
v. Wilkes, not reported, which one of our body personally 
knows, and where the decision was acquiesced in by the 
parties and their counsel. W e  consider ourselves, there- 
fore, not only permitted, but bound to follow upon this 
question, the convictions of our own minds. 

Upon sus- As this was a good plea in abatement, the judgment 
taining a 
pleain thereon should have been, that the plaintiff's w r i ~  be 

quashed, and (as by our act of 17'77 (Rev. cJt. 115, sec. 90) 
the judg- 
ment in every case where judgment is rendered against the 

plaintiff, the defendant is entitled to costs) that the de- be, that the 
plaintiff's fendant recover his costs. Regarding the transcript so 
writ be 
quashed, amended, in pursuance of the agreement of record, we 
andthat are of opinion, that there is no error in the judgment 
the defend- 
ant recover below, and that it should be affirmed with costs. 
his costs. PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 
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JUNE, 1835. 
SAMUEL VINES v. OBEDIENCE BROWNRIGG.  VINE^ 

0. 
BROWN- 

If, upon a judgment in detinue for sInves, the execution is satisfied by the RIM. 

payment of the assessed value, by the defendant, and its receipt by the 
plaintiff, the title to the property will be transferred to the defendant, by 
relation to the time of the verdict and judgment: and the issoe born of 
said slaves, between the rendition of the judgment and the satisfaction of 
the execution, will ofconscquence belong to him. 

T h e  form and effect of the judgment and execution in detinue, stated by 
DANIEL, Judge. 

THIS was an action of TROVER, to which the defendant 
plead " not guilty." A case agreed was submitted to his 
Honor Judge STRANGE, on the last Circuit a t  Green, of 
which the following are the material facts. The plaintiff 
had heretofore brought his action of detinue, against the 
present defendant, for two female slaves, and obtained a 
verdict and judgment therefor, in which the value of the 
slaves was assessed. Execution issued on the judgment, 
and was satisfied by the defendant's paying the assessed 
value, instead of delivering the slaves themselves. Be- 
tween the rendition of the judgment, and the satisfaction of 
the execution, the slaves bore the children, to recover the 
value of whom, was the object of the present suit. The 
defendant contended, that by the satisfi~ction of the exe- 
cution in the former recovery, the female slaves and their 
issue, had became her property; but his Honor beingof a 
different opinion, directed a judgment to be entered for 
the plaintiff, from which the defendant appealed. 

J. H. Bryan, and Mordecai, for the plaintiff. 

W. C. Stanly, for the defendant. 

DANIEL, Judge, after stating the case, proceeded :-The 
judgment in the action of detinue was conditional, (Peters 
v. Heyward, Cro. Jac. 682,) and if drawn out in form, 
would have run thus : " I t  is considered by the Court, that 
Samuel Vines, do recover against the said Obedience 
Brownrigg, the said slaves, or the sum of dollars, 
for the value of the same, if the said Samuel Vines cannot 
have again his said slaves ; and also, that he recover his 
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JUNE, 1835. said damages, costs and charges to dollars beyond 
VINES the value aforesaid, by the jurors aforesaid, in form afore- 

'. said assessed." In England, an award of distringas, is BROWN- 
a m .  added, at the foot of the judgment on the roll. A $. fa. 

issued for the damages for the detention of the slaves and 
costs of suit ; a t  the foot of which$. fa. is added the dh- 
tringas, beginning thus: " W e  also command you, &c." 
Archbold's Forms, 141. This Court said, in Brily v. 
Cherry, 2 Dev. Rep. 2, '' that an action of detinue is an 
affirmance of a continuing title to the thing detained, and 
that the plaintiff does not, as he does in an action of trover, 
disaffirm a continuance of title in himself, but may sustain 
an action for the same chattel against a third person, or 
even against the same party, although he may have ob- 
tained a judgment for it before, provided that judgment 
has not been satisfied." From this reasoning, and also 
from the very form of the judgment in detinue, it seems to 
us, that the plaintiff had a right to have the slaves sur- 
rendered to him ; and that he could have insisted on the 
sheriff's distraining the lands and goods of the defendant, 
until a surrender should be made, if it was possible for the 
defendant to have made a surrender. I t  is very certain 
that the defendant could have discharged herself from the 
value mentioned in the distringas, by making a surrender 
of the slaves. The slaves were declared by the verdict 
and judgment, to be the property of the plaintiff. I t  can- 
not be law, that the plaintiff shall against his will, lose the 
identicd slaves he is seeking to get possession of, by the 
election of the defendant to pay the assessed value, as set 
forth in the judgment and distringas. If the slaves re- 
covered, had been specifically delivered to the plaintiff or 
the sheriff, the plaintiff would also have been entitled to 
the issue born before the delivery, as he would to such as 
might be born afterwards, and might recover such issue in 
detinue, or the value in trover. The valuation is made 
and inserted in the judgment and distringas, for the be- 
nefit of the plaintiff, "if he cannot have again his said 
slaves," as is declared in the form of the judgment. But 
the plaintiff's judgment, in his action of detinue, was 
satisfied by the defendant's paying, and the plaintif's 
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receiving in money the value of the slaves. The judgment JUNE, 183.5. 

and execution, being satisfied in this way, did in law, VINES 
transfer to the defendant the title of those slaves, by rela- 

13R:;N- 

tion to and from the time, that value was fixed by the RXGG. 

verdict and judgment. In  assessing the value, the jury 
must have taken into their calculation, the chances of 
future increase, and raised the value accordingly. I t  
cannot be just, that the plaintiff should receive the value 
thus assessed, and again recover in this action of trover, 
the value of the after-born children. We  think the judg- 
ment is erroneous, and ought to be reversed, and that 
judgment be rendered for the defendant. 

PER CURLAM. Judgment reversed. 

JACOB SMITH v. HENRY TRITT. 

Growing crops are the proper subjects of a levy and immediate sale under a 
$,fa.; and the purchaser acquires a right of ingress and egress to cut and 
carry them away when ripe. 

A sale under an execution, of a growing crop, made at  the distance of two 
miles from the place where the crop stands, is void, and passes no title to 
the purchaser. 

THIS was an action of TROVER, tried on the last Circuit, 
at  Haywood, before his Honor Judge SETTLE. 

Upon opening the plaintiff's case, it appeared, that in 
May: 1833, he purchased a growing crop of wheat, oats, 
and rye, under an execution against the present defendant. 
The levy upon the crop was made in April preceding, and 
the sale took place a t  the Court-house, at  the distance of 
two miles from the premises where the grain was growing. 
When the grain became ripe, the plaintiff proceeded to 
the freehold of the defendant, to gather it, but was forbid- 
den to do so by the defendant, who cut and carried it away 
himself. Upon this statement, his Honor, holding, lst, 
that the growing crop, although it might be levied upon, 
could not be sold, until after it was severed from the free- 
hold; 2dly, that the sale was void, not being made upon 
the premises, directed a nonsuit, and the plaintiff appealed. 
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JUNE, 1835. NO counsel appeared for either party. 
SMITH 

a. 
TRITT. DANIEL, Judge.-Two questions arise in this case. The 

first is, whether growingcrops are the subjects of levy and 
immediate sale under a 3fiel.i fkcias Various growing 
vegetables, termed in law ernblements, and properly speak- 
ing, the profits of sown land, but extended in law, not 
only to growing crops of corn, but to roots planted, and 
other aunual artificial profit, are deemed personal property, 
and pass as such to the executor or administrator of 
the occupier, if he die before he has act~ially cut, reaped, 
or gathered the same. All vegetable productions are so 
classed, when they are raised annually by labour and ma- 
nure, which are considerations of a personal nature, At 
common law, fructus irzrlustrinles, as growing corn, and 
other annual produce which would go to the executor upon 
death, may be taken in execution. 4. Salk. 368. 1 Younge 
& Jer. 398. Lawton v. Lawton, 3 Atli. 13. Storer v. 
Hunter, 10 Eng. Corn. Law Rep. 115. Tidd, 9th ed. 
1001. 1 Chit. Prac. 92. The appraisement and sale 
thereof at this day in England, is regulated by the statute 
of 56th Geo. 3, c. 50. Where corn sold under a$. f ~ .  is 

After an not ripe, the vendee has a reasonable time after it is ripe, 
execution 
saleof un- to cut it and carry it away;  and whilst remaining on the 
ripegrow- land, it is not liable to a distress for rent, for during all 
ing grain 
it is in that time, it is considered in custodin {egis; the goods in 
lodia legzs* the vendee's possession being protected, in order to render 
till it r ~ p -  
ens, when the execution available, although the sheriff's duty ended 
the purcha- on the execution of the bill of sale. Peacocli v. Purvis, 6 
ser has a 
reasonable Eng. Corn. Law Reps. 154. Watson on the Duties of 
time to cut 
and carry Sheriff, 180. In Stcwnrt v. Doughty, 9 John. Rep. 108, 
it away, the case was, that whilst the crop was growing, it was 

sold by the sheriff under an execution against the lessee, 
and the plaintiff, became the purchaser. The Court said 
this was a valid sale, and the purchaser became entitled to 
the right of ingress, &c. to gather the crop. H e  succeeded 
to all the interest of the original Iessee in the crop sown. 
And so the law was understood in the case of TVli+ple v. 
Foot, 2 John. Rep. 418. W e  think the judge erred in this 
part of his charge. 
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The second question is, Was the sale by the sheriff of Jurp,1835. 

the growing crop under the execution, t w o  miles from the SMITH 

place where the crop stood, a valid sale, so as to pass the TETT. 
title to the plaintiti! The execution is to be done 1 1 ,  such 
a manner, as that by the sale, the property is most likely 
to command the high:st price in ready money. It is evi- 
dent, that for this purpose, the bidders ought to have an 
opportunity of inspecting the goods, and forming an esti- 
mate of their value ; without which it is not to be expected, 
that a h i r  equivalent will be bid. The presence of the 

The law al- goods, too, assures the bidders, that a delivery will be waysre- 

made to the highest, forthwith. There is much justice in quires the 
presence of the rule requiring the presence of the chattels when they personal 

are sold by a sheriff or constable. Ainszoorth v. Greenlee, chattels in 
sales under 

3 Murp. 470. Blount V. Jl/litchell, Taylcr's Rep. 131. execution, 

Same Case, 2 Hay. Rep. 65. In this case, the crop was The cases 
of Ains. 

not in the presence of the bidders, and according to the ,,,,h .. 
above authorities, we think it was void, and that the pur- GreenlepT 3 

Murphey, 
chaser acquired no title. Upon this point in the case, we 410, and 

think that the decision of the Superior Court was correct, ~~~~~1~ 

and therefore the judgmeut must be affirmed. Tay. 131 ; 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. f$";e:7 

The Governor, upon the relation or PHILIP MLRAE'S Admr. v. JOSIAH 
EVANS. 

I f  the shcriff forbears, at the rcquest of thc plaintiff, to collect money on an 
execution, he is not responsible therefor; but if he ferbears of his own ac- 
cord, he will be liable for the damages the plaintiff may sustain thereby. I f  
the whole amount of the execution is lost by the sheriff's negligence, he 
will be answerable for that amount ; but iftiie money can still be collected 
from the defendant in the execution, (a fact which it will be for the sheriff 
to prove,) the sheriff will be liable only for the damage which the plaintiff 
has sustained by the delay. 

The sheriff is liable for the mere not returning an execution, but the damages 
therefor, will be only nominal. 

Where the general doctrines and rules contained in a Judge's charge arc 
correct, and there appears no special circumstances requiring a modifica- 
tion ofthem, and the party excepting has called for no special instructions 
which h w e  been denied, an exception to the charge cannot be sustained. 

AFTER the new trial granted in this case a t  June Term, 
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JUNE, 1835. 1830, (see 2 Dev. Rep. 383,) i t  was again tried at Cumber- 
M<RAK'S land, on the Spring Circuit of 1834, before his Honor 

Judge SEAWELL, when it appeared to be an action brought 
EVANS. against the surety of the coroner, upon his official bond. 

The breaches assigned were, that on an execution against 
the sheriff at  the instance of the relator's intestate, the 
coroner had failed to collect the money, and to return the 
execution. Evidence was introduced on the part of the 
defendant, to show that the plaintiff in that execution, 
directed the coroner to forbear making the money ; and 
also to prove that no execution afterwards issued for seve- 
ral subsequent terms, and that during that timc, the 
defendant in the execution was of sufficient ability to pay 
the amount of the execution, if the plaintiff had sued it out. 
His Honor, in his directions to the jury, informed them, 

that if the coroner was directed by the plaintiff in the 
execution, not to make the money, the coroner was in no 
default for his omission to do so; but if the plaintiff did 
not authorise the coroner to forbear making the money, 
and he nevertheless did forbear, that the plaintiff wouId 
then be entitled to recover damages for the default, and 
that the amount of the damages, would depend upon the 
loss the plaintiff sustained. That if he thereby lost his 
debt, he would be entitled to recover the whole amount; 
but if it was only postponed, and he might hare recovered 
it, if he had afterwards taken out another execution, then 
he was only entitled to recover such damage as was occa- 
sioned by the delay. That how the fact was in regard to 
the reason why the money was not made, whether by the 
direction of the plaintiff, or the mere indulgence of the 
coroner, was a fact for them to decide, and they would find 
accordingly. That as to the other breach assigned, it was 
the duty of the coroner to return the execution to the 
Court from which it issued, but that inasmuch as it was in 
the power of the plaintiff, to have ruled the coroner to 
return the execution, if such return was necessary, before 
the Court would allow a new execution, and upon that 
return to have obtained a new execution, the damage for 
such omission would be but nominal." 

His Honor further instructed the jury : " That it was the 
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duty of the defendant to show the sufficiency of the de- JUNE, 1835- 
fendant in the execution to pay, if the plaintiff had taken M'RAE'S 

Adm. out new executions, and that it should be fully shown." v. 
The jury found for the plaintiff, and assessed nominal EVANS. 

damages. The plaintiff moved to have the verdict set 
aside, and a nem* trial granted on account of misdirection, 
which being refused, he appealed. 

The case was submitted without argument by W. H. 
Haywood, for the plaintiff, and Henry, for the defendant. 

GASTON, Judge.-This case comes before the Court on 
the appeal of the plaintiff, and has been submitted to us 
without argument. On examining the record, we per- 
ceive that the plaintiff obtained a verdict but for nominal 
damages, and moved to have the verdict set aside, and a 
new trial awarded, because of misdirection of the Judge in 
his charge to the jury. This motion was refused, and its 
rejection is the only error assigned. We  have examined 
that charge, and we do not perceive any instruction in it, 
of which the plaintiff has a right to complain. The general 
doctrine laid down in the charge is correct, and the rules 
recommended to the jury, as guides to their discretion in 
the regulation of damages, as general rules, appear to us 
unexceptionable. If more specific instructions were de- 
sired, they should have been prayed for; and the refusal 
of the Court to give them, made the subject of distinct 
exception. If there were special circumstances in the 
case, requiring any modification of the general doctrine, or 
of the general rules for estimating the damages; these 
should have been set forth, for we cannot presume their 
existence. As the alleged misdirection is not seen, we are 
of opinion, that the Court below, did not err in refusing 
the new trial. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 
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D~~~~~ EDMTJND I;. DOZIER, Admr. de banis non of ISAAC DOZIER, v. 

v. ISAAC L. SANDERLIN Exr. of WILLIS SANDERLIN. 
SANDERLIN. 

If an administrator marries the next of' kin of' hid intestate, and has assets, 
and upon the death ofhis wife, administers upon hcr eststc, her distributive 
share becomes his property, the claim being by the mere operation of law, 
satisfied and extinpished. And, in such case, it seems that the wife's 
share would become the property of the huslmld, without an administra. 
tion on her estate. 

Where zn intestate is indebted to the wife ofhis administrator, and the latter 
has assets, the debt is satisfied by the mere operation of law, and does not 
survive to the wife. 

ASSUMPSIT brought by the administrator de bonis non of 
Isaac Dozier, against the executor of his former adminis- 
trator. The jury, upon the issue submitted to them, found 
a verdict in favour of the plaintiff, for the sum of two 
thousand nine hundred and sixty-nine dollars and forty 
cents, the amount of assets which had come to the hands 
of the defendant's testator, subject to certain deductions, 
if the Court, upon a case agreed, should think the defend- 
ant's testator entitled thereto. The case stated, that Isaac 
Dozier died intestate, and Willis Sanderlin, the defendant's 
testator, administered upon his estate, and assets to the 
amount above mentioned, came to his hands. Willis 
Sanderlin married Chloe, a daughter of Isaac Dozier. 
Chloe, after surviving her father, died, and her husband 
administered upon her estate. Willis Sanderlin then mar- 
ried Patsey Dozier, to whom Isaac Dozier had been 
guardian, and to whom at his death, he was indebted as 
guardian, in the sum of six hundred and ninety-seven 
dollars and seventy-six cents. Willis Sanderlin lived 
about two years after his marriage with Patsey Dozier, 
during all which time he had in his hands the amount of 
assets above stated, of the estate of Isaac Dozier. The 
only evidence of his retaining, or reducing into possession 
the sum due his wife from the estate of his intestate, was 
his applying to one George Ferehee, an accountant, to 
state the accounts between his wife Patsey and Isaac 
Dozier, her guardian, saying he wished to know how much 
to retain from the estate of Isaac Dozier. 
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Patsey survived her husband and was then living, and JUNE, -- 1835. 
one of the questions presented to the Court, was, whether DOZIER 

the sum due the said Patsey, from Isaac Dozier, belonged s,N~R,I, .  

to the defendant as executor of TYillis Sanderlin or survived 
to his wife. The other question was, whether the defend- 
ant's testator was entitled as adrninistrafor of his first wife 
to her distributive share of her father's estate, which was 
one-seventh part thereof. 

His Honor, Judge DONNELL, a t  Camden, on the last 
Circuit, pro formn disallowed both claims made by the 
defendant on behalf of his testator, and rendered judgment 
for the whole amount of two thousand nine hundred and 
sixty-nine dollars and forty cents, from which the defend- 
ant appealed. 

Kinney, for the defendant.-If a husband reduces his 
wife's chose in  action into possession during coverture, he 
is entitled to it as his own, a t  law. Here he had it in 
possession during the marriage, and manifested a deter- 
mination to keep it jure marito. Whenever a debt is due 
to an administrator from the estate upon which he has 
administered, and he has assets in his hands, the assets 
to an amount sufficient to extinguish the debt, become his 
own, as the law appropriates them to that purpose. ~Wuse 
v. Sawyer, N. C. Term Rep. 204. 1 Rolle's Abr. 350. 
By marriage the husband is appointed by the wife to receive 
her choses in action. He  is, therefore, in this case both 
payer and receiver, and the law makes the application. 

Bailey and Iredell, for the plaintiff.-Choses in action, 
to become the property of the husband, must be reduced 
into his possession as husband. Here he held as trustee, 
and no act was done showing a reduction into possession, 
in his own right. An intent only, to reduce into possession 
will not do. 1 Roper's Husband and Wife, 204. Blount 
v. Bestlancl, 5 Ves. Jun. 515. A mere appropriation is 
not sufficient. Wildman v. Wildman, 9 Ves. Jun. 174. 
1 Roper's H. & W. 216. A husband's receipt of his 
wife's choses in action, must be in the character of hus- 
band. Baker v. Hall, 12 Ves. Jun. 473. Berry v. MCAlister, 
Conf. Rep. 100. If a husband takes property in the 
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JUNE? 1835- character of a trustee, and shows no act to evidence his 
DOZIER taking it as husband, it survives to the wife. Merely 

0. 
sdNDERLIN. calling upon an accountant to state an account, is not a 

suficient act. A debt to be extinguished must be owing 
from the person, who is alone to receive it for his own use, 
and not for the use of another. 

Kinney, in reply.-Where a man is to receive money 
from a particular fund, and the fund is in his hands, the 
law makes the application, and discharges the debt. Can 
a debt due the wife be paid to any person but the husband? 
Can the wife give a receipt and discharge for the debt? 
A court of law will make the application of the fund; 
though a Court of Equity may hold the husband as a 
trustee for the wife. 

RUFFIW, Chief Justice.-It is yielded on the part of the 
plaintiff, that the testator, Willis Sanderlin, by adminis- 
tering on the estate of his first wife, Chloe. became entitled 
to her distributive share of her father's estate, and might 
retain it out of the assets of the father, then in his own 
hands as administrator of the father. Whether the ad- 
ministration on the wife's estate was necessary, might be 
doubted, supposing the husband to have assented to the 
distribution ; and there is no dispute, here, whether he held 
the assets for distribution, or for the benefit of his intestate 
the father's creditors. Having the assets, he was himself 
the debtor to the father's next of kin ; and whether the 
debt to his wife became extinct, because as husband he 
might retain it, or not, i t  seems certain that by adminis- 
tering on her estate, which enured to his own benefit, and 
thereby becoming himself the sole creditor, and being 
before the sole debtor, the debt was satisfied and extin- 
guished. 

I t  is insisted, however, that the debt to Patsey, the 
second wife, was never reduced to possession by the hus- 
band in his life time, and therefore survived to her. The 
argument is, that he did not hold as husband, but had the 
assets as administrator and trustee ; and several cases 
were cited, where the executor married the residuary 
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legatee, and it was held that it was not per se a reduction JUNE, 1635. 

to possession by him. But those cases seem to have no DCZTER 

application to that before us. They involved the consi- 
deration of the executor's assent to the legacy, until which 
he could not be said to hold either as legatee or husband. 
Here the husband's intestate had been the former guar- 
dian of the wife, and was indebted to her at  his death. I t  
is not seen how this differs from any other debt. If the 
intestate had owed the wife n bond debt, and the husband 
administered on the debtor's estate and received assets 
sufficient, he might or ought to apply them to the debt ; 
because as husband he has the right to retain, and as the 
administrator having assets, he is the hand to pay. I t  is 
clear, that the husband may retain for a debt due to his 
wife from his intestate. Indeed it is stated, that if a mar- 
ried woman be executrix, the husband may retain, if the 
testator mas indebted to him, or (which is said to be the 
same thing) to the wife before marriage. Toll. Exrs. 359. 
I t  cannot be otherwise; for the case is within the reason Whether 

the debt of of the rule of retainer. Whether the debt be due to the theintes- 

husband or to the wife, and whether the one or the other tatebe due 
to the 

be the representative, can make no difference; for in h,,bana,, 

neither case, could a suit be brought, and therefore the :njhe wife* 

remedy is by retainer. When a retainer is allowed, and whether 

the party has assets, it is an extinguishment, upon the the the other one or be 

principle that the same hand is both to pay and toreceive, the repre- 

Muse v. Sazoyer, N. C. Term Rep. 204. sentatlve, 
the doctrine 

The Court does not think it necessary to consider the of retainer 
applies ; 

effect of the marriage merely, nor of the evidence of the 
intention of the husband to appropriate a part of the assets debt is ex- 

tinguished. 
to the debt; nor how the rule is, where the husband is the 
executor and the wife a legatee. The case is decided on 
the whole of its own circumstances ; which are that an 
administrator of a debtor, with ample assets, marries the 
creditor. W e  think the law immediately applied so much 
of the assets in satisfaction. Consequently, upon the case 
agreed, both of those sums are to be deducted from the 
verdict; and the judgment must be reversed, and judg- 
ment rendered here for the plaintiff, for one thousand nine 
hundred and forty-seven dollars and twelve cents. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment accordingly. 
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PENDER THOMAS E. PENDER v.  ALPHEUS FOBES. 

FOBES. 
Where, upon the sale of a vessel, a bill of sale was executed between the par- 

ties, containing a warranty of title only, parol evidence is inadmissible to 
prove an additional warranty of soundness. 

TIIIS was an action of ASSUNPSIT, upon an alleged parol 
warranty of soundness in the sale of a vessel. A bill of 
sale under seal, was executed by the defendant for the 
vessel in question, containing only a covenant of warranty 
as to the title. The plaintiff proposed to pro\-e by a wit- 
ness, that at the time the contract was made, and the bill 
of sale executed, the defendant warranted the soundness 
and sea-worthiness of the vessel. The evidence was ob- 
jected toon the part of the defendant, and his Honor Judge 
DONNELL, at Chowan, on the last Circuit, deeming parol 
evidence inadmissible to establish an additional warranty, 
when the parties had reduced their contract to writing by 
a formal bill of sale containingonly covenants of warranty 
of title, rejected the evidence. The plaintiff, in submission 
to this opinion, suffered a nonsuit, and appealed. 

The case was submitted without argument, by Iredell, 
for the plaintiff, and Kinney, for the defendant. 

DANIEL, Judge.-An oral contract, agreeing with that 
stated in the declaration, may be proved by any compe- 
tent witness, who was present at the time, or who heard 
the defendant admit the existence of such contract. In 
two classes of cases, however, parol evidence is inadmis- 
sible. First, where the parties have entered into a written 
contract, for that is the best and only evidence of the 
intention of the parties, so long as it exists, that can be 
produced. Secondly, where written evidence of the con- 
tract is expressly required by law. 2 Starkie, 81. I t  is 
a general rule, that where an agreement has been reduced 
to writing, evidence of oral declarations, made at the same 
time, shall not be admitted tocontradict or to alter it: for 
where the terms of an agreement are reduced to writing, 
the document itself, being constituted by the parties them- 
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selves, as the true and proper expositor of their admissions JUNF, 1835. 
and intentions, is the only instrument of evidence in respect PENDER 

v. of that agreement, which the law wiil recognise, so long FoeEs. 
as iteexists, for the purposes of evidence. 3 Starliie, 1002. 
Where a contract was entered into for the sale of goods, 
and a bill of sale was afterwards executed, it was held, 
that the bill of sale was the only evidence of the contract 
which could be received. Lnno v. lieale, 3 Eng. Com. 
L a w  Rep. 267. The previous contract there, was for a 
ship, fbrty tons of iron kintlage, &c. ; the bill of sale was 
of a ship, together wit t~  all stores, &c., in the usual form, 
and silent as to kintlage; and held, that the vendee could 
not recover for the non-delivery of the kintlage. So, where 
the agreement specified the rent and the term, but was 
silent as to the taxes, the Court refused to receive parol 
evidence on the part of the lessor, that previously to the 
drawing up of the memorandum, it had been agreed and 
understood by the parties, that the rent was to be paid, 
clear of all taxes. Rich v. Jackson, 4 Bro. Ch. C. 515. 
The same rule in the cases of Preston v. AIerceau, 2 Sir 
Will. Bla. Rep. 1249, and Rolleston v. lii'bbert, 3 Term 
Rep. 413. Again, parol evidence was refused to the plain- 
tiff to prove a warranty of the soundness of a slave, when 
there was a written instrument conveying the slave, and 
containing a warranty of title only. Smith v. Williams, The case 

of Smzth v. 1 Car. L a w  Rep. 363. 8. C. 1 Murph. 426. For, say wia ,,,, 
the Court, if they meant to be bound by any such war- 1C.L.Rep. 

263 ; S. C.  
ranty, they might have added it to the writing, and thus 1 Murphey, 

have given to it a clearness, a force, and a distinctness, ::;::- 
which it could not have by being trusted to the memory 
of a witnass. W e  think that the decision made by the 
Judge in the Superior Court was correct, and therefore the 
judgment must be affirmed. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 
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TROY ALEXANDER TROY et al. Esrs.of JAMES B. WHITE u. JOSHUA 
1). 

WILLIAX- 
WILLIAMSON. 

SON. 

Under the act of lie2 (Rev, ch. 177, s. 3), thesheriff must be proceeded 
against by stz.fu. ris b u d ,  fix not talilag bail npon a c a p s ,  in equity ; and 
an actlon on the case ~ m l l  cot lie against 111m for such fa~lure or neglect. 

CASE, against the defendant, as sheriff, for not having 
taken bail upon a capias ad respondendurn, issued on the 
filing of n bill in equity. His Honor Judge SEAWELL, at  
Columbus, on the last Circuit. being of opinion that the 
act of l'T82, ( R e v .  ch. 177, sec. 3,) which authorises a capias 
ad respondendurn in equity, not only imposes the same liahi- 
lity on the sheriff for not taking bail, hut gives the same 
remedy as in cases at law, nonsuited the plaintiffs ; where- 
upon they appealed. 

Winston, for the defendant. 
No counsel appeared for the plaintiffs. 

DANIEL, Judge.-The act of 1752 (ubi supm) authorises 
the Judge to make a speciai order to hold the defendant to 
bail, either in term time or in vacation, upon the plaintiff's 
filing his bill and malting oath as to the amount of his 
debt, or damages incurred by the conduct of the defendant. 
The clerk, upon such order, is to issue a capias ad respon- 
dendum to the sheriff of the county where the defendant 
resides. By the act of 1759, (Rev. ch. 314, sec. 5,) the 
clerk and master may malie the order and issue the capias. 
The sheriff is directed to obey the same ; and the same 
rules and regulations shall he observed in regard to bonds 
taken by virtue of this act, and they shall be on the same 
footing in all respects as bail bonds taken by the sheriff 
on actions at  law, except they shall be assignable by the 
sheriff,or his representatives, under the directions of the 
Court ; and the sheriff is to be held liable for taking ins@- 
cient security, as in such cases in actions at  law. By the 
act of 1777, (ubi supra), in civil actions, if the sheriff fail 
or neglect to take bail, or the bail returned be held insuffi- 
cient on exception taken to the same, the sheriff shall be 
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deemed and stand a s  special bail. Under this act, the J ~ E *  1835. 

sheriff is to be proceeded against, not by an action on the TROY 
V .  

case for neglect of duty, but by scire facias, charging him w,,,,,,. 
as bail, when he shall have all the privileges and advan- soN. 

tages of bail in general. Huggins v. Fouuille, 3 Dev. Rep. 
392. If the sheriff takes a bond by:force of the act of 1782, 
it is placed on the footing of a bail bond, and thesecurities 
have all the rights and privilegesof bail on actions at law. 
So the act declares, that if the sheriff shall take insuficient 
security, he shall be held liable as in actions at law. This 
act is not as particular in its phraseology, as the act of 
1777; it does not in so many words declare, that if the 
sheriff shall fail or neglect to take any bail, he shall him- 
self be deemed and &en to stand as special bail ; but if 
he shall take insuficient seczcrity, he shall be held as bail. 
I t  seems to us, however, that the legislature meant to 
place the liability of the sheriff, for taking insufficient 
security, or no security, precisely upon the same footing 
under both acts, and that his not taking any seczcrity, is 
tantamount to his not taking szr$icient security. The law 
intended, that he should get good bail, or be bail himself. 
W e  think, therefore, that the sheriff in this case must 
be considered as bail, and that the plaintiff must proceed 
against him in that character. This action has been mis- 
conceived, and the judgment below must he affirmed. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 

I t  seems, that the same doubts which caused thiscase to 
be brought to the Supreme Court for adjudication, induced 
the legislature, at its session in 1833, to pass an act (see 
pamphlet acts of 1833, c. 7,) amendatory of the act of 
1782, decIaring that sheriffs shall be held and taken as 
special bail, for failing or neglecting to take bail upon a 
capias ad resr~ondendum from a Court of Equity, as they 
were by the particular words of the act of 1782, for taking 
insufficient bail. The neglect of duty for which the 
sheriff was sued in this case, took place before the passage 
of the act of 1833, and therefore did not come under its 
operation. This note is inserted for the purpose of ex- 
plaining the reason why the court was under the necessity 
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JUNE. 3875. of putting a construction upon the act of 1782, as it would 
TROY have been relieved from that necessity, had this case come 
". within the operation of the act of 1833. WILLIAM- 

SON. 

LEMUEL M. PETTIJOHN, Exr. of VALENTINE BEASLEY a. 
ROBERT BEASLEY et Ux. 

A widow,whose husband has left a will, to entitle herselfto a year's provision 
under the act of 1627, c. 13, must enter her dissent to the will, and file her 
petition at the term of the County Court when it is proved. 

A County Court, haviug no power to make a year's allowance to a widow, 
when her petition is filed at a term subsequent to that at which the will 
was proved, may, on motion, set aside the proceedings, granting such 
allowance, although the executor may also be relieved by certiorari. 

THIS was a RULE to show cause why the report and 
confirmation thereof, of an allowance to a widow for her 
year's support, should not be set aside, as irregular and 
void. 

Harriet Beasley, the widow of Valentine Beasley, 
filed her petition at March Term, 1834, of Chowan County 
Court, in which she stated, that her husband had died, 
leaving a will, to which she had entered her dissent of 
record at that term; and further, that said will had been 
proven at the preceding November Term of said Court, 
by Lemuel M. Pettijohn. The petition prayed, that com- 
missioners might be appointed, to allot to her one year's 
provision out of the estate of her said husband, which was 
granted ; and the commissioners made their report to the 
ensuing term in May, when it was confirmed by the 
Court. At the August Term following, this rule was 
obtained against the said Harriet, and Robert Beasley, 
whom she had married since filing her petition. Upon 
the return of the rule, it was made absolute, and the 
defendants appealed to the Superior Court, where, at 
Chowan, on the last Circuit, his Honor Judge DONNELL 
dismissed the rule and proceedings thereon, being of opin- 
ion, that if there was error in the proceedings, on the 
application of the widow for her year's support, it could 
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only be reached by certiorari or writ of error. From this JUNE, 1835. 

judgment the plaintiff appealed. PETTIJOHN 
I,. -. 

No counsel appeared for either party. BEASLEY. 

GASTON, Judge.--In the case of Gillespie v. Hymans, 4 
Dev. Rep. 119, it was determined, that a widow whose 
husband died intestate, could not claim a year's provision 
o ~ l t  of his estate, unless her petition was filed at the term 
when administration was granted. The Court left open 
the question, at what time a widow who dissents from her 
husband's will, and who, it is declared by our act of 1827, 
ch. 13, " shall be entitled to, and shall recover out of the 
estate of her husband, one year's provision, i n  the same 
mnnner that she would have done, if her husband had 
died intestate," is bound to prefer her petition. The 
record in this case shows, that the widow preferred her 
petition at March Term, 1834, of Chowan County Court, 
and by her petition set forth, that her husband's will was 
proved at the preceding term, and that at the term of 
filing the petition, she dissented therefrom. If we take 
the words only of the act of 1827, there is no limitation to 
thz time when the widow who dissents shall demand her 
year's provision. She shall recover it in like manner as 
she would have done if h-r husband had died intestate; 
and when her husband dies intestate, she is to petition a t  
the same court, when letters of administration are granted. 
Unable by any construction to adhere to the words of the 
act of 1527, we are driven to the necessity of fixing such 
an interpretation upon the act, as seems most consistent 
with the genera intention of th legislature. 

The practice of dissent by a widow from the will of her 
husband, was introduced by our act of 1784 (Rev. ch. 204, 
sec. 8). Before that act, widows were entitled tn be 
endowed of one-third of all the lands whereof their hus- 
bands were seised at any time during the coverture ; and 
no provision made for a widow by will, unless made in 
lieu and satisfaction of dower, and then because of her 
election, to take it as such, constituted a legal bar to the 
demand for dower. Among very important changes 
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Ju~~91835. made by that act, the widow's claim to dower was 
PETTIJOHN restricted to the lands whereof her husband died seised, 

and a testamentary disposition made in her favour by her 
deceased husband, was a legal bar to dower, unless she 
signified her dissent thereto before a Judge, or in open 
Court of the County, within six months after probate of 
his will. The first act of our legislature in relation to the 
year's provision for the widow, was made in 1896, (Rev. 
ch. 469,) and none of the acts on  the subject (unless that 
in question be one,) have any reference to, or necessary 
connection with, those relative to dower. This act, in 
speaking of dissents, unquestionably means dissents signi- 
fied in open Court, or before a Judge, as required by the 
act of 1784. So far the latter act is necessarily referred 
to. But the act of 1827, goes on to provide, that the 
widow so dissenting, shall be entitled to, and recover a 
year's provision in the same manner as if her husband had 
died intestate. The widow of an intestate is not entitled, 
and cannot recover, unless she prefer her petition at least 
as soon as a representative of that estate is appointed and 
qualified. W e  have had occasi~n to notice in Gillespie v. 
Hymans, the manifest design of the legislature to secure 
this provision, as the means of subsistence to the widow 
during the first year of her destitution, and their solicitude 
that it shall be made before the representative of the 
estate of the deceased shall enter upon the administration 
of the assets. We cannot presume that it was intended 
to place the widow dissenting in a better situation than 
the widow of an intestate, or to subject the executor to 
difficulties and embarrassments from which the adminis- 
trator was so sedulously protected. We are therefore led to 
the conclusion, that to entitle the widow, when her husband 
has left a will, to claim a year's allowance, she must dissent 
and petition at the term when the will is proved. 

There is no doubt, but that a certiorari would have 
been an appropriate remedy for the plaintiff in this case 

The case against the illegal allowance made to the widow. But Whitley v. 
Black, 2 where the unlawful act is absolutely void (according to 
Hawks, 
179, ap the case of Whitley v. Black, 2 Hawks, 179,) the Court 
proved in which it takes place may, on motion, declare the act 
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void- Such appears to us the character of the act done JUNE, 1835. 

in the present case. The County Court had n o  power PETTlJOHN 
to make the year's allowance upon the petition exhibited, 
and upon discovering that it had unwittingly transcended 
its power, it might rightfully order a vacatur to be entered 
of its proceedings. 

This Court reverses the judgment of the Superior Court, 
and affirms that of the County Court, setting aside the 
report and confirmation thereof, on the petition of Harriet 
Beasley. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment reversed. 

NICHOLAS NICELAR c. T h e  Heirs of LEONARD BARBRICK. 

T h e  report of commissioners, appointed to di>ide thelandsof~ntestates, under 
the acts of 1787 and 1801, (Rev. c/t. 274 and 588) will be presumed to be 
correct, and be confirmed, although one dlvldend of land be nearly double, 
and another not half of tlle average \ d u e  of the shares, unless son~ething 
improper appears on the face of thc return, or is shown by extrinsic proofs. 

THIS was a petition for PARTITION. 

The heirs at  law of Leonard Earbrick, filed a petition 
for partition of the lands oftheir deceased ancestor, in the 
County Court of Cabarrus ; an order was made for the 
appointment of commissioners, and the commissioners 
made return of their proceedings to the Court. I t  appear- 
ed upon that return, that they had allotted to Catharine 
Stirewalt, one of the heirs, and wife of Adam Stirewalt, 
by metes and bounds, a piece of land containing two 
hundred and twenty-one acres, valued at  eleven hundred 
dollars ; to Polly West, another of t h r ,  heirs, the wife of 
Isaac West, an adjoining piece of land, by metes and 
bounds containing two hundred and twenty-six acres, and 
valued at  three hundred and ninety-five dollars ; to RIarga- 
ret Earnhart, another heir, the wife ofPeter Earnhart, an 
adjoining piece, by metes and bounds containing two hun- 
dred and fifty-seven acres, and valued at  five hundred and 
fourteen dollars ; and to Elizabeth, the wife of Nicholas 
Nicelar, the other heir, a piece by metes and bounds con- 
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JUNE, 1835. taining two hundred and eighty-four acres, and valued a t  
N~CELAR one thonsand eight hundred &llars; and for equality of 

"' partition ti,ey charged the share of Elizabeth Nicelar, with BARBRICK. 
the sum of eight hundred and forty-seven dollars and 
seventy-five cents ; that is to say, with four hundred and 
thirty-eight dollars and twenty-five cents, payable to 
Margaret Earnhart, and four hundred and nine dollars and 
fifty cents, to Polly Wes t ;  and the share of Catharine 
Stirewalt, with the sum of one hundred and forty-seven 
dollars and seventy-five cents, payable to Polly West. 
The  County Court confirmed this report and ordered the 
s .use to be 1-1 corded, from which judgment Nicholas 
Nicelar nr pealed to the Superior Court. In  that Court, 
on the last Circuit at  Cabarrus, before his 1 onor Judge 
SETTLE, it was objected by the appellant, that the report 
ought not to be confirmed, because of the inequality in the 
partition appearing on the face of the report;  but this 
objection was overruled, and " the report confirmed," from 
which judgment he appealed. 

No  counsel appeared for either party. 

GASTON, Judge, after stating the case as above, pro- 
ceeded.-The acts of 1585 and 1801, (Rev. CJL 274 and 
588,) requires that the commissioners shall apportion the 
lands into as equal shares as possible, by a subdivison, if 
necessary, of the more valuable tract or tracts; and au- 
thorise an unequal partition of the lands, and correcting 
the inequality by charges of money on the more valuable 
dividends, only, where an equal division of the lands can- 
not be made without injury to the heirs. These require- 
ments are to be strictly observed by the comn~issioners, 
and ~ e r y  departure fiom them ought to be corrected 
wherever it is perceived. A disregard of them, compels 
some )I the parties to become sellers, and others purchasers, 
without their ronsent, and, especia'ly in the cases of femes 
couert and infants, may be productive of very injurious 
results. The inequality in the value of the different tracts 
in this case, is very striking. The average value of a 
share is nine hundred and fifty-two dollars and twenty-five 
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cents, and to onc of the parties is allotted land of almost JUNE, --- - 1835. 

double this average value, and to another, land less than NICELAX 
half this value ; nor are any specla1 circumstances stated, 
which rendered it impracticable to make a more equal 
division without injury to the heirs. Nevertheless it 
appears to us, that so much respect is due to the report of 
the commissioners, selected for, and sworn to, the perform- 
ance of this special duty, as to warrant the presumption 
that their doings have been correct, where the contrary 
does not appear upon the face of their return, or is shown 
by extrinsic proofs. I t  may be, that a more equal division 
of the lands could not have been made without injury to 
the parties; and therefore the partition cannot be pro- 
nounced wrong upon its face. No extrinsic proofs were 
offered to contradict the presumption of correctness. This 
Court therefore, cannot say, that the Superior Court erred 
in overruling the only objection made to the report, and in 
confirming the same. 

W e  have had some doubt whether the judgment below Ajudg. 

is to be regarded as a final one or not. R o m  the great r:taF:i' 
indulgence which has been shown in this state to informal report of 

eornmissi- entries, possibly this might be supported as such. W e  do 
not, however, consider ourselves Lound to treat it as a final divide land 

'< be con- judgment, and we think, had a final judgment been design- fir,,d:, 

ed, the return and appropriation would have been directed without or- 
dering it to to be recorded, (or enrolled,) and a disposition made of the berecord. 

costs of the appeal. Viewing the judgment as interlocu- ed!and 
giving 

tory only, from which an appeal has been permitted under judgment 

the act of 1831, c. 34, we shall direct this opinion to be ~ S ~ ~ e i ,  

certified to the Superior Court of Cabarrus ; and there is seems, isan . interlocu. to be a judgment here against the appellant for the costs of 
this appeal. not a final 

PER CURIADI. judgn.ent. Judgment accordingly. 
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DFC. 1833. 

C\ RITE * JOSHUA WHITE Adm. of JACOB i\ H I T E  v. JOHN C. WHITE. 
a. 

WIEITE. 
A deed conveying slaves to the trustees of a religious society, for the use of 

thesociety, vests no beneficla1 interest In the trustees i n d ~ r ~ d u a l l ~  ; and i f i t  
is intended to confer on the slaves the rights of freenxn. while they are 
nominally held in bondqc, it IS inojmatlre as being against publ~c policy. 

The  possession of slaves for more than thrce years, by the trust-es of a reli- 
gious society, for its benefit exclusively, and against the rights of all others, 
is a bar to an action of detinue for the slaves, notwitl~standmg the society 
considers slavery a s  sinful, and l~olds the slaves for the purpose of giving 
them the advantages of freemen ; because the cause of action arose from 
the conversion, and not from the intent with which it  was made. 

DETINUE for several slaves. PLEAS non detinet, and the 
statute of limitations. 

On the trial before his Honor Judge SEAWELL, at  Gates, 
on the fall Circuit of 1833, the case was as follows :- 

Joshua White the elder, being the owner of a slave 
named Hagar, the mother of those in dispute, in the year 
1776, executed the following deed. 

1 ~ 1  Joshua White, of, &c. from mature and deliberate 
consideration and conviction of my own mind, being fully 
pursuaded that freedom is the natural right of all mankind, 
and that no law moral or divin:., has given me a right or 
property in the persons of any ofmy fellow-creatures ; and 
being desirous of fulfilliny the injunctions of our Lord and 
Saviour, by doing to others as I would be done by, do 
therefore declare, that having under my care, a negro girl 
by the name of Hagar, aged about ten years, I do for 
myself, my heirs, excciitors and administrators, hereby 
release unto the said Hagar, all my right, interest and claim 
or pretentions of claim to her person, or any estate which 
she may acquire, after she shall attain to the age of 
eighteen." 

There was no evidence offered of any seizure of the slave 
by the churchwardens or any other person, pursuant to 

* This case was decided at December Term, 1833, and is one of the four 
cases reported in  4 Dev. Rep. commencing at page 257, in  which the same 
party was plaintiff, but by some mistake, the opinion of the Chief Justicc was 
ot  erlooked. 
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the act of 1741, (Iredell's Rev. ch. 84, s. 56.) Joshua 1833. 

White sent the slave Hagar to his son Jacob White, with wHrTE 
whom she and her children lived many years. During wi;Tx. 
Jacob's possession of them he frequently declared that he 
had no title to them, but kept them only in consequence of 
a promise made by him to his father. While the negroes 
were in the possession of Jacob, they refused to labour on 
his plantation, upon which, on one occasion, he told an 
uncle of his to take them. and do what he pleased with 
them. Afterwards, in March, 1809, he executed the fol- 
lowing deed. 

" Know all men, &c. that I Jacob White, of, &c. in 
consideration of the love and al'fection I have, and bear 
towards the Society of Friends, or people denominated 
Quakers, and for divers good causes, k c .  have given, 
granted, assigned and set over to Mordecai Morris, Joshua 
Trublood and others, trustees for the said Society, to and 
fix the benefit of the said society, all my right, title, inter- 
est and claim in certain negroes" (describing them, and 
arnong whom were Hagar and her children,) " to have and 
to hold the said negroes to them and their successors in 
office, to the care and protection of the said society." 

After the execution of this deed, the negroes remained 
in the possession of Jacob White, with the consent of the 
trustees, until his death in 1816, and after his death, in 
that of his widow, until her death in 1823. 

Joshua White, the elder, the maker of the deed of ernan- 
cipation above set forth, by his will, devised to his son 
Jacob a tract of land, and then proceeded as ~ollows: 
" also every other article that I have already possessed 
him with." He gave the residue of his estate to lais wife 
and three daughters, and constituted his wife and one 
Moore executors. The will was proved in January, 1804, 
by both the executors. 

Jacob White by his will gave the residue of his estate 
to  three of his children, of whom the plaintiff is one. He 
appointed his wife and his son Josiah, executors, and the 
will was proved by the latter alone. No slaves were 
mentioned in Jacob's will, and after the execution of ~ t ,  he 
frequenr?y deeIared that ha d!d not own any. 
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DEc.1rn3. At November Term, 1831, of the County Court of Per- 
WHITE quimons, where Jacob White resided at the time of his 

0. 
w,,,, death, the plaintiffsued out letters ofadministration on his 

estate, u-hich recited, '' that Jacob Whiteof this county, 
died sometime in the year 1816; that he made his last will 
and testament which was duly proved in the said County 
Court, and therein appointed his wife Mariane White and 
his son Josiah White, executors of his said will, both of 
whom are since dead ; and Joshua White having prayed to 
be appointed administrator on the estate of the said Jacob 
with the will annexed, and he having entered into bond 
with approved sureties and qualified according to law; 
These are therefore to ailthorise and empower the said 
administrator to enter into and upon all and singular the 
goods and chattels, rights and credits of the said deceased, 
to pay his debts, &c." 

In the year 1820, after the death of Josiah White, the 
acting executor of Jacob, the plaintiff claimed these negroes 
from one of the trustees of the society, who had succeeded 
Morris and Trublood, but he refused to surrender them, 
insisting upon his title as trustee. This claim was repeat- 
ed with similar results in 1824, and again in 1831, after the 
suing out the letters of administration above set forth. In  
1827, a general agent of the society hired out all the slaves 
belonging to it, and among them those in dispute. The 
principles of the society in respect to slavery were proved 
and made part of the case. Of them it is sufficient to say, 
that they deny its morality ; but submitting to the laws, 
they hold their slaves as property; claiming a dominion 
over them, but exercising that dominion for the benefit of 
the slaves, and for the promotion of individual cases of 
emancipation. 

Upon this case it was contended for the defendant: 
1st. That the letters of administration were void, because 

the grant was general, and not of the goods unadminis- 
tered. 

2nd. That the deed of 1776, divested the title of Joshua 
White the elder, by either emancipating the mother, or 
by leaving her as derelict. 

3rd. That the slaves did not pass to Jacob White by 
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the will of his father, because they were not within the bc.1833. 
meaning of the words c r  article with which I have possessed WHITE 

him," and because there was no evidence of an assent by w:;TE. 

his executors, 
4th. That by the deed of Jacob White to Morris and 

Trublood, his title, if he had any, was divested, the trus- 
tees taking either for their own benefit, or for that of the 
society. 

5. That the action was barred by the statute of lirni- 
tations. 

His Honor ruled, that the letters of administration were 
sufficient to enable the plaintiff to recover if Jacob White 
had title: that the deed of 1776, was inoperative, there 
never having been a seizure for the forfeiture, and the slave 
being incapable of taking under it: that the deed to Mor- 
ris and Trublood was inoperative, being against public 
policy, if it intended to give the slaves the privileges of 
freemen, while nominally in bondage : that the statute of 
limitations was not a bar, if the trustees did not hold upon 
their own title as owners. And leaving to the jury, the 
inquiry of fact, whether the slaves had been placed in the 
possession of Jacob by his father, his Honor instructed 
them, that if they were, they passed by his will to Jacob, 
and that they were at liberty to infer an assent to the 
legacy to him, from the length of time he had the slaves in 
possession. 

A verdict was returned for the plaintiff, and the defend- 
ant appealed, 

Badger, JClendenhall and Kinney, for the defendant. 
Iredell, for the plaintiff. 

RUFFIN, Chief Justice.-The first objection taken to the 
plaintiff's recovery, and to the instructions of the Judge 
who tried the cause, is founded upon the deed made by 
the plaintiff's intestate, to the trustees of the Society of 
Friends, which is set forth at large in the record. I t  pur- 
ports, in consideration of affection for the society, and 
other good causes and considerations, to convey and grant 
'' unto Mordecai Morris, Joshua Trublood, and others, 
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1833. trustees for said society, to and for the use of the said -- 
WHITE society," the several slaves in controversy, besides others. '' 

The Court stated to the jury, that if the object of this deed WHITE. 
was to afford to the slaves the privileges and enjoyments 
s f  freemen, whilst they were to be held only nominally as 
slaves, it was void in law, as being against the public 
policy. 

The counsel for the defendant admits, that as trustees, 
Morris and Trublood cannot take the slaves with the 
intent supposed by the Judge, because they can, in that 
character, take such things only as are to be held for the 
benefit of the society. But it is contended, that the trus- 
tees have individually a capacity to take, and that the title 
vested in them as individuals, upon the principle, that the 
deed shall operate in some way, to make it effectual. 

That principle is resorted to in favour of the intention 
of the parties, nt res magis  valeat quam pereat. The rule 
of construction is the intention, as well of deeds as of wills, 
and there is a presumed intention that every instrument 
shall have the effect to pass the property mentioned in it, 
between the parties to it, and in the characters therein 
given to them. But if, from the nature of the conveyance, 
it cannot operate at all according to its obvious import, i t  
shall do so in any other which its terms will allow, and 
which is not inconsistent with the principal intention, as 
collected from the deed itself. Hence a deed which is in 
form a feoanent or release, may be good as a bargain and 
sale, or a covenant to stand wised. But that reason is not 
applicable to the case under consideration. This deed 
upon its face may operate to convey the slaves to the 
trustees, as trustees. and does so operate, for aught that 
appears upon its face. I t  purports to be for the use and 
benefit of the society, and there is nothing to restrain a 
donation of slaves, more than other property, to the use of 
a religious society. The deed, apparently, then, vests the 
estate in the grantees officially, which is the expressed 
intention of it. As a conveyance of that sort, it is avoided 
by matter dehors, namely, that the property was not for 
the use of the society, as expressed. The question then 
arises, whether a new operation, which is against both the 



words a;ld the intention declared in the deed, can be given BEC. 1833. 

to it, so as to vest the title for the beneficial use of the w,,,, 
grantees. JVe think not ; for the reason n hy the deed in w,";,. 
its natural sense is not valid, is, that the real purpose was 
a fraud upon the law, and that furnishes no ground for 
enabling the trustees to commit a further fraud on the 
society and the former owner. This is not like the case 
of Stevens v. Ely, 1 Dev. Eq. Ca. 493; for there the 
grantee had only a natural capacity. Here the trustees 
have a quasi corporate capacity, as their successors are to 
take;  but they have no corporate name, and therefore, of 
necessity, a conveyance must be to them in their proper 
names. adding their official (if I may so call it,) designation, 
so as to show the character in which they take. R'or is it 
like the ofice bonds given to the Justices of the County 
Courts. They may operate at  common law, because there 
is nothing unlanCul in taking a bond to the Justices in either 
capacity. Blli here tile h w  forbids the purpose of this 
deed, whoever may be thegrantee; and if it cannot,foreither 
reason, be eFectual to the parties as trustees, the same 
reason mllst prcvent the Court from making the deed, by 
constructiorr, a deed to the individuals. 

I t  is further objected, that the letters s f  administration Lettersof 
adrninistra. to the plaintiff are void, because they do not purport to t ~ o n  . recit- 

be de bonis non. I t  is true. they are not expressly SO, ing the pro- 

but they recite the  appointment of executors in the will, bate of a 
w ~ l l  and 

the probate of the will, and the death of the executors ; so the deathof 

that  substantially they are of the character which it is : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ b -  

insisted they ought to be in point of form. Although i t  stantially 
letters de 

might have been more regular to have given them that bonisnon, 

special form, yet is only an irregularity, we think, which altho~l@ 
notexpress- 

does not avoid them, but renders them voidable ; and until IY ,tateasO 

repealed, they give to the plaintiff the rights of adminis- 
trator. 

Another question, of much importance, and not a little Whether a 
deed of 

difficulty, has been made upon the effect of the deed of 
emancipation, made by old Mr. Joshua TVhite, in Decem- tion made before the 
ber, 1'576. On the part of the plaintiff, it has been con- passage of 

tended, that it was merely void for the want of capacity F7;t:dof 
in the slave to take, and because it was forbidden by 1799 (Rev. 
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DEC. 1833. the act of 1741. While fix- the defendant it is contended, 
WHITE that the master may renounce his ownership, and that the 

& slave being a reasonable being, thereby acquires the same 
ch. 1011 and relation to society that any otiler person has, and that the 
143d is statutes do not restrain the acts of the master, in reference 
void mere. 
ly because to his own rights or interests, but only in respect to the 
of the inca- 
pacity of public interest, and therefore, that the act of manumission 
the slave to is not void, but produces a forfeiture. If  the slave be for- 
take or be- tau$ of its feited, the plaintiffhas no right. In  the Superior Court it 
illegality, was held, that the deed was void; or  that no seizure was 
or whether 
thereby the made by the churchwardens or the sheriff; the property of 

was the former owner remained. Upon consideration of the 
forfeited, 
quare? act  of 1741, it scems to the whole Court, that a deed of 
It seems, emancipation did operate to extinguish immediately all the 
that the 
slave,ifhe rights and powers of the master since the slave was 
remained declared to be absolutely free, in case he left longer than 
six months 
in the skate a certain time. If  the slave did not go away, or returned, 
~~~~~i the churchwardens were to seize and sell it abrolulely, 
or became without any power reserved to the master to reclaim the 
derellct. slave under any circumstances. The  construction is a 

necessary one, that no ownership under any qualification 
remained in the master, and consequently, that either an 
immediate forfeiture to the state took place by way of 
punishment, to the owner and slave for the nuisance, or 
the property, being derelict, vested in the sovereign, and 

But it 
seems, that was subject to such disposition as the legislative autho- 
a r i ty prescribed. The  doubt upon this part of the case 
tion of the 
master's arises out of the terms of the deed of 1776, which pur- 
rights for a ports to renounce the interestsand " pretensions of claims" term of 
years to the slave, not immediately, but eight years afterwards, 
would ren- 
der the a t  her arrival at  the age of eighteen. There would be no hesi- 
deed inope- tation in treating such an instrument as an act  of unequi- 
rative, be- 
cause vocal emancipation, with a reservation of service for a 
thereby the period as an  apprentice or indented servant, in a country 
slave would 
beprevent- where emancipation was encouraged, or even tolerated. 
edfrOm Much slighter matters, as making a contract with the 
leaving the 
state with- slave, or suing him, have been, in favour of liberty, caught 
in six months, as at ,  as being per se manumissions, because inconsistent 
required by with the state of servitude. But emancipation was not 
the act of 
1741. favoured in the province, and only allowed under circum- 
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stances; and if this deed be construed as conferring it DEC. 1833. 

immediately, the necessary consequence of it would be an W ~ I T E  

immediate forfeiture. For by the deed the servant was WHO;TE. 
restrained from compliance with the statute, by leaving Wl,ether 

the province within six months, and unless she remained, deeds o f  
emanelpa- the property of White was subject to sale by the wardens. tion in op- 

We think a Court would have hesitated to put such a position t~ 
the acts o f  

construction on it, merely for the sake of the forfeiture, 1 7 7 7 ~ ~ d  

before the expira~ion of the time of service specified in it ; 
because it would be inflicting the punishment prospec- void, and 

tivelyin anticipation of the practical nuisance to arise in the slave 
remains the 

future. This view was taken of the subject by thecounsel for property of  

the plaintiff; who argued, that the deed never became ~~$~~~ 
operative, because, before the expiration of the time, the it is for- 

feited tothe 
acts of 1777 and 1779, made emancipation unlawful, and 
all attempts to grant it void, except license was had from re. And if 

forfeited, 
the Courts. Upon that position the Court entertains the whether 

most serious doubts. I t  is extremely questionable upon the title of  
the master 

the purviews of those acts, whether unlawful emancipa- is divested 

tions are void, in the sense of leaving the property in the :'Ee:f;e. 
former owner, either absolutely or subject to be divested 
by a seizure of the slave, in the nature of an ofice found. 
The question has never been decided, though the intima- 
tion has more than once been given by eminent Judges, 
that public policy required, that the slaves should be for- 
feited, even where they were conveyed by deed to another 
person, for the purpose of future emancipation. All the cases 
have arisen upon wills or deeds upon that trust. There 
was no act of emancipation in any of them. In the case 
of executors, it was of course held, that a trust resulted to 
the next of kin ; and upon the deeds, that they were either 
void for the want of capacity in the grantees to take, as in 
The Trustees v. Dickerson, 1 Dev. Rep. 189, or, as in 
Stephens v. Ely, 1 Uev. Eq. Rep. 493, that the legal estate 
passed on a void trust, which therefore resulted. There 
has been no case upon a direct and immediate act, profess- 
ibg in itself to be an emancipation, until the present; and 
the Court declines deciding it without further conside- 
ration, as it is not necessary for the purposes of this suit. 
I t  is clear, we all think, that the acts contemplate other 
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DEc* -- la''. attempts a t  emancipation, besides the adn~itted one 
WnlTE by license; for it prescribes the consequences and 

2). 

~ h f m ~ ~ ~ a  punishment for them. I t  is clear, they cannot be effectual 
to constitute emancipation, even quaiified, or for any pur- 
poses ; for the slave remains a slave, and as such is to be 
sold, as one of the conqequences. But the question is, 
whose slave? Does thc title pass to the state instead of 
the slave, or does i t  remain in the owner, liable to be de- 
feated by seizure for the public, and until such seizure can 
he reclain~ the slave from any other possessor? To  the 
defendants in this case, the answer is of but little conse- 
quence, since either way i t  implies that he has no title; 
but to the plaintiff it is important, as he might reco\er, 
unless the sovereign be already the owner. 

There are, Emwever, other points in the case which ap- 
pear to us, to be conclusive against the plaintiff, and render 
an opinion upon the last unnecessary. 

In another case brought by the present plaintiff, upon 
A bequest 
to a ,,, ,,f the same title, the Court had occasion to consider of the 
'' every construction of the will of Joshua TVhite, (vide 4 Dev. Rep. 
arl~cle I 
have 257.) By it he gives to his son Jacob, a tract of land 
ready POs- and also every other article I have already possessed him 
sessed him 
with," w111 with." The Court charged the jury, that the assent of 
not, by the 
mere force the executor was necessary to pass a legacy, and left it to 
ofthose them to presume it from the evidence of the long posses- 
words, pass 
a slave sion and other circumstances, and also that if Jacob was 
which the in p~~session of the slave sager ,  at the date of his father's 
testator er- 
roneously will and his death, she did pass by the bequest set forth. 
" w ~ ~ ~ ~  We  think that ordinarily this charge mould he correct. 
he had. 
ernanci- But the question is, what was meant by an article, of 
patedyand which the testator had possessed his son ? I t  could only had placed 
withthe mean such things as he claimed as property, and which he 
son for 
protection had delivered as property. I t  has been argued for the 
only; and defendant, that for this reason, this clause could not cover 
in such ,,,, the slave, because being a Quaker, the testator held that 
whether it he could not have a property in a negro. We  do not assent 
was the 
testator9s to that proposition; because although the testator might 

deny the moral right to hold one in slavery, yet he might 
to pass the 
slave, is a well understand, that legally, the title was in himself, and 
question of 
fact, for that very reason, might have placed the dare  i l ider 
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the care of his son in his lifetime: and intended to give her DEC. 1833. 
to him by his will, under the expectation that he would WHITE 

not use the legal title, inconsistently with the moral right, W&. 
as he conceived it. But if on the other hand, the friends 
of that day, and in particular the testator, thought that he 
had divested himself, by his deed, of the legal title also, 
then, however it might be in law, he could not have placed 
the slave with his son as property, either beneficial or 
merely legal and nominal; and she cannot therefore be 
considered as a specific parcel of the bequest to the son. 
The deed of emancipation, the tenets of the society, the 
declarations of the son, the inventories of the estates, and 
the deed of the son, constitute evidence upon this subject, 
on either side, which made it so far doubtful, as to render 
it proper that it should have been left as a question of fact 
to the jury, whether the testator claimed a legal owner- 
ship, either generally or for a term, in the slave, and as 
such put her into his son's possession, in order to deter- 
mine whether she was included in that clause of his will. 
The presumption is in the affirmative, from the fact sup- 
posed, that the negro was a slave and in the son's posses- 
sion ; which is not rebutted by the mere circun~stance, that 
the testator thought she ought not to be a slave. I t  is 
requisite that he should think she was not a slave in law, 
and that thejury should believe that he thus thought. As 
there was evidence on both sides upon that point, we think 
the Court erred in determining it conclusively upon the 
mere words of the will. 

As to the assent of the executor, there seems to be no Anassent 

reason to question the instruction, if it be assumed that gat;,"%" 
the slave is included in the bequest, for long possession ecutor may 

be pre. without disturbance from the executor is evidence of his ,,,,d 

assent. from the 
possession 

Another exception not less formidable to the plaintiff's ofit. by 

action, is taken to the opinion of the Court upon the statute the legatee. 

of limitations. From 1809, the defendant and his pre- 
decessors, as trustees, have assumed to have the legal title 
to these slaves, have hired them a t  some periods, and 
claimed to have the legal control over them at all times, 
though as a matter of conscience, they disavow the moral 
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DEC. 1833. right of applying to their own use, or that of the society, 
WHITE the fruits of their labour, and allow the slaves themselves 
w:;TE. to enjoy them. Jacob Mrhite, the plaintiff's testator, held 

the possession of the negroes under the trustees, and by 
their consent. His will was proved in 1816, and his wife, 
who was an executrix of the will, but never qualified, 
retained the possession until her death in 1823. The 
executor died in 1820, but never interfered with the 
negroes nor claimed them, and the testator dces not dis- 
pose of them by his will, unless they are included in the 
residue. I n  the lifetime of the widow, the present plaintiff, 
who is one of the residuary legatees, claimed the negroes 
from the defendant, who refused to deliver them, and 
claimed them as a trustee of the society. The Court 
charged the jury, that the possession of the trustees, if it 
was entirely with the view of benefitting the slaves, by 
allowing to them the enjoyments of freemen, without re- 
gard to the profit of the society, did not bar the plaintiff's 
action, for only an adverse possession of a person claiming 
a beneficial interest or property in some person, would 
have that effect. 

I t  seems to the Court that the statute runs, whenever 
the cause of action accrws, and that the action of the 
owner of a slave, arises from the fact of the detention or 
conversion of the slaves, and not from the intent upon 
which that detention or conversion was made. The de- 
fendant has now the same possession he has ever had. Is 
it of a qualified nature? Does he claim only a qualified 
right in a legal sense, subject to the claims of any other 
person of a different or higher legal efficacy than his own? 
I t  is true, that an adverse possession, is, in its nature, 
founded upon the claim of exclusive possession, and that 
involves a benefit either to the possessor, or some other 
person; but that is so, because we attach to the idea of 
the possession of what is property, the further idea of 
benefit or profit. But the wrong to the owner, does not 
depend upon the fact of profit to the possessor or his ex- 
pectation of i t ;  but upon the denial of his right and his 
exclusion from the possession. He  who withholds my 
slave upon the allegation that he is a freeman, holds him 
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adversely to me, and ousts my possession. If this be con- Dm!. 1833. 

tinuetf for three years, it does not indeed make the slave WHITE 
free ; but it bars my action, for the detention or the con- Wz;TE. 
version. Ifthis were not, no time would be a bar in trover 
for a conversion in sending the slaves out of the country, 
to Liberia, for instance; or, on the other hand, a person 
having the scruples, professed by the defendant and other 
friends, upon the lawfulness in conscience of a property 
by one man in another, never could be guilty of a con- 
version or detention of a slave. We think neither pro- 
position is correct; but that the defendant may detain and 
convert a slave likeother men, and that the statute will in 
like manner, bar an action therefor against him or against 
others. The defendant's possession, was not that of a 
finder for the owner, not knowing who was the owner ; but 
it was a possession, upon a claim legal of title in himself, 
and a denial that there was any other owner. This pos- 
session upon such a claim, was irtconsistent with the rights 
of the owner, if there should be any besides the defendant, 
and amounted to a conversion, and made the possession 
adverse to all the world. 

Upon this ground, it is the opinion of the Court, that 
the defendant was protected by the statute of limitation, 
and therefore there must be a new trial. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment reversed. 
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ABNER HARRELL & Co. v. JAMES OWENS. 

The rule of diligence which measures the liability of common bailees for hire, 
is not that by which the engagements of common carrlcrs is to be tested. 
The  latter can be excused from the non-performance of their contracts, by 
nothing short of the act of God, or of the public enemy. 

THIS was an action of A S S ~ P S I T  brought to charge the DECEHBER, 
defendant as a common carrier, for not delivering within a 1835. 
reasonable time, certain articles in pursuance of the follow- 
ing written agreement : 

66Received from Alpheus Forbes, junr. on board the 
Schooner Carolina, Cork, one hogshead molasses, three 
barrels whiskey, two barrels flour, one barrel sugar, and 
one keg tobacco, which I promise to deliver unto Messrs. 
Abner Harrell & Co. at Mount Pleasant Fishery, on the 
Chowan River, N. C. They paying freight and lockage 
for the same as customary. 
'' Norfolk, March 28th, 1834. 

(Signed) J a m s  OWENS." 
Upon the trial at Hertford on the last Circuit, before 
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DECEMB"* his Honor Judge SETTLE, it appeared that the defendant 1835. 
was the captain or master of the schooner Carolina, men- 

HARRELL 
V. tioned in the contract; that Mount Pleasant Fishery, the 

OWENS. place where the plaintiffs' goods were to be delivered, was 
situated about fifteen or twenty miles below Winton, on the 
Chowan river; that the usual time of a trip for vessels 
from Norfolk to Winton is six or eight days, though the 
voyage may be protracted three or four days longer by 
adverse winds and tides; that no such cause of delay OC- 

curred in the present case, but that the defendant instead 
of stopping at Mount Pleasant, the plaintiffs' fishery, on his 
way up the river, passed on to Winton, where he deposited 
a part of the plaintiffs' goods, from which place the plain- 
tiffs some days afterwards sent for and obtained them; 
the balance of the goods the defendant took on with him 
in a trip higher up the river, and on his return down deli- 
vered them to the plaintiffs at their said fishery. I t  
appeared further from the cross-examination of one of the 
plaintiffs' witnesses, that when the defendant was at Win- 
ton on his way up the river, upon his being informed that 
he had passed by the plaintiffs' fishery, he stated that he had 
been told that the fishery was above Winton, and witness 
expressed his belief that the defendant would have imme- 
diately returned to the said fishery if the wind and tide 
had been favourable. I t  was also proved by the person 
with whom the plaintiffs' goods were left at Winton, that 
at the request of the defendant he had given immediate 
notice to the plaintiffs' of such deposit. The plaintiffs, it 
appeared, had commenced hauling their seine at Mount 
Pleasant on the 7th of April, and their goods were received 
from Winton some ten or fourteen days afterwards. There 
was no allegation that any part of the goods had not been 
delivered at all, but the only question was, whether the 
defendant had delivered the articles mentioned in his con- 
tract, or had caused them to be delivered to the plaintiffs, 
within a reasonable time. 

His Honor charged the jury, that the defendant was 
bound to use all the diligence that a prudent and discreet 
man would use in the management of his own business ; 
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that if he was not acquainted with the river Chowan and DECEMBER, 
1835. the several fisheries thereon, it was his duty to have made -- 

necessary and proper inquiries in relation to the place of HAY 
the plaintiffs' fishery, before he left Norfolk, and also of O w ~ n s .  

those he might meet on his voyage upon the river; and to 
have used all other means in his power to find out Mount 
Pleasant, the place of delivery. That if the jury should 
be of opinion that the defendant had used all the diligence 
and caution that a prudent and discreet man would use in 
the management of his o ~ ~ n  affairs, in his endeavours to 
find out Mount Pleasant, the place of delivery, and that 
the articles were delivered to the plaintiffs' as soon as the 
defendant could, after using this degree of diligence and 
caution, he was entitled to their verdict; but, if on the 
other hand, the jury should be of opinion that the defendant 
had failed to use the degree of diligence and caution before 
stated, they should find for the plaintiffs ; and should give 
them such damages as they had sustained by reason of the 
defendant's failing to deliver the articles at the place stipu- 
lated, within a reasonable time. A verdict was returned 
for the defendant, and the plaintiffs appealed. 

No counsel appeared for either party. 

GASTON, Judge.-We are of opinion that there is error in 
the instructions given to the jury upon the trial of the issues 
in this cause. The law for the advancement of trade, 
justly regarded as materially affecting the interests of the 
whole comn~unity, imposes upon public carriers a respon- 
sibility far more rigorous than that which attaches to ordi- 
nary bailees for hire. The rule of diligence which measures 
the liability of these bailees, is not that by which the 
engagement of the defendant was to be tested. He  could be 
excused from the non-performance of his contract, by 
nothing short of the act of God, or of the public enemy. It 
is not enough that he has exerted all the diligence which a 
prudent man would exert in the management of his own 
affairs, to find out the place where the articles were to be 
delivered. Having engaged for freight to carry them to, 
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DECEMBER, and deliver them at that place, he cannot allege ignorance, 
1835. 

want of skill, or any excuse arising from human fault or 
HARRELL 

V. 
human weakness, as a defence for violating his engagement. 

OWENS. The true question is not one of actual blame, but of legal 
obligation. 

The judgment must be reversed, and a new trial award- 
ed. 
PER CURIAM. Judgment reversed. 

WILLIAM CARR and the Trustees of the University v. DAVID J. 
M'CAMM et, al. 

Upon an lssue of devisavit we1 non, it is not absolutely necessary as a rule of 
law, to prole besides capacity in the supposed testator, and the formal exe- 
cution of the paper, the fi~rther fact by distinct evidence, that the testator 
knew the contents of the instrument; for the jury may infer such knowledge 
from the evidence of capacity and execution. 
The ease of Downey v. Murphey, ante, p. 82, confirmed. 

Tms was an issue of DEVISAVIT VEL NON, upon a paper 
writing offered for probate, as the last will and testament 
of Hugh RS'Camm, deceased, by the plaintiff Carr, one of 
the executors therein named, and by the other plaintiffs, 
the trustees of the University, as residuary legatees in said 
s upposed will. 

On the trial at Sampson, on the last Spring Circuit, be- 
fore his Honor Judge SEAWELL, after much evidence pro- 
duced on both sides relative to the sanity of the supposed 
testator at the time of the execution of the alleged will, it 
was proved by the testimony of the subscribing witnesses, 
that the paper was not read over at the time of its execu- 
tion, either by the testator himself or by any other person. 
It also appeared that it was written by John MCamm, to 
whose son a legacy of five hundred dollars was given in 
the will ; and that no person was present at the execution 
but the testator, the writer, and the subscribing witnesses. 

His Honor chzrged the jury, that if they weresatisfied 
that Hugh MCamm executed the paper as his last will, 
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and at the time thereof he was of sound mind, yet if it DECEMBER, 
1835. should appear to them that the will was written by John 

MICatnm, the father of the legatee, who was to be benefit- C " ~ u  

ted by the legacy of five hundred dollars mentioned in the MZ~B~, 
will, there ought to be evidence to them that the testator 
knew the contents of the will." Under this charge the 
jury found against the paper writing, and the plaintiffs 
appealed. 

Badger, for the plaintiffs. 

W: C. Stanly and Henry, for the defendants. 

DANIEL, Judge, after stating the case, proceeded :-A 
disposing capacity in the supposed testator, is necessary, 
and a knowledge of the contents of the instrument; but in 
point of law, such a knowledge is presumed from the fact 
of execution, if the capacity be satisfactorily established. 
In the case of Smith's will, (Downey v. Murphey, ante, 90,) 
this Court said, is there a principle to be found laid down 
any where in the common law, or a positive precept, that it 
is necessary to the validity of a will of a man, written in 
his last illness, and when very weak from disease, by one 
who takes a large legacy under it, and was the confidential 
friend and adviser of the alleged testator, that those who 
offer the will, should distinctly prove, beside the testable 
capacity of the maker, and the due formal execution of the 
instrument, the further fact, by distinct evidence, that the 
maker knew and approved of the contents of the instru- 
ment? If there be such a proposition, it has escaped our 
researches among the treasures of the common law. After 
proof of capacity and execution, the common law lays 
down no rule upon the subject, but submits the general 
question to the jury for a decision according to their con- 
clusions upon the actual facts of undoe influence, imposi- 
tion on the testator, his knowledge of the contents of the 
paper and assent thereto, under the comprehensive inquiry 
whether a fraud has beer, practised." As we understand 
the charge, the judge informed the jury that there ought to 
be evidence to show that the testator knew the contents of 
the will, over and above what presumptively arose from 
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DECEMBER, the formal execution of the paper as a will ; that the law 
1835. - demanded such further evidence of that fact, before they 

were authorised to find in favour of the paper's being a 
2). 

M'CAMM. will, on the-supposition of the case being as he stated it. 
In this opinion we think he erred. The non-production of 
such evidence by the plaintiff; was but a circumstance, 
which the jury might link with other facts and circum- 
stances to aid them in their conclusion whether the paper 
had been fraudulently obtained or not. But it was not in 
law, under the case put, incumbent on the plaintiff to pro- 
duce other and distinct evidence, that the testator knew the 
contents of the will, over and above that which was to be 
presumed from the formal execution, before he could de- 
mand a verdict in his favour. The judgment must be 
reversed and a new trial granted. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment reversed. 

DEN ex dem. of JOHN WEBB 8. DAVID HALL. 

I n  questions of boundary, a plat or map of an adjoining tract of land, made 
at the instance of the owner, is evidence, as the act of the owner, against 
him and all persons claiming the same land under him; though it is not 
conclusive, and may be explained. 

THIS was an action of EJECTMENT, brought by the lessor 
of the plaintiff, to recover the possession of a small parcel 
of land, included between the dotted lines B. I(. F. C., 
as represented in the annexed diagram. 
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DIAGRAM. 

Virginia Line. 
A 

102 1-2 acres. 

" " : .... ...... ...... 

29 1-2 acres. i 

Burge Survey-500 acres. 
Now John Webb's. 

On the trial at Stokes, on the last Circuit, before his 
Honor Judge NORWOOD, the lessor of the plaintiff made 
out his case by producing a grant from the state bearing 
date in 1832, covering the land in dispute; and proving the 
defendant in possession. 

The defendant set up title under a grant from the state 
to one David Lawson, dated in 1780; and showed a regu- 
lar chain of conveyances down to himself. The grant to 
Lawson called for the following boundaries, to wit :-Be- 
ginning at the Virginia line on a white oak; running south 
twenty-five chains, crossing said branch to a white oak; 
thence east forty chains to a red oak ; thence north twenty- 
five chains to a post on the Virginia line ; thence west forty 
chains to the beginning. The dispute between the parties 
was, whether the point represented on the diagram by B 
or K was the corner called for by the grant to Lawson. 
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DECEMBER, It turned out, upon a recent survey, that the line from A, 
1835. 

at the beginning corner of the Lawson tract, to Kt was 
about twenty-four poles more than that called for in the 

2). 

Hnu. grant. The defendant introduced several witnesses for 
the purpose of proving that K was marked and established 
as the corner of Lawson's grant a t  the time of the original 
survey ; and then produced the field book of Joseph Cloud, 
the original surveyor, (he being dead,) from which it 
appeared that Cloud had, in the year 1779, made a survey 
for one David Davidson, of a tract of land containing 
'214 3-4 acres, on which a grant issued in 1783; and also, 
that he had made a survey for David Lawson, in which he 
called for the Virginia line, a white oak, thence south 
twenty-five chains to a white oak, David Davidson's cor- 
ner. It further appeared in evidence, that one Beazley a t  
one time owned the lands set forth in the grant to David- 
son; and that the lessor of the plaintiff was then the owner 
of the same lands, having purchased them a t  a sheriffs 
sale under an execution against Beazley. The defendant 
then proposed to offer in evidence a plat made in the year 
1825 at the instance of Beazley (who claimed all the lands 
adjoining that in dispute lying to the south and west,) by 
Joseph Cloud, the original surveyor, with his notes and 
explanations, for the purpose of showing that the point K 
was the original corner of the Davidson tract, and the one 
mentioned in the field book of Cloud as the corner of Law- 
son's grant or survey. Another plat made by Cloud in 
the year 1822, setting forth the lands adjoining that in dis- 
pute, on the east, south, and west, as alleged by the 
defendant, was also offered by him; but it did not appear 
a t  whose instance the latter plat was made, or from whose 
custody it came. These plats his Honor refused to admit, 
upon the ground that they did not appear to have been 
made by Cloud, upon any survey by him then made, or 
from his field book, or in the discharge of any official duty 
required of him by law. The lessor of the plaintiff then 
having offered evidence tending to shew the original cor- 
ner to have been at B, the jury returned a verdict for him. 
A motion was submitted by the defendant for a new trial, 
because of the rejeetion of the plats, it being contended- 
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first, that the notes and explanations contained in them DECEMBER, 
1835. were admissible as evidence in questions of boundary ; and - 

secondly, that one of the plats was made at the request of W i ~  
Beazley, under whom the lessor of the plaintiff claimed the HALL. 

Davidson tract, and that it settled the corner of that tract 
to be at K ; and was therefore evidence against the lessor 
of the plaintiff as to the establishment of that corner. The 
motion was overruled and the defendant appealed. 

No counsel appeared for either party. 

RUFFIN, Chief Justice.-We are of opinion that the sur- 
vey or map of 18.25 was proper evidence, upon the ground 
that it was made at the instance of Beazley, who was then 
the owner of the estate now claimed by the lessor of the 
plaintiff. The Lawson tract and the Davidson tract began 
a t  the same corner on the Virginia line; and the white 
oak, it seems from the original field book, was the conlnlon 
terminus of the first line of both tracts. Beazley owned 
the Davidson tract, and also the tract called the Burge 
Survey ; and he claimed, according to the map, that the 
corner white oak of the Davidson tract stood in the line of 
the Rurge tract. The map would beevidence against him 
of the extent of his estate or daim-not upon the ground 
that it was the work of the county surveyor, or a plan 
subsequently drawn by the original surveyor, upon whose 
certificate the patents issued, but because it was Beazley's 
own act. And it is also evidence against those who claim 
the estate through him. But it would not be conclusive 
against either, and might be explained. Bridgman v. 
Jennings, 1 Lord Ray. 734. The plat of 1822, we 
think, was properly rejected, because there was no evi- 
dence at whose instance it was made, nor from whose 
custody the paper came. 

There must be a venire de novo. 
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DECEMBER, 
1835. LUCY BENNETT v. GEORGE WILLJBMSON. 

BENNETT 
Where a testator bcqueathcd certain slaws to the childron of his daughter, and 

WILLIAM- 
expressed his wish that his son.in-law should not h u e  the " use or control" 

SON. 
of the said slaves ; and then snbjoincc!, " hut if she survives him, then my 
said daughter may have the use of said slavcs during her widowhood ;" it was 
held, that the daughtcr did not take a legal cstate in the slwcs upon which 
an action at law could hc sustained, but that her interest was only an equi- 
table one, and could be protected only in a Court of Equity. 

THIS was an action of DETINUE for certain slaves, tried 
a t  Caswell, on the last Circuit before his Honor Judge 
Noxwoo~.  

The plaintiff claimed the slaves sued for under the fol- 
lowing clause in the will of her father, Elmanuel Wicks. " I 
"give and bequeath unto the children of my daughter 
'' Lucy Bennett, Lydia and her sister Mary, all which with 
" their future increase, I give to them and their heirs for- 

ever; it is my will that Walker Bennett shall not have 
'I the use or control over the negroes given as above to my 
'' daughter Lucy's children. But if she survives him, then 
I' n ~ y  said daughter 1,ucy ma:y have the use of the said 
ii negroes during her witlowhootl and no longer." The  
death of' W a l k e r  Bcnnctt, and tile identity of the slaves 
sued for, with tilose mentioned in the will, were proved. 

I l i s  Honor !ieltl, upon this statement of fixt.j, that the 
plaintiff could not rmintain an action a t  l a w ;  that the 
tvords in the will of Emanuel TVielis, may have the use 
of the said negroes during her midowi~ood," gave her only 
an equitable iliterest, such as a Court of Equity alone couid 
protect. In deference to this opinion, the p la in t8  submit- 
ted to a nonsuit, and appealed. 

No counsel appeared for the plaintiff: 

TV. A. Graham, for the delendant. 

GASTON, Judge. I t  was necessary fi, the plaintiff to 
show on the trial, that under the will of her father, Eman- 
uel WicBs, she had acquired a Ifgal right to the slaves 
surd for, a : d  we concur with thc judge below in the opinion 
that this was 1101 sl~own. It seems to us, that under that 
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will, the slaves them3elves were given wholly to the chil- D E C E ~ ~ B E R ~  
1835. 

dren of the plaintiff, and for her was provided a contingent 
BENNETT 

benefit from the labour or !,;re of th: slaves; which bene- u. 

ficial interest it is competent only for a Court of Equity to W'LL'AM- 
SON. 

protect. 
I n  the beginning of the clause in question, the absolute 

estate in the slaves is bequeathed to the children, in as strong 
language as could have been employed for that purpose ; 
and there is no subsequent limitatinn manifesting an intent 
to defeat or abridge this primary disposition. The  testa- 
tor did not desiy by the term " usc" to convey the idea of 
temporary ownership, but simply of benr j t  or pl-ojit. This 
is apparent from that ptert of rhe clause in which he guards 
against his son-in-law having the useor control of the slaves. 
H e  could not have apprehended thzt a father would take a 
,7egnl mterest in the property given to children, and did 
not insert this provision as a security against that result, 
but he might reasonably fear, that as natural guardian to 
the children, he would assume the control over the property, 
and thus obtain to himself its profits, unless this use were 
distinctly interdicted. This use, as distinct from owner- 
ship, which he declared the son-in-law should not have, he 
permitted to his daughter, ("she may have the use") during 
her widowhood. The right to this use, as distinct from 
ownership, is not a legal title in the slaves, which is neces- 
sary to support an action of detinue. 

No other construction consistent with the language of 
the testator, could have been put on the will, without 
hazarding the defeat of his main object. If the estate to 
the grand-children determines in the event of their mother 
surviving the father, and gives place to the legal estate lim- 
ited over upon that contingency, under what provision of A condi- 

the mill, will they re-acquire the estate? I t  is a maxim of tion or iim- 
itatlon an- law, that a condition or limitation annexed to an estate, nexed t,, an 

destroys the whole of the estate to which it is annexed, and estate, de- 
stroys the 

mot a purt oidy of it. There can be no question but that ,hole ofthe 

the children were the principal objects of the testator's estate to 
which it is 

bounty, and were designed to take the entire interest in the .nnexed, 

slaves, legal and beneficial, subject only to the mlrt inpnt ;,::tz:;yf 
provision for their mother. But let the whoie estate to it. 
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DECE~I~ER,  them be destroyed, by construing this contingent provision 
1835. ------ into a limitation, and the will makes no disposition of the 

BENNETT 
. property in the slaves after the expiration of her temporary 

WILLJAM- dominion. 
SON. 

PER CURIAM. Judgnxnt affirmed. 

ALEXANDER and GEORGE TORRENCE, Esecutors of ANN TOR- 
RENCE u. WILLIAJI GRAHAM. 

Whero no particular instructions lvere aslied on the trial, a new trial will not 
be granted, unless the party praying it can show that the jury was probably 
misled by the charge of the judge. 

When a controversy turns upon the question, u7hethcr certain slavcs which 
were put into the possession of a dauglitcr upon her niarringe, were in- 
tended as a gift or a loan, and thcre n-as no written evidence of tlie trans- 
action, and no prccisc fornmla was stated by any witness to lave been 
uscd in it, it is not erroneous ill tlie judge to leavc the case to the jury to 
decide upon all the cl-idcnce, whetller a gift or a loan was intended. 

Where a s~tbmission to arbitration was by pnrol, and the n~vard of the arbi- 
trators was also unwritten, it is not crror in the judge to lcavc it to the 
jury to decide upon tlie testimony, what was the true qucstion submitted, 
and what was the real question decided in the award, and then to instruct 
them what would be the law, according as their finding might be the one 
way or the other. 

THIS was an  action of T R ~ V E R  brought by the plaintiffs 
to recover the value of certain slaves alleged to belong to 
the estate of their testatrix, tried a t  Iredell on the Fall 
Circuit of 1834, before his Honor Judge MARTIN. 

The defendant set up a claim to the slaves in question, as 
the administrator of James M6Knight, whose title to them 
was as follows. James MCIinighe, in the year 1800 inter- 
married with Betsey Torrence, the daughter of the plaintiffs' 
testatrix, and soon after, upon his leaving his mother-in- 
law's house with his wife to settle to themselves, the old 
lady proposed to give him two nepro girls ; but he declined 
to receive them, stating that he did not wish to own that 
kind of property, as he had consciei~tious scruples about 
holding slaves. His mother-in-law insisted upon his taking 
them, alleging that her daughter n as weakly, and w ould 
need their assistance : but upon his still refusing, she said 
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she would send them, not as his, but as the property of D F C E I B ~  
1635. 

B-tsy his wife; and upon these conditions he agreed that ---- 
TORREXCE they might be sent. The slaves were accordingly sent to u, 

his house, and renmined in his possession until his death in G R ~ m n f .  

1831. Ann Torrence, the muther-in-law of RfiKnight, 
lived only about one gear after the marriage of her daugh- 
ter, and just before her death, having called in one John 
Harris to write her will, she sent a messenger to see 
RfiIinight about the negroes, in order, as she said, that she 
might 46settle the matter about them in her will." h16Knight 
stated to the messenger that he did not want the slaves, 
" there they mere, the old lady could send and take them 
away." Several witnesses were examined to prove that 
M6Knight always disclaimed the ownership of the slaves ; 
though it appeared that on one occasion, he stated to a wit- 
ness that he had once sold one of the negroes conditionally 
to a man by the name of Hargrove, but that his wife 
objected and the bargain was annulled. After the death 
of Ann Torrence, the executors came to demand the slaves 
of M6Knight, when it appeared that he was willing to 
deliver them up, but his wife was not ; whereupon it was 
agreed to leave it to arbitrators, " to decide what Mrs. 
Torrencc intended should be d o ~ e  with the negroes. The 
day was appointed, and it was left to RIessrs. Wuggins and 
Meelrs, who called on John Harris. The referees decided 
that it was the old lady's wish for her daughter, Betsey 
M'Knight, to have them during her life, and that she should 
h a w  them accordingly." Milinight then said, that if 
Betsey was under the sod, they might take them immedi- 
ately. The slaves were not mentioned in the will. Betsey 
M'linight died before her husband in  1830. After the 
death of M'Iinight, the slaves were demanded of his adniin- 
istrator, and upon his refusal to deliver them, the suit was 
commenced in 1832. 

His Honor r;liarged the jury, fi that it was for them to 
decide whether the slaves in question had been given or 
lent to Betsey RI.Knlght, the W &  oi' James RI.linight; 
that if they had been glven to the wife, and notl~ing said 
by the husband, it \vonld vest tile title in him; but that if it 
was proposed to give property to the wife, and the hus- 
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DECEMBER, hand expressly refused it, the title would not vest in  him. 
1835. 

If a slave was offei -d as a gift to the wife of a man who 
TORRENCE 

V. 
had conscienticus scruples about holding such property, 

GRAHAN. and he expressly refused to receive it in that way, no title 
would pass; but as to the refusal to accept, they would 
take into consideration all the e~idence bearing upon that 
point ; the long possessicn, the sale to Wargrove, and evcry 
other circumstance bearing upon it. If it was a gift for 
life, the entire estate in the slaves would pass thereby, for 
there could not be reserved a remainder after a gift for 
life. As to the arbitrament and award, it seemed that it 
was submitted, and they decided that as it was the old 
lsdy's intent and wish that her daughter should hold the 
slaves for her life, they therefore awarded them to her for 
life. Still they would decide from the evidence of the sub- 
niissiori whether it  was the loan for lire, or the gift for life. 
Upon the whole, if it was a Ioan, find for the plainti!%; but 
if it was a gift, either absolute or for liiie, find for the defen- 
dants." The plaintiffs had a verdict and the defendant 
appealed. 

During the progress of the trial, some objections were 
Where it is made to the competency of evidence. A witness for the 
inferable 
from facts plaintiffs spoke of a meeting of the heirs and connections of 
beforeprov- Mrs. Torrence after her death, at which Mrs. Betsey 
ed, that the 
wife is act- MCKnight was present, but her husband was not; and was 
ing as the agentofher proceeding to state the conversation and agreement of the 
husband, parties, when the defendant's counsel objected to the evi- 
evidence of 
her acts or dence ; but the objection was overruled by his Honor, upon 
declara- the ground that it was inferaMe from the facts already 
tions is ad- 
missible. stated, that the husband had assented to the agency of the 

wife as to the slaves. Another witness, who was one of 
A witness the next of kin of the testatrix of the plaintiKsj was called, 
who re- 
leases a 

but objected to, whereupon Ile executcd a release of his 
yarticuIw interest in the sliives in dispute to one of the executors, and 
luterest 

he being still ob.jec!rtl to, he was admitted, as i t  did not appear, 
hasinan nor was it allecrci, that he had any interest in the said 
estate, is 
competellt, estate, except in the said slaves. These objections were 
where it not insisted u, >ii  by the counsel in this court. 
does not ap- 
pear that he Pcal-son, for the defendant.--The judge below made 
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this case turn upon a difference between a gift for life and DECEMBER, 
1835. a loan for life. A gift and a loan are different, as a loan - 

is a limited gift; but a gift for life and a loan for life are TORPENCE 
2). 

the same, being both limited gifts. And as a gift for life GRAnAM. 
vested the entire interest, so will a loan for life, for the has any 

same reasons. Formerly, it was thought that there could Other. 

be no limitation after a.life estate, even by will. Then a 
distinction was taken between a gift of the use, and of the 
chattel itself. This distinction is now a!wlished. Man- 
ning's case, 8 Rep. 187. Lampet's case, 10 Rep. 46. Hyde 
v. Parrat, 1 Peere Williams, 1. Foscac v. Foscue, 3 
Hawks, 538. Fearne Cont. Rem. 406. 

1st. The loan or gift for life by Ann Torrence to her 
daughter, vested the entire interest in her husband. For, 
although R16Knight refused to receive the slaves himself, 
yet, as he assented to the loan to the wife for life, the 
slaves by operation of law became his property. 

2d. The award of the slaves to the wife for life, acqui- 
esced in by the executors, vested the entire interest in the 
husband, free from the idea of a gift or loan ; and also from 
the dissent of the husband. And the judge should have 
so charged the jury, and not lmve left it to them to decide 
from the evidence, what should be the effect of the award. 
An award in  pais acqoiesced in, is an agreement executed, 
or a bargain, and although by parol, would, berore the act 
of 1806, (Rev. ch. ' i l l ,)  have vested the title to dares. 

Badger, for the plaintiffs.-It is not contended that there 
is a difference between the use of the slaves for life, and 
the slaves themselves for life ; the use of a thing, and the 
thing itself being in law the same. But the rules of con- 
struction contended for by the defendant's counsel does not 
apply here. We  have nothing but the verbal declarations 
of the parties; there is no formal instrument; and the intent 
of the parties as collected from their declarations are to 
govern. Here it was the intent of the parties that no 
interest at  all should pass, but merely an indefinite loan a t  
the will of the mother. I t  was not a vesting of the title to 
the slaves. Wherever a question arises upon verbal decla- 
rations, the court cannot lay down the same rules of con- 
struction as upon instruments in writing. 
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DECEMBER, NO specific instruction was prayed as to the effect of 
1835 

the will, yet still the judge left it as a circumstance to the 
TORRENCE j 

2). 
As to the award, nothing was submitted to the arbi- 

GRAIIA~I. trators but simply to ascertain the intention of the mother 
with respect to her daughter's possession of the slaves. 
They were not authorised to make any order for carrying 
the intention into effect. The award did not affect, nor 
design to affect the title, but only declared what was the 
old lady's meaning with respect to the possession. 

Peczrson, in reply.-The construction upon the words of 
an instrument, and words proved by par01 must be the 
same in legal effect. The former construction as to the 
difference between the use of a thing and the thing itself, 
was founded upon the very same reasons, as the distinction 
now taken, and as the one has been abolished, the other 
cannot hold. 

The award was that the wife"shoulc2 have" the slaves 
during her life; and the award itself is more certain than 
the testin~ony ofwitnesses as to what was intended by it. 

GASTON, Judge.-As no specific instructions appear to 
have been asked by either narty on the trial, the defendant 
is not entitled to a new trial, unless he can show that the 
jury was probably misled by the charge of the judge. 
Upon a fair construction of the charge, we think that it is 
not liable to this imputation. The main question in con- 
troversy was the intention with which Mrs. Torrence 
parted with, and Rfrs. RliICnight took the possession of the 
slaves. I t  was tlten the settled law that if a parent put 
personal property, into the possession of his daughter soon 
after her marriage, it should be presumedprima facie, that 
the property was given absolutely in advancement of the 
daughter, but that this presumption must yield to proof 
that the property was only lent. Carter's Executors v. 
Rutland, 1 Hay. Rep. 97. Killingszcorth v. Zollico$er, 
2 Hay. Rep. 72. Robinson v. Devane, Ibid. 154. Much 
evidence was offered tending to show that the negroes in 
question had not been given, but lent. And the Judge 
was perfectly correct in leaving this part of the contro- 
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versy to the jury, with directions to decide, upon all the DECEIIBER, 

evidence, whether it was a loan or a gift. If a loan, the 18'" 

law pronounced its effiict to be that vCa bailment, revoca- T ~ R R E ~ ~  
2). 

ble at  the will of the bailor. W e  need not perplex our- c,,,,,,. 
selves with the question, what interpretation it would put What con- 

upon the case proposed, of n I m n  expressly declared to lie S"uctio" the law 

1 .  NO witriess trstifies io any precise fornzzdc; which ~s-ou:d 
place upon 

was used in the i r i l i l s ~ ~ ~ t i ~ n ,  so as to render it aecessary to a loo,, ,-.-.- 

determine upon its tecliriical operation. The  transaction 1)ressb de- 
c l m d  to be 

was informal, and the proper iaquiry \rm to ascertain far life. 

from the acts a d  declarations of the parties, and all the (2"' 
other attending circumstances, whether it was thereby 
intended to t r a d e r  any  !-gal dominion in the slaves them- 
selves, or only to permit them to be held free from hire, 
until the owner should think proper to redemand them. 

It is insisted, however, by the defendant, that whatever 
might have been the unrierstading or contract when the 
negroes were put into Rfrs. MiKnight's possession, the 
award of the arbitrators gave a legal t i t k  for life, and that 
this, in the case of a chattel, constitutes the entire dominion 
therein ; and t h a t  therefore the charge of the Judge was on 
this point erroneous. Befim we examine wl;ether such 
would be the operation of an n w a d  in those terms, it is 
well to inquire what were the instructions in relation to the 
award. The statement of his Honor's opinion on this part 
of the case, is given so brizfly as to render it somewhat 
obscure. E ~ i t  it was the duty of the party ivllo excepts to 
the opinion, to see that it should be so spread upon the 
record, as to enable us to datermine wljether in truth it 
bears the interpretation which he af3xes: to it.  W e  are 
not permitted to  doubt but that i t  would have been stated 
more fully, had it  been desired by t!je defendant, so as to 
present distinctly, the views n-hich the Judge intended to 
convey. Exarnioing the opinion as expressed, in connec- 
tion with the stnte~neilt of fhcts to which it applies, we 
uder s t and  it  to he free froni th is  objection. It had been 
testified that a short time before Nrs. Torrenee died, she 
sent for John Hilxis to write her will, a i d  despatched the 
witness to MiXniglht to see him ahout the negroes, i n  order 
that the disposition of them might be settled in her mill. 
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D E C ~ : B E R ~  H e  would not have them as property, and the will was 
1b3,). 

-------- siicnt about them After hfrs. T o r r e n d s  death, the 
?'ORREVCE 

executor's demanded the imnze&nte possession, which 
G K " H A ~  IqrIIKnight was willing to surrender, but his wife objected. 

Pe was then agreed to Icate it to nien to say what Mrs. 
Torrence intended should be done with the negroes." 
There was 1x1 written submission, and therefore it is diffi- 
cult to say what was its definite purpose; whether the 
parties meant that the arbitrators should pass ~ipon the 
question of legal ownership or of eyzdnble title, or only to 
ascertain what arrangement among the children of the 
deceased would bost accord with the wishes of their 
mother. The referees called on John Harris ; and after 
hearing him they decidcd (said the witness) that it was 
the old lady's zcjish for Mrs. 1Bf.Knight to have them during 
her life, and she should have them accordingly ;" and 
RS'Knight remarked, that if his wife were dead they might 
take them inznzedktcly. This was not in writing ; it was 
made thirty years before the trial, and it is itnpossible to 
suppose that the precise words of it cou!d be stntcd. In 
reference to this representation of fzcts, the Judge remarli- 
ed, that it seemed tha t  it was submitted, and t!lnt the 
arbitrators decidd,  that as it was tile old lady's wis!l that 
she should hold the negroes for life, they tl~erefore awaided 
them for life; but still the jury would decide from the 
evidence of the submission, whether it was the loan for 
life or the gift for life." That is to say, as we bdieve it 
plainly imports, there Is evidence of a submission to arbi- 
trators in regard to these negroes now alleged by the 
defendant to have been given, but insisted always by thc 
plaintiffs to have been only lent. There is evidence of a 
determination by the referees that Mrs. Torrence wished 
her daughter Betsey to enjoy them during lice, and t h e  
therefore she ought to do so; but upon the evidence it 
remains for the jury to say whether the arbitrators dxided 
more than that the negroes had been leilt; t!iat Rfrs. 
Torrence did not wish the loan couiitermanded during 
Betsey's life; and that therefore she should bc permitted, 
by those interested in the estate, to hold the:n as lent, so 
long as she lived ; or whether they decidcd that the negroes 
had been given for life, and that therefore she should hold 



them for life. If they put the former construction on the DECENBER, 
1835. 

award, they were advised to find for the plaititif& ; but if LI-- 

the latter, then to find for the defendant. Of this advice, TORty 
it  ssems to us, the defendant has no right to complain. GRAHAM. 

Some objections were taken below to the evidence, 
which have not been insisted on here, and which we think 
were properly waived. 

PER gl.uit~.%x. Judgment affirmed. 

dt seems, tint tlic c~\nstPuctiol~ to be put upon written iilstractio:~~ fiom a 
principal to his f ~ c t o ~ ,  is to be determined by the Coart, and not by the 
jury. 

Where a I'actor sold the goods of his principal, together with some of his 
own, end took in paymcni for the whole, a promissory note, made by 
another person, psyablc to I~iinself, it was held, that the purchaser was 
discharged, and tlmt tlxrci'orc the fktor  became himself rcsponsiblc for 
the pricc cf Illc goods. A d  the Coilrt seemed inclined to think, that 
either circumstance, of taking the note of the third person, or blending 
the clnims of the principal a i d  fu:sr in the sainc note, if, in the lnttcr 
case, it had been the notc of the purchaser hiinsclf, ~iould have bcen su6- 
cicut to create the rcsponsiliility in tllc factor. 

Wl~erc, in addition to t:ie ci:cumst-.nccs stated above, it appeared, that the 
E~ctor co.,ccs!d h i : l  hi-: prizcipal t!ic fixt o i  !;is Ici~ii:g talien the notc, 
and rc;~rcs-ntcd L!IC purc!:r.scr GS x iox  bound for Ihc pricc of the goods, 
much lilorc will I1c lie held rcq:msi'ule. 

Tile rights of princilds, znd the correspondent duties and obligations of 
factors, stated and elaborately discussed and explained, by R U ~ I N ,  Chief 
Justice. 

THIS was an action of ASSliIfPSiT, to which the defendant 
pleaded the general issue, payment, and set-off; upon the 
issues joined on wliich the case was tried at Jones,_on the 
Fall Circuit of' BS31, before his Ronor Judge NORWOOD. 

From the evidence given on the trial it appeared, that 
the plaintiff was a commission merchant in the city of 
Baltimore ; and that the defendant was indebted to him in 
the sum of two hundred and seventy-one dollars and ten 
cents; and being called on hy the plaintiff's agent in May, 
18'28, he prorniscd to makc paymel~t i n  cottun, or the 
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D ~ E I ~ B E R ,  proceeds thereof, some of which he wi.as then shipping to 
1835. - Baltimore. The si~ipment of the cotton, together wi th  

SPXIXGTON . some other articles, was accordlng4y made to the plai11tiK 
WLIX and received by lsirn on thz  90th Zii:yg 1828, w i t h  instruc- 

tions to "sell it irnwAiately o : ~  its arrival for the h e ~ t  
prices he could o!>:ain." T ~ E :  p!ziii:iiF made side of thc 
cotton on the 5 t h  of Ju:le fii!lov;in~, to one C ~ O O ! ~ ,  upon a. 
credit of four monilr::, hi- the suin of nine!p-seven dollars 
and fifty cents ; a n d  it! se~ii,~mr:tit Cii. r!le same, and for 
some articies or :ire ;;i;iii>t16'?~ otvn, : ~ ~ l < i  a t  the same time, 
received the prouli.;so:.y notc of one 2acobwn, for the sum 
of one hundred a d  ti;i:ty-fimr dt111acs and ninety-nine 
cents. 14t the time of tiit: sale, i t  appeared that Crook 
was not in good credit, but Jacobson ttaetl was, though he 
afterwards became insciivent before the expiration of the 
four months credit. It was proved, tha t  the mercantile 
asage in the city of Baltimore was, for factors who 
received consignments of cotton, \viilmnut special instruc- 
tioms to the contrary, to sell on a credit of from four to six 
months. By an account current produced by the plaintiff, 
i t  appeared, that the proceeds of the shipment above- 
spoken oi; amounted to two hundred and sixty dollars and 
eighiy-two cents, after deducting charges, which included 
a comrnissior, on the sale of the cotton, and that the defen- 
dant was credited with that amount. It appeared further 
from the account, that the plaintiff furnished the defendant 
with other articles, until the 30th September, 1828, when 
the balance due the plaintiff was one hundred and sixty- 
nine dollars and fifty-three cents, which was increased to 
the sum of two hundred and sixty-seven dollars and eleven 
cents by recharging the defendant with the proceeds of 
the cotton, upon the ground that Crook, to whom it had 
been sold, had failed. The  defendant produced a letter 
which he had received from the plaintiK dated September, 
30th, 1W8, inclosing the account above-mentioned, and 
stating, " I have charged you with the amount of cotton 
sold to Mr. Crook ; he has stopped payment, brat the 
creditors have :attached about fourteen thousaad dollars 
worth of cotton duck, and they think they will get paid. 
When I receive it I will credit you." It fi~rtber appeared 
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that on the 2d uf May, 1820, 'hey were not paid, and t h a t  Dce rn~~r . ,  
1335. 

Crook and Jacobson had both fd~led. The note of Jacob- - 
son given for the cotton as a bole stated, was not S ' ' ' " ' ~ ~ x  

on the trial, nix- tendered to the defendant. M%IN. 

'The defendant contendell 1st. That the plaintiff ought, 
in obedience to the instructions given by the defendant, to 
have sold for cash ; anc! that the pldintitY d!d not use due 
diligence in e a c t i n g  the sale. a. That  the sale to Crook 
for Jacobson's note was contrary to mercantile usage, and 
was not tvarranted by the usage of the place, and there- 
fore made the plaintiff!iable to the defendant. 3d. Tha t  
by taking the note of Jacobson, including the amount due 
both plnintir and defeildant, thereby combining the two 
demands in one note, the plaintiiy became liable to the 
defendant for the amount of the cotton. 4thly. That  to 
entitle the plaintiff to recover in this action, he should 
have produced on the trial the note of Jacobson, and have 
surrendered it, or so much thereof, as the cotton sold for, 
to the defenda!~t. 5thly. That  thc saie of tile cotton, 
under the circunlstances above-inentionzd, and the taking - 
of Jacobson's note, was an extinguishment or payment 
pro talcto of the debt due from the dcfeudant. 

His Zonor charged the jury upon the first point, that it 
was for ihem to say, whetlier the piainlX was instructed 
to sell f?r cash; and whether he uscd due diligence in 
effecting the sale; and h a t  if he had violated his instruc- 
tions in either of those particulars, the defendant ought to 
be allowed the value of his cotton : u p o ~  the second, that, 
if they gathered from the testimony, that, in the negotia- 
tion between the plaintiff and Crook, Jacobson agreed to 
give his note for the purchase of the cotton, the transaction 
was not such as to render the plaintiffliable for the loss: 
but  that if Jacobson's note was afloat, and Crook gave it 
to the plaintiff'for the cotton, then the transaction was of 
such a nature as to render the plaintiff liable for the 
amount of tlhe cotton: upon the tllird point, that the law 
was in  favour of the plaintiff: and upon the fbiwth, that it 
was not necessalsy in  this action, for t!le p1airrti:f to produce 
on the trial the note of Jacobson, or to surrender it, or so 
much thereof as the cotton sold for to the defendant, until 
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DECEMGER, it was demanded by the defendant, and the amount of the 
1835. 

commissions due to the plaintiff tendered to him by the 
SYMINGTON 

21. 
defendant. Upon t ix  last point, his Honor was of opinion, 

1 .  that the taliing of Jacobson's note under the circumstances 
mentioned, did not operate as an extinguishment, or pay- 
mentpl-o tallto of the plaintiff's demand agninst the defen- 
dant. Under these instructions, the jury returned a 
verdict for the whole amount of the plaintiff's claim; and 
the defendant appealed. 

W. C. Xtanly, for the defendant, contended : That by 
the early law, factors were bound to sell for cash, and for 
cash only, and this rule was altered for the convenience of 
commerce. Yet if a sale be made upon a credit, at  the 
end of the credit, cash only can be received. And the 
factor must sell upon the credit of the vendee only, because 
the principal may apply to the vendee, and direct him not 
to pay to the factor. 1 Livcrmore on Agency, 125-129. 

2. Whenever the factor does any thing which prevents 
the principal from resorting to the vendee, the factor him- 
self becomes responsible to the principal. Floyd v. Day, 
3 Mass. Rep. 405. 

Where a sale is made, if the vendor receives the note of 
the vendee on another person, it is a payment and satis- 
faction, and discharges the vendee, and conseq~.~ently the 
factor, who made the sale, is liable to his prinipal. mihit- 
beck v. Va!2 ~V~SS ,  11 John. l b p .  409. B 7 ~ d  V. Cooli, 15 
John. Rep. 241. 

3. If Jacobson's note was taken for Croolr's debt to the 
plaintiff, as wcll as for the cotton, the plaintiff. beca~ne 
responsible to the defendant, on account of the blending 
the demands. Jackson v. Baker, 6 Cowen, 183. 5 Terlrn 
Rep. 513-518. 3 Cranch, Rep. 314. 4 Esp. Rep. 159. 

4. The note of Jacobson ought to have been produced 
and tendered to the defendant. 
5. The instructions given to the plaintiff by the defen- 

dant, should not have been left to the jury to ascertain 
their meaning. Selling for the best price, means selling 
for the best cash price, and the jury should have been SO 

charged. 
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Badger, for the plaintiff, argued: That wherever the DECEMBER, 
1835. 

factor has extinguished the demand against the vendee, he --- 
becomes responsible to his principal ; but that the taking S Y ' I " z ~  

a negotiable security was no extinguishment, unless so M ' h .  

expressed by the parties. In this case the debt continued 
against Crook, and the principal might at  any time have 
resorted to him. Goodenozu v. Tyler, 7 Mass. Rep. 35. 
CorJies v. Cumming, 6 Cowen's Rep. 181. 

RUFFIN, Chief Justice.-The complaint of the defend- 
ant's counsel, that his Honor left the natureof the instruc- 
tions given to the plaintiff to be determined by the jury, 
is probably well founded. On a similar question Lord 
Mansfield observed, in ,Mucbeath v. Elolclimnncl, 1 Term 
Rep. 172, that there was no evidence proper for the jury; 
for as it consisted of written documents and letters not 
denied, the import of them was matter of law. But the A general 

error did the defendant no harm ; for, upon loolring into P , " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  a 

the letter of advice, we think th'e defendant was not sell, im- 

instructed to sell for cash. A factor may sell on a CUS- $z61~f~~~ 
tomary credit, without directions to the contrary, or if so in the 

usual way 
left to his own discretion. A gencral power to sell implies at tl,e 

a power to do so in the usual way at the place where the $ge the 

sale is to he made. Willes Rep. 407. 3 Eus.,& Pul. 489. saleis to be 

Theonly special instruction here wasas to the tirneof selling. 'lade. 
A direction The direction to a sell for the best price" means no more to LL Sell for 

than the law enjoins if the consignor had been silent. It the best 
price," 

is still to be inquired, whether the best credit price or the ,,,, no 

best cash price was intended; and as the letter left that more than 
the law 

open, it must depend on the judgment of the factor honestly enjoins 

exercised, and the usage of the trade. Upon the other $,"~$&, 
question, of diligence, the Court is likewise of opinion for silent. 

the plaintiff, upon the evidence given, and without any as A direction 
to "sell / 

to the state of the market, or whether the article was in immediate- 

demand, rising or declining in price. The factor must ~ 4 $ ~ ~ e ~ &  
have some time to look out a purchaser ; and a delay of a delay of 

fifteendays, fifteen days after the arrival of the vessel, without more, wherenoth- 

does not prove such negligence as will make the goods ingisprOv- ed as to the 

the factor's own, nor authorise it to be inferred. state of the 

I t  is possible the Court may mistake some of the fi~cts, lnarket. 
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DECRWJ~IL, 
ld35, which are deemed material to the other parts of the case, 
-- 
SPIIIIY~TOV 

as they are not stated with perfect distinctness. I t  is most 
G. satisfactory to decide questions raised by the parties, when 

M'LIV. they are seen to grow out of the real facts of the contro- 
versy, rather than out of those put hypothetically; and 
this even when the necessity for the hypothesis arises from 
the fault of on: of the parties, a g i n s t  n hom, for that 
reason, the facts are to be talien most strongly. 

It appears in the case before us, that the defendant, 
residing in Newbern, n a s  indebted to the plaintiff, residing 
in Baltimore, in  the sum of two hundred and seventy-one 
dollars and ten cents : and being called on by an  agent, in 
May, 1828, promised to make yayme::t in cotton, or the 
proceeds thereof, which he was then shipping to Baltimore. 
The  shipment was accordingly made, and disposed of for 
two hundred and sixty dollars and eighty-two cents, after 
deducting charges, which included a commission on the 
cotton, of which the proceeds amounted to ninety-seven 
dollars and fifty-eight cents, at  four months from the 5th 
OF Junc. The plaintiff filled other invoices for the defen- 
dant up to the 30th September, 18'28 ; and the balance 
upon all the transactions up to that day, was one hundred 
and sixty-nine dollars and fifty-three cents due to the 
plaintiff; which was increased to the sum of two hundred 
and sixty-seven dollars and eleven cents, by recharging to 
the defendant the sum of ninety-seven dollars and fifty- 
eight cent?, upon the ground that Crook, to whom the 
cotton had been sold, had failed. T o  support that charge, 
it was absolutely raecessary for the plaintiff to show, that 
he realised nothing from the sale, and that he had been 
guilty of no laches in selling to a person of doubtful respon- 
sibility. This the plaintiff at temptedto do, by evidence 
that he took in  settlemelt for the price of the cotton, the 
note of another person, then in good credit, who had since 
become insolvent. I t  was not explicitly proved, when 
Jacobson gave liis note, nor to whom it was made payable, 
nor why he gave a note for the d-bt of Crook.. But it 
appeared in evidence, that the note was given for the 
price of the cotton, and also of other artkles of the plain- 
tiE's own, sold a t  the sawe time to Crook; and that on 



t l~:  SOth of Bepteinber the p!aintiG transmitted his account DECEXBER, 
1835. of sales, a i d  his account current, to the defendant ; and ---- 

mentiond in the accompany in^ letter, that Crook had S y ~ ' N ~ ~ O N  
v. 

f:~iied, aad t hzrefisre he had cl~arged the defendiiilt with WLIN. 

the nincty-seven dol!ars a d  Xty-ei$t ceilts, but that his 
creditors v;ere proceeding against his eflects, rend expected 
to get something from them ; for which, when received, he 
would give tile defendant credit. 

Upon this case. the defendant lnovcd t he  Court, under 
various modiScntions, to i::struci the jury, that t he  plaintiff 
was liabk, and ought io give the defendant credit fbr the 
value of the cotton. The Court refused the instruction, in 
a n y  of the forms prayed ; and gave ail instruction, that if 
the note of Jacobson was a h a t ,  and Crook gave it to the 
plaintiff for the cotton, the plnlltiif was thus liable; but 
that if, in the negotiation between tile plaintiKn!;d Crook, 
Jacobson agreed to give his note, then the plaintift'was 
not liable, but the defendmt must bear the loss. 
With the first part of the instruction, as a distinct propo- 
sition, the Court has nothing to do, in the present state 
of the case. The cause depends upon the correctness of 
the latter part. 

Upon that, the first inquiry is, how the Gcts are to be 
understood. It has been contended for the plaintiff, that 
Crook remained liable upon his contract of purchase; 
because the note of Jacobson, if payable to the plainti% 
did not extinguis!l it, unless it was agreed that it should 
be received in payment; 2nd also, that it does not appear 

. . 
that it was payable to the plantlit; and may have been 
made a t  the t i m  to Crook, and by him immediately 
endorsed. From the terms of the instructions prayed and 
given, it is apparent that the note was not produced on 
the trial, as it ought to have been, by the plaintiff. Not 
that it was necesssry, in the p i n t  of view taken in one 
of the defendant's  exception^, in order to give the plaintiff 
his action by a tender or" it ; for if it had been destroyed, 
the plaintiff might be eutitled to recover, if his case had 
otherwise been suficient. But evidence of it was requisite 
as a part of the transaction ~f sale ; arid the note itself 
was the proper evidence of its contents, and we do not 
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DECEMBER, perceive how any evidence respecting it was received in 
1835. its absence. No objection was made, nor can now be 

SYM~NGT~N taken, as to the competency of that evidence. Yet, as the 
0. 

MILIN. plaintiff had the custody of it, every fair presumption that 
Where it can arise from withholding it, is to be made against him, 
appears 
from the as to those parts of the contents which do not appear from 
case stated, the evidence given. Hence the responsibility of Crook 
that a note 

in the upon the note itself, by endorsement or guaranty, or that 
POssession it was payable to Crook, is inadmissible. The plaintiff 
ofthe plain- 
tiqand gave no evidence of it, and the fact is within his know- 
was not 
produced ledge, and the evidence in his power. By the terms of the 
on the trial, instruction, the note was given on the sale, and was made 
every fair 
Pres, ,~ under a stipulation of the contract; and, as it was not 
tion t+t payable to Crook, must have been payable directly to the 
can arise 
from with- plaintiff. W e  cannot tell what was the pre-existent con- 
gi,"i;,"it9 sideration for it, as between Crook and Jacobson; but 
made the note itself was not pre-existent, but was made to the 
"gajn" plaintiff for the value of the cotton, in consideration, as 
him, as to 
those parts we must suppose, of a debt which Jacobson owed Crook. 
Ofthe 'On- Upon that state of facts, this Court does not concur in tents that 
do not ap. the instructions given in the Superior Court. 
pear fro? 
the ,,;- W e  are of opinion that Crook, the purchaser, was not 
dence giv- liable for the price of the cotton, but had paid it. If 
en. 

Jacobson's note had been payable to him, and he refused 
to endorse it, and it was talien without his endorsement, it 
would be presumed to have been accepted in payment, 
there being no fraud. Whitbcck v. V&a N ~ s s ,  l l  John. 
Rep. 409. Breed v. Cook, 15 John. Rep. 241. But when, 
by agreernent between the three, it was made to the 
plaintiff, it must be taken to hove been in lieu of Crook's 
responsibility, and as a payment, without any express 
declaration to that eKect. Such a transaction speaks for 

i , ,  , itsclf. Even in the case of a previous debt, if the creditor, 
caseofa by agreement with the debtor, accept the note sf a third 
prevlous 
debt. person payable to himself, it is presumed to be in satisfac- 
creditor, by tion, and extinguishes the original consideration, and may 
agreement 
withthe be pleaded in bar, or given in evidence under the general 

issue. Much more, when the seller agrees with the vendee, a t  accept the 
note of a the time of the sale, to take, and he docs then take, for the 
third son, payn- per- price, thc note of such third person. Tatlock v. Il;nrris, 3 T. 
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Rep. 180. TThitbdi v. Sr i i2  AGss, 11 John. Rep. 409. D E ~ ~ ~ ~  

5Vi'serszan v. Lymnia, 7 RIxs. R?p. 286. Booth v. Smith, - 
SYMINGTQN 3 Wend. Rep. 63. If xi? buy a horse, and get his debtor ,,. 

to give his note t:, (113 s : k ,  who accepts t!ie maker as his ~ L I * .  
ble to him- debtor,--tlizre bo' .a do dxcii-;lo reason call be given self, it is 

why the vendor Gou:d bs allowed to renounce the special presumed 
to he in  

contract, mil rscur to ail ori~inai i.aplic:i one hr the price ,,tisfac- 

There is no ronill br im$i-,ntion; Ear the sale by one, and tionandex- 
tmguishes 

the purchaso by anot:rx, w i t h  tlle payment to be made by theoriginal 
considera- a third, are but pnrts or  o x  entire co.~t~-act, to which all . tlon. Much 

those persons were parries, and in which the seller, by more, when 
these ler accepting rlts note w;tho:nt t'iz vendee's guaranty, assumes agrees 

-&tie risk. Kow, me think the plaintiff had no right to withthe 
vendee, at 

discharge Crook, nor in any manner to defeat the defen- thetime of 

dant's action againjt him. the sale, 
and he does 

I t  is a general pikcipk, that a sale by an agent creates then take, 

a contract between the purchaser and the priilcipal. I t  is prlce, for the the 

true the f ~ c t o r  liccd not disclose his principal, and if he noteof 
such third does not he m y  w a  in his own nsms, and the purchaser 

may dso  set olCfa debt of the factor. But the principal 
has the right to sue in his own name, or to receive the 
money. Goldci~ v. Ecuy, 1 Car. Law Repos. 529. Deebee 
V. Robert, 12 Wend. Rnp. 417. And when the principal has 
demanded payment from the prirchascr, and takes steps to 
recover the debt, t : r  factor ceases to be the creditor, and 
cannot subsequmtly rcceive the money, nor bring his 
action. Cowp. 255. 4 Camp. N. P. Rep. 195. This 
right of the principal raises a correspondent duty in the 
factor not to do o n  act, whereby the direct remedy of the 
former against the purchasx will be lost, and his debt - 

extinguished. HIc cannot honestly deprive the owner of 
the property of Iris eiaiin against him who bought it. He 
ought not to desire to confine him to a remedy to be had 
through the fitictcr alone, or upon a security under his 
exclusive control ; and the rules of mercantile law ought 
mainly to aim at subserving good faith, by visiting 
responsibility upon acts tending to bad faith. Upon sound 
principle, it would therefore seem, that a factor ought to 
be personally liab!e for taking from a purchaser a security 
to himself, which extinguished the contract with the 
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DECEIIBER, owner, constituted by the sale. No case iii this state, nor 
18% in t!le English Courts, has been cited to the contrary. But  

s ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ x  one from a most respectable Court, in a sister state, has 
z. 

M'LIN, been adduced at tile bar, G;desozu Y. Tyier, '7 lafass. Rep. 
35, in which it was held, that a factor does not make the 
debt his own, by taking a nore payable to himself, unless 
he refwe to ciziiver it to th: principal on demand, or 
negotiate i t ,  or othcrstke approp14"e it to his own use- 
it being proved to he the usage in Coston, I"or fx to rs  to 
sell on credit, and take notes ill that form. 2 ;  was there 
admitted, that, by the law of ?+hasst.,chset~s~ n simple 
contract is merged in  a nepa;cSlc note. Hf'that be so, the 
decision, as a general proposition of jaw, does not seem to 
be reconci!eable wilh the achnosvledged rj,slits of the 
principal, as it p::ts ie in the power of the ageF.t to disable 
him from prosecuting any direct roimdy on them egainst 
the pu:-chaser. Q pon that ground, the Court .I\ as divided 
in opinion. The Jadyc w ! ~  tried t!le cause, thought the 
factor liab!e, and tlmt the tilost sattfed usaze at Boston, 
could ilot change the law. Judgc SEWALL puis his opiniola 
upon the usage alone ; and thc other members of the Court 
proceed upon t!le usage, togctl~er with the convenience 06 
having a written evidewe of the debt, wliich should be in 
trust for the principal, and migirt be obtained by him on 
demand. If, in the case befora us, the note had been given 
by Crook, the decision in GOO(!~~ZOZU v. T'ybe~ v~ould not be 
directly in point, became there is no eridmce of the usage 
in Ba1tirnol.e. But we do cot deem it material to discuss 
the e&ct of that distinction, no;. to contest positively the 
decision itself. Tiae present case is essentialiy different in 
several respects. Here thc note was not given by the 
purchaser, but by a third person ; and, in the next place, R 

distinct demand of the plaintiff was blended in it with that 
of the defendant. In our opi~:ic:i, those circumstances 
make the plaintiff chargeable to the defendant-if each of 
them does not. To  repel the force of the latter circurn- 
stance, the case of Corlies v. Cumming,6 Cowen, 181, has 
been relied on, in which it was held, that a factor does not 
make himself liable by taking the purchaser's cote to him- 
self; nor by taking i t  for the whole price of several parcels 
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of goods bdonging to several principals; nor by giving up DECEMBER, 
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that note, and taking those of a third person, payable 
earlier, and endorsed by the original purchaser. In New SYMINGTON V. 

York, a promissory note does not extinguish the original MLIX 

contract of sale, unless it be so agreed, either expressly, 
or as inferred frani circut~;lstances. Tt is upon thnt prin- 
ciple the judgn~ent is hunded;  and it was said, the remedy 
of theres;~ective principaIs n p i n j t  the purchaser, remained 
the same after the note was tahen, as it was before. I t  
might be difficult to rtconci;c t h a t  ded~wtion with those 
decisions, in the same state, whk!1 maire the production of 
a negotiable instrument, idispensablc on the trial of the 
action on the original contract, in order that i t  may be 
delivered u?. Hupi~es  v. JC%:et.ler, 8 Cowen. 7'7. If the 
rule bz correct, when the note is for a single demand, it 
may yet, for that reason, be inapplicable io one for two or 
more demands; fiar in the iattcr case, the factor cannot 
rightfully deliver the joint evidence of both debts, to one 
of the severel creditors, with authority to him to cancel it. 
But from that deductisn, in Coi.!ics v. Cuniming, there is 
now no orcasiun to dissmt; foi-, whether correct or not, 
the right - of thr: principal to an immediate nction in his 
own name, against the purchaser, is expressly recognised, 
notwithstanding the note fix the benefit of two. But that 
caiinot be here ; for Crook, u ho n as the purchaser, was 
entirely discharged. The  plaintiff not only left in the 
defendant no cause of action against the purchaser, but 
disabled himszlf horn helping him to one. Nor could the 
defendant sae Jacobson. There was no contract, nor 
privity between them. Jacobson was not the purchaser; 
the case states expressly that Crook was. Jacobson was 
liable solely on his note, and not on the consideration of it ; 
which did not enure to his benefit, but to that of Crook. 
It is said, however, thnt by applying to the plaintifl', the 
defendant could have obtained J~icobson's note, which 
would have been equa!ly beneficial to him; and this seems 
to have been the idea of his Honor, upon the reasoning in 
Goodenow v. Tyler. It would seem to us, that the right of 
the principal, is, at his own pleasure, to revoke the autho- 
rity, and arrest the action of his factor, and to become his 
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D E C E ~ E R ,  own receiver ; and that the factor incurs immediate respon- 
1635 L sibility by pl~cing the busiliess in such a posture, as gives 

XyxlmTON to hiinself t ix coni;.ol. It is an attempt to shift the power 
u. 

WLIN. to the wrc.ig hand, and to bricg the principal into subjec- 
tion; which ought to make the wrongdoer answerable for 
tiis dcbt. B L I ~  how cculd the defe~idnnt apply for this note? 
H e  did not !inow of iis existence. The plainti$ did not 
report Jacobson as the purchaser, nor his note as a secu- 
rity; and in the state of the defendant's inf~rmation, he 
could not imagini: that there was any thing to oppose his 
general right to looli to Crook, or that he had to ask from 
the piaintiff thc transfcr of any note, much less that of a 
mere stranger to him. 

But from other facts of the case, we think it cannot be 
supposed, that if the defendant had, a t  any time before 
Jaco?)son's failure, applied for tbc note, it would have been 
assigned to him. This conclusion is drawn fi.0111 the cir- 
cumstances, that a part cf the sum secured in it, was for a 
debt due fiom Crook to the plaintiX, and the other part was 
not sufficient to coi7er the balance in account due to him, 
from the defendant !limself. Pn each of these respects, the 
case diEers from both of those cited for the plaintiff. This 
part of the transaction is open to the general objection of its 
tendency to impair the faith of distant correspondents in 
mercantile integrity, and to tarnish the character for fair 
and honourabie dealing which distinguishes our merchants 
as a class. On the strength of that faith and charaeter, 
men now entrust to each other, adventures for immense 
amounts, with a sense of perfect security, that the sales 
will be honestly made, with reference to the interest of 
the owner only, and without any other advantage to the 
agent than a just compensation for that service ; and will 
be truly reported, and truly accounted for. It is going 
very far, for a factor to sell in a lump the goods of different 
principals, and to take one security in his own name for 
the prices. But it is much more suspicious and dangerous 
for him to sell a parcel of his own goods, at  the same time 
with his principal's, and to take one note fordthe whole. 
The owner generally resides at a remote place, and is 
unable to make inquiries personally, but is nearly restricted 
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to the factor himself as the source of the knowledge of his DECEMBER, 
1835. transactions ; and it is easy to disguise the truth, and to - 

deceive the principal, even when every thing is not exactly SyM1:"" 

fair. Whatever tends to unfairness, ought, tilerefore, when M&LIN. 
discovered, to be reprobated. Factors owe it to their own 
interest -and standing, to keep the transactio~ls for others, 
distinct from those on their own account. If they mix 
them, it is impossible to escape suspicion; and quite a 
slight one is fatal to their business, and highly prejudicial 
to trade generally. When one bargain is mad2 for the two 
parcels, there is a temptation and an opportunity, without 
great hazard of detection, to make that fi r the one, depen- 
dent upon the other; and the factor may be able to get a 
great deal more for his own, by taking a little less than the 
market price for tbe larger one of his principal. If this 
step were tolerated, the next would be to sell the goods of 
the principal, if the ;-iorchzser would liquidate a disputed 
account with the factor, or include in a security a doubtful 
demand. Courts ought not to cou ~tenance a mode of 
dealing, which leads to such conseqoences. But where 
one security is taken for the whole in the nawe of the fac- 
tor, it seems clear to us that he talrcs it as his own. I t  is 
not exclusive1 y in trust, or for the sole benefit of the prin- 
cipal, but in part for himself-and that appropriates it. 
I n  Goodenow v. Tyler ,  it was admitted by the rmjority of 
the Court, that if the factor appropriate to himself a note 
payable to him, he makes himself the debi01. ; and negotiat- 
ing the note, or refusing to deliver it on demand, are put as 
instances of such appropriation. Another example must, 
we  think, consist in taking a note, not wholly in trust for 
an employer or employers, but partly for himsclf. When 
taken altogether for another or others, it is presumed that 
he holds it for him, or those, who areentitled to the money, 
and will transfer it when requested; and therefore he was 
held not to be liable before request and refusal. After 
Jacobson becameinsolvent, the plaintiff might very willingly 
have handed over his note. But that does not determine 
the true question in the case, which is, did he intend, when 
he fmk it, to keep it as his ou7n; or did he intend to trans- 
fer it, if asked ? I t  must be seen in such a case, that he did 
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DECEEIIBER, not mean to transfir it, at !cast not absolutely, and not 
1835 udess the defcndailt \ ~ i . o ~ ~ i t f  advance in cash, or render 

SYP1hGTO.V himself responsible for the psrt beloaging to the f:ilctor. 
U. 

N'LIN. That condition he had no right to impose, nor to expect 
the defendant to compiy mith. But without a campliaace, 
it is not to be supposcd the plaintiff would have parted 
with t!le security, or even intended to do so. That is an 
appropriation. I t  is a strong presumption of reason, that 
the note was made payable to himself, because he had an 
interest in it; and therefore that he intended to keep it, 
I t  is tantamount to a refusn! upon demand ; for if demand- 
ed, it would not have becn delivered. I-Tence, in Jackson 
v. Buker, reported in a note to 6 Conen's Rep. 183, it was 
held, that mixing a debt to the principal, with one to the 
factor in the same bond, gave the former immediate 
recourse against the latter, unle~s he offered to assign the 
bond. And in Floyd v. Day, 3 Mass. Rep. 405, it was 
ruled, that if an agent to collect a debt, include it in a 
bond to hirr~self for a debt of his own, his principal could 
not bring trover for the first security, or the last, but might 
recover in assumpsit, as if the debt had been paid to the 
agent. The presumption spoken of, is a!most certainly true 
in fact, in this case. The defendant was indebted to the 
plaintiff, and made the shipment to him to pay himself. 
He  therefore h e w  the destination of the proceeds ; and, 
although he was not, even after receiving it, confined to 
the consignment as a fund for his satisfaction pro tunto, 
yet the selling of the deposit, and taking a note for that 
debt, and another due to himself, affords almost as high evi- 
dence as could be given, that the plaintiff meant to change 
his debtors, and keep the note to himself; which is rendered 
conclusive, when we find that he passed the proceeds of the 
cotton to the credit of the defendant in account, and, of 
course, charged on his books the maker of the note as a 
general debtor to himself for the whole sum due on it. 
We should think, therefore, that the judgment ought to be 
reversed, were there nothing more in the case. 

But there are other circumstances in the accounts and 
correspondence, of concealment and misrepresentation, 
much to the discredit of the plaintiff; which are warnings 
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of the danger of allowing the first false step of a person, DE;;;;? 

who undertakes to act for another, intermingling his own It SYMIRTGTON 
interests, in a bargain, with those of his correspondent. V. 

is the duty of a factor to be early in his intelligence, and 
dislinct in his accounts, and above all, explicitly to state in 
them, every material fact, so that the principal may know 
the real state of his affairs. I t  has been before mentioned, 
that the plaintiff did not show any advice, at  il:e time that 
he held Jacobson's note as a security for the cotton. More 
than that,on the 30th of September, 1828, six days before 
the note fell due, he recharged the ninety-seven dollars 
and fifty-eight cents, to the defendant, upon the ground 
that Crook had become insolvent; and advised him of 
it, as if he had before reported him to be the purchaser, 
and as if he bad become so upon his personal credit 
only. This was false in two particulars. Crook was 
not, and never had been the debtor, and therefore the 
debt was not lost by his bankruptcy; and the pretence to 
the contrary, denotes a consciousness that the dealings 
of the plaintiff were in violation of both law and usage. 
Again, it was false in withholding advice of Jacobson's 
responsibility, and raising a delusive expectation of getting 
payment by attaching Crook's effects. Why was Jacob- 
son's note kept out of sight ? Obviously in the expectation 
that the defendant knew nothing of him, and would never 
discover his liability, but rest contented under the loss by 
Crook's failure ; and in that event, the plaintiff could pocket 
not only his own part, but the defendant's also. I t  is no 
answer to this, that Jacobson also failed. The plaintiff's 
letter and accounts, contain a, plain declaration to the defen- 
dant, that he had no other security, but the contract of 
Crook, by himself; and if the plaintiff ever held the note 
for the defendant's use, amount to a denial of it, if not to 
an actual conversion to his own use.-There must be a 
venire de novo. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment reversed. 
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- T H E  BUNCOMBE TURNPIKE COMPANY u. DAVID MLCARSON. 
TURNPIKE 

Co. In warrants upon penal statutes before a single Justice, there must be some 

M,C~~soN,  reference to the statutes which give the penalty ; and the omission of such 
reference in the process, is a substantial defect that will be fatal even dfter 
verdict. 

That clause of the charter of the Euncombe Turnpike Company, (act of 
1824, Taylor's Rev. ch. 1258, sec, 13), which compcls all persons living 
within two miles of the road of said company, and who are by law liable 
to work on public roads, to perform six days' labour on the said road in 
each and every year, is not unconstitutional, inasmuch as they are by the 
the same charter exemptcd from paying tolls for passing over the road. 

Whether a person subject to pay toll could be constitutionally compelled to 
work on the road? Qu. 

The books of a corporation, containing entries, in accordance with its char- 
ter, when identified, are admissible to prove the organization and existence 
of the corporation. 

The Board of Directors of the Buncombe Turnpikc Company may, under its 
charter, appoint a manager, or overseer of the repairs of the road, without 
a deed under the corporate seal ; and this appointment may be shown by 
the production of their books containing an entry of a resolution to that 
effect. 

THIS was an action of DEBT for a penalty incurred by 
the defendant for refusing to work on the plaintiffs' road, 
commenced by warrant before a single Justice, and carried 
by successive appeals to the Superior Court, where it was 
tried a t  Buncombe on the Fall Circuit of 1833, before his 
Honor Judge NORWOOD. 

The warrant against the defendant was, " to answer the 
complaint of the President and Directors of the Buncombe 
Turnpike Company in a plea of debt of six dollars, due by 
failing to work on their road as he was warned to do, 
between the first day of January and the last day of Feb- 
ruary, 1830." On the trial in the Superior Court, the 
plaintiffs produced the books of the corporation, showing 
the original subscription of stock, and the appointment of 
a President and Directors of the Company, and also the 
appointment of a cIerk. This clerk had, under the order 
of the company, entered on their books a resolution of the 
company appointing one William Kilnsey to keep in repair 
a part of the road of the company, and to oversee the two- 
mile hands liable to work on said road. Kimsey proved 
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that the defendant lived within one mile of that part of the DECEMBER, 
1835. road over which he was so appointed overseer; and that - 

he, Kimsey, gave the defendant due notice to work two TU~:$, 
days on the said road with three of his halads liable to v. 

work on public roads ; and that the defendant refused to MGARSON. 

do so. To the whole of this evidence the defendant 
objected; aileging-1st. That the organization of the cor- 
poration was not sufficiently proved; 2adly. That Iiirnsey's 
appointment by the resolution of the Board ought to be 
evidenced by their corporate seal ; and, 3dly. That that 
clause of the Charter a i d  Act of 1S.24 (Taylor's Rev.  ch. 
1258) which required the two-mile hands to work on said 
road, was unconstitz~tionnl, inasmuch as it transferred the 
Hsbour of the citizen to a private corporation. Each of 
these objections was overruled by his Honor, and the 
jury returned a verdict for the piaintifi ; whereupon the 
defendant appealed. 

No counsel appeared for the defendant. 

Xau7zders for the plaintiff: 

RWFIS, Cll~iefJustice.-T!IW is a defect in the warrant, 
for which the Court is o?diged to reverse the judgment of 
the Superior Cour't, a d  arrest tile judgment. The pro- 
ems has no reference to the statutes which give the penal- 
ties sued h a  ; and thc omission has been held to be fatal. 
Xcroter v. H a r r i n g t o ~ ~ ,  1 HHawI\s, 102. The objection rile case of 

was not taken in the Superior Court; nevertheless,  under$^^^^?: 
the act of 1818 (Reu. c7r. 9G.2, sec. 4), this Gourt cannotton, 1 

overlook it, because our judgrnmt nlust be such as, upon z:ks9 
aI'- 

the whole record, that of the Superior Court ought to haveprored. 
heen. 

W e  suppose, however, that the purpose of bringing a 
suit for so small a sum to this Court, was to obtain an 
opinion upon the matters of law involved in the defendant's 
escept;ons ; and, therefore, we have felt bou~ld to consider 
them. . , 

The pcinei jaal oiJ;ecr?otr is that which is directed against 
the colistitutiod p ~ e r  of the Legislature to require the 
defendant to work on the road; which is said to be trans- 
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DECE~IBERI ferring the labour of the citizen to a private corporation. 
1835. 

W e  have a decided opinion that the Act of 1824 (Taylor's 
T U R N P I I ~ ~  

c, Rev. ch. 1258), is, in this respect, constitutional; and it 
u. seems also to be just. The making of new roads, and the 

MCARSON. 
reparation of those already in existence, being for the 
benefit, ought to be effected by the means, of all the mem- 
bers of the body politic. It is in the discretion of the 
Legislature to raise those means by assessing taxes on per- 
sons and property, or by directly exacting the personal 
service of the citizens. From a very early period, those 
works have in this state been carried on by the personal 
labour of the inhabitants of the several districts within 
which the particular roads arc situate. The road in ques- 
tion is laid out in the county in which the defendant 
resides; and, by the 9th section of the Charter, it is 
declared to be a public highway. The objection is, that, 
although it be thus declared, passengers are required to 
pay tolls to the stosliholders: which makes it, substan- 
tially, private property. When this objection shall be 
made by one from whom tolls can, under the act, be 
exacted, it will be our duty to consider whether such a 
person can be compelled to work on the road, for the 
passing on which he has also to pay. But that is not the 
defendant's case. Thc '7th section exempts the citizens of 
Buncornhe county from tlie payment of tolls. The plain- 
ti% have, therefore, a fair retort on the defendant of his 
own argument; and might say, that it is unconatitutional 
to ailow him to use their property without making con]- 
pensation. But the argument on either side is seen to be 
unsound, when the two provisions-against one of which 
the plt~iutiEs night object, and against the other the 
defendant does ol~ject-are brought together. By the 13th 
section, tile charter provides that such persons as by law 
are liable to work on public roads in Buncombe, and reside 
wvitl~in two miles of this road, shall do six days' work on 
it in the year, under the direction of the President and 
Directors of the Company. This then is the price which 
the defendant pays for the use of the road by hirnself and 
the other inhabitants of the county; and they have to 
make roads in their neighbourhoods for his use. The pro- 
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vision is probably beneficial to the defendant ; for less than DECEMBER, 
1635. 

six days' labour of those who live within two miles of the - 
road might be inadequate to heeping the necessary roads TunNPJXE 

Co. 
in a condition to be passed, while the turnpilie must be 8. 

kept in repair at  a great expense to the company. But of M'CARSON. 

the reasonableness of the quantity of labour compared 
with the value of the privilege to the defendant, it is for 
the Legislature to decide, not the court. 

The case does not state the contents of the subscription 
and corporation bool~s that were produced, and therefore 
we cannot say positively of what they were evidence. W e  
suppose them to be the entries of such acts as the chartcr 
prescribes, as no deviation is specified. If so, those docu- 
ments, whe~l  identified, were not only evidence, but com- 
plete evidmce, of the organization and existence of the 
corporation. Higliland Twnpilie Company v. filiKean, 
LO John. Rep. 154. But such evidence was not necessary. When a 

I t  is true, that when a corporation is plaintiff, it must, corporatio~ 
is plalntifX upon the general issue, show itself to be a corporation. it must,ul; 

But when the charter is by statute, that is done by show- on the ge- 
neral issue 

ing the statute, and that the persons acting under colour itself 

of it are in the peaceable enjoyment of the corporate fran- tobe a C O ~  
pordt~on. 

chises and rights thereby granted. This was ruled in T a r  ~ , d  wile 

River Nuu. Compuny v. Areul, 3 Hawks, 520, and is also :pb;hyz 
held in other states. Trustees of Th-non v. Hills, 6 ute, that i 

\Vend. Rep. 23. The non-existence of the corporation, or ::$$ 
the forfeiture of its charter, can only be adjudged at the thestatute, 

and that 
suit of the sovereign against the usurpers of the franchises. the persons 

They cannot be inquired into collaterally, at the instance acting un- 
der colour 

of an individual, unless he show that it has already been i, 
sa adjudged in fasour of the state : in other words, that possession 

of corpo- 
the charter has been annulled by judicial sentence and no rate fian- 

longer exists. Here it appears that the corporation was chiseE. 
Tho case of 

de fucto organized, and that it had made the road which the T ~ ~ R ~ -  
the defendant was warned to assist in repairing. ver Nan. 

Co. v. Neal, 
The  last objection is to the evidence, given on the trial, 3 Hawks, 

of the appointment of the manager or overseer of the iff;.zl- 
repairs of the road, who warned the defendant to work. The 

The case does not state the terms of the entry on the existenceof 
of a corpo. 

books as to the duties imposed, or authority conferred, by 
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D*CE1lBER~ the directors upon the ageilt; nor does any objection 1835. 
seem to have been taken, that the entry of the appointment 

TUR~PIKE 
co. did not profess to give hi111 the authority which he assumed 
v. 

M'CARSOX. over the defendant. W e  have, therefore, no means of 
ingas sucll, forming an opinion upon thosc questions ; and we do not 
or the for- decide them, as they are distinct from that made by 
feitnre of 
its cllarter, the exception. W e  also refrain from intimating, in antici- 
c m O i l l ~  be pation, by what formal means the board or its agents must 
adjudged at 
tile suit of malie Iinown to the hands that their labour is required, 
the soTer- 
:igll. suc!l and the time and place at which tiley must attend, so as 
lon-exist- to convev a reasonnble assi:rai;ce to them that the order is 
:ncc or for- 

can- authmtic, and the obedience of each individual due to it. 
lot, when The case states that i6 due cotice" was given to the defen- 
hele is 110 

ludiclnl dant ; which he refused to obey, without assigning any 
sente'lcc cause, because, as we suppose, he denied the right of the igainst it 
declariagit corporation altogether. W e  confine ourselves, therefore, 
null, he 
collateral- 

to the exceptioil, n hich is, that the appointment of Iiimsey, 
I7 inquired who gave the notice, could not be proved on the trial, by 
into by in- 
dlviduals. the production of the order of appointment entered in the 

directors' books, but must be shown by an act under the 
common seal of the corporation. 

Grpor5- W e  tilink otherwise. Corporations by prescription, or 
tiom by 
prescrip- those created by let ters-patent, act only by deed. At least 
tion, or by 
letters-pd- 

mt is the general rule, as stated in the old books, of cor- 
tent, could, porations generally. The cornrnoh lam devised no other 
accordmg 
to tile old means of action by those bodies, and admitted 110 other 
b o o k  act evidence of their actim. Yet, in modern times, that has 
only by 
deed. been departed from; and it is now said that, although they 
modern can grant by deed only, yet they may @o many other acts 
tnnes, how- 
eler, it has without one ; as qyoin t  a buil i f ,  01- the like. f i v e r  V. 

lleld @hnrlestc;orth (4 Barn. &L Crcsw. 57.5 ; 10 Eng. 6 .  L. Rep. 
that, al- 
t l l ~ n g h  4E2.) But, however that may be in respect to bodies 
they can politic thus existing, it seems settled by many decisions in 
grant only 
by dced, this country, and by the constant practice, that it is other- 
yet they 
n,ay do wise with respect to corporations created by legislative 
manyother charter, which allows or requires the ordinary business to 
acts with- 
out one,as be done, not by the corporators ss an entire body, but by 
a ~ ~ o i n t ~  a select board, 3s the agents of the corporation itself. The 
bnzlzff, or 
the 11lie. statutes colitrol the comtlX3il ~ T V ;  ai:d the C~J'pol'at~oil has 
But corpo- the capacities, and may act in the tnodcs pointed out in 
raCIons cre- 
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the statute. Fleckner v. The Bank of the United*States, DECEMBER, 
1835. 

8 Wheat. 338, is a full authority upon this point, and states --- 
the reasons for it with ability, as well as comments upon ny 
the cases. The charter to the plaintiffs seems to have v. 

M'CARSON. 
been founded upon this very idea. By the first section ated by 

the corporators themselves are to act in " electing a Presi- gislative 

dent and three Directors for conducting the business and $zy;,- 
I concerns of the said company." By the 4th section " the lows or re- 

quires the 
President and Directors shall, on behalf of the corporation, ordin;try 

have power and authority to q r e e  with any persons for business to 
be done, 

constructing or improving said road, and to make all such not by the 

contracts touching the same as may be fit or expedient ; corpora- 
tors, as an 

and may appoint a treasurer, a clerk, and such managers, entire bo- 
dy, but by and servants, and toll gatherers, as they deem necessary- a ,elect 

any of whom they may remove at pleasure." This board as 
the agents 

phraseology renders it manifest, that the action of the cor- tor- 

poration itself, was expected to he seldom necessary or  oration, 
are not go- 

useful, except to raise the funds and select persons to vernedby 

superintend the proper disbursement of them. All the t2z1zf~e 
other objects of the act, i t  was thought, would be better common 

attained by authorizing, if not requiring, the corporation $zri:oode 
to act in all ordinary matters tlmrough the President and of action, 

but are Directors, as its og'crzts, or, as expressed in the act itself, guided and 

"on behaif of the corporation." The statute plainly con- regulated 
by the stat- 

tradistingulshes between the Corporation and the Board .tecreat- 

of Directors; and treats the last as agents constituted, ingthem. 

with plena~y powers, by election, and not by deed. Now ~ h ,  agents 
there is no r ~ d e  of the common law, that agents of a cor- of COrPO- 

ation are 
porntion must rnalie a deed as the evidence of their trans- not re- 

actions on behalf of their prificipnls, if the same thing :$yi:zf 
might be done on their own behalf by parol. Nor does thecorn- 

the statute require it. A cashier of a bank gives his ~ . c ~ ~  

receipt for money paid to him, or deposited with him as deed on b e  
half oftheir 

the officer of the bank, and not an acquittance under the principals, 

corporate seal, or a covenant to account. Of the transac- where they 
might act 

tions of the Board of Directors there ought to be some for thern- 

written memorial, as the body consists of several persons, 
and there is no other method of authenticating their com- 
mon mind. This charter prescribes several acts to be 
done by the board, in which it was clear that it was not 
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D E C ~ N ~ E R ,  intended they should act by deed; such as reducing the 
1335. rate of tolls, reporting their proceedings to the stockholders, 

TURNPIKE 
co. and making an annual return of the amount of tolls to the 
v. General Assembly ; and it does not require the contracts 

M'CARSON. 
or the appointments, authorized in it, to be made by deed. 
Of course they may be proved in any other method which 
fidly establishes the ternis or the fact sought for; and a 
written note in the boolrs of the board, appointing the 
officers and servants, is, we think, sufficient for that pur- 
pose; or to show their duties and authorities therein pre- 
scribed-which indeed may, in many cases, be inferred 
from the nature of the office, or the practical exercise of 
power under the observation of the members of the board. 
In  The Bank of the United States v. Dandridge, 12 Wheat. 
64, the Supreme Court of the United States went so far 
as to hold, that the acceptance of a cashier's bond might 
be found, without any recorded evidence of it, upon the 
acts of the cashier and the board, as presumptive evidence, 
although the charter required that it should be approved 
by the board before the cashier should enter upon his 
duties. 

The new trial was therefore properly refused. But for 
the defect of the warrant, the judgment must be reversed, 
with costs in this court; and the judgment arrested. 

PER CURIARI. Judgment arrested. 



DECEMBER, 
DEN cx dem, of J d M C 3  GWYN and WILLPAM P. WAUGIT v. 1835. 

J.iJlES WELLBORN and PIIONTFORD XTOIiES. GWYN 
v. 

PVhclc A. tezmt in fce-simple, moztgzged his land &r a lcrix of 500 years, ~VELLBORN. 
and conveyed his rcrcrjio:l in h s t  :or lillnsclffor lifc, and afterioards iilr 
his dnupldzre, and diccl ; slid doring rho  crinti:ma!lcc of the mortgage term, 
B. got posscs,iou of the prcmiacs, ail<: retaixd it <w morc t h i  seven years, 
under colour of title ; =id afierwxds tile d~ughtcm, t!~e ee~tui  que trusts of 
the rcvcrsioi~, obtnimd the posscsai~n, and tiic lcgd reprcscntatlre of the 

u b  t? i ! ~ m  of tllc xs!-tgny ki.::, it was held, mortgagee, inadc " s relc --." 
that thc daugll'lcrs hzl-ing o:i!p a:i e p i t n b l e  c:t?tc i:i tI:c rcvcr~ioi~, the re. 
lease cocld not oprrate as a. legal csti~!quisl~ulc!lt of t!:e tcmi, but at inost 
could oidy bc, at law, an assigniiicnl of tho term ; that this term ;T-2s barred 
by the slatute oflimita'rionu, and ;!:at eonscrjucnti:i the daughtxs could not 
dc~kiid their possi.s;;ioii agaiiist 2:1 tajc(:t:!lci:t brouglit by those clain~ing 
imdcr B. 

&it altllough n lztiaiit f;,r ycws m2.y bc barred by the sl.:ilato of li:ililalio:ie, 
yet the rerersioiler \\-ill not be ni&cted tiitreby, uillil tiic expiration or ex- 
linguisllrnent of the term ; therefore, if in llw case ~ i h d  above, the repre- 
sentative of tile mortgagee had rccckcd satishctia:~ i io~n  the trustee, and 
surrc~~dcrcd t!ie tertii to him, he, or his cestui que trusts lioldimg for him, 
u-ould have become entitled to the l e ~ d  possession of the land, and might 
have defended it against the cjectmcnt. 

AFTER the new trial granted in this case at December 
Term, 1822, (see 2 Hawks, 235,) it was again tried at 
Iredell (to which eou~lty it had been removed) on the Fall 
Circuit of 1831 before his IIonor J u d y  DANIEL, when the 
defendants again had a verdict, and the p!nintiti-"s appealed. 

The facts necessary to a proper understanding of the 
ease, as it was presented on the second trial, are so fully 
and clearly stated by his Honor Judge Gasrox, in tleliver- 
ing the opinion of the court, tlmt it would occasion a use- 
less repetition to have t!icm inserted by way of staterneat 
here. The case lay over several terms for tlic purposc of 
having i t  argued, but it was a t  last submitted without 
argument. 

GASTON, Judge.--There arc several points in this case 
oil which we wished an argument, alid this wish we felt it 
our duty to express. But the parties have thought proper 
to suhnlit the case without an argument on either side, 
and we have been obliged to proceed to judgment without 
the aids which were hoped from a discussion. 
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D C C F ~ ~ ~ E R ,  I n  the opinion which me ;rre called upon to review, t h t  
1335. attention of the Couii seems to ;idle been directed tu  the 

GWIN examina-tion of the equitable, rather t l m ~  of the legal title 
WELLBORN. to the land in dispute, I i  1s esse.;tr,~l to the preservatiou 

of the integrity of our s~ stem of j!xisptac!ence, In t\ hich 
the jurisdiction of legal and e,;ui:,i& s~b jec t s  is assigned 
to distinct tribunals, that a lognl claim should be deter- 
mined exclusitely 011 iegl:l pmci j l l c~ ,  

Upon t!le case nmie it  a?;Iearq, that on the 23d of July, 
1778, Hugh Kon'gomery T: as sci, eii in  fee smple  of the 
prernlbes In rontro\er.;y, : nd that on t h  auccc ding day 
he conveyed by deed of Z~arga~n and saie a tu rn  for five 
hundred years to $ o h  JHlcl~ael Graiii, conditioned to be 
void on the paymefit to Grxf t  or his assigns of the sum of 
fifteen hundred :mind.; ; one timusand thereof' within three 
months after tiie 2kli J L I : ~ . ,  17'79, a w l  the r e d u e  within 
three moi?ths after :!XI 54th July,  1780. It appears, also, 
that Alontgorn~ry duly conr e) ed his r c ~  eraionary interest 
in the piernlses to L i ' r ,  Scsbi i  and Bionn,  upon certain 
trusts to hmself for life; and after his death, then in trust 
for his ir,fant daughters, Rachel and Rebecca, the wites 
of the defendants, Wellhorn and Stokes : and that he died 
some time in the year 1780; that the mortgage money 
was not prid w!~en i t  became due ;  that GrafTt died, and 
that on the 7th F ~ b r u a r y ,  1784, Bagge, his administrator, 
assigned the mor tgqe  tern1 n it11 the debt to 3iTarshal1, by 
whom it mas in lAe manner bequeathed to Benzein, who 
also bequeated it to Canow, who on the 17th IPIay, 1815, 
executed a release thereof to 3Irs, Gtol,es acd Mrs. Well- 
born, the ccstui pue t~ usts aforesaid, who were then in 
possession. The  !essors of the plaintiff claimed title under 
a grant from the state to Joseph l[Iolrr,nn, dated the 3d 
March, 1779 ; by mesne conveyancas from Holman regu- 
larly deduced, and a 1,ossessiun under this elcim of title 
in themselves and their assignors, fkorn the date of the 
grant down to the 8 t h  Kovember, 1814, nhen the posses- 
sion v a s  talien by the defendents- 

Did notliing else appear in the cese, n e  apprehend that 
the judgment must be rebersed, for th:it, upon this ~ i e w  
of it, the plaintiff would be entitled to recover. Upon the 
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execution of Nfiiltgomer\.'s mortgage, the legal estate for DECEMBER, 
1835. the term of years tilereby erearcd passed to Grafft, and by - 

Xontgomery's deed to I<err, Kesbit and Brown, the legal G~~~ 
R. 

reversion imrnediaiely dependent thereon was transferred W E L L B ~ ~ N .  

to them. Thk latizr c m t y m c e  is not rilade a part of the 
ease. If, under hbnt coilreyorxx, or by other means, any 
legal estate was raised c: t:ansfcrred to the daughters of 
Alontgomary, i~ is tci b3 f ~ g i e t t e d  :hat the fact does not 
appear. We caanot piesame it, bat inust etndcrstancl that 
they 15ad no ot!m that> the beneficial or trust estate which 
the case states to have bccn declsred for them in that 
conveyance. The str tute of limitations which was sus- 
pended by several acts of AssemLly duririg the Revolu- 
tionary war, began to run i i l  fa\,our of the possession 
under the grant to PIolman, in Jnne 1'754. As Grafft or 
his assignees did not enter within seven years thereafter, 
E P ~  it is 1.3t simwn that they were within m y  of the 
exceptions of tile aet nf IL7l5, he, and all claiming under 
him, were barred fr a q *  m i r y  thereafter to be made. It 
is stated in the opinio:~ of 11;s Pionor, that although the 
right of entry of the mortgapce u a s  ti~ils barred, the right 
of the reversioners was m t  tirerely afkcted. W e  believe 
this position to be correct. Tile statute excludes and disa- 
bles born entry such persons as fail ts a l t e r  within seven 
years after their right or title shall hare accrued. T h e  
ouster of a tenant for years under the ciairn of a fee by a 
stranger, is said in the boohs to be a disst&,2 of him i n  
reversion or remainder. Biihcti~er it is to be so regarded the ouster 

of a tenant in our country, uhere  an  ejectn~ent is the only remedy, or for years 

the o d y  remedy in use, for trying disputed titles, may be ull+rtlle 
c lam of n 

a question worthy of consideration. h t ,  hornever this fee by a 

may be, the reversioner, during the continuance of the btra1lgcr, is 
a dzssezsen 

prior estate, has no riglit to the possession of the land-and .fh,, ,, 
cannot tlierefore hake a right to enter thereon. On-ell v. 

or remain- 
d&Kuddox, Runnington on Ejectnlent, Appendix 1. Doe ex dcr, in tills 

dern. Cook v. Dunvers, 7 Esst ,  Rep. 299. As his right of 
But whc- 

enlry arises upon the expiration or extinguishment of the ,her ilbeso 

term, he has seven ycars I hereafter to apsert it, and until Or the 
reversioner 

tilose seven years expire, he is not withilt the bar of this ha, 

ctatute. See 2 Preston on Abstracts, 351. But there is ~ ~ ~ ~ , " ( l h ~ -  
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DECEMBER, a mistake in supposing, trpon the facts stated, that the 
18.35 release by Canoav to Mrs. Stokes and Mrs. Wellborn, 

G ~ ~ "  extinguished tile estate of the mortgagee, and thereby 
ti. 

W E L L R ~ ~ ~  gave right of immediate possession to the trustees. I n  
possesfilon equity indeed the mortgagor is held to be the real owner 
untd thc 
exp,,,t,,, of the land, the debt k i n g  regarded as the principal thing, 
of the terln and the land the accessory-as securily for the payment 
for years, 
alld ulltll of the debt. ]But at law it is otherwise. The legal iuterest 
t"attirEc in the term passes upon the executio~s of the mortgage, 
a 111 not bc 
o i f ~ t c d ! , ~  and if the monrjy be not paid according to the condition 
thc ad%erse of the mortgnge, then the estate becomes absolute at law 

in the mortgagee. A C w r t  of equity will allow a amrt- 
qagor to redeem within a reasonable time by paying the 
principal and interest of'the debt and costs, anti when this 
is done the mortgagor acqc~ires an cquitable right in tlic 
term. Rut the term in IUZO is not, by the payment of the 
debt after the day, divested from the mortgagee; it yet 
remains in the mortgagee, a n d  is to be assigned, trans- 
ferred, or surrctldercd, as o t l w  legal terms for years, 
Mrs. Wellborn and Mrs. Wtolies had, as appears horn the 
case, an equitable estate, suhject to the charge of the 
mortgage tleht; and it may be, as was declajed in the 
opinion, that the release extinguished this charge, and 
that they then had anestate in equity fi-eed and erronerared 
therefrom. But however this may be, in  law,  they had 
no estate in the land. 'khe freehold, subject to the term, 
was in the trustees, or the survivor of them, or in thc heirs 
of the survivor (if a fee simple), or in the heirs or devisees 
of Rfontgornery. If, therefore, Mrs. Stokes r,nd Mrs. 
Wel!born acq~aired nnj7 interest at  lam under the deed of 
release, it was the interest of the ~nortgngee ; the tcrm was 
not thereby extinguisl:ed, but assigned-and if his right 
of entry had been tnhela away, by the possession of 
Holman, they claiming as his assignees, could not be 
in any better situation. We, however, most understand 
that  nothing passed by the instrument. It is not set 
forth, but the case states i t  to be a release from the 
assignee of thc mortgagee to those equitably entit!ed 
to the estate in reversion. There was no privity to 
malie it operate as a release or surrender, and if a n  
assignment could be made, it is not shown that it pur- 
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ported to make an assignment of the term. Upon this DECFMBER, 
1835 view then the legal term mas still outstanding, the right of 

entry under that term was barred-the trustees of the G : ~  
defendants had no right to the possession until the expira- WELLBORN. 
tion of the term-and there was, therefore, no existing 
legal defence to the plaintiff's right to recover. 

ut there is an important f a t  in the case which is not 
prominently presented, but which nevertheless appears, 
and may entirely change the legal rights of the parties. 
The mortgage deed is appended to, and expressly stated to 
be made a part of the case, and on i t  is the following 
endorsement : Willres County, North Carolina, Novem- 
ber the 8 t h ,  1815. Received of John Brown, trustee 
under the decree of the Suprcrne Court of North Carolina, 
in the case of 6. L. Bemein's executors a11d others, com- 
plainants, and Wiliiam Eenoir and others defendants, the 
sum of $9,263, being in full satisfactim for the within 
mortgnge, and of the szm decreed in the said suit. 

6. J N ~ .  G. CANOW, by his L4tt'y, 
" LEWIS D. SCHWE~XITZ." 

W e  are to regard this cndorserncnt as authentic, or it 
would not have been made a part of the case; and it must 
be understood to have been exhibited in evidence by the 
defendants. I f  the John Brown therein named is the same 
John Brown named in the cnnveyance of Montgomery, 
and the survivor of those to n horn the legal reversion was 
thereby granted, or has by inheritance or otherwise suc- 
ceeded to the estate of the grantees in that conveyance, 
tiion at  the date of this endorsement he had tlic legal free- 
hold dependent on the tcrm as the trustee of the wives of 
the defendants. I n  the case of Furrt~er 012. C ~ P ~ I I .  of E a r l  
v. Rogers, 2 Wilson's Rep. 46, the heir at  law of one who 
had executed a mortgage term for five hundred years, 
brought an ejectment against the defel~dant who had the 
mortgage deed in his possession. On exhibition of the 
deed, it was found to have an endorsement on it, without 
seal or stamp, in these words: " Received this - day of 
March, 1738," (being after the day limited by thc proviso,) 
'i of A. B." (the mortgagor,) so much money '' for all prin- 
cipal snd interest till this day: and I do release the said 



DEC~VBER, A. Brp and discl~arge the within mortgaged premises from 
1835 the term of five hutldred years." Signed by the mort- 

G W Y ~  
8. 

gagee. I t  \$,is resolved by the Court that before the 
WELLBOIW. statute of frauds, a lease for yearQ, either by deed or parol, 

might haae been surrendered ni theat  deed by parol ; that 
the words release and discharge the term of file hundred 
years, ~ r e  nluch stroizgcr than  nortis wi~ich in many cases - 
have amounted to  a stirrender, ut yes nzc~gis voleat qunm 
pereat; that, under the S ~ C L I U ~ C ,  a lease for any l.erm of 
years ma? be created by writing withuut deed, and that 
the anme may be surrendered by deed or note in writing, 
and that there was no occasion ksr a stamp upon this 

Before the 
statl,te of endorsement, it not being a deed. In  the year 1815 we 
frauds, a had no statute of frauds, and a sorrcubcr of a term might 
term of 
y,,rs, have been made whoily by parol. The  endorsement in  
w~~~~~~ by the case befbre us does not contain wads quite as strong 
deed or ps- 
rol, rnigllt as those i n  the case cluoted,"rclease the said A. B. and 
have been 
surrender- discharge the within mortgaged premises fiam the term," 
ed wllolly but connected with the s u r r e d e r  of the mortgage deed 
by parol. to him having the immediate legal reversion, the court 

would c:~nstrue the endorsement as ai~loul~ting to a surren- 
der of the term. The  mortgagee delivers the lease to 
him whose estate commences in enjoyment as soon as the 
interest in the lease expires, with nn endorsement that he 
has received full satisfaction '( for the w i t h  mortgage, and 
of the sum decreed upon it." A surrender is " the yielding 
up of a particuiar estate to him that bath the immediate 
estate in reversion or remainder, wherein it may drown by 

Surrenders agreement betwlbeia  the!^^." I. Bnst. 33'7, b. Surrenders 
are, f ~ u r -  are always favoitred i:l law. 1 h s t .  338, a. They require 
ed m Isw. 
~h~~ re- no technical words but such only as express the intention 
quire to yield up. 2 Rolls. Abr. 497. Sheppard's Touchstone, 
technical 
words, but 305. That intention, we thinli, would be piainly mani- 
011Iy such 
as express fested here. The nmrtgagee declares his assent that the 
the inten- mortgage sliail continue no longer  and declares this 
tionto yield assent to h i n ~  whose enjoyment takes place upon the deter- 
UP. 

mination of the mortgage. 
W e  are also of opinion, that the objection that Canow was 

not in possession a t  the time of this transzction, was pro- 
properly overruled. The possession of the mortgagor, or 
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of those who claim under the mortgagor, is the posses- Dpc~n . rn~~ ,  
1835. 

sion of the mortgagee. I t  is not stated in the case, that a .- 

possession in fact, ever was taken under the mortgage. A G 7 . z ~  
legal possession, was transferred by operation of the deed WELLBORN. 

of bargain and sale. But whether the possession was left Tl1eposses- 
sion of a 

with Rloatgonlery, and held by him and those in reversion, mortgagor, 

until the dispossession by Iiolman ; or was actually taken 
by  Grafft, and after his dispossession, was retaken by the under him, 

defendants, seems to us immaterial ; for whenever retaken, i:g:o,sf' 
i t  was a possession, avowedly as representing the mortga- themort- 

sgee; and gor, and therefim is, in law, a t  most but a tenancy a t  the $tile mart- 

will, or by permission of the mortgagee. Havitig this gagor is 
ousted by a 

possession by his tenants, the defendants, he could right- stranger, 

fully surrender the mortgage term to him, having the ?&e;lle 

immediate estate in reversion. possession, 
he regains I t  has occurred to us, that an objection might be raised, it still 

thoagh none such is iutimated in the case, to the validity thetenant 
of the of the assignment made by Grafii's aci~:linistrator to Mar- mortgagee, 

shall, because of the adverse posseszi::!~ of Holman. I f  the 
assignment werc necessarily null as to all purposes and to 
all persons, we should be cldigetl to consider the case, as 
though none had been in fact made. But svaivingall other An :+F- 

ment, like modes in which it m<ght be operative, we can see no rea- any 

son why an assignment, like any other conveyance, may cOnves'- 
ance, may 

not take effect by estoppel, between parties and privies, take effect 

and thus legally operate to transfer the estate of the assig- byestoppel 
between 

nor, although he was not in possession, whe11 the assign- parties and 

ment was executed. As the rase finds the fact, that the esiyzg:$ 
adminisirator of GraKt did assign or convey the term to operate to 

transfer the Marshall, we tnusi suppose i t  to be an eRectuai assignment estate of 
or conveyance, so far as in law it could operate. As be- the asslg- 

nor, a!- 
tween the parties, therefore, the interest of Graift passed to though lie 

Marshall, and ultimately to Canow, who made the surren- ~ s ~ ~ z " , t ; ~ ~  
der, which merged the term in the reversion. The  instant ahen the 

the t q m  ceased, the right of cntry accrued to him, having ,",","i~z:~ 
the immediate reversionary estate. His cestui pue trzlsts 
were then on the premises. Before the surrender of the 
term, they were the tenants of the termor or mortgagee. 
Upon the surrender, they became in law the tenants of the 
surrenderee, their own trustee. 



DECE~~BER, The case, however, is altogether silent in informing us 
IS35 L who is the John Brown named in the endorsement. He  is 

GWYN 
v. described therein, as John Brown ' l  trustee under the de- 

WELLBORN. cree of the Supreme Court, in the Case of Benzien's Exec- 
utors and others complainants, and Wlllian-1 Lenoir and 
others, defendants." This description is hardly applicable 
to one who was 110t declared trustee by decree, but created 

wilerei t  trustee by act of the party. However this may be, we  
does not cannot assume as a fact, that because the person mentioned 
appear in a 
c a e ,  tllat a in the endorsement, bears the same name with the indivi- 
persoll Of dual mentioned in Rlontgomery's conveyance, made thirty- 
the same 
name is the four or five years antecedently thereto, the person desig- 
same per- 
son, this nated in the endorsement is the same w11o is mentioaed in 
court can- the conveyance. If he be not the same, then it does not 
not pre- 
sume it to appear that he had any legal estate in which the mortgage 
be so. term could merge. 

As the lessors of the plaintiff made out a prima facie pos- 
sessory title to the premises ; and it does not appear upon 
the facts stated, that a right of entry had accrued to the 
defendants, or those under m horn they claimed, so as to 
defeat the possessory title; we feel ourselves bound to 
reverse the judgment, and to award a oenire de noaio. On 
a second ti.ia1, the parties seeing distinctly the points on 
which the controversy turns, mill have an opportunity of 
distinctly showing the facts which may definitely settle 
their legal rights. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment reversed. 

SAMUEL GREEN v. ELIZABETH S. CALDCLEUGH, Executrix of 
ALEXANDER CALDCLEUGH. 

The mere existence of disconnected and opposing demands, between two par- 
tics, one of n41ic'n demands is of recent date, will not take a case out of the 
statute of limitations. There must be mutual running accounts, having 
reference to each other, between tllc parties, for an item within time to 
have that effect. 

THIS was an action of AssunaPsrT, tried at Davidson, on 
the last Circuit before his Honor Judge NORWOOD. The 



declaration cotltaincd connts for work and iahorrr dose In D a c l - ~ E R ,  
1835. the servic3 of the defendant's testator ; qoads, nares, and ---- - 

x~erchandize sold and delivered, and moneys paid to the 
use of tile testator. Pleas,-set-OK; and the statute of 
limitations. T o  the last pica tile plaintiff replied, that the 
defendant's testator assumcd within t ime  years More  the 
issuing of thc writ. The pIaintiiT offered e l  idence to estab- 
Bish his account, and to show the value of his services, 
which comn~enccd in IS21 and ended in 183. Thc dofm- 
dant did not produce any account of arricles furaishcd, or 
debts oiviug by the plaintiffto her testator, Lut ozcred evi- 
dence that the plaintiff drew his support, and ail t i ~ c  means 
of his nnnual necessary expcnses from her. testator, while 
engaged in his service. S!ie insisted that the j w y  sllould 
take this into consideration ; not as a payment on account 
between the parties, nor as a set-ol'f, but as aEccting the 
rate of compensation for the p!air;tiff's services. The plain- 
tiff admitted that he had drawn annually from the estate of 
the defendant's testator, articles and money for his support 
and maintenance, up to the year 1832. The defendant 
further proved, that in May, 1831, her testator paid to a 
creditor of the plaintiff, at  his xequest, the sun1 of tirree 
hundred and thirty-tivo dollars, wliich she insisted upon as 
a set-off. The defendant's testator died in April, 1833, and 
the writ was issued the 30th of July, 1833. His  Ilonor 
charged the jury, that t!nere were mutual accounts between 
the parties ; arid the Iast items in the defendant's account 
being within three years, the whole claim of the plaintiff 
was taken out of the operation of the statute of limitations. 
Under this instruction, the jury returned a verdict for the 
whole amount of the plaintiff's ciaim, deducting the sums 
paid by the defendant's testator; and the defendant ap- 
pealed. 

GEEEN 
v. 

CALD- 
CLBUGII. 

Pearson and Mendenlicdl for the defendant, contended : 
1st. That the rule as to aczou:lts-current, was laid down 
too broadly by his Honor, and was not applicable to the 
ease before the Court. The rille is admitted in cases fall- 
ing within the exception to tha statnte of limitations, 1715, 
(Reu .  ch. 2, scc. 5.) I t  exrcrds t o  acfio~is or] tnc case, as 
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D E ~ E ~ B E R ,  well as actions of account, and includes mutual current 
1835. - accounts between other traders, zs well as merchants. 

GREEN . Bull. N. P. 849-151, Odes r. IZbwis. Cranch v. Kirk- 
CALD- ~lzan, Peak ' s  Pa. P. 321. T o  get the benefit of that excep- 

CLEEGH. 
tion, a special replication is necessary. FVdber v. Tivill, 
2 Sauiid. Rep. 125. 

Tile rule does not extend fu;ther as a rule of Znu, but is 
a question far tile jury. I n  Cntiin_r v. 8Xoultling, 6 Term. 
Rep. 169, it was lielJ, that mutual tlcrounts cont~ining 
items in t im2,  take the cnse out of the statute ofliinitations, 
independmt of the ejiception ; f ~ r  ti:e entering a new 
itam, cr.d giving credit by a pzrty, is e l  klence to prove a 
promise to account. Sce Heyling v. Hasiilzgs, 1 Lord. 
Ray. 421. 2 Savn. Rep. 127, n. note. Eut whatever might 
have been the old doctrine, as to an acbnowledgrnent tak- 
ing a case out of the statute, it is now tho better opinion, 
that the action is founded on the ]dew promise, which musf 
be an e,zyJwss one ; or there must be slich an admission of 
facts, as clearly shotw, out of the party's own mouth, thai 
a certain b a h c e  is duc, from which the lam can imply a n  
obligation and promise to pay ; or that the parties are yet 
to account, and are willing to account and pay the balance 
then ascertained. See 8 a n k  of S\rezc;bern v. Snead, 3 
Hawks, 500. Peeples v. JIaso?2, 2 Dev. 365. Ballenger 
v. Barnes, 3 Dev. 460. DnnLfort7z v. Guluer, 11 John. 
146. Lazcrence v. Bopkins, 13 John. 2%. Coltman v. 
~kforsh, 3 Taun. Rep. 380. Pitmnn v. Foste?., 8 Eng. Corn. 
L a w  Rep. 67. Acourt v. C~oss, 11 Eng. Corn. L a w  Reps. 
124. And the case, upon all the circumstances, ought to 
be left to the jury to find the promise. 

2nd. This is not an  account current;  on one side there 
is but  one item; and accounts to take a case out of the 
statute must be mutual, and must have reference to each 
other. Mere counter-charges will not have that effect. 

No counsel appeared for the plaintig. 

DANIEL, Judge, after stating the case as above, pro- 
ceeded :-It has been decided, that if there be mutual run- 
ning accounts on each side, then a new item in either 
account, within three years, may take the whole account, 
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nn both sides, out of the statute; each party in that ease, DECEMBER, 
1835. 

being considered as llaving suspended the application for --- 
GREEN payment, on his side, of the demand, in faith of the mutual a. 

dealings. 1 Ghitty's Prac. 777. Catling v. Skouliling, cam- 
CLEUGH. 6 Term Rep. 189. l'ealie's Rep. 121. 2 Saund. Rep. 125, 

127, notes 6 and '7. But i t  seems to us, that. the true prin- 
ciple to be extracted frorn these decisions, applies only in 
those cases, where these items are clcarly parts of one 
continuing, mutual account, which? by the assent of the 
parties, are to be charged the:eia, whenever the same shall 
be adjusted. This assent may be shown by direct evi- 
dence of an agreemerat to that ezect. !t may be inferred 
also, when each party keeps a running account of the 
debits and crediis of the account ; or where one only, with 
the knowledge and colzcurrence of the other, is con5ded in 
to Beep tile account of all the nlut~lal dealings. Pn these 
cases, tlie new itenx are evidence afirming the continu- 
ance of an unsettled necwr l l  ai  illat tiiiid, urd ivsri:anting 
the fair presumption of a pro111ke to settle it, and to pay 
the balance, which may be ascwtaineci on settlement, 
The whole of the reciprocal demands, comprehended in 
such running accounts, arc thereby taken out of the 
statute ; the account i not to be sp!it ; b:lt what shall be 
found upon all the i t e m  to be the. baiance, is the true debt 
between the parties. That  the mere b e t  GE the existence 
of disconnected and opposiug derrianldv bei.\$z~l; two par- 
ties, one of which dernanc!s is u l  !went d s : ~ ,  s!iaii take the 
case out of the ope;.iitlo~ of tj13 stftlute; stid! be evidence 
of a promise to p::y 11181 oiher, or ta niicw it ill a settle- 
ment, is, in our opinion, not r,n in:"erence iii' law or of 
reason, although some acjjudi::aiioi~s, a d  several loose 
dicta, appear to sanction i t .  i t  mouid operate ill practice 
to deprive a party of the privilege to oppose two defences 
to a claim which ke denies-set-oif9 a i d  the statute of Iim- 
itations. The ease before us, does not state any evidence 
of an accoont-current betweci~ the parties, unless such an 
account is necessarily to be impiied, frorn the fact ofoppos- 
i!lg demands. It does not appear h e  the payinstit by 
defendant's testztor, to tl ie creditor of the p!ainiii% cjf the 
sum of three hundred and thirty-two dol!ars, was intended 
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D~emczn,  to bc on account of, or in part payment of the p'laintiff3s 
1e3.j. 

demand. It was npparelitly wholly disc:,n:iectctd there- 
\Tithe 'Tile dcfciadulit o~%reiI it ;r:~:ciy as a set-oK $If it 

0. 

ca~o. had been i n  part payment, it wo:iid have raiieil the case 
CLEL'GE1. out OF ejle statute; it would have becn a si:hstantid 

admission of a continui:!g !inhilit$. Budeigh V. Stiitt, 8 
Barn. & Cres. 36 ; !5 Ecg. G D ~ .  Law Rep. 151. 

This Court being of opinion, $;om the ease stated, that 
there were nc; mutual, open runalng accoimts between the 
parties, so as to bring the case witinir~ the rule supposed by 
the Judge; a new trial must be granted. 

PEE CURIABI. Judgment reversed. 

THE STATE v, LEWIS JOBXSON AND CHARLES ROSE. 

Whether an indictment mill lie at the common law," for e forcibic: detainer, 
nfrcr a peaceable cntry, Qu ? Eut it is cert.:in, tlmt ncither by the cc~rnrmn 
law, nor undcr t l ~ e  statutes, can it be mGataincd, wliere thc entry is both 
peaceable and larful. 

THIS W 3 J  an indictment at common lam for a forcible 
entry and de!ai:ic, t i : d  a; JITi;kis, oil the last Circuit, 
before his Honor Judge ~ P A R T I X .  

On the part of the state, it was proved, that the prose- 
cutor was in powsslun, claiming to be owner, of the 
premises ox whic!l the trcspnss was aiieged to have been 
committed: tL:t i n  011s of t l ~  fields, there stood an old 
dwelling-house, in  wl~ich he had placed a quantity of 
straw, and a hsliet, containing a bag and an apron: 
that these artlclcs continued in the house, until the day 
when the trespass comphined of ruoli place: that.> on that 
day, the prosecutor and his w ~ f s  went to the Ilouse, intead- 
ing to occupy i t ;  when they :Sun& that the defendant, 
Johnson, had thrown tl:e o:rq;;i a i ~ d  the basket ot;t of the 
house, into thc yard, and n a s  stnndiny in the door, with 
a large stick, a:13 t h e a r s n d  them withrpersonal +iolence, 
if they presumed to enter : that the other defendant, Rose, 
was at that time engaged at work in the field. It was 
further stated lop the prosecutor, that he himself had done 



Foil2e p!ou,$ii::g in  tI3c fidd preparatory to making a crop D B C R J T R ~  18.35. 
i n  i t .  Th3 <1.:,13,1 i.i:~t J:)il:~i:>~l the11 pr~du::ed i n  evidence ------- 

STATE 
a. shcril?"j: dded to hirnseif, for thi: same premises, by which *;, 

3t a;3i>:21.ej, :53t h~1 Il:iii p i i r c ! l ~ ~ ~ L i  them, before the time JOFW"N* 

of tiit: ai!:!ae\i e rre~pasr, u n h  execution, as the property of 
611.3 pros~cuior : tilat after his purchase, and a few days 
bcfa;orc his said a k p d  trespass, he had entered on the 
premises, surveyed them, and directed the other defendant, 
Rose, to take possession of, and occupy the same. H e  
also plw-ed, that there was no shutter to the door of the 
house ; but ~ n i y  sotne rails placed across the door-way to 
keep out stock. Upon this evidence, the jury, under the 
instruction of his Honor, found the defendants guilty. A 
n2w trial being moved for, and refused, the defendants 
appealed. 

No counsel appeared for the defendants. 

The Attorney-Genwal, for the state. 

DANIEL, Judge. The case under consideration is an 
.indictment at  common law, for a forcible entry and forcible 
detainer. The defendant peaceabip entered, and the con- 
viction is on that branch ofthe indictment, which charges 
a forcible detainer. This bring us to the inquiry, whether 
Johnson, if he had a right of entry, and did enter peace- 
akly, had not a right to detain with force, and with a 
strong hand? No question appears to he raised by the 
ease, as to Johnson's title. W e  take i t ,  therefore, that the 
judgment and execution under which the sheriff sold @s 
weil as the deed) were cithcr exhibited or admitted on the 
trial. We have exan~ined the case, aid now decide it, on 
the understanding, that whatever interest or estate the A purchas- 

prosecutor formerly had in the land, had passed to JoIlu- er ofland 
under ese- 

son, by the sheriR's deed ; and that he had a legal right may 
of entry. 111 M D m g n l l  v. Sitcher, 1 John.  Rep. 43, it enter 

peaceably, was decided, that a purcharer of real estate, under an and retain 

execution, may enter and take possession of the premises pos"ssion 
altlmugh 

in a peaceable manner, though some goods of the fi~rmer some of the 

proprietor are left on them. The same doctrine was :$,$'&, 
held by the Court, in the case of The Pc@e v. Nelsoyz, remain on 

the premi- 13 John. Rep. 340. In Taylor v. Cole, 3 Term Rep. 292, ,,,. 
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DECEMBER, the Court of King's Bench held, that a purchaser under a 
1835 sheriff's sale, on an execution, might peaceably enter, and 

STATE retain the possession. H e  rnzy break operi the outer door 
v. 

3 0 ~ ~ 6 0 ~ .  of the house, and ta!ie possession, although goods of t!~e last 
He  mz?, in tenant remain there, I Bhg. 55 ; 8. C. 14 Eng. Com. 
such citse, Law Rep. 59. If he w h ~  has a right to enter, obtains 
open an by force, the person who had no right to retain 
outer door 
o fa  house. the possession, cannot sristain an actio?t for such forcible 
An action, regaining the possession, 6 0  far as regards any alleged 
E:tei,- injury to the house or land : but a t  most, only f i r  m y  
WY to the unnecessary personal injury in turning him out, or avoid- 
house or 
land, can- able damage to the furniture. Tuunton V. Costar, 7 
notbe Term Rep. 427. Rex v. Wilson and others, 8 Term Rep. 
maintained 
against one 357. Twrner v. JCIaymott, 1 Bing. 158 ; 8 Eng. Com. Law 
who has Reps. 280. lfildbor v. Ruinfirth, 8 B. & C. 4; 15 Eng. 
sight of 
entry, %r Corn. Law Reps. 144. 1 Price, 4. Rogers v. Pitcher, 6 
enteringby Taun. 202; 1 Eng. Corn. Law Reps. 355. But if he who 

force. 
B~~ he may has a right of entry, be guilty of a forcible entry, he may 
beindicted be indicted for a disturbance of the peace. In such a 
for the for- 
cible entry, case, the owner ought to await the result of legal proceed- 
On account ings by ejectment. Johnson, having a right to enter, and 
of thc 
breach of doing so in a penceafdc manner, which is defined by an 
the peace. ancient statute, (5 Richard 2, C. 8,) to be, " not with strong 

hand, nor with multitude of people, but only in a peace- 
able and easy manner," had a right to retain. possession so 
lawfully gained, by fi~rce, in the same way that he might 
defend any other por~ion of his real or personal property: 

The entry, , 
alltho- r h e  entry, to autho:.ise proceedings in a summary way, 

"scsum- before Justices, under the statute of 8 Fienry 6, c .  9, must 
m;ry pro- 
ceedings, be an unlaxftil c ~ t r y ,  fdiowed by a lbrciLIe detainer, and 
under so stated i n  the irquisicion, or it will be quashed. The 
stat. 8 Hen. 
6,  must be Kirtg v. &/iley, 9-f- Eilg. Corn. Law Reps. 61. If an 
an unlam 

fu lentry ,  indictment will lie at common law h r  a forcible detainer, 
followd by after a peaceable entry, a ques~ii:;~ oil which much doubt 
a forclble 
detainer, is entertained, we hold it to be certain, tha t  it cannot be 
and SO maintained for such a &miner, either by the common 
stated in 

inqui- law, or under the statutes, if 1Ii2 peaceable enrry were 
sition, it illso lawful. Johns~il's eairy was peaceable and lawful ; 
will be 
quashed. and Rose, the or!ler defei>dniit, eiltercci by his pertnission, 

peaceably, and made no eRbrt even to detain with force. 
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W e  think the judgment should be reversed, and a new DEygiF9 
trial granted. - 

PER CURIA~I. Judgment reversed. 

ELVY LITTLETON 8. EEDDING LITTLETON, et it]. 

A conrcy;incc oflnnds mcldc by n mac, in ccntc!~~piatiou o f  marriage, with 
tllc vicw of ciehting liis i;:lcndcd I[-ifc of her cinvi.fr in those lrrlds, is 
void, as ngnii~st tho widow, U E ~ C I .  tile act of 1784. (Rev. ch. 204.) 

THIS was a PETITION fi!ed by the widow- of Zachariah 
Littleton, against the children and heirs-at-law of her 
deceased husband, alleging, that he had died seised of three 
several tracts of land therein described; in which she 
claimed dower, and prayed that it might be assigned to 
her. The defendants pIeaded, that their father was not 
seised or possessed of the lands mentioned, at the time of 
his death; and thereon the plaintiff took issue. 

On the trial, at  Onslow, on the Fall Circuit of 1833, 
before his Honor Judge SETTLE, the defendants gave in 
evidence a deed, made to three of them, by their father, 
bearing date the 10th day of April, 1805; whereby he 
gave and conveyed to them, all the lands mentioned in the 
petition, and also, all the other estate, real and personal, 
which he then owned. This deed was acknowledged by 
the donor, in the County Court, in October, 1805, and 
registered in January following. To avoid the operation 
of the deed, the plaintiff insisted, first, that it had never 
been delivered ; and, secondly, if it had, that it was void, 
as against her, because it was made upon the fraudulent 
intent, to defeat her of dower. 

I t  did not clearly appear, at what time the deed was 
executed; whether before or after the plaintiff's marriage, 
which took place on the 95th day of April, 1825. I t  was 
stated by the subscribing witness, that it was executed 
about the time, and probably on the day the deed bears 
date : that it was kept by the donor; and that, after some 
misunderstanding with the plaintiff, he acknowledged it  in 
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D ~ c y y ~ ,  Cmrt .  Son~emonths afterwards, the dmcr depnsitc tl the tLcd 
I&,. - with the witness, n i t h  directions to liec;; it, uiitil I:e & O U I ~  

LITTkE~oN be dead, and then to bring i t  forward. 'Elere were several 
u. 

LITTLETON. children born of the marriage ; and then the donor, many 
years before his death, tool< the deed from the witness, and 
put it among his own papers, where it was found at his 
death. The doneer nere  a!] infiints of very tender years, 
when the d ~ t  J was made ; and tile plaintifl- was ignorant 
of its existe m, at the time of her marriage; and the hus- 
band continued in possession of thc property, during his 
life. 

His Honor instructed the jury, that there was no 
evidence of a delivery, at rile time the deed was executed ; 
nor did the aclrnowiedgment of it, for the purpose of regis- 
tration, amount, under the circumstances, to a d e l i ~ e r y ;  
nor did the deposit of it with the witness, unless it was 
given to him on behalf of the donees, to kcep for them, or for 
their benefit; in which last case, the delivery would be 
good and irrevocable. 

His Honor further instructed the jury, that the right of 
a widow to dower, was as much favoured in law, as the 
rights of creditors or purcliasers are under the statutes to 
prevent frauds on them. Tiiat if, therefore, the deed was 
made after the marriage, or being before, was made in 
contemplntion of it, and, in either case, v i t h  the intent to 
defeat .the plaintiff of dower, it was w i d  as against  the 
plaintiff; and, for the purposes of this suit, the husband 
died seised of the land. He  left it to the jury, upon the 
evidence, to infer, or not, as they might think the truth to 
be, whether the deed was made in contemplation of the 
marriage with the plaintiff; and with the intent alleged by 
her. The jury found, that the deed was made fraudulently, 
and with intent to defeat the plaintiff of dower; and also, 
that said Zachariah was seised of the lands, mentioned in 
the pleadings, at the time of his death. 

The defendants moved for a new trial, for misdirection, 
which was refused ; and a judgment was given for the 
plaintiff that she recover her dower of one-third of 
said lands, and that a writ issue, &c., to have the 
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same allotted to her;  from which the defendants appeal- DECEMBER, 1835. 
ed. 

J. H. Bryan, for the defendants. 

KO counsel appeared for the plaintiff. 

RIIFPIN, Chief Justice, having stated the case as above, 
proceeded :-The state in which the case is placed by the 
special findings of the jury, requires the aftirmaace of the 
judgment, if the opinion given by the Court upon either 
point, be correct; for that renders tilt other inmaterial. 
It is not thought necessary, the rzhe ,  to discuss here 
the positions of the Judge who presided a t  the trial, upon 
the questions, as to the delivery of the deed. 

Upon the point of fraud, it must be taken upon the 
exception, that the deed was made before the marriage. 
The legal question which arises, is, whether the deed thus 
made, upon the express intent found, is void as against the 
plaintiff. ]In the case of Tctte v.  tat^, 1 Gev. & Eat. Eq. 
Rep. 22, 1 expressed for myseX, the opicioe, that such 
3 deed is void. I n  that oyiijion, the whole Court now 
co17curs. 

The aci off 1733 ( 3 2 .  c71. "li4, sec. 8,) m a k s  several 
:mportant nltcrztions :,I tlzc r;y!lts of ",~e a v r h  3!1z ~ z s ,  
befidre, do-:-able of d l  the !ends of wiicb !:cr husband was 
seizcd during eo~e;.te;rc ; of wliich he ec.,u!d, by no method, 
deprive her. But she was not doa~eb!s of those of which 
the husband was not Icgnily scizcd ; aithau,$~ he might 
have enfmXec! anqt:1cr in trust h r  hirnself the day before 
the rnarriagc, and cxyrcsdy to pye~ent  d o w r .  She was of 

p~'.so"<11ty d s o  m:it!cd EO me-l!l.i:! d tbe suqdas of l:?e personalty, by I,,, 

not dispnsc:! c,f n i l l  ; X'\,ECI to 1.3 c { c ? ~ ~ v c ~  of tile 1""d to 
clxldl en, 

d o I c  of it, by thc cIZsps;tkil-, cf tha 1:L1s1$r3!1:1 in !is liice- ,lictllcr 

lime, or by his will. TPz !mx-lsion for her is in some tl'o*c 
1" CSL 't 

respects increased, and in  others, lessened, by the zct. She ~ ~ l f c ,  or by 

cannot I ~ W  be cut oE fi-3ol t l ~ a  personalty, either by a former 
marl ingc, 

advancements to children, or by testzmentnry g i h .  She arcto be 
brougllt may dissent from the will, acd then, or in the case of intes- ,,,to i lOIL~-  

tacy, shall have n child's part of thc ~ e r s ~ d t y ,  and one- pot? 'or fllc 
L211cfit u f  

third of thc lands of wi~lch her hushasd died seized. tllc ILrk, 
Gifts to her own chiMrcu, oi  to t h s e  uf :r f~ri i ie l .  u~nrriage, "':' '"'L'" 

~ I I ~ ~ L L ~ ,  111 
il~adc: ovcr before ha .  irrarriage, are to bt: brought into tills re- 
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DECEMBER, hotchpot, for her be~efit. Dmis v. Duke, Conf. Rep. 36:. 
This secures her, to a p a t  extent, in a reasonable provi- 

spect~ upon sion out of the persoid estate. Kot entirely, indeed. The 
the same 
footing husband may yet give rlnnp in his IifLtiine all his personal 
with chil- 
dren not effects; and a child adkanced, camot be compelled to 
fully ad- restore. But no man is cspcctccl to strip hirnself; nor to 
vanced. advance some children, so as to leni e others destitute. In  
The case of 
i s  . this respect, the wife is p!acd on the snme ground with 
Duke* children not fully advanced : v;ilic!: 13 dremcd a sufficient 
Conf. Rep. 
3 6 1 , ~ ~ -  security to hei-. But i l l  r e spx t  to do;r.er, she stands 
proved. alone ; her rights being in o;ipos:tioiz to ail the children. It 

was necessary, therefore, to protect hcr, as against all of 
them, a d  against the acts of the liusband in favour of any 
of them, which c d d  have, GI. me1 e iute:lLlcd to have, the 
effect of leaving her unprovided for. Hcnce, when her 
dower was confined to the land3 01 w.;f:ich he died seized, an 
enactment becnma i:idispe;lsnble, tllnt she should not bc 
injured by thnsr: aiien?tio!:s n!ich the hasband made for 
the sake of defeating her. It aecorrlingiy comes in by 
way of proviso to the clause which fixes her dower, and 
declares, that " any conveyances made fraudulently to 
children, or otherwise, with the intention to defeat the 
widow of her dowcr hcreby allotted, shall be held and 
deemed void, m d  such widow sha11 be elititled to dower 
in such l a d ,  so fraudulently conveyed, as if no convey- 
ance had been made." 

The  Court does not, understand his Honor's declaration, 
that the rights of t!le widow are as much favoured, by the 
act of 1784, as those of creditors and purchasers are by 
that of 1715, to mean, that conreya.ces ~ o i d  as to the 
latter class of persons, i3 respect of the consideration, are 
also, for the same reason, void 2s to :he widow. The case 
did not call for any exposition of that general doctrine. 
The  remar!: seems not to h a w  heen material to the 
instruction needed by the jury, and is supposed to have 

/ been intended to express only the idca, that each class of 
those persons had cstablisl~cd legal rights, and that every 
conveyance intended to defeat them, is cqually avoided by 
the authority of a statute. This !caves it to he settled, 
upon the construction of each statute, what conveyances 
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import in themselves the intent which vitiates them, DECE~~BER, 
1835. 

under that statute. Between those statutes, there seems - 
to be, u p o ~  their terms, and from the subject-matter, a L ' T T ~  

matcrial distinction. Conveya:~ces ~ a y  stand against a LITTLETON. 

widow, which could no; again3t pwc!iasers and creditors. is a 
mrrtcrid 

Upon the act of 178-1, tl:e observation is more obvious diffcrcl~ce 

that only f t z a d u i c ~ z t  cmveyancas are avoided, and not bet\\-ccn the 
stntnte cf  

voluntary convoyaxcu, silc!~. The statute, unli!ie that li$-l, 
avoiding of 1715, is aitogslhx s i h t  upm thc su;i;;ect of the cons[- collvcJ'- 

aeration. ';-jh2 intcni ymiisn of, is the actual intent to a l m s  as to 
t!le \do;$-, 

dekaud the w-viclnw ; an:] the siatute specifies no fact as and tllnt of 

thereill supposed to dcnoie its existence, or repel the 1715, 
P-voiding 

imputation of it. Ti12 eoiisid~:.atio:l of a deed docs 1i0t tllclll as to 

necessarily-except as mxlo to do so by statute-enter 
into the illtent of the parties; a!tlxx~gh it is evidence of chzsers; 

in the for- it, more or leas strong, according to other circumstances. ,,, .,[ ,,,- 
A deed made during thc innrriage, in trust for the husband tory con- 

veyances, 
himself, would be plainly within the act. The inference, ,,, 
that he divested ! h s c i f  of the &in, to exclrrcie !lis wife, f i ; ~ ~ d ~ l l c l ~ t ~  

smply on 
would be irresistibk. Bf made loog before marriage, and . , , ~ ~ ~ , t  of 

not in contemplation of it, tilere woiild bc :lo evidence of ~~~~n~~ 

such intent : or if made immediately before, and also corn- 
municated to the w if(: before mnrricge, there mould be must be m 

I ciunl 111- 
neither actual nor intcncled clece;?tion, witl~out which, tellt to deb 

there is no fraud. Bt:ch bars haw, !nwcver, been since f i ~ i  the 
wife of her 

removed, by anoi!m statute, xchich makes the wife dowa- dol~-r-cr, to 
1 . .  ble of eqnitabie iaicrests ; Vdilic!l silo;vs, by ti12 way, the 

conr ey- 
interpretatinn propi- far t!:e ne: ns to convey- ance under 

, . the act of aaces made a t  any h e ,  w.lir,li are wanting in good faith. 17a4, 

But boizc~~5tle cnnveyancas, t h t  is ?o say, such as are not 
intended to dcfeat ti.,:: wifd, do nc;: seer$ to be within, the 
meaning, more th:n wit hi!^ ti13 words of th:: act. Such 
are sales ; to make which, an ul;fi?iicred power is allowed 
the husbnnd. Such, too, appear to be Bonci $rle gifts, 
whereby the husband actually and openly divests himself 
of the property and enjoynient in his lifetime, ia favour of 
children, or others, t!;er&y maiiiog, according to his 
circumshances, ncd the sii~lztio:? of his fmdp, a just and 

. - 
reasonable present provision for persons having meritorious 
claims on him, and with that view; aud not with the 
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D ~ c c v n c ~ ,  view to defeat, nor for the salic of diminishing the wife's 
1835 
I--- dower. If suitable advancements for children upon their 
L I T T , " ~  going into tile world, or setting up business, or other 
LIPTLETOY. reas~nable and immediate v~ lun ta ry  dispositions, %ere 

not deemed in the act boncl$cle, the purpose of the Legis- 
lature lvould have been more distinctly expressed, by 
saying, t h a t  the widow should he endowed of all land:: 
ofwhich her husband had been seized during the covcrture, 
except such as ile had in his lifictimc co~lveyed upon valu- 
able consideration. With respect to advancements to 
children, in particulzr, t!acrc nould certainly have been a. 
specific provision; since in the same act, the nmnner in 
which they shall be regarded, as between the children 
themselves, is expressly pointed out. IIcnce the c o d u s i o n  
is adopted, that tho want of a valuable considcration, does 
not.constitute, absohiely nnd conclusively, the fraud mew 
tioned in the proviso of tile 8th section. 

Any COW, But the statute vould be unmeaning, if it did not 
veyancc, ln 
mhlch the embrace every case, ia whieh, whatever may be the form. 
hl lshnd the husband substantially reserkss to ~:imself the property, 
r e m r  cs to . 
hln;sclf Clurlng his life. Such a disposition is necessarily but 
P ~ O P ~ Y  colourable, as detern:i~ing presently his srisin. I t  is 
during his 
life, Is essentially testamenta;y, as betweal these parties ; for thc 

~eis in  of the husband dztcrnines only eo imtnnti with his 
but colonr- 
able, and life. A conreyacce in those terms would, upon its face, 
therefore 

as to create the misehicf the sct  incnns to obviate. Pt w.vould be 
thenidow, bad, upon cornmo:1 jaw principles, within the custom 0% 
undcr t!~e 
act of London. Twmr F-. Je;zni7zgs7 2 Vcrn. 612. 685. Fol-tc~pwc 
1734. v. Hennah, 19 Ves. C?. So, if from other circumstances, 
So of any it can be collected. that the apparci~t immediate disposition 
other case, 
in Tvhie!l is not b o s z ~ ~ j i d z ,  that is, was not meant to be simply what 

apps- it purports to be ; but h i t  the donor iiltended that it 
rent nnme- 
dmte dispo- should not interfere with his own enjoyment, but should 
sition 1s 
no,bona hinder that of his wife9 it would amount to the same: 
$de-is not thins. 
lntendtd to 
intrrfere I t  must be immaterial, in such a case. wl~ether the 
wltil tile deed be nladc before or after marriage. T!:e remoteness 
present en- 
joyment of of the day of its execution from that of' the n~erriage, may 

bus- prove to the jury, that it was not made with the intent 
band, but 
only to imputed to i t .  It can have no other ef3ect. For when a 
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statute d i e s  conveyances, intended to defeat a legal DECEMBER, 
1635. right, void, upon the ground of fraud, all, whenever made, 

which were intended to have that effect, are necessarily L'Ty 
included. When secretly made, in conte~nplation of the LITTLETON. 
marriage, that special intent constitutes express, positive, l l i n d c r t h t  

oS the 
or actual fraud-as it is indifferently called, in the boolis, widow. 

in contradistinctio!l to that wirich is implied by law, 
merely fiom the tendency of an act. Express fraud must 
render everytlling into which i t  enters, vicious. It con- 
sists in rneaning, at the h e  of an act, to produce thereby 
a particular prejudice to another; and that very conse- 
quence will be produced, if the act be allowed to stand. 
The statute 13 Biiz. rnalics void only such conveyances as Undcrtllc 

stat. of 13 
are intended to defeat crcditol-s ; and therefore, a volun- E,,,. a. ,,,- 
tary conveyance by one thzn having no creditor, is not ve~"nce 

madc with 
apparently within it. TLTet, if it be nladc with a view to n \ iew to 

becoming indebted, it is fraudulent and void. Taylor v. bCCO"'"~ 
indebted, is 

Jones, 2 Atli. GO% This construction is absolutely neces- as muc11 
fraudulent, sary to the preservation of the r i ~ h t s  in favour of which 

the statute is made. A debt contracted inui~ediately after madeby a. 
person al- 

the debtor has made himself insolvent, stands upon the ready in. 

same footing with a previous one. There is the same dcbtcd. 
Tile rcn. intent in each casc-inferred from the debtor's disabling ,,,,, 

himself to pay, at  the pr t icular  juncture, wllen he o1vecl ~~111ch this 
rule is 

a debt, or intended to contract it. Sounded, 
The same reasons apply to conveyances i n  prejudice of apply 

crpally to 
the right of dower. Indeed, they are stronger, upon t l ~ :  comcyri,lc. 

word uscd in t!ic act of 1781. I t  is L r  wid~w,"  which is eS lnade herore and 
not appropriate to the living woman whom the donor has after m u -  

married, more than to her whom he purposes to marry. It i:f,"l;,u,"Et 
is properly descriptive of any n7aman, whom the donor o f l W  

I\ here the 
intents to defeat of her rights, as his widow, whcnever il,tcl,tij to 

she shall happen to become his widow; and makes the 'i'hf tile 
dower of 

act reach every deed, at whatever period made, that was tllc I $ - ; ~ ~ ~ V .  

intended, when made, to intercept the marital rights of Indeed7tlle 
word *' wid- 

kfie wife, arising upon ;I marriage had, or proposed. OW," used 

Here the evidence, upon which the question of intent $IU;Myt 
was left to the jury, was nearly as strong as it could be. makes the 

case more The deed was made fifteen days before the marriage ; to for 
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DECEMBER, three very young children, by a former wife; was for the 
1835. . whole estate, real and personal, of the donor ; who care- 

L I T T L ~ ~ ~  fully concealed it from the intended wife, kept the deed 
21. 

L I ~ ~ m ~ o N .  and the estate until the marriage, and afterwards 
thatword retained the possession of the property about twenty five 
is not 
nl,re ap- years. I t  is perfectly apparent, that a present advance- 
propricltcto ment of the donees was die least of the donor's thoughts; 
the l i v i q  
,,ail, and that he never mcoat to impair his enjoyment or control 
whorn over tile estate. 
donor 11181'- 
ried, ti1311 Tile opinion of the Court is, therefore, that the interlo- 

cutory judglnent rea~lcred is not erroneous ; which must be 
whom hc 
intcnds to certified to the Superior Court, in order that it may be 
marry. proceeded on, a d  the plaintiff have her dower allotted. 

And there must be judgment against the defendants, for 
the costs of this Court. 

PER CURIABE. Judgment affirmed. 

JOFIN 31. BLACK, Adiniilistrator, &c. of HUGH BLACK v. JOHN and 
DANIEL RAY. 

A bcqucst tby a tcstotcr to his riifc, of a "girI niirncd Hannah, and my 
iioracs, k c .  and my plantation, v;itli ail the lands adjoining to it, during 
llcr lifc-timc," passcs bnt a lifc cstatc in tllc ncgro girl. 

Tllc asscnt of ~ , n  cxccoior ta a life csiatc in a elare, estcnds no further than 
such Mi-intcrcst, a u l  tlx rcrirsion rcnmim in the executor, which he may 
nsscrt aitcr tlic dcntli of t!;c l ik  owi:cr. 

Where a dcmand was read alcud fimm a written paper, any person who heard 
it may prom the dcmand, v:itlicut the production cf the paper from which 
it v a s  read. 

 TI^ was an actim of DETINUE brought by the adminis- 
trator de boais non, with the d l  annexed, of Hugh Black, 
for the recovery of certain slaves; and tried before his 
Honor Judge STRANGE, at Moore, on the last Circuit. 

The defendants claimed the slaves in question, by virtue 
of a purchase of the entire intcrest in them, from the 
widow of the testator, to whom he had bequeathed them 
in the EOI10wing cIalise ofhis will : " To my dearly beloved 
wife, Effy Black, I bequeath my negro fellow Toney, my 
negro wench Jean, and a girl named Hannah; and my 
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horses, and one half of my cattle ; my hogs, sheep, and DECEMBIER, 
1835. household furniture ; my plantation, with all the lands ad- - 

joining to it, during her life-time." Under this bequest, it ':: 
was contended for the plainti6 and so decided by his RAY. 

Honor, that the wife took only a life estate in the slaves. 
For the defendants it was then objected, that by the assent 
of the executors to the legacy of the wife, all the interest 
which they had in the slaves was divested, and that no 
suit could be sustained by them, nor by the administrator 
de bonis non after their death, for the said slaves ; and that 
if any action lay at all, it must be by the next of kin; 
but this objection was overruled. The defendants next 
insisted, that the plaintiff must prove a demand for the 
slaves, prior to the commencement of his action; whereupon 
the plaintiff, reserving to himself any right he might have 
to recover without such proof of a demand, introduced a 
witness, who stated that the plaintiff read aloud to the 
defendants, a demand for the slaves in question, from a 
paper which he held, and then gave to each of the defen- 
dants a copy, and another to the witness. The witness 
stated further, that without the aid of such copy, he did 
not know whether he should have been able to have re- 
membered the words of the demand, but that with its 
assistance he could state then1 from memory, without any 
reference to the written paper. The defendants' counsel 
objected, that although the demand was read aloud, yet as 
it was from a written paper, the paper itself must be pro- 
duced, or its absence accounted for; but this objection 
was also overruled by his Honor, and plaintiff had a ver- 
dict and judgment ; from which the defendants appealed. 

W. H. Hayzaood, for the defendants. 

Mendenlzall and Winston, contra. 

RUFFIN, Chief Justice.--We think the judgment must 
be affirmed. The gift of the slave and land, and all the 
other articles, is in the same sentence. There is but a 
single disposing word, " bequeath," iu the begicning of the 
clause, which extends to each thing given; and there 
is but one expression directing the quantity of estate, 
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DECEMBER, during her life-time" which is in the end of it, and neces- 
1835. - arily controls the interest in each subject of the gift. The 

only estate given, being for the life of the widow, the assent 
8. 

RAY. of the executors could go no further, and consequently the 
reversion remained in them. The Anonymous case in 2 
Hay. Rep. 161, is an authority upon both points, if one 
were needed on either. W e  suppose the last objection 
was not seriously taken. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 

JOHN and JOEL HILL, Esccutors of ROBERT HILL v. 
MATTHEW M. HUGHES, 

Tile gift of a slaw by pnrol, since tllc act ofl80G, (Rev. ch. 701,) operates as a 
bailincnt ; and no lcngth of possession under such gift, d l  raise a presump- 
tion of title in the donee. 

The possession of a son-in-law xmZe~ n pnrol gift from his wife's father, is not 
cvidcncc of finnd in the doi:o:, ns to tlic creditors ~f thc son-in-law, unless 
tl:crc be a conveyance ofthe S ~ Y C  by tlic d t i ~ ~ ~ c ,  f i r  tiic k11~fi t  of his credi- 
tors, n-liich is !il101v11 to t ix  donor, oiitl acquiesced in by him. 

I f  the ucncc of a &I-c, under a par01 gift$ COIIYCY Iiiin in trust to secure 
crcciitors, but by a siipulation in tllc dccil, still rctain possession, such pos- 
session is not the possession of the alicnce, so as to opcratc as a bar to tile 
donor unclcr tllc alatutc of lin~itnticna. 

Dc~rxuc for a negro slave named Harmon, tried at 
Stokes, on the last Circuit, before his Honor Judge Noa- 
?VOOD. 

m r he case, as it appeared in cvidence upon the trial, was, 
that the slave Harmon was the property of the plaintiff's 
testator in 1810 or 18111, when one Williarn G. Hapnes 
married his daughter: that upon, or soon after th9 mar- 
riage, the slave in qucstion was put into the possession of 
Haynes, by his father-in-law, and so continued until the 
death of I%aynes, in 1834; that in 1523, Haynes, who had 
treated the slave all along as his own, conveyed him by a. 
deed to the defendant in trust, to secure a debt which he 
then owed, and which h,  continued to owe until his death, 
and which was still subsisting at the time when this suit 
was brought ; but by a stipulation in the said deed of trust, 
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the possession of the slave stiil continued with Haynas ; DECEMBER, 
1835. that Robert Hill, the plaintiff's testator, died in August, 

1834, and soon after, the plaintif& as his executors, brought 
this action to recover said slave of the defendant, who, HUGHES. 
after the death of Haynes in the fall of 1834, had taken 
him into possession, for the purpose of closing the trust. 

For the defendant it was contended : Ist, That from the 
great length of time that Haynes had had possession of the 
slave, all the writings necessary to prove the gift ought to 
be presumed. 

flndly, That the plaintiff's testator, by permitting Haynes 
to hold the slave out to the ~vorld as his own, and thereby 
to get credit, upon the faith that the tit':e was in him, 
was guilty of such a fraud, as to prevent him or his execu- 
tors from setting up their title, to the prejudice of such 
creditors. 

3rdly, That as the deed of trust stipulated that Haynes 
should remain in possession of the slave, the possession of 
Haynes, from the making of the trust in 1823, up to his 
death in 1834, was the possession of the defendant, the 
trustee; and that therefore the statute of limitations was a 
bar to the plaintiff's recovery. 

His Honor instructed thc jary, that s i ~ c e  the act of 
1806, (Reu. ch. 701,) a par01 gift of n slnve operated as a 
bailrnent only; that in cases of bailment, the statute of 
limitations did not run until the termination of that con- 
t ract ;  that the fact that Haynes claimed, and used the 
slave as his own, would not terminate the bailment, nor 
would the conveya~iee to the defendant have that effect, 
unless accompanied with actual adverse possession for 
three years ; and that the possession of Haynes could not 
have that effect. We charged further, that there was no 
evidence that Hill, the father-in-law, knew of the convey- 
ance to Hughes ; that without such knowledge, there could 
be no fraud in the case, unless at  the time of putting the 
slave into the possession of Haynes ; and that it was not 
seen how that could be a fraud upon thecreditors of Haynes. 
He  also charged that the presumption of title was, like any 
other presumption, subject to bc contradicted Ly evidence. 
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D ~ c c v c c ~ ,  A verdict was rctur::ed for thc phht i%,  and the dleferidailt 
1835. appealed. 
HILL 
V. Mo counsel appeared for either party. 

HUGHES. 
G a s ~ o x ,  Judge.-We find no error in the instructions 

complained of, to warrant the reversal of this judgment. 
There was no evidence kom TZ h ~ ! 3  a jury; could presume 
a legal conveyance of' the siai c h m  i*lr!i to his sou-in-law. 
T o  hold otherwise, ts.ou:rl, be an evasion of the rule of law 
distinctly laid dow:~ in the Act of 3S06, (Reu. c l ~  701,) 
that has prescribed certain f o r m  as indispensable in the 
transfer of slaves wit:lout eo i i~ idc r~ t io~ l ,  ' 6  ATo gift of a 
slave shall LC good or avaiinbk in law or equity, unless 
made in writing; signed by the donor : attested by a t  
leasr. one credible su5scribing witness; proven or acknow- 
ledged as a coliveyance of land, and registered in the o f k e  
of the ? u S k  Register." Previously to this act, when a 
slave u a s  put into the possesdion of a son-in-law by his 
wife's father, and no more appe;irccl, it was the presump- 
tion of iaw that tha act was done gratuitously. The statute 
has not altered this presumption, but it pronounces that 720 
ti& passzs ttlereby. Kecesswily then, the slave is hcld 
upm a. I:ai!mont, revocable at any rimneat by the bai!or ; 
and no leugth of pessessloil, under such a bailment, can 
malie the slave the property of the bailte. 

On the question of fraud, the Judge properly instructed 
the jury, that the deal in  trust made by Hayneb, was nor 
evidence of fraud in Will, unless the howledge of it was 
broug!it home to him. IBaynes' long enjoyment of the 
slave, may indeed h a ~ e  deceived his creditors and suretie* 
into the belief that i t  was his property. Every day brings 
to our notice instances ofgreat hardship aud inconvenience 
resulting from the operation of this statute. But the legis- 
lature must be presumed to have forseen these, and to hahe 
considered them as lighter ewils than the frauds which the 
statute was designed to prevent. It is our duty to carry 
out the enactrnenis, and we  have no right to judge of their 
policy. It would be a manifest departure from the pro- 
viuce of judicial interpretation, to trcat as a fraud what 
the law sanctions. TVitliout any evidence, the rehe*  
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showing a concurreace of Hill in the unwarrantable use of Dzcexacs, 
1635. 

the thicg bailed, no Court or jury can have a right to call ---- 
the bailnmzt fraudulent, or deny to it any of its legal pro- Hi: 
perties. HUCHES. 

I t  is pcrfixtfy eIcar, that the instruction of the Judge 
mas right on the question of the statute of limitations. The 
possession of the bnilee csnnot Ce adverse, until the bail- 
ment has been determined ; and the alicnee under the deed 
of trust did not take possession thrce years befgre this suit 
was brought. 

PER CURIAI. Judgment affirmed,. 

THOMAS GILEET o. EDWARD 8. JONES. 

Tpon a petition fi!cd itndzr t!ic cet of i809 (Rev. cA. 773), to recover dam- 
agrs caused by the crcction of a mill. dzmogcs may I:o cissc,:scd for an 
injury to the hcalth ofthe plaintiff and 11;s fxniiy, as w l i  as for ovcrflow- 
ing his Inad. 

If; d the tinie of tile t h l  of n suit upon n petition for damages under the 
act of 1809: fiTe years have clapscd s i i m  tile filing of the petition, a 
a peremptory jt~dgmcnt for t!ic mnunl daiuagc for five years is proper, 
wlletllcr such annual damage LC abovc or below tvrenty dollars. 

9'111s was a PETITION filed in the County Cowt of Jones, 
a t  September Term, 1829, to recover dam~ges  caused by 
a grist-mill, ereded niid o~capied b:y tile defendant. The 
petition aliepcd the piailitif1 to he the owner 0:' n tract sf 
land in fee, on which mas Gti1a:e t ! ~  dwelling house OCCU- 

pied by himself and family ; that on x stream vhich ran 
through his Iand, the d e f d a n t  erected his mill and dam, 
by which the water was thrown h c l i  upon the plaintiff's 
Band near his dwelling house, thereby covering a portion 
of his cleared ground and rendering it unfit for cultiva- 
tion; and also gcnertlting a large number of insects which 
infested his plantation and house, and corrupting the air 
so that his dwelling was rcndered disagreeable and 
nnvr li~lesl~w. -Upon ti:? proccdinri; in the County Court 
the plnint~rf had a xerdict and judghaent, and the defmdant 
appealed to the Superior Court : where, on the last Circuit, 
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DECE~BER, the case was tried before his Honor Judge DONNELL, when 
1835. 

--i-_ the plaintiff offered evidence in support of all the allega- 
GrLLET V .  tions of his petition. To  that tending to show an injury 
JONES. to the health of the plaintiff and his family, the defendant 

objected, but ii was received by the Court ; and the jury 
rendered a verdict for Rfiy dollars as the annual damage. 
Upon this verdict the Court gave judgment absolutely for 
five several sums of fifty dollars ; that is to say, one for the 
year ending September, 18529, and one for each year fol- 
lowing to September, 1833, iaclusive ; after which time 
the n~il l  had not been kept up. From this judgment the 
defendant appealed. 

3. H. B l y a n  for the defendant.-This is a petition hr 
damages causcd by the erection of a mill, under the act of 
lS09 (Rev. cA. 773). The injury is a tort, and the petition 
cannot be revived against the defendant. Fellozu v. 
Fulgham, 3 Afurph. Rep. 254. The statute has merely 
given a new remedy; the injury is still the same in its 
nature. R7ilso72 v. Myers, 4 Hawks' Rep. 82. The act 
of 1823 (Rev.  ch. 883), renders it manifest that i t  is the 
overflowing for which the remedy is given; and the act of 
1809 speaks of the damages being increased by raising the 
water. It is, therefore, a trespass or injury to the posses- 
sion, and the same evidence is necessary as would be 
required in  an action of trespass qunfe  cclausunz f r ~ g i t .  
The petition is to be filed in the county in which the land 
is situate; the jury are to meet on the premises, and view 
and examine them. The statute does not prevent the 
bringing an action on the case for consequential damage. 
A person whose land is not overflowed an inch, may bring 
this action on the case. The plaintiff must then either 
show possession actual, or title; and the same defence 
may be made as to an action of trespass quare dausum 

fregit. 
The statute describes the injury to the land. The jury 

are to eiew the land. They cannot from that view decide 
upon an injury to health-that is to, or may he gathered 
from the opinion of medical men. The statute is rather 
passed to relieve the mill-owner from vexatious suits. The 
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damages are to be assessed for one year, and judgment is DECEMBER, 
1835. to be rendered for five, unless the damages should be - 

increased by raising the water or otherwise, if the mill is GIZLET 
2). 

kept up. The injury to Ilealth may certainly at  any time JONES. 

be redressed by an actio:~ on the casc, so that the statute 
does not include that, as i t  certai:l!y docs an injury to the 
land. 

Badger for the plaint iif. 

RUFFIN, Chief Justice, after stating thc case, proceeded: 
-It is here insisted for the defendant. that the act of 1809 
(Rev. ch. 773), extends on!y to the direct damage to the 
soil overflowed ; and that any other consequential injury 
is without redress in this met!lod of proceeding. 

By the eomnlon law, every consequential hindrance or 
disturbance in the enjoyment of that in which a man has 
right-per p o d  uti non possit-mas deemed an injury, for 
which an action on the ease lay. The estate may be 
rendered less valuable by t h r ~ w i n g  a water course back 
upon it, either in rendering the soil jess productive, or in 
making the dwelling-house uninhabitable, by reason of 
offensive smells or noisome pestilences. Each of those 
effects, we h o w ,  is a prirate nuisance a t  common law, 
and is classed amongst those injuries to real property for 
which the proprietor, as such, is entitled to recover 
damages. 

The statute under consideration docs not seem, in any Themain 

sf its provisions, to have been intended to abrogate the ~ ~ f ~ ~ ~ ~ f  
right of the proprietor of land to protect it from nuisances, 1809 was 

to restrain or to recover the damages arising, in any way, from their a mdicious 

erection or continuance. The main object of it was to exerciseof 
the com- restrain a malicious exercise of the right, by the bringing ,,,law 

of repeated actions for trivial damages ; and, to that end, :ihj:;a. 

to suspend the remedy a t  common law until it could be nuisancein 

ascertained, in the method designated in the act, that the ::;:::" 
complaint was not frivo!ous. The statute does not create It does not 

any new right to damages; nor does it profess to abolish create any 

any pre-existing one. It only confers a mode ofrecovery ; ke:azht 
or, rather, the party is, to a certain extent, restricted to a ages, nor 
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DEC~XEER, particular mode of recovery. Whatever was before a 
1835. nuisance, remains a nuisance; and whatever damages 

G 1 m ~ ~  arising therefrom were before recoverable may still be 
21. 

JONES. recovered. The jury is not bound clown to the assessment 
abolish any of damages ibr the overflom ing of the Iand, by itself. The  
~lrc-cxisl- legislature did not mean an i l:uztice so gross. It is 
ing one. It 
,ly re- restrictive as to the renxtly iiiilcly; and as to that, only 
btrlcts tile partially. There are ~o words which either a6rrnatively 
partv. to s 
cert:in Gx- exclude ot!m incidental damages, or do so negatitely by 
"nt> to " directing t!lem to be assessed iiir the overl?owing of the 
particular 
modeof soil, and for that only. (911 the contrary, the terms are 
recovery. general, that any person injz~recl Gy the erection of a mill, 

shall apply by petition, setting forth in witat respect he is 
injured; and that thereupon there shall be a jury on the 
premises, who shall be sworn to iliqrrire whether any 
damage hath been sustained by the pla;altilr hp ?.cason of 
t 7 ~ e  crectio~z o j  the m71; and truly en cs:,as t ! ~  aarxunt he 
ought anuually to r e c c i ~ e  0.2 i ~ c c z m t  tlcew$ By no 
phraseology could tile pit.:<ruce io l:e set forth in the 
petition be left more at iaryc; nor a rnure unlimited range 
dlowed to the inquiries by vhich a just recompence may 
be ascertained. The act, indeec?, speahs of the damages 
being increased " by raising the weter 9' after suit, and of 
a jury I d  on the premises ;" a i d  tlict of 1813 (Rev .  ch. 863,) 
which is in pwi materia, cnncts dint the owner of c d  land 
overflowed" by the erection of' rnil!s for donlcstie manufac- 
tures, shall hake tllc same remedy as is gilen by the act of 
1809 against the o\vilcl s of gl k t - d ! s .  It is bence argued, 
that the conlprehciisixc: \+o;lls heforc q+rotcc!  lust be con- 
trolIed by the contcit, so as to coniinc the oet entirely 
to the injury of oterflon ill2 1 2 : ~ L  

It may be yielded h t  llte case of an overflowing, 
being the ordinary nnc? most obvious injury of this bind, 
may have been more immcsiinedy in the mind of the legis- 
lature. But even if tlmt admishn  be conect, it docs not 
follow, that the law sllould deem that the only il~jurious 
conszquence ; nor furnish, by ti,;., r ~ n i ~ i ! y ,  nticcpte rcdrei;s 
for any other. Thc u t i m  I t h a t  rail ? r : i t ~ b , L i y  lie inkrred, 
is, that the act does MI. qqdy to a.ij ca:,,: i ju t  one, in 
which the overflowing of the soil, constitutes either the 
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w,.E:oie, o; G p r t  of the pla;ntifE4s injury. When there is in DECENIB~,  
1835. 

~ C L  an oberlIo\rmg olC the i a d ,  the j~xisdiction certainly ----- 
GILLET attaches ; and thc prposcs of justice then forbid a con- v. 

struction w l d l  will prevent the remedy provided in the JONES. 

act from being commensurate to the whole injury arising 
from the erection of a nuisance of this kind, unless the 
words themselves plai:lly and conciusi\.ely express the con- 
trary. H a c ,  - s after the act passed, (in Janu- The c m o f  

1Chnjord v, 
ary, 11316,) thc S:!;relne court ,  it; 131ua,4brd v. T e ~ r y ,  2 Terry, 2 

Gar. Law Repositoiy, 4'25, construed it as extending to Car. Law 
Repos. 425, 

all cases. The Chief Suatice, T,ln~ox, emphatically says, approved, 

upon its tcrnls znil desizn taixn t~getlier, that '' in every 
ecse of a person receiving ail injury from the erection of a 
mill, a petition mcst  be filed, in order to ascertain the ex- 
tent, because u p n  that  depends, whether the coinnion law 
is exercisable." Of t!~e correctness of that position, no 
judicial or professioilal rlozht has reached us, until that 
expressed on the Circuit in PitvA v. iU Cnllum, (ante 2'21,) 
which was b&re this Court at the last term, and struck 
us with surprise at the time. The policy of the act re- The policy- 

of the Act quires its applicnrim to ai! illjuries of R hatever character, ,,f1809, re- 

arising fiom thc erectioii of a mill; for the statute may quires its 
application otl~erwisc! be senc!ercd, in a great degree, nugatory. The toall inju- 

object of the act is, msiidy, thz protec:ion of the owners of l iesof~hat-  
ever cha- 

mills, a:u.::st t!le ixcessiiy of alaii-lg thciu as nuisances- ,,,t,,, .,,,. 
whc~her t'-\:y be nuisances in raapect of overflowing land, :::,"A' 
a:Ci p r o d ~ ~ i n z  stench a d  ciis~ase, oi. in respcct of any one tion O ~ Z  

of those e i k t s ,  provided t!i~ x m u d  d m a g e  be not twenty 
dldlars. It wi!l d&at 11ILi p u l i ~ j -  to ta!ic either of those 
cases o u t  of t!:c act aitosLiim. the owim of the mill 
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D ~ c ~ M B Z R ~  duce the mischief for which the act intended a remedy ? 
1835. 

There seems to be no reason for giving or withholding the 
GILLET . statute remedy, whether it be exclusive or cumulative, in 
WH YES. the one class ofcases more than in the other; and hence in 

Mumford v. Terry, it was properly declared to embrace 
all. 

But the present case falls certainly within the act, unless, 
indeed, it be coilstrued to take away aIi rigfit to damages, 
for every injury but that of overflowing land ; which would 
be against common right, and inconsistent with the general 
words before quoted. Here there is both an overflowing of 
the soil, and an injury to health. If the latter, when it 
exists without the former, cannot be redressed in this mode, 
yet, when they concur, it is inconceivable that the Legis- 
lature meant that each of these consequences from the same 
wrongful act, should be redressed by separate actions, 
when the statute itself relieves the defendant from a liabil- 
ity to n multiplicity of suits, by substituting one, for all 
that could before be brought in five years. The whole is 
one injury, affecting the plaintiff in different respects, but 

by one and the same act on the part of the de- 
fendant. 

Since this law was enacted, there have been numerous 
trials, in which the stress of the controversy was upon the 
deleterious e&ct on the healthfirlness of the p!aintiffYs 
estate, wide die injury from over8omi:rg was ndmitted to 
be nonlintzi ; &;id u~ltil Pz~i.ceE v. d1'Cailum, the bench and 
bar colicnrred >iiorm:y in the con&ruction now adopted. 
The opinion rf tile Court is clcar, that the evidence was 
relevant to a most important point of the inquiry before the 
jury, and was therefore properly admitted. 

The counsel for the defendant has also insisted, that there 
is error in reudering the judgment, for which it must be 
reversed. The error is alleged to consist in giving the 
judgment for more than the damage of one year. 

The latter part of the first section of the act, makes the 
verdict generally binding for five years. I t  admits two 
exceptions ; the one, when the mill is not kept up ; the 
other, when the damages are increased by the raising of 
the water, or otherwise. If the defendant shall surcease 
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the injury, for which the damages are prospsctiveIy assess- DFCF~ICEB, 
1535. 

ed, the right to that aliquot pnrt of them slaall fail ; or if he 
shall aggravate the injury, the former proc~edings shall not 
conclude the plaintiff within thc five years. It is clear froin .Jo\xs. 

the perusal of the act, that the draft of it did not emanate 
h m  a legal mind ; for it speaks of" the verdict being bind- 
ing for five years ;'' and "of the verdict and judgment of 
the jury on the premises ;" and of the party's applying to 
the clerlr to issue an execution annually, if the clefcndant 
should fail to pay the sum <' assessed by said verdict," and 
is silcnt as to any judgment of the Court. But being a 
legal proceeding, there must, necessarily, be a jndgment ; 
and that according to the course of the conmon law, 
except so far as it may be necessary to modify it, in con- 
formity with the statute. Without a judgment, there is 
no warrant for the execution, which the clerk is directed 
to issue. As the verdict is declared to be binding for five 
years, so the judgment or judgments must also embrace 
that period. The question is, whether the judgment is to 
be entered a t  once for the whole time, or whether judg- 
ments are to be successively entered from year to year;  
and if the former, whether the judgment is to be absolute 
in its terms, or conditional in r e h e n c e  to the circumstan- 
ces before mentioned, by which the rights and liabilities of 
the parties may be varied. 

The act does not contemplate any action of the Court, 
subsequent to the first judgment, in order to give the plain- 
tiff effectual process for the whole of the damages ; for his 
application is not to be to the Court, but to the ministerial 
officer for execution. I t  follows, we think, that the judg- Upona\er- 

dlct ulider ment is to be rendered at once for the whole damages, tlllsact, 

with a cessnt executio, as to the portions not payable a t  the wllefcthe 
nni~usl 

period of giving judgment. I t  mas once held, that dama- ,i,,rnage is 

ges accruing, pending the suit, as interest for example, i::;i.g2 
could not be included in the verdict. But that has long judgment 

since been exploded ; and this act carries the contrary is for the whole da- 
principle so far, as in effect to give damages beforehand. mageswith 

I n  the expectation that the summary proceeding by peti- a cessnt ez- 
eczrtio for 

tion, and the jury of view, would speed the verdict, so that tllose n ~ t  
t11cn pay. i t  would be given witlri~i thc year succeeding the filing of .bl,. 
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DECEXGE~, the petition, the first e~ecut ion authorised, is for the year 
1835. preceding the suit. But when trials a t  bar, upon appeals 

were afterwards allowed, and it t1:creby happens in every 
case, that mo; e than m e  year elnpscs, alld fiequcntly seve- 
ral, before the h a 1  decisim, there is every reason for an 
irnmcd~ate judgmmt and award of one execution for the 
whole amount of annual assessments, that ought to be paid 
a t  the time of trial. T o  t!mt extent, the judgment must, of 
course, be peremptory. Nor c l ~ s  it a ? p i r  to the Court, 

l l c l e l n ~ t o ~ ~  llow i t  can have any otiier cl,aractcr i:l respect of other 
and not 
condltlolln~. parts of the d a x p .  11 3 C~J::II x y  t ~ )  the nature of a 

judgment for Inoncji 117,3;dy, t h a t  if 8!1ouId be conditional; 
eithzr that the plainti8's rig!lt should, according to the 
terms of the judgment itself, arise or be defeasible upon a 
future contingency. The  judgment would not be final, 
nor authorize execution, without referring to the clerks the 
determination of the judicial questions, whether the defen- 
dant had continued, augmented or abated the nuisance. 
T!lose inquiries can be made by the Court, in appropriate 
methods, without altering the form ofentrp, or the effect of 

rftlle dtLln. the judgment. I f  the damages be increased by the subse- 
a~cs l )c in -  quent act of the defendant, and the plaintiff bring a new 
crenscd, the 
plaintiE suit, the cstoppcl nfthe former judgment, if pleaded, would 

he be rm:ov~d Ly a rcp!icc~:ion of' the new n rong, by means 
cstoppcd by 
tile l ~ d z .  whereof gre~?ter  clclnays rLt'3r3ed to Ihi: p!zintiK If the 
nlcnt. defendant do not keep u p  thn, mill, that may be sl:own by 
If the dc. 
fLndant do him in the same way that he car1 anv orher rnctter of dis- 
nOt"c~ul) charge arising after judgment, upon nudita p e r u l a ,  or 
the mill, tile 
judgincnt other remedy in the nature of it. I n  l%%-on v. l?lyew, 4 

""Y aside beset for Hawks' Rep. 73, it appears that judgment for the five 
t l lcrcsid~c years was given in the first instance; and it is manifest 
~ F l l ~ c  dun. 
aces by nu- from the words of Judge H I c s n ~ ~ s a v ,  ihet this Court ap- 
ditu p e w  proved of it. Had its correctness been docbtful, it is 
h, or otiior 
rcm,)dy almost certnin t h a t  ihe counsel in that c2se mould have 
t ! i c n ~ ~ u r c  brought his writ of orror on the m ~ f t e r  of' law, instead of 
of it. 

e n u c a , v n o m ~  to cnctain [.+at fgr error cf fact, after the 
amendmtnt. 

T o  ail cnscs in wI:ic!l t l x  tiarr~ngci: are less than twenty 
cjt,>!!;:~.~;, iljc f&re,:cjii!: ~ j j 8 s ~ : i - + : ~ ~ ~ o ~ i ~  aye s?ric,tjy ~ l~p l i cab le ;  - .  
because that f:ar the proceedings are conclusive upon both 



parties, unless where the supervening matters, already D E C F ~ ~ ~ %  
1635 

mentioned arise. Eut it  has ! m i l  further. cmtended, that ---L 
wheu the darnages are tt%elitg c ioh : j  or Inore, neitlier G':y 
party is concluded, but for the one year preceding the suit, JONES. 

and consequently that the judgment must be for that year 
only. 

The Court cannot adopt that opinion. I t  may be 
observed, in the first place, that the same objection pre- 
sented itself in FV~lsolz y. 3a?/-*.s, in which th2 annual 
damages were assemd to t!Grty do1la1s ; and it was not 
made the ground of appea!, or writ of error. But upon 
the act itself, the Court 1s satisfied, that the fifth section is W l x r e t h  

salt upon 
a provision altogether for the benefit uf the plaint& w h ~ h  I;,, lx,t~~io,l 

gives him the elcction of the statute remedy for :he whole 
injury, or of that remedy for the damages of one year, and anctlie 

that of the common law for the residue. I t  is in the nature f:::tzr- 
of a proviso to the previous enactment, that the judgment diet for 

mo, c than shall be binding for fit e years ; and declares, that notwith- tme,,ty 

standing that enactment, " the person injured shall not be dollars 
annual 

prevented from suing" st common law, when the damages dalllagPS, 

shall be found as high as twenty dollers. When that ::'$:: 
happens, the party shall not be prevented from recurring takejudg- 

to his ancient remedy, that is to say, he shall be at  liberty g$:i:s 
to do so ; * &  and in such cases, tile verdict and judgment shall damages, 

or only 
only be binding for one year." " Hn such cases," does not 6, 
mean those mercl:~ in whicll tile clamages have been Jeal3 

passed. 
assessed to twe:lty dollars ; but those in which that has 
takcn place, and also the plaintill; using tile liberty 
allowed by the act, sues as has heretofore been usual." 
Then, and in that case it is, that the verdict shall not A n d i f h e  

elects to conclude. But if the plaintiff chooses not to sue a t  common talie a 

law, then it is conclusive. I t  is the defendant's own fault, judgment 
/ for five if he should suffer from heavy damages, because he can yealsannu- 

always discharge himself, by pulling down his dam ; and :e$yf~* 
the act assumes, that it is his interest and desire, that one concluded 

suit should determine tho controversy. I t  saves him from Er:!tt \ 

costs, and cnab l~s  him to !ieep up his mill, by making just and not be 

compensation for the actual injury. There is no expres- ~~~~~~~S 

sion in the itct, from which it can be collected, that he can comlnon 
law 

be relieved from any part of the damages assessed, but remedy. 
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D I ~ C Z ~ B E R ,  by abating the nuisance; a d  that is to be his own act, 
1835. 

----- and not the effect of the judgrmnt. So far as the object 
GILLET 

, 
is ~olely  the ascertainment of the damages, there is no 

Jam necessity for a second suit j for they will be as correctly 
found by the jury, in the one action, as in the othcs. There 
is then no reason for allowmg the defendant to recur tothe 
cornnlon law in any case; thereby putting the plaintiff 
to prove again damages, which have been already liqui- 
dated. For this reason, the suit at common law, given to 
the plaintiff, i9,  obviously, not to enable him to recover 
compensation, but to induce the defendant to abate the 
nuisance. In  a case where that purpose cannot be 
answered, the whole ground of election is swept away; 
and the judgment must be in favour of the plaintiff, for 
the damages assessed on the petition; either because he 
has no longer an election, or is presumed to elect those 
damages, since he can get nothing more. In  the present 
case, the suit pended so long, that seven years expired from 
the point of time to v hich the damages related ; so that, 
by no possibility, could he bring about an abatement 

I t  TX o d d  be 
error as within the five years, and his sole remedy uas  in the 
a g m ~ s t  the recovery of damages ; to ascertain which, there can be no 
plamtifT, 
,dper- necessity for a second suit, since that has been done in 
hapi, also, this. 
as agamst 
tllc defcn- Had the trial been sooner, it would have been, doubtless, 
dallt, to correct, that the record sflould have stated the plaintiff's 
entci J. 

j d g m c n t  election. Pt would have been error, at  least against thc 
61 the 
fiTe years plaintiff, to render the judgment against his will, for the 
an nu^ whole five years : for he could not proceed in a second 
damages, 
mhele action, for the recovery of damages, for which he already 
c ~ c c a s  had a judgme~~t.  It might, perhaps, be also error as 
twenty 

against the defendant ; since he may have the right to ask 
withoutthe that the plaintiff be required to make his election, that 
elcct~on 
oftile he may definitively know, at  what price he may keep up 
p'"l"t'ff appearing his mill. But where the lapse of time has absolutely 
upon the deprived the plaintiff of any other relief than that to be 
rerord, 
unless the obtained by the remedy he is then prosecuting, namely, 
s u l t h a ~  his damages, all motive and opportunity for election is 
been pro- 
tracted gone ; and it is a futile attempt to make i t  appear more 
beyond the explicitly in the record, than it already does. In the 
five years 



opinion of thc Court, therefore, the judgment must be DEyg:pn, 
affirmed. 

Judgment affirmed. GILLET PER CUILIARI. u. 
Jows.  

THE STATE v. ELIJAH DICKINSON. 

&tll and ~crc:-t1!1 sections of the act of 1618, ( X r r .  ch. 963,) modificti 
by t11c act of ld2-1, (Tay. Rev. ch. 123-1,) rcslm3i1y tile time witllin which 
the transcript of tlrc rocord in nppcals fi.on1 tile Supcrior to thc Suprclne 
Court, shall bo filed ill tllc latter, do not apply to appeals in criminal 
cases. 

An indictment f h  fornication, undcr the act of 1805, (Reu. ch. 684,) must 
charge a fdct to negative the relationship of marriage betwcen the parties, 
or it cannot be sustained. 

AT THE last spring Term of the Superior Court of law 
for New IIanover County, the grand jury found the 
following bill of indictment against the defendant, to wit: 
'* The Jurors for the State upon their oaths present, that 
Eli,jah Dickinson, late of New Hanover, on the tenth day 
of March, in the present year, and on divers other days 
and times before and since, in said county, did commit 
fixmication with one Mary ,inn Paget ; and then and there 
did bed and cohabit with her ; and then and there had one 
child by her, without parting or an entire separation, con- 
trary to the form of the statute in such case made and 
provided, and against the peace and dignity of the state." 
At  the same term, before his Honor Judge SEAWELL, a 
motion was made by the defendant's counsel, to quash the 
indictment for insufficiency, which was sustained, and 
Mr. Solicitor Troy appealed. The iranscript of the 
record in this case was not filed at  the last (June) term of 
this Court, nor until after the first seven days of the 
present term. 

The Attorney-General, for the state, referred to the 
cases of The State v. Akclridge, 3 Dev. Rep. 331, and 
Eure  v. Oclom, 2 Hawks' Rep. 52. 

No counsel appeared for the defendant. 
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DECC~EER, GASTON, Judge.-A doubt has been suggested, whether 
ld35. 

this appeal be properly cvnstituted in this Court. The 
STATE 

v. indictnient was quahed for insufficiency a t  the Spring 
DICKINSON. Term, 1835, of Nccv Wanover Superior Court, and from 

this judgment the State appealed. The sixth and seventh 
sections of the act of 1818, (Rev .  clz. 963,) modified by the 
act of 1824 (Tnv. RPU. ch. 1234,) require, that in all 
cases of appeal from the Superior to the Supreme Court, 
the transcript slid1 be fjiled within tile fiist seven days of 
the term next ensuitly tile ~ : ) j i ' ~ i ? l  ; n.:d in this case, the 
transcript was not filed at tL: succectling term, nor until 
after more tlian seven days had elapsed of the present 
term. On examination, however, of'the provisions in those 
sections, and also of the pcculiar provision lnade in the 
fourth section for certifying the judgment of this Court in 
criminal cases to the Superior Courts, we are constrained 
to believe, notwithstanding the general terms used, that in 
this enactment, criminal cases were not intended to be 
comprehended. I t  is indecent to suppose, that where a 
conviction has been had in a capital case, or in one of a 
heinous nature, it could be intended, that the clerk below 
should proceed ministerially to enforce the sentence 
appealed from, upon a certificate from the clerk of 
this Court, that the transcript of appeal had not been 
filed in time. It would be difficult, moreover, to ascer- 
tain what is 6' the execution or other proper process" 
by which he can enforce such a sentence. These terms 
seem applicable only to the enforcing of judgments in civil 
cases. 

It may be, that delays will sometimes occur, by reason 
of transcripts not being speedily filed in criminal cases, 
and it is possible, that some legislative action rendering it 
the duty of the clerks of the Superior Courts to forward 
the transcripts in due season, as has been done with respect 
to appeals from the County to the Superior Courts, would 
be salutary. But on account of this possible inconve- 
nience, we do not feel ourselves authorized to put upon the 
act a construction which it cannot reasonably bear. It 
may be also expedient for this Court, as a rule of practice, 
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where appeals in criminal cases have been delay~ti beyond DECE~IBER, 
1835. 

a reasonable period, to require notice to be given to the ---- 
STATE appellee, so that neither the state nor the d~fendant may 

Le talien by surprise in the argument of the appeal. In the DICKINSON. 
present case, however, we see no necessity for this course, 
as we do not desire an argument from the defendant, and 
we have heard one on the part of the state. 

We are of opinion, that the Court below did not err in 
quashing the indictment, because of its insufficiency. The 
forms of inclictrnents, like the rules of pleading, have been 
established with a view, arnonq other purposes, to mark 
and preserve the distinct jurisdictions of the Court, and 
the jury. I t  is highly expedient, for the proper exercise 
of the latter, and it is essential to the security of the former, 
that as far as conveniently map be, all the facts, which 
constitute the alleged ofknee, should be charged ; so 
that when the facts so charged are found to be true, the 
Court, whose duty i t  is to apply the law, may see clearly 
that an offence cognizable by that law, has been com- 
mitted. The indictment in this case is just as defective as 
that which came under the consideration of this Court in 
the case of The S l n t ~  v. Altbdge 4 Poole, 3 Dev. Rep. The easeof 

The Statev. 331 on which thc judgment was arrested. It differs Ald7idgC, 
O Y I ? ~  i.~!x~lii;?. 2°C "'v -7.1;ib't '' vlntvi"ully" t x  '1rc.h in that 3 Dev. 
~; t$"  ~~~~b~ r:',ec{ r;g ril-- -.-+or.-.. 

. . Rep. 331, 
., , 3L.b t!ic ~o:ir.htz' chmged, approved. 

and o u $ , t i t u t ; ~ ~  inatcz? of it t ! ~  a k g a l i ~ a  '< 2;d commit 
fi~rnication." Znt this :;bsl:tni6~:1 r m h ~ - ;  no material 
cliikrccce. I n  the cese c?ccidecl, the Coua t could not 
know whether the jury did not err in their judgment of 
what wzs unlaz~lful cohabitahn, and in this, had a verdict 
been rendered for i!,e state, there would have been equal 
reason to distrust their finding the ?fence of fornication. 
The facts which iashz dt)  that ogeixe should be set forth, 
and there is no dtr'ficu -y in setting them forth with - 1 reasonable certainty. ttre ~ d i c t n ~ e n t  had added, that 
the I.idivid,,ai, v73r;th :rm t h ~  1n7propcr connection is 
charged, ..,- 1- 3 s i i . ~ ;  vmma : ,n. W.:S thz wife of another 
person ; ~r it'' i t ILIQ r ? a t l \ ~ d  the relation of marriage 
between her , i i ~ i  r,ia I!el't;nd;2nlo t t  wcma to us, that it  
would have then contaiued enough to put the defendant 
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upon his trial, and to warrant ajudgrnent, had he been 
found guilty. 

A certificate should be sent to the Court below, that 
v. 

]DI~KIRSON. it is the opinion of this Court, that the indictment was 
properly quashed. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment aflirrned. 

WILLIAM JONES v. DAVID I. YOUKG. 

A voluntary conrcylnlcc nlade by a debtor, who owned at that time, and IcR 
at his death, sufficient property to pay all the debts which lie owcd at  the 
time of such conveyance, is not ncccssarily fraudulent and void as to credi- 
tors. 

Although a party may get a verdict, notwithstanding an erroneous charge 
against him, on a particular point; yet if the opinion delivered may have 
prevented the other party relying upon, or have excluded &om the case 
stated, other evidence that was given, a new trial will be granted. 

DETINUE for a slave, tried at Person, on the last Spring 
Circuit, before his Honor, Judge MARTIN. On the trial, 
the plaintiff, in support of his title, produced and proved a 
bill of sale from Reuben Jones, his father, to himself, for the 
slave in question. The defendant then proved that the bill 
of sale was made without any valuable consideration, and 
that the slave, after its execution, still continued in the 
possession of Reuben Jones, and there remained until his 
death, when the defendant, as his executor, took possession 
of said slave, together with the other effects:of the testator. 
He further proved, that at the time when the bill of sale 
was executed, Reuben Jones was indebted to one Stephen 
Milton, in the sum of about ninety dollars; that a warrant 
was brought, and judgment obtained for this debt in the 
life-time of Reuben Jones; and that after his death, the 
judgment was revived by sci. fa. against the defendant, as 
executor, and upon an execution issued, the slave in con- 
troversy was levied upon and sold; when the defendant 
became the purchaser. In reply to this evidence, the plain- 
tiff proved that at  the time when his father conveyed the 
slave in question tu him, by the bill of sale above men- 
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tioned, he had other slaves, and property sufficient to pay D E ~ ~ ~ ~ *  

all his debts, and that in fact, the defendant, as executor, ---- 
Joxss 

had discharged all the claims against the estate, leaving a n. 

balance of negroes and other property stiil remaining. Tile 
then introduced much testiinoiiy to show that thc 

defendant had acted fraudulently in procuring the sale of 
the slave, and in purchasing hiinself at an ufider value; 
and among others, he introduced a witness by the name of 
Thomas, by whom he proved that t l : ~  dcfcnciaat li3J said 
to witness, while they n7ere on tlizi:. way to attend tile sale 
of the slave, " that the title of the phhlfiff to the slave was 
good, as he had a firm hill of sale for him from his ijtlier, 
which expressed upon its face, to have heen given for a 
valuable consideration." This testimony of Thomas's 
was objected to by the d e h d a n t ,  but was received by the 
Court ;  whereupon the defendant oRered to call scveral 
witnesses to prove that he had urged scveraI persons to 
attend the sale of the slave ; a d  that on the day of sale, 
and while the officer was crying the slave, he had told a 
negro trader that he thau$lt the p1aintifI"s title was not 
good, though probably the plaintiir s~ould 5ue fh- the slave, 
and he asked the trader to pureha-c. 'Fl:is tcstiniony was 
objected to, and rejcctsd. 

His IIonor charged the jury ; t h n t  the biil of sole fionl 
the defendant's testator, to his son, liie plaintiff, was frail- 
dulent as to creditors, it Ilnving been mxdc wit:inut any 
valuable consideration, thou2h i t  :ras vrlid and Liading in 
Haw upon the testator in his lifetirn-, and upon his czecu- 
tor after liis dcatli. That if t l ~  jury Ix1ieve,I G-om the 
evidence, that the d c h d t l n t  I d  acted fraudulently in 
procuring the sa!e of tile slave in qlxstion; atid at the scle 
had prevented (:oi~lpc!iti~il. so as ?o enabie hiinself to pur- 
chass a t  an under value ; sue!] coxlurt would 1~e u fi.autlot1 
the part of the defendant, and prevent his acquiring a title 
to the slave by virtue of his purchnse undrr- tile execution, 
notwithstaiidi~lg tile debt, to soti4y wri:iir:h the slave !"as 
sold, was just, atid the proceetlings tilercupon were in 
accordance with the regular fivms of 1:lw. The jury 
returned n verdict for ti]\: p l n u t t i 6  and tile tjef~lldan.t 
n ~ w a l e d .  
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DECEMBER, W. A. G~.ulmm, for the plaint iK 
1835. 

Nusl~,  for the defendant. 
JONES 

73. 

YOUNG. DANIEL, Judge.-The Judge cliarged the jury, that the 
sale of the slave by the defendant's testator to his son, Wil- 
liam Jones, was good against himself and his representa- 
tives, but was fraudulent as to his creditors ; i t  having been 
made without a valuable consideration. The  ease states 
that, after the payment of a!] the debts of the donor, there 
were several slaves and otiier property, left in the hands of 
the defendant, his executor, S~Io11gii1g to the estate of the 
donor, Reuben Jones. The  conveyance of the slave by 
Itcuben Jones to the plai1iti8; beiug by deed ofgift,  is not 
necessarily an act f i ' i i~dul~i l t  and void as to ,the creditors of 
the cfonor, if lie had a t  thc time of'the gift, alld lefl at his 
death other property sufficient to pay all his debts due and 
owing a t  the date of the dcecl of gift. Tlie i~ilerzk to hinder 
and delay creditors, migilt be repelled by such a fidct- 
This case is uot wit!iin the reasoning of the case of P e ~ e r -  
son V. lC~illiilnzso~z, 2 Dev. Rep. 226 ; for that was n pard 
gift of a slave, and thc donor continued in possession, and 
ult ir~~ately becalrie inscjlvcnt. Nor is it -rvi:llin the l~rinci- 
ple dccided in tile casc of O'Danicl v .  C ~ ( l ~ L f ~ l ' i ~ ,  4 Uev.. 
Rep. 197 ; f a .  t l~ese thc creditor wvulcl have been entirely 
hindcrecl in getting his debt satisfied, if' iic could not hare 
reached the fund covered by t11c voluntasy conveyance. 
T h e  Judge s!:cdd have lclt this part of the case to the 
jury on thi: ciuestion of actual intwt.  nc: C~llCS- 

ion of T h e  question o i  fraud in the defendant's preventing coiil- 
'"u"'" petion a t  the sale, which secms mainly to ha%-e occupied 
rrevcnting 
,ompeti- the attention of the parties on the trial, was, as it seems to 
ion at all 
sccution US, an i~nmaterial om.  For  if the plaintiff's deed of gift 
ale, can- was not fraudulent a i d  void, as to the creditors of tlie 
, ~ t .  .' . . ~ L l l b t  

,ctwccn donor, he would have been elltitled to recover against tlie 
Ilc ;lllcgcd defendant, although liis, the dcfendautss purchase, at the 
>uudulcnt 
,urcilascr sale made by the oliicer, had Leen ever so fair ; on the " s~x"l contrary, if the plaintiff's deed had been fraudulent as to 
ale, and a 
:luinyilnt the creditors of the donor, he could not have recovered 
lnder a against the defendant, who had purcimsed under a judg- xior vol- 
lntary con- rnent and execution at the instance of the creditor, althuugh 
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the defendant might have been guilty of fraud in preventing D E C F ~ I B ~ ,  
1835. con~petition a t  the sale.' Such conduct might have been 

injurious to tile creditors of the estate, but could not have Jy 
helped t!~e plaintiR, if his title was void ab  initio. Rut YOUNG. 
even here, if it had been material, the court erred, as i t  ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ 1 " ,  

seems to us, in rejecting the defendant's evidence. T h e  debtor. 

show by the  defendant"^ cleelaratioi~s and actings, that he 
had fraudulently prevciited competiiion a t  the sale, with a 
view to purcl~ase the s!ave iilIinself a t  a lorn pricc. T h e  
defendant offered c ~ i d c n c e  to shorn that he had requested, 
and made efforts to gct persons to bid, atid had declared 
4 0  these persons that tllc p!aint;rT's title was not good. 
This evidence was rejected hy the Court, and w e  t h l i  Wilcrc 

fi auudulcnt 
improperly, if the facts had becn material to the issue; nttclllptto 

because they were facts aecompailying the w r y  subject ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . -  
then under examination, viz. n hether the defenda~lt had, by ~ I O U  at a 

his conduct, fraudulently prexe1;ted competition a t  the !,$';" a" 

sale. The aflirmative pmof would have lain on the plain- agalllstn 
p a  ty, 11e 

titF; and w!xn ihc plaintiffrrfferecl evidence of the declara- 
tions of the defendant made before the sale to establish that sXtcr tact  

dencc of 
fLlct, i t  seen~s to us, t h t  thc defendant was a t  liberty to ,,,I, alle- 

repel the force of wcli declnra~ims, by proof of other de- zE;llat 
ciarations coternporaneou~l~ made, or ma& near the same he rcquest 

timz relative to tiir snme subject-matter; in other \~ords ,  
the declarations became a part of the res  ,rrcste. The  attend the 

sole, and e v i d e ~ c e  n as aclmksible ; the force and eEect of it to be icft as 
with the jury. Thc plaintiff obtairied a verdict, notwith- such case, 

111s decla- 
.;tanding the error of the Jv.6;~ on the first point, yet as ,,tlolls be 

the opi8:ion de!iccrctl inny b n ~  c px:cilted the defendant pa' 
oitlle res 

relying upon, or h n ~ c  excluded fiom the case stated, other gesla. 

EF idence ellat n as gibe:], we think it proper that the case 
should be retried. 

PER CURIBX. Judgment reversed. 



ZJCCTXENT tried at SOCC~,  on the last Circuit, before biis 
X I o n o r  Judge DO'I.YCLL. 

The pla.il;if:"s Icsor cjarmcd Ly descent from hcr father, 
3fartili Philyan, who, it oppen:-cd, died seized of the jand 
mcn~ioccd in the clcc:i,~ration, in  the month of Junc, 1813. 
The d,ii:r,2~~t c: u;; title to tbe same land by purchase 
a t  an exccurl::,i salc ui;i:er a j a i l p z n t  obtninetl agains: 
Martill I3ili!p1, at bLiy Term, 1812, cf Jones County 
Cow$.  The j&.r,ent 1%-2s p i u i l u ~ d ,  as mere also five 
writs ~f j. Ja. regdnrly i,sued and returned a t  the suc- 
ccssi+e tcl iuv of the Court f~-om August Term, 1812, to 
X~iL:illJ-r T~rnr:, 1813. 011 each of these writs of j. 
Ju. X V J ~  ~,:cf;:'.xl ":IO salc," and nothing more. No 
writ of 9. Ju. Lorn S a ~ c r n b e r  Term, 1313, returnable 
to the e n i u i n g  Feb: u:liy Tern, was produced; but 
cvidecre \ \ a s  offered tendi~lg to show that such writ 
did is:~e, was levicd upon thc land in dispute, and sold 
to the person from vhum the clefcadant clainlecl. His 
ITo:ms :nstrli&cd I!](; jury, that 3s 110 levy appeared to 
hn5c been mntl;: upon tiic k l m l  ill the llfetirne of' Philyan, 
and 110 sciw J(icuAs to have issiled ag-aimt his heirs, the 
titie of tile latter could not has e been divested, though the 
writ of ji. j%. had ismxl k o m  November Term, 1813, 
and hcen regulcrly levled, and the land sold and conveyed 
by the sheriff, as contended for by the defendant. Under 
thir instructio!~, a + e d i c t  was returned for the plaintiff; 
and the defendant qqxalcd. 

J. 13 23:-ynn for t!x dcfen:lnnt.-The principal question 
in this czse is, w::cthc!., ugoi~ R judgment obtained against 
rt decedent in his l ihtin~c, his land can be eold undera 
ji. - f i7 ,  ,,fter !?is dent!?, withorlt ~^oa!iing the heirs parties by 
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sci. fa. It may bc admitted that. in England, before an DECEMBER, 
1835. elcgit, which is the only execution to subject real estates, - 

can be sued out, a scireJaclns ought to issue; for there the 
'v:~D 

heirs and terre-tenant are bound to contribute rateably ; and HARRISON. 
unlcss all be warned, the others are riot obligcd to answer. 
2 Baun. Rep. 7, n. 10; and it may be pleaded in abate- 
mcnt, that they are not all made parties. In  this statc, 
land is subject in the first instance to the ji. fn. and a 
3. fa. having been issued in the lifetime of the judgment 
debtor, his land was hound by t!le lien; which lien would 
be lost, if the creditor were bound to suspend his course of 
executions, and sue out a sci. fa. The sci. fcr. in England, 
upon a judgn~ent or rccogaizance, is considered so much 
in the nature of an action, that he against ~l1on1 it is 
issued may acail hinlself of his nonage by pmyer, and the 
~ m m l  will dcrnur. 1 S a m  Xep. 7 ,  n. 4. 

Since it is held here that ti& (which in Eng- 
land is the ground of the charge s n  the terre-tenant,) is no 
Iicn, if a$. Ja. be issued, the court should be more solicit- 
ous to preserve t ! ~  lien of the $. fa. In this case, the 
first 5. fa. bearing teste in the life time of the debtor, a 
lien was thereby created, and the land might have been 
sold under that. If this be true, it has repeatedly been 
decided that the lien is continr~ed by aliases regularly 
issued. Yal-brozgil v. St& Bank, 2 Dev. Rep. 23. Pa l -  
nzn- v. Clurk, Hbld. 35 4-339. " The security of the creditor 
is founded on the teste of the execution, and derives no 
aid fro~n tlje !cvy." Per TAYLOR, C. J. in Frost et ux v. 
Etileridgt, I Dev. Ecp. 31. Though he die before the 
return of the esecution, the land may still be sold, kc.  
Per HALL, J. S u m  cnse, 43-206. 

RUFFIN, Chief Justice.-The record presents but a single 
question; which is, whether land can be so!d upon a fieri - 
fkcins, which issues and bears teste after the death of the - 
debtor. Upon that question, the case of Den ex dem. 
Bozcren v. fWCulloclz, N. C. Term Rep. 261, is a precise 
authority in the negative. A point is there left open, 
whether land is bound by the judgment, or only by the - 

.$el-i f ~ c i a s ,  which has been since so decided as to restrict 
the lien to the tpstc of the-fies-ifacins, if that he the process 
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DECEMBER, used. Consequently, the sale must be made upon a writ 
1835. --- having relation to a day previous to the debtor's death, or 
WoOD a. the heir must be brought in by scir-e facias. The authori- 

HARRISON. ties there cited establish the necessity of process against 
the executor in similar circumstances. If he is not to be 
concluded without being heard, surely the heir is equally 
entitled to the defences, that the executor has paid the 
debt, or that the hcir has paid oti~er judgnlcnt debts to the 
value of the land descended, or the lilie. 

Pm C u n ~ ~ a x .  Judgment affirmed, 

STEPIIEK llENRY a. JOIIK A. PATRICK 

DEBT upon a bond. Pleas,-payment ; set-of; accord 
and satisfaction. &Tpon the ilia1 at Roehingllam, on the 
last Spring Circuit, h h c  1,:s Honor Sudse JIARTIN, the 
defendant, in  sui)por.t of ~ l c a s ,  introduced the deposi- 
tion of one KSoild, v,:l,ci~ stated. in  substance : That 
the defxdant n as a I C ~ - 1 1  &rI and the plaintiff had 
purchased and receiked of him a negro boy, named Miles, 
with libel ty to return hirn and taLe another, if; upon trial, 
he sl~ould not ii!,e him: that some time afterwards, the 
defendant was on his m y  to the south, ni rh  a parcel of 
slaves, and encampctl O:I the pu'ulk road, witliin two or 
three miles of the plaintirf's ilouee : that plaintiff came to 
the camp, and poposec! to retiwn the boy Miles, and take 
another ; to which defedant assented : that plaintiff then 
selectcd a boy named Jacob, fixed upon the price, which 
i t  was agreed, should be paid by the bond of the defen- 
dant, which the plaintiff then held, a d  the balance in 
money : that the bond was not then delivered up, nor any 
money paid, the plaintiff not having the bond with him; 
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but it was agreed, that the defendant should call at  the DECEMBER, 
1835. plaintiff's house, in a few days, execute a bill of sale for .-. 

the boy, and receive the bond, and the balance of the 
money, in payment for him: that thereupon the plaintiff PATRICK. 
took the boy Jacob home with him, and returned'the 
other boy, Miles. The defendant relied upon this evi- 
dence, as proof of an executed contract of sale, for the 
slave, which operated as a discharge or payment of the 
bond. On the other hand, it was contended for the 
plaintig, that the slave was only Bailed to him; that the 
contract was not complete, nor intended to be complete, 
until the defendant should execute the bill of sale ; and 
until that was shown to be done, the bond remained 
undischarged, and in full force. His Honor instructed 
the jury, " that the circumstances deposed to by Dodd, if 
believed, constituted a salc and delivery of the slave, which 
transferred the title to the plaintiff, and that the defence 
was fully sustained." Under this charge, a verdict was 
rendered for the defendant, and the plaintiff appealed. 

FV. A. G I & ~ z ,  for the plaintiff. 
No counsel appeared for the defendant. 

DANIEL, Judsc, after stating thc case, and the circum- 
stances pnrticularly relied ulion by cadi party, proceeded : 
-It seem to us, that the Conrt should have left all these 
circumstrti~ces to the jury, for them to ascertain with 
what i~itent  the delivery of th.s slave to the plaintiff was 
made. If the delivery was of the slave, as the property 
of the plaintiff, under the par01 contract of snle, and the 
bill of sale nilicli was nfterwards to be given, was only 
for further assurance, then the slave passed to the plaintiff, 
and was at his risk. If the slave was put into the pos- 
session of the plaintiii, but not as his property, until a bill 
of sale should be executed by tile defcadant, and it was 
understood and intended by the parties, that the title of 
the slave should not pass until t h ~  bill of sale should be so 
executed, then the possession of the plaintiff was a bail- 
nzent, and the risk was n i t h  the defendant ; ant1 it would 
bc no payrilcnt of the bond, on wllich tAis action is 
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DECEMB~.R,  founded. The Con,% decided upon the intent, arising out 
1635. - of these various circumstances, when that intent, as it 
HENKY . seems to us, should have been left to the jury. A new trial 

PATRICK. must be granted. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment reversed. 

JAMES YOUNG ct al. v. JOSEPH M'D. CARSON, Adlninistrator of 

ANDREW YOUNG, ct al. 

A bequcst by a testator to  is mifc in thc following words : '&I wish her to 
gct Stanford in llcr third of thc property if slic cl!ooses,"--is not a specific 
legacy of tlic slave to tllc mire, hut only gives lrcr the right to tnbc him at 
a fair vsluation ; and if that valuation is more than hcr slyare, she must 
account for the surplus. 

THIS was a PETITION by the next of kin of Andrew 
Young against his adnlicistrator with the will annexed, for 
distribution, to which his widow was also made a party 
defendant, submitted to his Honor Judge MARTIN, a t  
Rutherford, OH the last Circuit, upcn the following case, 
agreed :- 

Andrew Young died without children, leaving a paper 
writing, which was duly admitted to probate as his last 
mill and testament, in the words following, to wit : Jan- 
uary tile 8th, 1833. I write these few lines to let all per- 
BoIE know that doing this murder is my own fault, and no 
body's else; aud I wish my dear wife to take it as easy as 
possible; and I wish her to get Stanford in her third of the 
property if she chooses, for she has raised him. I hope 
the rest won't be so ungcnerous but to agree to it, as it is 
my wish. If I had to marry fifty times I don't want to 
have a better w i f~  than she has been to me. 

d 6  G~ven under n:y hand and seal. 
a AXDREW YOUSG. [ L. s. I" 

The said tcstator left a small estate, the one-third of 
wiiicl~ was not equal in value to that of the slave Stanford, 
mentioned iu the will. The petitioners, who were entitled, 
as next of'IAi, uililer t l~c  act of assennbly, insistcd that the 
slave above mci~iioncd was subject lo distribution. The 
defendants insisted that Mary Young (the widow) was 
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en+it!cd to the slave under the wi!l, although he was of a DECEIIBER, 
1835. grcztw 1a1uz tlxn one-third p t  of the estate. I t  was 

cgrecd by the parties that if the s!ave were not detised to YOUNG 
2.'. 

khc :  deircnthnt, the widow, then he was to be sold for dis- c,,,,, 
tribution; j u t  if he did s~ V C S ~  i:" mid beq~est,  tha"~tl:en 
the remainder of the estate onip -33s to L: distributed 
anlong the petitioners. His Honor pro Jii;l-~m gale  judg- 
ment for the petitioners ; and the defendants appeajed. 

Pccmo?z fbr the dofendazts. 

No counsel appeared for the p!:iutii>. 

DA~ICL,  Judge.-This is a. petition for clistriSui;on, Kfed 
by the next of hit1 of Andrew Poucq,  decetibed, agzinst 
the administrator ~r i t l l  the will  annexed. 'Cite question 
subrnitted f r  the opinion of this  ccrxt is, wixtiier the 
widow is cntitled to the da\e ,  Xiailt;;rd, 2s a speci5c 
legacy, under the mill of her husband. h d r e w  Young? 
I t  is contended on behalf of the nidow, that if the court 

. . 
should not construe t!te wili as giv:.;: ilcr iLc: ~ I z r e  as n 
specific legacy, the tvhole will would bc but a nbl!it;; as 
there are no other legacies giveil, and tile tcstator iicd 
without children. The iatv, they say, would give her one- 
third of his personal property. The words of the miil 
creating the legacy are as follows: " X wis!l her" (his 
wife) '' to get Stanford, in her third of the property, if she 
cho,scs." After exarninisg the 1% hole will, it seems to us, 
and n e  so declare our opinion to be, that the testator 
intended that his wife should lieve but a third of liis pro- 
perty ; and that the slave, Stanford, did uot pass as a spe- 
cific legacy. The testator cnennt t h t  the s!ave in question 
should, if the wife wislied it, ba taken bjr her in making up 
tile payment and satisfaction of her third of the property. 
He thought, for the rcnsa.ls given by hin3, that hi? wife 
nou!d prefer a payment, or part payment, of her t ! d  of 

a ,lnCr Stan- tile property, (not hnou ing the a~nouct,) Gy t I ' , 
ford a t  valuation. He, therefore, gave her the power of 
taking him at a. fair valuation. I t  is very lihely that the 
testator expected that one-third of his property would be 
nlore in anlount thau thc price of the slave; but it has 
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D E C E W ~  turned out otherwise. The court is of the opinlon that, 
IS35 - in taking t!le account, the widow may  elect to have thc 

slave at a fair valuation, and account to the administrator 
21. 

CARSON. for SO much of the valuation as shall appear to be above 
her one <' third part of the properly" of the testator. The 
judgment below is affirn~ed ; and this opinion will be certi. 
fiecl to the superior court of law for the county of Ruther- 
ford. 

PER CURIAX. Judgment affirmed. 

JESSE CARTER v .  GEORGE L. WILSON. 

When a record fi.om onc state of our Union, is dcclarcd on, or pleaded in bnr 
in anothcr, tllc only propcr plca or replication, is nu1 t ie l  record ; arid that, 
both cs to its csistencc and cffccl, is to bc passcd on by tllc Court upon 
iaspcction, aild not by the jury. 

?Vhat is the effect of an entry in thc record of a w l t  in Virginia, that "by 
consent of the parties it is ordelcd by thc Court, that this cause be dis- 
missed, a d  ihnt t!~e dcfcndant pzy to fh plaidiff liis costs by liinl in tliia 
behalf cxpendcd ?" Qu, 

TIIIS was an action brought on a covemnt of soundness, 
in a bill of sale for a slave soid by tlle defendant to the 
plaiutiK Tile clefel~dant pIeadec1 s~vera l  niatters, one of 
which was a former jtitlgrnent, it1 an action between the 
same parties, upon the same covenant, h r  the same dama- 
ges, in  the Baperior Court of law, fur the county of Pitt- 
sylvania, in the State of Virgitiia. Upon the trial a t  
Caswell, on the last Circait, before his Honor Judge 
Noitwoou, the jury was cl~arged with all the issues joined 
on the defendant's pleas, including thlit of the former judg- 
ment ; and to support it  on the part of the defendant, he: 
offered in evidcnce to the jury, a transcript of the record of 
the Court in Virginia, of an action of covenant upon tile 
same, or a lilie co~enant  with that sued on in the presel~t 
action; in which, after stating an issue joined on the plea of 
covenants not broken, it is set forth tliat by consent of 
the parties, it is ordered by the Court, that this cause be 
dismissed, and that the defendant pay to the plaintiff his 
costs by him in this behalf exptlnded ;" and it is further 
set forth, that the defel~dant paid the sum of seven dollars 
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wxenty-six cents, for the plaintiff's costs, taxed to him in DEyg:$RI 
that suit. The counsel ior the pluitl if '~novedthe Court ------- 

C ~ R T E R  
to instruct the jury, that, in  the absence of evidence of the .. 
law of Virginia, as to the nature a d  e&ct of the entry or W L ~ ~ X  

judgment stated in the record &om that state, it was the 
province of the jury 19 determine the same, as a matter of 
fact. The Court rtrused to gixe the instruction a.: pl ayed 
for; but directed the jury, that if thoy were satisfied that 
the suit in Virginia, nns upon the same subject-matter with 
the present, the transcript did show a former judgment in 
favour of the plaintiix n hich barred his present action. 
The jury did not paw upon any other of the issues, but 
found a verdict upon this alone,-that there is a former 
judgment in favour of the plnintifffor the same cause of 
action as pleaded by the d s f x d a i ~ t  ; upon which there was 
judgment for the defendant, and the plaintiff appealed. 

W. A. Grcihnn~, for the p!aiatiE, contended: Ist, That 
the Judge erred in not giving the instruction prayed. 
The law of a for~ign State, is matter of fact, to be decided 
by the ju;y. 2 Starkie's Ev. 569. -$lule v. Roberts, 3 
Esp. Ca. 163. @legcg v. 3 Camp. N. P. Rep. 166. 
This doctrine is not changed by the formation ofour Fede- 
ral Union, and the Act of Congress of 1790. That act, 
declares in substance, that a record of the proceedings of a 
Court in one state, when certified according to its provi- 
sions, shall be received in evidence in a sister state, and 
entitled to the same faith and credit, that it was in the state 
whence it was taken. But what r 6  faith and credit" is 
given to it, in its own state, is not imparted by the record, 
but is open to inquiry and evidence. 11fills v. Dulyce, 7 
Cranch's Rep. 481. Hmyton v. IWCO~E~CZZ, 3 TYheat. 
Rep. 234. ;lIciyhezu v. Thcrtci2er, G Wheat. Rep. 129. 

2ndly, If the Court shall decide that the common law 
obtains in Virginia, the instruction given to the jury was 
wrong, as the entry determining the cause there, does not 
import a judgment, which is a bar to a future action. A 
judgment is ' I  the sentence of the law, pronounced by the 
Court upon the matter contained in the record," and con- 
sists of two parts: 1st. A statement of the facts, either 
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DECE'IEER, admitted by the parties, or found by a jury. 2nd. A for- 
1b35. - ma1 entry of the &cision t l l ~ r e ~ l p o i ~ .  3 Thqmah's Co. Eitt.  

C h ~ r a a  
v. 506, n. IHerc tiler? mas no statement of f x t s ,  having 

WILSON. any reference to the judgment. Nor was there any fur- 
ma1 entry of judgment, v,hich is equally essential, for a n  
entry of disnti~sion is no jtidgment a t  law. Banbzwy's 
case, 3 Saih. Rep. 213. A dismission may be for insignifi- 
cance. Ege?.ton v. - , 22 Eng. Corn. L a w  Reps. 
420. Again, if it  be a. judgment, it must either be on a 
noll(i pl-osequi, discontinuance, nonsuit, or retraxit. I f  
either of the three hrst, the Judge mas wrong, for neither 
of them is 2 bar to a future action. Nor is it a r e t r a ~ i t ,  
fh- that implies an  abandonment of the plaintiK3s claim, 
acknowldgcd on the record ; a d  this must unequivocaily 
a p p h  by the use of the terms retraxit se (\I ithdraws 
hims2llrJ or others of t!ae same signification. 3 '8'homas's 
Go. Eitt.  501. 

I t  by no niearrs foiloxts, that because there has been a 
forn~er suit between the parties, in wiich the same sub- 
ject-nmtter was incidentally considrrcd, a new action is 
barred. 'The true inquiry is, vhether the point i x w  in 
issue, has bcen litlgttted and determined. SerZclon v. 
T u t q ,  G 'Form Rcp. 607. Gaclson v. Smith, 4 Eng. Corn. 
L a w  Rep!;. 410. 

3rdIy. The  order in C~vour of the plaintiff for the reco- 
very of costs can mahe 110 difference. Costs are n~ere ly  
collatera.1 to the main controversy, and were not allowed 
by  the common law. n hen the forms ofentries were settled, 
and t!&r e&ct deicrmicccl. 

3: 3-6. Kcrzr:oc:l, for the defendant. 

Xrjmzx, Cilief Just kc ,  after stating the case as above, 
proceedccl :-The colrnsel for the plaintiffhas insisted here 
upon the objzction ta:>eia ifi the Superior Court;  and also 
that the entry in the transcript is not such a judgment as 
bars a second action, but is cmly i n  the natureof a nonsuit. 
Upon the first poiut it is argued, that although the judg- 
ment of the Court of another state, is conclusive evidence 
in this, yet i t  is so only as to those matters of which i t  is 
conclusive in the state in which i t  was rendered ; of which 
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our Ctz!!ris cannat take notice judicially, but t!iat evidence DECR~IIIER, 
1535. 

is to be given, w!lk!~, as in ~ t ! i e r  cases uf foreign law, must 
be submitted i3 the jury, as upon a question of Fact. CARTER 

v. 
TVi~atever i!ii'Ei:iliti~~ ti:: Courts of oile siate may find \VILSOX. 

as to the n~iibz or rne2cs of ascertaining the cfkct of the 
orders, or the ope~ation of tile adjudications of tile Courts 
of another state, it is nox dealled settled !an,, that i t  is 
not the proviilcc of a!12 jury. No issue can he made upon 
such a reeoid, which n i l l  bring that qaeation before the 

jury. It may be, ;hat tile Courts must titlie judicial 
notice of the hvis  of the sister states to this purpose, and 
to this c s t c i~ t ,  aidii?g ti:emsclvzs with such lights from 
?POO!~S, or h e  opinions of the profmmrs of tile law of the 
state f m n  iviiich the record comes, as they can obtain. 
It rimy a!s3 be, titst, &om necessity, a new rule of evidence 
must be adopted, whereby testimony may be taken, and 
addressed oa this point to the Court, and not to the jury. 
But s i x e  the case of ,PA& v. Dwyce,  7 Cranch's Rep. 
48-1, revieived cwd afirmed in .I~~ay!rczu v. TAc~tc/~er, G 
li'hcat. Ezp. 159, lzzll  tlel 1-ecot-d is the oniy plea or repli- 
catioi~? v, hen a recurd from another state is declared on, or 
..I ,? ' ,  ' , - I '  ' j , i ~ c ~ d ~ , ~  in ba r ;  a i d  i t  is put on the fmting, not of a 
I b r e i p  ,lxlginent, but of that of ;r domestic forum. Upoil 
h h t  pica, thi: Court, and not the jury, passes, and 
j i l d ~ a  zp):' i ; i~i>ectiai~.  The  ii~structioa prayed was 
t.i:zrehre improper, in the opinion of the Court. For the 
m n e  reason, Iiowcver, tile \vho!e proceediug upon the trial 
muse be p:.onou;~ced crro!leoiis. The oniy issue passed on by . . 
the jury, was that arlsmg tipoil this pleaofformerjudgment; 
and that  was a n  issue not put to the conntry, but to the 
Court, nnci no: adjudged in t!:e recoid by the Court. The 
transcript seat to this Court does act set forth at  large the 
~~!"inti:?"s rcji!icatioc; and we must therefore presut?le it  
to be the gcncrnl one, accordiog to the loose practice in 
which the pr-oksjioi~ wi!l ii~dulge tliemseives. T o  a plea 
of form-r j:idgrne:it, t !we may be two rep!ications ; the 
o m  nu2 l i d  reci id,  which is in t1:e nature of the general 
i s u e  ; and h e  other, confessiag and avoiding the record, and 
deny ing  chat i t  was for the same cause of action; or the 
y!aintiK may new assigi~. 3 Chitty'o Pi. 1213. 1157. 929, 
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DECEMBER, note. Scdrlon v. Tztop, G Term Rep. 607. The plea is 
1335. 

----- necessarily, that the two actions w e  for the same causes, 
C m r ~ n  

. and tenders an issue either upon the record, or the identity 
WILSON. of the cause of action. But the replication cannot take 

both issues, as that mould make it ciouble; but must be 
confined to one of them, and thus reduce t!ie controversy 
to a single point, which can then be deeded by the appro- 
priate tribunal. In the case before us, if we could suppose 
the replication to have heen upon the matter of fact, 
namely, that the actions were for different matters, the 
issue has been sufficiei~tly found against the plaintiff, and 
the judgment should be affirmed. But we do not feel 
authorised by the course of practice, nor by what seems 
to have been tile dispute on the trial, thus to tie down the 
plaintiff. The Court suppose that nu1 tie1 record must 
have been replied. If so, the Court ought to have adjudged, 
that there was, or was not such a record, before the final 
judgment could properly be given, that the plaintiff should 
recover, or shoultl take nothing by his writ. I t  is to be 
regretted, that the oversight occurred, because the excep- 
tion states an opinion of the Court, as delivered to the 
jury, which would doubtless have led to a judgn~ent of the 
Court upon that issue in favour of the defendant; and 
thus have directly brought to tlw review of this Court, the 
true meaning of the transcript frwn Virginia, upon which 
this controvery may ultimately depend. The argument 
before us has been principally upon this point ; and from 
the terms of this record, the Court is made sensible, how 
very unsatisfactory to ourselves would be any opinion we 
could form of the effect of such a proceeding in Virginia- 
upon which its eRicacy here entirely depends. For the 
plaintiff, it has been contentled, that it is not a recovery 
by him; nor is it a retraxit: but if any thing in the 

Whethera nature of a judicial sentecce, that it is a nonsuit. The 
retruik distinction between a nonsuit and a retraxit is very nice ; 
any more 
than anon- and some respectable modern text writers deem it now a 
suit, is a 
bar to a question, whether a judgment or the latter kind, is, more 
future ac- than one of the former, a bar to a second action. 3 Chit. PI. 
tion, Qu. 930. But according to our notions in this state, it is not a 

judgment, either upon a nonsuit or a retraxit ; for in each 
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of them the plaintiiT takes nothii?g by his writ, aad the DECEMBER> 1835. 
defendant goes without day ; \vhile here, the plainti6 does - 
take, upon the confession of the defendant, his costs of 
suit. But the incongruity is, that he recovers costs in a WILSON. 

suit which is dismissed; instead of recovering nominal 
damages and costs, which mould be regular in our law. 
The question is, whether, as 'the recovery was only of 
costs, and not of any of the damages laid in the declara- 
tion, the plaintift' is technically barred of those damages. 
In  the present state of our information of the law of 
Virginia, a ~ i d  of the entries used in her Courts, the Court 
would have some hesitntion in pronouncing this to be or 
not to be a conclusive bar as a judgment. I t  appears 
rather to be a concord of record between the parties them- 
selves, than an adjudication. Viewed ill that light, per- 
haps the defendant will have less difficulty in availing 
himself of it, under another of his pleas, that of accord and 
satisfaction, than under the estoppel created by the record. 
However that may be, the question is not, at  present, 
open for this Court;  and the judgment of the Superior 
Court must be reversed, for the error already mentioned, 
and tiie cause sent back, to have the issues made by the 
plead' :gs, properly disposed of in the Superior Court. 

PER Cunrax. Juilgn~ent reversed, 

AARON 0. 42;iiE\V n. IIEUSTED REYNOLDS 

If; i n  arlswer to tlleprin~ufi~cie cvidcnce offi.aud arising fi.oni tlic possession 
repained by a debtor after a conveyance of'liis slaves, his assignee produces 
proof tending to show that the debtor's possession was Lona fide, ss  his 
bailee or agent, the creditor may give in evidence to rebut such proog the 
acts and dceiarations of tiie debtor showing that he claimcd the slax-cs as 
11is own iiftcr his conveyance. 

Where a person alleging l:iinsclf to bc tlic agent of another, sold a note 
payabic to his principal for t!ic !~eaefit of his principal, d r a t  he srtid to the 
pnrchascr at tllc t i m  of tlic sale, as to the uotes belonging to his principal, 
and his bcing merely ail agent, is sdnlissible eridence. 

Tnxxs was an action of TROVER, for two slaves, tried 
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D E C E - ~ R ,  at  Eertie, on the Fa11 Circuit, of 1834, before his Honor 
1835. 

-- Judge STRANGE. 
The plainti% in support of his title, proved, that the 

a. 
REYN~LDS. slaves once belonged to Kolt IIotehbiss; that Hotchkiss, - 

by a deed, bearing date the seventh day of October, 1828, 
conveyed them to Abram Hoadley; and that Hoadley 
suhscquently coi~veyed them to him, the plaintiK The  
defell <<tilt claimed title under a judgment 2nd execution 
against Hotchkiss, and showed a judgment against him, 
obtained at May Term, 1829, of Eertie County Court, 
on ud~ich a$. fa. issued, returnable to the ensuing August 
Term, which was i n  part satisfied,and another$.-f~. issued 
from that term ; upon which the sla\es were taken and 
sold, and the defendant became the puxtiaser. The defen- 
dant then a!leged, that the deed from Iiotch!iiss to Hoadley 
was fraudulent ; and in support of the aliegation, proved 
that Hotchkiss retained possession of the slaves, after the 
date of the deed, until June or July, ls29, when the 
sheriff went to levy the execution upon them. T o  rebut this 
testimony, the plaintiff offered evidence to account for the 
possession of Hotchiiiss, which was left to the jury. The 
defendant then oKered to prove, that subsecpnt to the 
deed from Hotchl.riss, kc, Ihotchliiss, claimed the s!aves as 
his own, and offered to mortgage them to secure a sum of 
money, which he wished to borrow. This evidence was 
rejected by the Court. The p!aintiff then, to show that 
Hotchliiss was indebted to Roadiey, proved that Hoadley 
was the holder of a note made payable to him by one 
Wilson: that Hotchliiss brought the note to one Josiah 
Holley, a few months before the conveyance of the slaves 
was made to Hoadley, and sold it to him, saying, at  the 
same time, that he claimed no interest in it himself, but 
was acting merely as the agent of Hoadley : that the note 
was piyable to Hoadley, and without indorsement; and 
that Holley paid to Hotchkiss the value of the note. The 
declarations of Hotchkiss to Holley when the note was 
sold, were objected to as inadmissible evidence, but were 
received by the Court. The plaintiff had a verdict, and 
the defendant moved for a new trial, upon the ground, 
that the declarati~ns of Notchkiss subsequent to his deed 
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to PIoadley, were improperly rejected, and that what he DFCE~BER, 
1835. 

said to Hoiley, was improperly received. The motion for -. 
a new trial being refused, the defendant appealed. Asriaw 

0. 

Baclger, for the defendant. EEYNJLDS. 

A.edell, contra. 

GASTOX, Judge.-This was a controversy between a. 
purchaser a t  execution sale, representing a judgment 
creditor, and a purchaser from an assignee of the debtor, 
whether the transfer of the debtor was fraudulent and 
void, as against the creditor. There are cases, in which 
thelegal conclusion of fraud is inferred directly from certain 
acts, but there are many others, in which it cannot be 
inferred, without an inquiry into the purposes for which 
those acts were committed. I t  was once supposed, that 
when a debtor made an absolute transfer of chattels, and 
retained the possession, the intent to hinder and delay 
creditors appeared so conclusively upon the face of the 
transaction, that an inquiry into the actual intention of the 
parties, was unnecessary and unavailing. It was held, 
that in judgment of law, it was a fraud in the parties to 
pass the apparent title from the debtor, while he was 
permitted to have the use and enjoyment of the subject- 
matter of the pretended transfer. Tliis doctrine has been 
so far overruled, as to allow explanations to be made to 
repel this inference of unlawful interest. But such a 
repugnance between the transfer and the possession, yet 
raises the presumption of a secret trust for the benefit of 
the grantor, which, while it admits, also requires an 
explanation, and which, unexplained, or not satisfactorily 
explained, establishes the fraud. The possession of the 
slaves, having in this case, been retained by the debtor. 
for eight or nine months after the execution of his bill of 
sale, was sufficient to impress upon the transaction the 
character of a fraudulent transfer, udess, from other facts 
and circumstances, another character could clearly be 
assigned to it. The plaintiff offered evidence, tending to 
remove the legal presumption, and to establish an actual 
bona Jide intention, which was properly submitted to the 
jury. The evidence is not set forth in the case made, but 
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DECE~~BER, it nlust have tendzd to show, that the debtor retained .the 
1835. 

---- possession, as tile agent or bailee of the purchaser. 
Asrmv The nature of that possession then  'Jecxnc an  important 

REYNOLDS. inquiry. Was it in t rz i t i~ a possession as the agent or the 
bailee of the purchaser, or coloz~rabl!/ only as such, and 
actually as the beneficial temporary or perm ment owner 7 

If  the first, the apparent repugnance betnc'en the title and 
the possesion might be explained, and honestly accounted 
for ; but if the second, then such coloxuble p~ssession was 
but part ofthe macLinery of :lie fmud. 

Gcilcra'l~ This court is of opinion that, upon this inquiry, the 
the act8 
and decla- evidence offered by the rloftndn~t, and rejccted below, was 

of a competent and proper, Ge:;eriiiiy tile acts or declarations 
grantor, ail 
ter 111s of a grantor, after the coilvcyance made, are not to be 
grant can- .,, b; re- received to impeach his grant. T!le rig!lta of the grantee 
ceivcd in ought not to be prejudiced by the conduct of one who at  
evidence 
againstllls the time is a stranger to him and to the subject-matter of 
grantee. those rights. B L I ~  the acts and declarations rejected in 

this case were those of the poszessor of the property,- 
were connected with that pos~easion, a d  formed a part of 

But where its attendant circumstances. T m y  were collateral indica- 
the grantor 
remains tions of the nature, extent, and purposes of that possession. 
possession They were to be admit~cd, not because of any credit due 
aiter his 
grant, his to him by whom they were done or uttered, but bccause 

they qualified and characterised, or tended to qualify and clarations 
as to h ~ s  characterise, the very face to be invcct;gatcd. Their 
possession 
will be ad- admissibility, and their cffxt avlicn admitted, were very 
mltted up- different questions. They seem to us to come within the 
on the same 
pri".inclple principle which permits the declarations of a trader, a t  the 
tllatper- time of leaving his place of residence, to be admitted as 
mits the dc- 
clarations evidence of the purposes of his departure; and ~v l~ ich ,  on 
of a trader, 
at tile time a of adverse possession, receives the acts and 
of leaving declarations of the occupant as indicative of the dominion 
his rcsi- 
dence, to claimed and exercised over the property. The very point 
beadmitted before us occurred in thc case of wdli~s v. Parley, 14 
as evidence 
of the pur- Eng. C. L. Rep. 366, and was there determined in con- 
Po" Of his formity with this opinion. 
departure ; 
and tllaton The exception taken by the defendant to the evidence 
a question 
of adverse received, in relation to the sale of the note to Holley, and 
possession, the circumstances accompanying it, is considcrecl by the 
receives the 
acts and de- Court as-unfounded. 
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For tho first error assigned, the judgment is reversed, DECEMBER, 1835. 

and a new trial ordered. 
ASKEW 

PEE CURIA~E. Judgment reversed. V. 
BEYXOLDS. 
clarations 

_QI of the ten- 
ant to show 
tile natnre 

JOEN DOUGKERTY v. WILLIAX STEPP. of liis pos- 
session. 

Every uaauthoriscd i1:trusion into ti:- land of'aaotlm, is a. sufficicnt trespass 
to support an actioa i j r  breaking tbe close, n.lict!m tile land be actually 
ci~closcd or not, And fiom crery such entry thc law infers some damage; 
if nothing more, thc trcading down the grass or shrubbery. 

THIS was an action of TRESPASS QUARE CLAUSUY FREGIT, 

tried a t  Buncombe on the last Circuit, before his Honor 
Judge MARTIN. The only proof introduced Ly the plain- 
tiff to establish an act of trespass, was, that the defendant 
had entered on the unenclosed land of the plaintiff, with a 
surveyor and chain carriers, and actually surveyed a part 
of it, claiming it as his own, but without marking trees or 
cutting bushes. This, his Honor held not to be a trespass, 
and the jury under his instrnctions, found a verdict for the 
defendant, and the plaintiffappealed. 

JTendenl~a71 for the plainti& contended, that every 
unrvarrantable entry on ano'tl~er man's soil, is considered a 
trespass by brcalzi7zg Ais close ; for that in contemplation 
of law, every man's land, is separated and set apart from 
his neig1:bour's: by either a material, or invisible and ideal 
boundary; and that el-ery entry carries with it some 
damage, if no other, the treading down and bruising the 
herbage and shrubbery. That whenever a man has a 
right to enclose his esicrte, by a real substantial fence, the 
law regards it as already enclosed against the unauthor- 
ised intrusion of his neighbour. In illustration and sup- 
port of these positions, he cited 3 Bla. Corn. 209. 6 Bac. 
Abr. 581, title Trespass. JiI-Ifinzie's Executors v. Hzclet, 
N. C. Term Rep. 181. Rammond's N. Prius, 151, 152. 
Dyer, 225: b. pl. 40. 

No counsel appeared for the defendant. 
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DPCJXB~R, RTJFFIN, Chief Justice.--In the opinion of the Court, 
1835 there is error in the instructions given to the jury. The  

D O u G m ~ -  amount of clarna~es may depend on the acts done on the 
TP 
u. land, and the extent of injury to it therefiom. Rut it is 

STEPP. an elementary principle, that every unauthorised, and 
therehre unlawful entry, into the close of another, is a 
trespass. From every such entry against the will of the 
possessor, the law infers some damage; if nothing more, 
the treading down the grass or the herbage, or as h e ,  the 
shrubbery. Wad the locus in quo been under cultivation 
or enclosed, there would have been no doubt of the plain- 
tiff's right to recover. Now our Courts hare for a long 
time past held, that if there be no adverse possession, the 
title malrcs the land the owlier's close. Maliing the 
survey and m a r h g  trees, or making it without marking, 
differ only in the degree, and not in the nature of the injury. 
I t  is the entry that constitutes the trespass. There is no 
statute, nor rule of reason, that will make a wilful entry 
into the land of another, upon an unfounded claim ofright, 
innocent, which one, who sat up no title to the land, could 
not justify or excuse. On the contrary, the pretended 
ownership aggravates the wrong. Let the judgment be 
reversed, and a new trial granted. 

PER CURIA,PI. Judgment reversed. 

THE STATE v. NICHOLAS L. WILLIAMS. 

The act of Congress of 1625, c. 275, sec. 35, exempting postmasters from 
serving on juries, is constitutional; and those officers cannot be com- 
pelled to serve as jurors on the original panel in the state courts. Though 
it seems, that they would not be so exempted when called as tales- 
jurors. 

An appeal lies from a judgment of the Superior Court, ordering a postmaster 
to be fined for not serving as a juror. - 
TIIE defendant was summoned as a juror on the original 

panel to the last Term of the Superior Court of law for 
Surry County ; when he appeared in opencourt before his 
Honor Judge MARTIN, alleged that he was a postmaster 



under the authority of the United States, and claimed an D E C E I I B ~  
1635. 

exemption fmm scrrrng on the jury under an act of Con- --- 
SFATE 

gress. His Honor deerned the cause shown insuEcient, u. 

and upon the defendant's refusit~g to serve, ordered him to W ~ L L I " ~  
be fined twenty dollars; and he thereupo!l prayed and 
obtained an  appeal to the Supreme Court. 

Pal son for the defendnnt. 

T h e  Attorney General for the State-objected, that the 
judgment below was fur a fine for contempt, and could not 
be appealed Gom. 

GASTON, Judge.-Upon this appeal the only question 
presented is, whether a postmaster is exempt from serving 
as a juror on the original panel. The act ofcongress, 1835, 
ch. 255, sec. 35, declares this exen~ption in explicit terms. 
I f  the postmaster has it not, it must be because this provi- 
sion of the act is not c t a r r a ~ ~ t e d  by the constitution of the 
United States, and is therefore null. The attorney general 
has declined to take that ground here, and b7.e must there- 
fore consider it as virtually abandoned. W e  think that it 
has been properly abandoned. U~ide r  the authority " to 
establis?~ post ojices," Congress can rightfully require of the 
postmasters to devote their time and attention to the ese- 
cution of their appropriate duties, and by such an  exemp- 
tion to secure them against compulsory interruptions in the 
performance of these duties. Were  the exemption given 
as a personal privilege, it would present a different 
inquiry. But we do not so regard it. Respect for the 
constituted authorities of the general government, and a 
due sense of the necessity of harmony between the institu- 
tions of the United States, and the municipal regulations 
of the indikidual states, forbid such an interpretation, 
except it were unavoidable. 

It may not be improper to remark, that our decision 
does not apply to the case of a postmaster who shall be 
called on as a bystander to make up a jury. Should he 
have official engagements demanding his attention, upon 
making this known to the court, it ought, and would, no 
doubt, excuse him. But the fact of his being a bystander 
furnishes a presumption that the duties of his office leave 
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DECEMBER, him then at leisure to perform those which, in common 
1835 with other fi-eeholders, he owes to the state-to aid her in 
STATE the administration of justice. 
v. 

\ v r ~ ~ n n ~ s .  The attorney general has objected that the judgment 
below was conclusive, and that no appeal lies therefrom. 
This objection is not tenable. The judgment below was 
on a matter of right, and not of discretion, and the party 
aggrieved thereby can, under the broad terms of the acts 
defining the jurisdiction of this court, insist on the legality 
of that judgment being examined into here. An appeal in 
a case of precisely this character was entertained without 
objection in The Xtate v. Hogg, 2 Murph. Rep. 319 ; S. C. 
N. C .  Term Rep. 254. 

It is the opinion of this court that the judgment below 
is erroneous, and that a certificate to this effect be sent to 
the court below. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment reversed. 

THE STATE v. JOHN CALHOON. 

The Superior Court ~ i i ay  amcnd tlie rccord of its proceedings at any time 
during the same term ; and may tlms obviate any objections made to the 
record of that term. 

Thc Supreme Court upon an appeal, cannot consider of any objections to the 
record of the Court below, that do not appcar in tllc transcript sent up. 

It see~ns, that thc signing the name of tlic foreman to the endorsement o f u  a 
true hill," on a bill of i~ldictmcnt, though a salutary practice, is not essen- 
tial to its validity. But whether this be so or not, a variance between the 
name of the forcman, as appearing upon the rccord of his appointment, 
and his signature upon tllc bill, is immaterial, for his idcntity must neces- 
sarily be known to the Court, and the receiving and recording the bill with 
his endorserneat, establislies it. 

THE defendant was convicted of murder at Guilford, on 
the last Circuit, and on his behalf a motion was made in 
arrest of judgment. I t  is stated in the transcript to have 
been founded on the following reasons. 1st. That 6 6  the 
caption of the record of the sitting of the Court, was not 
written in full, the entry on the minutes being 'October 
Term, 1835 : Present, the Hon'ble William NORWOOD, 
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Judge.' " 2. That  '' the name of the prisoner, Jolm Cul- DZCEB~ER, 
1835. hoon, was i~ilcorrectly spelt ' John Calhoun' on the minutes 

of the trial,"-as to which it is stated in the transcript, that STATE 
2). 

by order of the Court a t  the time of the motion, the CALHOON, 

minutes were corrected, so as to make the spelling of the 
prisoner's name there, the same with that in the indictment 
to which he answered upon his arraignment. 3. That  
one Charles W. Peeples was appointed the foreman of the 
Grand jury, as appeared by the record; but that he did not 
sign the bill, but one Chus. W. Peeples." The transcript 
then states, that upon inspection of the record, his Honor 
Judge NORWOOD, found the two first reasons, to be, in fact, 
untrue; and deeniing the third insufficient in law, over- 
ruled the n~otion, and passed sentence of death on the 
prisoner, from which he appealed. 

Nush, for the prisoner. 

The Attorney Ge~zerul, for the state. 

RUFFIN, Chief Justice, having stated the case as above, 
proceeded :-Whatever foundation in truth there may have 
been for the allegations of fact, contained in the two first 
reasons, a t  the time they were offered in the Superior 
Court, there is none now. In  the transcript sent up, the 
prisoner's name appears the same throughout; and the 
term of the Court, as established by law, to have begun 
and held on the fourth Monday, after the fourth Monday of 
September, k c .  a t  the Court-house, &c." If the allega- 
tions of the prisn.:m were true at  the time, and the record 
had been so nmde up, and brought in that stale under revi- 
sion, the objections would have been open to be taken. 
But whether valid or invalid, they do not exist now. 
Indeed, it seems perfectly ridiculous, to move a Court then 
sitting, at  the proper time and place, not to render judg- 
ment, because its record did not show it to be thus sitting, 
or because the clerk had mispelled the prisoner's name in 
one entry, although in the very motion he admits his iden- 
tity with the person indicted, tried, and convicted. The 
su6gestions deserved the thanks of the Court ; but the only 
proper answer to them, as objections, x a s  to correct the 
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D E C E J ~ ~ R ,  misprisions of the clerk, and thus remove them. A t  all 
183s. 

events, this Court must sap, that they are not true now. 
STATE W e  can look only to the transcript of the record, as made 

2'. 

CALHOON. up, which is sent to us. 
Upon the third ground, the opinion of this Court agrees 

with that of his Honor. I t  is the practice for the foreman 
to sign his name to the finding of the grand-jury ; and it 
seems to be a salutary practice, as it tends to the more 
complete identification of the instrument containing the 
accusation. W e  do not know in what it had its origin ; 
but though useful and proper, it does not seem to be essen- 
tial, nor to have been, a t  any time, the course in England. 
The endorsement there is merely " b i l k  vera," or " true 
bill." 1 Chit. Cr. Law, 324. 4 B1. Com. 306. Tha t  
endorsement becomes part of the indictment, and makes 
the accusation complete. Yelv. 99. But it is never set 
out in the enrolnient of the record; which states the grand 
jury, and that they were sworn to inquire, &c., and that 
6i it is upon their oath presented, that, &c." 4 BI. Corn. 
Appendix. It is the grand jury's returning the bill into 
Court, and their publicly rendering their verdict on it, in 
the form a true bill," and that being recorded or filed 
amongst the records of the Court, that makes i t  effectual ; 
in the same manner that the like proceedings operate in the 
case of 3 verdict of the petit'jury. This was intimated by 
Chief Justice HESDERSON, in the State v. Collins, 3 Dev. 
Rep. 117. But whether the position be correct or not, 
that case arid T h e  State v. Kinzbraugh, 2 Dev. Rep. 441, 
are direct authorities against this objection. For if the 
foreman must put his name on the bill, the variance in the 
manner of his spelling it, from that of the clerk's, is inmate- 
rial. The Court in which the juror was acting, must 
necessarily know his identity ; and the receiving and re- 
cording the bill with his endorsement establishes it, 

Wherefore the opinion of this Court is, that the judg- 
ment of the Superior Court is not erroneous; which must 
be certified to that Court, in order that the sentence of the 
law may be duly executed. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 
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DECEYBER, 
THE STATE a. THOMAS RI.  D. REID. 1835. 

STATE 

An exception, or the case stated for an appeal to the Supreme Court, is tlicrc 
'' 

REID. 
taken to be itbsolutely true, as to a11 matters wliicli occur on the triul, or 
purport to have been acted in the Court from w l d i  the appeal comes. But 
wlme the fact is slated as l ining occurred in another Court, t l ~ c  rccord of 
that Court is the only competcnt evidence of tlie F~ct  ; and no statement 
contrary to it can he admitted. 

Although onc Court cannot take m y  posterior action in a cause after it lias 
been renloved to anotlicr for trinl, yct it may ailcr\vards arnend by supply- 
ing s n  omissioii in t!lc record, \di ic l~ occurrcd prior to tlic xdcr  of 
rcmoval; and mzy tlim jcnd n new tra~xcript of t!ie aincildcd rccord to 
tho Court to wllicli tlic cause was rcmovcd. 

Upon the suggestion of a diminution of tlic rccord, thc c'c5cts r.licgcd may 
bc supplied by soildin: a new transcript, or by inaliing insertions in that 
boforc scnt ; and, iil tlic latter ezsc; if t ! ~  proper oficcr nic~irc: the iilxrlions 
from a limnorin1 contniiling tl:c f:~etsomittcd, it is no objection that hc had 
not the record of tllc mliolc prsccedings present. 

The supplying defects in a trunncript, citlicr by procurilly n ncw one, or by 
making insertions in that alrcsdy sent, is not an amendnaent of the Court 
to whicli it is sent. 

THE defendant was convicted of forgery at Chatham, 
on the last Circuit, b e h e  his PIonor Judge Pu'onnmu, 
when his counsel submitted a motion in arrest of judy:ncnt, 
under the following circumstances. 

The record showed, t!mt thc indictment on which the 
prisoner was tried, was fuund in the Superior Court of 
Moore, a t  August Term, 1833: that he was arraigned 
thereon, and pleaded not guilty, a t  February Term, 1831 : 
and that a t  the same tcrrn an order \+as rrlade, upon the 
amdavit of t!ie l;rosecutor, to rerno\e t!ic trlnl to Chatham. 
The record further stated, that a t  ,'ku:u;t Term,  1834, the 
Court of Noore too!;. the recognizance of the accused fbr 
11is appearance a t  the then next succccdiug term of Cii:lt- 
l ~ a ~ n  Court, and again ordered the clerk to trnlimir a full 
t r r t n s c ~ ~ ; ~ t  of the record of tlic cau\e, aad of a11 prucccd- 
ings had therein a t  that Court, to tlie ncxt Court of Chat- 
ham. The foregoing was the purport of the transcript 
from Moore, dated the 17th S e p t c n i h ,  1831, as tllc same 
is copied into the tra~lscnpt fiwil Cl~ntliain, scnt u p  10 t l ~  
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DECEMBER, part of the transcript, is a state:nent made by the Judge 
1835 

, who tried the cause, in w11;ch it is set forth, that the 
prisoner had not pleaded in Noore, w l ~ n  the order of v. 

REID. removal was made in February, 1634, but mas talien by a 
capias, a t  August, 183-1, and then put in his plea, and the 
same was entered ~ z z m c p - o  tune, as of the preceding term ; 
all which proceedings at August, 153-1, vcere had after the 
first order of removal, and d i e r  a transcript from Moore 
had been filed in Chatliarn. The rccord from Chatham 
also contains a copy of a transcript from Moorc, dated the 
eleventh day of Xla-c!?, 1s;-I, whicii corresponds with 
that before mcntioi;cc!, I t c a r i ~ ~  - ti;!tc .the 17t11 September, 
in all respects, except that  i t  omits tile prisoner's plea, in 
stating the proceedings of i%.br;mry  tern^, and, of course, 
comcs no later down than that tcrm. 

The Judge furthcr states, that  prwious to the prisoner 
being put on liis trial, the So!icitor-General suggested a 
diminution of the record, in respect of the prisoncr!~ plea, 
and moi-ect Lor a cc~tioml-i  to o!~tnin a more full transcript, 
which was granted. The prisoner agrccd, that it need 
not issue, as the Clerk of the C0ui.t of Moore was then 
present, and nig!it act without the writ. Thereupon the 
clerk, at the i~s tance  of t!!c 8s!icitc~r-Generd, proposed to 
insert in t!le ira!m;.ii;t tllc plea of not guilty, as of Fcbru- 
ary Term, 1834, td i ing  tiw same from liis trial doclxt, 
which he had i i i ~ 1 3  i:1 Court, hut at :he some time stating, 
that he hnd not with him the wiiclc record. T o  that thc 
prisoner's counsel objected, up:m t!le groulid that tile 
transcript could not be aincrdcd hy anythin? but the 
rccord itself, in which a11 t5e prccccdii?gs were syrcad out. 
Tile Court ordcrcd, thilt the alilc!id:>~eilt might be made, 
reservi~ig the questioil of its Ecga!ity. 

The reasons ibr ilie n~ution in :west of' judgment mere, 
1. Bccausa the case had bceil irnprupcrly reixoved before 
p!ea by tlic priboncr. 2. Ikc:iusc thc Court of Moore had 
pnt the i!dcr~tiaiit tc; his ~Jc-a ant! cntcred i:, after the 
cause li:~d La:x rcniovcd to Ciiatllam, ut!d was pending 
there. 3. U~cuuse tilt; ti.alisci.ipt Goni t l ~ c  Court of Moorep 
filed in the C(~u1.e of Ciia:!ian~, was alluivctl to be amended 
in Court, without having the wholc: original record there. 
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His Honor arrested the judgment, and 
General, for the state, appealed. 

The Attormy-General, for the state. 

iVTmh, for the defendant. 

RUFFIN, Chief Justice, after stating the case as above, I t  s e e m  
that a 

proceeded :-It may be true, that a cause cannot be ,:,,,,, ,,,. 
removed for tria! before it is a t  issue; since the object not IK re- 

niorccl from 
of rcinoval is to have a n  iiilpartinl jury, and before an one supc- 
issue of f k t ,  it cannot be kcown t1lr.t the trial will be by rior Court 

to anot1:cr 
a jury. It is eertaidy true, that nfrer a cause has been fir t r iJ ,he-  

mn~ovcd friim oiic Cnurt to ncotbcr, is well consti- $:$jue 
tutcil in the lattcr, there can be no f'urt!lcr procceclii~gs i n  ~ i l , , ,  

the former. 'Fhc jnriscktion cannot exist in both ; and ""U'c 
cffbctonlly 

that of the Court to which it is removed attaches, and rcmored 10 

necessarily ousts that of tiit: Court whic!~ had it originally. 
I v. i t ,  1 I S  1 .  Tile qiiestion is, when trial, the 

first has no did thc jurixliction of rile Court  of Chatham attach. If  filrtlrcr 
the fi:'si ordcr of rcmorai oi' Tebruary, 1834, was made jnriacfictioll 

owr it. 
before plea, :m:I therefi~rc TIXS pixxiatwe, it TYilS inopcra- Tile of 
tive, and did not tra:ist:,,r tile jurisdictioii, but the cause f i I u ~ /  r. 

S I I I ~ I I ,  1 
renaainccl i:l X ~ o r e .  For xjllile both Courts cannot have ~,,~s,, 41, 

the jnristliction a: the salne time, much less t!~e cause itself 
If an order before them, it n-iu$t, ~levertl&ss, be in one of them. It ofrenloval 

concioues: v:h:::.e i i  bcgaii, untii it is cll:ctunlIy gained by is preilla.- 
. .  . turc, the 

thi: o t i i c .  Tlrc 0 i . d ~ ~  of I i::nuiai, ti mproper, ai>d the Courtto 
' 1  fili:lX of' i:.i-LLi-:~l*!!:t,  GO:.^ tlot crcnte tiic jul.isdictinn ; wllicll the 

case is 
I t L i t  1 b 1 $ 1  i t  i t .  Stcte 
v. PnZl nizd L:a c i x l i ! ,  E BLa\i.!;s, 4i2. TIic obligation of ?Tires no 

jcnsdic- 
.ill:: Court in i\ .hlc!~ the inciiclment \\-.;as h u r ~ d ,  to try it, tion, but it . . 
do-s ijox cic:.c;ltj 2 p : l  [ I i c  cu:[;:c: Lcilig s.eklt back to i t ;  fbr 'e"l'"l'S "' 

tl1c Court 
t!mc i a  i n  ;,,wcr i;ii;s io reinit it. I r  was ncver rernoved. n-hereit 

co~ll~nenc- If tills be true, the plea, if' ~nrtrfe and entexd a t  August, ,d. 

1834, in Moore, was then a::d t h r :  pr~'l;erIy dc~nancla[Jle ; Tlie caseof 
,W Stnte v. and the :.emova! to C!iat!i:m by fxce  of the n~ Poll und 

order G'; t!131 term,  ai:d 1201: that t;f the precedla? -. term. Luvinia, 1 
Hawks, Under i l in t  ot-d.:i., th: trmscript of the 37th Be::tctnber 4kL ,a- 

.rv-.: a\. GiiyZ I ~ .  - ; ,!,i;;h sets ,:.~i 1lIe pier, a!ld ti.t!> proved. 

removal, and thus aiisvvera hot11 of tiif: tiyo first reasons it1 

arrest of judgment. 
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D E ~ E H ~ E R ,  But the Court is not disposed to put the case on that 
lb3.5. _ ground. I t  is probably not the truth. The last transcript 

STa.pE states the plea a t  February, 11534, and an order a t  that 
21. 

RED, term for removal. I n  allat state of the case, the subsequent 
proceediigs in ?t:oore, a t  Auqust, 1834, werc C C I I . ~ I ~ Z  72072 

jd ice ,  for the rcnsocs already given ; the cause was in 
Chatham Court. 

It is, howeker, insisted, and the case states it as a fact, 
tlin*: t!le p:ea was not entered at  Februnry, b u t  a t  August, 
I Z Z ~ C ~ I O  t1112c; and, s ~ p p o & ~ g  tila! t l x  removal may Le 
bcfore issue joined, it is t!xx contendell, that the Court of 
Moore could not make such an order, and, consequently, 
that the prisoner has never yet pleaded. 

T h e  iirst olsservtltioi~ upon these positions, is, that a 
fact is assui~lcd iil them, wl~ich is inadn~issible. The  record 
frwn Moore does not state an  amenchent, nor an order 
for its !:sing made nzsnc pl-o tunc. TI\e plea purports, as 
thcrcin stated, to !lave bee; i n  fact pleaded a t  F,:l)ruaiy, 
i821, anti EO hare  Gccn in f ict  recorded then. Ail excep- 
tion, or the CJSG stated for an apped to this Court, is !]ere 
taben to be a b d u t e l y  true as to all matters w1:icil occur 
on the trial, 01- purport to have been acted in the Court 
fi-om svhicli thc appeal comes. But here the fact is stated 
as haviig occurred in another Cou1.t. That  can a1)pear 
by the record of that ot!lcr Co~l r t  only. It necessarily 
forms a part of the transcript sent here ; and i t  does not 
show the k c t ,  but the contrary. The  rceord was co~lclu- 
sive upon the S~rperior Court, ns to zts contents, as i t  is 
also upon this Court. A stnten~ent of the proceedings of 
Moore Court incons~stent with. or not supported by those 
contents, cannot control them. Such a statement is 
altogether uselcss in a case of this sort ; for on a motion 
in arrest of judgment, we cannot travel out of the record, 

T'Y case of technically speaking. The order for the amendment, if 
Xezd \ . 
, made, was not sent to Chatllarn as part of the record, and 
Dcl. Be?. no other rt idence was competent to establish it. Reid v. 
313, 
appLaved. I{eZ!y. 1 Dc.vs Rep. 313. 

But the  court 1s clearly of opinion, if the cause were 
well constituted in Chatham by the first order of removal, 
(made before the plea was recorded,) and if the order for 
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the amendment, as well as the amendment itself, had been D E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

inserted in the record and sent forward in a new tram --- 
STATE 

script, that yet the trial in Chatharn v-ould be proper, and u. 

the record, with those additions, would have been suffi- RE'D. 

cient. I t  is true that, after a cause has becn transferred 
fi-on1 one court to another, whether by appeal or  cl~ange 
of venue, the court frcm which it  has gone cannot proceed 
further in it. Whatever 2)u;yort.s to be posterior to the 
loss of jurisdiction is, therefore, erroneous, and probably 
void. Bilt the principle extends no further. When the 
action of tile court is not a subsequent adjudication, nor 
m y  thing prcprratory to an adjudictltion to be had in that 
court, but rclates to n h a t  Tias done in the cause while in 
that court, tilere is n phi11 dlifermce. K o  usurpation of 
authority thrn api~cars. The act purports to hale  been 
done ~1111le the court had jur~sdictlon; and as to the point 
of f ict ,  tliz s t a t cmnt  cannot be questioned by any other 
court. Ebcry court is the esclus~ve judge of its own 
reco~ds ,  ~ ! ICI  is ~ o ~ i i i : ~ t C ~ i t  ? O  miilre them speak the truth 
a.; to ~ t s  on  11 proccedi!:2-. - IIcnce it is the constant course 
that ordersfor aineild~~?erlts by tire inferlor court are allowed 
after appeal or w<;t of eunr ,  and tlie transcript in the 
the super;or court made conformnble. Titid's Practice, 
770. Sinte v. Clia-ry ,  2 Dev. Rep. 550. Ba1lrii.d \ .  Cnrr, ~ ~ , ~ ~ &  
4 Dev. REP. 375. h c h  a m e n d ~ i m ~ t s  ~ z m c  pro  tzinc are T .  Cherry, 

2 Deb. Rep. not open to inquwy in  another court, either as to their j jg. Bal- 

propriety, or as to the perlods a t  n l i c h  they are made. lard T .  
Cnrr, 4 

_lIeli'zsfi v. Rzchtrrtlson in the IIouse of Lords, 9 Blng. l,,,.~,~. 

Rcp. 125. B t q h t  \. Sagg, 4 Der. Rep. 199. They are j7j; 
BIZ& 

supposed to spcah tlie truth, anti to malie the record what L .  nupg, 
i t  wa5 mtcnded it should be. TVhere ths amendment is to 1b1d.4J'9 

approsed. 
supply an otnlssm of the officer, it is, of course, upon 
satisfyng the court that there has been an omission. Jus- 
tice would be defeated nithout it. If a prisoner plead 
ore tznus, and the clerh 6211 to record i t  hefore the jury be 
sworn or render their \erdlct, surely the court may have 
the record completed. So of the case before us. The 
matter said to be inserted purports to be a proceeding in 
the cause, bcfore any order of removal. It cannot be 
supposed that the court would have inserted the statement 
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D E c E * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  in the record, if the prisoner did not plead a t  February. 
1835. 

------ But it must be supposed that he did, and that the officer 
STATE . neglected to record i t ;  and therefore the court afterwards 
REID. did it in conformity with the truth. 

T ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~  The  last reason is founded on the amendment, as it is 
trial is nu- 
thoriscd on 

called, that was made in Chatham. Tha t  is not an 
a t rm- amendrnent of the record in any sense of the term ; but 
% r i p  it is ;,rcsnhcd a mere correction of tile transcript, so as to make it a 
togivc the copy of the record of the court of Moore. I t  is the duty 
tcnor of 

record; of the court to use all the mcans in its power to get tile 
"t it transcript perfcct ; that is, a true copy ; and not to allow 
lnny not, 
eitllcrpclr- either party to s u f i r  froin its inaccuracy. Tvhcn the 
tY upona statute authorises a irinl on a trnnscript, i t  is presumed 
propcr sue 
gytionot'a that the clerk will give the tenor of the record. But he 
thnillutio;~ 
of tile rc- may not ; and if either party, upon aflkinvit or otherwise, 
~ 0 ' 4  lllny to the satisfaction of the co:lrt, suggests a diminution, the 
have thc 
I,rocced- case is cot al101:-ed to p m e c d  further until it be ascertained 
l n p  fitily- that what is bzCri.c ti::: court ;>~u;i;tssing to be x transcript 
ed, uatil a 
more per- is really so. That is usunlip doiic by a cc~.liornl-i, which 
feet recitca t k  dimin~iion and cornma~ds the vfticer to certify 
script bc 
o h i l ~ c d .  a fill1 tll~i'! pcrsx t  t:r:!>serpt. -4 second transcript will be 
And this 
is U S U : ~ I I ~  satisi'uctory, if not ol~jccied to by either party ; fix it is 
dgnc by a then prcsiiincd to set out tile d lo je .  It is no cause of 
certiorari. cornplaiot, that  the transcript was made out from the pro- 
I t w i n b e  ceedings 1 , ~  p u p l . ,  inslcacl ?f tal~iilg it fiom the ~ol ' l ,  
110 0L)jcc- 
tio,, tillli provided r!me l.)c no cn:ission ill the transcript ; and it 

- contains no IUL'I~C tiiau tile record itself' docs. Tile want script was 
I I I : ~ ~ I C  out of ti'ilih is the o d y  s y q p t i o r ~  t h a t  can authorise the court 
fio111 thc procccdillg to r~ql1ii.i: amthar t t.::i?~~l.ii)t or t l i ~  a]  twat ion of rlmt bcfore 
p sent. If ti~;!f s~ i , c : .~~s t ion  Ire 1 1 l i i ~ l ~  a s(!~ond ti~l;e, or oftcncr, 
ill..tc,;d of 
bcjiJg and the corlt.t rcc.9 rcnso!l tci t l ~ i t ~ k  th,: rsanscript defcctivc, 
t ~ l m  fi.0111 it may ortfw orlicr rwits of cci~ti~,r-co.i t o  issue; but when- 
the ru!l, 
prol-idcd C\.CT tl wal:~~j.ii>t ~l:;i!l b~ I .C~LISIII '~,  to tile truth of which 
t!le trm- tilerc is :io ol;jcctim cn c i h : r  side, the court must deem 
script Lie n 
trxc col,Y that n coirect one, an t i  pwczei! 01: i t  cccordi:yly. Instead 
of the 
wlioie re- of issi~ing :1 cc~r.li'cxiri, ri:e court may in extrncl-chary 
cord. ' cases rcquirc rhc oiEce;. bsi:::: the u;.igi::td record into 
.t? cel'ti?'fl- c<)~li.t,  fl l?:l Iln\-c iil.2 irni!script tuiicll thefcik(:i?l, or t ! !~  
76 I l l & V  I.<- 

sueoioiten fc)i.,ller oLle corl.eci.t'd. i t  is L[JE S(:CII thzt i t  IS indi,ipel?sable 
"sit 'P- to do so in any case but that in which two transcripts 
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have already been filed, which are contradictory to each D E C E M B ~ ,  
1835. 

other, and the parties still dispute which is correct. As - 
the court cannot determine that point but by reference to Sy 
the original, it must be resorted to. But this is unneces- REID. 
sary where the one transcript is not cdntradictory, but pearst0 

the court 
only more full than the other, and supplies its omissions; that there 

or where there is no suggestion that the one, which pur- Eri:;ge 
ports to be more complete, is still defective, or in any tile trm- 

respect untrue. State v. Collins, 3 Dev. Rep. 117'. The Scriptisim- perfect, un- 

inquiry in such a case is not into the propriety of acts of til one is 
obtained to the court from which the record comes ; but whether the WhiC,l nei- 

officer of that court has truly stated in his copy those acts. ther can 
object. 

The defects alleged may be supplied by sending a new In extraor- 

transcript, or by insertions in that before sent. If in the dinary 

latter way, it is not the act of the court, by way of amend- cases, as 
where two 

ment, any more than in the former. I t  is, in each case, transcripts 
arc sent the act of the officer under the mandate of the writ for a eontr,,dic- 

full transcript. tory to 
encli other, 

I t  is supposed that the objection refers to an addition ..d tl,, 

allowed to be made to tlre transcript of the 11th March, st= 
1831, (which did not set out the plea,) under the idea that wi~icll is 

the cause was eBctuallg removed by the order of Feb- ~ : ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~  
ruary ; for the second one, of the 17th September, did stcsdof or- 

dering a contain the whole proceedings. For the reason before ,,,,io,.ari, 
given, the latter transcript might have been proceeded on, will direct 

the officer 
so f i r  as it professes to Ile the record of the proceedings to ;ittend 

before the order of removal. Eilt there could be no reason ::t::frc- 

why the same matter should not b~ inserted in the pre- col"d. 

vious transcript. There was no r~irtller suggestion of case 
of t l ~ c  Stute 

diminution; no contradiction betwccu the transcripts ; no .. collins, 

application of tile prisoner either before or after conviction 3 DCY. 
Rcp. 117, 

for the original record, as being mcessary to correct actual approved. 

errors in the trmscript. The objection was, that the 
clerk could not be allowed tile aid of that part of the 
memorial kept by hinl, which coiltained the omitted mat- 
ter, to malie his copy true-admitting at the same time 
that thereby he did i~lalie it true. The court deems it 
altogether ul~tcilablc and is of opii~iol~ that thcre is 
cnot~gh in tllc record tu warrant judgliielit for the state ; 
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DECEMBER- which must be certified accordingly, that the Superior 
1835. - Court may proceed to render it. 

STATE 
V. PER CURIAM. Judgment reversed. 

REID. 

ABRAAI BRYAN v. WILLIAM E. WADSWORTH. 

A pctltion filed in thc County Court, praying permission to emancipate a slave 
"at such tirnc as the owncr may think proper," and a dccrce of the Court 
granting such pcrmission, upon thc owner's L'complying wlth the dircc- 
tions of the acts of the gcncral assmnbly, in such cases provided," is not a 
valid act of liberation, mltllin the purview of the Acts of 1777, (Rev. eh. 
109,) and 1796, (Rev. ell. 4.53,) wllcrc no otlier proceedings appear upon 
tllc records. 

Tlic giving the bonds required &om the owner of a liberated slave, and filing 
them in the County Court, fonns no part of an act of emancipation, and 
wlll not ald a defectwe act of hbcration, tnider the Acts of 1777 and 1796. 

It seems, tlmt to constitute an act of liberation, entered of record under the 
Act of 1706, it is only neccssnry that ttllerc should be a petition filcd,mak- 
ing tlle proper allegations, and expressing t l ~ c  dcsirc of the owner then to 
eonfcr &ccdom upon his slavc, nnd praying pcnnissicn so to do ; and that 
the Court should,by a propcr adjudication, grant the pcrmission so prayed 
for. 

THIS was an action of TRESPASS VI ET ARRIIS, brought by 
the plaintiff to try his right of freedom. The defendant 
pleaded that the plaintiff <'Abrarn, is the proper slave of 
the defendant, and that he cannot maintain an action." 

IJpon the trial at  Craven, on the last Circuit, before his 
Honor, Judge DONNCL, the following facts were admitted. 
The plaintiff was originally the slave of one Elizabeth 
Henry, of the County of Craven, who at the March Tern], 
1808, of the County Court, filed the fbllowing petition, to 
wit. c L  TO the Worshipful, the Justices ofcraven County 
Court. The petition of Elizabeth Henry respectfully show- 
eth, that she is possessed of the following slaves, whose 
meritorious services she desires to reward with the blessing 
of freedom, viz." (here follows the names of several siaves, 
among whom is the plaintiff Abram.) " She prays that she 
may be permitted to en~ancipatc thc said slaves at suclt 
time as she may think propcr." On tile records of the 
Court at the same. term, appeared the followir~g entry : 
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" Read the petition of Elizabeth Henry, praying DECEMBER 
1835. 

to emancipate" (the slaves named in the petition,) " for long I-- 
and meritorious ;eri ices ; or3areci that the petitioner have 

'IT 

the permission pi.aped, upon comp!yir~~ with the directions WADS- 

of the acts of Genera! AssembI;~ i1-n such cases provided." "OR"" 

On the 11th day of June, 1S06, the said Elizabeth IIenry 
and John C. Wtanly, as her secui.;ty, signed, sealed and 
delivered two penal bonds. om of which was payable to 
Benjamin 'FVilIiamls, govercor of the state of North Carolina, 

10 ows: for the sum of two 1ala::dreJ pounds, conditioned as ' 11 
" Thecondition of the aboveobligation is such, that whereas 
at the Court held for Cravcn County at  this day, per- 
inission has been g:anted to ElizcDeth Henry, by the said 
Court, to en-neacipate and set free a certain negro slave 
named Abrarn: Now, if tile said mgro SO permitted to be 
liberated, shall, during his rcsidenee in the state of North 
Carolina, bshave himself :is an hsneit and peecenb!e citi- 
zen, thea the above o5li;;t;on to be ~oid." The other of 
said bonds was pyab la  to John Tilirnan, Esq. Chairman 
of Craven County C O C I ' ~ ,  f x  tile sum of one hundred 
pounds, conditioned as fdiows : The condition of the 
above obligation is such, wllereas at the Court lieid for 
Craven County tlt this day, permission has been granted 
to Elizabeth Henry, by the said @curt, to emancipate and 
set fiee a certain negro slzve, n a r d  Abram. Now if the 
said negro so permitled to be liberated, shall not become 
chargeable to the 133ris1: of Craven County, or of any other 
county of this state, then the above obligation to Be void." 
These bonds were filed in the ofice of the cIedi of Craven 
County Court, awl were now among the records of said 
Court. 'Phc present plaintifl; was the slave mentioned by 
the nanld of ilibrdnl, ia the petition of Elizabeth PPenry, 
anti in the or&- or j u d p e n ~  thereon, and in the bonds 
afixesaid. 

The plaintiff, before and at the time of filing the pcti- 
tion abovc inentiorled t y  Xlizabcti~ l4en1.y. and obtaining 
the order. or jutlzmmt trmwil, a d  afterwards, until the 
It11 d,ly ciEYmuar:,r, ib&, LV;,,. wcZ r~~l t i i~ucc l  i u  tile ~)OSSCS- 

" .  
~ i t r c l  ol s d  $2 1 1 ~ 1 1  j , i u l l  , L J I ~ I I I  J tilt: u IIUII: of t 'lm 
1 .  I / ,  1 . 
L I L I L  J ~ I L  Ljitliilbd : d t A  dllili rcil I i a  o l , r r ? ,  ' U E ~  caelcised 



manu- GASTON, Judge.-We are of opiuicm that ~ i w e  is 110 error. 
mission of' 
a slave, is i n  the j~icigiue~lt bclow. Upoil the facts stated i n  tlre case 
:~:E,"$~P,:; agreed, it  was torreedy decided that the plaiiltill'was nu! 
and al- a li'ec~nali, but was the s law of tile clefenda~~t. The man- 
h u ~ h  
v,i,",s umission of a slave is the act of the owuer. His power to 
statutes ~)e~.fir in this act, is by v a r i o ~ ~ s  statutes, restrained ancl 
hare re- 
strained, rcgulaicd, but it h i s  11ot I w n  taken from him, and con- 
xn"c."u- ferred on a jd ic ia i  tribunnl. 111 our act of ITW, ( R e o .  ch, 
latcd the 
p v e r  of' 109,) ii is recited, that an evil a:d pernicious practice had 

prevailed of setting slaves Gee, vihicli, a t  t11:rt critical junc- to emanci- 
pate, yet ture,ought to be guarded against. The evil intended to be 
none have 
talicn it redressed, was the too fiequent and indisercet emancipa- 
fiml llim, tion of'slavcs Ly their uwncrs. The remedies provided by 
and contix- 
red it upnll the act, (ii,llowing w r y  closely t f~c  enncllnents of the colo- 
i i  nial act of' 1741, ;11artin9s Kcv. c l ~ .  21! see. 56,) were first, 
tribunal. 

that no slave should be xi St-ee except h r  meritorious ser- 
vices, to be adjutlged of, and allowed by the County Court, 
ancl license first h3d ncd obtained tliereupon ; and secondly, 
that  every slave who sl:oulil be set fi-ee by his master or 
owner., otherwise thsri is so diiectcd," should be seized and 
sold for public purposes. The act of setting free, is regard- 
ed by this statute as the act of the master. I fhe  performs 



it otherwise than iu  the mode therein prescribed, hc forfeits DECFMBER, 
1835. 

his sktvc to thc community, and the ~xmumission is invalid. -- 
"I= iiiecnsc is :t pern-rissos to do the act, and this pcrmis- 
s io~i  the Court is authorised to grant, when it shall have 
acljutdged that thc slave has performed extraordinary ser- 
vices, meriting the boon wliiciz tlnc master desires to bestow. 
The  adjudication ail(:! tllc Iiccnsc do not cmsti tz~te t k  
manumission, they only legalize it. Thzrc is no subse- 
quent statutory provisbn, which in the slightest degree 
changes the retatire powers of the master and the Court. 
T h e  ia-ords of the act of 1796, (Rev. 4. 453,) which have 
been relied on in argument, when fairly construed, affcct 
no alteration in this respect. It is entitlcd an act to 
nnzezd, s t r e q $ h .  ::nd C O @ ~  thc se'rerai acts of this state, 
against the emaiiclprrthn of slaves." Pt i ~ ~ u i d  be some- 
what extraordinary, if under such a tit!e, we wercr to meet 
wit11 enactments extending the authority of the Courts in 
granting enlancipations, or alrridging tlac power of masters 
to withhold it. 'I'iiis act repeats t i ~ c  prohibition to set a 
slave 5ee iir ariv case, or U ~ C P  i i l l : i  pretelice except for 
meritorious services to Lo at!juciged oi' a i d  aiiovved by the 
Court, and 011 iicense first had and obtained therefor, and 
then furtiler enacts, that (; such liberation whau entered of 
record, shall vest il: the sl;:ve so as ahresaid liberated, all 
the right a1;d pri\.ilt-pe oT a. fim-bun: negio." It cannot be 
iield to amend t he  fixtner statuiix, uuicss it  be in requiring 
that the iibeiatioia should be of i ~ c o r d ,  and in declaring the 
&Ect of the liberatim to be an adrnissiori of the ficed-man 
to the righi only ol'tliosc o i  his coiour born o-iit of slavery. 
But it h a s  k e n  nii ;xi  if the acijuciicatioa snd tI:e licensedo 
not railstituie ti is  Eiber"+'n-; ,.,I~,., h311' i3 S Z C ~  hbemiion to 
appear of reccrd ? No mod3 i s  i,?.~!jci-;i,~d hi- re-,ordi:~cr LT 

the act, which t'ix master may thereafter perform. W e  
answer, in  the first place, that if a i d m q u e n t  act be neces- 
snry in order to eviwe tile master's exercise of the license 
granted, it may be entered of r ~ c o r d ,  because the statute 
requires, and of course auiirorises the liberation, to be 
recorded. But when the ordinary course of proceeding in 
these cases, is attended to, and which mode, we have no 
doubt, was that in the contemplation of the legislature, 





DEN EX d m .  of RIC'?JdCD WOOD mil V'TFE, et al. I;. WILLIAM A, 
SPIElliS. 
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was executed on the 30th November, 1823, and was dulj- 
p r o d  a t  February Term, 182-1, at  whlcll term the witlorn 
entcrcd her d isent  to the will, and W; l i im A. Eomm1 
alone qualified as executor. Tile conveyance was made 
by the said MTilliam as executor, on thc 13t!l Xarch, 
1827. It was in evidence, that he alone had advertiseri 
the lot fur sale, f i r  slx weelks prer imrly to the sale : tllnt 

the widow had never achk  as executrix: that Currell 
had not seen tha will befoic thc trial of thii; suit : and on 
the said trial he swore, that he had not in any manner 
acted as cxecutor, and that he was reiolued never to act 
as such. There was no evidence, howe~er ,  that klie widow 
or Currell l ~ a d  t ~ e ~ z o u n c ~ d  their rig!it to qualifj as exccu- 
tors ; or that either of tl~enr had beei~ cailcd on to join in 
the sale of the lot, or had refused so to do. Upon this 
statement of [acts, his IPonor declared his opinion, that 
a sale by the sole acting executor would be efkctual to 
pass the titie of the deceased to tile premises; and in 
deferencc to tliis opin~on, the p l a i ~ i t i ~  subinittcd to a non- 
suit, and appealed. 

I;-erlell, for the plaintiff's lessors. 

Badger and Devereuo, for the defendant. 

GASTON, J., after stntin~g the case ns ahove, proceeded : 
--Under the will o l  I A > v i n  1 b ~ i l l : 1 ~ ,  i l : )  estate passed to his 
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as that it might be exercised by one only of them, if DECEMBER, 
1835. 

he alone accepted the office. Many inconveniences resulted - 
from the narrow construction which the Courts thought Wzpn 
themselves bound to give to such powers ; and the pre- SPARKS. 

amble to the statute of 2 l s t  IIenry S, c. 4, complains 
grievously of the evils thercby occasioned. I t  recites in 
language of strong reprobation, that many persons have 
by their last wills and testaments willed and declared 
their lands to be sold by their executors, for the paymcnt 
of their debts, performance of their legncics, necessary and 
convenietlt finding of their wibes, virtuous bringing up of 
their clddren, and for other clmitable deeds; and not- 
withstauding such trust and confidence so by them put in 
their executors, sonre of them, milling to accon~plish that 
trust, have accepted and ta!ien upon them the charge of 
the said testarnent, and have been ready to fulfil all things 
therein contained, and the residue of them, uncharitably, 
contrary to the trust reposed in them, have refused to 
intermeddle in any nisz with the execution of the will, or 
with the sale of suc!l lands so willed to be sold : and it 
further recites, that a bargain and sale of such lands, 
" after tbe opinion of divers ~~ersons," can in no wise be 
good arid eReetual in the law, unless the same be made by 
the wFsi : numher of the executors named to and for the 
same, hy reason whereof the laudable purposes of such 
testatorb have been disappointed. After setting forth 
these mixhiefs, for remedy thereofthe statute enacts, that 
where part of the executors named in any such testarnent, 
of any such person so making or declaring any such will 
of lands to be sold by his executors after his death 6 6  do 
rpfuseto i d c  upon him or them the administ~ation and 
charge of the same testament and lust zcill," then all bar- 
gains and sales of such lands so willed to be sold by the 
executors of any testator, as well heretofore made, as here- 
after to be made by him or them only that so doth accept, 
or that heretofore hath accepted and taken upon him or 
thcm any such care or charge of administration of any 
such will, shall be as good and as eirectual in the law, as 
if all the residue of thc same executors named in the said 
testament, so refusing tile administration of the same 
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DECE~~BER~ testament, had joined in the making of the bargain and 
1835. ----- sale, &c." A proviso is annexed, that the act sllall not 

wzy exteiid to give power to an executor or executors a t  any 
RPARM. time thereafter to bzrgain, or p t  to sale any lands, kc. ,  

by v i h e  and autliority of any wi:; or testament there- 
tofore made, otherwi4e than tiley niig:~t do by the course 
of the common lnzo, afore the making of the act. 

The question as to the valid execution of the power 
depends upon the p r o p  exposition to be given to this 
statute. On the im-t of the lessors of the plaintiff, it is 
insisted, that a sale by less than the whole number of the 
executors is liot thereby legalised, unless those not joining 
therein have renoz~~~ced  the ciiicz of executors before tile 
ordinary. Ic support of this position, al;thorities have been 
cited to show, that the Spiritual Court requires such a 
renuncialion by executors, before it will grant administra- 
tion with the will annescd, becauw of thzir refusal to take 
the o6ce : and it is argced, that  this settled practice shows 
that riotliilig less than k,rlci; a renunciation can be deemed 
a refusal, and that therefore t!le btattlic, when it speaks <' of 
a refusal to take the adnlinistration and charge of the 
will," must bs. understood to speak of a renuncidtion-of 
that solemn act which t!ie Spiritual Court regar& as such 
a refusal. There are m m y  reasms which induce us 
lo believe, that this position is not well bunded. The  
ordinary hat11 no power to grant administration, except in 
cases of intestacy. If a man make ;l xliill, but do not name 
an executor, the will is not a testarncnt, but is confided by 
the ordinary to the care of a n  administrator by  him 
appoitlted to see it faitl~fully executeJ. If in the will, 
executors Lie named, these, by kirtue of the will, take the 
legal interest in tile testator's good- and cliaitefs, and until 
this interest be released, disclai~ned or abmcloncd, there is 
no intestacy. In  the case of a testanmat, such a. release, 
d i sc ia i~~er  or a'uandon~nent is indispis3l)le, to give the 
0rdi11ai.y jurisdiction to appoint aLiini!listrntor. It is 
essential, tllerefixe, the valitiily of a grant of Ietters 
of aCii~illlis~~.dlio~i, that t i ~ o y  &w ci&Lr ~ L d t  file &(mscd 
\lied ii~tcslate, ur :imt Ill: !:.I! LLLCUIIG ~ I I L C ~ L ~ ~ L L ~  by I t d ~ w  

of the d ~ t h  or refusal of the ti ~ l a t ,  t y  t:wsd whum the 



deceased named to execute his will. The  ordinary hath L)ECE*~IBER, 
183~.  

very properly established certain rules of evidence by .---+ 
which the fact of such refusal may be made out to his W : ~  
entire satisfaction. The renunciation of the o s c e  before SPARKS. 

him is one mode by which it can bc dearly testified. It 
may also be done by a writing addressed to the oidinary 
and filed or recorded in his Court. 

And so it may be by failing to appear to a citation calling 
on the executor or executors nominated, to come forward, 
and accept the executorship. However made to appear, 
he adjudges that the executor or executors have refused to 
prove the testament. Had the statute contemplated such 
a renunciation as indispensable, it can scarcely be 
believed, that it would not have used the appropriate 
terms, refused the probate of the will before the ordinary." 
But it alludes not in the slightest degree to the usages or 
adjudications of the Spiritual Court. I t  legislates upon a 
subject-the devise of lands-over which that Court had The pro 

no jurisdiction. Lt purposes to correct what it deerni a l$:dd 
mischievous doctrine of the Courts of Com?non Law in theqnal f i -  

relation to a matter whereof these Courts can tahe cogni- cntlon of 
the euecu- 

zance, and undertakes to make a new law, which is to be tors 111th~ 
Spmtual there observed. These Courts, in inquiring whether a Court,ls 

power given by a d e ~  isor had or had not bee I validly notlmes-  
sary to the 

executed, so as to pass his real estate, were not under a ,,lid ,,,. 
necessity to notice what had been done respecting the will g"zo:tp 
in the spiritual Court. I ts  probate t h r e  in no respect lands con- 

affected it as a will of lands. The  qualification of the execu- ferred on 
the execu- 

tors there was wholly unnecessary to the execution of the torsby the 

powers which thc will ga \e  them over lands; and their W'll. 
Nor does a 

renunciation of the o$ce i n  no respect took away any of r,nuncia. 

those powers, unless from the words of the will, it appeared t ~ o n  of the 
office of 

that the powers were given to them simply as e3:ecutors. executors, 

The  Courts of law, after, as before the statute, had to i::r,"fthe 
determine on these powers, and their valid execution, by ~ l g h t  to 

execute the rules distinct from, and unconnected with, the rules of the power, un- 

Spiritual Courts. By the common law, the execution of less the 
power was 

the power was invalid, if all the donees of the power did givento 

not join therein. The statute introduced a modification, themsim- 
PLY as 

which rendered it unnecessary for those to join, who ezecutors. 

refused to take upon themselves the administration and 
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DLCE~IBER~ charge of the will. When the fact of such a refusal was 
1835. 

------ averred, the truth of the averment .iias to be ascertained 
WOOD by the proper triers, and t l ~ r o u ~ ! ~  tile medium of any 

SPARKS. evidence, ~vli icl~,  by tile raieu of ti:c common law, was 
competent to estab1i;fi tile fact. Tiic inquiry was of a 
matter in p i s .  TVIlatever respect the Courts of law 
might yield to the acts of 1h:2 ordinzry within the sphere 
of !>is jurisdictioi?, tiley ::oi!lil never surrender to him the 
d;termii>a~ion cf a [act 1:-hich a f h t e d  the rigl-rts of 
parties l i t igant ,  ije:'cii-e tiiern, and  on a su2:ject of which 
they hat1 cxciusive juri;dictior:. ';he probate of tile will 
might be received as evidcnce that those who so proved it 
had accepted the care 2nd charge of the administration of 
the will of the deceased-and a renunciation befbre the 
ordinary would be evidence that they itnd declined the 
c l~a rge  of adn~inistering t lx  persocal estate of their 
testator. But l:otwit!lstanding the PI-obate, it might yet 
be, that they had refused to join in the sale of the lands 
and notwitlistandil~g the renunciation, it might be, that 
they had intermcddled with the execution of the will. The 
construction contended for, would cot be in accordance 
with that liberal spirit which should govern in t!le inter- 
pretation of statutes of a benignant character. The great 
purpose of the statuie is to correct nlischiefs resulting 
from a rigid construction of these testamentary autho- 
rities, and it is the rule of law, so to expound the act, as to 
suppress these misckiiefs, and apply its remedies. If  it were 
in the power of one or more of the executors, by forbear- 
ing to renounce before the ordinary, still to hang back, 
decline acting, and practically refuse the execution of the 
trust, and those willing to perform it were yet powerless, 
notwithstanding the statute, but little would have been 
accomplished for insuring the execution of the testator's 
purposes. No adjudication 113s been cited in support of 
this positibn, nor is it upheld by the authority of any 
respectable elementary writer. I n  the case of Bonafault 
v. Greenjelcl, 1 Lev. 60 ; Cro. Eliz. 80, one of the execu- 
tors had refused to take out administration, or to inter- 
meddle with the estate, or to join in the sale, but had not 
renounced before the ordinary, or disclaimed by deed. The 
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Court thought that a sale by the other executors was good, DECF+~BER, 
16'35. at common law, because it satisfied the words of the will, 

but they held, that hoccever that might be, the statute made WOOD 
a. 

it clear. This ease i.i quoted, as of undoubted authority, S ~ A R ~ I . S .  

by Mr. Justice KOLROYD, i n  Townson v. Tickell, 3 Bar. 
& Ald. 31 ; 5 Eng. Com. Law Rep. 219. and reasoning 
by analogy, he infers from it, that where an estate is 
devised to two b?neficially, and by nanle, one may refuse 
the estate by matter in  pais 11 iithout a disclaimer, either 
by deed, or of record. The test writers lay down the 
rule in broad terms, that  mhese soms refuse to act, the 
executors accepting the trust may sell. Co. Lit. 113, a. 
6 Cruise'r Dig. 456 ; 4 Rent's Corn. 3% ; Perkin.;, page 
238, sec. 545, is still more pointed. <'If a man maketh 
his will, and maketh two executors, and willeth that his 
executors shall sell his land, &c., and dieth, and one of 
them zoill not intermeddle, and the other taiieth adminis- 
tration upon him, and payeth the debts, &c., the sale 
made by him alone, is good." In Virginia (see Eckly 4 
Icnox v. Butler, 3 Mum. 345, and JVelson v. Carrington,4 
Mum. 332) it has been decided, that a conveyance by 
part of the executors nnmed in the wiil, is justified by the 
statute of 21 Henry 8th, where the others refused to take 
upon themselves the charge or administration thereof, and 
that such refusal may be found, either from declarations 
in pais, or may be presumed, as in other cases. But what- 
ever may be the law elsewhere, with us it is settled. Here, 
the question cannot be considered as an open question. I n  
Denexclem. ~ X a r r  v. Peay,2Murph. 81, the Supreme Court The case of 

of this state, under its former organization, declared the J h r v .  
Peay, 2 

law to be, that a renunciation in the Court of Probate ~ ~ ~ ~ h .  84, 

furnishedevidence of the refusal mentioned in the statute; ap~roted.  

but was not indispensable evidence. I n  the subsequent 
case of Debozo v. Hodge, 1 Car. Law Reps. 368, the same 
doctrine is very plainly recognized. This exposition had 
been long before given by a learned Judge on the Circuit, 
as will be seen in Miller v. White, Taylor's Rep. 309. It 
is here, then, a fixed rule of property, that where a power 
is given to executors to sell lands, it is sufficient that the 
acting executor or executors living a t  the time, make the 
sale. 
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DECE~BER, It is further objected, by the lessors of the plaintiff, that 
1835. - if a formal renunciation before the Court of Probate be not 

WOOD . necessary, yet,that in this case there was not evidence ofsuch 
SPARKS. a refusal by the other executors, as justified tlic sale made 

by him who alone proved the will. I t  is admitted, that 
Judith Bozman's refusal of the ofice sufficiently appears. 
I t  is alleged, however, that Currell had only forborne to 
execute the office, and omitted to join in the sale, but had not 

A forhear. 
,,,to refused the one or the other. This objection also appears to 
r:,""A;;i)eosn us not tenable. When a man confides to another the manage- 

executor ment of his estate after his decease, the nature of the office 
G $ ~ ~ : ~ ~  calls for prompt action. The duties arise immediately 
proved, is upon the death of the testator; and a forbearance to enter 
presump- 
tlve evi- upon the execution of them when the will is proved, is 
dence of a presumptive evidence of a refusal to accept the charge of 
wfusarl to 
acceptthe his testament. A renunciation of record is clearly evidence 
trust. of such refusal ; yet if Currell had in this case actually so 
But if an 
exe,uto, renounced, it is not to be questioned, but he might have 
actually come forward the next day, and taken the oath of office, 
renounces 
ofrecord, and entered upon the execution of its functions. Such a 
hemay renunciation then would have amounted to no more than 
stdl come 
forward, a declining at that time to act as executor. So long, there- 
quallfy and fore, as he declines, he refuses. Now our laws prescribe the 
enter upon 
theexecu- only regular way in which the acceptance of the office can 
tion of the 
functions of be testified. No person, says the act of 1715, (Rev. ch. 10, 
his office. sec. 4,) shall presume, under a penalty therein expressed, 

to enter upon the administration of a deceased person's 
estate, without letters testamentary; and the secretary 
shall not issue such letters, until the executor shall have 
sworn toexecute the will of the deceased. His interfe- 
rence, without taking out letters, or swearing to execute 
the will, would unquestionably subject him to the respon- 
sibilities of an executor, and might, perhaps, notwithstand- 
ing the impropriety of such conduct, constitute him a full 
executor. But, a t  all events, such an interference is not 
to be presumed. The forbearing to qualify is therefore 
prima facie evidence of refusal. But if he neither qualify 
nor act-if he intermeddle not with the estate of the 
deceased either regularly or irregularly,-then the 
evidence of refusal is full. The care and administration 
of the testarnent have been tendered to him by the testator 
and he has declined the acceptance of the trust. 
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If the office has been refused by him, it is not necessary DECEMBER. 
1835. 

that it should ap;)ear, that he has also refused to join in the - 
sale. This case was expressly settled in the case ofXarr  v. '2.0~ 
Peay, before referred to. SPARKS. 

The Court is of opinion, that there is no error in the 
judgment below, and tlhat it should be affirmed with costs. 

PER CURIAN. Judgment affirmed. 

THOMAS T. ARMSTROXG, Chairman, &c. upon thc relation of 
JOHN N. CLOUD v. JOSEPH MARTIN, et al. 

A Court of law will not entertain a suit against an executor or administrator 
with the will annexed, for tlle non-~erformance or improper execution of a 
discretionary power given in the will. Z'lte~Pfore, where a testator direct- 
ed that his grandson should be " raised" and " taken care of," and " edu- 
cated" <'at the d~rection and care of " his son Jarnes, it was held that an 
action could not be inaintained on the bond of the administrators with the 
will annexed, for the expenses of such education, though the son James 
was also one of the administrators. 

TEIIS was an action of DEBT brought against the defen- 
dants upon an administration bond, which had been exe- 
cuted by one James Martin and Joseph Martin, as admin- 
istrators with the will annexed, of John Martin, deceased. 
The breaches assigned, were, that the administrators had 
failed to perform the duties and comply with the directions 
contained in the following clause of the will, viz. : '' And 
now let this be taken as my special will and desire, that my 
three grand-children, John Martin Cloud, Mary Ann 
Cloud, and Jeroam Eliza Cloud, be raised and taken care 
of at the direction and care of my son, James Martin; and 
that the two girls be educated so as to read and write, 
and Martin as hereafter mentioned in this will. I also 
will that John Martin Cloud have at the age of twenty- 
one years, which I now will and bequeath to him, a small 
negro boy by the name of Saunders ; also one horse and 
saddle, worth seventy-five dollars; and be educated so as to 
understand and know the English, Latin and Greek lan- 
guages ; and after this far learned, to be got to the study of 
the law, if capacity will allow of it." 

1st. Because the administrators had failed to supply the 
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DECEMBER, relator, John Martin Cloud, with funds necessary to edu- 
1835. cate him a so as to understand and h o w  the English, Latin 
CLOUD and Greek Languages," and also to furnish him with the 

v. 
M A ~ T I ~ .  necessary funds for clothing and boarding, during the 

period for acquiring his cducation. 
2nd. Because the administrators had failed to supply 

the relator with the necessary funds for instructing him in 
the study of the law, and to furnish him with the necessary 
boarding and clothing. 

Plea-Conditions performed and not broken. 

Upon the trial of the issue at  Stolies, on the last Spring 
Circuit, before his Honor Judge  ARTIN IN, evidence was 
introduced, the result of which tended to establish the 
breaches contended for by the relator. I t  was then insist- 
ed on the part of the defendants; 1st. that James Martin 
was appointed a testamentary guardian or trustee for the 
special purpose of raising, taking care of, and educating the 
relator. That i t  was a personal trust confided by the 
testator to James, and to be exercised by him a t  his discre- 
tion, which could not be controlled hy a Court of law ; 
and that James, the trustee, being also one of the adminis- 
trators, and having funds in his hands, the defendants are 
not liable for the misapplication of them. That  when the 
trust was once assumed, it could not be resigned by James, 
and that the other administrator had no right or authority 
to interfere in controlling the education. 

2nd. That by the will, the testator's estate was not 
liable to furnish the funds for boarding and clothing, 
during the period of schooling, and that the estate was not 
bound to defray the expenses incurred in acquiring instruc- 
tion in the law, nor for boarding or clothing during that 
period. 

These objections were overruled by his Honor, who 
instructed the jury, that the trust reposed in James Martin, 
was not such a personal trust as discharged the adminis- 
trators from complying with the requirements of the will; 
and that it was a trust, which though once assumed, might 
a t  will be resigned. That from the construction of the 
will, the testator intended that the relator should be 
furnished with boarding, clothing and schooling, a t  the 
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expense of his estate; and that instruction in the law, DECEMBER) 
1835. 

together with board and clothing, was likewise intended --- 
CLOUD 

to be a charge. A verdict was returned for the plaintiff, v. 

and the defendants appealed. MARTIN. 

Nash, for the defendants. 

Badger, for the plaintiff. 

RUFFIN, Chief Justice.-Upon the construction of the A direction 
that the tes- 

will, the Court does not doubt, that under the terms, tator's in- 

66 raised and talien care of," and "educated," which are all z:&iyd- 

used by the testator, the board, clothing, and tuition of shall be 

the three grand-children, are all to be provided for, while "raised" and edu- 
a t  school during their minority. It is not deemed so clear cated,"cre- 

that a similar bounty is intended for the relator, during the 
period he might be engaged, after full age, in the study of upon the 

estate for the law. Other provision is made for him a t  twenty-one, ,,hrais- 

and the words " that he be got to the study of the law," ;it~,"ed- 

may be rather the expression of the testator's wish, as to during 

his grand-sun's profession, and a request to him to adopt gr;;'- 
it, than the extension ofa further bouuty to him in provid- 
ing for his srlpport during the term of study. But upon 
the extent of the benefit intended for the relator, the Court 
does not deem it necessary to pronounce a decided opinion ; 
since, whatever it may be, it does not appear to be the 
subject of adjudication by a legal tribunal. 

If it be yielded, that a legatee generally can sue on the Whether a 

bond of an administrator with the will annexed, for a :p,"zg: 
legacy to which the administrator has assented, or to which bond of an 

he improperly refuses his assent,-propositions, on which administra- tor with 

no opinion is given,-yet the relator in this case has, from the willan- 
nexed, for a the nature of the dispositions in his favour, a difficulty, legacy to 

which seems to the Court to be insuperable. which the 
administra 

The kstator does not bequeath to him a specific thing, tor has as- 

nor even a pecuniary legacy in nzsmero; but provides for se.lted. 
Qu. ? 

his maintenance and education. The purposes of such a 
charge, naturally imply a discretion, devolving on some 
person. The schools at  which a youth should be placed; 
the FdmJies in which he should reside ; and the quality of 
his apparel, are subjects for select ion ; and the propriety of 
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D E C E % l u ~ ~ v  each much depends upon the station of the testator's family 
1835. ------ in society; the extent of the estate; and the grandson's 
CLOUD . expectations, capacity, and docility. If the testator had 

I W i * ~ ~ ' ~ .  not conferred the discretion alluded to on any particular 
person, i t  is not easy to see how, in a Court of law, the 
executors or administrators with the will annexed, could 
be made answerable for culpable negligence in the exercise 
of it. But in this will, the discretion is expressly dele- 
gated to the testator's son, whom he names. His Honor 
held that this was noi a confidence personal to James ; but 
that the representatives are bound to see i t  faithfully exe- 
cuted, either by him or themselves, and for default, are 
responsible at law. That the estate is chargeable with the 
money needful to the ends directed, is beyond a doubt ; 
and if the fund has not been provided, that a Court of 
equity would yet order it to be raised, is readily admitted. 
But if the estate has once contributed the fund, and it has 
been placed in the hands which are to disburse it for the 
purposes prescribed by the testator, and it has been wasted, 
there seems to be no ground for doubly charging the estate 
to raise it again ; and yet less for making the co-adminis- 
trator responsible for the unfaithful trustee, (who happened 
also to be an administrator,) in a trust to which he was 
specially appointed by the testator himself. But whatever 
&ay be the facts on this part of the case, whether any fund 
was provided and set apart for this particular purpose, in 
the hands of James; whether it was adequate or inade- 
quate, or applied or not, could not be properly inquired 
into in this action, because, in our opinion, the discretion 
was entirely in James, and the relator is conclusively bound 
at law by his determination. 

court of Courts of equity relieve against conditions, and prevent 
equity mrill advantage being unconscientiously taken of their breach or control the 
unreason- non-performance ; and also control the unreasonable exer- 
able exer- 
Ci5ebyone, cise by one, of a power or discretion which may affect the 
of a power interests of another person. The propriety of assuming to 
or discre- 
tion, which review and reverse the determination of one to whom a tes- 

affect tator has given a discretion, absolute in terms, upon the 
the inter- 
ests ofano- ground that it was not a reasonable and just determination, 
therpersOn. though arrived at after fair inquiry, and full deliberation, 
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has not escaped animadversion ; since it makes the instru- D E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

ment read so as to confer on the chancellor, the discretion 
which the maker of it declares he reposes exclusively in the D. 

individual selected by himself. But the jurisdiction is MART'N' 

established ; and upon the facts now appearing, relief would 
certainly be granted in equity, there being no cause what- 
ever assigned for the neglect to provide for the relator; and 
such neglect or refusal without cause, is, by itself, unrea- 
sonable; and it does not appear that any fund, was in fact 
provided. But a Court of law, is bound by the terms of ButaCourt 

of law is 
the will; and the acts, right or wrong, of him, to whom bound by 

the testator gives the authority to decide, must stand as the terms of the will, 
parts of the will. I t  is the testator's bounty, and must be or other in- 

taken, subject to the restrictions by him imposed. If he Strunlent creating 

puts it upon the will and judgment of another person, that thepower 
or discre- will, however vicious, and that judgment, however erro- tion, 

neous and unreasonable, cannot be controverted at  law. 
If the law itself confers an authority or discretion, it means 
a reasonable, and not an arbitrary one; and guards its 
faithful exercise, by giving damages for its ~nalicious abuse ; 
but a court and jury cannot limit a discretion, which par- 
ties for themselves, declare shall be unlimited, or to which 
they have affixed no limit. Damages cannot be given for 
the neglect to exercise it, for there is no legal obligation to 
do so. Nor can its exercise upon mistaken, unreasonabie 
or dishonest motives, be set a t  nought as not being, for 
those reasons, obligatory ; because the motives do not im- 
peach the legal power, but only affect the conscience of the 
party. The Court is unable to find a case of such a juris- 
diction at law, and knows of no principle on which to base 
it. For this reason, the judgment of the Superior Court is 
reversed, and a new trial to be had. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment reversed. 
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DECEMBEE, 
1835. JOHN D. CLANCY v .  BENJAMIN OVERMAN. - 

Where a party incurs an obligation by his own act, he will be bound to the 
2). 

OvrRhlAN, extent of his engagement, and will not be escused for its non-performance 
by accident from inel-itablc necessity, as he n-auld be, if the obligation 
were imposed upon hitn by lavi. And k r  the breach of such voluntary 
engagement, the extent of the injury ibrms the proper measure of 
damages, however the perforinance may hare bccn defeated. 

If the owner of a slave binds him as apprelltice, and corcnants that he shall 
faithfully scrve his master, k c .  and the master covenants to teach the 
apprentice a trade, these col-erinnts are ~uutnnl and independent, and a 
breach on one side is no bar to an action fcr n brcach on the other. 

A covenant to teach an apprentice, r.r cnuae liilil to be taught, a trade, is not 
an absolute engagement that Ilc sliall at all events learn that trade, but is 
only a covenant for fcithihl, diligent and sliiliid instruction. 

The acts and declarations of a slarc-zpyrentice is el-idenre on the part of 
the master in an action by the owner, to show the temper and disposition 
of the apprentice. 

THIS was an  action of COVENANT brought upon the 
following instrument : Ii This indenture, made the 22d day 
of January, A. D. 1827, between John D. Clancy, of, &c. 
of the one part, and Benjamin Overman, of, &c. of the 
other part ;  Witnesseth, that the said John D. Clancy 
doth bind unto the said Benjamin Overman a negro boy, 
named Essex, for the term of three years, cornrnencing 
from the date above written, during all which tirile the 
said negro boy his rnaster shall faithfully s e n e ,  his lawful 
commands every where readily obey; he shall not absent 
himself a t  any  time from his said master's service, but in 
all things as a good and faithful servant shall behave 
towards his said master: And the said John D. Clancy 
doth further agree to furnish the said negro boy with 
materials for clothing: And the said Benjamin Overman 
doth covenant, promise and agree to and with the said 
John D. Clancy, that he 1~7ill teach and instr~wt,  or cause 
to be taught and instructed, the said negro boy, the a r t  
and mystery of the coach-making business; that he will 
sustain the expense of n~ahing 111s clothes, and that he will 
provide the said negro boy mith sufficient diet and lodg~ng. 
In witness whereof, &c. JOHN D. CLANCY, [L. s.] 

BENJ. OVERMAN, [I,. s.] 
" Test. Jno. Conrad." 
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The breach assigned in the plaintifT's declaration was, DECEMBER, 
1935. 

that the defendant had not taught and instructed, nor 
caused to be taught and instructed, the slave Essex, men- C L ~ c y  

t ioned in the covenant, the art and mystery of the coach- OVERMAN. 

making business. 
Pleas.-Covenants performed and not broken; previous 

covenants not performed. 
Upon the trial at Guilford, on the last Circuit, before his 

Honor Judge N o ~ w o o ~ ,  the plaintiff offered evidence to 
show that the slave Esaex did not understand the coach- 
making business at the expiration of his term of service 
with the defendant. The defendant, on his part, offered 
evidence to show that he made all proper exertions to 
teach the slave Essex, but that said slave had not capacity 
enough to learn the coach-making business. H e  proved 
further, that the said Essex, during his apprenticeship, 
frequently, in the absence, and without the bnowledge of 
the defendant, would go to a neighbouring store and pro- 
cure spirits, by which he would sometimes become mode- 
rately intoxicated. The defhdant offered to prove 
further, that when he would instruct Essex about his 
work, and threaten to punish him if he did not exert 
himself to learn, as soon as he, the defendant, was absent, 
Essex would declare that he did care about learning the 
trade; it was no profit to him; and if he could avoid the 
lash, it was all he cared for. This evidence of the decla- 
rations of Essex was rejected by his Honor. Upon the 
evidence given, the defendant's counsel insisted that, if the - 
defendant had nlade every proper exertion, and the slave 
Essex had not capacity to learn the coach-making busi- 
ness, the plaintiff could not recover. He  insisted, also, that 
the covenants of the plaintiE were precedent and depen- 
dent, and that a breach of them on the part of the plaintiff 
was a valid defence for the defendant. His Honor instructed 
the jury that the covenants of the plaintiff were not precz- 
dent and dependent ; but that the covenants on both sides 
were mutual and independent, and that if there had been a 
breach thereof by the plaintiff, it was no defence to the 
defendant. He  also charged the jury that the covenant 
of the defendant was absolzlte. and that he could not be 
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DECE~TBER, excused from its performance, for want of capacity in the 
1835. 

boy Essex to learn the coach-making business; but that 
CLANCY . the jury might take that into consideration in estimating 

Ov~~n1.m. the damages, if they should find for the plaintiff. Under 
this charge a verdict was returned for the plaintiff; and 
the defendant appealed. 

No counsel appeared for the defendant. 

W. A. Graham, for the plaintiff, contended- 
1st. That the defendant had entered into an absolute 

covenant that the apprentice should be taught and 
instructed the art  and mystery of the coach-making busi- 
ness; and that this covenant had not been performed, 
unless the apprentice had become a good workman. The 
stipulation contains no exceptions, nor does it simply 
oblige the master to endeavour to teach, or to instruct in 
the art  of coach-making; but positively undertakes that 
he shall be taught the trade. This not having been done, 
the master is not excused by want of capacity in the 
apprentice, or any other of the circumstances exhibited 
by the evidence, though they were properly considered in 
estimating damages. Where the law imposes a duty 
which it becomes impossible to perform, the non-perform- 
ance is excused; but where a party covenants to do a 
particular thing, and receives a recornpence therefor, he 
is responsible in damages for a failure, although it be 
impossible. Parocline v. June, Aleyn, 26. Monk v. Cooper, 
2 Ld. Ray. 1477. Appleton v. Bink, 5 East, 148. Xhzs- 
brick v. Salmon, 3 Burr. 1637. 1 Sel. N. P. 

2clly. The jury were properly instructed, that the cove- 
nants in apprentice bonds are mutual and independent. 
Winston v. Linn, 4 Eng. C. L. Rep. 131. This is the 
more particularly true where the apprentice is a slave, 
and the authority to enforce obedience is almost unlimited. 

3dly. The idle declarations of the slave, made to the 
other apprentices when the master was absent, and which 
do not appear ever to have come to his knowledge during 
the apprenticeship, were properly rejected as res inter 
alias acba. In Winston v. Linn, the declarations of the 
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apprentice were admitted, but only those made in the D E ~ M B E R ,  
1835. 

presence of the master. 
C L A N ~ Y  

1). 

GASTON, Judge.-There is a well known distinction OVERMAN. 
between obligations imposed by the law, and those created 
by express contract. When the law imposes a duty, and 
the party charged is disabled to perform it without any 
default in him, and he has no remedy over, the law will 
excuse him; but when the party, by his own contract, 
imposes unconditionally a duty or charge upon himself, he 
is bound to perform it, or answer in damages for its non- 
performance, notwithsta:lding any accident by inevitable 
necessity. In the latter case, the contract constitutes the 
law between the parties, and if it contain no exception, 
none will be presumed. This court agrees, therefore, with 
the judge below, in holding that the engagement of the 
defendant was absolutely binding to the extent of that 
engagement; and it is also ofopinion with him that the cove- 
nants of the respective parties to this indenture were mutual 
and independent. But we do not concur in the construction 
which was given below to the covenant of the defendant. 
I t  seems to us that an engagement to teach the appren- 
tice, or to cause the apprentice to be taught, a trade, is 
not an engagement that the apprentice will learn that 
trade. If it were so, then had the apprentice died on the 
day succeeding the execution of the indenture, or had been 
visited by an infirmity which utterly disabled him to 
learn, or had obstinately resisted every proper effort to 
make him learn, the covenant ~vould have been broken, 
and the defendant responsible in damages for the breach. 
Nor do we think that, in such a case, these circumstances 
should avail to lessen the damages; for if an individual 
deliberately bind himself to insure a certain result, and 
the obligation is broken, the extent of the injury forms the 
measure of damages, !lowever the performance may have 
been defeated. I t  would be doing violence, we think, to 
the words found in this covenant, to regard them as stipu- 
lating for more than fdithful, diligent and skilful instruc- 
tion. The ease of F/'in,ston v. Linn, 4 Eng. C. L. Rep. 
131, which has been cited for the plaiatiic does not conflict 
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DECEMBER, with this opinion. I t  was there held that the covenants 
1835. - were mutual and independent, and that disobedience on 

CLhNCY the part of the apprentice, and his temporary withdrawal 
V. 

O V ~ M A N .  from the service of the master, did not warrant the latter 
in insisting that the indenture was dissolved. I t  decides no 
more ; and the learned Mr. Justice RAYLEY, who presided 
on that occasion, and whose views are given more i n  
extenso than those of his brethren, expressly says, " If he 
(the apprentice) 6 L  had continued to absent himself to the 
end of the tern], there can be no doubt but that would 
have been an answer to the action." 

This court is also of opinion, that the evidence offered of 
the acts and declarations of the apprentice was improperly 
rejected. They may not have been of great importance, 
and they are not evidence because of any credit due to 
the party by whom they were done or uttered; but his 
acts are evidence because they are his acts ; and his decla- 
rations are evidence because his disposition and temper 
are subjects of investigation ; and these cannot be ascer- 
tained but through the mediurn of such external signs. 

The judgment below is to be reversed, and a new trial 
awarded. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment reversed. 

T H E  STATE, upon the relation of JESSE DICKENS v. THE JUS- 
TICES O F  PERSON COUNTY. 

Where a clerk, elected prior to the act of 1832, c. 2, during good behaviour, 
was in Court, when a person elected under that act was admitted as clerk, 
and made no objections to the Court against such admission, but surren- 
dered the boolis and papers to the new clerk, and likewise neglected to 
tender his bonds, which he was bound by law to renew at that term, it  wan 
held, that such conduct amounted to an abandonment of the ofice, and 
justified the admission ofthe new clerk. 

Where the proceedings under a writ of mandamus are dismissed, the relator 
may be ordered to pay thc costs. 

A WRIT of M-~NDAMUS was obtained a t  the instance of 
Jesse Dickens, directed to the Justices of the County 
Court of Person, commanding them to restore said Dickens 
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to the office of Clerk of their Court, from which he alleged DEE'. 
he had been illegally ejected, or to signify their reasons for 
failing to do so. T o  this writ the Justices made a return DICy 
signed by their chairman, in which they say, f i  that they JUSTICES, 

&c. 
decline to restore the said Dickens to office, for two 

the said office by the people, under the act of 1832, C. 2, 
and regularly admitted into the office, at  September term 
of said Court, 1833; and, %d, Because the said Dickens 
failed at  the said term to renew his official bonds, as by 
law, he was bound to do; for he had not renewed them 
since September Term, 1832; and also, that the said 
Dickens did not object to the admission of the said Mason 
into office, but voluntarily surrendered to him the records 
of the office." From the petition upon which the writ 
was obtained, and from the f x t s  agreed, it appeared, that 
Dickens was duly elected clerk during good behaviour, in 
the year 1793 ; that from that period, to September Term, 
1833, he had continued in the said office, acting as clerk, 
and had regularly renewed his bonds as required by law; 
that a t  September Term, 1833, when his bonds were again 
to be renewed, he carried clerk's official bonds written out, 
but not signed, into Court, but did not tender them to the 
Court; that oneof the first acts of the Court at that term, 
was to receive Mason as Clerk; whereupon Dickens, who 
was then sitting at the Clerk's desk, said t o  his deputy, but 
not so as to be heard by the Court: <' They have taken 
the office from us, we must give it up ;" and retired. It 
appeared, further, that Dickens was not a candidate for 
election before the people ; and that at  a term subsequent 
to that of September, 1833, he tendered his bonds to the 
Court, when they were refused. 

This case coming on to be heard at Person, on the last 
Spring Circuit, before his Honor Judge MARTIN, upon the 
petition, writ', return, and the facts agreed, the proceed- 
ings were dismissed at the costs of the relator, and he 
appealed. 

J. W. Norzoood, and P. H. Mangum, for the plaintiff. 
W. A. Graham, contra. 
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DECEMBER, DANIEL, Judge, after stating the case, proceeded :-This 
1835. - case was within the reasons of the decision in Williams 

DICKENs V. Sornem, ante, 61. Dickens mas present, and made no 
v. 

JUSTICES, objections to the Court, a t  the time Mason was sworn in, 
but surrendered the boolis and papers to him. He neither 
claimed the office, nor tendered bonds, as by law he was 
bound to do, a t  that term. The abandonment of 
the office was conclusively to be inferred from these 
facts. The observations to the deputy were not commu- 
nicated to the Court, and could not be acted on by the 
Court; and consequently cannot affect the decision of this 
Court. The judgment must be affirmed. 

In England, the king is considered the prosecutor in 
writs of mandamus ; and at common law, neither received 
or paid costs. Though upon discharging a rule nisi, the 
costs of the motion was in the discretion of the Court. 1 
Chit. Prac. S09. In this case, the costs must be paid by 
the relator Dickens, it being in the nature of a ru!e nisi. 

PER CURIARI. Judgment affirmed. 

THE STATE v .  SAMUEL FITZGERALI). 

Where an indictment charged in effect, that the defendant, a constable, 
falsely affirmed that a note for the payment of money was a forthcoming 
bond, and that by mean> of such falbehood, the defendant deceitfully 
prevailed on the prosecutor to execute a promissory note for the payment 
of a sum of money ; t t  mas held, that the charge was too \ague and uncer- 
tain, In not s t h n g  how the result n as produced by the falsehood prac- 
tised. 

THE defendant was convicted at  Macon, on the last 
Circuit, before his Honor Judge MARTIN, upon the follow- 
ing indictment, to wit. 

6i The Jurors for the state, upon their oaths present, 
that Samuel Fitzgerald, late of, Bic., on the first day of 
April, in the year of, &c., then and there being constable 
of the county aforesaid, by virtue of which office of con- 
stable he, the said Samuel Fitzgerald, had levied various 
executions on the property of one Purnel Wrathbone, in 
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the county aforesaid, did then $nd there unlawfully DECEMBER, 
1835 

pretend to the s a ~ d  Purnel Wiathbone, and one Wllliatn - 
~ T A  I'E Wrathbone, that a certain paper wr~ t iog  then and there v,  

presented by him the sdid Samuel Fltzgerald, to the said F~TZQ-R- 
A L A  

Purnel Wrathbone and W~l l i am Wrathbone, was a bond 
fijr the dellvery of property of h i m  the said Purnel 
Wrathbone, theretofore lcvied on by him the said Samuel 
Fitzperald, constable au aforesaid, by virtue (JL' the execu- 
tions aforesaid, o n  a certain day then and there inentioncd 
by him, the said Saaluei F~tzgerald ; when in truth and in 
fact, the said paper writing then and there presented by 
him the said Samuel F~rzgcra'ri t o  them, the said Purnel 
Wrathbone and TV~ll~aal  Wrathlmne, was not a bond for 
the delivery of thc property aforesaid, but a promissory 
note, fix the sum of tnenty-six dollars and thirty-seven 
and a half cents ; by lneal~s of' which said affirmation, 
the said Samuel Fitzgerald d ~ d  then and there unlawfully 
procure to be signed and sealed by the said Purnel Wrath- 
bone and Wiliiam Wrathbone, a promissory note under 
seal, to him, the said Samuel Fitzgerald, for the sum of 
twenty-six dollars and th~rty-seven and a half cents ; and 
did then and there procure the same to be delivered to 
hitn, the said Samuel F~tzgerald,  by the said Purnel 
Wrathbone and \Yllliarn TVl.athhone, to the great hin- 
drance of public justice, to the evii example of all others 
in the lllie case oKcnding, and against the peace and 
dignity of the state." 

A motion in arrest of the judgment having been sub- 
mitted and overruled, the defendant appealed. 

No counsel appeared for the defendant. 

The  Attorney-General, for the state. 

GASTON, Judge.-The indictment in this cas2 charges, 
that the defendant having, as a constable, levied certain 
executions on the property of the prosecutor, did fdsely 
pretend, that a cwtain paper writing by him presented to 
the prosecutor and William Wrathbone, was a bond for 
the delivery of property of the prosecutor theretofore 
levied o n ;  when in truth and in fact, the same was not a 
bond for the delivery of the said property, but a promis- 
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D ~ C ~ B E R ,  sory note fbr the sum of twenty-six dollars and thirty- 
1835. seven and a half cents ; by nleiiirs of cvl~lch fillfie atfir r r i i i -  

ST"T* tion, the defentlant did unlawfully prxx:ure to be sipicd 
2). 

FITZGER- and sealed by the prosecutor and the said William, a d  lo 
A m .  be delivered to him, the defendant, a promissory note 

under seal for !he sum of twet~ty-six dollars and rhir~y- 
seven and a half cents, with iiitent to defraud 11:e prose- 
cutor and the said William. lit has heen rontrndcd, on 
the part of t he  state, that  this indictment suEicientiy 
charges the defendant wit!: having procured frorrr iliiterate 
persons, the prosecutor and the said Wdliam, the extco- 
tion of a deed to their pwjuiiice, by reading the iuetru- 
ment to them in di&rent words from tirose in nhic,h it 
was written, or by a false representation of its contents. 
It is not impossible, that such are the facts of the case, and 
if they be, and this indictment does not so set them furth, 
an  arrest of the judgment in this case, will not be a bar to a 
prosecution in which the charge may correspond with the 
facts. In  considering, however, whether in law, the con- 
viction warrants the judgment which was rendered below, 
w e  are confined strictly to the record, and upon it, we 
can wither see the offence chnrgotl as hits been supposed, 
nor indeed any off'i:nce chnrgrd with Illat certainty which 

I~ega l  is required in criminal prosecutions. W e  must understand 
terms in an 
indictment legal t e r m  in the indictmt~nt in their legal sense, unless 
must be by other sufficient and plain words, another meaning is 
understood 
in their impressed upnn them. The instr~ltnent 6 6  presented" is 
lega1 not stated to hare been prepared as and for a pronris- 
sense, un- 
lessby sory note, to be executed by those to whom it u a s  
other sufi- 
eient presented, but is alleged to tte i i r  Fdct and in truth, a 
ploillwords promissory note. Now a promissory note is a written 
another 
meanillg is engagement promising the payment of money, and 
impressed signed by the party promising. The instrunlent 6 6  pre- 
upon them. 

tended," is not stated to have breu represented as one 
prepared for execution as a fbrthcnrning bond, but to 
have been represented as a forthcoming bond for the 
property levied on. T o  represent i t  as a tiond, is to repre- 
sent it as a wi l ing  obligatory sealed and delivered by the 
obligors. There is no expression or  phrase in the indict- 
ment from which we can perceive that these words 6 6  note" 
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and " bond," are usrd in any other than their legal sense. D ~ c m m n  
1 i.35. 

It is not averred, thilt the defendant "procured" to be - 
STATE slgned ilnd sealed, the paper nrl t lng presented, but that 

he procured n note to be rxecu ted for the payment of the F m m -  
A W .  sum of twenty-SIX dollars and th~rty-seven and a half 

cents. Nor is i t  arrrred that the parties who were so 
prevailed on to execute this note were illiterate persons, 
or  executed a dlK2rent Itr+trument from that which they 
understood i t  to be. Then in I ~ g d  construction the indict- 
ment muqt be regarded as cha rg~ng  - that the defendant 
bhlsely afitrned, that a note for ihe payme ~t ot money 
was i3 fhhcorning bond ; and that by means of such false- 
hood, the defenllcint deceitfully prevaded on I he prosecutor 
and the said W ~ l l ~ a r n  to execute a promissory note, o - ( 1.; t 
should have been termed) a bond, for the I ayment of a sum 
of money. I t  is not necessary to inquire whether by 
means of such a false affirmation, a cheat or fraud might 
not be practired under circumstances which would subject 
thc o&n.ler to a criminal prosecution ; but it seems to us 
ersential in a case where there is no obvious connection 
b ~ t w e c n  the result produced and the falsehood practised, 
that the facts should be set h r t h  which do connect the 

I t  is a gen- 
consequence with the deceitful practice. It is a general ,, 1 ,,l, ,, 
rule in indictments, that the special manner of the whole indict- 

ments, that 
fact ought to be set forth with such certainty, that i t  may ~~thespe .  

judicially appear to the Court, that the indictors have not cia1 man- 
ne, oi the 

gone upon insufticient premises." Hawkins, b. 2, ch. 55, whd-(act 

sec. 57. Now it is impossible for us to see, upon such a :,"tggt: be 

vague and defective statement, how a false representation with such 
cer th ty ,  

by the defendant of the nature of an instrument which he that it may 

had and exhibited, nr presented, could have induced any judieiJ1~ 
appezr to 

person to give - the defsndant a bond for the payment of thecourt, 

money. I t  r!oes not judicially appear to us that the ~ ~ ? ~ o ~ ~ i n -  

indictors have not gone on insufficient premises. W e  are have not 

obliged, therefore, to declare the judgment, which has been ZS$$fent 
rendered below, erroneous, and to reverse it. premises." 

PER CURIAM. Judgment reversed. 
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DECEMBER, 
1835. - THE JUSTICES, &c. to the use of LUCY SHEW w. D.4VID C. 
SHEW 

v. 
STEWART, et al. 

STEWART. 
The act of 1799, (Reu. eh. 531, sec. 3,) which authosises~ a" summary 

remedy against the reputed father of a bastard child, is nct a repeal of the 
common law right of suing all or clther of the obhgors on the bastardy 
bond ; and in sults on such bond, the notice required by that act need not 
be shown. 

The summary remedy prescribed by tl:is act is only cumulative, and 
applies only as against the rep ted  father, and not as against his securities 
on the bastardy bond. 

THIS was an action of DEBT brought on a bastardy bond, 
the condition of which was as follows; 6 6  The condition 
of the above obligation is such, that, whereas a certain 
Samuel Stewart is charged with having a certain ill~giti- 
mate child begotten on the body of Lucy Show ; now if 
the same Samuel Stewart, his heirs, executors, &c. shall 
provide for the support and maintenance of the said child 
to the indemoifica~ion of the parish of the coullty aforesaid, 
and shall perform such orders as the court shall from time 
to  time make in the premises, then this obligation to be 
void, otherwise to remain in full force and virtue." The  
breaches of the condition assigned were, that the said 
Samuel Stewart  did not provide for the support and main- 
tenance of the said child to the indemnification of the said 
county;  and that he did not perform such orders of the 
court as were made in the premises. The defendants 
pleaded the general issue, conditions performed and condi- 
tions not broken. The writ was issued the 24th day of 
August, 1832. The  plaintiff in support of his case offered 
in evidence the record of the county court which con- 
tained the following entry and orders: '< August Term, 
1831, Slate v. Samuel  Stewart. Bastardy. Lucy Shew, 
Pros. T h e  defendant, Samuel Stewart, came into open 
court and entered into bond in the sum of five hundred 
dollars with David C. Stewart and Robert Stewart, 
securities. Ordered by the court that Samuel Stewart pay 
Po Lucy Shew, the pros. the sum of four dollars instanter; 
sixteen dolliarr a t  August Term. 11832," k c .  No further 



evidence of the breaches were o f f w d  No evidence was DECEMBER, 
103% offdred that any express notice, or any other notice, except 

what n ~ ~ g h t  be infe! red from the record of the Couuty S~~~ 
2.'. 

Co~i r t ,  v,as ever giben to [tie dtfeudants cr  either of them, STEWART. 

of the orderi of the court, behre the f i l~ng of the pla~ntiff's 
declara~ion In t h ~ s  c~ise. 

Upon these C~cts appearing to his Honor Judge MARTIN, 
on the last S,;! in2  Circuit at  Gullford, he directed the 
plaint~ff to be non-suitcci, on the ground that no notice had 
been served on S,irnuel Stewart, according to the act of 
1799, Ker, ch. 531, s. 3. A rnotion was made to set aside 
the non-suit, whlc:h being refused, the plaint~tfappealed. 

Xush for the plaintiff. 

W. A. GmAnm for the defendants. 

DAVIEL, J u d g ~ ,  after stating the case, proceeded :-It is: 
eonceded that, were i t  not fi)r the act passd  in the year 
1793 ( R e v .  ch. 531, sec. 3) the plaintiff might have sus- 
tained this action without gl\ ing any notice or making any 
demand for the monzy due on the orders made by the 
court, and have recovered for the breach of the condition 
csfthe bond, the amount due on such orders at  the date of 
the writ. B11t it is contendrd that a different remedy is 
procided by that act, and that i t  muat bc pursu~rl  before 
any action can be had on the bond for the non-payment of 
the tnoney-orders ruade by the court. I t  seems not so to 
us. The third section of the act of 1799 dec,lares, that 
when the court shall charge the reputed father of a bastard 
child with the maintenance as prescribed by the act of 
1741, (Reu. c i ~ .  30, see. 10,) and the reputed father shall 
refuse o r  neglect to pap the same, then the County Court 
shall have power (or1 notice being served ten days before 
the sitting of the court, or returned by the sheriff that the 
defendant is not to be found) to order an execution against 
the goods and chattels, lands and tenements, of the said 
reputed father, sufficient to satisfy and discharge such 
sum as the county court shall adjudge for the maintenance 
of the bastard child. This summary way of proceeding 
a g ~ i n s t  the reputed father (for it does not extend to the 
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securities) is but a cumulative remedy, and by no means a 18%. 
repeal of the comrnorl law right to sue all or either of the 

SHE w defendants on the bond when a breach of any  of the con- 
&"WART. dit ions niay happen. If the reputed father has propert y 

in the county sufficient to satisfy the money-orders made 
by the court, the suindary remedy ir to be reconmended, 
b u t  we cannot sily that i t  is the only remedy. The non- 
sui t  must be set aside, and a new trial granted. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment reversed. 

SAMUEL KELLO et Uxor v. NICEOLAS MAGET, Administrator of 
JOHN MAGE'I'. 

The summary proceedings authorised by the act of 1330, c. 68, for the relief 
of persons likely to be injured by the burning of the records of Hertf~rd 
County, partake of the nature of proceedings in equity; and the rules of 
equity practice should therefore, when applicable, govern them. 

In proceedings under this act, to recover upon a guardian bond, it is sufficient 
to show, that a guardian boxd was given, with a penalty large enough to 
cover the amount claimed, and that it was executed by the defendcnt; 
without showing the namcs of the Justices to wl~om it was made payable, 
or the exact amount of the penalty of the bond. 

Guardian bonds being taken by public authority, have a high character of 
authenticity, and need n d  be verified by the ordinary tests of truth applied 
to merely private instruments, namely, the obligation of on oath, and the 
cross-examination of witnesses ; therefore, when the executior~ of such 
bonds, taken from their proper repository, is denied by plea, it is only 
necessary to prove the identity of the defendant, in order to sustain the 
affirmative of the issue. 

When a witness is called upon to prove facts originally entrusted to memory, 
he may use a written memorandum which he has formerly made in order 
torefresh his memory ; but if after such help, Ile cannot recollect a parti- 
cular fact, the writing is not admissible to supply it. This rule, however 
does not apply to proof of written instruments or documents ; for where 
such are lost or destroyed, so that they cannot be produced, a copy of them 
verified in Court by the copyist to have been taken from the original, is 
admissible even in prererence to a professed full recollection of their con- 
tents by the witness, because such a copy is less liable to error than the 
memory of the witness. And so, for the same reason, an abstract of the 
original, taken and verified in the same way, is admissible, independent of 
the recollection of the witness, and even in preference to it, as to the facts 
which it contains. 

THIS was a PETITION, filed under t h e  act of 1830, ch. 68, 
entitled, I ' A ~  act for the relief of such persons as may 
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suffer from the destruction of the records of Hertford, DECEMBER* 
1635. 

Cour~ty,  occasioned by the burning of the Court-house and --- 
clerlis' oflices (if said County." By that act it is declared, Ky 
t h , ~ t  the Court-house and clerks' offices of the County of MAGET. 
Hrrtford have been burned; whereby the records, and 
public and private muniments of title therein deposited 
have been entirely destroyed ; and fbr the remedy of the 
nlischiefs \\ hich sue11 a calarnity must necessarily occasion, , 

i t  is, among other things, enacted, that it shall be lawful 
for ally person wishing io sue on any bond thus destroyed, 
to obrain justice by a sumniary process, filiug his petition, 
wherein shd l  be set fbrth the n d u r e  of the bund, the party 
or parties thereto, and the injury sustained by the peti- 
tioner from breach of its conditiot~, and requ~ring from the 
person or persons cornpiained of to answer the allegations 
of the petition on oath. The  act gives authority to the 
Court to take pa rd  evidence to establish any fact, and to 
decree on the hearing such rernedy as the nature of the 
case may require, or  the ends of justice demand. This 
petition was filed i n  1831 ; and the plaintiffs, Samuel Iiello 
and his wife Mary therein charged, that in the year 1816, 
one E. Deuphtry was ap~~ointed  hy the County 
Court of HIertfi~rd, guartiian t o  the petitioner Mary, t.hen 
an irlfilrlt of very teuder years, and executed a bond to 
certain Justices, M horn the petition named, in the penal 
sun1 of ten thousand dollars, or some other large sum, 
sufficient to cover the amount of the property of his ward, 
and .:onclitioned frw the faithful discharge of his duties as 
guardian: that John Maget and William R.I. Danghtry 
executed the said I m ~ d  and sureties with the said guardian: 
that the said guardian had died insolvent, and that there 
was no representative of his estate: that William M. 
Daughtry was also dead, and there was no representalive 
of his estate ; a ~d that John Maget had died intestate, 
a d  the defendant, Nicholas Maget, was administrator of 
his estate, and 1ti.d rtaceived assets of his intestate into his 
hands to !he amount of twenty thousand dollars, or some 
other large sum. The  petition averred, that Eaughtry,  the 
guardian, had wasted the property of his ward to a large 
amount, which he had got into his possession by virtue of 
his said appointment; and prayed that the defendant 
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D E C E ~ ~ ~ ,  might be compelled to answer on oath all these allegations; 
1835 --- and that the petitioners might have such remedy and rt~llef 

KELLO 
. as their case nligilt require, and the ends of justice 

~IAGET. demand. To this pcti:ion the defendant put in an answer, 
i n  which he adniitted, that he bad administered on the 
estate of John Maget, and talien into his possession the 
per9onal estate of' his intcstnte ; and averrrd, that after 
paying such d(2bts as he was apprised of, against the 
estate, he had cli9trit)uterl i t  between the nife and children 
of his intestate, 1,efor.e he had any notice of the demand of 
t h 3  pcti1ionw-s. The ansmer stated, that the defendant 
bdieued, that IVillialn E. Ddughtry was appointed guardian 
in the year 1816 to the petitioner Mary, but insisted that 
a subsequent guardian was appointed in 1821 or  1822, 
who had a settlement with Daughtry of his guardianship, 
and took a deed of trust upon his property to secure the 
amount thereon due, sold the property for the satisfaction 
thereof, and appl~etl, or ought to have applied, the proceeds 
to that purpose. I t  then proceeded thus : " this defendant 
acting in a fiduciary character, and not knowing a n y  of 
the facts t)y which he should be made liable, prays that 
the petltlorlers be put to strict proof of the execution of the 
bond ~nentioned in the petition. and n hat was the condition 
thereof, if a l ly ;  and all other matters and things not 
herein admitted to be true." The atnsner contained other 
matters which it is unnecpssdry to state, as they are 
irrelevant to the questions upon which the case turned. 

After various d~la tory  proceetiinge, at the Fall Term, 
1534, of Hertford Superior Court, before his Honor Judge 
STRANGE, an issue of fact was ordered to be made up and 
submitted to a jury, to w i t ;  "whether the defendant's 
intestate, John Maget, executed the bond described in the 
petition ?" Upon the trial of this issue, the Clerk of the 
County Court was introduced as a witness by the peti- 
tioners, who testified, that within a year before the burn- 
ing of the Court-house, he had been a p p l k l  to in writing 
by the attorney of tile petitioners, for information respect- 
ing  he u a r d i a n  bond of Daughtry, to enable him to 
bring suit upon it. A letter was then shomn to the 
witness, which he declared to have been written by him 
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in answer, and containing the information requested, the D E C ~ * ~ B E R ~  
lE35. 

contents whereof the witness also Zeclared he Lelieved to - 
KSLLO be true. The witness was a1iov;ed to examine the letter u. 

to refresh his memory, anci aftervnrds s:attd, that he &GET. 

remembered to have searched among the papers of his 
office, in  compliance with this appiicatio~i fimn the 
attorney of the petitioners, and to have found a paper 
printed, except as to those parts which are usually left 
blank to be filled up with writing, purporting to be the 
guardian-bond of JVilliam E. Dcu-  6tltry, . sig:;c-cl by 

% . .  
Daughtry in his proper hand-n-ritxlg, and purpor t iq  also 
to be signed by the defmililut'c; ;ctestate : that whether it 
was actually signed by him or not, tile witness could 
not say ; but from a slight knowledge of his handwriting, 
he took it for granted a t  tile time, that it w;ns h i s  ; that he - 
thought a certain marl then cisad, c as the subsrr~bing 
witness, but said nothing a.; to the identity of izis signa- 
nature. H e  did not rend the bomi oler ,  and of course 
could not state its contents : he d:d riot remcmher the 
penalty of the bond, or tile pcrso!.s to \;-horn i t  ;%as pay- 
able. The petitionel5 then o%recl to r ex i  the lctter ~f the 
clerk,so authenticated, in o'dcr to sho-:; 111s psna'lty of the 
bond, and the name of the jusiircs to ~vho::~ i t  was  made 
payable. The letter did not profess LO set forth the copy 
of the bond, but stated tile facts of the appointment of 
Daughtry as guardian at  such a term, and of his entering 
into a bond i n  a stated amount ; and stated also, the names 
of his securities to the hand, and the names of the Justices 
to w h o ~ n  it was made payable. The  reading of the letter 
was objected to by the defendant, and refused by the 
Court. 

His  Honor instructed the jury, " that both a t  law and 
equity, the plaintiff's proof, to entitle him to relief, 
must support his allegation ; that the petitioners in this 
case had alleged the execution by the defendant of a bond 
answering a certain description; and i t  was for them to 
determine whether any satisfactory proof had been 
offered, to enable them to find the affirmative of the 
issue submitted to them. Tha t  that issue was, whether 
the defendant's intestate had executed the bond described 
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DECEMBER* i n  the petition: that the bond described in the petition 
1835. ------ was one signed by certain persons, payable to certain 
KBLLO 

. justices, and fix ten thousand dollars, or some other large 
AlncEr. sum : that even if they were satisfied, that some bo1.d had 

beer] executed by the defenda:~t's intestate, in the absence 
of all proof that it was payable to the persons rnentioned in 
the petition, could they say, that it was the bond mentioned 
in the petition ? and further, if they were satisfied that it 
was payable to the personsmentioned in the petition, thenext 
question wouia be, for what  arnount it had been executed? 
and a verdict, that a bond had been executed, without 
specifying the amount, or reference to anything by which 
its amount could be rendered certain, mould he entirely 
nugatory." The jury returned a verdict '' that the defen, 
dant's intestate did not execute the bond mentioned in the 
petition." A motion was made for a new trial of the 
issue, because of the rejection by his Honor of evidence 
offered by the plaintiffs, and proper to be submitted to the 
jury;  and because of ~nisdirection to the jury on the 
trial of the issue. This motion being refused, and the 
petition dismissed, the plaintiffs appealed. 

Kinnie, for the plainti% 

h.edell and Rarlger, for the defendant, 

CASTON, Judge, after stating the case, proceeded :-We 
have felt some ciificulty in the consideration of this cause, 
on n point which was not discussed nor raised upon the 
argument. It is, of course, the duty of Courts to carry 
out into full execution the legislative will, so far as they 
can collect i t .  In the act by which the proceedings in 
this case profess to be regulated, it is declared with suffi- 
cient plainness, that persons who are interested in the 
various office-bcads which i re  taken 1 y th : Court, and 
who deem thcrnselves injured by a breach of their condi- 
tions, may institute suits in their own name in the form of 
a petition ; that the defendants shall answer to the petitions 
upon oath;  and that finally the Court shall decree such 
remedy thereon as the nature of the case shall require and 
the ends of just ice may demand. In  these respects the 
method of proceeding s e e m  analogous to  that which 
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obtains in our equity jurisprudence. But the act also DECE~BER,  
1@35. 

provides, that parol evidence shall be heard, and that ----, 
" the process" shall be in a sumlnnry way. MTe have KELLO 

21. 

doubted whether these provisions do not indicate a refer- MAGET. 

ence to the coinmon law mode of proceeding. A t  law, Atlaw,al l  
the sllega- 

all the allegations of a plaintiff. not answered by the tion, .fa 

defendant's plea, are confessed. In equity, the charges z::zer- 
not admitted by the answer, are put in issue. Are we to edbpthe  

deiendant's consider the fiict, alleged in the petition, of the execution plea, are 

of the guardinn-bond by the defendants, confessed or confessed. . In equity, 
denied ? Jf the practice at  law is to prevail, unquestion- tile 

ably, its execution has not been denied. There is no nctadmlt- 
ted by the 

averment, that the allegation of the petitioners is in this ansu,er,are 

respect untrue. The execution of the bond has not been ::",$ 
put in issue, the verdict of the jury is irrelevant, and the 
petitioners have a right to proceed with their case, not- 
~vi t l~s tanding that verdict. If the equity practice should wl,,,, ,,, 
obtain, lhe defendant's answer as to the execution of the :::::kl 
bond was manifestly insufficient. H e  was bound to answer, evasive or 

not only as to his knowledge, but also as to his information ~ ~ ~ ~ , " ~ ~  
and belief. H e  had no right in conscience torequire, that course is to 

except to 
the petitioners should be put to strict proof, or to any the answer, 

proof of an allegation which he believed to be true. If, and comp.el 
a full and 

indeed, he was not only personally ignorant of the matter direct one. 

charged, but had no information to warrant him in formin@ a be unless done, the 

a belief in respect to it, he might properly have SO plaintiffis 

answered, and then have required that the petitioners : ~ f ~ ~ s ~ ~ o f  

should be put to proof thereof. But the regular course, proving 
every ma- 

where an answer is evasive or insufficient, is to except to terial aver- 

the answer, and compel a full and direct one. Unless this ment inhis 
bill which 

be done, the plaintiff is under the necessity of proving has not 

every material averment in his bill which has not been :ze:& 
admitted by the defendant, although the same amount of tile defen- 

proof is not required, as is indispensable nlhen the aver- tt:$gt;he 
ment has been denied. The legislative intention on this same 

point is not clearly seen; but we think it reasonable to ;=i:,';Et 
infer, and therefore we do so decide, that as the defendant required,as 

is indis- 
was compelled to make his defence in the form prescribed pensable, 

by the usages of equity, the effect of that defence should when the 
averment 

be such as by those usages belongs to it, and the trial of has been 

the matters put in issue therein should conform thereto. denied. 
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DECE%=CR, I t  was then competent for the Court below to order an 
1835 

' issue to ascertain the truth of any matters charged, upon 
KELLO which the conscieace of the Court required to be informed. 

2). 

MAGET. W e  disapprove of the terms in which the issue submitted 
to the jury mas expressed, if those terms be designed (as 
from the charge cjf the Judge it appears they were,) to 
restrict inquiry to a bond precisely corresponding with 
that described in the petition. According to the rnost 
rigorow course of equity practice, no more is necessary to 
be proved of the matter charged, than what makes out the 
 plaintiff"^ claim to relief. All the light which the con- 
science of the Court needed on this part of the matter in 
controversy, was iiifixmation whether the defendant's 
intestate had executed a bond for the petitioner Mary, as 
surety for her guardian ; and ifso, then to what amount the 
penalty extended. If he had, the claim of the petitioners 
was precisely the same, whatever might be the names of 
the justices to whom it was formally made payable. Nor 
was the exact amount of the penaity material. I t  was 
important only to know what sun1 was certainly covered 
by it, for that beyond that sum, liability for the guardian's 
misconduct did riot attach to the defendant's intestate. 
As the issues in equity are made up by the Court itself for 
the satisfaction of the Court, and to be tried before the 
Court itself, that in question should have been so modified, 
or the jury so instructed upon it as to enable them to find 
the truth of what was mzterial only, and not defeat the 
great purpose of the inquiry, by confining their attention 
to what was formal and unessential. Perhaps the issue as 
expressed, did not warrant the part of the charge excepted 
to, and the relief of the petitioners on account of the injury 
in this respect sustained, might be to reverse the decree of 
dismission, and send the cause back for further inquiry, 
whether any guardian-bond, and if any, what bond given 
by William E. Daughtry, as guardian for the petitioner 
Mary, was executed by the defendant's intestate. But it 
is unnecessary to decide this matter distinctly, as for other 
reasons an alias venire must be ordered. 

The finding on the issue is conclusive of the particular 
f$ct so found, unless the petitioners have just matter of 
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exception, because of the evidence offered and rejected. DECEMBER, 
1835. The issue, though single, embraced several matters of ~- 

inquiry. That the guardian-boud, if i t  ever existed, had Ky 
been destroyed, mas not a matter to be controverted, for MAGET. 
that was declared by the act of the legislature, and a A m u t e i s  

conclusive 
statute is conclusive as to all public facts which it recites. astoall 

Rex v. Sutton, 4 Mnu. & Selw. 553. But it was to be zP,'!l{::: 
inquired, first, whether such a bond had ever been given; cites. 

secondly, if given, whether the defendant's intestate was 
one of the obligors; and finally, what were the contracts 
or terms of the bond. The appointment of Daughtry as When the 

fact that a guardian, was admitted in the pleadiags, and upon that guardian 

appointment, a legal presumption arose that he executed a was "P- 
pointed, is 

guardian-bond, since such a bond is made a pre-requisite a - 

to the appointment. The next inquiry in order, was, presump- 
tion arises 

whether the defendant's intestate was a party to the bond. that a 

Thc testimony offered on this part of the controversy, was f,","id:z 
received by the Judge, and submitted to the jury; but it given, 

has here been insisted in argument, that it was so slight, as since such 
a bond is 

not to amount to the character of ecideace, and to lay no made apre- 
requisite to foundation for proving the contents of the bond. W e  are 

of opinion, not only that there was evidence of the execu- merit. 

tion ofthe bond by the intestate, proper to be submitted to 
the jury, but evidence, which if believed and not contra- 
dicted nor explained away, warranted the finding of the 
fact. The  instrument in question was not a private unau- 
thenticated paper belonging to the petitioners, which had 
been lost by them, or by those to whom they had intrusted 
its custody; it was a bond taken under the act for the 
better care of orphans, and security and management of 
their estates. By that act, authority is given to thecourts 
to take cognizance of the estates of orphans, and to appoint 
guardians to them where it shall be necessary. The Jus- 
tices holding such Courts, are required to take good secu- 
rity of all guardians by them to be appointed, under the 
penalty of being themselves responsible for all damages sus- 
tained by the orphan, for the want of such security. I t  is 
further directed that the bond shall be made payable to 
the justices present in Court, granting such guardianship, 
the survivors or survivor ofthem, their executorsor admin- 
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istrators, for the benefit of the orphan, and that the bond 
shall be acknowledged in Court, and caused to be rccorded. 
The instrument which was the subject of' inquiry, was an 

M ~ G E T .  obligation of this character, taken by a court in the exer- 
cise of a most important power over the estate of an iodi- 
vidual incompetent to give consent; acknowledged in 
Court; ordered to be recorded as a perpetual memorial of 
the engagement therein contained, and deposited among the 
records and documents uf the Court. It is not in its form 
a recognizance. It is so I tlte it, however, in substance, that 
perhaps it would have been doubtful what was the appro- 
priate remedy to be p u ~ w e d  upon it, had not the same act 
plainly indicated it. The act goes on to provide that in 
the name of the justices to whom it is made payable, the - - 
survivor or survivors of them, their executors or adminis- 
trators, any person injured, may and shall at his costs and 
charges, commence and prosecute a suit against such 
guardian, aud his securities, executors or administrators, 
and shall and may recover all damages which he has sus- 
tained by the breach of the condition. I t  still, therefore, 
retains its legal character of a bond; is to be sued on as a 
bond, and is open to the legal defences which may be 
made against it as such. When a suit is brought, its exe- 
cution may be denied by plea, for it does not import abso- 
lute verity. But it is pet a document partaking of a public 
nature, taken by public authority, having a high character 
of authenticity, and it requires not that it should be veri- 
fied by the ordinary tests of truth, applied to merely pri- 
vate instruments, the obligation of an oath and the power 
of cross-examining witnesses, on whose veracity the truth 
of such instruments depends. Confidence is due to it, 
because of the authority of the Court by whom it was 
taken, and whom the state, in discharge of the parental 
duties which it owes to orphans, has empowered to take it. 
"Where particular facts are inquired into, and ordered to 
be recorded for the benefit of the public, those who are 
empowered to act in making such investigations and me- 
morials, are in fact, the agents of all the individuals who 
compose the public, and every member of the community 
may be supposed privy to the investigation." Stark. Evi. 
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195. Prima facie, the document is true. Imposition may DECEMBER. 
1835. have been practised on the Court, k~ut it is not to be pre- - 

surned. I f  the original be lost, unquestionably the recorded 
copy of it would be evidence. I t  would Be an absurdity MAGET. 
to suppose that the law had ordered that to be recorded, 
which bore not the stamp of truth, and had no claim to 
credit. If both the original and record be lost, the loss 
may be supplied by proof that they did exist. Whether 
the original be produced, or the record exhibited, or where 
neither remains, and the existence is shown of the original 
as a document acknowledged in Court, recognised as such 
by the act of the Court, and preserved as such among the 
public munirnents in the proper repository, no more is 
then demanded to make out the affirmative of the issue, 
than evidence of identity. 

In  this case, evidence, tending not only to establish the 
identity of the defendant's intestate with the individual 
named as one of the obligors, but to establish the actual 
execution of the instrument by him, was given. And 
this was done where the defendant had not ventured to 
say that he disbelieved the fact of execution by his intes- 
tate, nor that he doubted of it, but only that he was not 
personally cognizant of the facts. The remaining inquiry 
on the trial of the issue, was as to the contents of the band, 
and we are of opinion, that, for that purpose, the letter of 
the clerk, containing an abstriict of the bond, was compe- 
tent evidence. When the suhjcct of investigation is the 
occurrenve of certain supposed ma iters, in relation to . . 
which a witness professes to possess personal knowledge, 
he must testify fully to the best of his recollection. To 
bring back any forgotten circutnstance, to restore a broken 
link of recollection, to refresh his memory, he may be 
allowed the aid of a former memorandum; but if, after 
this help, he obtains no remembrance of fidcts, distinct from 
the memorandum, he is not adrr~itted to testify to them. 
If that which is offered to refresh his memory, be, itself, 
proper testirnony, i t  is better than any statement he can 
make, founded solely upon it ; and if it be not, as generally 
it is not, because not given under the solemn sanction of an  
oath, publicly in court, and with the securities for truth 
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DECEMBER, presented by a cross-examination, it does not become so by 
1835. 

being then narrated by the witness. I t  is obvious, that 
KELLo the court below, in rejecting the letter, acted upon this rule 

u. 
MAGET. of evidence. Hut, to us it appears, that this rule does not - .  

apply where there is no question as to facts, originally 
entrusted to memory, and afterwards obliterated by time, 
but where the question simply is, as to the contents of a 
written paper, once existing, but since destroyed. Beyond 
doubt, a copy, verified in court by the oath of the copyist, 
to have been taken by himseif from the original, would be 
more deserving of reliance, and thereforc of higher dignity 
in the scale of evidence than his recollection of the con- 
tents. I n  either case, he pretends not to testify to facts, 
either as an  eye or ear-witness of them, but to declare only 
what the document testified ; to give, in the absence of the 
original, a faithful resemblance of it, and the copy, which 
was written with the original before him, is better than 
that which he is then to make out from memory. I n  the 
former, there is less danger of error. The impression is 
there made in durable and unchangeable characters, 
while in the latter it is faint and evanescent, and in a 
measure, a t  least, taken from the farmer. I n  both, our 
reliance for fidelity of resemblance lnust be placed upon the 
oath of him from whom each alike proceeds. If  a full 
written copy be preferred to aprofessed full recollection, 
the same preference is due to an  abstract or a copy in part, 
over a professed remembrance to the same extent. T h e  
former, so far as it goes, has the same superior advantages 
of durability and unchangeableness over frail memory, and 
is equally verified by the oath of the witness. I t  should be 
exhibited to him, not as an aid to his memory, for so far 
as it goes, it is more worthy of confidence than his 
memory, but for the purpose of being authenticated b y  
him, as having been faithfully taken. If  his memory 
extend beyond what is given in the abstract, then the 
former may be resorted to, not as more certain, but as 
more full,,to supply the deficiencies of the latter. This 
order in the rank of evidence is distinctly recognised by 
Mr. Starkie, in speaking as to the proof of lost deeds. 
Stark. Ev. 341. " After proof of the due execution of the 
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original, the contents should be proved by  means of a DECEXEER, 
1535. countmpurt, if there be one, for this is the next best evi- 

dence, and it seems that no evidence of a mere copy is Ky 
admissible, until proof has been given that the counterpart MAGET. 
cannot be produced, althoug!~ such counterpart was not 
stamped. If there be no counterpart, a copy may be 
proved in evidence by any witness who knows that it is a 
copy, from having compared it with the original. If there 
be no copy, the party may produce an ahstmct, or give in 
evidence a deed executed by the adversary, i n  which the 
instrument is recited, or even g i ~  e par01 evidence of the 
contents of a deed." 

It is the opinion of thiscourt that the decree of dismission 
be reversed, and the verdict of the jury set aside ; and that 
the court below should order an alias venire issue to try the 
matters of fact controverted in the cause, nhich it cannot 
satisfactorily ascertain without the aid of a jury. 

Decree reversed and new 
trial ordered. 

DEN ex dem, of WILLIAM HURLEY v. HARDY MORGAN. 

The  nleaning oF a deed as to ~~-1la t  land it covers, is a question of Ixw to be 
decided by the court. W h n t  xrc the ter~rtiui  of the li l~cs are points of con- 
struction; whe1.e thpy are, qucstiol~s of f x t .  Tllcreforc, it was  Acld to be 
error for the judge to instruct the ,jr:ry, tililt, wllcrc thcre x7as an irrecon- 
c i l~b le  d i~~e rencc  kin-een a uainrd  boundary and a marked linc, it \<-as 
znatter of evidence, and not of con.lruction. 

As a geueral rule. in questions of honnhry,  a natural object has a preference 
over ~nariied limes or corners, and mill control t l~crn when the natural object 
is of such a nature as cannot easily br mistillten by tile parties, either in name 
or situation, as in the case of a river 01. crecli. But the reason of this rule 
does not apply to very small streams, which either have no names, or hare  
formerly had a dil"ffrcnt n a ~ n e  from that xhich they non- bear. With 
respect to t!lese, it is open to evidencc zohich s t r e i m  the partics meant by 
a par t icul~r  name; and the jury, if satisfied of the fact, from proof of 
posscs&n or the like, may fi:id a stream to be the one meant, although 
not the one bearing the name mentioned in  the deed. 

THIS was an action of EJCCTJIEXT brought to recover 
the pnssession of a tract of land ; and upon the trial a t  
Davidson on the last Spring Circuit bzfore his Honor Judge 
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DECFMBER, MARTIN, the lessor of the plaintiff produced the following 
1835. 

evidence of title to the land mentioned in his declaration. 
I n  July, 1774, a grant issued to Charles Thompson for 

U. 

MORGAN. one hundred acres of land, described as 6 c  beginning at a 
stake anlong three small hickory saplings, pointers, stand- 
ing on the north-east side of Barnes' Creek, at  the mouth 
of the Rocky Eranch, thence N. 10" E. 127 poles to a t)li~ck 
oak, then N. 80" W. 127 poles ro a pine, then S. 10" W. 
127 poles, then 8. 80" E. 127 poles to the beginning. The 
plat annexed to the p a n t ,  and signed by James Cotton as 
surveyor, reversed the east and west lines of the grant, so 
that by the calls of the grant the land lay on the west side 
of Barnes' Creek, but according to the plat it woultl lie on 
the east side of that creek, the general course of which is 
nearly south. The  warrant of survey upon which the 
grant issued bore date in 1772, and directed the survey to 
be made on the mouth of the Rocky Branch of Barnes9 
Creek. Thompson conveyed to James Cotton (the sur- 
veyor) in October, 1'774, describing the lard as i t  was 
described in the grant, with the following additional , 
particulars, to wit : " including the plantation and mill 
whereon I now live." FI-0111 Cotton a regular and con- 
nected chain of conveyances was shown down to the 
plaintiff? in each of which deeds the same bonntlary was 
called for as that contained in the original grant. The 
dates of the mesne conveynnces from Cotton to the lessor 
of the plaintiff were 1786, 1'789, 1817, and 1826. 

I t  appeared from the evidence that the Rocky Branch 
entered into Barnes' Creek about one-fourth of a ntile 
north of the northern line of the land claimed I)y the 
plaintiff's lessor. I t  appeared also, that Charles Thompson, 
before his conveyance to Cotton in 1774, had built a mill, 
erected a dwelling-house, and cleared a plantation on the 
land now claimed ; and that a continued possession of the 
plantation had been maintained by the plaintiff's lessor, 
and those under whom he claimed, until o short time before 
the entry and possession of the defendant. The  mill had 
decayed and disappeared many years ago. 

It did not appear that a mark was found upon any 
tree corresponding in age with the date of the survey, or 
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the grant, but i t  was shown that a survey had been made DECEMBER* 
1835. 

thirty-one or thirty-two years before this suit was brought, --- 
HUKLEY 

the object of which was to find vacant land; and at  that w. 
time a white oak, now insisted on as the tliird corner from M Q W ~  

the beginning, of the original survey, had then marks as a 
corner of considerable age upon it. I t  was also shown 
that the white oak had been since killed by fire; that a 
red oak was found marked as a corner a t  the place claimed 
by the plaintiff's lessor as the first corner from the begin- 
ning. At  the second corner from the beginning there was 
a post-oidr which either had been behre, or  was then 
marked as a corner, when one of the conveyances, under 
which the lessor of the plaintiff clairned, to wit, that of 
1817, was made, as it appeared that the land now claimed 
was run fijr thi: purpose of making that deed. After 
o%lring some other evidence tending to establish one of the 
corners, the plaintiff's lessor produced two grants for lands 
~djoining that now clailried, and calling for the lines of the 
tract as claimed by him; one issued in the year 1791, and 
calling for the third and fourth lines; the other in 1801, 
calling for, and proved to have been run according to, one 
of the lines now contended for. A grant was also shown, 
of a tract of land, to James Cotton (the surveyor of the 
land granted to Thompson), which was issued upon a 
survey made by Cotton himself in 1'772, about six tnonths 
after his survey for Thompson ; and according to the calls 
of that grant, nearly the whole of the land granted to 
Thompson would be included in it, if the beginning of 
Thompson's tract were at  the mouth of the Rocky Branch. 

If  the nlouth of the Rocky Branch be the beginning of 
the grant to Thompson, the land in dispute was not 
within the boundaries of it. I f  the courses and distances 
set forth in the grant be followed, the land in dispute 
would not be covered by them, although the beginning be 
lower down the creek than the mouth of Rocky Branch, 
and be where  plaintiff"^ lessor contended it was. The  suit 
was commenced in  18.29, and a continued possession by 
the plaintiff's lessor, and those under whom he claimed, of 
fifty-six years, was proved. 

A plat explanatory of the case was made part of it, and 
i s  represented by the annexed diagram. 
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DECRYBF.R, His Honor, upon this evidence, instructed the jury, 
1835. - " that by construction no preference was given to a natural 

HURLEY 
D .  

boundary over a marked line; but n l ~ e r e  there was in the 
MORGAN. grant a double descript~on by natural t~oundary and 

marked hne, i t  was 3. question of e~ idence  to the jury, 
uhe re  the two were variant and irreconcilable; and in 
such a case they must decide n h ~ c l i  boundary would 
include the land intended to bc granted. The course and 
distance in the grant must he fdlaned,  unless there v a s  a - 
line run and trees marked by the surveyor nhen the land 
was surveyed for the grant. A plat tariant  from the 
courses in a grant, would not control ~ t . "  

He also charged, that a grant was presumed to have 
been issucd for land after thirty years possession; but that 
suc!~ presurt?iption, e\en after a longer possession, might be 
repelled by evidence to the contrary. That in this case 
the presumption was opposed by the a ~ e r n v n t s  of the 
plaintiff's lessor, that the grant and mesne conteyances 
under which he claimed, covered the land in d~spute. 
Tha t  the jury must decide between the presumption of a 
grant from the length of p s e s s i o n ,  and the evidence 
adduced by the plaintiff himself tending to repel it, whether 
in  fact a grant e t e r  did issue. If  no grant could be pre- 
sumed, and the 1,ind in dispute was not included in the 
grant and conveyances prorlured by the plaintiff's lessor, 
thc j w y  mere d i~ected  to find far the defendant: but 
o thers~ isc to ficd for the plaintiK f. verdict was returned 
for the  plaint~ff, and a n:otioil for a new trial \mi; siit!- 

mitted by the defendant on the ground that the judge hat1 
erred in ins:ructing the jury that it was matter of evidence 
and not of construction, where an  irreconcilable difkrence 
existed between a natural boundary and a marked line: 
whereas, they should have been told that a natural 
boundary had a preference as a matter of law over a 
marked line. His Honor admitted the error, and would 
have granted a new trial, but it was agreed by the parties 
that, in order to have the questions growing out of the 
case as stated above, settled by the Supreme Court, the 
the new trial should be refused; upon which being done, 
the defendant appealed 
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DIAGRAM. 

I n  the dizgram, the land chimed by the plaintiff is represented by A. B. E. F. 
The  land, accordmg to the courses and distances of plaintiff's t~tle-deeds is represented 

by A. B. C. D. 
I f  run off from the mouth of the Rocky Branch, the land will be represented by K. L. 

M. N., or I(. L. P. O., according as the East and West courses are assumed. 
G. H. I. J. represents the tract, if the beginning be opposite the mouth of a small 

branch, near which plaintiff alleges the corner to be, 
Q. R. S. T. represents the land granted to James Cotton, upon his own survey, in the 

year 1772. 
W. X. Y. Z. 1s a copy of the plat annexed to Charles Thnmpson's grant. 
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D E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  Nnsii, for the defendant. 

HUKLEY il/lt!nclenhc~ll, contra. 
D. 

M O R ~ ~ ~ .  RUFFIN, Chief Justice.-We concur in the opinion 
expressed by his Honor,that he erred i n  l~avingtheconstruc- 
tion of the patent to the jury, to be decided by them upon 
the evidence. The meaning of n deed as to what land it 
covers, or as to what estate i t  conveys, is equally a ques- 
tion of law, and therefore is to be decided by the Court. 
What are the temziniof the lines, are points ofconstruction; 
where they are, questions of fact. These observations are  
found in so many cases as to be familiar, without particu- 
lar  references. 

From the manner i n  which the case is stated, the Court 
supposes that the ot)ject of the appeal was not alone to 
obtain a new trial, but also an opinion upon the points on 
w h ~ c h  the next trial is expected to turn. So far as they 
relate to matters of law, we will give it. 

W e  I~kewise think, that where a natural boundary is 
called for, and marked lines found, (especially if they be 
not called for as found,) the natural object, as the most 
conspicoous, certain, and permanent, not subject to altera- 
tion or  destruction, is the most essential part of the descrip- 
tion, and Inore perfectly identifies the land, than any other. 
I t  has indeed been held, that \\here trees, as well as natu- 
ral boundary, are called for in the deed, and the trees are 
found and identified, they cannot control the other call, 
but must yield to it, as in Sandifer v. Foster, 1 Hay. Rep. 
237, and I~cwris  v. Powell, 2 Hay. Rep. 349. As a gene- 
ral  rule, we assent to the doctrine of those cases. There 
the natural objects, called for, were a creek and a river; 
about which the parties can scarcely be under a mistake, 
as to their situation or name. But the same reason does 
not apply to very small streams, which have no name, or 
may be hnown by different names, at  a remote and recent 
period ; and in such a case-of which the present seems to , 
be, probably, a strong example,-me have no doubt, it is 
open to proof upon direct evidence, that two brunches have 
borne the same name ; or upon circumstances of possession 
and ahe like, that the parties have mistaken the name of the 
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particular one, which they intended to make an  abnttal of DE$!,"""BR, . . 1 b35. 
the land. Under such circumstances, it IS a proper - 

~ ~ U R L E Y  instruction to the jury, that they must inquire which stream v. 
the parties call, for instance, $' the Rocky Rranch ;" and MOKGAN. 

that the one thus meant is the Rocky Branch, which is the 
true terminus. The opinion of Judge HENDERSON, in the 
case of Cfterry v. Slade, 3 Muph. Rep. 82-96, exhibits our 
views fully ; and the doctrine was practically asserted in 
the case of i r  The Cut-tnilcmd ~kf~ndow Brunch," which is 
mentioned by him, and was familiar to the profession, who 
were in practice twenty-five years ago. In  the present 
case, there appears upon the map to be no less than six 
small streatns emptying into the creek within less than a 
mile, and but one of then) is now known by the particular 
name mentioned in the deed. But the possession talren by 
Thompson, the grantee, even before the grant issued, and 
his building a dwelling-house and mill ; his conveying to 
Cotton, (who made the survey for him,) in October, 1774, 
(three months after the date of the patent,) by the same 
description, with the addition " including the plantation 
whereon I now live, with my rnills and improvements, and 
being a tract or parcel of land granted to me by his n~ajes- 
ty's letters-patent, bearing d'ite, &c. ;" the possession taken 
by Cotton, and continued by him, and those clairr~ing under 
him, for fifiy-six years; the reputation of the bountlaries 
according to known and visible objects, rccognised and 
called for as such, upwards of forty years, in conveyances 
of adjacent tracts of land, altogether forn~ a chain of con- 
currinq circumstances, the force of which, it would seem, 
that nothing could repel; and which, if not repelled, estab- 
lish the branch, near which the survey, as claimed by the 
plaintiff's lessor began, to be that called for as " the Rocky 
Branch." The naked possession would almost prove it, 
did it stand alone; hut when supported by the other facts, 
i t  seems to be put beyond a queslion. The same circurn- 
stances, together with the form ofthe plat,and the marked 
trees, show that the calls of the patent for courses, reverse 
the courses actually run; and under that class of cases, of 
which Person v. Roundtree, (cited in Brarlford v. HdI, 1 
Hay. Rep. 22,) is the leading one, the patentee may 1,old 
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DECEMBER* the land actually surveyed. I t  is true, the plat cannot 12335. - control, of itself, the words of the body of the grant, but i t  
I~UKLLY . 

V. 
IS by law, annexed to tR: grant, and always referred to 

MORGAN. therein, as being annexed. When, therefore, it appears 
from it ,  that the land surveyed is on the east side of the 
first line, it is a circumstance, with others, from kthich it 
may be inferred, that, in the certificate of the courses, the 
surveyor reversed them by mistake, so as to transpose the 
land, and place i t  on the west side of that line. 

The  Court is therefore very reluctant to set aside a 
verdict, which appears to us to be so just, that one to the 
contrary can never be expected from any j~t ry .  But as 
the Superior Court did, in our opinion, err, and the defen- 
dant insists on not being bound by the verdict, we cannot 
withhold a right which strictly belongs to him; for we 
cannot tell upon what ground the jury found, and the point 
on which we think they ought to hare found for ihe plain- 
tiff, involves an inquiry of fact, on mhich this Court cannot 
anticipate their opinion. 

~~~~t~ This result renders it unneceesary than an opinion should 
who lblsists be given ulmn the views entertained by his Honor, upon 
on a trial, 
thst a par- the subject of the presumption of conveyances. Lest they 
ticulardeed should be deen~ed those of this Court, however, u e  cannot vests the ti- 
tle in im, torhear from expressing, in general terms, our dissent from 
is not there- 
by preclud- them. JVe deem it entirely incorrect to hold that a party, 
ed.ataier who upon the trial ofa  cause, i n  which he asserts a title to 
by may of 
estoppel or the th111.g i n  dispute, offers iin a ) - p n e n t ,  that a particular 
Prenump- deed vested the title in h ~ m ,  is precluded, either by way of 
t ~ ~ n ,  !?om 
contendmg estoppel or presurnpt~on, from insist~ng that another deed 
that ano- 
ther deed 

S I I O W I I  i n  evidence or presurr~ed, did thus vest it.  The  
is to be ground and nature of the presurnp~ion was, we think, inis- 
presumed 
in taken hy his Honor. I t  is indeed a presumptron of fact, to 
vour. be dzduced by the jury ; but i t  is deduced upon legal prin- 

ciples, and niny properly be found, and in many cases 
may pro- 
perly, and ought to be found, although the jury and Court may be 
in many satisfied that it never was in fact made; and the Court may 
ought to be advise the jury in proper cases, that reason and the law 
found upon 
presump- requires them to make it, unless the contrary be proved, in 
tion, al- the same manner that they are instructed that killing under 
though the 
jury alld certain circumstances, is a killing zoithmalice, or that they 
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C A S E S  
ARGUED AND DETERMINED 

T H E  S U P R E M E  C O U R T  

N O R T H  C A R O L I N A .  

,TUNE TERM, 1836. 

FREDERICK STEED v. DANIEL M'RAE. 

The forfeiture impozed upon an overseer by the act of 1741 (Rev. cK 35, sec. 
22,) for leaving his employer's service during the time for which he was 
employed, does not attach to a case where by the stipulations of the parties, 
the overseer may leave, or the defendant may discharge him, at pleasure. 

A contract for service as an overseer, in which it is stipulated that the over- 
seer may leave his employer's service, or the employer may discharge the 
overseer, at pleasure, will be construed, soas to give tlle overseer apro rat5 

compensation during the time he may serve. 

THIS was an action of ASSUMPSIT brought by the plain- JUNZ, 1836. 

tiff to recover the value of a share of the crop raised, in 
the year 1832, upon the defendant's Fdrm, where the 
plaintiff was employed as overseer. Upon the trial at 
Montgomery, on the last circuit, before his Honor Judge 
Nonwoon, it appeared that the plaintiff had contracted 
with the defendant to serve him as overseer, during the 
year 183'2, for which defendant was to pay him one hun- 
dred and twenty-five dollars, or a certain share of the 
crop, at  the election of the plaintiff; and it was stipulated 
between the parties, that either of them might put an end 
to the contract a t  any time he might think proper, viz., 
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J " ~ e 3  - I836, that the plaintiff might leave the defendant's employ, o r  
S'E@D the defendant might discharge the plaintiff, a t  pleasure, 

v. 
M ' K ~ ~ .  I t  appeared further, that the plaintiff commenced his 

services as overseer on the first day of January of that 
year, and that he remained upon the farm until the crop 
had been made, housed, and ready for market; but on the 
15th of December, he apprised the defendant of his inten- 
tion to leave his service, and accordingly did leave before 
the end of the year. There was also some evidence 
showing that the defendant had another farm at  which he 
had one Duncan M6Rae as overseer, and that the handson 
the two farms were sometimes seen exchanging work. 
Upon this testimony, the defendant's coun:el contended 
lst ,  That the plaintiff was barred from recovery by the 
act  of 1741 (RED.  C/L. 35, sec. 22,) ; and 2dly, That there 
was no contract between the defendant and plaintiff only, 
but that the contract was with the two overseers jointly 
as partners. His Honor overruled the first objection, and 
charged the jury that there was no evidence to support 
the second; whereupon a verdict was rendered for the 
plaintiff; and the defendant appealed. 

No counsel appeared for the defendant. 

JIendenhall, for the plaintiff. 

DANIEL, Judge.-The act of 1741 (Rev, ch. 35, see. 22), 
declares, that if an overseer shall depart from the service 
of his employer before the time mentioned in his agree- 
ment or contract shall be expired, he shall for such offence 
forfeit his right and title to his wages or share of' the 
produce. The plaintif in this case did leave the service 
of the defendant about fifteen days before the end of the 
year, during which he hod contracted to act as overseer. 
But i t  was stipulated by the parties to the agreement, that 
the plaintiff might leave the defendant's ernplop, or the 
defendant might discharge the plaintiff, when either of 
them saw proper to do so; therefore the forfeiture under 
the act of 1741, was not incurred by the plaintiff's leaving 
the defedant's farm before the expiration of the year. 
The forfeiture seems to have been guarded against by the 
very terms of the contract. The case does not state what 



was to be the effect, provided the overseer left the farm J ~ w  1336. 

before the expiration of the year : it is obscure on this SI.FFD 

point. W e  do not, however, discover any understanding M&AE, 

between the parties that the overseer should abandon or 
relinquish his claim for services in that event. W e  are 
induced to construe the contract (as we gather i t  from the 
case) to be, that the overseer might leave the farm, or his 
employer might discharge him, at  any tims during the 
year, upon a pra rnta satisfaction for the time he should 
continue. A dtfferent construction would have enabled 
the defendant to discharge the plaintiff nhen the principal 
part of the labour was over, and so rescind the express 
contract, and avoid any liability under it, which would be 
manifestly unjust. 

The  second objection taken to the plaintiff's recovery, 
viz., that the contract was made by the defendant with the 
plaintiff jointly with Duncan >%*Rae, the other overseer, 
or with them as partners, has not a particle of evidence to 
support i t  ; and the Judge was authorised to inform the 
jury in his charge, that there was no evidence in the case 
upon that point. The judgment must be afiirmed. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 

GEORGE A. GRAY v. NATHAN 0. BOWLS 

The obligation of a bond for the forthcommg of property, 1s only that the 
property shall be delnered to the officer at the t m e  designated, and not 
that the eyecut1011 shall be satisfied; and therefore, lf a surety to the forth- 
comng bond before ~t 1s forfe~ted, discharges the executlon mlthout the 
request of his plnclpal, such surety cannot maintam an act~on agamst hls 
principal for money expended for the lattel's use, aithough by the payment 
of the money In satlsfactlon of the executlon, the bond v a s  discharged. 

THIS was an action of AS~UMPSIT, tried a t  Rlecklenberg, 
on the last Circuit, before his Honor Judge STRANGE. 
Upon the trial it appeared in evidence, that the defendant 
had in hir possession, and claimed title to a slave, which 
was levied on under an execution against another person, 
Being about to remove to the west, he at first intimated an 
intention to pay OR this cx~,cution, a i d  take the wgro n i t 5  
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JUNE, 1836. him. The plaintiff, to enable him to execute this intention, 
GUY offered to lend him the money, but the defendant declined 

ti. 

B ~ ~ ~ ~ .  the offer, declaring then his determination to execute a 
forthcoming bond to the officer, carry away the negro, and 
suffer the bond to become absolute. The piaintiti, upon 
this declaration, joined the defendant as a surety in a 
forthcoming bond, and before the day appointed for the 
forthcoming of the property, paid off the execution, and 
then sued the defendant fix the money so paid, as having 
been expended for his use, and a t  his instance and request. 

The plaintiff's counsel contended, first, that there was 
evidence from which the jury might infer an express 
promise of indemnity. And, secondly, that if the jury 
were not satisfied of any such express agreement, yet, if 
in point of fact, the plaintiff had paid the money, and the 
bond had been forfeited, the plaintiff being responsible, 
and liable to be compelled to pay by suit, the law implied 
a promise of indemnity on the part of the defendant, 
although the plaintiff had not awaited the issue of legal 
compulsion. His Honor left the case to the jury oi? the 
first point, to find an express promise of indemnity, if the 
evidence should satiscy them that it was in fact made; and 
charged them, upon the second point, that although the 
money was paid before the forfeiture of the bond, yet if it 
was in fact paid upon an anticipated liability which in the 
event did fall upon the plaintiff previously to bringing his 
action, he was entitled to recover ;" but that if there was 
an understanding between the plaintiff and defendant, 
that the money was not to be paid, except at  the end of 
a lawsuit, the plaintiff could not, by advancing his money, 
entitle himself to recover of the defendant. The jury 
returned a verdict for the plaintiff; and the defendant 
appealed. 

No counsel appeared for the plaintiff' in this Court. 

D. F. Caldzuell, for the defendant contended;- 
1st. That there was no evidence i n  relation to an express 

promise of i n d ~ m n ~ t y ,  and that the Judge should have so 
instructed the jury: that the charge was calculated to 
mislead them ; for the consideration being pilst, an express 
promise or a previous request should have been proved. 
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2d. That no man has a right to make himself the creditor J u ~  1836. 

of another without his consent or against his will. GRAY 

GI-eg0r.y v. Hooker's Admr. 1 Hawkq, 394. 2 Stark. Ev. Bo:Ls, 
101, 102. Stokes v. Lewis, 1 Term Rep. 20. Chitty on 
Con. 178. 13, 14. In the case of a dishonoured bill after 
its protest, a friend may pay for the honour of the drawer, 
but this is an exception, and perliaps the only exception to 
the general rule. 

GASTON, Judge.-We regret that this case has not been 
argued on the part of the plaintiff, as possibly that argu- 
ment might have enabled us to see i t  in other lights 
than those cast upon i t  by our unaidrd rrflcctions. It 
seems to us, that the instructions given to the jury were 
erroneous. (His Honor here stated briefly the facts of the 
case as above, and proceeded :-) 

W e  can discover in the case no evidence of any express 
contract between the plaintiff and the defendant, and so we 
think the jury should have been instructed. There is 
indeed evidence of an implied contract. As the plaintiff 
executed the forthcoming bond as surety for the defen- 
dant, the law implies that the defendant engaged to indem- 
nify the plaintiffagainst the responsibility thereby incurred. 
But it implies no further promise. According to our law 
(act of 1807, Rev. ch. 751 ,) the sole object of the forth- 
coming bond is the indemnity of the officer, who after 
delivery of the property remains liable to the plaintiff in 
execution, in all respects as though he had retained it in 
his hands. By the bond no obligation is imposed to pay 
off the execution. If, indeed, the defendant in the execu- 
tion, or any other person should pay it off, the bond is 
necessarily extinguished, because it is given for 6 6  the 
forthcoming of the property to answer the said execution 
or process." When another than the defendant in the 
execution satisfies it, the money is paid to the use of such 
defendant, and not to that of the obligors. But even as 
against him an action cannot be maintained unless i t  
appear that the payment was at  his request, express or 
implied. 

Had the bond in this case become absolute there would 
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Juxe91A36, -- then have been room for the question on which the J u d g  
G ~ a r  charged the jury, whether the plaintiff could rightfully 
v. 

B ~ ~ ~ . ~ .  sati*fy the damages thereby incurred before the amount 
A -nrcty. had been ascertained by a judlcial decision. I t  is not 
wbose ob!i- 
gation to necessary for us to pass upon it, though we presume the 
PJ-Y h ~ s  be- general rule to be, as the Judge understood it, that when 
corm abbo. 
lute by the the cngagernent of the surety has become absolute by the 
dehult of deraul t of his principal, he may pay without awaiting a 
his prmci. 
pal, mlv  suit, and what is thus paid, if it exceed not his legal liabi- 
pdyto the lity, will be regarded as expended for the use, and a t  the 
extent of 
his h l b l ~ l t ~  instance and request of his principal. But here the plain- 
w1tciout 
suit, and tiff advanced what the defendant had not engaged to pay. 
the 1llolley Whether the defendant intended to contest the liability of 
so paid 
lVlll be rc- the slave to the execution, or contemplated that the judg- 
g ~ r d c d a s  ment debtor, or some one on his behalf would satisfy the 
expended 
:or the use, judgment, or whatever [night be his purpose for preferring 
and at the to give a forthcoming bond, he chose to incur the liability 
inst lnce of 
hisprinci- attached to that bond; and the plaintiff, a t  his instance 
p'l!. and request, also incurred the same liability. The plaintiff 

has sustained no loss and paid no money because of that 
liability. W e  feel ourselves bound, then, to say, that the 
money expended under the circumstances of this case, 
was not money expended for the use, nor a t  the request of 
the defendant. The judgment is reversed with costs, and 
an dins venire must be awarded. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment reversed. 

ROLAND DUNCAN v. WILLIA,M STALCUP. 

In the action of trespass vi et arnzis, for the destruction o( or injury to chat- 
tels, the jury are not restricted in their assessment of damages to the mere 
pecuniary loss sustained by the plaintiff, but may award damages for the 
malicious conduct of the defendant, and the degree of insult with which 
the trespass was committed. 

THIS was an action of TRESPASS vi ET ARMIS, for shoot- 
ing the plaintiff's dogs and cattle, killing his horses and 
hogs, and burning his stables and fodder stacks. 

On the trial, before his Honor Judge STRANGE, a t  
Burke. on the last Circuit, the p la in t3  having proved his 
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case, the jury were instructed, that in assessing damages, JLT 1936. 

they were not restricted to the actual value of the property nuxcav 
destroyed, but might in their discretion award  vindictive STAE;LP. 
damages. A verdict being returned in favour of the 
plaintiff for five hundred dollars damages, the defendant 
moved for a new trial, upon the ground that  the jury 
should have been directed to limit the damages to the 
actual illjury which the plaintiff had sus~a ined ,  and in- 
structed that  they were not a t  liberty to give vindictive 
damages. T h e  rule for a new trial was discharged, and 
the defendant appealed. 

Caldwell, for the plaintiff. 

Pearson ,  for the defendant. 

DANIEL, Judge.-The defendant moved for a new trial, 
because the Judge  had charged the jury, that  they might 
give vindictive darnages, under all the circumstances, 
when in l aw he should have directed the jury, that  the 
damages should be restricted to the actual injury which 
the plaintiff' had sustained. T h e  counsel for the defendant 
now contends, that the case contains no circumstances to  
show that  vindictive damages should be given ; that  the 
rule for damages is a matter of law, and if the Judge  mis- 
takes it, it is a cause for a new trial. H e  says that  the  
rule for damages in trespass on property, when it is 
destroyed, is the value of the property, and the inconve- 
nience of the plaintiff by the destruction a t  the time. 

I n  looking into the boolis, we  find the rule in this action 
to be, that the jury a r e  not restricted in their assessment 
of damages to the amount of the m w e  pecuniary loss 
sustained by the plaintiff, but may award  d a n ~ a g e s  in 
respect of the malicious conduct of the defendant, and the 
degree of insult with which the  trespass mas committed. 
T h e  plaintiff is a t  liberty to give in evidence the circurn- 
stances which accompany and give character to the tres- 
pass. 2 Stark. Ev. 813. In  trespass qunre clausum fregit, 
the jury a re  not confined to the precise value of the sub- 
ject-matter of damages, although they a re  not allowed to 
go  out  of the w a y  to a n  unreasonable amount. Cox v. 
Dugdale, 12 Price, 708. Merest v. Hnruey, 5 Taunt .  
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JUNE, le36. 442; 1 Eng. Com. Law Rep. 150. In  trespass to the 
DUACAN person, the jury are permitted to punish insult by exem- 
STALUP. plary damages. (Merest v. Harvey.) In Woert v. Jenkins, 

14 John. Rep. 352, it was held, that in an action of tres- 
pass for beating the plaintiff's horse to death, the jury 
might give damages beyond the value of the horse, or 
smart money, there being proof of great and wanton cru- 
elty on the part of the defendant. In the case now before 
the Court, it is scarccly possible that the trespasses com- 
plained of could have been committed without wanton 
malice and insult. If, in truth, the circumstances attend- 
ing them were such as to render the instruction of the 
Judge, which was prima facie correct, inapplicable, then 
the defendant who excepts to the instruction, should have 
had those circumstances so spread upon the record, as to 
enable us to see that error was committed. The judgment 
must be affirmed. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 

DOE ex dem. DENNIS IXGRAM v .  CHRISTOPIIER WATKNS, 
et al. 

T o  impeach the credibility of witness by proving that he swore differently 
as to a particular fact on a former trial, it is not necessary that the im- 
peaching witness should be able to state all that the impeached witness 
then deposed. I t  is sufficient if he is able to prove the repugnancy as to 
the particular fact, with regard to which it is alleged to exist. 

The fact of a witness's being interested in the matter in disputc, must be 
shown only in the mode in which other controverted facts arc to be proved. 
Therefore the declarations of the witness not on oath, nor in the presence 
of the party against whom they are offered, with respect to his interest in 
the subject-matter of the suit, cannot be given in evidence. 

The  reception of improper testimony will not be a ground for a new trial, if the 
only effect of such testimony can be to remove or weaken improper testi- 
mony introduced on the other side. A judgment will not be reversed for 
inadvertencies or mistakes which did not and could not affect the rights of 
him who complains of them. 

THIS was an action of EJECTMENT, on the trial of which, 
a t  Anson, on the last Circuit, before his Honor Judge 
NORWOOD, it became important to establish the boundary 
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of the grant under which the plaintiff's lessor claimed. JUNE, 1836. - 
The defendant had introduced the deposition of one Joseph I,,,,, 
Colson, who stated that his father, under whom the defen- v. 

WATKINS. 
dants set up title to the land in dispute, had claimed a cer- 
tain house, as being upon his land, but had never lived in it ; 
and the plaintiff, to discredit this witness, proposed to show 
that on a former trial between the same parties, he had 
sworn that his father claimed and occupied the house in 
question. The defendant's counsel objected to the testi- 
mony thus offered, unless the witness by whom it was 
proposed to be given, could undertake to state in substance 
the whole of the evidence given in by the impeached wit- 
ness on the former trial, which he admitted he was unable 
to do. The Court overruled the objection, and the witness 
was examined as to that point. 

The plaintiff then introduced another witness, one John 
Hough, to prove the line claimed by him. For the pur- 
pose of assailing the credibility of this witness before the 
jury, the defendants produced several witnesses, who testi- 
fied to declarations of Hough, that, if the plaintiff recover- 
ed, he was to have half the land. T o  explain this, the 
plaintiff recalled Hough, who stated that his declarations 
had reference to another tract of land, which he had 
entered, and which the plaintiff had assisted him in sur- 
veying. And in  order to strengthen this witness's testi- 
mony upon this point, the plaintiff called one Edwin 
Ingram to prove another and distinct conversation between 
Hough and the witness Ingram, in which Hough stated 
that he had discovered vacant land ; and that he and the 
plaintiff, in consideration of the plaintiff's sen  wes, ' were 
to divide it equally between them. T o  this evidence of 
the declarations, the defendant objected, but the Court 
received it, upon the ground that the plaintiff had a right 
to give the declarations of Hough as to what he had stated 
at a different timeon the same subject, before the bringing 
of the suit. A verdict was returned for the plainti&; and 
the defendant appealed. 

Mendenhall, for the plaintiff. 

No counsel appeared for the defendant.. 
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Juhsv1836. GASTON, Judge.-The errors assigned in this case, are 
INGRA.II both founded on the alleged reception of improper evidence. 

w,&,, (His Honor here stated the fwts upon which the first ob- 
jection was founded, and proceeded.) The Court overruled 
the objection, and we are of opinion, overruled it properly. 

Upon the death of a witness who has been examined in 
a judicial proceeding, such examination is admissible as 
secondary evidence in a subsequent trial between the 
same parties. Here it is required that the secondary 
evidence shall be full, because it is offered as a substitute, 

A witness The testimony of the deceased witness should be placed 
will not he before the new, as the law required it to be placed before 
admltted to 
prole llllat the former triers. Both are entitled not only to the truth, 
adeceased but to the whole truth. The copy must be ascertained to 
w~tnebs  

s,,,e~oon be faithful, before it is admitted as a representative of the 
a former original. 
trial, uriless 

Besides, to receive an avowedly imperfect 
he ran account of what had been formerly testified in lieu of the 
state sub- former testimony itself, would be to encourage the party s t an td ly  
all thetes- to offer partial instead of full secondary evidence. H e  
timony of 
such dc- ~ d d  be interested to seek out such witnesses as rcmem- 
ceased ~vit-  bered only those portions of the fbrmer testimony, as made 
ness. 

in his favour. But in this case, it was the purpose of the 
plaintiff to bring the former testimony of the witness to 
the notice of the jury, not as evidence, not as a guide to 
truth, but as conflicting with the testimony given by him on 
the present trial, and thereby satisfy them that the witness 
was not a man of veracity, was undeserving of credit, and 
that his testimony should be disregarded. T o  impeach a 
witness's credit, one clear and advised contradiction in 
this respect is sufticient, since it is the rule of law, as of 
good sense, that he who falsifies himself in  one point, is 
undeserving of belief in all ; fulsus in uno falsus in omnibus. 
No more, t herelbre, of the witness's former declaration 
is necessary to be heard, than n hat is charged to be sepug- 
nant to his present statement. In all other respects, where 
a repugnance is not shown, the presumption is, that the 
respective statements were consistent. I t  is proper to 
require of the impeaching witness, that he should know 
and state all that the impeached witness said in relation to 
the matter in which the repugnancy is alleged; but it  seems 
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to  us, that  no more can be reasonably demanded. Even  JUNE, 1936. 

on a n  indictment for perjury, it is not necessary for the IXGRAX 

prosecution to prove a!i the evidence given by  the defen- w,&,, 
dan t  on the trial wherein he testified ; but it is sufficient 
to prove all the evidence given by the defendant in rela- On an in- 

dictment 
eion to the fact on which the perjury is assigned. R e a  v. for perjury, 

v. Xusley,  Ry .  b Moody's Rep.  298; 21 Eng.  Com. L a w  ~ e ~ ~ ~ , t ~ : -  

Rep. 444. I t  might be questioned in the case before us the prose- 

whether, giving entire faith to the impeaching testimony, 
i t  established the repugnancy which i t  was orered to the evi- 

dence gir- 
show: but i t  was  not so manifestly irrelevant for that 
purpose, as  to justify its rejection. I t  was, therefore, dcfenciant 

on the trial 
properly submitted to the jury. wherein he 

A s  for the other exception which is relied on as  a testified. I t  is suffi- 
ground for reversing this judgment, although w e  have no c i e n t t ~  

difficulty in saying, that a rejection of the testimony F;;T:,$-' 
excepted to would not have been error, yet  w e  a re  of dcncegiv- 

en hj- the opinion, that  its admission is cot  a n  error  of which the 
defendant has a right to conlplain. T h e  whole inquiry as  inrclation 

to the fact 
to the declarations of the witness Irlollgh, whether he had TT,,iC,l 

o r  had not an interest in the matter in dispute, seems to us the p e r j v  
1s assigned. 

to have been irregular. I t  was, indeed, competent for the 
defendant to show, with the view of impairing the weight 
of that  witness's testimony, thnt he had an interest in the 
controversy ; but  this fact ought to have been shown by  
competent evidence. The  fact of interest might have been 
established b y  the witness's own oath-or by the testi- 
mony of other witnesses-or by the admission of the 
plaintiff; but it  could be rightfully shown only in the 
mode in which other controverted facts hetween the liti- 
gant  parties a re  allowed to be shown. T h e  declarations of 
a third person, whether a witness, o r  not a witness, made 
not on oath, nor in the presence of the party against 
whom they a r e  offered, cannot be brought forward by  
either plaintiff o r  defendant as  evidence of the truth of 
the matters so declared. T h e  first great safeguard which 
the l a w  provides for the ascertainment of truth, consists in 
requiring all evidence of facts to be given in under the 
sanction of an oath. W e  find no exception, when the fact 
to  be shown is the interest of a witness in the subject of  
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JUNE, 1836. dispute. Now this improper inquiry was commenced by 
INGRAY the defendant, and the irregularity complained of, did not 

Wn:;INs, extend to nor affect any other inquiry. If the testimony 
to which he excepts had any weight with the jury, it 
could have operated only to remove or weaken the im- 
pression produced by the testimony which the defendant 
had given of the witness's declarations. But this impres- 
sion itself was altogether improper. The plaintiff might 
have required of the Court to instruct the jury to disre- 
gard those declarations altogether-to strike them out of 
the evidence. No injury was done to the defendant by 
the reception of the testimony excepted to ; and a judg- 
ment will not be reversed for inadvertencies or mistalres 
which did not and could not affect the rights of him who 
complains of them. I t  is the opinion of this Court, that 
the judgment of the Superior Court should be affirmed. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 

JOHN GIBBONS et Uxor, et al. v. JAMES DUNN. 

Where a testator bequeathed a female slave " to his wife, during her natural 
life, or widowhood," and in a subsequent clause of his will, provided that 
the slave should become the property "of my daughters A. and B., at their 
mother's death, or at the time that my son Thomas arrives at sixteen years 
of age; and her increase, if any, bcfore that time, to be equally divided 
amongst the rest of my children. I f  the widowhood of my wife should 
terminate before her natural life, Nell shall remain in this place for the 
support of my children who may live here." I t  was held, that the increase 
born after the arrival of Thomas to the age of sixteen years, but before the 
death of the widow, would belong, after the death of the widow, to A. 
and B. ; particularly as thatconstruction would harmonise with the rest of 
the will, which seemed to aim at an equal distribution of the testator's 
property among all his children. 

THIS was an action of DETINUE, brought by the plain- 
tiffs for a negro boy, by the name of Richard, tried at 
Mecklenburg, on the last Circuit, before his Honor Judge 
STRANGE. 

The plaintiffs claimed under the will of Andrew Dunn, 
deceased, the material parts of which were as follows :- 
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"I  bequeath unto my son Andrew, the tract of land J u ~ ~ , 1 8 3 6 .  

whereon he now* lives, containing three hundred and G I B ~ 3 ~ s  - 
twenty acres; also one-third part of all the pine land now ". 

DUNN. 
belonging to me; also to my said son one horse named 
Buck, and one cow now in his possession; two ploughs 
and gears, and his plantation.-I bequeath unto my 
heloved wife Mary, a suflicient maintenance out of the 
produce of this plantation whereon I now live, during her 
widowhood or natural life ; also a ncgro woman named 
Nell, and her child Esther, during the same times ; also all 
the household furniture now in my possession, except one 
corner-bupboard of ; these last mentioned articles 
to her use, during her life, then to return to my children, 
in such manner as she thinks proper to dispose of them. 
T o  my sons James and Thomas, I bequeath this tract 
of land whereon I now live of 323 acres, to be 
equally divided between them, share and share alike; 
also to my sons James and Thomas, to each one-third of 
my pine lands.-I bequeath my new wagon, with all her 
gears, cloth, &c., to my three sons, Andrew, James, and 
Thomas. I desire that two of my best horses that may be 
in my possession a t  my decease, shall be kept on this plan- 
tation for the support and use of those of my family who 
live on the plantation ; also two ploughs ; and all the neces- 
sary plantation tools in my possession, to remain on this 
place for the same use as before-mentioned. I bequeath to 
my daughter Jane, wife of John Gibbons, one bay mare 
named Diamond, and her colt ; also two cows, and all the 
household furniture now in her possession.-I bequeath to 
my daughter Elizabeth, wife to Thomas Spratt, a bay 
mare named Fearnought, two cows, and one of them yet in 
my possession; also the household furniture she got from 
me.-I bequeath to Martha one black mare named Dandy, 
her saddle, abfeatherbed and furniture, and two cows.-I 
bequeath to my daughter Mary a two year old bay filly 
named Fearnought, a saddle, featherbed and furniture ; also 
two cows.-I bequeath the negro child Esther, before- 
mentioned, with her increase, if any, to my daughters 
Martha and Mary equally, share and share alike, at  their 
mother's death. I desire that the negro woman Nell, 
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J b \ ~ . 1 3 3 F ,  before-mentioned, shall become the property of Jane Gib- 
GIBBOW bons and Betsey Spratt. before-mentioned, at their mother's 

2). 

D ~ ~ , .  death, or a t  the time that my son Thomas arrives to six- 
teen years of age ; and her increase, if any, before that 
time, to be equally divided among the rest of my children : 
and be it understood, that it is my will, that if the widow- 
hood of my wife should terminate before her natural life, 
the above-named nfpro shall remain on the place for the 
support of my children who may live here." 

At the execution of the will, the negro woman was 
about twenty years of age, and had previously borne two 
children, one of nhom had died, and the other (Esther) 
was then three or four years old. Thomas, the son of the 
testator, was, a t  the time of making the will, about seven 
years old; and arrived at the age of sixteen on the 10th 
day of January, 1812. The boy Richard was born of 
of ifell, in May, 1813 ; and Mrs. Dunn, the widow of the 
testator, died in the year 1834, before the bringing of this 
suit. The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiffs, sub- 
ject to the opinion of the Court, upon the above case. His 
Hor:or expressing himself bound by the construction put 
upon this will, by the Supreme Court, in the case of Gib- 
born and W i f e  and others v. Dunn and others, reported 
in 3 Murph. Rep. 548, set aside the verdict and directed a 
nonsuit ; from which the plaintiffs appealed. 

D. F. Cakdzcell, for the plaintiffs. 

Badger, contra. 

DANIEL, Judge.-The case referred to by the Judge 
who tried the cause in the Superior Court (Gibbons v. 
Dunn, 3 Murph. Rep. 548,) only decided the right under 
the will, of the widow of the testator in the slave Nell. It 
did not intimate any opinion as to the extentof the respec- 
tive rights of the children of the testator to the issue or 
increase of Nell. That question now comes before us for 
decision. The testator had given Nell to his wife during 
her life or widowhood. The particular clause in the will, 
out of which the dispute arises, is as follows : I desire 
the negro woman Nell shall become the property of Jane 
Gibbons and Retsey Spratt, (who were two of the testa- 
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tor's daughters) a t  their mother's rlenlh, or a t  the t i m e  my J C W  1836. 

son Thomas arrives to sixteen yews old ; and her increase, c;,,,,,, 
if any,  before that time, to be equally divided among the ,,rNS. 
rest of my children." T h e  testator left five other children, 
three sons and two daughters, in whose behalf the defen- 
dan t  resists the plaintiff's recovery. 

T h e  slave Richud ,  the son of Nell (for the recovery of 
whom this action is brought,) was born after the testator's 
son Thornas Dunn, had arrived to the age of sixteen 
years. T h e  widow of the testator being dead, the plain- 
tiffs contend, that the boy Richard, in law, comes to them 
with Nell, the mother: T h e y  say,  tie is not one of the 
increase of Neli which was intended by the 2ciII to go to 
the other children of the testator. T h e  defendant con- 
tends, that  all the incrrase of l i e 1 1  belonged to the rest of 
the children, which should be Lorn a t  any time before the 
t ~ o  events occurred, viz., the arrival of Thomas a t  the age 
of sixteen years, and the death of thc testator's widow. 
T h e r e  are  two periods of tirne marlied in the clause or  
sentence: j r s t ,  the death of the niother : and s c c o ? ~ l i y ,  the 
arrival of Thomas to the age of sixteen years. T h a t  
portion of the increase of n'ell, whivli, by the will, was 
intended to go to the rest of the ehiltlren, is to he limited, 
a s  w e  conceive, to the time that T l ~ o m n s  IPunn, the son of 
the  testator, arrived a t  the age of sixteen years. The 
relative " that time,'' in the sentence, refers to the Z C S ~  

antecedent, according to grarnnl2tical constructio~i ; n hich 
antecedent would be the time that  Thomas arrived a t  six- 
teen years. But  the intention of the testator, if clear and 
consistent with the rules of law, is to govern, ~ i i t h o u t  
regard to the grammatical construction, or whether i t  
deserves favour or not. T l ~ e l l z ~ s s o n  v. Blhordf~rd, 4 Ves. 
311 : 11 Ves. 112. Did the testator intend that more of 
the issue or increase of the slave Ncll s!lould go to the Tllcstnteof . thc tchin- " rest of the cl~iklrcn," then by a gramulatiea! construction to,,, fi,,,,ily 

the c l a u x  or  sentence would authorise? T o  ascertain the "t ' lc t imc 
oi'n~nliing 

intention, thc state of the testator's fanlily a t  the time of lii.;n.fii 

making the will, may be attended to. Otlell v. Cram, 1 I l l n -  
"- 

t i n &  t i  to 
Ball & B. 4-19; 3 Dow. 68. T h e  whole will may bc j n ~ t t l 1 1 1 ~  

I t ?  con. examined, and the state of the !)ropcrty IciokxI a t ,  if it ,tr,lctiG,,, 
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JUNE, 1836. appears on the face of the will: not de  hors, unless to  
GleBoNs explain a latent ambiguity. Page v. Leapenwell, 18 Ves. 

v. 466. Kellct v. Kellet, 1 Ball & B. 533; 3 Dow. P. C. 848. 
DUNN. 

Thewliole Following these rules to ascertain the intent, although it 
will maybe appears that the two daughters (plaintiffs) were married, 
examined, 
andthe and  would of course be provided for by  their husbands, 
state the yet  it is not to  be supposed that  the testator intended to 
property 
lookedat, if give to those two the slave Nell only, without a n y  of her 
i t  appears 
on tllc face increase which might he born before both events men- 
ofthe will: tioned in the clause had happened. T h e  time when one 
not de ham, 
unless to of the events w a s  to  happen (the arrival of Thomas to six- 
explain& teen years) was certain and fixed ; but the other, thedeath 
latent arn- 
biguity. of the mother, was  uncertain, and might be prolonged to 

such a period, that Nell would be too old to breed, and 
might be a n  expense instead of a benefit. Nell was  
twenty years old a t  the making of the will ; she then had 
t w o  children, one alive (Esther) the other dead. Thomas, 
the son of the testator, was, a t  the making of the will, only 
seven years old. Nell, probably, would have five children 
before Thomas attained sixteen years, when she would be  
twenty-nine years old, which would give one slave to each 
of the " res t  of his children." I t  seems to us, that  the 
testator intended a benefit and a generous bounty to  all his - 
children ; for each of whom there is nothing to show us, 
that  he did not have an equal parental regard. T o  his 
three sons, by his w ~ l l ,  he left his lands (viz.): T o  
Andrew three hundred and twenty acres and one-third of 
his pine lands, a horse, cow, and plantation utensils. T o  
James arid Thomas, he gave the t ract  of land he had 
lived on (three hundred and twenty acres,) also each one- 
third of his plne lands. His  new wagon, he gave to his 
three sons. I I e  directed his plantation to be kept up, and 
his younger children to be raised on i t ;  and after the death 
of his widow, he gave the slave Eqther and her increase to  
his other two daughters Martha and Mary.  H e  also gave 
to each of them a horse and saddle, t w o  cows, a feather 
bed and furniture. All the property which he had a t  a n y  
time before given to J a n e  and Elizabeth, (the plaintiffs) a s  
he states in his will, Ivai to Jane, a mare and colt, t w o  
cows and calves, and some household furniture. T o  Eliz- 
abeth, he had given a mare, two cows, and some household 
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furniture. To what property he had given his five other Jm1836. 
children, by other clauses in his will, he, by the clause now GIBBONS 

v .  
in question, meant to give them an additional portion in D ~ ~ ~ .  
the anticipated increase, to a given period, of the slave 
Nell. If we confine that period to the arrival of Thomas 
to the age of sixteen years, something like a rational dis- 
tribut~on of his property among all, will appear to have 
been intended. I t  appears to us, that it was for the bene- 
fit of the younger children the testator directs Nell to 
remain on the plantation until Thomas should be sixteen, 
although the widow might die or marry before that time. 
That period limits the interest of the children as against 
the general remainder given to the plaintiffs. But there 
was also the benefit intended for the testator's wife, which 
was a provision during her life or widowhood. That  
induced him to give Nell and her issue to the wife beyond 
Thomas's coming of age, and is the sole motive for keeping 
Nell and issue from the plaintiff> ; and, therefore, no con- 
struction is admissible, but such an one as may be neces- 
sary to give effect to that intention. That cannot reach 
the disposition of the issue, after the determination of the 
widow's estate; she is no way concerned in that question. 
Nor can we suppose the testator intended to make the 
interests of his respective children, as against each other, 
dependent upon the length of their mother's life. I t  is more 
rational, that he should give to the plaintiffs all the issue, 
except that which should be born before they could get 
Neil, in any possible eveut, and to the other children, all 
such issue thus born before that event. From every legal 
and fair rule of examining this case, it seems to us, that 
the grammatical construction of the clause, is not at vari- 
ance with the real intention of the testator ; and, as the 
slave Richard was born of Neil, after the testator's son 
Thomas arrived to the age of sixteen years, he went to 
those, who, in law, were entitled to the mother; and, as 
the widow of the testator died before the bringing of this 
action, the plaintiffs are entitled to recover. The judg- 
ment of non-suit must be reversed, and a judgment ren- 
dered for the plaintiffs, pursuant to the verd~ct. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment reversed. 
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SASSER. 
A person, who has title to a slave, will not be estopped, by reason of any 

concealment or n~isrepresentation of that title, from setting it up against 
one who claims as a volunteer. 

The title to slaves cannot be transferred without consideration, by virtue of 
an estoppel, arising from the misrepresentations of the owner, as that 
would be in contravention of the act of 1806, (Rev. ch. 501,) which re- 
quires gifts of slaves to be in writing ; and an estoppel cannot be set UP to 
defeat the statute. 

Where a son, to whom the father had conveyed a slave by deed of gift, but 
retained the possession by permission of the son, was alleged to have stood 
by, while his father was making another voluntary disposition of his pro- 
perty, hy decd, among all his children, and to haw fraudulently concealed 
or misrcpresentcd his title, it was held, that a private conversation, which 
occurred bctwecn thc son and father, just before the execution of the latter 
decd, in which thc father assured the son, that, by becoming a party to it, 
his right under the deed of giR would not be prejudiced, was admissibleto 
show that the son himself was misled ; and that it was, also, to prove how 
the father held thc slave. 

Where a specific consideration is set forth in a conveyance, and no others 
are refcrrcd to in general terms, none other than the specific one can be 
averred and proved. Eut if one consideration is specified, and others are 
referred to in general terms, it is competent to show them forth in eri- 
dence; and where the deed is wholly silent as to the consideration, proof 
of the actual consideration is admissible. 

A mere trustee, who has no direct interest in the event d the suit, is compe- 
tent to testify in that suit. 

The doctrine of legal andequitable estoppels partially disclussed by GISTON, 
Judge. 

THIS was an action of DETINUE, for a negro slave named 
Sheppard, tried a t  Lenoir, on the last Circuit, before his 
Honor, Judge SAVNDERS. 

The plaintiff claimed under a deed from his father, 
Arthur Jones, Senr. dated the 5th day of April, 1827. 
This deed purported to have been made for the considera- 
tion of natural love and affection, and also for the better 
maintenance and preferment of the plaintifT, and conveyed, 
besides the slave Sheppard, several other negroes, and land. 
It was admitted by the defendant, that the deed was per- 
fectly fair and bona$de, and conveyed the slave in ques- 
tion to the plaintiff. But the defendant contended that the 
title of the plaintiff was transferred and extinguished,orthat 
he was estopped to assert i t ,  by certain deeds, which were 
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executed subsequently thereto, to wit, on the 1 1  th and 15th J V ~ F ,  1836. 

days  of August, 1829, and by the conduct of the plaiotiff, in Jaw 
t!. relation to the execution of those deeds. T h e  first of these s,,,,,. 

deeds was executed by the father, Ar thur  Jones, Senr., his 
son, Ar thur  Jones, the plaintiff, and by the husbands ofal l  
his other children, who mere daughters. I t  purported to  
be a diljision by the father, of his 6 6  estate" among his five 
children; and the several allotmenic; were expressed to 
have been made by Sampson Lane, Rlicajah Cox, William 
Raiford, John  Kennedy and John  Wrigh t ,  into equal 
shares. Among the negroes named in the different lots, 
were some of those included in the deed to the plilint iff, 
but the boy Sheppard was not mentioned in any of them. 
Certain conditions were annexed to the division, which 
were expressed to be as  follows :-That his children should 
pay him annually what  the commissioners who divided 
his property, should think sufficient to support him ; and 
the property, which he had reserved for his own use during 
his I~fe, and pay a note that  he owed to one Saunders 
Smith ; that they should keep up all his fences ; pay the 
taxes on the negroes they should have in possession, and 
equally the taxes on all his lands. I t  was then provided, 
that  the foregoing disposition of his property should con- 
tinue in full force fronl year to year, o r  until a majority of 
the said cornmissioners should find it advisable " to alter o r  
do a w a y  said agreement ;" and the donor continued, " I  
further wish the above-named committee to  divide my 
property, both real  and personal, if I should not live to see 
the expiration of the said loan, which is to stand in full 
force until the 1st of January ,  1831, and as much longer 
as  said committee, o r  a majority, think it advisable, as  
above stated ; all power resting, and forever to rest, in a 
majority of said committee." T h e  second deed purported 
to be a n  indenture between Arthur  Jones, Senr. and Samp- 
son Lane, Williarn Raiford, Micajah Cox, John  Kennedy, 
and John  Wrigh t ,  as trustees for all the children of the 
said Arthur ,  and was executed hy  the father and all the 
trustees. I t  recited, that  the said Arthur  Jones, Senr., 
being incapable, from his age and infirmities, of attending 
to his estate and affairs as  formerly, had agreed, for the 
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JuNE~ 1836. advancement of his children, to make over his property to 
JONES the above-named trustees, so that they should pay his 

debts, and afford him a maintenance ; and in order to carry SASSER. 
the said agreement into effect, and in consideration of the 
natural love and affection which he bore his children, and 
in further consideration of the 66 provisoes, covenants and 
agreements, hereinafter mentioned, by the said trustees of 
his said children, to be observed and performed," he gave, 
granted and assigned unto the said trustees, 'hall the pro- 
perty" which he then possessed, both real and personal. 
The trustees then covenanted for the payment of the debts 
a.od maintenance of the old man, during his life. The title 
of the property was to remain in the trustees during the 
life of the grantor, and they were authorised, during his 
life, to make loans of equal parts of his estate to each of his 
children, and at  his death to malie an equal division of all 
his property, both real and personal, to his children, as 
before mentioned. T o  the whole was annexed a proviso, 
that if the trustees should fail to pay his debts, or afford 
him a proper maintenance, the grantor should take, 
repossess and enjoy all the premises thereby granted, as in 
his former estate." 

The defendant then proved by some of the trustees, who 
were objected to, but received by the court, that after the 
execution of the deed of the I l th ,  to which the plaintiff 
was a party, and of the contentsof which he was apprised, 
it was agreed between Arthur Jones, Senr. and the trus- 
tees, that a more perfect instrument than that deed should 
be prepared andexecuted, so as to vest the title to all the 
estate of Arthur the elder in the trustees, and that they 
were all to meet on the 15th of the same month, to have it 
executed, and to finish the division of the property which 
remained undivided on the 11th. I t  was further proved 
that the plaintiff had notice of this agreement ; that he met 
the other parties on the day appointed, and was present 
when the instrument of that date was executed; and, upon 
hearing i t  read, approved of it. The defendant also proved 
by the trustees, that the slave Sheppard always remained 
in the possession of old Arthur Jones, (who claimed him as 
his own,) during his life; and that, when the slaves were 
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about to be divided, and conveyed to the trastees, the 
plaintiff assisted in naming them, and, among others, men- JONES 

u. 
tioned Sheppard ; and that this-was in the presence of his s,,,,,, 
father and the trustees: That Arthur Jones, the elder, 
previous to the execution of the deed of the l l t h  of August, 
and in the presence of the plaintiff, directed all his estate, 
real and personal, including Sheppard, to be conveyed to 
trustees ; and that it was to be settled in them for the use 
and benefit of his children during his I~fe  ; and, at  his death, 
to be equally and absolutely divided among all his said 
children, reserving to himself the use of Sheppard and four 
others, to wait upon him, and, at his death, to be divided 
with the rest of his estate, as above mentioned ; and that 
he was to be maintained and supported, and to have his 
debts paid. I t  was proved, further, that Arthur Jones, the 
elder, died in April, 1830; and that the trustees, under 
the said deeds, hired out the slaves, including Sheppard, 
until the 1st of January, 1831, when they divided all the 
property of the old man among all his children ; and that 
Sheppard, in the division, was allotted and delivered to 
the defendant, who was one of the cestui que trusts, under 
the deeds of the l l t h  and 15th of August; and that the 
plaintiff afterwards, but before the commencement of this 
suit, demanded the said slave of the defendant, who refused 
to deliver him up. 

The plaintiff offered to prove, that, besides the conside- 
ration set forth in the deed of gift of the 5th of April, 
1527, there was a valuable consideration ; but the testi- 
mony was objected tn by the defendant, and rejected by 
the court. The plaintiff, then, in explanation of his con- 
duct, as shown on the other side, proved, that when the 
deed ~f the 5th of April was executed by his father, there 
was a par01 agreement that the donor should retain the use 
of the property conveyed, during his life ; and that the 
subscribing witnesses to the deed of gift were requested by 
the donor to keep it a secret. It was also proved by the 
plaintiff; that he had lived with his father until within two 
or three years of his death, as a manager or overseer of 
his slaves and other property. The plaintiffthen offered 
to prove, that on the day when the deed of the l l t h  of 
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JUNE* 1836. August was executed, but before its execution, a cnnversa- 
J O N F ~  tion occurred between him and his Father, not in the pre- 

'. sence or hearing of the trustecs or the other chilrlren, but 
SASSER. 

apart, to themselves, wherein his father assured him, that, 
by becoming a party to the said deed of the l l t h ,  hisright 
under the deed of April, 18'27, would not be prejudiced. 
This testi~nony was objected to, and rejected. His Honor 
charged the jury, that as the deed ufthe5th of April, 1827, 
was admitted to be valid, and operated toconvey the slave 
in question to the plaintiff; they would direct their atten- 
tion to the subsequent deeds of the 11th and 15th ofAugust, 
1829; that if those deeds were fairly obtained and freely 
executed, and the conduct of the plaintiff was such as the 
testimony seemed to represent, and thereby the parties to 
these instruments and arrangements were deceived and 
imposed upon, the jury should find for the defendant; a 
verdict being returned accordingly, a new trial having 
been moved for and refused, and a judgment rendered for 
the defendant, the plaintiff appealed. 

~Mordecai and J. H. Bryan for the plaintiff:-It is 
admitted that the deed to the plaintiff was bona jide, and 
conveyed the title to the property therein mentioned to 
him. I t  remains then to be considered, whether, by any 
act of his, or by any conduct connected with, and accom- 
panying the acts of others, he has done any thing to divest 
that title. I t  is insisted that neither the deed of the 11th 
of August, of itself, or taken in connection with that of the 
15th df the same month, has had that effect. As to the 
deed of the l l t h ,  it appears on its face, and purports to be 
a mere proposition to divide the property of Arthur Jones, 
Senr. among his children, and that, ordy from pear to year, 
during the life of the old man. T o  constitute a good and 
valid deed, there must be some consideration, either good 
or valuable, passing from the grantor to the grantee ; and 
though the plaintiff be a party to this deed, there is no 
consideration of any kind expressed, nor has any been 
povcd, as moving or inducing him to make the convey- 
ance. As to the deed of the 15th, the plaintiff is no party 
to it, and, taken by itself, it cannot affect his interest ; and 
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if he were a party, the same objection applies to it, as ta JUNE, 1836. 

that of the l l t h ,  there being no sufficient consideration ; J o v ~ s  

and the two dzeds do not purport or profess to be parts of sAs:ER. 

one and the same convepnce. That  a pecuniary consi- 
deration is necessary to a deed of bargain and sale, see 4 
Cruise's Dig. 178. 

It is said, that if these deeds do not operate to convey 
the title, yet the plaintiff, by being a party to that of the 
l l t h , i s  estopped to deny the right of Arthur Jones, Senr. 
It is not a trchnicnl Icgal estoppel. Estoppels are not 
favoured i r r  law ; at least, such as arise from the acts of the 
parties, because they exclude the truth, and are only 
admitted for the purpose of repose. Therefore, wherever 
a deed passer an interest, honever sniall, i t  cannot operate 
as  an estoj)pel. 4 Corn. Dig. Estoppel, E. (8). Co. Litt. 
451, a. Mobley v. Runnels, 3 Dev. Rep. 306. Here an 
interest does pass by the deed, (provided it can operate a t  
all.) but it is a certain and limited one to the 1st January, 
1831 ; and when it is renwmbered that a t  the time of the 
execution of the deed, under which the plaintiff claims, 
there w s a parol agreement and understanding, that 
Arthur Jones, Senr. should retain possession of the pro- 
perty during his life, there is nothing in this deed inconsis- 
tent with the plai~~tiff 's interest, there being no words of 
limitation in it. If a man take a lease for years of his own 
land, by deed indented, the estoppel doth not continue after 
the term ended ; for, by the making of the lease, the estop- 
pel doth grow, and, consequently, by the end of the lease, 
the estoppel determines, Co. Litt. 47, b. 

But it is alleged, that if no legnl estoppel be created by 
that deed, yet the plaintiff, by being present, and assenting 
to the execution of the deed of the 1st h, or not then making 
known his title, is prevented from afterwards setting i t  up ; 
in other words, that his conduct operates as a kind of 
equitnble estoppel. I t  will be remembered that we are 
now in a court of law, and trying how far these deeds and 
this conduct will operate, to transfer the legal title of the 
plaintiff. The subject of dispute is a slave, and our laws 
recoguize only three modes by which this species of pro- 
perty can be conveyed inter vivos. 1st. By a deed of gift, 
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JUNF,-1836, attested by a witness, and regularly proved, &c. 2nd. By 
JONES a bill of sale. 3d. By an actual sale, and delivery of pos- 

2). 

s,,,,,, session. If this doctrine be established, it will operate as 
a virtual repeal ofour acts of assembly. Indeed, it appears 
to be confined to courts of equity, and is not properly an 
estoppel, either at  law or in equity, but being regarded as 
a fraud practised upon a party, it affords a ground of 
application to a court of equity, to compel the party guilty 
of the fraud, to convey his interest, which he kept con- 
cealed when he ought to have disclosed it. Roberts on 
Frauds, 528. Razu v. Potts, I'rec. in Chan. 35. 8. C. 2 
Vern. 230. Hz~nsden v. Cheyney, 2 Vern. 150. Mende v. 
Webb, 1 Bro. P. C. 308. Hnnning v. Ferrers, Eq. Ca. 
Abr. 357. Hohhs v. Norton, 1 Vern. 136. Barret v. 
Wells, Prec. in Chan. 131, are all cases of relief sought for 
and obtained in equity upon this ground. And no case 
can be found, where the silence of the party at the time of 
the execution of an instrument, conveying property to 
which he had title, has been held to convey title at Znzo to 
property, which the law required to pass by deed. .Mu- 
shat v. Brevnrd, 4 Dev. Rep. 73. The only case in which 
this principle has been applied at  law, was the sale of a 
horse, which did not require to be conveyed by deed. Bird 
v. Benton, 2 Dev. Rep. 1'79. 

I t  is insisted that this doctrine is founded upon the sup* 
position that the party, by his silence, practises a fraud 
upon a purchaser, by permitting him to part with his 
money or property, for property to which the vendor had 
no title, and of which defect of title, he was at  the time 
aware. 1 Fonh. Eq. 163. But i t  does not and cannot apply 
as between oolunteers, for there no fraud can be practised. 
Razo v. Potts, 2 Vern. 239. 1 Fonb. Eq. 168. Upon the 
same principle, it has been held, that a mere naked lie or 
affirmation, made with intent to deceive, is not sufficient 
to sustain an action ; but it must be shown that the party 
to whom it is made, has sustained damage by it. Pusleyv, 
Freeman, 3 Term Rep. 51. 

This leads to the inquiry, in what position do those 
claiming under the deeds of the 11th and 15th of August, 
stand as to the plaintiff? And it is insisted that they are 
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all  volunteers. As to that of the I l th ,  there is as before JG'UFY 

observed, no consideration, either pecuniilry, or of any J o h ~ s  

other ltind. expressed or pretended-it is il mere loan or sAz;EK, 
donation. As to that of the 15th, there is no consideration 
set forth, moving from the trustees-no money paid, or to 
be paid by them. The only pretence is, that they have 
ilndertolten to pay Arthur Jones, Senr.'s debts; but t h i ~  is 
to be done out of the property ; and, if not paid, the only 
penalty is, that they shall forfeit their title to the property. 
They do not profess to be benefitted by the deed, nor do 
they ir~tcnd to be cl~arged. Nothing lesr than a valuable 
consideration w~l l  a v a ~ l  under the stat. 27th Eliz. to over- 
throw n precedent voluntary deed. Ticine's case, 3 Rep. 
81. And there is no case to show that even a bonu fide 
conveyance to n trustee, for payment of ,bts, will have 
this &kt. Roberts on Frauds, 369. The purch(zsel., to 
take advantageof this statute against a precedent voluntary 
conveyance, must he a hona fide purchaser, not in legal, 
b ~ t  i n  vu/gnr and conzmon intendment. Roberts, 370. 3 
Rep. 83, b. 2 And. 233. Medharn and  Beaumont's case. 
Yewland on Contracts, 405. 4 Cruise's Dig. 382. Mar- 
riage is a sufficient consideration toestablish a second con- 
veyance, and to render a prior one fraudulent and void, as 
against such second conveyance. But a conveyance to a 
man's children, or to his wife after marriage, by way of 
jointure, will not enable them toavoid a precedingconvey- 
ancc. Douglas V. Wood, 1 Ch. Ca. 99. 4 Cruise's Dig. 
383. The same construction is placed upon our act of 
1784, (Rev. ch. 225, sec. 7,) as on the 27 Eliz. MCree v. 
Houston, 3 Murph. 429. If they are both voluntary, the 
first deed conveys the property. Where there are two 
voluntary conveyances executed, chancery will not relieve 
the latter against the former, and he who has the legal 
estate shall hold it. Goodzvin v. Goodzuin, 1 Chan. Rep. 
173. 4 Cruise's Dig. 406. - 

As to the admissibility of the trustees as witnesses;- 
wherever a fact is to be proved by n witness, and such 
fact be favourable to the party calling him, and the wit- 
ness will derive a certain advantage from estaldishing the 
fact in the way proposed, he cannot be heard, whether the 
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J ~ ~ ~ 1 8 3 6 .  benefit be great or small. Mu~puand v. Webb, 16 Johns. 
J o ~  Rep. 59. A witness on the voire dire stated, that the les- 

V. 
s,,,,,, sor of the plaintiff had formerly assigned to him the premi- 

ses in question, for a temporary purpose, that he had given 
up  the deed to the lessor of the plaintiff, 2nd had never had 
possession of the premises; held that the witness mas 
incompetent, on the ground ofinterest. Den ex dem. Scales 
v. Bra rg ,  '21 Eng. Com. Law Reps. 358. 

The evidence of the conversation between the plaintiff 
and his fiither was improperly rejected, it not being a mere 
naked declaration, but part of the res gestce, the induce- 
ment operating upon him to sign the deed. 

The plaintiff should have been permitted to show that 
the deed of gift to him was founded upon a valuable consi- - 
deration, although nothing but a good consideration was 
expressed therein. If the trustees were purchasers for 
value, then against them it was necessary for the plaintiff 
to show, that his deed was not merely voluntary, and 
therefore fraudulent in law against such a purchaser. 
Claywell v. MGimpsey, 4 Dev. Rep. 89. T o  rebut this 
imputed fraud, he should have been permitted to show that 
his deed was fortified by a valuable consideration. Sugden 
on Vendors, 4'73. 

Badgel- and W. C. Stanly for the defendant :-We shall 
contend, lst, that the deed of the 11th of August, taken in 
connection with the subsequent conduct of the plaintiff, 
operated to pass the title as his deed. I t  is said by the 
plaintiff's counsel, that this deed is without any conside- 
ration ; but this is not absolutely necessary. In deeds for 
land, a formal consideration is necessary, on account of the 
statute of uses; but in gifts of personal estate, a considera- 
tion is not necessary. A written instrument may be neces- 
sary, because required by statute. Supposing that the 
deed is without consideration, the plaintiff is a party to it, 
and he assents to the dispositions therein made. T h e  
declaration of his interest only is necessary, and here is a 
plain one. But this deed is founded upon a full and vniu- 
able consideration. The true question is, whether there is 
not a consideration affecting the plaintiff, and not whether 
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there is one between the children on one side, and the JUNF~ - 18.76. 

father on the other. Each child covenants to pay Arthur Jam 

Jones, Senr. &c. ; there must therefore be a consideration s,&,. 
among the children as to each other. There was also ;r 
valuable consideration moving to the old man. The title 
passed, in whomsoever it might be, notwithstanding the 
words of donation seem to flow from one only of them. No 
form of words wns necessary. The  rules affecting real 
estate do not apply to this case. 

2d. But the deed of the 15th of August settles the ques- 
tion between the defendant and plaintiff. That  is founded 
upon a good and valuable consideration. A pecuniary con- 
sideratiun is not necessary-any other valuable considera- 
tion will answer. Here there was an adequate valuable 
consideration flowing from the trustees. The plaintiff's 
counsel contend, that as the debts were to be paidout 
of the property, there could be no consideration ; but the 
covenants on the part of the trustees were personal cove- 
nants, and bound them to pay the debts, whether the pro- 
perty was sufficient or not. They were bound at all events. 
The  construction that the trustees, by not paying the 
debts, would only forfeit their estate under the deed, will 
not hold. A condition is always for the benefit of the 
grantor, and not of the grantee ; and Arthur Jones, Senr. 
could, upon their refusal to pay, have recovered of them. 
A question arises, can the trustees be purchasers, to set 
aside a pret ious voluntary deed ? N u n  v. TTr2smore, 8 
Term Rep. 521. If they sustain the character of real and 
bond j de  porchasers, they may set aside the previous 
donation. MCree v. Houston, 3 Murph. 429. 

3d. It is further contended, that the plaintiff is estopped 
to set up his title. The plaintiff's counsel contend that 
estoppels are odious. They are not odious, except in parti- 
cular cases of technical estoppels. Wherever one man 
stands by, and permitsothers to deal, upon the supposition 
of a particular state of facts, he shall not set up his interest 
to disturb any arrangement, founded upon such a supposi- 
tion of facts. Such estoppels are  not odious, hut highly 
favoured. They are intended to favour truth and justice, 
and to operate against bad men and fraudulent conduc!. 
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Personal property may be disposed of here, without a deed. 
I fone  agrees, in consideration that another will pay his 
debts, he shall have a particular slave, and delivers such 
slave, the sale is good. Such is the case here. The trustees 
stipulate for the payment of old Arthur Jones's debts; the 
plaintiff stands by, and permits the old man to sell the 
slave ; he must be bound, and there will be a valid trans- 
fer of the slave. But if the plaintiff is not estopped as to 
the trustees, hc must be in respect to the other children, 
who are parties in the division. One child cannot assert 
his title to property, disposed of by a parent aaong  his 
children, to which they have all assented, because he could 
not do so, without its beinga fraud upon the rest. In cases 
of this kind, resort must be had to equity, where real 
estate is concerned, because that cannot pass without a 
deed ; but this rule cannot apply to personal property, to 
the transfer of which no deed is necessarv. All the cases 
on this subject referred to by the plaintiK's counsel, were 
cases concerning real estate. 

As to the admissibility of the trustees as witnesses ; the 
being a trustee does not exclude a man from being R wit- 
ness. H e  must be interested in the cause. 

The private conversation between the plaintiff and his 
father, not in the presence of the trustees or the other chiG 
dren, was certainly inadmissible. 

GASTON, Judge, after briefly stating the cnse, proceeded : 
-Our duty is to ascertain and pronounce, whet her the 
instruction complained of be in law erroneous. If it be, 
the judgment must be reversed. In discharging thisduty, 
we must not permitour uncierstandings to be in the least 
swayed by the equity or hardship of the case. MThatecer 
these may be, must be left to the decision of the trihunal to 
which the country has given jurisdiction of such rnattcrs. 
Thc security of all requires, that in a court of law what- 
ever the law prescribes, should be sncrcdly observed. 

T o  uphold the construction complained of, it must be 
shown that by force of one or the other or both of these 
deeds, or by the legal etlcct of the conduct of the plaintiff, 
or by the combined operation of these instruments and 
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this conduct, f he plaintiff has lost his property in the slave JUW 1836. 

sucd for, which cannot be, unless he has thereby trans- JONES 

Z1. 
ferred it to some other. The construction therefore neces- s,,,,, 
sarily holds, that the plaintiff has transferred his slave. 
W e  feel ourselves obliged to declare, that in this respect it 
is erroneous. 

The negro in dispute is not conveyed nor attempted to General 
words in a be conveyed in either of the deeds by name. If  compre- deed as 

hended within them, it must be because he is included "my es- 
tate," or 

within the general words used by Arthur Jones the elder, ..my pro- 

" my estate," or " my property," or, " all the property I ra:~;ieor 
possess." W e  hold i t  clear, that these general words do  propertyI 

not pass or purport to pass anything which was not held ~~~& 
by the grantor as his own property. W e  cannot under- or profess 

to pass any- stand them as applying to the property of others, in the 
occupancy of the grantor. It is indispensable, therefore, whlchwas 

not held By 
before any operation upon this slave can be ascribed to thegrantor 

these instruments, that it shall appear that the slave was a*l'i"wn 
property, 

then held by the grantor as his property, and mas not held although 

as the property, and by permission of the plaintiff. The  he have might the 

law always presumes that every possession is consistent possession. 

with righi. If the negro was then the property of the Thecourt  
cannot as- 

plaintiff, retained by his father under agreement with the sume as a 

plaintiff, it was held as the property of the plaintiff. If Ei,"$ 
there mas evidence tending to establish the fact, that thetitle to 

which is in although the slnve was then in truth, and to the Itnowledge one 

of the father, the property of the plaintiff; he was never- and the. 
possession theless held adversely to the plaintiff, and as his own pro- inanother, 

perty, (on which point we forbcar to venture an opinion,) is held ad- 
versely, 

still the Court could not assume such to he the h t ,  and andupon 

upon the faith of that fact declare thc slave inclutfed the faithof 
that fact 

within this general description. declare the 

It is strenuously urged, however, that the plaintiff was ~~O,","C;","d~~ 

concluded, and estopped by his deceitful concei~lment and inageneral 
descripticn misrepresentation of the ownership of the property con- used 

veyed by his deed, from setting up any claim l~nder  that personjn 
possession 

deed, to the injury of those whonl he thus deceived and o f t b a ~  ,,,y 

imposed upon. I t  is conceded, that this exclusion or bar propertyT 

is not strictly a legal estoppel, for wually no man is 
estopped by any oral admission, or even any written 
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J u N ~ l  - 1536. admission not of record or under seal. But it is insisted, 
JONES that upon the principles of good faith, a man ought not to 

2). 

s,,,,,. be allowed to repudiate his own representations made to 
influence the conduct of others, whereby he has derived 
any advantage, or  they have been induced either to part 
with their property, or to forego a benefit, or incur an  
onerous responsibility. And it is contended, that upon 
this principle has been established a species of equitable 
estoppel, which renders such representations, when thus 
acted upon, conciusive evidence of the truth of the facts 
so represented. Distrusting my ability to free this doc- 
trine of qzmsi estoppels from the perplexities which in- 
volve it, I shall not undertake tn define its extent. I shall 
content myself with saying, that so far as equitable estop- 
pels have been definitively recognised as rules of lnw, this 
Court will unhesitatingly and cheerfully so reapect them. 
But it cannot but apprehend, that they have sometimes 
been incautiously admitted in Courts of law, from a solici- 
tude to advance the justice of a particular case, although 
from the nature of their jurisdiction, and the inflexible 
forms of proceeding, these Courts were not competent to 
the exact administration of equity. Thus it has happened, 
that legal certainty has been prejudiced, without the com- 
pensating advantage of effecting complete justice. All 
estoppels-whether estoppels a t  common law, or these 
equitable estoppels-are founded upon the great principles 
of morality and poblic policy. Their purpose is to pre- 
vent that which deals in duplicity and inconsistency, and 
to establish some evidence as so conclusive a test of truth, 
that it shall not be gainsaid. But as the effect of an estop- 
pel may be to shut out the real truth, by its artificial 
representc~livc, estoppels, whether legal or equitable, a re  
not to be extended by construction. In  legal phrase, they 
are not favoured. No man is to be precluded from showing 
the truth of his claim or defence, unless i t  be forbidden by a 
positive rule of law. And especially should that rule be 
unequivocal, which sets up unsolemn acts or declarations, 
supposed to be ascertained through uncertain, defective, 
erring, or fallacious testimony, as an absolute bar to all 
furtlrer intertigation. I t  is, in general, more safe, instead 
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of annexing an arbitrary effect to such acts and declara- JuNE* 1836. 
tions, to leave them to the jury as evidence of whatever JONES 
inferences of fact can thence be fairly deduced. Fraud, s,&,, 
indeed, will not thus be always defeated; but he who is 
thereby injured, can obtain remuneration in damages for 
the wrong sustained, from a Court of law ; and he who is 
threatened with injury will find protection against the 
wrong meditated from a Court of equity, which, in the 
exercise of i ts  appropriate jurisdiction, converts the fraud- 
ulent agent into a trustee. 

W e  believe there is no rule of law which shuts out the 
plaintiff in this case from insisting on the truth of his - 
claim, notwithstanding his former misrepresentations. The 
defendant, who may thus be disappointed, has not been 
deprived by tiiese n~isrepresentations of what was before 
his ; and the plaintiff, through the means of these rnisre- 
presentations, is not shown to have gained anything. 
The plaintiff stands upon his deed. The defendant has 
no claim upon the property as a purchaser. I t  is argued 
here, and so it was held below, that the instrument of the 
15th August was executed for a valuable consideration. 
If  it were so, we do not see how the estoppel would be 
helped thereby, until it is first shown that the thing h 
dispute is contained in that deed. The covenants of the 
trustees in that instrument are said to constitute a consi- 
deration of value ; they are the consideration, however, 
only for the things thereby conveyed. But the conside- 
ration of value required to bring a case within the range 
of an equitable estoppel, is not such a consideration as 
might be sufficient to raise an use, or to give technical 
operation to a deed of bargain and sale. But one which 
makes him from whom it moves a purchaser in effect- 
shows that he has substantially bought what is transferred. 
It is not alleged that these trustees have paid or are liable 
to pay anything out of their own pockets because of this 
transaction-that they have advanced anything as the 
price of the conveyance, or  that they will sustain any loss 
in case the conveyance should be partially defeated. But 
besides these objections, to hold that the plaintiff has by 
his representations or misrepresentations express or tacit 
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JUNE, 1836, transferred the slave in question, would be to violate the 
J o s ~ s  positive law of the state. There is no consideration 
"' moving to him fix the pretended transfer-as to him then 

S.LSSCR. 
it is a gift. The act of 1806, declaring what gifts of 
slaves shall be valid, peremptorily declares, that no gift 
therc~after to be made of any slave, shall be good or avail- 
able, either at law or in equity, unless the same shall be 
made i n  writing signed hy the donor, attested by at least 
one credible witness, and registered as convevances of - 
land. The law cannot permit that an estoppel should be 
set up to defeat the law. Jfytton v. Gilbert, 2 Term, 169. 

FVe think there was also error in  rejccting the testi- 
mony offered, that on the d a y  of the execution, and before 
the execution of the instrument of the l l  th of Aulrust, a 
conversation occurred between the plaintiff and his father, 
in which the latter assured him, that by becoming a 
party thereto, his right under the deed of gift would not 
be prejudiced. If it is sought to divest the plaintiff of his 
property by reason of his deceitful conduct, he ought to 
be permitted to show any circumstnnces attending the 
transaction, which may tend to prove that he was himself 
misled. Such evidence, too, if belieued, shows the charac- 
ter in which the father held the property embraced in that 
deed. 

W e  hold that there was no error in rejecting the testi- 
mony offered by the plaintiff' to show a diKerent conside- 
ration for his deed ot' gift, than that therein mentioned, - 
nor in admitting the trustees to testify as witnesses for the 
defendant. The general rule with respect to averring 
and showing a consideration, we understand to be, that 
where a specific consideration is named in the convey- 
ance, and none others referred to in general terms, that 
must be regarded as the sole consideration, and negatives 
any other: that where a consideration is specified and 
others referred to in general terms, it is competent to 
show these forth by evidence ; and that when a deed is 
wholly silent as to the consideration, proof of the actual 
consideration is admissible. W e  see no reason for not 
applying the general rule to this case. W e  hold the 
witnesses competent, because it does not appear that they 
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or any of them had a direct interest in the event of the Jun~llg".  

suit. J ~ E S  
The judgment is reversed, and a new trial must be SAB:ERb 

awarded below. 
PER CURIAM. Judgment reversed. 

RICHARD BENNETT v .  GEORGE FLOWERS. 

Where one immde a par01 giit of slaves to his son-in-law, and the latter, by 
direction of the former, gave them, by his will, to the grandchildrm of the 
donor; it was held, that this did not constitute a gift in writing, within the 
act of 1806, (Rev. ch. 701,) and that the donor might, aRer the death of 
his son-in-law, resuve the possession of them. 

THIS was an action of DETINUE hr several slaves, tried 
at Iredell on the last Circuit, before his Honor, Judge 
STRANGIS. 

It appeared that the slaves in question had been deliv- 
ered by the plaintiff to Charles Shelton, the defendant's 
testator, upon his intermarriage with the plaintiff's daugh- 
ter, about the year 1811 or 1812, and that they had 
remained in the possession of Shelton, and the defendant, 
his executor, ever since. There was no deed of gift for the 
slaves produced, but it was proved, on the part of the 
defendant, that a short time previous to the death of his 
testator, the plaintiff sent him directions to bequeath the 
slaves to the children, which the testator had by the plain- 
tiff's daughter, so that they might not go to other children 
which the testator had by a second wife. The defendant 
then produced the will of Shelton, in which all the said 
negroes, except two, were bequeathed to the children 
which Shelton had by the plaintiff's daughter, and in 
which the defendant was appointed executor. Upon this 
evidence, under the instructions of his Honor, a verdict 
was returned in favour of the plaintiff for the two negroes 
not bequeathed in the will, as above mentioned, and in 
favour of the defendant as to the residue; whereupon the 
plaintiff appealed. 
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D. F. Caldzoell, for the plaintiff, relied upon thc act of 
1806, (Reu. ch. 701,) " declaring what gifts of slaves shall 
be valid;" and contended, that the plaintiff was not 
estopped by the direction sent to the defendant's testator, 
because estoppels apply to matters of fact, but never to 
those of law. He also contended that if the directions 
were to be considered as a delegatioll of power to the tes. 
talor, they conferred a special power which had not been 
pursued, and that, therefore, the plaintiff's interest in the 
slaves had not been transferred, and his title to them not 
affected. 

Pearson for the defendant, contended, that the charge 
of the Jndge might be supported upon the grounds, lst, of 
authority ; 2d, of fraud. 1st. The directions to the testa- 
tor, authorised him to transfer the da le s  by his will. The 
act of 1806 only requires a writiog, where parol was 
necessary before. A person may authorise another to sign 
a writing for him; and this authority rnsy be by p a d  
See the construction put upon the Statute of Frauds, 29 
Charles 2. C o l a  v. Trecothick, 9 Ves. jun. 234. Timon v. 

, 1 Sch. & Lef. 22. The will does not indeed con- 
vey two of the slaves, but the power is good as far as it 
goes. 2d. If t!le owner of property stands by, and permits 
another person to sell, he is precluded from claiming, as it 
would be a fraud for him to do so. Bird v. Bentoq, 2 Dev. 
Rep. 180. Gibbotson v. Rozce, 2 Vern. 554. If  a father is 
permitted to make a provision for some of his children out 
of the property of a person standing by and not objecting, 
and to provide for his other children out of other property, 
i t  would be as great a fraud for the person afterwards to 
set up a claim, and disappoint a part of the children, as it 
would be in the case of a sale. 

RUFFIN, Chief Justice.-We think the plaintiff has a 
right to all the slaves, as well as to those two, for which he 
got a verdict. Shelton held under a hailment up to his 
death. The message sent to him, and his will, do not con- 
stitute agift under the act of 1806, ( R e v .  ch. 701.) That 
requires a writing, signed by the d ~ n o r ,  and attested by 
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at least one witness, proven or acltnowletlged as convey- JUNE? 
ances of land, and registered in the office of the public BENNETT 

register, within one year. In no one of these several par- FLO:'ERSs 

titulars, does this case come up to the statute. I t  is argued, 
that the writing need not literally be signed by the donor's 
own hand, but it may be by another, under his authority; 
and, as a deed is not necessary to a gift, that the authority 
may be by parol, as under the act of 1819, (Rev. ch. 1016). 
It need not be questioned, that a gift may be made through 
thc instrumentality of an attorney; though such a case is 
so little lilrely to occur, as to render it highly improbable 
that i t  was in the contemplation of the legislature. But we 
deem it clear, that the attorney cannot be constitu!ed by 
viva voce declaration merely. There must be an act in 
writing from the donor himself. The statute is positive 
and precise in its language. The English statute of frauds 
and our act of 1819, both, have the words "or by some 
person by him thereunto lawfully authorised;" and i t  is 
by force of those words, it has been held, that the author- 
ity need not he in writing, if, at comrnon law, an authority 
to do the same act would be sufficient, when delegated by 
word only. Those statutes require the contract to be in 
writing; but, at the same time, affirm one made by an 
agent and signed by the agent, without requiring the 
agency to be established by writing. The sole object was 
to put the terms of the contract beyond dispute. The act 
of 1806 has no such clause; but requires a writing " signed 
by the donor" himself. The object is to protect the donor 
and his creditors from fr-aud or perjury, as to the question, 
whether the act is his, as well as in respect of the particular 
terms of'the gift. His signature, either to the instrument, 
importing, in itself, to be a gift, or to one under which the 
immediate gift is made, is, therefore, indispensable. This 
is a broad principle, npon which the case is for the plain- 
tiff: But if the authority to Shelton was valid, it has not 
been properly executed. An authority to give, must Ge to 
give in the name of the donor; and the donee is in, under 
the donor and not under the agent. A gift or a legacy 
from the agent is entirely a different thing, in form and 
substance. It must be taken subject to the legal title and 
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J u w 1 8 3 6 .  assent of the executor, and to the claims of creditors; 
-A 

BEXNETT whereby the gift itself might be di.feated. 
a 

FLOT+ERS. But it was argued by the counsel for the defendant, that 
the express consent of the plaintiff to this disposition, made 
it a fraud in him to defeat it ; as in the case of an owner 
standing by at  the sale of his estate, and wilfully conceal- 
ing his title. On whom is it a fraud ? It can only be, on 
those to whom it occasions a loss. Xeither the testator 
nor his executor, the defendant, is in that situation. Nei- 
ther of them parted with any thing for these slaves, nor 
has been prevented frorn receiving all that would other- 
wise come to him, had the plaintiffresumed the possession 
of the slaves in the lifetinle  if Shelton. In a legal sense, 
therefore, there has been no fraud on the defendant, either 
in his individual or representative capacity; none, that 
does not exist in every case of a par01 gift, subsequently 
retracted. Row v. Potts, 2 Vern. 239. 

I t  is said, however, that the testator might have made 
a different division of  hi^ own property, amongst his two 
sets of children, had he not considered the provision made, 
at  the instance of the plaintiff, for some of them, in these 
slaves valid. The case is silent as to his other property, 
and as to his intentions with respect to i t ;  and we cannot 
decide upon a supposed and possible state of facts. But if 
the supposition were true, it could not affect the legal 
right, as between these parties. The utmost that could 
follow, would be to give the beneficial donees of the testa- 
tor, the right to call on the plaintiff not to disappoint this 
provision, or to make good another which their father 
intended to nmke for them, and would have made, but for 
his interference ; as in the case cited at the bar, of the heir 
a t  law, who prevented a testator from inserting a legacy 
into his will, by ~romising to pay it, without any altera- 
tion of the will. Whether that principle has any applica- 
tion to a case of this sort, it is unnecessary to determine. 
For ifit has, the record states no facts to raise the question ; 
and if i t  did, i t  is not a question which concerns the title 
in this court. The donee cannot claim the legal property 
in the h ing  given, but only compensation out of it, for 
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that  which would have been given. T h e  judgment must be JUNE-? 
reversed, and a new trial granted. B E V ~ E T T  

u. 
PER CURIAM. Judgment  reversed. FLOWERS. 

STEPHEN SKINNER u. BENJAMIN WHITE. 

T o  charge a man with harbouring a runaway slave, is not actionable, without 
proof of special damage; although for such offence, he might, if guilty, be 
indicted, and upon conviction be fined and imprisoned. The charge, to 
sustain anaction, must impute an offence, to which is annexed an infainnus 
punishment, a punishment which involves social degradation, by occasion- 
ing the loss of the lzbera lez. 

THIS was  a n  action of SLANDER, in which the declara- 
tion stated, that the defendant said of the plaintiff, '< that  
he harboured a runaway negro belonging to Jonathan 
Reddick, and he could prove it ; and he should be prose- 
cuted for it." Upon the trial a t  Chowan, on the last 
Circuit,  before his Honor Judge  DICK, the jury found the 
defendant guilty of having spoken the words charged in 
the declaration, and assessed the plaintiff's darnages to 
three hundred and twenty-five dollars, but subject to the 
opinion of the Court upon the question reserved, whether the 
words were in themselves actionable. Upon argument, his 
Honor being of opinioo that  the words were not of them- 
selves actionable, d ~ r e c t ~ d  a judgment of nonsuit to be 
entered, from which the plaintiff appealed. 

Badger, for the phintiff; contended, that  charging a 
man with harbouring a runaway negro, was actionable. 
It imputes a n  act  of moral turpitude which subjects a man 
to indictment and punishment, and degrades him in the 
eyes of the cornrnuliity. It is certainly actionable, unless 
i t  is the law, that the offence imputed must be such, that 
the punishment of it  must be hanging, putting in the  
pillory, o r  whipping. 

Kinney, for the defendant. T h e  words charged do not 
necessarily impute the offence of harbouring a runaway 
slave. T h e  charge is of  harbouring a runaway negro, 
belonging, &c., b y  which might have been meant, that  
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Ju~~71P36. the negro was only an apprentice. I t  should have been 
SKLNKER alleged that the defendant meant thereby the harbouring 

v. 
WHITE. a runaway slave. 

But if the words do impute the offence of harbouring 
a runaway slave, they are still not actionable. They 
must impute legal infamy-the mere liability to punish- 
ment is not sufficient. Bmdy v. Wilson, 4 Hawks, 93. 
Liability to the punishment of imprisonment is not of 
itself sufficient. 

Badger, in reply. The case in Hawks has no reference 
to the present. There the charge itself was not oction- 
al~le, because there was no averment of the guilt of the 
offence-like charging one with killing a man simply. But 
if the words tl~emselves import a criminal ofknce, the 
defendant must show that they were not so used. Negro 
belonging to a man, must mean a slave-it is synonymous 
with slave. The criterion contended for by the defen- 
dant's counsel is not the true one. If  the punishment of 
whipping was taken away from stealing, still it would be 
actionable to charge a man with stealing. I t  must there- 
fore be the nature of the offence, and not the punishment, 
which renders the words actionable. Harbouring a slave 
partakes of the nature of larceny. In  the act of 1816 
(Rev. ch. 918,) relative to the punishment of manslaughter, 
the Court recognised a distinction between crimes 
infamous or otherwise, and referred the infamous punish- 
ment therein directed to the offences of an infamous 
nature. State v. Keurney, 2 Hawks, 53. 

DANIEL, Judge.-An act of assembly passed in the year 
18.21, (Taylor's Rev. ch. 1120,) declares, that if any person 
shall harbour or maintain any runaway slave, such person 
shall be subject to indic.tment for such offence, and being 
convicted, shall be fined not exceeding one hundred dol- 
lars, and be imprisoned not exceeding six months. The 
declaration states, that the defendant said of the plaintiff, 
that 6 6  he harboured a runaway negro belonging to Jona- 
than lieddick, and he could prove it ; and he should be 
prosecuted for it." The question is, whether the words 
spoken are slanderous, and in themselves actionable? 
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F r o m  the contradictory decisions in England, i t  is not J I J N ~ + ~ ~ ~ ~  

easy to say w h a t  is now the rule to  determine w h a t  words S K ~ ~ N E R  

are actionable of thenlselves, and what  not. I n  Ogclen w:&. 
v. Turner ,  Salk. 696, Lord HOLT said, to render words 
actionable, i t  is not sufficient tha t  the par ty  may be fined 
a n d  imprisoned for the offence, if t r u e ;  for, says he, there 
must not only be imprisonment, but an infamous punish- 
ment. T h i s  decision, which scenxd to establrsh a fixed 
rule, w a s  shaken, and ~nnterially contradicted, by n hat 
fell from Dc GREY, Chief J u s t ~ c e ,  in g i v ~ n g  judgment in 
the case of Onslow v. H o m e ,  3 Wils. 177. M r .  Stnrkie, 
in his Treat ise  on Slander, p. 41, says, from all the British 
authorities, perhaps, it may he inferred generally, that,  20 
impute a n y  cr ime or  misdemeanor for which corporal 
punishment may be infl~cted in a temporal Court,  is 
actionable, without proof of special damage. A n y  objec- 
tion to the extent of the above rule, he says, is in a great  
measure obviated by the statute, which enacts, that when 
the  damage does not amount to forty shill~ngs, the costs 
shnll be tlmited to the amount of the damages. I n  Chitry's 
General Prac.  44, the same rule appears to be laid down. 
H e ,  in classing slanderous words, says, " nor can a n y  
action bc supported, unless the words either, first, impute 
the guilt of s o n ~ e  tempera1 offence, for which the par ty  
slandered, if guilty, might be intllcted and punrshed In the 
temporal Courts ,  and which words a x  technically said to 
endanger a man in law ."-he then p r o c w l s  to give the 
other  classes of slander, w h ~ c h  a r e  not applicable to this 
case. The rule, as  to the extent of words actionable in  
themselves, has never been carrred in this country as  far  
as  the above respectable cornrnonplace authors s tate  it to  
be in England. I n  =\era1 of the states. it seems to be, 
that  where the charqe, rf true, will subject the party to  an  
indictment involving moral turpitude, or subject h im to 
an infamous punishment, then the words a r e  actionable in  
themselves, otherwise not. Brooker v. Cojin,  5 John. 
Rep.  188. W-idrig v. Oyer, 13 John. Rep. 1%; 2 Bibb, 
Rep. 473. Shufer v.  l i intzer,  I Binn. 542. Ross v. 
M'Clurg ,  Ib. 218. Chapnlan v. Giliett. 2 Conn. Rep. 
51. In  A n d r e ( ~ s  V .  Hoppcdwofer, 3 Serg. &. Ral* le, 255, 
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JUNE, 1836. the Judges concurred in opinion, that  i t  must be  either a 
S l i r ~ x e ~ ~  felony, o r  a misdemeanor affecting tejnutntion, and, there- 

'. fore, to  charge a man with having committed a n  assault WHITE. 
and  battery, a nuisance, or the offence of forcible e n t r y  
and detainer, though the party would be subject t o  indict- 
ment and imprisonment, would not be actionable. See also 
19 John. Rep. 367. I n  Sh@p v. MCrnzo, 3 Murph. 466, 
it w a s  held, that the grnvnrnen in a n  action of  slander is 
the social degradation arising from the imputation of a n  
infamous offence, and the infamy of the offence is tested 
by that of the punishment which follows on conviction- 
the  loss of the libera lex:  no other degradation will give 
a n  action, for no other degradation is a social loss. In  
Brntly v. TVilson, 4 Hawks,  91, the Court  said, inasmuch 
a s  the words did not impute to the plaintiff any  felony o r  
otller crime, the temporal penalty of which would be  
legally infamous, the action could not be supported." I n  
the other  states, when the Courts say, the words a r e  
actionat)le if they subject the party to indictment and 
infamous punis\lrncnt, provided they be true, we clearly 
understand \.vllilt is the extent of the rule ; but when they 
go on further to say,  < < o r  suhject the party to an indict- 
ment involving nzotccl t u i p i l u d ~ , "  we are  left in doubt what  
charges a r e  embraced within the sentence-it Iilcks preci- 
sion ; w e  a r e  colupelled to search moral and ethical 
ar~thors ,  rather than legal writers,  in order to ascertain 
whether the case n ~ a d c  be within the rule. I t  secms to 
us, that tlre rule laid down by 1,orrl IIOLT, that the words 
if true, must not only sul~ject  the party to itnprisonrne7>t, 
b71t an infurn,ozis pzin~ishrnent, is the settled rule of law in 
this state. T h e  rule being thus precisely defined, gentle- 
men of the profession can never be at  a loss how to allvise 
their clients, nor can a Judge  be a t  a loss how to charge 
the jury. I n  this case, !he charge made by the defendant, 
impor-tcd an offence punishable with fine and imprison- 
m e n t ;  but the judgment \vould not render the person 
guilty of such an  offence, infamous. He still ~vould retain 
his liberum legem, and belong to the boni et /egales homines 
of society, which appears to be the teste by which to 
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ascertain whether words of this class be actionable or JwE lPx. 
-- 

not. The judgment must be affi-rmed. SKINNER 

PER CURIAW. v .  Judgment afirmed. WI,,TE. 

The JUSTICES OF HYDE COUNTY to the use of FOYE et Ux, 
a. ASA BELL. 

Where the suretles of a guard~an obta~n, under the act of 1762, (Reu, ch.  69, 
s. 21,) an order for counter security, and at that time the guardian owes 
his ward, and never afterwards either rctu~ns an account nor makes a 
payment, no presumption of satisfaction at that, or any subsequent timc, 
arises from his then being able to pay the sum he owed ; and the sureties to 
the first bond were liable for k, although the order for counter-securlty 
expressly relcascs them. 

DEBT upon a bond given by one John B. Jasper and 
his sureties, upon his being appointed guardian to Martha 
Jasper, with the usuak condition in the printed forms to 
improve the estate of the ward, and faithfully to account 
for it. 

The  breach assigned mas, that Jasper had not paid 
over to the husband of his ward her estate in his hands. 

The only plea upon which a question arose, was upon 
that of performance; on which the following facts were 
proved before DONNELC, Judge, at  Beaufort, on the last 
Fall Circuit. At February Term of the County Court of 
Hyde, the defendant filed a petition against Jasper for 
counter security, upon which an order was made, l r  that 
Asa Bell & others, sureties for John B. Jasper, guardian 
of, &LC., be released from this t inx for his guardianship, 
and that John B. Jasper enter into new bond with W. H. 
R. &c., sureties." This order, so far as it extended to the 
execution of a new bond, was complied with. By an 
account takcn in the progress of this cause, which was 
not excepted to, Jasper was found to have been indebted 
to his ward at  the time the new bond was given, to the 
amount claimed in this suit. This amount was composed 
of money which either then was, or ought to have been 
in his hands, debts due her on the hire of her uegroes, &c. 
Jasper had made no returns of his g u a ~  dian account to the 
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Ju~~vI836. County Court, and, in fact, had kept none. When the -- 
F O P ~  new bond was given he was embarrassed, but had pro- 

0. 

B ~ , ~ ~  perty sufficient to pay the sum then due his ward. H e  had 
not paid any of the money in his hands, either to her or for 
her use, and became utterly insolvent, before this suit was  
brought. For the defendant it was contended, that, as 
Jasper was able, when the new bond was given, to pay 
the amount due his ward, the law presumed an application 
of his property to that purpose, so as to discharge the 
sureties in the first bond. But his Honor instructed the 
jury, that whatever might have been the presumption of 
law, had Jasper, after the execution of the new bond, 
kept and rendered due accounts of his trust, yet as the 
contrary appeared to be the fact, no presumption of that 
kind arose. 

A verdict was returned for the ~laintiffs, and the defen- 
dant appealed. 

Badger and J. H. Bryan, for the plaintiffs. 

No counsel appeared for the defendant. 

RUFFIN, Chief Justice.-Upon the proper construction 

of those parts of the act of 176'2 (Rev. ch. 69.) intended 
to procide at  the instance of the suretiss, for the removal 
of a guardian or for the indemnity of the suretles by 
counter-security or a new bond as guardian with other 
sureties ; and upon the effect of any one of those several 
orders, d n~ade  by the County Court, or upon that actually 
made upon the proceedings instituted by the defendant in 
this case, questions might hare been raised which would 
call for the serious deliberation of the Court. I'erhaps it 
may have been supposed by the parties. that such nould 
arise upon the statement of facts set out in the record. 
It is therefore incumbent on us to state, that in our 
opinion, they do not; lest an inference should he drawn 
from our silence, that an?; of these questions are inciden- 
tally passed upon in our judgment, 

The case comes before us on a single exception to the 
opinion expressed in the Superior Court on the effect of 
certain evidence offered by the defendant under h ~ s  plea 
of " conditionsperformerl." The plaintiff sought to charge 
him with thc estate of the ward in thc hands of Jasper 
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the guardian, in February, 1821, and with nothing more. JUNE, 18%. 

At  that time Jasper gave a new bond with other sureties FOYE 
2'. 

for his guardianship, and was embarrassed, but had estate B,,, 
of his own sufficient in value to satisfy the sum now found 
to be then in his hands. But the guardian, neither before 
nor after 1831, ever made return or account of the estate 
of his ward, nor applied any part of it to her use, and 
afterwards became insolvent. 

Upon those facts, the defendant prayed an instrt~ction 
from the Court, that the law presumed an application in 
1821, of the guardian's property, to the satisfaction of the 
debt to his ward, which amounted to a payment and per- 
formance of the conditions of the bond, and consequently 
disrharged the sureties on the first bond. The Court held 
that the law did not raise the presumption insisted on; 
and there was a verdict and judgment for the plaintiff. 

W e  concur entirely in the opinion of his Honor. There 
is nothing tending to create any presumption in favour of 
the defendant, much less that set up in the instruction 
prayed for. I t  is to be collected from the case, that the 
guardian had masted all the effects of the ward that were 
received before 18.21, or applied them to his own use. 
The utmost that could, under any circumstances, have 
been asked, was to presume that, withont evidence to the 
contrary, he had those very effects in his hands, when he 
gave the new bond, and that being wasted afterwards, 
the new sureties were liable therefor, and consequently 
not the former ones. That would have called for the 
application of the act of 1'762. But the facts contradict 
the necessary foundation of such a presumption. Jasper 
was then an involved man, a careless and unfaithful 
pa rd ian ,  not returning nor keeping any accounts, and 
was petitioned against by this defendant upon those very 
grounds ; and never in Pact paid or delivered over anything 
to the ward;  nor, as far as appears, had, at the time of 
giving the second boljd, any part of the ward's estate in 
specific articles, securities, or otherwise. What  room 
then IS there for a presnmption, that his defaults have arisen 
exclusively since February, 1821 ? Or that he then made 
good those that h a d  previously ncrurretl? There is no 
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JUNE, 1536. ground for it, but much for a contrary inference. If the -- 
FOYE case depended on this point, those of Hrrrrison v. Ward ,  

BE:L. 
3 Dev. 41'7, and Clancy v. Carrington. Id. 529, would be 
decisive against the defendant. 

The case is, however, still stronger for the plaintiff upon 
the point made. That admits that Jasper had not his 
ward's property actually in his hands, but wae her dcbtor 
at  the time, for his previous receipts, and then claims that 
such debt was satisfied, by the application of his property 
in discharge of it.  Who applied his property to that 
purpose? H e  did not; that is clear. Did the law l In  
what w a y ?  W e  cannot irnaglne any practicable method ; 
for we believe the law never applies property to the pay- 
ment of a debt, without a change of the property, as in 
the case of an executor's retainer; or afixing to it a lien 
at  the least; neither of which can be said to have taken 
place here. 

The court is therefore of opinion upon the case, as 
appearing upon the pleadings and the exception, that the 
defendant has not shown any presumptive perfi~rrnance ; 
and none actual being pretended, the plaintiff is entitled to 
a judgment. 

Of course this opinion is not intended to affect, nor can 
it affect, the rights of the two sets of sureties, as against 
each other, either in respect of contribution between them, 
or of the obligation of the posterior set, as substitutes, to 
exonerate those who were prior: which rights depend on 
other considerations, and perhaps can be finally adjusted 
only in another tribunal. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 
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JUNE, 1836. 

CHARLES HAMLIN v. JOSEPH J. ALSTON. H A ~ L I N  
v. 

PLSTON. 
Where one, upon the marriage of his daughter, made a par01 giR of slaves to 

her husband, who died, leaving two infant daughters, and appointed the 
donor executor of his will, and guardian of his children, to whom he 
bequeathed the slaves-Zt was IreEd, that the do-nor might, under the act of 
1806, (Rev. ch. 701,) resume the possession of them, although he had 
proved the will, hired them out, as guardian, during the minority of the 
legatees, and upon their marriage had procured a division to be made, and 
delivered the share of each in severalty. 

THIS was an action of DETINUE for a slave. Plea, NON 

DETINET. On the trial before DONNELL, Judge,at Halifax, 
on the Fall Circuit of 183-1, the jury returned a verdict for 
the plaintiff, subject to the opinion of the Court upon the 
following factci. 

In  April, 1814, John B. Mebane, ofchatham, was in 
possession of this slave, and several others, claiming, hold- 
ing and using them as his own, and so continued until his 
death, which took place in the pear 1820. In July of that 
year he made his will, and thereby tletised as follows:- 
" I give and bequeath to my two daughters, Cornelia and 
Martha, and their heirs forever, the following property, to 
be equally divided between them, whenever either of them 
shall marry, or come to lawful age, viz. all my land, with 
its appurtenances, the whole of my negroes, with their 
increaie, until that time;" and thereof he appointed the 
defendant, his father-in-law, and John Mebane, his father, 
executors, and guardians to his children. This will was 
proved by the defendant and John Mebane, a t  the August 
Session, 1820, of Chatham County Court; and they imme- 
diately, in their character of executors, took all the slaves 
abovementioned into their possession, and hired them out 
every year, until the year 1832 ; first, as executors, and 
afterwards as gualdians of the chlldren. 

In  the year 1831, the intermarried with Corne- 
lia, one of the children of John B. Mebane, mentioned in 
his will ; and after the expiration of the time for which the 
negroes were then hired out, viz. in January, 183'2, three 
persons were selected by the executors and the plaintiff, to 
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J U N F ~  1836. make a division of the slaves of which John B. Mebane 
ILMLIV died possessed, together with their increase. A division 

n. 
A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  "as rnntle arcortlingly, and the defendant being present 

thereat, he tlelivered to the plaintiff, in right of his wife, 
one moiety of them, inc ludiq  the slave in dispute, as his 
property under the v i l l  ; and the plaintiff accepted them, 
took possession of them, and retained them until some time 
in the following year, when the defendant took from the 
plaintiff several of the slaves, and among them that men- 
tioned in the writ, and has ever since refused to return 
them to this plaintiff. Before the intermarriage of John 
B. hlebane with the daughter of the defendant, the slave 
was the property, and in possession of the defendant ; and, 
upon the said marriage, was, with several others, sent by 
the defendant to his son-in-law, but no written transfer of 
them to him was executed hy the defendant. In the inven- 
tory of the estate of John B. Mebane, returned by the 
defendant and his co-executor, these slaves were not 
included, and the defendant had, upon the death of his 
grand-daughter Cornelia, without issue, reclaimed them, 
contending they were his property. 

Upon these facts, his Honor set the verdict aside, and 
directed a nonsuit to be entered ; and the plaintiff ap- 
pealed. 

Badger for the plaintiff. 

Devereux and Waddell for the defendant. 

RUFFIN, Chief Justice.-The hardship of this case has 
caused the Court to hesitate in forming an opinion, and to 
be reluctant to pronounce it. It presents, in a strong light, 
some of the inconveniences and mischiefs that may arise 
out of the statute, which requires gifts of slaves to be in 
writing; and tends lo the conviction, that perhaps the bet- 
ter policy would be to make the gift of a slave complete 
by delivering to a child, unless a truqt be reserved, or the 
bailment be manifested by writing. But after anxious 
consideration, we have not been able to raise a doubt of 
the soundness of the Inw, as held in the Superior Court. 
The  argument for an estoppel is inconsistent with the act 
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of 1806, (Rev. ch. 701.) T h a t  is a s ta tute  of frauds: so JvwIR36 .  

expressed in it? very first  orc cis, and so ricclared in Palmer H n w ~ u  

v. f iucet t ,  2 Dev. Rep. 240, and ~ e t c r a l  other cases. Its AL:rO\. 
purpose is to protect a supposed donor from any  pretended 
gift, proved by wltncsses, or to be 111ferred from any other 
a c t  o r  thing, other than those n~entioned in the acc itself. 
T h e y  a r e  two on ly :  a gift in wri t ing:  and a delivery to  a 
child, who remains in possession a t  the death of the parent,  

. . 
intestate. T h e  words are  negatlve ; that no gift shall be 
good, unless. &LC.;" and therefore rhow mctins a re  indrs- 
pensable. There  is no case under the s tatute  29th Car .  II.  
in  which the want  of the ceremonies r e q u ~ r e d  by it has 
been supplied by any  thing else. T h e  design of the s tatute  
is to exclude all such evidence of the contract,  and,  there- 
fore, in its nature, it avoids a n y  thing which, as  an estop- 
pel, might defeat it. There  can be no estoppel in a case 
of fraud, for the law avoids the act which would otherwise 
create  it. 

It is not necessary to give a n  opinion, whether  the acts  
of the defendant, in the character of executor of Mr .  
Mebane's will, and as guardian of his children, could have 
created, in law, a n y  temporary estoppel, by force of wl~rcli 
the defendant was  bound to surrender the poesession of the 
slaves to  his wards,  a t  their arrival a t  age. l f  they could, 
it ceased when the plaintiff tooh the slaves ~ n t o  111s own 
possession. I n  the absence of a written donation, we  a r e  
aware  of nothing that can permanently bar a donor, but 
a n  adverse poss~ssion. ofsuflicient duration to be protected 
by the s tatute  of limitations, o r  a n  adjudication a p n ~ n s t  
him in an action for the slave. Such an adjudication wollld 
conclude, not because it established n g ~ f t  in particular,  
but,  genel-ally, that  the title was not in him. 

T h e  s tatute  of lirnitat~ons has no oprratron in this case. 
T h e  possession of tht. ~ l a i n t i f  was not uorltinued for three 
years after he dcmanded it from the defendant on a claim 
of right, and acquired i t  upon the division. T h e  defendant 
cannot be barred by his owrr possession. If, as  arglird, he 
held as exrcutor, then he hc~ld as his testator did, namely, 
a s  his own builee, which is absurd. T h e  t ruth is, the 
defendant made a parol g f t ,  a h i c h  n o s  void. H e  then 
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J ~ N E ~  1836. made a second to the plaintiff, u hich is likewise void. The 
H d ~ L I N  argument is, in eHect, that he made an intermediate gift to 

v. himself, and Mr. Melxme, the grandfather, as co-executors, 
ALSTOY. 

which precludes him from disputing the o the~s .  The  
answer is, that this third is also by parol, and therefore 
void, like the other two. I t  cannot be held otherwise with- 
out repealing the statute, and we are therefore obliged to 
affirm the judgment. 

PER C r m ~ x .  Judgment affirmed. 

3AXUEL RALSTON 2;. HUGH TELJ'AIR et a1 

The next of kin has a ri$ht to have the prohate of a will t nkm in common 
forin reralled. and the will prored per t es tes ,  unless a fk r  notice of the 
probate he has bcon p i l t y  of pross lurfira, or has acquiesced in the probate 
sought to bc ~,ac;lted ; and this ~ i t h o u t  maltinp affidarit ofrccrnt tliscu~ered 
evidence to irnpcnch the will: neither is the receipt of s legacy under the 
will: nor a claim bjr l d l  in equity of a trust in the whole estate a n  acquies- 
cence which will bar this rigtit. 

This was a peTrTroN filed by the plaintiff. in which he 
stated, that he was the father, and next of k ~ n  of one 
Salrl~~el Rd1st011, dfwased.  who had, by the ccntrivance of 
the defendant Teltiir, made a will, whereby he be- 
queiithed the bulk of his estate to the defendants, and 
whereof he appointed them executors. The plaintiff 
averred, that he was a resident of the kingdom of Ireland, 
and that he had no notlce of the wdl, nor of the probate 
thereof. He  alleged many circumstances tending to 
impeach the will, w h ~ c h  i t  is unnecessary to state, and 
prayed that the probate granted to the defendants might 
be set aside, and he be at  liberty to contest its validity. 

The defendant denied all the circumstances of fraud 
stated in the petition; and insisted that the will was fairly 
made and the probate honestly obtained : that the plaintiff 
had assented to it by filing his bill in equity seeking to 
establish a trust of the personal estate in his C ~ v o u r  (vide 
the c~ise of Rnlston v. Telfirir, 2 Dev. Eq. Cases. 255.) 

Proofs were taken, and other grounds of objection urged 
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en the  argument which it is not necessary to s tate  as  they J U X E , ~ ~ ~  

a r e  sl~bstantially set forth in the opinion of the Court. K A L S T O ~  
V.  

'The c a w  originally commenced in the County Court  of T,LF,,K 

Bitt,  where a re-probate was ordered, which was affirmed 
by x o n w o o ~ ,  Judge,on the s p r i n g  Circuit of 1835; where. 
upon the defendants appealed to this Court.  

Iredell and Badger,  fix- the  defendants. 

Devereus, for the plaintiff. 

DANIEL, Judge.--This was a petition in which the' 
plaintiff stated that he was the fat,her and next of kin of 
Samuel Ralston, deceased, late of P l ~ t  County. T h e  peti-~ 
tion prays that the probate of the will of the said Ralstoo 
be rccallcd and set aside, and a re-probate be ordered per 
testes, or  in solemn form. T h e  petition is resisted by 
the defendants in their answer,  (the executors, who a re  also 
the principal legatees named in the will) on three grounds: 
First,  that the plaintiff was not the father and next of kin of 
the testator. Secondly, that if he was the father, he was 
now estopped and barred from proceeding in the suit, for 
that  he had heretofore filed a bill in equity against these 
defendants as executors,. and endeavoured to establish and 
set up  a resulting trust to himself as next of liin, of a l a r g e  
portion of the personal estate of the tesrator: that he by 
his bill in equity had admitted, that  the will was made 
and duly proven. Thidy ,  that the plaintiff had not made 
any  affidavit, which he ought to have done, of any  new 
fact coming .to his lcnowlcdge, subsequen~ly to the filing of 
his bi!l in equity ; which sliould authorise or induce a 
Court  of probate to call in  the probate, and to order that 
the will be proven in solenln form. T h e  case was heard in 
the County Court  and a re-probate ordcred. An appeal 
was  taken to the Superior Court,  where the judgment 
below was  affirmed ; and from thence it  has been brought 
by  appeal into this Court.  

T h e  counsel for the defendant.; contend; j r s t ,  T h a t  the 
J u d g e  erred in declaring in the decree, that it tcnsproved," 
that  the petitioner was next of kin of the deceased. It 
ought to  be proved (say the counsel,) as the deceased had 
never been mariieti, that  the petitinner was the father of 
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JUNE* -- 1836- the deceased, and that he survived him. The declaration 
KAL~TON of the deceased, that he had a father in Ireland is not sufi- 

U. 
T ~ ~ ~ ~ .  cient evidence, (say they,) that this petitioner is the person. 

The declarations of the deceased, a s  far as they go, are 
evidence against the defendants, as they claim under him. 
These declarations (as appears by the depositions taken in 
the former suit, which are  made part of the defendant's 
answer,) not only admit that he had a father living in 
Ireland, but they go further, and admit that his name was 
Samuel. W e  think that the declarations of the testator, 
connected with the admissions of the defendants themselves, 
that this plaintiff filed a bill in equity against them, stating 
in  said bill, that he was the father and next of kin of the 
testator; which bill was dismissed by the Court, not for 
want of proof of this fact, but upon the merits, areprzma 
facie evidence to identify the plaintiff to be the Samuel 
Ralston the elder, the father of the deceased, who had 
survived the testator, and was his next of kin. There- 
fore the Judge did not err, when he in the decree declared 
that fact was to him proven. 

The next objection is, that the plaintiff has acquiesced 
in the probate. That  he filed a bill in equity, against the 
defendants, in which he admitted the paper was the last 
will of the deceased, and that it had been duly proven, 
and that he claimed as next of kin, all the personal estate, 
except a one thousand dollar legacy to Franklin Gorham, 
as a resulting trust, admitting thereby, that thedefendants 
had been properly appointed executors, and in that cha- 
racter held the property as trustees for him. That  he had 
filed no affidavit of the discovery of any new fact, since 
the filing of his bill in equity, to ground the present appli- 
cation for a re-probate. 

I f a n  exe- This objection, in our opinion, is not valid. The next 
cutor, upon 
propound- of kin, as such merely, are entitled to call for proof per 
ing a ~ 1 1  testes, or in solemn form, of any deceased's will of common 
for probate, 
citesthe right. If, indeed, the executor propounds and proves it, 
next of kill per testes, of himself, which he may do,-duly citing the 
to see pro- 
ccediIlgs, deceased's next of kin, to '' see proceedings,"--all next of 
they are kin so cited, generally speaking, are thereby forever 
barred by 
the probate. barred. Acquiescence, unless for an unreasonable length 
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of time, unaccompanied by any special circumstances, is JUNE, 1836. 

not a bar of this common right, even though accompanied RAL~TON 
by the receipt of a legacy, under the very wili sought to TE&IR. 

be controverted, if he will bring in his legacy. This has 
been determined in a great variety of cases. But the next 
of kill who calls in a probate, once taken, even io common 
form, and puts the executor upon proof,per testes, of his 
wili, does it a t  the peril of costs. Bell v. Armstrong, 2 
Eng. Eccles. Rep. 139, 140. If the next of kin who has 
by par01 demanded of the executor and received a legacy 
under the will, is not barred of his common right to call 
for proof of the will in solemn form, we cannot conceive 
that this common right will be barred by his demanding 
his distributive share by a written bill in equity, (which is 
not on oath,) of that portion of the estate which he con- 
ceived and charged, had resulted to him from the fraudulent - 
imposition on the deceased by one of the executors, who 
was the writer of the will, and that demand being refused 
by the Court, upon the ground that no such trust appeared 
upon the will. The next of kin who has received a legacy 
under the will, is never put to his affidavit of newly dis- 
covered facts, before he is permitted to call for a probate 
per testes. H e  is only bound to bring in his legacy and 
give security for the costs, in case a decision be made 
against him. W e  do not feel authorised to demand such 
an affidavit in this case. The principle, however, which 
distinguishes this case and governs our decision, is, that 
the plaintiff has never acquiesced: he only mistook his 
remedy in filing his bill upon a statement of facts not 
sufficient to support it, but sufficient to sustain this appli- 
cation. W e  think it is not a bar to his position. The  
judgment is therefore affirmed. 

PER CURIAM. Decree affirmed. 
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JUNE, 1836. 

BENNETT SAJIPSON BEhTSETT u. RICHARD I?, NOLNES. 

u. 
H o ~ m s .  A judgment is conclusive between parties and privies, as to thcss fati? 

only, which it directly establishes, but does not tend to prow thosc i ~ h i c h  
may be inferred from it. As in trespass quare clavsum f r y i t .  unless 
entered upon the plea of liiie:.urn t eneni fn tvn~,  it is no? wen adrnisaibie ir 
another action,betv;ee~~ t h ~  sanw partics. or their p r i ~ i c ~ ,  lopruve tit\? to 
the locus in  qtco. 

TRESPASS QUARE CLACSUY GREGIT tried before at'e?~wooa, 
Judge, at Sampson, on the last Circuit. 

Pleas, Ist,  Xut guilty. 
2d, A judgment in  a formcr action of trespass, in  which 

Ann Holmes, had recovered danlages of the present plaintigj 
for a trespass upon the locus in quo, with a n  averment, 
that  the defendant entered by the direction of the said 
Ann. 

T h e  plaintiff, having made out a prima facie case, upon 
the general issue, the defendant, upon the issue presented 
by his second plea, produced the record of a judgment i n  
the same Court,  whereby Ann Holmes recovered damages 
of the  plaintiff, for a trespass to the premises in dispute ; and 
proved his entry to have been made under her authority. 
I n  this latter action, the present piaintif had pleaded not 
guilty, a license, the s tatute  of limitations, and an accord 
and satisfaction. T h e  presiding Judge  intimated, that  
this judgment was conclusive between the parties ; and in 
submission to this opinion, the plaintiff submitted to a 
nonsuit, and appealed. 

W. H. Haywood, for the plaintiff. 

N o  counsel appeared for the defendant. 

G A ~ T O N ,  J u d p - W e  are  of opinion that the r ~ c o r d ,  
offered in evidence by the defendant, was not admissible, 
either as  conclusive, o r p r i m a  facie evidence, of a title to 
the freehold in Ann Holmes. As the parties to the present 
suit, were also parties, o r  privies, to the suit referred to in 
that record, thcobjection toits admission, rests n holly i ~ p o n  
its i r r e l e v a ~ ~ c y  to establish the fact for which it was offered. 
It has been well remarked, that a record is in no case 
direct arid positive evidence of any .fact, which it recites 
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as having been found by  a jury, or been otherwise ascer- J ~ N E q  1836. 

tained. I t  absolutely eetablishes no more than that those BENNETT 
2). who passed upon the fact, believed it to he as they have 

NOLIE8, 

declared. 1 Star .  213. But  pultlic policy, awalte to the 
necessity of preventing continuid litigation upon the 
same subject-matter, requires that H matter oncesolemnly 
decided, by a court of competent jurisdiction, shall not 
be again brought into dispute between the same parties, 
o r  their representatives. Therefore, a judgment of such a 
Court ,  directly upon the point, is, as a plea, a bar, a l ~ d  as  
evidence, conclusive, between the sorne parties and their 
privies; by DE GREY, Chief Justice, in Dutchess of Kine- + 

ston'scnse, 11 St. Trials,  261. E v e r y  allegation of record, 
upon which issue has been taken and found, is between 
the parties taking it, and their privies, conclurive, accord- 
ing to the finding thereof, so as to estop them from again 
litigating  hat fact once so tried and found. Outram v. 
jllorezcood, 3 Eas t ,  357. But for this purpose it is necessary 
that  the judgment should be direct upon the precise fact. 
T h e  judgment is not evidence of any  matter which is only 
to be in-ferred from it by argument, as havirlg probably 
constituted one of its grounds. Dutch,rss of Ki?qxton's - 
case, ubi s u p r a ;  Har .  L a w  Tracts ,  457. T o  permit this 
would not end litigation ; but would induce the necessity 
of unravelling the materials of the former adjudici~tion; 
for i t  would be manifestly unjust, to admit a p r e s ~ ~ m p t i o n  
that  a particular fact was established thereby, and yet not 
allow that presumption to be rebutted by proof that it is 
unfounded. 1 Stra .  198. A judgment, therefore, in any  
action, is conclusive only as to what it directly decides. 
As the judgment is the fruit of the action, it must follow 
the nature of the right claimed, and the injury complained 
of, and can conclude nothing beyond them. " I n  trespass, 
damages for an injury to possession, are  the only thing 
demanded in the declaration; the judgment c a n  only give 
the plaintiff an ascertained right to  his damages, and the 
means of obtaining them, it concludes nothing upon the 
ulterior right of possession, much less of property in theland, 
unless a question of that kind be raised, by a plea and tra- 
verse thereon." Outram v. Morewood, ut sup. In the record 
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B E ~ E T T  turn, or any allegation pleaded on either side, averring title 

2). 

HotuEs, in or to the premises, and, therefhe, the record was not 
evidence of any adjud~cation as to title. This distinction, 
as to the effect of' a judgment, i n  an action of trespass, 
where an issue has been fo~lntl on nn allegation of title, 
and where no such issue has been determined, is very 
clearly pointed out by Lord ELLENBOROUGH in his ohser- 
vations (in the case of Outram v. &hewood, above cited), 
upon the doctrine said to have been laid down by the 
Court, in the case of Busset.! v. Bennelt. In that case 
a verdict had been taken for the defendant, both on the 
general issue, and on the plea of Eiberum tenementum, 
whereas there was only evidence to support the find- 
ing for the deftlndant on the general issue. " The plea 
(if fimnd) would be conclusive," says his Imdship. that 
at the time ofplearl~ngthe soil and freehold were iu the defen- 
dant, and if properly pleaded by way ofestoppel,it would 
estop theplaintiff,againstwhomit wasfound,fromagain alle- 
ging thecontrary. But if not brought forward by plea as an 
estoppel, but only offered in evidence, i t  would be material 
evidenceindeed, that the right ofthe freehold wasar the time 
as found; but not conclusive between the parties as an estop- 
pel would be." And accordingly he add$-'$ In that case the 
proper course would certainly have been, for the Judge 
a t  the trial, to have discharged the Ju ry  from finding any 
verdict, on the plea of liberurn tenementum, on which no 
evidence was giveti." 3 East, 364. The course which he 
rccommenda would have been proper, simply because a 
judgment in  trespass, on the plea of general issue, is 
neither conclusive by way of estoppel, when pleaded, nor 
material in evidence, when not pleaded, as to the right 
of the soil and freehold. 

The  judgment is reversed, and a new trial is to be 
awarded. 
PER CIJRIAM. Judgment reversed. 
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WILLIAM A. SPARKS v.  DEN ex Dem. RICHARD WOOD, et al. SPARKS 
2). 

Although costs are not expressly given by any act of the assembly organiz- WwD' 

ing the Supreme Court, yet the power of g i ~ i n g  a judgment for them, 
necessarily results from the several acts of 181 0, ( H u n .  ctr. i85, Q 7), 1818, 
(Rev. ch. 963, Q 6 and 7), and 1825, (Tay. Rev. c l ~ .  1282). 

AT the last term, the plaintiff, in an action between the 
parties to this motion, recovered judgment for his costs, 
and an execution issued for them, as taxed by the clerk. 
The  defendant in that action applied now to set the exe- 
cution aside, upon   he ground that costs were not recover- 
able in this Court. 

No counsel appeared f i~ r  the plaintiff, in the motion 
which was brought on, i n  consequence of a written apyli- 
cation of his, or from the return of the sheriff. 

Iredell for the defendant. 

RUFFIN, Chief Justice.-Upon the decision of this case 
heretofore, judgment was rendered, as well for the usual 
costs in this Court,as for those in the Superior Court;  and 
the clerk accordingly issued an execution against the 
appellant and his sureties, for the costs in the Supreme 
Court. 

On behalf of the appellant, a motion has been made to . . 
set aside the execution, upon the single ground that costs 
are not recoverable here. 

I f  that were true, it might be sr~fficient to say, that i t  
forms no objection to the process, but rather to the judg- 
ment, which obliged the clerk to issue it, and therefore - 
this motion could not be sustained. 

But we apprehend that the motion rests upon a total 
mistake, in regard to both ; and that not only is the exe- 
cution warranted by the judgment, hut the judgment 
itself is required by the law. 

It has been the course of the court, without a single 
exception, since 1810, to adjudge cnsts in all appeals; save 
only against the state. TheCourt  could not overturn such 
a train of precedet~ts, without a mandate from the legisla- 
ture. In truth, however, the rule owes its existence to 
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SPAW not the express letter. 

21. 

woo,. In the origin of thr Supreme Court, no costs were given, 
for no judgment was rendered here. The only jurisdiction 
was of questions adjourned before judgment, by the Judge 
of the Superior Court, for the solution of doubts enter- 
tained by himself. But as there might be error, though 
the judge was confident of the contrary, the General 
Assembly thought it proper to give to the party himself, 
as a matter of right. the power to bring under relision the 
opinions of the judge, and the judgment of the Superior 
Court, by may of appeal. Unless co3ts attcncled such 
appeals, it might be expected that, f ir  the sake of delay, or 
through contumacy, almost every case would be brought 
up. It was most natural, therrfore, that the grant of the 
right of appeal, should be accompanied by a provision for 
costs. Accordingly. the very first act, which allows of an 
appeal-1810, (RFo. ch. 785, Q 7)-provides that the appel- 
lant shall give bond, &c. and '.that the Supreme Court 
shall adjudge costs to be paid by the party cast, and exe- 
cution shall issue therefor, in like manner, as from the 
Superior Courts." No fee-bill is, indeed, set forth in the 
a c t ;  but in the opinion of the judges, that omission did 
not warrant them in disobeying or disregarding altogether 
the express command of the statute. They conceived it 
to be their duty to adjudge reasonable costs, upon a prin- 
ciple ofconstruction, of ancient origin and universal appli- 
cation, that defective provisions, as to matter of detail in 
a remedial statute, must be supplied, rather than the posi- 
tive general enactments should be rendered impotent. The  
judges of that day, therefore, adopted for this Court the 
fees which the assembly had prescribed for the old Dis- 
trict Courts, as they had been the highest courts created 
in this state, antecedent to the establishment of the Supreme 
Court. In conformity to that rule, and within the know- 
ledge of the profession and of the legislature, costs have 
been taxed by the clerk and adjudged by the court in 
every intervening case up to the present time; and we are  
not without surprise, that a doubt of the propriety of so 
doing should be started at this late day. 
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The acts of 1818, it is true, have nothing express about JUNF, 1 8 : ~ .  
-A 

costs here nominatim. But it seems plain to us, that S P ~ R K ~  

they were intended to be, and are continued by those acts. uro,,- 
Thc whole jurisdiction and powers of the preceding court 
are transferred to the presetit court ; and, in the next place, 
no cause is to be brought. here but by 8ppeal) in which the 
appellant must give bond, with sureties. I n  that provision, 
criminal cases are included, in which it would seem that 
the bond can cover nothing else but costs, since a recogni- 
zance or imprisonment secures the appearance of tht: 
accused ; and, certainly, the sureties arc not to represent 
him in suff'ering the punishment. But, besides all that, the 
sixth and seventh sections of the supplemental act provide, 
that the Supreme Court shall render judgment on the 
appeal-bond, in the same manner as a Supcrior Court may 
on an appeal from the County Cour t ;  and in case the 
appellant shall fail to file the record, the clerk of the Supe- 
rior Court shall, after certificate from this court, issue exe- 
cution, as though no appeal had been prayed, taxing double 
costs against the appellant. What  costs are those ? Surely 
not double the costs before adjudged in the Superior Court, 
including witnesses, and process of every kind; but in 
analogy to the act of 1777, ( R e v .  ch. 115, 3 7'7, it means 
double the costs taxable in the Supreme Court, according 
to the known course of that court, under the act of 1810. 
The recognition of that course is also found in the subse- 
quent act of IS25) (Taylor's Reo .  ch. 1252,) so explicitly, 
as to remove every difficulty. The object of this last stat- 
ute is to require the payment of the costs in the respective 
courts, to be made at  points most convenient to the persons 
entitled to the several portions of it. I t  authorises the 
clerks of the Superior Courts to issue execution for the 
costs incurred in those Courts, " and the clerk of the 
Supreme Court to issue execution for the costs incurred in 
that Court." As a legislative exposition of prior statutes, 
or as a confirmation of the previous judicial regula gene- 
ralis, and of the practice under it, here is an expression too 
plain and precise to be evaded or resisted. I t  is a full 
answer to the motion, which must be refused. 

PER CURIAM. Mot ion refused. 
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One, whose land is overflown by a mill-pond, has a right to recover for the 

damages done him, notwithstanding his ancestor consented, by parol, to the 
erection of the dam, and the consequent overflow of his land; for if it be 
the grant of an incorporeal hereditament, it is void, for want of a deed- 
if a mere authority, it can be revoked, and ceases with the life of the 
grantor. 

THIS was a PETITION filed by the plaintiff, for an injury 
to his land and dwelling, caused by a mill-pond of the 
defendants. 

Upon the trial before STRANGE, Judge, a t  Roberson, on 
the last Fall Circuit, the only question being whether the 
plaintiff had a right to recover, and if so, how much, the 
defendants proved that the father of the plaintiff; under 
whom he claimed, being informed, previously to the erec- 
tion of the dam, by the person under whom they claimed, 
of his intention to build a mill, expressed his satisfaction a t  
the prospect, and gave his permission to raise the dam as 
high as might be necessary. 

His Honor informed the jury, that if they believed this 
testimony, the plaintiff could not recover, unless the dam 
had, subsequently to the license, been raised still higher. 

A verdict was returned for the plaintiff; but he, being 
dissatisfied with the amount of damages, appealed. 

No counsel appeared for either party. 

GASTON, Judge.-The error assigned upon this appeal, 
is to be found in an exception to the charge of the judge. 
The  instruction complained of lays it down for law, that 
if the owner of a tract of land, has, by the erection of a mill- 
dam, ponded the land of another, under a parol license 
from him, those who succeed to the estate in the land, thus 
ponded, cannot, because of a continuance of the nuisance, 
recover against the alienee of him who erected the dam, 
unless the dam has been raised to a greater height than 
was originally permitted. W e  suppose that this instruc- 
tion is founded upon a principle, recognised, or thought to 
be recognised in several adjudications, that a verbal autho- 
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rity is not only an excuse for what has been done under it, J U X E ~  1836- 
but caanoi be countermanded if once acted upon, without, B l i l ~ ~ e s  

at Ieast, putting the person licensed in the same condition pu&,,. 

wherein he was, before acting on the license. The  occa- 
sion does not call upon us to examine the correctness of 
this principle, or to define its extent, should the correctness 
be admitted-and on questions of acknowledged difficulty, 
where we have not the benefit of a discussion, (and in this 
case there has been no counsel,) we feel ourselves bound to 
exercise caution, in forbearing to decide any unnecessary 
point. The cases that bear upon this doctrine, so far as 
we know of them, and they are accessible to us, have been 
carefully examined, and the result is, a conviction that 
they do not warrant the instruction given; or, if they do, 
that the instruction, notwithstanding these decisions, is, 
nevertheless, erroneous. One of the latest of these decisions 
is Liggins v. Inge, reported 7 Bing. 682. It is not amiss 
to remark the extreme caution with which that case is 
spoken of by Chief Justice DENMAN, in delivering his very 
able opinion, and the judgment of the court on the case of 
Mason v. Hill, reported 5 Earn. & Ald. 1. Supposing it, 
however, to have been properly decided, (of which we say 
nothing,) it seems to us to have been determined on grounds 
not applicable to the subject now under consideration. I n  
that case, the plaintiff's father, by par01 license, had per- 
mitted the defendants to lower the banks of a river, and 
make a weir above the plaintiff's mill, whereby less water 
flowed to it than before ; and it was held that the plaintiff 
could not sue the defendants, for refusing to raise the bank 
to its former height, and to remove the weir, and thus con- 
tinuing the diminished flow of water to the plaintiff's mill. 
The determination is distinctly placed upon these positions, 
that the water in the river is public property, open to the 
use s f  all ; that the party who first appropriates to his own 
use any portion of it, flowing through his own land, has 
the right to the use of what is thus appropriated, against 
all others ; and that the water, after such appropriation, 
may be given back to the public, and then appropriated 
by other individuals to their use. The pard  license was 
regarded, not as transferring to the defendants any right 
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JUNE, 1836. or interest in the water accustomed to flow to the plain- 
BR:DGES tiff's mill, but as giving back and yielding up to thepublic, 

U. 
pu,,,LL. -for the use of whoever might afterwards appropriate it 

-that quantity of the water which found its way over the 
weir and the lowered banks. In the present case, the 
defendants claim the privilege to throw the water of their 
mill-pond upon the land of the plaintzf. They certainly 
have it not of common right. They claim it as having 
belonged to their vendor, because of a license from the for- 
mer proprietor of the plaintiff's land, and as having been 
transmitted to them, along with his sale of the land, which 
they hold as an appurtenance to the thing thereby con- 
veyed. 

The case of Taylor v. Waters, reported 2 Mars. 551, 
and 7 Taunt. 374, though connected with this subject, 
decides nothing upon this question. I t  decides that a 
license of free admission for the term of twenty-one years 
to a theatre, on nights of public exhibition, granted for a 
valuable consideration, is valid. It also decides, that such 
a license mag be granted by parol, notwithstanding the 
statute of frauds. Of the first position, we see no cause to 
doubt. A license for a valuable consideration for a speci- 
fied time, is in law a grant of the thing, or the use thereof 
for that time, and by the force of the executed contract as 
a lease, or a grant, passes an irrevocable right during the 
time, to the privilege thereby granted. Popham, 151. Vin. 
Abr. tit. License, E. Vaughan, 351. 

The correctness of the second position has been ques- 
tioned, (see 2 Chitty's Prac. 339, and Sugden on Vendors, 
57,) and is opposed by a strength of reasoning not easily 
answered. But we have no concern with it. Our Statute 
of Frauds certainly does not embrace such a license, what- 
ever interest it may pass, for that statute applies not to 
executed contracts. The case of Winter v. Brockwell, 8 
East, 309, comes from a high authority. The plaintiff 
brought an action on the case for a nuisance in erecting a 
sky-light over an open area, by means whereof the light 
and air were kept from his windows, and noisome smells 
arising from the adjoining house, were forced into them. 
On the general issue the defendant gave in evidence that 
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the erection complained of was made with the plaintiff's JUNE, 1836. 

express approbation, but that after it was finished the BRIDGES 

pltiintiff became dissatisfied, and required it to be put p,2E,L, 
down. Lord ELLENBOROUGH admitted the point to he 
new to him, but he thought it unreasonable, that after a 
party had been led to incur expense in consequence of 
having a license from another to do an act, and that 
license had been acted upon, the other should be permitted 
to recal his license, and treat the first as a trespasser, for 
having done the act. At the trial he instructed the jury, 
that the plaintiff could not recal his license without offer- 
ing to pay all the expenses incurred. When a motion was 
made by one of the counsel for a new trial, Lord ELLEN- 
BOROUGH remarked that he found himself justified in the 
opinion he had given the jury by the case of Webb v. 
Paternoster, and thereupon the counsel waived the molion. 
It is impossible, I think, not to feel with Lord ELLENBO- 
ROUGH, that the plainliff's conduct was unreasonable, and 
that he ought not to be permitted to insist on the erection 
being destroyed without some compet~sation to the defen- 
dant for the expense incurred. The quantum of cornpen- 
sation could not be ascertained in that action, and the 
question would seem to be, whether compensation must 
be made before the license can be revoked at law, or 
whether a legal revocation could not he made, and then 
the execution of the judgrnent enjoined until compensation 
made. The case of Wehb v. Paternoster (said to he best 
reported in Palmer, 71,) was determined upon the point, 
not that the license was not countermandable, hut that it 
was a license for a convenient time only, and that such 
time had expired before the act dnne, whereof the plaintiff 
complained. Two of the judges MONTAGUE and h u m -  
TON, expressed an opinion that the license, which was a 
permission from the owner of the land to put a cock of hay 
thereon for a reasonable time, passed an interest, which 
charged the land in the hands of the lessee, notwithstand- 
ing a countermand. DODDRIDGE doubted thereof, but 
remarked, among other things, that every license which is 
in its nature a license, is countermandable ; and HAUGHTON 
then said, that there was a distinction between licenses 
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1). 

p,,,,, ble, that he regarded the former as irrevocable, because 
they passed an interest. As the case occurred in the reign 
of James the lst ,  long before the Statute of Frauds, it was 
argued and decided on common law principles. The case 
of Wood v. Lake, in Sayer, 3, does not apply. There, 
according to the reporter, it was held that an agreement 
for one to stack coals on another's land for seven years, 
may be granted by parol, because it is not an interest. 
The reporter is confessedly an inaccurate one-the deci- 
sion, if made, is clearly wrong; (see Sugden on Ven. ut 
supra ; Phillips v. Thompson, 1 John. Ch. Rep. 131 ;) but 
if the decision were right, it bears not upon the present 
point. 

A license is a power or authority given to a man to do a 
lawful act. Unquestionably, no countermand can make 
the act done under it illegal. Here it was not a license to 
erect a dam, for no license was needed for any such pur- 
pose. I t  was a license, by means of a dam on his own land, 
to pond water on the land of him who gave the license. 
I t  is often difficult to distinguish between a license or a 
mere authority, and an interest or a license coupled with an 
interest. I t  necessarily follows, that what is done under 
either, while in force, is binding upon him who has granted 
it. Until the license was revoked, the keeping of the water 
upon the land was lawful. I t  is a general principle, that 
a mere license may be countermanded; and it is equally a 
general principle, that an interest once passed cannot be 
recalled. The extent of the grant, whether it be of an - 
authority or an interest, depends not on any technical 
words, but upon the intention of the parties. Whether a 
license to do an act which in its consequences permanently 
affects the property of him who gives it, when so acted on, 
that what is done cannot conveniently be undone, may be 
regarded as the grant of an interest to the extent of the 
consequences thereby authorised, and therefore not revoca- 
ble; or whether such a license does not necessarily imply 
a permission for the thing done toremain, notwithstanding 
the continuing consequences ; and therefore the licenser, 
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on a principle of good faith, may be forbidden to withdraw J u ~ ~ ~ 1 8 3 6 .  

it, without indemnifying him who trusted thereto:- BRIDGES - - 
whether these or either of these principles can or cannot PUR",'ELL. 

be extracted from the adjudications, we are of opioion, 
that they do not uphold the instructions complained of. 
The right to pond water on another's land, is an  incorpo- 
real hereditament, a right not indeed to the land itself, but 
to a privilege on and upon the land, impairing to that 
extent the dominion of the proprietor therein. Set up as - .  
a permanent interest granted to the vendor of the plaintiff, 
transferable by him, passing with the land to the 
defendants, it is inoperative, because it is a freehold in- 
terest, and cannot pass but by deed. Regarded as a mere 
license, however irrevocable, between the parties, (if, 
indeed, there can be such without an interest,) it is difficult 
to see how it can be binding between the plaintiff and the 
defendants. The ancestor of the plaintiff granted a license, 
and the plaintiff has succeeded to all his estate. Now ifthe 
effect of the license be not to pass any interest out of, or  
impose any charge upon the land, the plaintiff has suc- 
ceeded to an unlimited and unshackled fee simple therein. 
A mere authority necessarily ceases with the life of the 
grantor. The plaintiff's ancestor granted a license to the 
vendor of the d<fenclnnts; but regarded as a license, how 
does it enure to the benefit of the defendants ? I f  it passed 
as an appurtenance to the land, it partook of its nature; 
it was more than an authority-it was an hereditament. 
To hold that a permission thus given shall operate forever 
for the benefit of the grantee and his assigns, against the 
grantor and his heirs, would be, in effect, to permit a fee 
simple estate to pass under the name of an irrevocable 
license. Purchasers would never know what incumbrances 
were upon their lands, and instead of the solemn and 
deliberate instruments which the law requires as the indis- 
pensable means of transferring freeholds, valuable landed 
interests would be made to depend wholly on the integrity. 
capacity, or recollection of witnesses. 

The  judgment is reversed, with directions to the Court 
below to award a new trial. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment reversed. 
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EDWARD R. and JOHN A. DARDEN v .  JAMES MAGET, Executor 

DARDEN 
v.  of JETHRO DARDEN. ' 

MAGET. 
An application to the county Court, by an executor, for an order appointing 

commissioners to divide the estate ofhis testator among the legatees, with- 
out any proceeding to make those legatees parties, is merely ezpnrte,  and 
will not authorise the court to enter judgment of confirmation, so as to bind 
the legatees ; nor to make an order, that such of the legatees as came in 
voluntarily and opposed the confirmation of the report, shall pay the 
costs. 

An appeal lies to the Supreme Court, from all acts of the Superior Court 
professing to be final adjudications on questions of right, notwithstanding 
such adjudications may be irregular and void. 

An ex pnrte proceeding, upon which no judgment can be given affecting 
others, is not comprehended in the term &' action," as used in the 90th 
section of the act of 1777 (Reu. ch. 115), and upon an appeal to thesupreme 
Court, from an irregular judgment of the Court below, by a person not 
a party to the proceeding, the Court may in its discretion, adjudge that 
neither party to the appeal shall pay costs. 

AN application was made ore-tenus to the County Cour t  
a t  Hertford, by James Rfaget, styling himself executor of 
Je thro  Darden, deceased, for an order appointing commis- 
sioners to divide the negroes of the deceased among his 
legatees, according to the terms of the will. An  order 
was  thereupon made, appointing commissioners, who 
rnade a return of their proceedings ; to which an objection 
was  taken by E d w a r d  It. Darden, claiming to be one of 
the legatees; whereupon the report was set aside, and a 
new order  rnade, re-nppoirlt ing the same commissioners. 
These commissioners made a second report in precise 
conhrmi ty  will1 the former, to which many exceptions 
were  filed by E d w a r d  R. Dartlen and John A. Darden. 
These exceptions were overruled by the C o u r t ;  and it 
was  thereupon ordered that the report be confirmed, and 
that  E d w a r d  R. Dartlen and John A .  Darden pay the 
costs. From this sentence they appealed to the Superior 
Court ,  where, before his Honor Judge  DICK on the last 
Circuit,  i t  was I' ordered by the Court  that the exceptions 
be overruled, and the report of the commissioners be 
confirn~ed ; and further ordered by the Court,  that E d w a r d  
R. Darden and John  A. Darden pay the costs of this suit 



from the time of filing their exceptions in the County J L = ~  
-- 

Court." From which order they appealed to this Court.  Dmnr Y 

t. 
hede l l  for the appsllants, objected to t l ~ e  report as being al,,,,. 

expal-te, and that it should be set aside. 
Kinney for the appellee, admitted that  the decree had 

no binding force, but contended that  the appeal must bc 
dismissed, as there were properly no parties to it. 

GASTOX, Judge,  after sating the case proceeded.-The 
merits of this controversy have not been argued before us. 
T h e  counsel on both sides have agreed in the opinion that 
the proceedings were so irrc,gular, as not to war ran t  a n y  
judgment. There  was  no petition sctting forth the pro- 
visiolls in the will ofJet111.o Darden,  or the parties between 
whom a division was  sought to be made. There  was  no 
action constituted by any process, to  give the Court  
jurisdiction in relation to tile nlattet-s on which it professed 
to adjudicate. T h e  return of the comn~issioners, appointed 
on the application of the esccutor ,  might properly have 
been filcd as  eridcncing his disjrositiorl of the estate of his 
tes tator :  but i t  received no validity from tllc sanction of 
the commissioners ; it had no operation except against those 
who acquiesced in i t :  and it called for no confirmation 
from the Court.  I t  was analagous to the ordinary case, 
in which a n  executor o r  administrator returns an account 
to  Cour t  of his ad~ninistration of the estate, ~ ~ s u a i l j - ,  indeed, 
examined by auditors, but  regarded as  entirely e.1 ])art!., 

and binding on him only. T h e  interference of the 
app"lants with the return was inofficious, and the various 
orders p s s e d  thereon \vithout authority. T h e  division, 
w a s  tile division of the executor, and of such of the parties 
as  concurred therein, and its propriety could orlly be 
investigated by the Court,  in some action appropriate for 
tha t  purpose. I f  tile Court  had no authority to ac t  judi- .  
ciaIly upon the return of the colnmissioners, i t  was 

eclually without a ~ t h o r i t y  to give jrid,nment to either par ty  
for costs. Costs are  damages atljudged to the one party, 
because of the unjrist suit o r  defence of the oillcr, 
TVherc 119 ;!.ction has becn constituted, cost;: cannot Lc 
atijudged. 
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It has been insisted, that upon this view of the proceed- 
DABDEN ings, the Court ought to dismiss this appeal ; for that in v .  
MAGET. contemplation of law, what purports to be the judgment of 

the Superior Court, is a mere nullity. Without admitting 
it to be so, we think, nevertheless, that it may be reviewed 
by appeal. This is the only mode known in the state for 
the correction of the legal errors of that tribunal, and we 
understand the laws regulating the Supreme Court as au- 
thorising appeals to it from all acts of the Superior Court, 
which purport to be final adjudications on questionsofright. 

The judgment or the Superior Court must be reversed 
as erroneous. Not considering the case to be comprehend- 
ed within the term '' actions," as used in the 90th section 
of the Act of 1'7'77 (Rev. ch. 115), and believing that the 
costs of the appeal are therefore a t  our discretion, we 
think it right, in a matter of mutual mistake and blunder, 
to adjudge no costs to either party. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment reversed. 

THE STATE u. MERRIL MILLER. 

Where the defence of a person indicted for murder as disclosed by his wit- 
nesses, consists of a justification, and the judge, in his charge, takes it for 
grantcd that the homicide was committed by him, he does not thereby 
violate the act of 1796, (Rev. ch. 452,) forbidding the expression of his 
opinion as to the weight of ecidence, because the justification necessarily 
admits the homicide, and its validity cannot be examined, except upon the 
supposition that it was committed by him who seeks to justify it. 

Misconduct in a juror in a capital case, as s separation from his fellows, or 
eating or drinking without the permission of the court, before drli~ering 
the verdict, held by RUFFIN, C. J. and DANIEL, J., to be a reason for applying 
to the d~scretion of the judge, in  the Court below, for a new trial, and not to 
render the verdict a nullity, and a venire de novo proper. 

But per GASTON, J.-Any unauthorised and unexplained separation of a juror 
from his fellows, in a capitalcase, in law vitiates the verdict, and a venire 
de nova should be awarded. Mmor irregularities are grounds for a new 
trial, addressed to the discretion of the judge who presided at the trial. 

The effect of a separation of the jury, before they return their verdict, and the 
difference between a new trial and a venire de now, discussed and stated 
at length by ~ U F F I Y ,  C. J., and GASTUN, J. 

THE prisoner was tried before SETTLE, Judge, on the 
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last Circuit, a t  Wake, for the murder of John Whitaker. Jwe,IR36- 

On the trial, the witnesses for the prosecution swore, that SPATE. 
0. the prisoner came, about nine o'clock, A. nr. with a stick, MlLrn. 

to a house where the deceased was sitting, and there a 
fight took place between the prisoner and the deceased, in 
which the prisoner fell, with the deceased upon him-that 
immediately afterwards the son of the prisoner came up, 
when a separation took place, and the deceased retired, 
but was pursued by the prisoner and his son, and the mor- 
tal blow given. Upon the defence, one Woodali was called, 
who deposed, that soon after sunrise of the same morning, 
he saw the prisoner and the deceased in company, when 
the deceased struck the prisoner with a small stick; upon 
which, the prisoner took it from him and threw it away, 
saying, that he did not wish to injure the deceased. This 
witness stated that the prisoner greatIy exceeded the 
deceased in bodily strength. 

After the evidence was closed on both sides, some of 
the jury desired leave to retire, and the Judge, without 
any objection being made by the prisoner or his counsel, 
put the whole jury in charge of the sheriff, and permitted 
them to retire together. The jury accordingly retired out 
of the court-house, in charge and custody of the sheriff. 
A few minutes afterwards, the sheriff returned into the 
court-house, with eleven of the jury only. Thereupon the 
clerk was directed to call over the names of the jury, when 
Henry Gorman, the juror whose name was third upon the 
list, did not answer; but in less than two minutes, he 
returned into the court-house, when the Judge expressed 
his strong disapprobation of the juror's conduct ; but upon 
the juror's stating that he was obliged to step aside to 
obey the calls of nature ; and some of the bystanders tes- 
tifying that the juror was a good, well-meaning man, and 
would not knowingly, on any consideration, have violated 
a rule of law or of the court, no punishment was inflicted 
by the Court. The jurors then took their seats in the jury 
box, and the trial proceeded, without objection on the part 
of the prisoner, or his counsel. His Honor, after stating 
to the jury the leading principles by which a homicide 
was mitigated from murder to rnanslaugh~er, proceeded as 
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.lUhE, f d l o ~ s  :--I That  they, (the juryt) would inquire why it 
STATE was, or how it happened, if they believed the witness 

1 ) .  

nrlI,l,En. Woodall, who stated the great superiority of bodily power 
the prisoner possessed over the deceased, that he was a t  
the bottom in the fight and scuffle, and continued there 
until the deceased disengaged himself from the prisoner, 
and attempted to go off, without using the sticli in the 
meantime, which he, the prisoner, held in his hand. That 
if they believed it was with a view to malie the deceased 
strilie, so as to a f i~ rd  a provocation to takehis life, it would 
be no extenuation of tile prisoner's offence. And that if 
they collected from his testimony, that the prisoner was 
t~ot  1nl)ourinr under a strong excitement, immediately after 
he and the deceased separated, the law did not allow him 
to raise himself up into a gust of passion, and pursue the 
deceased, at  the time and place stated by the other wit- 
ncsses, to take his !ifi:, and allege that his offence was 
reduced to manslaughter by tllc provocation.' " 

The prisoner was convicted, and a new trial was moved 
for. 

First, Bccause his Honor had, in his charge, violated the 
act of 17%i, (Rev.  ch. 452,) restraining a judge from 
expressing, in his charge to the jury, an opinion that a fact 
was prowd. 

Secondly, Bccause the jury, after being charged with 
the prisoner's case, separated before they agreed in their 
vcrdict, and gave it in to the court. 

A new trial having been refused, thecounsel for the pri- 
mner then offered to prove that while the juror, Henry 
Gorman, was absent from the body of the jury, he visited 
the store of W. J. Longee & Co., to get a drinli of spirits, 
which (store) stands at the distance of tine hundred, or one 
hundred and twenty yards from the court-house, and in 
view of it,"-which the court refuse to receive. The place 
to which the absent juror went, was about seventy or 
eighty yards from the court-house, but out of the way and 
retired. Judgment of death being pronounced, the pri- 
soner appealed. 

We H. J h j ~ o o o d ,  for the prisoner. 

'l'lrc .1i/o171cy GPIZPIWI fbr the state. 
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JUNE, 1536. RUFFIN, Chicf Justice.-One of the objections on which -__-- 

the motion for a new trial is founded, is, that the presiding SwTE 
2). 

Judge expressed or intimated an opinion that certain facts MILLER. 

were proved. This is supposed to have been done in those 
parts of the charge, in which the Judge said to the jury, 
that ii they would inquire why it was, or how it happened. 
if they believed the witness Woodall, who stated the great 
superiority of bodily power the prisoner possessed over the 
deceased: that he was at  the bottom in the fight and 
scufie, and continued there until the deceased disengaged 
himself from the prisoner, and attempted to go off, without 
using the stick in the meantime, which the prisoner held 
in his hand: that if they believed it was with a view to 
make the deceased strike him, so as to affbrd a provocation 
to ttilie his lifc, it would be no extenuation of the prisoner's 
otlcnce; and that, if they collected from his testimony, that 
the prisoner was not labouring undcr a strong excitement, 
inimcdiately after he and the deceased separated, the law 
did not allow him to reason himself up into a gust of pas- 
sion, and pursue the deceased, at  the time and place 
stated by the other witnesses, and talie his life, and 
allege that his offence was reduced to manslaughter by the 
provocation." I t  is said that in these observations, the 
Judge assumed as facts, that the witnesses for the state 
had truly testified; first, that thc prisoner did kill the 
dcceascd at the time and plncc mentioned by them; and, 
secondly, as to the circumstance, that in the scuflt~, the 
prisoner fell at  the bottom. T o  appreciate the force of 
these objections, it is necessary to recur to thc nature of 
the testimony of Woodall, and the defence of the prisoner, 
as founded on it. His testimony related to transactions 
between the prisoner and the deceased, in the morning of 
the day on which the homicide happened, and was relevmt 
only as it tended to show a provocation then received, 
which in law would mitigate the crime to manslaughter. 
That  must have been the point contended for in defence. 
The Judge was examining that point, and advising the 
jury of the law on it. In  the very nature of it, and for the 
purposes of that inquiry, the death of the party is presup- 
posrrl ; for cvery jr~stiticntion or cx;c:wc? admits that to  
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JUNE? 1836. have been done which is sought to be justified. The 
STATE objection, therefore, does not apply to the conduct of the 

2). 

MlLLER. Judge, more than to the defence of the prisoner himself 
The  jury could not have been misled, for with any inteili- 
gence, they must have understood that the fact of the 
homicide must be established to their satisfaction; and 
that both the defence .of the prisoner, in reference to the 
provocation, and the charge of the Judge, related to a 
question, which would be consequent on their determina- 
tion of the main point of the death. On the general cha- 
racterof the case, including that principal point, the Court 

had previously instructed the jury; and as no exception is 
taken to that part of the charge, it must be understood by 
us, that the Judge did not, a t  that time, intimate his opjn- 
ion upon the credit to which the witnesses, who deposed 
to the deed itself, were entitled. Having, in a proper 
manner, performed his duty thus far, he could not discuss 
the point raised by the testimony of Woodall, but in con- 
nection with a supposed deed, such as the other witnesses 
had represented. But the. jury could not have inferred 
therefrom, that the Judge held the fact to be established 
for any other purpose than that to which he was then 
calling their attention. 

An ss- 
sumption 

We think the other part of the objection is equally 
by ZL Judge untenable. The witnesses for the state deposed to all the 
In h ~ s  
c,large, circumstances of the fatal rencounter ; among which was 
tiintafact the one, that when the parties went out of the house, a 
deposed to 
istrue,but scuffle ensued, when the prisoner fell, and the deceased on 
w\-hich if him. It is said the Judge assumed this to be true, and in 
true em-  
not(prcJu- that respect erred. If that assumption be made, it is 
d"etlle manifest that i t  could not be to the prejudice of the 
prisoner, is 
noterro- prisoner. W e  attach, indeed, very little importance to the 
neous. circumstance in itself, for in a scuffle, the stronger com- 

batant may come to the bottom from many accidental 
causes, and not by design dn his part, or the superior 
advantage or skill of his adversary. But it is a circum- 
stance which of itself tends to establish, that the person 
thus found at disad~antage was not the more powerful, or 
did not bring on the engagement; so that an inference 
therefrom favourable to the prisoner might have been 
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pressed on the jury. As the evidences of the fact came J v w  1836. -- 
from the witnesses against the prisoner, he might insist STATE 

'71. 

that it must be taken for true as against the state, and AIILLER, 
surely he cannot complain that the Court yielded to the 
force of that argument on his behalf. I t  is said, however, 
that there was a t  least an intimation that the prisoner 
played a feigned part on the occasion-of which there is 
no evidence. W e  are unable to perceive any such inti- 
mation. An inquiry into the cause of the prisoner's fall is 
advised,-whether it happened by accident or design. 
But there is not the slightest intimation that i t  was by 
design. I t  is assumed that it might have been so, and so 
unquestionably it might have been. If it was by design, 
then the deductions just mentioned in favour of the 
prisoner could no longer be made from it, but it would 
give rise to others of an opposite character. The  instruc- 
tions actually given were therefore correct, in point of 
reason and law. If they were, they are not erroneous, 
although, (as we think is the case here,) they might be 
unnecessary and immaterial. If the Judge, in summing 
up, deemed it prudent to notice a circumstance so unim- 
portant, we do not perceive how it could be to the preju- 
dice of the prisoner, unless he should, in relatiotl to it, lay 
downsome rule wrong in itself; and that is not pretended. 
H e  certainly left the inquiry of fact entirely to the jury. 
I t  might be immaterial, but it  could not be harn~ful to the - 
prisoner ; and as to the legal consequences from the result 
of the inquiry, if one unfavourable to the prisoner could . . 

be found, we concur with his Honor. 
In the opinion of the Court, there is no cause for a new 

trial in this part of the case. 
I t  is further insisted that the prisoner is entitled to a 

second trial, first, for the separation of one of the jurors 
from his fellows before the verdict was rendered, and 
secondly, because that juror, during the separation, drank 
spirituous liquor. 

In relation to the latter reason, if we thought it in itself $ratter al- 
leged as 

sufficient, there might perhaps be insuperable difficulties ground for 

in the way of our taking notice of it upon this record. a venirede 
nono, 

The point was not brought forward until after a mistrial be 



'""" - - - -. . ... had been moved for upon another ground, and disposed of: 
s , r a ~ ~  and perhaps the Court refused to consider it then, because 

M I E ~ E : K .  it was not in due time, according to the orderly proceed- 
hiotctio,, ings of the Court. Again, Lord IIALE, 2 P. 6 .  306> lays 

it down, that if a juror cat or drinli at  the charge, for ;iud not 
I the purpose of the prisoner, and the verdict find him 
t i ~ r n x r d  in 
p ~ i s ,  nr guilty, it is good; but if it find him not guilty, and this 
:'1.011111161. appears by examination, the Judge before whom the ver- 
a l l r \ $ -  trml, 

dict was given, may record the special matter, and there- 
upon the verdict shall be set aside." In the next page 11e 
states the case of the jury sending for a witness to repeat 
his evidence, who doth it accordingly: this appearing 
by examination in Court, and intlorsed upon the record or 

l)Osleuj will avoid the verdict." h Court of errors cannot 
notice any facts !)ut those appearing in the record ; a d  it 
appears from the passages cited how matter of this sort 
ought regularly to appear. Here the record does not set 
forth that the juror in fact drank spirits, but only that the 
prisoner offered to prove that he went to get a drinli. The 
presiding Judge is from necessity exclusively to determine 
the facts. I t  might be that he did not believe the evidence 
ofliered, or it might be, that if heard, it would not have 
satisfied him of the material fact, that the juror really 
drank, since it only professed to go to the extent that he 
went for that purpose, and not that he co~~su~nmated  
it. On the other hand, if the objection be valid in law, 
and the Judge refused the proof, because he dcewed the 
objection invalid, it may be fairly urged, that the facts as 
ofered to be proved, and every rcasonable inference from 
them, ought to be considered as stated in the record : it is 
thus when an exception is talien to the opinion of the 
Court against the admissibility of evidence. TIE error is 
in excluding such evidence, and therefore it cannot be 
considered that the facts to which it relates were estab- 
lishctl, hut that they would have been, if the evidence had 
been received ; and because those facts, d ~ e n  estnl)lished, 
would i n  law produce a different result, the judgment 
given is reversctl. It would seem to mc, that the justice 
of the Court, not to say, tllc humanity of the law, would 
mete to a prisoner the lilie benefit in a case of this sort. 1 
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should be extreniely reluctant to decide a capital case -- J u ~ l F 3 1 ; .  

against thc accused upon sq nice a distinction, since it is STATE 
3. altogether uncertain whether the Judge failed to state the M,,,,, 

facts directly and with the utrnost precision, because he 
did not find them upon examination, or because he would 
not enter into the examination, since he deemed the facts 
immaterial. In favour of life, I would, in such a case of 
doubt, rather take the latter presumption, and suppose the 
case was sent to us to determine the law upon the facts, 
rather than to consider whether the Judge had rightly 
judged of the facts upon the evidence. I make these 
observations, with a view to draw the attention of counsel 
and those who preside a t  trials to future cases, rather than 
as material in the present; which we think does not 
depend on the mode in which the record brings the point 
before us. Admitting that the juror did drink, and that 
the special mattcr had been recorded by the Judge, it  ie 
our opinion, that it does not avoid the verdict. I t  is 
true that it was not brought forward in this light in the 
Superior Court, nor in the argument in this Court, but in 
each was treated as a ground for a new trial. In that 
sense. i t  must be addressed exclusively to the Judge who 
tried the cause. But the true and !egal consequence from 
such n~isconduct of a jury as vitiates the verdict, is not 
that the verdict is to be set aside as erroneous, but that it 
is null, and that there has been a mistrial. For that 
reason, a vmire de 720~0 was awarded. long before new 
trials, in the modern sense of the term, had any existence; 
and in the passage in Lord HALE, already quoted, it is 
stated. that the rule applies as well to verdicts for a pri- 
soner, as to thosc against him, although a a2eu: trial, even 
to this day, cannot in England be granted in a capital 
case. I h t  it is our duty to give the prisoner all the 
advantngc to which the whole record entitles him, and to 
pronounce that there was a mistrial, if it be such in law, 
althou$~ he did not take that specific objection; as it would 
be to arrest the judgment for any ether defect. W e  have 
thercforc talien into considt>ration both of the objections to 
the roiduct of thc juror, as constituting or not, a mistrial. 

It is obvious, upoc a dight acquaintance wit11 the history 
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Jm* 1836. of the law, that there has been, in different ages, a great - 
STATE difference in the degree of strictness practised towards 
"' jurors. It is laid down anciently, that a jury once charged MILLER. 

cannot be discharged before they render a verdict, nor can 
they separate, nor can they eat or drink, without license 
from the Court. This we find as a general proposition, 
without any qualification as to cases of felonies or rnisde- 
meanors, or cases civil or criminal, or referring, except as 
to eating or drinking, to leave first granted by the Court. 
As regards the particular misconduct of eating or drinking, 
Lord HALE, 2 P1. C. 306, says, "that though it be not a t  
the charge of either party, anciently it was held i t  would 
avoid the verdict," and refers to the Year-book. 24 E. 3, as 
his authority : yet in the next sentence it appears that it 
mas in his day, and had been ever since 14 Hen. 7, settled, 
that unless it be at the charges of a party, it is only a 
misdemeanor, fineable in them that do it, but avoids not 
the ~erdict .  This is found in a treatise exclusively on the 
crown law, ancl therefore the modification must be taken 
to embrace criminal cases. Lord COKE lays down the 
same doctrine, Co. Lit. 227. W e  know, indeed, that 
innumerable cases are found, in which it has been zipplied 
to civil suits, but they had no connection with the subject 
on which Lord HALE was writing, and he cannot then be 
supposed to allude to them. W e  are not aware of any 
adjudication in England or in this country, in accordance 
with the most ancient rule of Edward the 3 r d ' ~  time, but 
in New York. In that state, i t  seems that drinking is not 
tolerated in any shape, during the progression of the trial, 
and if the liquor be even given by consent of the parties to 
a civil cause, it vitiates the verdict. W e  think, however, 
that the usages of our own state sustained by the clear and 
venerable authority cited by Lord MALE, ought to out- 
weigh with us the opinion of the most respectable Judges 
of our sister state. This particular question has moreover 
been considered and determined by this Court, in a capital 
case. In 8parrou;'s case, 3 Rfurp. 487, I made the 
objection myself, but the Court held unanimously that it 
had been settled rightly that taking refreshment vitiates 
the verdict only in those cases where they are furnished by 
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the party for whom the verdict is ti~und. I do not dispute J ~ h s  1636. 

that if a juror drink to excess, so as to disqualify himself ST,ITE 

for his office, it is not only a gross misdemeanor, but it l I I&R.  

ought to vitiate the verdict. I will not deny that such a 
case appearing in the record could be acted on by a Court 
of error. It can however be supposed to occur so seldom, 
as to render such a jurisdiction almost idle and unneces- 
sary. The  necessity for it rests upon the possibility that 
a Judge would take and retain ii verdict from such a jury, 
which would be a monstrous act, But the supposition that 
any Judge would commit such an act is in itself equally 
improbable and monstrous. It is impossible but that the 
jury would be kept together until they became capable of 
deciding, or that in a case in which a new trial was 
allowed, the verdict would be set aside and the cause 
retried. But on the present case it does not appear that 
the juror did not provide himself with the spirit, and there 
is no suggestion that he drank to the slightest degree of 
intoxication. In our opinion, this misconduct does not 
render void the verdict that has been taken : we could not 
hold that, without at the same time declaring, that we 
would treat in the like manner a contrary verdict, which 
would be a doctrine alarming to the whole community. 

Reasons of the like kind bring me to a similar conclusion 
upon the subject ofthe other act of misconduct in the juror. 
1 cannot fhink, that an absence of a juror for two rn~nutes 
from the body of the jury, without communication with 
any person, as far as appears upon this, or any other sub- 
ject, but to ask for a drink, does. by itself, annul the find- 
ing. It is true that I am not able to adduce an English 
adjudication in point, in a caw which appears to be capi- 
tal ;  and but one of that description in this country, in 
which an opiniort, similar to that entertained by myself, is 
expressed. But it is to be remembered, that the rule itself, 
as anciently laid down, is not by its terms restricted to 
capital cases. It embraces alike those of every description; 
and there is not more authority in the courts, without the 
mandate of a statute, to depart from it in one, than in 
another case. While I own that I find no instance in 
w hiaich a verdlcb found by a jury that had separated, has 
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J~~&,1836, been held sufficient to authorise sentence of death, I must 
STATE not, a t  the sarne time, omit to mention, that my researches 

v. have been equally ineffectual for a case in which the con- 
viction or acquital of a person, charged capitally, has been 
set aside for that reason. We, however, do know, that in 
many cases of that grade, the trial has been adjourned over 
from one day to another, and the jurors allowed refresh- 
ments. Such was the course upon the trials of Xione, 
Hardy and Tooke, for treason, 6 Term Rep. 530, both 
with and without the consent of the prisoner ; and also in 
Burr's trial; and this has been allowed in this state in 
Kimhrough's Case, 2 Dev. Rep. 431, as a matter of sound 
discretion. At first this was put upon the ground ofneces- 
sity, arising out of the length of modern trials; and it was 
said, that necessity justified what it compelled. But i t  is 
plain, that necessity is not used in its strict and absolute 
sense; for the departure of the judge from the jury and 
place of trial was not unavoidable, and the jury might 
have slept and eaten in their box. I t  only means highly 
convenient to all concerned in the trial, and highly condu- 
cive to the purposes of justice, by enabling the judge and 
jury to apply their faculties to the case before them. Tha t  
kind of necessity must vary with each case; and therefore 
it was properly said by Chief Justice HENDERSON, " that 
it is mere matter of discretion in the court, convenient and 
necessary for the exercise of its functions, in which the 
prisoner's consent has nothing to do." This is one marked 
departure from the text of the ancient common law, and is 
one evidence of the sense in which it is now to be under- 
stood, as applied to capital cases. It cannot be disputed, 
that this particular misconduct of departure does not vitiate 
verdicts in civil causes. I t  is so laid down by the best 
elementary writers, and there are numerous adjudged cases 
in support of it. The like is found on indictments for mis- 
demeanors of the highest grade. How were those excep- 
tions established ? By force of the opinions of the Judges 
of the courts of the common law, as to the true meaning 
of the rule originally, or as to the sense in which it ought 
to be received in the present state of society, so as to mske 
it accord with other rsceived rmdifica?ions of the law. I n  
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the case of TT;oolf, 1finner;r and others for a conspiracy, JUXF- l e 3 6 .  

reported in 2 M. 22 S. 462, and better in 1 Chitty's Rep. STATE 
L'. 

& I J  Chief Justice ABBOTT not only adjourned the court  fir,,,,,. 

over to ilext day,  but without  thelinowledge ofthe accused, 
permitted thc jury tc  disperse, and each onc to spend the 
night a t  his own house, with a caution not to have a n y  
communication with a n y  person concerning the trial. 
T h e r e  not being a n y  suggestion of such communications, 
a motion to set aside the verdict was  made upon the simple 
and  d r y  ground that  it was null, by reason of the separa- 
tion singly. The court unanimously denied the motion, 
upon the ground that  it was frequently practised, and 
every instance of it was evidence of the lawfulness of i t ;  
and  that  it ought to be in the discretion of the court. T h e  
judges say  explicitly, that  consent ought and could make 
no difkrence, for the accused is not free to deny, and ought 
not therefore to be asked ; nor did the leave of the court  
justify o r  give authority to the jury,  except as it prevented 
the act  from being a contempt ; for the judge's order could 
not malie that lawful which w a s  in itself unlawful. These 
reasons seem to me to have the utmost weight, and to bring 
the question down to the single point, whether the rule is 
now to be considered as  a positive, rigorous, inviolable 
mandate of the law, never to  be departed from under a n y  
circumstances, o r  as  one to be generally ohscrved, as con- 
ducive twexpedition in business, and to the fairness oft ria!^ ; 
but  which admits ofesceptions, to  be addressed to the dis- 
cretion of the court,  as grounds for a new trial, if there 
be a suspicion that the jury has been tampered with, o r  
tha t  there w a s  opportunity for it. T o  the whole court 
the latter appeared the better interpretation of the prinei- 
ple. Tha t ,  it is true, was a case of misdemeanor ; but the 
principle seems to me to be the same. M r .  Justice BEST, 
too, puts the case of a capital felony as one to which the 
application of the rule, in its literal acceptation xvould be 
most alarming; so much so, as  to convince him that such 
could not be the rule. H e  says, (' if the argument is right, 
i t  is right t o  this extent-that if, by a n y  accident, a juror 
gets out  of the box for a single minute, it is a mistrial. Let  
us see the extent to which this doctrine may bc carried. 
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JUNE, 1S36. Suppose in the case of a trial for capitalfelony, some of 
STATE the jury, by accident, get out of the box, and the prisoner, 

in the result of the trial, be acquitted, the consequence of 
this argument would be, that it was a mistrial, and the 
man must be put on his trial again;" which he deemed, as 
well he might, too mischievous to be sanctioned as law. I t  
is clear, that is to be the effect of the doctrine, if estab- 
lished. T o  my mind, the safety, liberty and life of the 
citizen, who may happen to be accused, stand opposed to 
it. I do not here, more than I did on the preceding point, 
contend, that there may not be flagrant cases of miscon- 
duct during the separation of the jury, which ought to 
annul their verdict; and for which, if stated in the record, 
this Court, as a revising tribunal, might be bound so to do. 
But the inquiry is, whether every-the least separation- 
one for two minutes, as here, and next, for one minute or 
one second, is to have that effect. T o  me it seems clear, 
that the interests of the public and of the accused, alike 
require that we should take the rule as we find it in Lord 
HALE'S time, as it has been known in use and daily prac- 
tice in England and in this state for many years past, 
rather than in the obdurate sense imported by its terms, 
as we first find it expressed. I t  is worthy of remark, that 
a t  that time there were no means in the discretion of the 
court, for correcting the wilfulness or the mistakes of jurors. 
Attaints, and the doctrine of mistrials, furnished the only 
method of redress. I t  might be much better to lay down 
as a positive and unqualified text, that acts, which tended 
to false verdicts, should vitiate all into which they entered, 
rather than allow those which were, in fact, unjust, through 
the corruption of the jury, to be obligatory. The more 
modern practice of granting new trials, affords a readier, 
easier and more just method of redress ; which renders the 
ancient rigour both unnecessary, and highly inconvenient ; 
not that jurors ought not still to be kept together, 
and refrain from intoxicating liquors, or that the court 
should not, in all cases, observe those precautions 
against the jurors being tampered with, and especially 
in criminal cases, and, above all, in capital felonies ; 
but when such irregularities do occur notwithstanding 
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every precaution, the Court now has power, not only of J ~ ~ ~ t 1 * 3 ~ .  

punishing the jurors, but of visiting upon the parties all STATE 
U. 

such consequences from the acts as they appear to the M I ~ L E R ,  
Court to have produced. If the party cause the irregu- 
larity, policy requires that a verdict in his favour, however 
right, should be forfeited. But if the party had no agency 
in it, there appears little reason for depriving him of his 
verdict, if proper upon the evidence and upon the law in 
the opinion of the Court, merely upon the ground that a 
juror had, without his privity, misbehaved. I have but 
little doubt that this power of the Court over verdicts in 
misdemeanors, and in suits between man and man, was 
the real, though perhaps a t  the time, the imperceptible 
cause of the first relaxations in cases of that description. 
I t  seems to me to have been a satisfactory and suf i i en t  
ground for such a relaxation, if indeed the rule was ever 
literally received. That it never was, or a t  any rate has 
not been for centuries past even in criminal cases, we also 
learn from Lord HALE, 2 PI. Co. 296, who states a case 
where, upon not guilty, there was a jury, one of whom, 
after their departure out of Court, left his companions; 
which being discovered by the Court, another juror was 
sworn in the place of A. H e  afterwards returned, and 
being examined by the Court, stated that he went to 
drink, and had not spoken with thedefendant : whereupon 
his substitute was discharged, and the verdict of A. and 
the other eleven was taken, though he was fined for his 
contempt. For this the Year-book of 34 Ed. 3 is cited; 
which certainly carries us back to a very remote period, 
almost coeval with the rule in its origin. The case is 
not stated to have been one of felony; but the contrary 
does not appear ; and if there had been a distinction, that 
humane and eminent Judge would not have omitted all 
notice of it. In  this country there is some diversity of 
opinion upon the effect of a separation of the jury. In every 
state we believe it is held that it does not, per se, vacate a 
verdict, in civil actions ; and as far as we have had access 
to the reports, in all except Virginia, the rule is the same 
in inferior crimes. In that state it was held by a majority 
of the General Court in The Commonwealth v. iWCn1.1, 
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J L W  1536. Virginia Cases, 271, that a separation was fatal to a ver- 
s,,,, dict in grand larceny. The cases in the other states are 

". collected, and well arranged by the reporter, in a note to 
QIILLEX. 

the case of Smith v. Thonlpson, 1 Cowen's Rep. 221. T o  
them may be added, the case of C~istophw, 2 Hawy. Rep. 
238, in this state. That, it is true, was an indictment for 
perjury, and was a decision of a District Court only : but 
the doctrine has been received, and frequently acted on 
since ; and I must again ask, by what authority the law can 
be modified in one case more than in another. Lord COKE, 
from whom the text is received, states it with no such 
modifications ; and if they are admissible for the purpose 
of convenience and aid in the administration of justice in 
one class of cases, they seem to be equally proper in every 
other, to which the same reasons apply, I n  the case of 
The People v. Doz~$ns, 4 C o w n ,  26. the doctrine deemed 
correct Ly me, is recognised by the Supreme Court of 
New Yorl;, as applicable to trials for capital felonies: and 
Mr. Justice Woonwomrr after a review of all the cases, 
both English and American, adopts the conclusion without 
hesitation. To the objection that it leaves too much to 
the discretion of the Judge, I can only reply, that much 
as every Judge must regret the exercise of discretionary 
powers, many equally important with this, are posscsscd 
by Courts, and it is indispensable that they should be so 
possessed. I t  is better that the one in question should be 
so entrusted, than the verdicts should be absolutely null. 
I f  it be a discretio~l not to set aside a verdict of guilty for 
this misconduct, when it has not in the judgment of the 
Court influenced the verdict, it is equally n discretion to 
let a verdict of not guilty stand under like circumstances. 
If I am not greatly mistaken in the supposition I have 
ventured to suggest, as to the causes of the extreme strict- 
ness with which juries were in ancient times watched and 
inlprisoned, and of the motives for not continuing it, fur- 
nished by the increased facilities of doing justice by milder 
means through new trials, there is in this state, whatever 
may be the case in England, full scope for the exercise of 
a sound discretion on this subject as in others, through the 
power expressly given by the statute, to grant new trials 
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in capital convictions. As in other cases, :lie misconduct J ~ w  1836. 

of jurors is addressed to thc Coui-ts, on a motion for a STATE 

new trial, and not as constituting a mistrial, why may it M,&R 

not be in this case also? T h e  objection is that i t  will 
then rest in discretion. Not  so when facts are  stated in 
the record which show that the jury mas unduly influenced, 
o r  make a case of prohable cause for suspicion. T o  be 
sure the Judge  sitting, must weigh the evidence of those 
facts, and i t  rests with hirn to set them down in the 
record : but w e  may safely trust to the integrity of the 
Judge.  to teil the truth, though w e  a rc  forbidden to place 
a Hind confidence in the correctness o l  his judgment as  
to  the law. I u  cases which fall short of raising a suspi- 
cion in every reasonable rnilld that  the verdict has been, 
or may have been produced by some undue influence, I 
think it safe to leave it to the discretion of the Judge, to  
throw in slight acts of irregularity in the jury, with other 
things, to show that  the verdict is probably wrong, o r  is 
not a t  least manifestly right, and on that  account to 
set aside the verdict by ordering a new trial. T h a t  this 
ought not to apply to  a capital case I will admit, if there 
were any  other safe o r  practicable w a v  open to us. But  I 
never can agree that  a verdict of acquittal should be avoided 
for two minutes absence of a juror, which is to  fol!ow ifthis 
verdict of guilty be avoided. Besides, this discretion of 
grant ing a new trial in capital cases already exists. 
Tremendous as  it is, and as it  is feIt to be by every Judge,  it 
has been against their wills, and after repeated refusals of 
themselves to assume i t ,  Imposed on them by !egislative au- 
thority. J t  is true, it is only tu gran t  new trials to the 
accused ; but i t  must ever  be remembered, that  a discre- 
tion to grant ,  is also a discretion to  refuse ; which puts 
the life of every convict in the hands, and at the will of 
the Judge. I am not alarmed that  it should be 50 to that  
extent. T o  all practical purposes and to the ends of justice 
and  humanity, i t  has heretofore been carried discreetly, and 
exercised honestly. Unless it  shall be abused, the Legis- 
lature will have no motive for recalling it, or restricting i t ,  
and  until that  body shall see reason to do so, this Court ,  I 
think, ought not, and cannot. 
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Ja."E7 836* I am therefore of opinion, that judgment of death ought, 
STATE in law, to be pronounced upon the verdict, against the pri- 

2'. 

311LLER. soner, and that the same be accordingly certified to the 
Superior Court of Wake. 

DAXIEL, Judge concurred with the Chief Justice. 

GASTQS, Judge dissented, and delivered the following 
opinion :- 

I concur with the other members of the Court in the 
opinion, that the error assigned in this case. for that the 
presiding Judge, expressed or intimated an opinion to the 
jury upon the facts, is not sustained. The reasons stated 
by my brother RLFF~N for overruling this objection, are so 
entirely satisfactory, that I have no wish to add a word 
to them. T am also of opinion, that the irregularities of 
the t r~a l ,  urged as a reason for settmg aside the verdict 
andgranting a new trial, were addressed to the discretioriof 
the presiding Judge, and that as aGourt of Errors we have 
no jur~sdiction to re'iiew the exercise of that discretion. 
But I do not concur with my brethern in the opinion that 
judgment of death has been rightfully awarded against the 
prisoner, because it seemeth to me, upon the record, that 
his guilt has not been ascertained by a trial in due course 
of law. A terdict of guilty has been indeed received, and 
entered of record. but that ~ e r d i c t  is so vitiated by the 
irregularities of the trial, also apparent on the record, 
as to render it in law bad. I t  is my opinion, therefore. 
that the Court below should be directed to vacate this ver- 
dict, and award a %enire cle noco. 

T o  uphold the purity and efficiency of trial by jury, 
the law has prescribed certain regulations by which it 
shall be conducted. And the law would be unfaithful to 
itself, if it did not take effectual means to insure the 
observance of its mandates. For this purpose, it of course 
renders amenable to punishment, all who violate these 
injunctions. But this vindictive sanction, although i t  may 
deter frotn violations of right, affords no redress to those 
who may, nevertheless, have been wronged. The law, 
a here fore, requires of its min~sters, whose duty it is to 
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pronorlnce sentence upon the matter set forth in the record, JUW -- 1836. 

to see whether the disputed facts have been found in the S T . ~  

mode which i t  authorises, and with the observances of the 
solemnities which it commands. If this be not so, and an  
injury mcly thereby have been sustained by him against 
whom judgment is prayed, the judgment cannot be pro- 
nounced, but i t  must besuspended until the facts be legally 
ascertained. Should ~t appetlr on an inspection of the 
record, that the jury consisted of eleven instead of twelve 
persons-that the jury were not of the proper vicinage, 
or were returned by a wrong officer-that some of the 
jurors were not sworn-that proper challenges were 
refused-that in a capital case the jury had rendered a 
wxdict agamst the prisoner secretly, or in his absence- 
that after the jury were sworn, either party delivered in 
a piece of evidence to the jury, and the verdict was given 
for him that delivered it-and that after the jury were 
sworn and gone from the box, they sent for a witness to 
repeat his evidence which he had before given openly in 
Court-in these, and in all cases like these, there cannot 
be judgment, but the verdict must be set aside and another 
trial awarded. See Arundel's case, 6 Rep. 14. Co. Lit. 
125, a. Hassel v. Payne,  Cro. Eliz. 256. lVorman v. Ben- 
mont, Willes, 481. V7ray v. Thorn, Dev. 484. 2 Hale's 
Pleas Crowns, 306, 307. Such of these matters as may be 
termed ertrinsic in their nature, but which, nevertheless, 
affect the legality of the trial, are to be made appear to 
the Court before whom the trial is had, and are there 
indorsed on thepostea, or otherwise entered on the record. 
2 Hale, zlt supra. 

There is a marked distinction between the awarding of 
a new venire because of the verdict being thus declared 
bad, and the setting of a verdict aside, and granting of a 
new trial. The former must be for matters apparent only 
on the record and is of right. The other may be for mat- - 
ter not appearing on the record and is addressed to the 
discretion of the Court. The former is matter of error, 
and must be noticed by the appellate Court ; the latter is 
ordinarily not matter of error, nor elsewhere examinable. 
The former is the ancient common law proceeding, the 
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JUNE, 1636, latter is comparatively of modern invention. See expla- 
STATE nation of Chief Justice WILLIS in Wytham v. Lezvis, 1 Wil- 

v. son, 55. See also 2 Hawkins, ch. 47, sect. 12. 1 Chitty, MILLER. 
654. 

The irregularities of the trial in this case are thus stated : 
-" After the evidence was closed on both sides, some of the 
jury desired leave to retire, and the Judge (without any 
objection being made by the prisoner or his counsel), put 
the uhole jury in charge of the sherifT, and permitted 
them to retire together : the jury accordingly retired out 
of the Court House, it1 charge and custody of the sheriff. 
A few minutes afterwards the sheriff returned into the 
Court House with eleven o f t h e  jury only. Thereupon the 
clerk was directed to call over the names of the jury, when 
Henry Gorman, the juror whose name was third on the 
list, did not answer, but in less than two minutes he return- 
ed into the Court House, when the Judge expressed strong 
disapprobation a t  the juror's conduct ; but upon the juror 
stating that he was obliged to step aside to obey the 
call of nature, and some of the bystanders testifying that the 
juror was a good well meaning man, and would not knowing- 
ly on any consideration have violated any rule of law or of 
the Court, no punishment was inflicted by the Court. The 
jury then took their seats in the jury box, and the trial 
proceeded, without any objection on the part of the pri- 
soner, or his counsel. After argument, the motion for a 
new trial was overruled. The prisoner's counsel then 
offered to prove that while the juror, Henry Gorman, was 
absent from the body of the jury, he visited the store of 
?V. J. Longee & Co. to get a drink of spirits, which 
stands at the uistance of one hundred, or one hundred and 
twenty-five yards from the Court House, and in view of 
it, which the Court refused to receive. The place to 
which the absent juror went was about seventy or eighty 
yards from the Court House, but out of the way, and 
retired." 

It is much to be regretted, that his Honor had not 
received the proofs offered, and after instituting a full 
inquiry, caused the precise facts as they might thereon 
have appeared, to be distinctly put upon record. No one 
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~yilo linows !rim can for a moment suspect that he intended J V W  1636. -- 
to deprive tile prisoner of the slightest privilege to which STATE 

he was entitled, or shut him out from any objection which nI,L:En. 

he could urge against the awful sentence about to be pro- 
nounccd. Individually, I cannot doubt but that he declined 
to receive the offered p ~ v o f s ,  because he considered the fact 
to be established by t!iem immaterial. Individually, I 
hare little or no doubt of the existence of that fact, but 
officially, I can notice nothing extrinsic that occurred on 
the trial as a fact, but what is put on the record as such. 
I could not even examine the proofs, if the Judge had 
caused them to be annexed to the record, in order to 
determine the actual fact. I am bound also to throw out 
of consideration all t,hat the delinquent juror stated, or his 
friend declared, to save him from censure. These answered 
the purpose of screening him from probably well-merited 
punishment, but i t  does not follow that they were true, and 
the record does notfind them to be true. No inquiry was 
made below, how long before the return of the jury into 
Court, the delinquent juror left his fellows. Their return 
did but malie manifest to the Court the fact of a separation 
which had previously occurred. Confining, therefore, my 
attention strictly to the facts as stated, they are these: 
-After all the evidence was received, one of the jurors, 
without permission, went away from the body of the jury, 
unattended by any oficer. How long he was absent, is 
unltnown, except that his absence did not exceed a '' few 
minutes," and two minutes thereafter. The place to which 
he went, the cause of his going off, and the manner in 
which he conducted himself when away, are also unknown. 
H e  returned, and with his fellow jurors, rendered a verdict 
of guilty, against the prisoner. The question of law, then, 
is simply this-does an unauthorised and unexplained 
dispersion of the jury, in a case of life and death, after the 
evidence is received, vitiate a verdict against the prisoner? 
Is  such a verdict bad in law ? 

Had this verdict occurred forty years ago, about the 
period when my attention was first directed to legal 
studies and legal proceedings, I believe that it would have 
admitted of very little dispute. The verdict would have 
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JUNE, 1836. been set aside as ~mquestionably bad. Adjudications 
s,,,, however, in England and in our sister states, have since 

been made, indicating less rigid opinions in relation to the 
MILLER. 

forms of jury trials. These and other causes hare con- 
curred to render this question now one of serious difficulty, 
and impose on me the necessity of re-examining the 
correctness of the notion which formerly prevailed. 

The law of North Carolina is the common and statute 
law of England, as it existed before the revolution, and 
has been since modified by state legislation. 

I t  was once the unquestioned law of England, that such 
a separation of the jury in any case, civil or criminal, 
vitiated the verdlct. Lord COKE lays i t  down as a funda- 
mental rule, that " by Ihe law of En31and, a jury, after 
the evidence given upon the issue, ought to be kept 
together i n  some convenient place, without meat or drink, 
fire or candle, (which some call an imprisonment,) without 
speech to any one, unless it be the bailiff, and with him 
only if they be agreed." Co. Litt. 227. The severities 
of this confinement might be mitigated by an order of 
Court. 

The jury might eat and drink in view of the Judge, by 
order of the Court, says Baron COMYNS, title Pleader, 
Verdict, s. 46, and for this he quotes the Year-book, 20 
Hen. 7 ,  3 p. I t  is laid down in  Doctor and Student, 
Dialogue 2, ch. 52, page 270, 4' with the assent of the 
Justices, they may both eat and drink." This part of the 
rule being intended to guard rather against delay than 
corruption, was always regarded as not absolutely 
inflexible, but one which, under the supervision of the 
Court, might be accommodated to the circun~stances of 
each case. If  any of the jury however, without the 
license of the Court, ate or drank before the verdict was 
delivered, it was once held that this irregularity vitiated 
the verdict. But a distinction soon after was taken and 
recognised as valid; if the jury ate or drank at  their 
own charges, or at  the charges of him against whom they 
found, although they were liable to punishment, this mis- 
conduct did not avoid the verdict. 2 HALE'S P1. C. 42. 
The reason for this distinction is stated in Rogers v. Smith, 
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Palmer, 380, that the misconduct of the juror should be JUNE, 1836. 
punished, whether it affected the verdict or not, but that STATE 

it ought not to vacate the verdict, unless it was of that MI,"& 

kind which cast a suspicion thereon. But the first great 
purpose of this rule, the securing of the jury from the 
possibility of improper intercourse, forbade all dispensa- 
tion from that part of it which required confinement. The 
law had with great pains endeavoured to procure for triers 
men above all exception, who stood indifferent, as they 
stood unsworn ; and with yet more jealous care provided, 
that they should hear no evidence but what was relevant 
to the precise matter in controversy, and fit to bring their 
understandings and consciences to a proper conclusion 
thereon. If after all these precautionary measures, it  
permitted the triers to mix &th those aiound them, to 
catch the partialities and prejudices of the friends and 
enemies to the parties, and to open their ears to all that 
might be said in relation to the matter under trial, the 
precautions were nugatory, and these was no security for 
an impartial verdict founded upon the evidence. This 
part of the rule, as it admitted of no dispensation, so it 
permitted no exception, unless it were such as was pro- 
duced by imperious necessity, and even this was not 
allowed without great hesitation, and against the opinion 
of many of the sages of the law. Brooke's Abr. Verdict, 
pl. 19, (of which a correct translation is given in a note 
1 Cow. 252,) states a case between the Bishop of L and 
the Earl of Rent, upon the trial of which the jury, after 
being dispersed by a violent storm, reassembled and 
returned a verdict. It was finally held, after great debate 
and much difference of opinion, that because of the neces- 
sity, there was no breach of the rule, and the verdict was 
good. That a separation not caused by necessity vitiates 
the verdict, appears from the same author, (Verdict, pl. 17,) 
to have been adjudged in a case of replevin. See also 21 
Viner, Trial, ctg. 451 pl. 21. This case so distinctly pre- 
sents the manner of proceeding upon those irregularities 
which are not only visited with punishment, but which 
do away the finding, that it merits attentive consideration- 
 nisi Prius, in replevin, in Essex, the jury was sworn 
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JUNE, 1636. and committed to the ward of the sheriff, and when the 
STATE. Justice would have taken the verdict it was deposed to 

21. 
M ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  them by people, that meat and drink was brought to them 

after their charge, and that they were suffered to go at 
large, by which the Justices refused to receive their ver- 
dict, because it was suspicious ; and of this matter corn- 
plaint was made to the king by bill, who inclosed it to the 
Justices of B. R. to do right and reason. And the under- 
sheriff, by his servant, confessed that he permitted them to 
go at large-and because it appeared of record, viz. his 
misdemeanor, and he is an officer, a capias was awarded 
against him-and because the going at large and taking of 
meat and drink is only surmised, therefore a venire (a 
surnmons) was awarded against the jury and the trans- 
gressors-and between the parties a new venire hcias 
was awarded, to return twelve," &c. 

In no report of an adjudged case, until the period which 
shall be hereafter mentioned-in no elementary law writer 
of acknowledged authority, can I find either decision or 
dictum, which permits of a further exception. Universal, 
but in this instance bending to no power but that nhich 
all must submit to, it must be taken as one which the law 
deems essential to the impartial administration of justice. 
If no judge can dispense with it, certainly no judge can 
pronounce the violation of it immaterial. The law forbids 
it in all cases, because it tends to destroy the purity of jury 
trials. A verdict taken in defiance of this prohibition, is, 
necessarily, therefore, regarded as I'  suspicious," and unless 
this suspicion be entirely removed, the verdict seems to me 
necessarily bad. I t  cannot be doubted, that whatever 
might be the rule, more or less rigid, which prevailed, for 
securing verdicts from this taint of suspicion, it was upheld 
with much greater jealousy in criminal, and especially in 
capital, than in civil cases. In  the latter, many of the 
forms of law might be waived-but in the former, the pri- 
soner was understbod to waive none to which he had a 
right. His life was at stake. I t  was put in charge of the 
jury, and they were to make true deli~erance, in respect 
thereof, between him and the king. In a capital case, there 
could be no new trial ; the verdict of the jury, rendered 
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in due form of law, whether for or  against the prisoner, JUNE, 1836. 

was conclusive as to the claim of the offended sovereign to STATE 
the life of his subject. In  a civil case, there might be a 0. 

MILLER. 
nonsuit; in a criminal case, the jury, once charged, could 
not be discharged. In  a civil case, and in misdemeanors, 
the indulgence of a privy verdict was allowed to the jury, 
but in a capital case, they were bound to look on the pri- 
soner when they pronounced on his deliverance, and freed 
themselves from their weighty charge. Time, which is a 
great innovator, and the fashior, of this worid, u hich, as it 
passeth away, leaves not unfrequently lakting changes 
behind it, may, perhaps, have produed some rnodifications 
and alterations in the old rule. I can find, however, no 
traces of any further alterations or modifications of the rule 
ever sanctioned by the courts in a capital case. The sepa- 
ration was never allowed, as far as I can see, in any capi- 
tal case, unless necessity required i t :  and if so, it must 
follow, I think, that if it took place against permission, 
prima facie, it avoided the verdict. The rule as laid down 
in Lord Delamere's Case, 4 Hargrave's State Trials, 232, 
was invariably adhered to, and, as far as I can learn, is 
inflexibly adhered to unto this day. There, on a questiou 
whether the court can allozo the jury to separate, it was 
said by all the judges, the jury being once charged, can 
never be discharged ; this is clear, and the reason for that 
is, for fear of corruption and tampering with the jury. 
An officer is sworn to keep the jury, without permitting 
them to separate, or any one to converse with them; for 
no man knows what muy happen ; for though the law 
requires honest men should be returned upon juries ; and, 
without a known objection, they are presumed to beprobi 
et legales homines, yet they are weak men, and, perhaps, 
may be wrought on by undue applications. SoLord COKE, 
commenting (3 Institutes, ch. 2, S. 15, page 307,) on the 
trial of peers before the Lord High Steward, says, the 
peers ought to continue together as jurors in  case, as 
other subjects do, until they be agreed of their verdict." I n  
civil cases, and perhaps in inferior misdemeanors, it seems 
to have been early held, that the parties might, by consent, 
waive such irregularities, if they were not attended, and 
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JUNE, 1836. shown to be not attended, by abuse. Thus it is laid down 
STITE by Lord HALE, (2 Hale's P. C .  296,) <' Upon not guilty 

21. pleaded, twelve are sworn to try the issue; after their 
departure, one of the twelve leaves his companions, which, 
being discovered by the court, by consent off all parties, 
B. another of the panel, is sworn in the place of A. ; and 
afterwards A. returns to his company ; which, being made 
known to the court, A. is called and examined why he 
departed ; he answered, to drink ; and being examined 
whether he had spoken with the defendant, denied it upon 
his oath ; whereupon B. was discharged from giving any 
verdict, and the verdict taken of A. and the other eleven, 
and A. fined for his contempt." For this he cites 34 Ed. 3, 
O$ice de Court, in trespass. I have not the means of access 
to the authority which he quotes. I t  must be understood 
to have been a case of trespass, by which a capital offence 
would not have been designated. The defendant, no doubt, 
desired the absent juror to be reunited with his fellows, 
for the court required of him to be sworn that he had not 
spoken uith the defendant, and it does not appear to have 
been objected to on the adverse side. The consent spoken, 
I understand, therefore, as having extended to all the 
occurrences on the trial, and the oath of the offending juror 
removed the suspicion of all tampering and improper com- 
munications. Whatever may be the exception which this 
case seems to make out of the general rule, (and without 
violence, it can scarcely be said to extend further than I 
have supposed,) it was not regarded by Lord HALE as 
more than an exception to an established rule, for in the 
very same page he subjoins, that " where the jurors depart 
from the bar, a bailiff ought to be sworn to keep them 
together, and not to suffer any to speak with them." The 
only case in the English books, before our revolution, 
which I have met with, where a separation not appearing 
to be by consent, nor justified by necessity, nor shown to be 
certainly unattended by abuse, is said even ia a civil case 
to uphold a verdict, is that of Lord St. John v. Abbot, 
reported as of Michaelmas Term, 9 Geo. 2, and to be found 
in Barnes's notes, 324. How much reliance is to be placed 
on this short note of a very inaccurate repor!er, i t  is not 
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necessary now to decide, although for my part, [ have no JUNE, 1836. -- 
hesitation in declaring, that I would require far more to ST~TE 

authorise me in sanctioning any innovation upon previously BI,L'ER. 

well settled law. I have far more respect for the opinion 
expressed by a great American Judge, (the late Mr. Jus- 
tice LIVIN~STON of the Supreme Court of the United 
States,) and reported in the case of Leister v. Stanly, 3 
Day, 287. This cause was tried in the Circuit Court of 
the United States, for the Distri'ct of Connecticut, where 
the jurors, by long usage, (denied a part of the common 
law of that state,) are permitted to go at  large. After the 
case had been committed to the jury, LIVINGSTON, Justice, 
remarked, that he understood it had sometimes been the 
practice with jurors in Connecticut to separate, while they 
had a case under consideration. H e  then proceeds thus :- 
" The rule of the common law requires them to be kept 
together until they have agreed on their verdict; and on 
looking a t  the statute, we do not perceive that that varies 
it. If they separate before, and afterwards return a ver- 
dict, it will be set aside." I t  is true, that in Connecticut, 
this peculiar practice has been at  length sanctioned; (see 
case of Brandin v. Grannis, 1 Con. Reports, N. S. n. a.), 
but it is explicitly settled, becatuse of the long established 
usage in that state, and it is admitted to be not in confor- 
mity with the rule of the common law. There has been 
no adjudication in North Carolina that I am informed of, 
which holds such a verdict good. The case of the Xtate v. 
Carstophen, was quoted at  the bar as an authority for that 
purpose, 2 Hayw. 238. The note is a loose one, and, like 
many others in that volume, is somewhat inaccurate. Rly 
brother DANIEL, who was present at  the trial, mentions 
one fact not noticed by the reporter-that the absence of 
the two jurors was from necessity. Upon the admitted 
fact of this necessity, and on proof that the jurors had no 
intercourse with any persons, Judge HALL said, the ver- 
dict ought not to be set aside, and the motion to do so was 
not pressed. Without such necessity and such proof, it 
seems that the verdict would have been deemed invalid. 
Is this authority ? I recognize it  as such, and to its full 
extent I am willing to go in all cases, civil and criminal. 
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JUNE, 1636. But I want authority, for I cannot find principles to justify 
STATE me in holding a verdict good, although the jury have gone 

2). at  large, and the irregularity is not found or admitted to 
have been produced by necessity, or to have been attended 
by no abuse. So far as I have proceeded in this examina- 
tion, I see no cause to doubt but that in a case of life and 
death, an unlicensed and unexplained separation of the 
jury does? in our law, vitiate a verdict against a prisoner, 
(as unquestionably it once did in the country ofour ances- 
tors). One of the duties of judges is to hand down the 
deposit of the law as they have received it, without addi- 
tion, diminution or change. It is a duty, the faithful per- 
formance of which is exceedingly difficult. They must 
refrain from all tempting novelties, listen to no suggestion 
of expediency, give in to no plausible theories, and submit 
to be deemed old fashioned and bigotted formalists, when 
all around are running on in the supposed career of liberal 
improvement. But perhaps there are few duties in u hich 
they can so effectually serve the state. A pause is thus 
created for thought, amid the hurry of action. Stability 
is given to the public institutions-and, above all, there is 
that rect~rrcnce to fundamental principles, which is 
enjoined in our constitution, and is essential for the prcser- 
vation of liherty and ortier. 

Questions connected ni th  and thought to bear upon that 
now under consideration, have been examined and decided 
in England since our revolution, and recently in our sister 
states. These decisions are well worthy of attention, 
not, however, as in the nature of authorities, but as fur- 
nishing evidence of what learned and wise men have 
deemed to be the common law of our country as well as 
of theirs. The case of the Icing v. IZin?ze(cr and Others, 4 
Bar. & Ald. 462-01- tlre IGng v. Wove m d  Others, as it 
is entitled 1 Chitty, 401, (18 Eng. Corn. L. Rep. 115,)- 
is relied on with great emphasis by the state, to show that 
the irregularity which confessedly existed in the present 
case d o ~ s  not avoid the veidict. It is impossible for any 
person acquainted with the great talent and probity which 
adorn the high judicial tribunals of England, to regard any 
of their de l ihra te  decisior~s oti~crwige than with respect. 
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I have attentively examined this case, so greatly relied on, JUNE, 1836. 

but the result of that examination has been, not to shake, STATE 

but to confirm the opinion which my other researches had MltrER. 
produced. I t  was the case of a misdemeanor. .The trial 
havink commenced in the morning, and continued until a 
late hour in the night, before the evidence even for the 
prosecution had closed, it became a matter of necessity, 
that the trial should be adjourned; and by order of the 
Court, it was so adjourned. The  jurors were permitted 
to retire .to their famibes, after aq address from the Chief 
Justice, warning them 'to have no communication with 
any persons touching or  concerning the matter in issue. 
The defendants were convicted. There \\?as no allegation 
that this warning had been violated, or of any other mis- 
conduct .in the jury. I t  was moved to stay the j ~ d g m e n t  
and set aside the verdict, because ofthis separation ordered 
by the court. The motion was refused-but let us see 
upon what grounds. The very first is, that the offence 
charged mas a misdemeanor, and not 'a capital crime. 
The Chief Justice ABBOTT, professedly a profound lawyer, 
grounds himself upon this alone. After showing that there 
could be no legal objection. merely because af an ~ ( j o u r n -  
ment, he adds, c L  the adjournment is not necessarily hl- 
lowed by the dispersion of the jury ; for in many cases, 
(and in many cases they ought,) they are kept together 
until the final close of the trial. But I am of opinion that 
in the case of a misdemennor, their dispersion does not viti- 
ate the verdict, and I found my opinion upon the ndmiited 
fnct, that there are many instances of late years, io which 
juries, upon trials for misdemeanors, have disper'sed and 
gone to their abodes during the night, for which the 
adjournment took place ; and I consider every instance in 
which that has been done, to be proof that it has been law- 
fully done." I t  is not for me to sag' whether the atljudica- 
tion was correct or not, but the ground on which the 
adjudication was placed, militates decidedly, in my opinion, 
against the purposes for which it is quoted. l r  There are 
cases in  which a jury ought to be kept together." D o w e  
wish to know what are these? They are the cases in 
which, without excrption, they are ordered to be kept 
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JUNE, 1836. together ; cases of life and death. I n  the case of Stone, 
STATE reported 6 Term Rep. 527, and in those of Hardy, Tooke 

"' and others, reported in State Trials, the jury were MILLER. 
kept together, notwithstanding repeated adjournments. 
The  law was as rigidly observed in this respect, as it 
would have been in the days of Lord COKE. The  order, 
after reciting fully the cause which made some intermission 
in the trial necessary, proceeded thus: " It is ordered that 
the jury empanelled to try the said issue, have leave to 
withdraw from the bar of this Court, being well and truly 
kept by six bailiffs, who shall be sworn not to permit any 
person to speak to them, touching any matter relating to 
the trial of this issue, and that the jury shall again come 
to the bar," &c. " There are many instances oflate years," 
proceeds the Chief Justice, " in which juries on trials of 
misdemeanors, have dispersed and gone to their abodes 
during the night, for which the adjournment took place, 
and every such instance I regard as proof that it may be 
lawfully done." But I believe that I may lay it down as 
a n  universal rule, that there is no instance in England, 
either in ancient or modern times, in which such a disper- 
sion is permitted, on a trial for a capital offence, and for 
that very reason it follows, that such a dispersion must 
yet be deemed unlaz~ful. The  Chief Justice, having 
delivered this opinion upon consultation with his associates, 
I consider what is afterwards added by them, as not consti- 
tuting the ground of the judgment, but as deserving notice 
merely because it proceeds from learned men. Justice 
BAYLEY remarks, that if a separation for a night will 
vacate a verdict, why may not one of two minutes ? I 
confess that I can see no reason why it should not, if each 
appear to be unlawful, and the possibility of improper com- 
munication be not repelled. H e  says, "that i t  is in the 
experience of persons, that the Judge, as well as the jury, 
is occasionally absent for a short period." I t  seems to me 
there is some confusion here. The question is not of a 
separation of the Judge from the jury-a separation which 
the law does not forbid, but of a separation of the jury 
from each other, which the law does forbid. Mr. Justice 
HOLROPD, places his opinion directly upon this ground. 
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" I do not find any authority in law, which says that the J U W  1836. 

separation of a jury in  a case between party and party, STATE 

or in the case of a misdemeanor does avoid the verdict." nrI:;ER, 

H e  adds, indeed, that a separation ought not to take place 
without the authority of the Court-and if during that 
separation the jury be guilty of improper conduct they 
may be fined for a contempt. Mr. Justice BEST, after 
declaring himself of the same opinion with his associates, 
subjoins some remarks which I feel it incumbent on me 
to examine a little more particularly. " I t  is insisted, says 
the Judge, that this is a misverdict, and that no legal 
verdict has been given. Now, I am alarmed a t  the 
extent to which the proposition may be carried, for if this 
is a mistrial in consequence of the separation of the jury, 
then if by any accident a juryman gets out of the bar 
for a single minute, it is a mistrial. Suppose, in the case 
of a trial for a capital felony, some of the jury by accident 
get out of the bar, and the prisoner is acquitted, the con- 
sequence of this argument would be, that it would be a 
mistrial, and the man put on his trial again. That is a - 
consequence which alarms me, and I do not feel that we 
should give any countenance to an objection that would 
go to such a mischievous extent." Whether the argument 
which the advocate of the prisoner there advanced could 
be pushed to the mischievous extent which so greatly 
alarmed the Judge, I am unable to say, but that the 
doctrine which I take to be the doctrine of the law, ought 
not to excite this terror, I have a full conviction. The 
general rule is, that a separation avoids the verdict, but 
that it will not avoid it if caused by necessity, and shown 
not to have been attended by misconduct. The Judge 
surely did not mean to be understood literally " if one of the 
jurors should happen to get out of the bar." The law 
has prescribed no place for the juror's confinement. The 
law considers him not separated from his fellows although 
not in active contact with them, if he be yet under the eye 
of the Court, or under the charge of its officers-kept 
from intercourse with the parties-to the suit, and others, 
who not acting under the same sanction which bound the 
consciences of his fellow jurors, might be tempted to mis- 
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Ju~E9183F, lead and pervert him. But again, what does the Judge 
STATE meanlby accident ? If a casualty proceeding from n natu- 

ral cause, then it presents the acknowledged exception of 
necessity. But I think it not undeserving of consideration, 
whether within the principles of the rule under examina- 
tion, a separation of the jury, unless under extraordinary 
circumstances, can be alleged as a cause of mistrial, on 
the part of the crown. No doubt, upon a mistrial, the 
verdict, whether fi)r the Crown, or the prisoner, will be 
set aside, and a venire de nouo awarded. But the same 
matter of fact cannot he indifferently argued on either 
side, as cause for avoiding the verdict. If the jury be 
treated by one of the parties, the other mag  allege this as 
cause of mistrial, but he who has caused the irregularity 
certainly cannot. If  the prisoner by any subtle contri- 
vance, produces the separation, and he is acquitted, and 
there was a possibility of tampering, there ought to be 
another trial ; but if he is wholly guiltless of the separation, 
it may be doubted whether the crown, which had the 

ability to keep the jury together, and would 
not, shall be admitted to urge that the dispersion was 
againts its will. But, howcver this may be, the true 
answer to any possible case of oppression, so dreaded by 
the Judge is, that none such in the history of English 

trials, has ever yet occurred, although it sectns to 
be distinctly admitted by him, that the law once was as 
stated by all the Judges i n  England in Lord Delamere's 
case, that a jury once charged, cannot be discharged. 
And if any alarm should yet remain, it may be allayed by 
the consideration that if Courts will not relax the rule by 
which the consequences of separation is to be a mistrial, 
it may be very confidently expected, that a separation will 
scarcely ever occur, unless when produced by necessity, 
or when all parties desire it. The pointed differences 
between the cases quoted, and that under consideration, 
are, that was a case of misdemeanor-this of liie and 
death. The separation there was lawful, because or- 
dered by the Court, in a matter wherein numerous 
decisions had settled, that such a separation could be right- 
fillly ordered ; here it was unlawful because not necessary, 
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and in a case where the court could not order it for any JUNE, 1836. 

cause short of necessity. A lawful separation, per se, STATE 

induces no suspicion of improper intercourse with the 
jury, an unlawful separation does induce the suspicion, 
else whereupon is i t  forbidden? A lawful separation 
inducing of itself no suspicion, must be shown to have been 
abused before it shall affect the verdict. An unlawful 
separation must be entirely freed from the taint of suspi- 
cion before it can sustain the verdict. 

The Attorney-General relies with much confidence on 
the case of The People v. Douglas, reported 4 Cowen, 26, 
as supporting the position that the sepuration does not, per 
se, vitiate the verdict. If that case is to be regarded as a 
proper guide to be followed, then it would seem that this 
verdict ought to have been set aside. If  it is not to be 
followed throughout, it must be because it was incorrectly 
decided. I t  merits, therefore, a critical examination before 
we determine how far it is to be regarded as a safe, and 
where we shall guard against it as a fallacious guide. 

The prisoner had been found guilty of murder, and the 
sentence respited, that the opinion of the Supreme Court 
might be had whether the verdict should be set aside. The 
objections taken to the verdict were, "that  two of the 
jurors, while out under the care of the constables, sepa- 
rated from their fellows, ate, drank whiskey. put cakes into 
their pockets, and conversed with bystanders on the sub- 
ject of the trial." One of these jurors had become insane, 
and his affidavit could not be taken. The other denied 
that he drank whiskey, but did not add, "nor any other 
spirituous liquor." H e  deposed that he did not converse 
on the subject of the trial, nor did he believe that the 
other juror (Lamb) conversed with any one; that he was 
in his company all the time, except that on his return he 
left Lamb standing a t  the door of the jail, where they got 
cakes, advanced five or six rods before him, turned and 
called to him, when Lamb immediately followed: and he 
stated circumstances which strongly negatived the charge 
that Lamb drank any spirituous liquor. The two jurors 
implicated were fully proved to be men of very fair cha- 
racters, and were in no wise affected by any spirituous 
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J ~ s - E ,  - 1536, -. liquor which they might h a r e  drank. ALL the witnesses 
STATE who deposed against the conduct of the jurors were con- 

21. 

AI,,,,,~ tradicted and discredited, with the exception of one oniy, 
who said on oath, that he thought he saw them drink 
some spirituous liquor. T h e  court  ordered the verdict to 
be set aside, and the prisoner to  be tried again. 

T h e  Judges delivered their opinions seriatim. They  all 
agreed that  the mere fact of separation, in a civil cause, 
unattended by  other abuse, did not avoid the  verdict. As- 
suming this to  be the established law in civil cases, they 
nevertheless guarded against being understood to decide 
that it tvould not have this effect, in  a capital case, i' W e  
do not mean to be understood, that  the mere separation of 
the jury is not sufficient cause for setting aside a verdict," 
a re  the words which the reporter ascribes to Mr. Justice 
W o o ~ w o r z ~ ~ i .  Perhaps there may  be here a nlisprision of 
print, and tile word  not" should be expunged. But  XAo, 
he a t  least means to say, that  they leave that  point unde- 
termined. "On so grave a question as  that of the life and 
death of a fellow-citizen," says Chief Just ice S A V A ~ E ,  I 
am not prepared to say that the separatinn of the jury, 
contrary to  the instructions of the court,  and mingling 
with the throng about the court-house, should not effect 
their verdict." There  can  be no mistake as to the lan- 
guage. Mr .  Justice S~THEREAXD is not quite so definite. 
His  language is, " 1 have no hesitation in saying, that  
when the separation of a jury is contrary to their du ty  
towards the court, and h e r e  is the slightest suspicion of 

abuse, their verdict should be set aside." T w o  of the jus- 
tices think that  the balance of evidence is, that  two of the 
jurors, or one of them a t  least, did drink spirituous liquor 
of some kind. One of them thinks that  the balance of evi- 
dence is against it. They  speak of the great diiiiculty of 
laying down any general rule, which shall apply to all 
cases under their various circumstances; but ultimately 
conclude by establishing as a n  inflexible ruie? that if the 
jurors drink spirituous liquors, or if, in a case of life and 
death, it be doz~btjul  whether they may not have drunk 
some, then without regard to the quantity or the effect 
yoduced ,  the verdict shn!l not be sustained. I n  tile course 
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of my anxious reflection on the case before us, I have more JUNE, 1836. 

than once examined the case of The People v. Bouglas, and S T ~ T E  

every review has convinced me more and more of the dan- M,L:E,. 

ger of being misled from the straight path of the law by 
the illusions of opinion. With sincere respect for the 
learned judges who decided that case, I cannot but say 
that a legal mind can scarcely fail to discover a repug- 
nancy between the premises on which they seem to reason 
and the conclusion to which they are conducted. If there 
be any genel-ul rule on this subject, it must be a rule of 
law; a rule for the administration of justice, which is to 
he applied in every case without regard to the particular 
efect produced thereby, can be nothing less thah law. If 
there be no such rule, whence do the judges derive the 
power of making one? If the application is to be regarded 
as addressed to their discretion, then each case must be 
judged of according to that discretion applied to its par- 
ticular circumstances. Yet they ordain that any, the 
least quantity of spirituous liquors, taken by a juror, shall 
not be tolerated in any shape, but shall vitiate every ver- 
dict, civil or criminal, even when given by consent of par- 
ties. And on what is this rule founded, except that the 
use of spirituous liquors may lead to abuse? I have no 
difficulty in saying with my brethren that I can find no 
law to this effect, and where the law is silent 1 dare not 
make a rule by which all in the land are to be governed. 

I do not disapprove of the judgment in the case of T f ~ e  
People v. Dougkus, because the law, which is wiser than 
any man, has, I think, already laid down the rule which, 
perhaps, justified the rendering of such a judgment. I t  
has been shown, I think, that the common law would 
uphold no verdict rendered by a jury who had dispersed 
without a necessary cause adjudged by the court, or ap- 
pearing on the record, or in cases short of capital, without 
permission of the parties; unless, perhaps, where the fact 
of improper communication is ertpressly negatived. This 
rule, venerable from its antiquity, and once admitted to be 
of undoubted obligation, is hunded on the very reasons 
which induced the judges in New York to establish their 
rule-because such a separation neces~arily leads to abuse, 
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JUNE* 1636. and ~t is ~mpossible to ascertain, In each case, whether 
STATE actual abuse has followed or not. I t  is like the rule of evi- 

MI,";ER. dence which prohibits all testimony from an interested 
witness, however small his interest. Many witnesses may 
be thus excluded who would testify truly; but it is impos- 
sible to discriminate in each case how far the bias of inte- 
rest may tempt to the perversion of truth, and to prevent 
this perversion all such testimony is shut out. I t  is like 
the rule in equity which will not tolerate purchases of 
trustees fi-om those having the beneficial estate, not because 
there is abuse, but because without the rule there will be 
abuses which cannot be detected, and which ought not to 
be tolerated. 

The difficulties in which these learned Judges were 
involved, I regard as a warning how slight deviations 
from established rules should ever be permitted. I t  is 
manifest, that their embarrassment lay in reconciling 
certain practices recently tolerated in their state with the 
law as it unquestionably once stood. I t  had been held in 
a civil case, Smith v. Thompson, 1 Cowen, 221, where 
some of the jurors had eluded the care of the constable, 
and went off during the night, but returned to the body 
of the jury next morning, and where no improper commu- 
nication actually appeared, that as no probability of abuse 
was seen, they would not set aside the verdict, and this 
decision was grounded solely on a previous one of Macldy 
v. Hastie, 3 Johns. '252, in which the common law strict- 
ness with respect to the jurors not taking out papers with 
them, is supposed to havc been somewhat relaxed. How 
easy is the descent, and how hard the return 1 The error 
was, that the Court would not see probability of abuse 
where the law saw it. Without reversing the case of 
Smith v. Thonzpson, they were obliged to hold that the 
common law rule was done away with in civil cases, and 
although not prepared to decide that it was abolished 
also in cases of life and death, they were perplexed with 
the question, why retain i t  in part, and not altogether? 
And now, although they professedly abstain from carrying 
the innovation to such a dangerous length, their forbearing 
to stem it, is argued as a reason \+hy we should sanction 
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the innovation, far beyond what they would sanction. As JUNE? 
yet, we have no such embarrassments; as yet, we have STATE 

0. 
adhered to the common law rule in a11 cases, and I think M,,,,,. 
there is nothing so inviting in the experience of those who 
have departed from it, as should tempt us to follow on in 
their wanderings. But with deference to the argument 
deduced for the state from the cases of The King v. Wove, 
and The People v. Douglas, I think it inverts the legiti- 
mate order of reasoning. As all human institutions in the 
progress of time become more or less disordered, so every 
legal rule, however well defined and clearly established, 
will be more or less deformed by anomalies, which may 
gradually be so incorporated into the rule itself, that they 
cannot be got rid of without violence. I t  may then be 
the part of wisdom to bear with them, but for their sake, 
the rule itself is not to be destroyed. In jurisprudence, as 
in logic, exceptions prove the rule. If the common law 
maxim has been so disregarded in civil cases, and in cases 
of misdemeanor, that it is hopeless to enforce it any longer, 
and as to them we must abandon law for discretion, let us 
cherish it with the greater care on those important occa- 
sions in which as yet it bas been preserved inviolate. As 
far, then, as I am able to discover, there is no adjudged 
case in North Carolina, or in England, or in any state of 
the union, profcssing to be founded on the common law, 
which would uphold me in saying, that the irregularities 
appearing upon this record, showing the possibility of 
improper communications, and the fact of such communi- 
cations not negatived, can be disregarded. The irregu- 
larities are confessedly against law ; they impress on 
the verdict the stamp of legal suspiciopl-that impression 
is not removed : and until it be removed, the law will not 
found a judgment on what it reprobates and distrusts. 

Such would be my conclusion, if I were unsupported 
by any adjudged cases. But it is a great relief to me to 
find that I am not. I do not rely as confidently as Mr. 
Chitty seems to do, (I Chitty's Crim. Law, 633,) on the 
cases of the King v. Fowler, 4 Barn. & Ald. 273, (6 E. 
C. I,. R. 273,) although I think it not unworthy to be cited. 
The record there was of a conviction in a case of felony, 
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JUNE, 1836. a t  the Quarter Sessions, whereon the record set forth, that  ---- 
&ATE after a verdict of guilty, " because it appeared to the said 

&;AER. Justices, that  after the evidence given on the trial of the 
said issue had been heard, and after the said jurors had 
departed from the Court ,  in order to  consider of the ver- 
dict to be by them given thereon, and before the delivery 
of the said verdict into Court ,  one C.  O., a juror, did, 
without the permission of the said Justices, ~ v i t h d r a w  and 
separate himself from the rest of the jurors, and being so 
separated, did hold conversation with one J. C., the said J. 
C. not being one of the said jurors, of and concerning the 
said trial, and concerning the verdict then about to be 
given therein, therefore it  was  considered that  the ver- 
dict  given in this behalf w a s  bad and erroneous, and 
the same was quashed b y  the judgment of the  said 
Justices, therefore let a new jury  come before the Jus -  
tices, &c." This  is indeed a decision b y  a respectable 
Court,-that for the matters therein appearing the verdict 
is bad-and on being carried before the Court  of King's 
Bench by error, the decision w a s  not disapproved, but 
neitherwas it directly sanctioned. T h e  prisoner having been 
convicted on the second trial,  and judgment being thereon 
rendered, that  Court held that  there was  no error, for the 
first verdict was  either good or  bad-if good, thnt verdict 
supported the judgment, and if bad, then the first mas a 
mistrial and a nullity, and the second verdict supported 
the judgment. Besides, there is a difference between the 
ease referred to and the present :  that  states an actual 
conversation of the delinquent juror with a stranger on 
the  sut~ject  of the trial, while this leaves the separation 
open only to  the suspicion of such improper communica- 
tions. But there a r e  decisions of high respectability fully 
i11 point. 

T h e  case of C'cn2monzuealth v. Jolohn MCazol ,  decided in 
t h e  Genera! Court  of TTirginia, Virginia Cases, 271, (and 
of which a note is to  be fbund in 1 Cow. 235,) is unques- 
tionably such a n  one. T h e  prisoner was  indicted for 
grand larceny. T h e  trial continued four days, on each of 
which the Court  adjourned for about t w o  hours, giving 
orders that  in the mean time the jury should be kept 
together in a room hy themselves, where they were  
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allowed refreshments. On their way to the jury room, a t  JuhE1 16%. 

the  second adjournment. one of the jurors having been STATE 

unexpectedly sworn on the jury, separated from his 31,:,,,. 

fello\vs about t u e n t y  minutes, unattended by a n y  officer. 
H e  a te  his dinner a t  his boarding-house, and returned. 
Several persons asked him if the trial of MiCawl  was  
over, to which he answered, that it was  no t ;  but he had, as 
he stated, no further conversation with a n y  one on the 
subject,-denied that he had been practised with, and no 
abuse appeared. Another was abscnt a few minutes on a 
visit to his sick child, (this was in the morning of the 
second day,) with an officer, from whom he was  separated 
about five minutes, on going into the room to see his child. 
Verdict of guilty. - - 

On motion to set aside this verdict, a majority of the 
Court  held, that  it must be set aside;  that actual tamper- 
ing with a juryman was 72ot necessary to be shown; 
that  the old rule was, that the jury on no occasion should 
separa te ;  that this rule is relaxed only in cases of irnperi- 
ous, o r  perhaps unavoidable ~ ~ e c e s s i t y  ; that  by allowing a 
verdict to stand when a jury had separated without neces- 
sity, unless the prisoner, who is in custody of the law, 
shall show actual tampering or  communication with the 
jury, this great  barrier against oppression may be gradu- 
ally sapped and undermined ; that if the court had, without 
necessity. allowed a juryman to go home without a n  officer, 
that  would vitiate the verdict;  that in a free country, the 
decision should be on general principles ; and that  more 
good would arise from observing the sacred principle 
involved in the case, than evil from granting a new trial ; 
although in this individual instance, a verdict had probably 
been given by  twelve men, in fact unbiasse'd by the sepa- 
ration. T h e  verdict was  pronounced had, and a new 
venire ordered. Whether  the court, which it seems had a 
right to examine the evidence as to the separation, might 
not in this case have come to the conclusion, a s  a fact that  
it  proved there had been no impyoper con~munication ; and 
upon that  fact so established, have upheld the verdict, 
may admit of a digerence of opinion. But supposing that  
Fact not establishecl, the reason.: as ignet l  for this decision, 
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(which I have weakened by abridging,) are to me so con- 
clusive, that 1 content mysetfby declaring my entire assent 
to them. 

I n  the case of The People v. M K a y ,  18 Johns. 212, 
where the judgment was arrested, and an alias zwnire 
ordered, because the venire on which the jury had been 
returned, was not under seal. Chief Justice SPENCER 
notices a doubt expressed by the prisoner's counsel, whe- 
ther arresting the judgment does not entitle the prisoner 
to be discharged, without being subjected to another trial. 
After showing that this will not be the case, he adds, " a - 
case analogous in principle occurred in Ontario County in 
1814. A woman of colour was indicted and tried for 
murder, and found guilty. The jury had separated after 
agreeing on n verdict, and before they came into court, 
and on that ground a new trial was granted, and she was 
tried again." Here the separation was after the verdict 
was agreed upon, which almost excludes the possibility of 
tampering. But, nevertheless, the verdict was not allowed 
to stand, because, I presume, the fact of tampering was not 
actually negatived thereby. T o  these decisions, let me add 
some very striking observations of Chief Justice SHAW, in 
the case of The Commonwealth v. Roby, 12 Pick. 519, 
which seem to me strongly to support these conclusions. 
H e  quotes the case of MCazcl, and then referring to that 
of Douglas, observes, '' that the court in New York inti- 
mated that this, (the decision in _WCnwl's case,) went 
somewhat further than the common law. Whether it would 
be adopted as the rule here, it is not necessary to inquire. 
It is manifest that by such separation, the jurors might be 
thus exposed." Towards the conclusion of his very able 
opinion, he adds this remark : The result of the authori- 
ties is, that where there is any irregularity which may 
affect the impartzala'ty of the proceedings, as when meat 
and drink have been furnished by a party, or where the 
jury hare  been exposed to the effect of such influence, as 
where they have improperly separated themselves, or have 
had communications not authorised; then, inasmuch as 
there can be no certainty that the verdict has not been im- 
properly influenced, the proper and appropriate mode of 
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correction and relief, is by undoing what is thus impro- JLNE11e3G. 

perly, and muy be corruptly done-or where the irregu- 
Z'. 

larity consists in doing that which may disqualify the ~ ~ L E R .  

jurors for proper deliberation and exercise of their reason 
and judgment, as where ardent spirits are introduced; 
there i t  zc;ould heproper toset aside the verdict, because no 
reliance can be placed on its purity and correctness." If 
I do not greatly misapprehend the meaning or these, as I 
think, most perspicuous observations, the true distinction 
is taken, which seems to have been overloolted by the court 
in The People v. Douglus. For a breach of those positive 
rules which the law has established, in order to secure a 
fair, unbiassedand impartial trial-among which breaches 
is an improper separation of the jury-the law furnishes a 
remedy by undoing u h a t  has been unlawfully, and nlay 
have been corruptly done. I t  annuls and vacates the ver- 
dict. As to the n~ischiefs which result from misconduct of 
jurors, short of a breach of those positive regulations, 
made to secure the purity of trial by jury, and not appear- 
ing to warrant a suspicion of unfairness, the proper remedy 
to be had is by a new trial. The latter is necessarily a 
matter of discretion, but the former is a matter of law. 

I t  is scarcely necessary to remark, that the prisoner is 
not ~)recluded from insisting on the law, because he did 
not object to the juror resuming his place among his fel- 
low jurors. Whatever might be the effect of this implied 
assent in a civil case, in a criminal case, and especially in 
one where life is a t  I~azard, the prisoner is to be consid- 
ered as standing upon all his rights, and waiving nothing 
on the score of irregularity. I n  the view which I am 
obliged to take of this case, the time of the juror's: absence 
cannot affect my judgment. As matter of evidence to the 
court below, upon an inquiry whether there had been any 
improper communication, it would have been a material 
circumstance. The facilities for improper intercourse may 
have depended much on the length of the period, during 
which the juror was suffered to go at  large. But unless 
the time be so spent that I can judicially say that such 
intercourse was impossible, I must adhere to the rule which 
holds an unexplained separation suspicious. 
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J ~ ~ ~ 1 1 8 3 6 .  I see no alternative between a steady adherence to the -- 
S T ~ T ~  law, which vitiates a suspected verdict, or leaving the ques- 

tion of its validity or invalidity to depend on the discretion MILLER. 
of the presiding judge. T o  the adoption of the latter 
branch of the alternative, 1 have insuperable objections. I t  
would be oppressive to the judge, dangerous to the com- 
munity, and at variance with the settled principles of our 
law. I t  is impossible, indeed, not to confide discretion to 
judicial magistrates, but I am sure that, while every 
enlightened friend to free government holds unnecessary 
discretion to be tyranny, every conscientious judge will 
say, that of all his duties, none are so distressing as those 
wherein he can find no certain rule, but is left to his own 
notions of fitness and expediency. I t  was remarked by 
Lord ELDON, that he had often far less difficulty in deciding 
on the merits of a difficult chancery suit, than in determin- 
ing on the question of costs ; because costs in that court are a 
matter of discretion. As the exercise ofthis discretion could 
not be reexamined, there would be no uniformity ofdecision. 
One judge, who had old fashioned notions, would suspect 
eyery verdict which the former law of the land held to be 
suspicious; another less rigid would not indulge this sus- 
picion, unless there was matter shown indicating probctble 
abuse; while a third, yet further advanced in liberal 
notions, would suspect none, until abuse actually shown. 
Some would require the jurors to be examined on oath; 
while others might deem them incompetent on a question 
as to their own misconduct. Optima est les qua! rnini~mm 
relinquet arbitrio judicis, optimus judex qui minimum sibi. 
The grant of such a discretionary power would be repug- 
nant (so, at least, I think) to the principles of our institu- 
tions. When they give a discretion, it is usually, and 
always ought to be, a discretion of grace and indulgence. 
Thus our act of 1815 (Rev. ch. 895,) authorises a judge to 
grant a new trial to a defendant convicted of a criminal 
charge. It is indeed a mighty power, but it is a power 
only to do mercy. The prisoner has been tried according 
to the forms of law, has had the full exercise of every legal 
privilege-has heen convicted regularly by the appropriate 
tribunal, and can complain of the withholding of no right, 
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if the judge declines to interfere between him and the sen- JUKE, 1836. 
tence of the law. But to vest the judge with the irre- STATE 

sponsible and uncontrollable power to dispense with posi- 
tive legal requirements, intended to secure the upright 
administration of justice, and to decree when their non- 
observance should, and when it should not, invalidate what 
was done in contempt of them-ought not to be, under a 
government of laws. 

The trial by jury, justly considered as the strongest 
security to the liberties of the people which human saga- 
city ever devised, as well as the happiest contrivance for 
cherishing among all an affectionate attachment to the 
laws, in the administration of which they act so important 
a part--must be kept under the protection of law, and 
not left under the patronage of its ministers. If the old 
rule be disregarded, new ones must be devised. T o  pro- 
ceed wholly without rule would be intolerable, and the 
courts, for their own convenience, as well as for the public 
order, would be obliged, as it seems that the judges in New 
York have done, to make rules. With the most sincere 
deference for the opinion of my brethren--for as none 
know them better, none can respect their advised judg- 
ment more than myself. I do believe that we have such 
a rule already, b b  not the product of the wisdom of some 
one man, or society of men, in any age, but of the wisdom, 
counsel and observation of many ages of wise and observ- 
ing menv--that this rule declares a verdict rendered by 
jurors who have gone at large suspicious-and requires of 
its ministers, unless it is seen that, in fact, there could not 
be the tampering, or improper cornn~unication, which 
the law suspects, to pronounce it bad. 

PER CUR~AM. Judgment affirmed. 
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JUXE, 3 836. 

WADE AMOS WADE u. DANIEL L, RUSELL. 
T .  

ROBSELL. 
When the shipper agreed to load a vessel in a reasonable time," i t  wtis 

held, that he was bound to pay for erery uilrcasonahle dday that 
occurred; and the fact of his residing at n distance from the shipping 
port, made no difference in the obligation created by the articles. 

THIS was an action of DEBT, brought upon the follow- 
ing instrument. " lit is hereby agreed, between Amos 
Wade of the one part, and Daniel I,. Russell of the other 
part, witnesseth that Amos Wade hereby agrees, that the 
Schooner Wade shall after she returns fro111 New Pork,  and 
makes another coasting voyage, return to Swansboro and 
talie a load of turpentine, for the said Russell to New York, 
at  fifty two and an half cents per barrel. And in case 
the said Wade may refuse to comply, he shall forfeit and 
pay to the said Russell, the sum of two hundred and 
fifty dollars: and it is further agreed, that in case the 
said Russell shall fail to load the said schooner Wade in 
a reasonable time after her arrival at Swansboro, at  the 
above freight, Ile shall forfeit and pay to the said A. Wade 
the sum of two hundred and fifty dollars. Witness this 
our hands and seals, Newburn 12 February, 1833. 

(Signed,) DANIEL L. RUSSELL. [L. s.] 
Axos WADE. [L. s.]" 

The breach assigned in the deciaration. was the failure 
of the defendant to load the schooner Wade in a reasoma- 
bIe time after her arrival at  Swansboro. The defendant 
pleaded-general issue-covenants performed and not 
broken. 

Upon the trial at  Craven, on the lase Circuit, before his 
Honor Judge SAUNDERS, it appeared in proof, that the 
Schooner Wade, arrived in ballast at  Swansdoroon Sstur- 
day the 16th of April 1833; that her ballast Wac; thrown 
out on Tuesday following, and that on the next day, viz. 
on Wednesday, she hauled alongside the wharf, and was 
ready on the evening of that day to take in her load; that 
on the same eteninp, or the next morning (Thursday) the 
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defendant had notice that the schooner was ready to J u ~ ~ , 1 8 3 6 .  -- 
receive her load : that the defendant had no turpentine on WADE 

the said Wednesday a t  Swansboro, and did not have the 
Rr:;ELL. 

same there till the following Saturday : that on Monday, 
they began to load the schooner, and the turpentine was 
received and the vessel loaded on the foilowing Wednesday. 
That neither the plaintiff nor his captain made any 
objection to receiving the load, and that the defendant 
was willing to pay twelve dollars for the detention, which 
the captain said he was not authorised to receive. I t  was 
further in evidence that the defendant lived about ten 
miles from Swansboro, and that the plaintiff was aware 
of this, at the time he made the contract in question.- 
His Honor instructed the jury " that the plaintiff was 
bound to show that he had his vessel at Swansboro, within 
a reasonable time after performing the trips mentioned in 
the contract, and had given the defendant notice of his 
readiness to take the load on board. So the defendant 
was bound to have the turpentine at the place in readiness 
to load the vessel after her arrival. If they were satisfied 
that the vessel was prepared to receive her load on 
Wednesday the 20th, and that the defendant was notified 
of that fact, on that day, or the next morning, they would 
give the plaintiff damages for each day's detention after 
that time, until the day whem they began to load ; and 
for every day afterwards, provided there was any unrea- 
sonable delay in loading after Monday, the time the 
turpentine was in readiness for delivery." I t  having been 
proved that fifteen dollars was a reasonable demurrage 
per day, for veseels of the size of the Wade, the jury found 
a verdict for sixty dollars damages in favour of the plaintiff. 
The defendant obtained a rule for a new trial, upon which 
being discharged, he appealed. 

W. C. Stank, for the defendant.-The Judge was 
mistaken as to tne meaning of the contract. The defen- 
dant was not bound by it to have the turpentine at the 
place of delivery, upon the vessel's arrival there. H e  
was only bound to load within a reasonable time. H e  
lived ten miles from Swansboro, which was known to the 
plaintiff, at the time when the contract was made. The 
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Jew 1836. Judge ought to have submitted the whole to the jury, as 

wADE to whether the vessel was loaded within a reasonable 
v .  time, or whether there was any unnecessary delay. In  

RUSSELL. 
some cases, the question of the reasonableness of time, 
is one of law, but where a variety of circumstances are 
taken into consideration, the whole must be left to the 
jury, to find what is reasonable time. 

2nd. The cargo wis  received on board thc vessel with- 
out any objection on the part of the plaintiff, or his 
captain, which was a waiver of the delay. Chitty's Cont. 
273, note n. 

No counsel appeared for the plaintiff. 

RUFFIN, Chief Justice.-It, is imputed as an error in 
the opinion of his Honor, that it absolutely requires the 
articles intended to be shipped to be at the shipping port 
before, or as soon as the vessel was ready to receive her 
cargo. I t  is said, the agreement contains no such clause; 
and that it could not be material to the plaintiff where 
the cargo was, provided it were put on board in a rea- 
sonable time. 

I t  is true, there is not in the charter party a distinct 
provision, that the defendant should have the cargo a t  
Swansboro a t  any particular time. Had the plaintiff 
declared on the deed as containing such a stipulation, 
either expressly or according to its legal effect, as a sub- 
stantive stipulation, there would have been force in the 
objection. But that is not the case. The gravamen of 
the complaint is not, that the cargo was not at the place 
upon the arrival of the vessel, but that no part of it was 
put on board for four days thereafter, and that the vessel 
was thereby unnecessarily and unreasonably detained for 
that period. That is the breach assigned in the declara- 
tion. Upon the case thus stated, the allegzd error appears 
to us to be a mere verbal criticism upon the language of 
the Judge, as layingdown a general propmition, instead of 
regarding it in connection with the point actually in con- 
troversy between the parties. 

Had the turpentine been on the wharf at which the 
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vessel was lying, and the merchant refused or neglected to J ~ X E ~  1836, 

deliver it, no one would say that the owner ought not to WADE 

have compensation for the detention. The defendant in RuS:;LL, 

this case, is no less the anthor of the delay than if he had 
wilfully withheld the cargo ; and the loss to the plaintiff is 
the same in both cases. So likewise, is consequently the 
injury, unless the stipulations of the parties allowed to the 
defendant, a longer time to load, in the case which has 
happened, than he would have generally. The contract is 
silent as to any particular number of days to be allowed 
for loading, or during which the vessel might be detained 
upon demurrage. I t  is in general terms, that the defen- 
dant shall furnish a cargo at Swansboro, and load the 
vessel in a reasonable time after her arrival. There is 
nothing, therefore, in the instrument to exonerate the 
defendant from the ordinary liabilities of a merchant, con- 
tracting to ship on fieight, at a particular port; which, 
necessarily, includes a delivery at that place, and at  the 
time agreed on. But it is obvious, from the evidence 
offered by the defendant, that on the trial he insisted, that 
although the delay might be deemed unreasonable if he 
had lived in Swansboro, and had his turpentine on the 
beach, yet it was excused in him, because he resided ten 
miles off, and could not sooner bring the articles to the 
vessel, after notice of her readiness. It was in reference 
to this pretension, that the Judge laid it down that the 
defendant was bound to have the cargo a t  the place in 
readiness to load the vessel at  her arrival: not as we 
understand him, that the plaintiff could recover merely 
because the cargo was not at  the place, but that o delay 
in loading was not justified by the circumstance that the 
cargo wa3 n9t at  the port, but at the defendant's residence, 
and that, to save himself from damages for thedetention, the 
defendant ought to have had the cargo at Swansboro,instead 
of a t  his own house. I n  that opinion this Court concurs. 
I f  the defendant was not confident of providing the cargo 
by the arrival of the vessel, he should have protected him- 
self by a reservation of so many day's detention. The 
excuse that he could not buy the cargo at  all, would be 
as satislktory as that he could not have it at  the place in 
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JUNE, 18.76. due season. Nor will it do for him to say, that he used 
wADE diligence to get it there after the vessel arrived. By 

". the agreement, the vessel is to wait for nothing, after her 
RUSSELL 

arrival, but to be loaded. I t  is presupposed that the cargo 
is in readiness ; and that she will be detained no longer 
than is necessary to put it on b3ard. In  this sense, there- 
fore, we think it correct to say, that the shipper was bound 
to have the cargo there or pap damages for its detention. 
T o  the plaintiff it is the same, whether the defendant 
would not, or could not, load the ship in a reasonable time 
after her arrival. 

I t  is not material to consider whether the jury or the 
Court must ordinarily determine the question of reasona- 
ble time. A case proper for the jury, perhaps, might 
have been made upon evidence as to the size of the vessel, 
and cargo, the assistance to be had at  the port, and the 
usual time occupied in loading at  that place, if the dis- 
pute had been, whether the shipment begun in due time, 
had been completed in due time. But this verdict confines 
the damages to the period during which the vessel and 
crew were kept entirely idle. For that delay, the plaintiff 
is entitled, in law, to recover. A delay in beginning to 
load for four entire days must be unreasonable. 

PER  CURIA^. Judgment affirmed. 

DEN cx d e n ~ .  JOSEPII N'D, CARSOX v. JOI IN MILLS and 
LOWRY GURNETT. 

THIS was an action of EJEcTarsnT, tried before STRANGE, 
Judge, a t  Rutherford, on the last Circuit. 

The lessor of the plaintiff claimed title under two sepa- 
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rate grants ; and to understand the case, it will be neces- JUNE, 1836. 

sary to consult the annexed map. CARSON 

Upper or S o l  ' p r t  of the Chart.  I 

First, he claimed title under a grant to one John Bur- 
nett, which issued in the year 1767, and is represented on 
the map by the lines H, I, J, K. The defendant claimed 
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J ~ ~ ~ ,  1836. under two grants, one of which issued to Samuel French, 
CARSON in 1780, and is represented on the map by the lines A, B, 

"' C, D ;  the other was dated in 1301, and issued to Ben- BUR~ETT.  
jamin Cook, and is represented on the map by the lines 
G, B, E, I?. The land covered by the two last-mentioned 
grants, was conveyed by separate deeds from the respective 
grantees, or those claiming under them, to one Murray, 
who in 1813, conveyed them both by one deed to the 
defendant Mills, describing them as that tract or tracts, 
pieces or parcels of land, in, &c., on, &c., included in two 
surveys, viz., one tract containing, &c., beginning, &c., 
(as in the grant,) granted to Samuel French, on, &c. 
Also one other tract, beginning, kc . ,  (also as in the grant) 
granted to Benjamin Cook,on, &c." In the habendum, the 
description was, " which said tracts, pieces, or parcels of 
land, &c." Immediately after his purchase, the defendant 
Mills took actual possession of the land conveyed by the 
grant to French, where it interfered with the lines of the 
grant to Burnett, but not where it interfered with those of 
the grant to Cook, say at Y ; and continued this possession 
within the boundaries of the grant to French until the 
year 1829, when he leased to the defendant Burnett that 
part of the land covered by the grant to Cook, which 
interfered with the grant to Burnett, who took possession 
and committed the trespass for which this action was 
brought, say at  X. While the defendant Mills was 
in possession as above stated, the lessor of the plaintiff 
purchased from the heirs of Burnett, who had been long 
out of possession, and with whom he could show no pre- 
vious connexion; but he was in the actual possession of 
a small piece of land at  A, covered by both the grant to 
Burnett, and that to French, where the latter crossed 
Green River. The only colour of title under which 
he held was a grant to William Walton, for one hundred 
acres, described on the map by the lines L, M, N, 0, P, I, 
and calling for the river as one of its boundaries, and 
which also covered the small interference between the 
grants to Burnett and Frenchghat A. The possession of 
the lessor of the plaintiff on the south side of the river, 
was confined to the lines H, P, G .  F, aad did not extend 
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to any part of the land covered by the grant to Cook. J~N~m. 
Secondly, the lessor of the plaintiff claimed as follows:- CARSON 

H e  produced a grant dated in 1798 to William Walton, EURzETT. 
for one hundred and fifty acres, R, S, T ,  U, V, X, and 
deduced the title by mesne conveyances to himself. He 
proved that a t  the date of this grant, TValton was the 
owner of the two tracts of land designated on the map as  
David Harvey's and George Parrish's; he contended, that 
after running the courses of the grant to X, the next course 
being then with his own line south forty degrees east, 
and with .lIurrny's line two hundred and six poles, to a 
stake in Murray's line-thence south six east to the 
beginning"-he must either follow X, Z, H ,  and thence to 
the river, and thence down the river to Murray's line at 
G, and thence go directly t o U ,  the beginning; or he must 
follow Murray's line A, B, to its termination, and then 
run to the beginning; or else, running according to the 
course and distance, he must from V, run the line of his 
survey to the nearest point in Murray's line A, B, and 
then to U, in either of which cases the locnu in quo would 
be included in his grant. There were no marked lines 
found upon any of Murray's lines, except upon the line 
C, D. 

The  plaintiff then offered to show trespasses by the 
defendant Mills at other points beside X, but as Mills had 
made himself party to defend the possession of his lessee, 
Burnett, the Judge refused to admit the evidence. His 
Honor instructed the jury, that although the plaintiff 
might have recovered upon a demise by the heirs of 
Burnett, the defendant was so adversely in possession of 
the land covered by the grants to French and Cook, at the 
time the lessor toolr his deed from them, as to prevent a 
recovery on the demise set forth in the declaration. That 
as to the second mode in which the lessor of the plaintiff 
sought to establish his title, it was their province to ascer- 
tain whether the descriptive objects mentioned in the 
grant to Walton, were to be found, and where and what 
land was embraced within them: that in locating grants 
where all the objects of description referred to mere to be 
'ound. znd the several modes of description, in their appli- 
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JuNE, 1836- cation to the objects really existing, harmonised with 

CARSON each other, there was no difficulty ; but where various 
V .  

BURNETT. descriptions in a grant could not be made to harmonise 
with objects as they existed, that description in which 
there was least room for mistake, should be taken: that 
other more particular rules had been adopted, which were, 
that where a natural boundary was called for, it must be 
adopted, to the exclusion of all other descriptions : that 
where trees had actually been marked for boundaries, they 
must be taken in exclusion of any other description except 
a natural boundary: that the lines of other grants, when 
distinctly marked and established, was a description to be 
preferred to course and distance : that when the descrip- 
tion was by course and distance alone, they were of neces- 
sity to be followed-as they were when they were accom- 
panied by descriptions of existing objects which could not 
he found: that in the application of these rules, if they 
were satisfied of the existence of any line of Murray's 
regularly marked and distinctly known at  the date of 
the grant to Walton, and indicated by something more 
certain than course and'distance alone, whether that line 
was the line A, B, or any other line, and further believed 
that was the line referred to in the grant to Walton, they 
were bound so to locate the grant as to reach it, and 
include some part of it ; but that if they believed no such 
line ever existed, except as indicated by course and 
distance, there were no means left of locating the grant, 
except by following its calls. 

The counsel for the plaintiff moved his Honor, to in- 
struct the jury that the possession of a part of a tract of 
land did not extend to the whole thereof, when the proper 
title under which it was held interfered with an elder 
grant, although he who claimed title under the oldest grant 
was not in the actual possession of any part of the land 
covered by it. His Honor declined giving this instruction, 
but informed the jury that when two persons were in pos- 
session of parts of their land covered by paper titles which 
interfered, neither of them having actual possession of 
land within the interference, the law adjudged the posses- 
sion of the interference to be in him who hod the oldest 
title; but when he who had the oldest title was in posses- 
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sion of no part of the land covered by it, and he who JUNE, 1836. 

had the youngest title was in the actual possession of any CARSON 
part of the land covered by it, although his possession did 
not extend to the interference, the law adjudged his pos- 
session to be co-extensive with his paper title, notwith- - .  
standing its interference with the elder title. 

A verdict being returned for the defendant, the plaintiff 
appealed. 

D. 8'. Caldwell and Badger, for the plaintiff. 

Pearson, for the defendant. 

RUFFIN, Chief Justice.-Several exceptions are taken to 
the instructions in this case. Those principally discussed 
and relied on relate to the opinions expressed by the Court 
on the extent and effect of the defendant's possession. Hav- 
ing refused to give certain instructions prayed for by the 
defendant's counsel, the court laid it down to the jury, that 

when two persons were in possession of parts of their 
tands, covered by paper titles which lop, neither having 
any actual possession within the loppage, the law adjudged 
the possession in him 'who had the elder title ; but where 
the holder of the elder title was in possession of no part of 
the land covered by his title, and he who had the younger 
title was in possession of any part of the land covered 
thereby, although such possession might not be within the 
loppage, the law adjudged his possession co-extensive with 
his title, notwithstanding its loppage upon an elder title, 
of which there was no possession." The materiality of 
this instruction to the rights of the parties, upon the facts 
stated in the record, is not perceived. For if the two 
tracts conveyed by Murray to Mills are to be regarded as 
one, so that the entry by Mills into either portion is an  
entry into the other portion of the entire tract, then Mills 
had made such an entry, within the admission of the 
plaintiff's counsel, for he was actually possessed of that 
part of the French patent which the patent to Burnett also 
covered. If, on the other hand, the two tracts continued 
several after the conveyance to Mills, then the possession 
on the one eould not embrace the other, unless the other 
instruction, which will be hereafter noticed, be correct : 
which would render the one now under consideration nn- 
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JUNE, 1536. necessary and immaterial. W e  might, therefore, be 
CARSON relieved from passing on this, without omitting any duty 

U. 
E , , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  to the parties. But we conceive the doctrine involved in 

the instruction to be of such importance as to entitle it to 
notice ; and since the opinion of this Court upon one part 
of it is to be contrary, that we are not a t  liberty to give 
to it the sanction of our silence. 

If ~ r t o f  T o  the former of those positions we fully subscribe. If 
a tract of 
Iand be co- a part of a tract of land be covered by two deeds, and he 

who has the better title be in possession, not of that, but 
two t~tles, 
andhe who of another part of his tract, he has, by legal intendment, 
has the het- 

in the actual possession of the whole, unless the other have a 
possession within the intersecting lines. Why ? Far  the 
of another 
part ofit, plain reason, that both parties cannot, at the same time, be 
he has seized of the sanie land, under their respective deeds ; and 
law thc 
possession therefore, he who has the title is deemed in the exclusive 
of the 
whole, un- 

possession, since he can have no action against the other 
less the for any possession by him. 
person 
holding The same reason applies with equal force to the case 
underthe supposed in the latter branch of the instructions; from 
other title 
has actual which this Court dissents. The error, as it is esteemed 
possession by us, has its root in an assumption of fact, which is not 
of the inter- 
ference. warranted by the law, and is contrary to a legal presump- 

But if the tion. I t  assumes that the true owner is not in possession. 
person hat- Now that cannot be, unless another have the actual pos- 
ing the 
better title session ; for, by force of his title, he has constructively the 

in possession until it he destroyed by an adverse possession ; 
the actual 
possession and there can be no adverse possession,against which the 
of any owner cannot have an action to recover the possession. 
psrt of the 
land, and The question is, what sort of possession in another will 
thc omner 
oftheother terminate that which the owner has by construction, so as 
title is In to enable him to say, that he is out of possession, and to 
possession 
outside the demand it from the other? Certainly, as we think, it must 
interfe- be an actual possession of some part of his land. If the 
rence, the 
latterhas possession be outside the interference, he cannot maintain 

in law, ejectment ; for that can be done only by showing a tres- 
possession 
oftheinter- pass on the premises, described in the declaration, that is, 
ference. within the boundaries of his own deed. In the case sup- 

posed there is no such trespass ; for the actual possession 
of him who is considered the wrong doer, is admitted not 
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to be within the land of the other. I t  is not correct to Jc""31836. 

state, therefore, that the owner is out of possession, because  CAR^ 
v. he is not actually seated on any part of his land. His BuRI\BTT. 

possession exists in his whole tract, until some part of that 
be usurped by another, so as to oust him from that part, 
and there can be no such usurpation but by occupation 
within the better title. I n  Fitzrandolph v. Norman, N. The ci=s 

of Fztn an- C. Term Reports, 13.2, it is laid down, that ( <  persons own- d o b h  v. 

ing adjoining tracts of land, which lop upon each other, p;::;;,N, 
neither being in the uctval possession of the p a r t  covered by  KC^. 132, 

both conveyances, wrll be deemed in possession according $u:fi,&, I 
to the title." Here it wrll be perceived, that as being an DCI. 158, 

and Doh- immaterial circunistance, no notice is taken of possessloo, bins \ .  Ste- 

on either side, of those parts of the tracts not covered by phens, ante 

both deeds. I n  the recent case of Green v. Harman, 4 5 ,   appro^ ed 

Dev. 158, the Court took the rule as settled, that if there 
be two patentees, the entry of the younger on his own 
land does not oust the other, unless it be on that part of 
the land covered by both titles." In  Dobbins v. Stephens, 
ante 5, it was repeated in these words : i6 if neither claim- 
ant  be in actual possession of the land covered by both 
deeds, the seisin is in the owner, hut if one of them be on 
that  part, and the other not, then the possession of the 
whole interference is in the former." Why  ? Because he 
can then be sued for the whole. W e  find the same doc- 
trine established in other states situated like our own. I n  
Kentucky it was thus held, in Frimble v. Smith,4 Brbb, 257, 
and in Smith v. ~llztchell, 1 Marshall, 207. In Tulbot v. 
MGaaoch-, 1 Yerger, 262, the Judges of the Supreme Court 
of Tennessee admit it to be clearly so at  common law, 
and under our act of 1715 ; and the majority of the Court, 
in able opinions, maintained it as applicable to a new 
statute of that state, which enacted that any person 
holding seven years peaceable possession of land under a 
grant or deed, shall be entitled to hoId possession, in pre- 
ference to all other claimants, of such quantzty o j  land as 
shall be specijied in his or her grant or deed." Notwith- 
standing these last words, it was adjudged, that a posses- 
sion of <'the disputed land" was meant ; and, therefore, 
that where the part actually occupied is not wi th~n  the 
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J " ~ ~ l  l t 3 6 .  bounds of the elder title, the owner is not barred. Indeed 
CARSON it would be strange, if the law were against the fact, to 
0. 

E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  construe an entry into part to which the party had right, 
to be also an entry into another part to which he had no 
right; a construction the more harsh and unjust, because 
the sole effect of it is to put out him who has the right, 
without giving him any remedy therefor. 

The Court further instructed the jury, that, under the 
circumstances stated in the exception, Mills was in 1817, 
in the adverse possession of the tract  ranted to Cook, so 
as to prevent the deed then made by Burnett, from passing 
any title in that tract to the lessor of the plaintiff. T o  this 
instruction several objections are taken. 

I t  is urged, first, that the entry of Burnett into any part 
of the land, covered both by his deed, and that to Mills, 
claiming the whole, vested the possession of the whole in 
him, and determined the possession of RIills ; and that the 
acceptance of the deed for the whole from Burnett, by the 
lessor of the plaintiff, then in the occupation of the small 
piece on the north side of the river, is equivalent to such 
an entry by Burnett himself. This objection goes much 
beyond the claim of the plaintiff in the Superior Court, 
and, if well founded, would render the deed effectual for 
the French, as well as the Cook tract;  which seems not 
even to have been contended on the trial. W e  think, how- 
ever, that it is not tenable as to either. 

~ h e n  one. Without considering all the purposes to which an entry 
is ousted 
andafter: of the owner into part may enure, or to what extent an 
wardsen- entry on a trespasser may determine his possession, the 
ters and 
seals a deed Court agrees that such an entry so far reinstates the owner 
up0n in the possession, as, at the least, to render his conveyance, 
land, the 
entry de- sealed and delivered, on the land, valid; and that it map 
terminer be the same, when he conveys to one who is already in 
the estate 
ofthe d:s- possession, as well as the other trespassers, and claiming 
~~~~e~~ adversely to him. But this principle cannot reach a case 
operative. in which the two possessions supposed are clearly of diffe- 
But if he rent portions of the land, as distinct parcels. The owner 
be ousted of 
separate may be disseised of one part of the same tract of land by 
parts of the 
land by two one person, and of another part by another person, each 
trespassers, claiming the part in his own possession, and not claiming 
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the other. A recovery from one does not disturb the other; J u w  1836. 

much lcss will the entry upon one oust the other. Here CARSON 

Carson and Mills had such several possessions of distinct 
parcels of the French grant. Neither was answerable for and makes 

the wrong of the other, and the owner might obtain com- a deed for 
the whole 

plete redress against one, without seeking any from the toone of 
them, i t  

other. There was no entry, in fact, upon Millq, and we does not 

cannot, without going beyond the intentions, at the time, conbey the 
land held 

of the parties themselves, say that his possession-as far as by the 

it extended-was legally terminated or suspended by the 
entry on Carson, or by the deed to him, while in possession 
of a particular parcel, under a different claim. The only 
question, then, is, how far Mills's possession legally 
extended. I t  was a real positio fudis on the Frenchgrant, 
and therefore the lessor of the plaintiff undoubtedly 
acquired no title to that part, and the instruction is not 
upon this objection, erroneous. 

W e  are then brought to  the inquiry, whether Mills also 
had possession of the Cook grant, to which the instruction 
is, by its terms, confined. If he had not, the deed to the 
lessor of the plaintiff passed that, and the plaintiff was 
entitled to a verdict; and, consequcntly then, ought to 
have a new trial. There was no actual possession of it, 
indeed; no clearing on it by Murray, Milk, or any other 
person, until Burnett leased from Rfills in 1829. 

The principle on which his Honor proceeded, is, that 
possession of part is the possession of the whole; and here 
Mills lived on part of the disputed land ; that is, on what 
is covered by both deeds. W e  think the principle does 
not reach this case. Upon a reason similar to that on 
which the preceding objection was deemed invalid, namely, 
the division of the land into distinct parcels, we think the 
rule was misapplied to this part of the case. The doc- 
trine, from its nature, can only relate to an entire thing; a 
possession of part being a possession of the whole-of what ? 
of that of which it is a part ; and not of that which is sepa- 
rated from it. I t  is contended, however, that these tracts 
were united and became one, because the same person 
owned both, and acquired them by the same conveyance. 
Neither of these circumstances necessarily tends to such a 
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Jux~,1*36. conclusion, nor do they in conjunction. The law gives -- 
CARSON possession to the owner of land not occupied by another. 

ll. 
B , , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  But where the title is not derived by a conveyance, but is 

set up as constituted by possession, it must be an actual 
and not an ideal possession. Of the same nature must be 
the possession of a trespasser, to render the deed of the 
owner inoperative. Now the owner and occupant of a 
piece of land may purchase another piece, adjoining; and 
if his title to it be good, he is in possession without more 
doing. Even in that case, the several parcels do not 
necessarily lose their distinct character, and sink into one 
whole. They may do so, for many purposes, if the owner 
so regards them, and a great variety of circumstances may 
satisfy the mind that his intention was the one way or the 
other; as giving a general name, or cultivating as one 
plantation, or the reverse. But it cannot be admitted that 
they are united for any purpose, by the mere facts of being 
claimed by the same person, and being adjoinmg to each 
other; and much less. that they can thus become united, 
to the prejudice of third persons. The purchase simply, 
or any declarations of the purchaser, unaccompanied by 
acts on the land, give no action to the owner; at least, 
none founded on his possession, as continuing, or as being 
ousted. Burnett could not have brought ejectment against 
Murray for the Cook land, upon his purchase of it in 1802, 
for that being the onlyparcel described in the declaration, 
the possession of the defendant must beshown to be within 
that. Although Murray might have given a general name 
to both, under which both would have passed as one tene- 
ment under his will, or by his deed ; yet he did not occupy 
any part of the Cook grant, and, for the reasons before 
given, was, conseqnently, not in possession of it, so as to 
oust Burnett therefrom. Did the deed to Mills produce a 
new state of things, and make what was not a possession 
in Murray become a possession in Mills ? Ordinarily, not 
rnore than one tract is conveyed in the same deed ; for if 
the vendor acquired the estate in several contiguous par- 
cels, when united in  him as to the title or the claim of tit!e, 
and sold together, they are usually surveyed together, and 
described as  a singlc tract. Hence the purchaser, in pos- 
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session of any part of the land conveyed by that deed, is JUNE, 1836. 

said to be in possession of the whole, and according to his CARSON 

deed, for the deed professes to pass but one thing. But 
to make them one whole, by force of a conveyance of them 
to the same person, and by the same instrument, the change 
of character ought explicitly to appear in the conveyance. 
H e  who actually succeeds to nothing more than the actual 
possession of his predecessor, ought not to require, pre- 
silmptively, a larger actual possession, unless it be clear 
on the deed, that he did not take the estates as the other 
had them, and, therefore, did not hold them as he held 
thern. If the description be not by a common nante, or 
by lines going around both: but be ofeach tract as of a 
separate parcel, not stating even that they adjoin, the idea 
of undivided unity is excluded. Such, we think, is the 
character of the deed set out in the exception. Upon the 
most favourable construction for the defendants, it is but 
equivocal. I t  purports to convey all the tract or tracts, 
pieces or parcels of land lying on the south side of Green 
river, included in two surveys, to wit: The first tract 
containing one hundred acres, beginning, &c. and granted 
to S. French, on the 25th day of Marcli, 1780 : Also one 
other fifty acre tract, beginning, &c. and granted to B. 
Cook, on the 18th day of November, 1801; the above 
tracts supposed to include by estimation, one hundred and 
fifty acres, more or less ; which said pieces or parcels of 
land, he, the said P. Morray, doth hereby bargain and sell 
unto the said John Mills, and his heirs." The only word 
on which a plausible argument for the entirety of the land, 
can be founded, is 6G tract" in the beginning. But the erect 
of that is neutralised by those immediately succeeding, 
d 6  or tracts, pieces o r  parcels." These expressions alone 
might leave it doubtful in what sense the parties under- 
stood their contract. If so, it ought not to be taken most 
favourably for them against third persons. But that doubt 
is, in our opinion, removed by what is subsequently stated, 
and omitted in the deed. I t  proceeds to denominate the 
land as I b  the first tract," and as " also one other tract ;" 
and particularly describes each by its several boundaries, 
according to the patent for it, and in the habendurn clause 
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J U N F ~  1136. again calls them tracts, pieces, parcels, and omits the fact 
CARSON of their contiguity. There is then nothing in the deed 

v .  
BURNETT, common to both, but the consideration and the warranty ; 

which may as well be where the two tracts are remote, as 
where they adjoin. If they were, in fact, remote, the pro- 
priety of this qualification of the rule, that possession of 
part is the possession of the whole, would be manifest. 
That shows that the whole meant is that which is accord- 
i n g  to the deed, a whole. If that be true, it follows, that, 
although they adjoin, yet if they be not described as adjoin- 
ing, so that it might be seen that they were to pass as one 
entire thing, they must pass as distinct parcels, according 
to their respectice boundaries; and the possession of one 
cannot be the possession of the other; for that would not 
be according to the deed. Mills was not more liable to the 
action of Burnett, in respect of the Cook tract, merely 
upon his purchase and his entry into the French tract, 
than Murray was upon his purchase of the Cook tract, 
and previous and continuing occupation of the other. In  
other words, the possession of one tract of land, as such, is 
not the possession of another tract, although they happen 
to adjoin. There must be an  actual occupation s f  some 
part ofeach, to oust their respective owners. 

I n  ~ocatirrg Upon the construction of the patent to Walton, the 
z$Gt;ie opinion of the Court is against the plaintiff. W e  do not 
llnesofan understand the judge as laying down a general position, 
other per- 
son ought that the call for another's line is to be disregarded, if it had 
tocontrol not been marked, and was to be ascertained by running 
the course 
and di,- the course aud distance from a given point. W e  cannot 
'tancelmhen SO understand him, for if that pomt be known the line must 
at the t ~ m e  
of thesur-  be certain. W e  take the language with the context, and 
vey these with a reference to the ca5e before the court ; and, so con- 
lines were 
wellestab- sidered, we concur in opinion with his Honor. The 
hbhed; but 
lfthey ne object in all boundary questions is to find some certain 
le r  mere ev~dence of what particular land was surveyed, or was 
marked, or . 
ifthere h,Ls lntended to be conveyed. Course and distance approaches 
been no very nearly to permanent certainty if any one of the ter- 
possesson, 
accordlng mini be identified ; and that is the usual description. But 
tothem? there may be a defect i n  the instrument, so as to run the 
then a call 
for them line inaccurately ; or there may be a mktake in setting 
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down the course and distance. If, therefore, other things be JUNE, 1836. 

called for, as to which there is less probability of error, they CARSON 

shall control the other calls. Such is the case where the BU:;ETT. 

call is for a natural boundary ; with respect to which there should be 

is but little fear of mistake at  the time of the survey, and disregard- 
ed, and the 

but little difficulty in identifying it at a subsequent period. courseand 

But even in that case, evidetice may show which is, for 
instance, the stream called for, or n hich the parties took 
to be that to which they have given the name; though 
the necessity for such evidence seldom arises, because par- 
ties cannot readily fall into such mistakes. When the 
call is for the line uf another, it has also been held that 
course and distance may yield to it. But it is, obviously, 
not so decisive as the call for a natural boundary; and the 
mind may be under a perfect conviction, from other cir- 
cumstances, that the mistake is not in the course and 
distance, but in supposing that the other had a line at  the 
end of the course and distance. If  that conviction exists, 
there ought to be no deviation from course and distance. 
Such, it seems to us, is the case here. If, for instance, the 
lice be proved, satisfactorily to the jury, to be at a particu- 
lar place, and they can collect that at  the time of the 
conveyance, in which it is called for, it was an established 
line, known or reputed to be there, which is to be presumed 
prima facie, then it affords a ground for the further pre- 
sumption that the parties meant to go to it. So if the 
call be for a particular identified corner of the tract. Thus 
we understand the rule, as laid down by Chief Justice 
TAYLOR in Cherry v. Slade, 3 Riurph. 90. But if the 
jury be satisfied that, at  the time of the surrey, there was 
no known line, and that it was understood by the parties 
to be a t  a different place fiom what it turns out to be, we 
think they must abide by the course and distance. As 
evidence upon these points, that is, whether there was a 
known line, and which is the line meant or understood by 
the parties, the facts that the line was marked or unmarked, 
that the corners were or were not previously identified, 
that the owner claimed up to a particular line as his, or  
that there was no previous claim or reputation, are most 
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J u N ~ l  1836. material. If the jury believed upon all these points, in the - 
CARSOX negative, then such a line, although it can now be ascer- 
" taiaed mathematically, ought not to conclude; because it BURNETT. 

does not furnish as probable and rational data, for the 
ascertainment of the actual location, as the course and dis- 
tance. I t  would be appealing from evidence, certain to a 
common intent, to a thing altogether unlrnown to the par- 
ties at the time. This, we take it, was the meaning of the 
charge to the jury ; and we deem it proper in the particu- 
lar case. Only the first line of the French tract was 
marked, and the other four were open, and there was no 
evidence that any one of the four was known, even by 
reputation, or that any person livedon the land or claimed 
to any particular points. The line called for, if it be that 
now ascertained, cannot be reached in any one of the 
methods claimed by the plaintiff, without adding greatly 
to his quantity of land, inserting another line in his sur- 
vey and patent, and including a large portion of the land 
previously granted to Cook. These circunlstances afford 
almost conclusive proof that this was not the line called 
for, and that the parties believed that Murray owned the 
land between Cook and Walton, as laid down in the plot, 
and that his line began a t  the termination of that of the 
Harvey patent, and pursued the same course. If so, the 
call ought not to overrule the other calls, which are certain 
in themselves. 

When a The  Court is also  of opinion, that the plaintiff could not 
landlord give evidence of other trespasses of the landlord himself. 
makes him- 
selfdefend- H e  did not become sole defendant, as claiming title to all 
anttopro- the land mentioned in the plaintiff's declaration; of a great 
tect the 
possesionof part of which, indeed, the lessor of the plaintiff was, him- 
his theplaint;if tenant self, in possession. But he united with Burnett in his 
cannot,on defence; that is, to show that the plaintiff had no title to 
the trial, 
prove other the land in Burnett's possession. I t  might not be neces- 
trespasses sary in such a case to prove Burnett in possession of any 
committed 
bytheland- particular place, as against the landlord; who admits him 
lord him- to be in possession as his tenant, by engaging to defend 
self 

him. But it would' be a surprise, if he were called on to 
defend for other portions of the land ; which the plaintiff's 
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own evidence would show had not been in Burnett's pos- JUNE, 1836. -- 
session. This case is, in this respect, nearly the converse C n a s o ~  

of that of Gorham v. 17Iooring, 2 Dev. Rep. 17'4. v. 
EURNETT. 

But for the errors on the other points, the judgment 
must be reversed and a venire de novo awarded. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment reversed. 

DAVID M'CARSON'S Administrators v. BENJ.4MIN RICHARDSON. 

The act of 1828 c, 12, sect. 1, which enacts, that a justice's execution shall 
bind personal property only from its levy, was passed for the protection of 
purchasers, from the defendant in the execution only, and, therefore, if 
the defendant dies afier the teste of such an execution, but before its leny, 
his administraror is bound thereby, and the goods in his hands may be 
levied upon and sold without a scire facias to revive the judgment. 

THIS was an action O~TRESPASS VI ET ARDZIS ; and upon 
the trial at Buncombe, on the last Circuit, before his 
Honor Judge STRAXGE, the facts appeared to be as follows : 
-One Kimsey obtained a judgment before a justice of 
the peace, against one Byers, and had an execution issued 
thereon, but Byers died before the levy, which was made 
afterwards, and the property sold, when the plaintiffs' 
intestate became the purchaser, and t001i possession. The 
defendant, as the administrator of Byers, retook the pro- 
perty from the possession of the plaintiffs' intestate, 
contending that the operation of the act of 1528, ch. 12, 
sect. 1, the levy and sale by the officer after the death of 
Byers, passed no title to the purchaser ; and his Honor 
being of this opinion, directed a nonsuit ; whereupon the 
plaintiffs appealed. 

No counsel appeared for either party in this Court. 

DANIEL, Judge, after stating the case proceeded.- 
Goods and chattels were bound at common law by the 
writ o f j e r i  facias, from the time of its teste. Arch. Prac. 
285. Bona-fide purchasers of the defendant in an execu- 
tion, were often liable to have their purchases defeated, 
and the goods taken from them by the relation of the 
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JUNE, 1836. execution to its teste. The legislature in England remedi- 
chRSOiY ed the evil, by stat. 29  Charles 2, c. 2, sect. 16 ; which 

U. enacts, that no writ of execution against the goods of a 
RICHARD- 

sox, party shall bind the property thereof, but from thetime such 
writ shall be delivered to the sheriff to be executed : and 
for the better manifestation of such time, the sheriff or his 
deputy shall, upon receipt of such writ, indorse upon the 
back thereof, the day of the month and year, whereon he 
received it. Since the passage of this act, all persons in 
England, wishing to be safe in their purchases of goods 
and chattels. can, by examining the sheriff's office, readily 
know whether the property is bound by any execution 
lodged there against the person offering to sell. This 
statute, however, was intended only to protect purchasers 
from any injury which might arise to them from the 
relation which writs of execution had to their teste at  
common law ; and, therefore, as far as relates to the party 
himself, and to all others but purchasers for a valuable 
consideration, writs of execution still bind the party's 
goods from the time of their teste. 1 Saund. R. 119, f. 2 
Vent. 218. 2 Show. 485. 1 Arch. Prac. 285. The stat. 29 
Ch. 2, was never considered in force here ; therefore all our 
executions were governed by the common law, and bound 
the property of the defendants in them from the teste. 
Many inconveniences and frauds were the consequence, 
especially under execution upon justice's judgments, which 
were not of record. and frequently unknown to the public 
until the executions came to be levied, when they bound 
all the personal property which the defendant owned at 
the time of the teste, although a bonn $de purchaser of 
the defendant had paid his money for the same, between 
the time of the tesle and the leoy. The legislature of this 
state has not reenacted the sixteenth section of the stat. 29 
Charles 2, c. 2, but partially remedied the evil by passing 
the act of 1838, c. 12, sec. 1, which is in the following 
words: " where any execution shall be issued by a justice 
of the peace, and levied on personal property, such pro- 
perty shall be, and the same is hereby bound, by and 
from the levy of such execution, and not from the teste 
thereof.'' Frauds upon purchasers from the defendant 
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in the execution, were in a great measure prevented J u ~ l s 3 f i .  

either by the officer taking the property which he CARSON 
8. 

had levied on, into his possesston, or taking sureties to a RICHARo 
forth-coming bond, subscribed by one or more witnesses, s ~ h  

as the act directs, which would tend much towards giving 
public notice of the transaction. The object of the legis- 
lature, as far as it went, was the same as that of the 
British parliament, in enacting the 16th section of the 29 
Charles 2, c. 2, viz. to protect purchasers. But as to the 
defendant in the execution, and his representatives, no evil 
existed, and the common law remained unaltered ; the 
goods and chattels, are, as to them, still bound from the 
teste of the execution. And although the defendant in the 
execution, died before the levy, the officer might go on not- 
withstanding, and levy on the goods in the hands of the 
executor or administrator, and sell; and the purchaser 
acquired a good title. There was no necessity for the 
plaintiff in the execution to sue out a scire facias against 
the administrator. 3 Wilson, 389. 2 Lord. Raym. 808 
1 Arch. Prac. 286. The nonsuit must be set aside, and a 
new trial granted. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment reversed. 

The President and Directors of the STATE BANK v .  JOHN W. 
LITTLEJOHN. 

Where A. owed B, by bond, and it was agreed between them that A. should 
pay the debt by instalments, and execute a new bond for the balance due 
after each payment; It toas held, that an offer of performance by A. was 
not a bar to an action on a bond delivered after the agreement was made. 

THIS was an action of DEBT, upon a bond executed by 
the defendant, in the following words: 

'( On the 10th day of June next, with interest from the 
date hereof, I promise to pay to the President and Direc- 
tors of the State Bank of North Carolina, at the agency 
of the said bank at Edenton, the sum of five thousand 
seven hundred and twenty-six dollars, for value of them 
received. Which debt is secured in a deed in trust to 
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J u w 1 8 3 6 .  Augustus Moore, trustee for the benefit of the said presi- 

STATE dent and directors (bearing date the 15th day of June, 
BANK 

U.  
1829.j In testimony, &c., this 10th June, 1834." Among 

LITTLE- other pleas, the defendant entered, lst, " accord and satis- 
JOHIV. faction :" 2nd, " accord with an agreement on the part of 

the plaintifs to forbear, and promises on his part to pay." 
Upon the trial at  Chowan, on the last Circuit, before 

his Honor Judge DICK, the defendant offered to prove, that 
on the 10th day of June, 1829, he was indebted to the 
plaintiffs, payable at  their Branch Rank at  Edenton, in the 
sum of nine thousand five hundred and ninety-nine dollars 
and twenty-seven cents : that he on that day entered into 
an agreement with the bank, to pay the said debt by 
annual instalme~~ts of twelve hundred and fifty dollars, 
until the whole should be extinguished: that he was to 
execute a deed of trust of his property for the benefit of 
the bank, and renew his bond with security annually, as 
he had done before. H e  then averred, that he had exe- 
cuted the deed of trust according to his agreement, and 
offered to show it in evidence; and also, that he had 
annually paid his instalments of twelve hundred and fifty 
dollars, and renewed his bonds at  bank, agreeably to his 
contract, up to the 10th day of June, 1834, when the 
bank took the bond now sued on, the debt which he owed 
in 1829, being reduced by payments to the sum mentioned in 
this bond. The defendant then offered to prove, that on the 
10th day of June, 1835, he tendered to the bank an instal- 
rnent of twelve hundred and fifty dollars, together with a 
new bond for the balance, properly secured, but that both 
were rejected by the bank, contrary to the agreement, 
soon after which the present suit was instituted. This 
evidence was objected to by the plaintiff, and was rejected 
by the Court; and the plaintiff having obtained a verdict, 
the defendant appealed. 

hedell, for the defendant, referred to the case of Good 
w. Cheesman, 22 Eng. Corn. Law Reps. 89, and also to 
Chitty's note to 3 Black. Com. 15. 

Badper, for the plaintiffs. A covenant not to sue for 
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five years, is not a release ; though one not to sue forever J u ~ E t  1836. 

would be equivalent to a release, to prevent circuity of STATE 
BANK action. A party may sue on a covenant of the first kind u. 

for his damages, if it be broken, or a court of equity L ~ L E -  
JOIIN. 

might interfere, if any irreparable mischief were likely to 
happen. 

2. In  the present case, the deed in trust, to amount to a 
release, should have been executed by the plaintiffs. 

3. A release cannot be of a debt which does not exist; 
for a man cannot release what he has not. A bond creates 
an  obligation of itself, and the law mill not look back for 
the foundation upon which it was given; in this respect it 
differs from a par01 contract. 

4. At all events, the deed of trust cannot operate to 
prevent the bank from reducing the debt to a judgment. 

Iredell, in reply.-The object of the agreement was to 
receive a new note every year, which is inconsistent with 
the judgment's being obtained. In  this case, the bond 
itself shows that the original debt was the foundation upon 
which the bond was given. 

DANIEL, Judge, after having stated the case as above, Apleaof 
an accord 

proceeded :-We are of the opinion, that evidence offered and 

by the defendant, and rejected by the Court, could not faction 
must aver 

have sustained the plea of " accord and satisfaction." a,,ep. 

This plea always sets out what the defendant pave in satis- :r;zif 
faction; it alleges the delivery, and it expressly avers that ofthething 

the goods, or things done, were accepted in satisfaction and ;p$erin 
discharge. Drake v. ~Vitchell, 3 East's Rep. 256-258 ; 1 satisfac- 

Saund. on Plead. & Evid. 24. The replication to the plea tion' 

may either deny the delivery of the chattel in satisfaction, 
or, protesting against that fact, may deny the acceptance. 
Steph. PI. 236; 1 Saund. PI. & Ev. 24. In this case, if 
the pleadings were drawn out in form, the plea would aver 
a delivery of the twelve hundred and fifty dollars, and the 
defendant's bond for the renewal, and that the plaintiff 
then and there accepted and received of and from the 
defendant, the said sum of twelve hundred and fifty dollars 
and bond, in full satisfaction and discharge of the said sum 
of five thousand seven hundred and twenty-six dollars. 
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J " ~ ~ t 1 8 R F .  -- T h e  replication would deny the acceptance, and tender a n  
STATE issue ; which the defendant would be obliged to join on 
BANK . that  very point ; and this we  take to be done in the 

LITTLE- present case. T o  maintain the plea, and  support the  
JOHN. 

defendant's side of the issue, it  is not enough to show that  
he has always been ready to pay the money and  renew 
the bond, o r  even a tender and refusal; but a n  actual 
acceptance thereof by the plaintiff must be proved. 
Lamb's Cuse, 9 Rep. 60. Allen v. Hur r i s ,  I Lord. R a y m .  
122. Beutson v. SchanF;, 3 East 's Rep.  233. T h e  defen- 
dan t  did not pretend, that  he could prove by  the evidence 
rejected, that  the twelve hundred and fifty dollars and 
bond tendered for renewal, had been accepted b y  the bank 
in satisfaction of the bond now sued on. T h e  evidence 
did not profess to g~ to that  extent, and was  therefore 
immaterial to  the issue, and the Court  properly rejected it. 

A parol AS to the second plea : T h e  parol agreernent entered 
agreement into by the parties on the 10th d a y  of June,  1829, cannot, 
cannot be 
rece~ved to by a n y  rule of h w ,  be received in evidence to support the 
support a 
plcs of an plea of (' accord, &LC.," to and concerning a bond executed 
accord, to on the 10th of June ,  1834;  which bond did not recite the 
an action of 
debtupon a agreement, o r  have any  reference to it. iMense v. Mease, 
bond. Cowp.  Rep. 47, \vas an action of debt on a bond, condi- 

tioned for payment a t  a certain day. Plea,  that  it was  
given a s  a n  indemnity to the plaintiff against another bond, 
and not damnified. Demurrer.-Lord MANSFIELD : " the 
plea is clearly bad ;  let there be judgment for the plain- 
tiff." H e  went on the ground, that  no parol evidence can  
itbate o r  extend a bond or  deed. I n  Dnvy v. Prendergast ,  
7 Eng.  Com. L a w  Reps. 63,  the court said, if a parol 
agreement is entered into to give time, supposing it the 
case simply of a common bond, conditioned for payment 
of money a t  a certain day ,  it  will not prevent the par ty  
proceeding a t  law immediately, whatever the consideration 
fur the delay may be. T h e  consideration for the agreement 
may induce a court of equity to direct, that  the p a r t y  
shall not proceed to enforce his remedy a t  law. T h e  case 
cited of Good v. Cheesman, does not aid the defendant. 
T h e  case was thic;. T h e  defendant being unable to meet 
the demands of his creditors, they had signed a n  agree- 
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ment (which was assented to by the debtor,) to accept Ju"~T1836. 
payment by two thirds of his annual income, to be plnced STATE 

in the hands of a trustee of their nomination. The plain- ByK 
tiff, who had signed, afterwards brought assumpsit for his LITTLE- 

whole demand, (the defendant's acceptance of two bills 
of exchange,) and the defendant was permitted, under the 
plea of non assumpsit, to give this agreement in evidence. 
The court said, it would be unjust that the plaintiff should 
prejudice the other creditors, who had neglected to recover 
their demands, under a persuasion that none of the parties 
who had signed would proceed against the defendant. 
The new agreement was received in evidence to prevent a 
fraud on third persons. W e  have looked into Mr. Chitty's 
note to 3 Black. Com. 15, (which was cited,) and can 
discover nothing there different from what we here lay 
down the law to be upon this subject. The judgment 
must be affirmed. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment affirmed. 

WILLIAM WWALTON v. JACOB and GEORGE FILE. 

If one enters into the possession of land under a treaty of purchase with the 
owner, he becomes a tenant at the will of the owner, and cannot sustain 
an action of trespass p a r e  clausum, fr~git against such owner, for enter- 
ing upon the premises without his consent. 

THIS was an action of TRESPASS QUARE CLAUSUM FREGIT, 

for entering upon the possession of the plaintiff, and cut- 
ting and hauling off a quantity of wheat. 

Upon the trial at  Rowan, on the last Circuit, before his 
Honor Judge DONNELL, the case appeared to be, that the 
defendant, Jacob File, had executed a bond to the plaintiff, 
to make him a title thereafter to the locus in quo; and a t  
the same time received from the plaintiff the purchase 
money, and delivered him the actual possession of the land. 
The plaintiff continued in possession, and cultivated a part 
of the land in wheat and corn. At harvest time, the defend- 
ant, Jacob File, together with the other defendant, George 
File, who had been living on the land, and had sown the 
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JUNE, 1836. wheat, before the sale to the plaintiff, entered upon the - 
WALTON premises against the plaintiff's consent, and cut and car- 

U. 
F ~ ~ ~ .  ried away the wheat. Under the instructions of his Honor, 

a verdict was rendered for the plaintiff, subject to the 
opinion of the Court upon the question whether the action 
could be sustained. If the Court should be of opinion for 
the plaintiff, then judgment was to be rendered for him ; if 
otherwise, a judgment of nonsuit was to be entered. His 
Honor,pro forma, gave a judgment for the plaintiff, and 
the defendants appealed. 

D. F. Caldwell, for the plaintiff, cited and commented 
on 3 Salk. 354. Wills. Rep. 221. 3 Bur. Rep. 1563. Vin. 
Abr. tit. Trespass, 440, 441. Graham v. Peat, 1 East's 
Rep. 244. iklyrick v. Bishop, 1 Hawks, 485. Jones et ux. 
v. Tuylor, 1 Dev. Rep. 434. Carson v. Baker, 4 Dev. Rep. 
2-20, He also contended that George File could not justify 
his entry ; and that, as the plea was joint, it being bad for 
one, was bad for the whole. 

Peurson, for the defendants, argued contra, that the 
plaintiff had no such estate as a court of law would take 
notice of, to sustain this action, and referred to Jones et 
ux. v. Taylor, 1 Dev. Rep. 434. 

DANIEL, Judge.-The possession of the plaintiff having 
been obtained by the license of Jacob File, the legal owner, 
it became a rightful possession. H e  was tenant, not from 
year to year, but a tenant a t  will, by implication. This 
kind of tenancy arises when the party is in possession of 
the premises, with the privity and consent of the owner, 
no express tenancy having been created, and no act having 
been done by the owner, impliedl y acknowledging such 
party as his tenant; as where he has been let into posses- 
sion, pending a treaty of purchase, or is let into possession 
under an agreement for a lease, he then becomes tenant at 
will. Adams on Ejectment, 103. File could not have 
maintained an action of ejectment against Walton, without 
having given him reasonable notice to quit; for there is 
no doubt that an ejectment treats the tenant in possession 
as a wrong-doer, a t  the time the action is brought. If he 
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be  lawfully in possession then, it  is a n  answer to the action, J u ~ ~ , l e 3 f i  

whatever  may  be the date  of the demise lain in the decla- WALTUN 

ration : for a n  ejectment is altogether a fictitious remedy. Fy;E. 
Doe v. Jackson, 8 Eng.  Com. L a w  Reps. 126. All the 
authorities cited by  the counsel for the plaintiff, go no fur- 
ther  than to establish the above doctrine. T h e  plaintiff, 
being considered in a court  of law,  the tenant a t  will of 
J a c o b  File, File had a right, at his will and pleasure, to  
en te r  upon his own freehold. 1 Thomas's Coke, 646-648, 
note  D. And in this action of trespass quare clausum fre- 
gzt, he and his codefendant, (who entered with his permis- 
sion,) had in l aw a right to  defend themselves, under their 
joint plea of '' not guilty." W e  think the verdict and  
judgment must be set aside, and a judgment of nonsuit 
entered. 

PER CURIAX. Judgment  reversed. 

DEN ex. Dem. JOHN DOBSON et al, v .  WILLIAM W. ERWIN et nl. 

If the defendant in an  execution, places money in the hands of another per- 
son for the purpose ofpurchasing his own property, at  a sale under the execu- 
tion, with an intent to defraud his creditors, and that person buys it and takes 
adeedfrom the sherif ,  the defendant is still the owner ofit, and another ofhis 
judgment creditors may, at  law, subject it to the satisfaction of his debt, 
although the first execution be for a bona j ide  debt, and the sheriff who 

sold under it is nut a party to the fraudulent contrivance of the debtor. 
T h e  different jurisdictions at  law and in equity, for the suppression of fraud, 

stated by RUFFIN, Chief Justice. 
T h e  cases of Den, d. MKeierall v Cheek, 2 Hawks, 313. Vick v. Flozoers, 1 

Murph. 321. And Bradyv. Ellison,? Hay. 3.18, approved. 

THIS was  a n  action of EJECTMENT, tried at  Burke, on 
the  last Circuit,  before his Honor J u d g e  STRANGE. 

T h e  plaintiff claimed title to the land described in the 
declaration, under a judgment and execution under which it 
w a s  sold as  the property of one Joseph Dobson, in the  
y e a r  1812. T h e  defendants proved that  previous to  that  
sale, a sale had taken place under another judgment and 
execution, a t  which one Nancy  Young had purchased and 
taken a deed from the sheriff for the same land. The 
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JUNE$ 1836. plaintiff then proved, that at the time the land was sold - 
don so^ under the former execution, Joseph Dobson was largely 

2). 

ERWIN. indebted, and intended to defraud his creditors, but that 
there was no collusion between him and the sheriff, or the 
plaintiff in that execution, although the money was fur- 
nished by Dobson, to Nancy Young, with which she paid 
for the land; that Nancy Young was the daughter of 
Dobson, and subsequently to the sale lived upon the 
land with him and his family. 

Upon this state of facts, the defendant contended that 
they were in law entitled to a verdict, and the plaintiff 
agreed that the case might be considered as on a motion 
for a nonsuit; and that the defendant need not bring 
forward other points, and evidence in thc cause upon 
which they relied. His Honor was of opinion that 
although in equity Nancy Young might be held a trus- 
tee for Joseph Dobson, yet the legal title passed to her ; 
and that there was no interest remaining in Joseph Dob- 
son which could be the subject of sale under execution 
previous to the act of 1812 (Rev. ch. 830). In submission 
to this opinion, the lessors of the plaintiff suffered a non- 
suit, and appealed. 

Badger, for the lessors of the plaintiff. If a man has 
property liable to execution, it cannot be divested but 
by a bonu fide application of it to the payment of his 
deb~s.  

The  question here is, how far the common law can 
prevent fraud. The satisfaction of creditors by execution 
is derived from common law principles; and they must 
be wretchedly defective if such evasions as this can be 
permitted. The debtor has land and money, and can he 
by furnishing another person with his money to buy in 
the land exempt it from further executions ? But it is 
said the proper remedy is in equity. There is only one 
class of cases that requires an application to a Court of 
equity, to wit, cases of equitable interest. But to hold 
that the property of a debtor may be bought in by his 
own money, proves not only that the common law is 
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defective, but that i t  furnishes a ready means of protecting J ~ w  1836. 

one's property from payment of his debts. DOBSON 

The Judge in the present case was misled by the case 
of Guthrie v. Wood, 2 Eng. Corn. Law, 430, or rather by 
the loose expressions of Lord ELLENBOROUGH who decided 
that case. Tha t  was the case of a trustee buying in 
an incumbrance, with other funds which he held in his 
hands belonging to the creditors. H e  purchased for the 
benefit of the creditors for whose use he held. H e  bought 
with the money of the creditors, arid not that of the 
debtors. His purchase did not give him a title in his 
own right, but he held as trustee. The question was, 
whether a trustee had a right to purchase in the legal 
title for one creditor, to give him an advarltage over 
another. In every case where there is any fraud, the 
transaction is void ; otherwise no question could arise at  
law upon cases of fraudulent sales. The case of Kidd v. 
Rawlinson, 2 Bos. 6L Pul. Rep. 58, and other cases of that 
k ~ n d  could not have arisen at law, if fraud drives the 
party into equity. There is a clear distinction between 
execution sales and sales between parties. The distinction 
is that in execution sales, the property has been truly 
applied in the payment of debts ; but if a party sends 
his money to purchase his own property, the money and 
not the property has been applied. Here it niakes no 
difference that the sheriff and creditor in the execution 
were honest. This is not a case for. equity. The comnion 
law is, or ought to be, sdequate to furnish a remedy. 
The common law is recognised in the statute of Elizabeth, - 
which makes every act fraudulent, where creditors are 
delayed or hindered. 

Pearson, for the defendants.-The question is, whether 
the sheriff's deed transferred thejegal title toNancy Young. 
Such transactions are governed by the intent with which 
they are done, and not by the effect which they may pro- 
duce. &!bore v. Collins, 3 Dev. Rep. 133. The defendant 
in an execution, giving it a fraudulent effect, cannot avoid 
the sale. The  case of Meux v. Howell, 1 East's Rep. 1, 
decides that all the parties must participate in the fraud, 
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JUNE, 1836. before the execution can  be declared void. T h e  case of 
D o ~ s o ~  Gutfwie v. Wood, is relied upon for the defendants. 

2). 

ERWIN. 
RUFFIN, Chief Justice.-It is yielded in the case stated 

in the record, that the whole of the money paid to the 
sheriff, was the money of Dobson, the debtor in the 
execution, and that  the supposed purchase therewith b y  
the daughter Nancy  Young, and the deed taken by  her, 
was  upon a dishonest contrivance between those persons, 
to defeat, thereby, the father's other creditors. Yet ,  
these facts and intents to the contrary,  notwithstanding, 
his Honor declared his opinion to be, that  the sale and 
deed did not only apparently, but really, divest the estate 
in law,  out of Joseph Dobson, and rest  it in his daughter, as  
against the lessors of the plaintiff, and the c red~tors  whom 
they represent. Under  that  opinion, the plainti!F was non- 
s n ~ t e d ,  and appealed. 

This  Court  cannot adopt the opinion of his Honor ; but  
deems it erroneous. I t  seems to have been founded on the 
cirrurnstances of the judgment and execution being for a 
just debt, and the good faith, on which the creditor and 
the sheriff acted. T h e  sheriff is treated as  the owner of 
the land sold,or, a t  least, as  the authorised vendor, making 
a sale, deemed by him to be a true sale a t  the time: and 
it  is thence inferred, that  the sale must be valid, and his 
deed effectual. 

T h e  Court does not view the subject in that light. W e  
thinli the sale and conveyance to Nancy Young fraudu- 
lent and void within the act  of 1'715. In  terms that 
s ta tute  includes suits, judgments and executions as  well a s  
feoffments, gifts, grants, and other alienations and convey- 
ances. T h e  spirit and t rue  construction of it extends 
to every possible a r t  and device, by which a debtor aims 
to pass the title of his property from himself to another, 
to the intent to defeat o r  hinder his creditor. T h e  inter- 
rention of the process of the law a t  the instance of a 
creditor,  who is innocent of the guilty scheme, and 
ignorant that he is made subservient to its execution, can- 
not protect the intents on which the other parties acted, 
from investigation ; nor confirnl thnqe parts of the transac- 
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tion by which those parties would reserre or acquire J u m l s 3 6 .  

valuablejinterests. The creditor stands on his good faith. D0n~0.v 

But the others cannot involve his innocence to purge their ERzIN. 
bad faith, or to conceal it. The creditor was entitled to 
his own debt. R e  received the money and may retain it. 
The  payment was right and is valid. But " every act as 
well judicial as others, which, of themselves are just and 
lawful, being mixed with fraud and deceit, are, in judg- 
ment of law, wrongful and unlawful." Ferrnor's case, 3 
Rep. 77; and a fraudulent estate," [gained by one thus 
mixing fraud with what would be otherwise right] is 
no estate in the judgment of law. In the case before us, 
what did the law and justice demand ? That the debtor 
should pay the debt ; and, if he could not, or would not, 
that the sheriff should mahe it of his estate by sale. In 
fact the debt was paid. By whom? By the debtor, 
through the hands of his daughter, with the debtor's own 
money. That  is the reality of the case; and thus far 
being Fdir and proper, it stands. When the debtor and 
his daughter endeavour to give to that reality the appear- 
ance of another thing, namely, that the debt was not paid 
by the debtor, and with his money, but was paid by the 
daughter and with her money, advanced as the price of 
the land exposed to sale, they introduce falsehood and an 
injurious deception into the title set up by the daughter, 
which vitiates it. That part of the apparent transaction 
is delusive. As the money was the fither's and not the 
daughter's, there was in truth no price and no sale, as 
between the father and daughter. The sale, which the 
creditor and sheriff thought they were making, was a 
mere fiction; and the mistake of those persons can- 
not impart to it actual existence. It assumed, indeed, 
the form of a legal sale and conveyance by the sheriff. 
But if the sheriff had known the truth, he would not have 
been obliged, and could not justly and lawfully have made 
the deed. He also was imposed on ;  and, surely, the 
authors of that deception cannot adduce it  as a screen 
from animadversion by other persons, on whom the artifice, 
if successful, operates still more injuriously. That a deed 
obtained from a sheriff by deceit, is not good, and  may be 
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J ~ ~ E ,  lS36. impeached at  law, was decided in the case of Den on 
p- 

D o ~ s o ~  demise of MKerall  v. Cheek, 2 Hawks, 343. But this case 
v .  

E ~ , ~ , ~ .  need not he put on that point. I t  rests upon the solid ground 
that, notwithstanding the form which it took, there was, in 
fact and in truth, no sale: and, consequently, the sheriff 
hod no authority toconvey. I t  is aflagrant attempt to dis- 
guise, under the form of a sale by the law, an arrangement 
of the debtor's property, made by himself, for his own 
benefit, or without any consideration, for the benefit ofhis 
child, to the disappointment of his creditors. I t  is a per- 
version of the process of the law, to a purpose not intended 
by the law, but forbidden alike by it and by common 
honesty; the malting a sale under it, to raise money, 
which the debtor already had, which he had intended to 
apply, and which he did apply to the satisfaction of that 
very debt. The law would be false to itself, if the sub- 
stance of such a transaction could be secured from scrutiny 
by the shell of mere form, if  it treated as a sale, made by 
its officer, under its authority, that which is, under the 
garb of such a sale, so palpably a voluntary disposition by 
the debtor himself, upon premeditated and preconcerted 
fraud between him and the pretended purchaser. 

The correctness of the foregoing general observations 
seems to us to be incontrovert~ble. If  so, they must, we 
think, remore the difficulty which was felt in the Superior 
Court. Whatever may be the effect, as between them- 
selves, or those claiming under them by contract, of the 
form imparted by the debtor and his accomplice to the 
transaction, the law characterises it as " feigned, covetous 
and fraudulent," in respect of creditors, and enacts that it 
shall be '. utterly void, frustrate, and of no effect-the pre- 
tence, colour, and  feigned consideration to the contrary 
nottoithstunding," This principle being enacted by stat- 
ute, and the subject of the controversy being whether an 
instrument, which purports to pass the legal estate from 
the debtor, which was before in him, is valid or void, as 
being without or within the rule thus created, it seems to 
us to be essentially and necessarily within the jurisdiction 
of a court of law, to examine into the consideration and 
purposes of the conveyance, and if they should be found to 
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be those forbidden by the statute, to apply and enforce its J u ~ ~ 9 1 8 3 6 0  

enactments. This we had considered as settled law. The  DOBSON 
position laid down by his Honor, implies, that such a con- 
veyance is necessarily valid at law, notwithstanding the 
intent stated, because a trust arose between the parties, 
which could be enforced in equity, and can be enforced 
there only. 

If there be a trust, the change of the jurisdiction must 
be acknowledged. But that takes for granted the very 
question in dispute; which is, whether the daughter 
gained any estate, out of which a trust could arise. 
That depends on the validity of the deed to her : and that, 
again, upon the intent and purpose on which she took it- 
into which it is competent to acourt  of law to inquire. 
Taking it for granted, as was done in this case, that the 
intent was to deceive creditors, and that the money paid 
was the father's, yet the sale and deed are binding between 
the father and daughter, both at law and in equity. The  
statute is express to that effect, and they are conclusive 
at law. I t  has likewise been long and uniformly held, 
that equity will not interfere between persons in  pari 
delicto, nor enforce, between the parties, a secret trust 
arising out of a deed in fraud of creditors. Kck v. Flowers, 
1 Murph. 321. Brady v. Ellison, 2 Hay. Rep. 348. The  
debtor, himself, then, could not claim a reconveyance upon 
the hot of such a trust. I t  is not deemed a valid trust,fit 
to be executed in a court uf equity. For the same reason, 
one clairninc as a creditor of the debtor, could not insist on - 
it, by way of affirming the alleged agreement, and asking 
the execution of the trust. The Court does not recognise 
any such trust for the purpose of enforcing it, as such, in 
favour of any person ; because if it existed, it is covinous, 
and avoids the deed itself. A creditor cannot, therefore, 
be relieved upon a bill, which supposes the existence and 
validity of such a trust. If, indeed, there were a trust, 
which, as such, could he sustained in equity, it would be 
decisive of this question ; because of a trust, independent 
of the act of 1812, (Rev. ch. 830,) the law takes no notice. 
So, on the other hand, if, as we think clear, there be no 
such trust, and relief in equity would be founded, not on it, 
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JUNE, 1836. but on a ground entirely different, namely, the fraudulent 
D o s m  intent to withdraw the debtor's estate from-his creditors, 

U. 

ERWIN. the conclusion seems to be equally reasonable and certain, 
that the jurisdiction is, appropriately, a t  law ; and, if not 
exclusive, is, a t  the least, concurrent with that in equity. 

I t  is not doubted that equity may relieve against fraud. 
I t  is admitted, that against many frauds, redress can be 
had there only. In respect to that species now under con- 
sideration, against creditors, resort, before the statute, was 
necessarily had to equity, to get a t  property, of which the 
lagal title was never in the debtor; or such as is not tan- 
gible, and in the hands of another person, to the intent to 
withdraw it from creditors; or in a way that produces 
that effect. I t  is likewise a common equity in favour of a 
judgment creditor, who cannot otherwise obtain satisfac- 
tion by execution, to file a bill against the debtor and his 
alienee, alleging a fraud in the conveyance, and seeking a 
discovery of it from the defendants, and a declaration of 
it by the court, and relief by a decree for bringing the 
estate to sale, cleared of the cloud on the title. That is a 
subsidiary jurisdiction, not superseding that of a court of 
law, but rendering its process more effectual. A purchaser 
a t  sheriti's sale may also in many, and, perhaps, in all 
cases, pursue his remedy in equity ; and that not only to 
perpetuate evidence of the fraud, but to have discovery 
and relief against it. An example may be stated in a pur- 
chase under execution against the cestui que trust, under 
the act of 1812, which does not oust the previous jurisdic- 
tion, though it treats the keeping the legal estateoutstand- 
ing in a trustee, as a quasi fraud in the owner, and avoids 
the legal estate of the trustee. Another exists when the 
estate of the debtor was under a previous bona$de lease 
for a term not expired, or was originally a reversion, not 
yet fallen in, in which the fraud is not susceptible of imme- 
diate determination in ejectment, because the purchaser 
has no present right of entry. I t  has been questioned, and 
earnestly debated, whether a bill will lie by a purchaser 
under execution, of an estate in possession, or in which he 
got a right of entry, provided the opposing title be fraudu- 
lent;  the objection being, that the plairltitrmight go to 



law. The authorities do not put that point to perfect rest. JUI\E, 1836. 

The better opinion, however, seems to be, that in cases of DoBsox 
mere constructive fraud, and where the motives were ". ERWIN. 
honest, and the consideration meritorious, though not valu- 
able, the Chancellor will leave the party to his legal 
remedy, according to the strict law ; but that in all cases 
of actual fraud, equity will set aside the conveyance, 
though the plaintiff might maintain ejectment, and recover 
the possession. Bennett v. Muspoue,  2 Ves. 51. The very 
terms in which this rule is stated, admit the jurisdiction of 
a court of law. The relief in equity is different, and may 
be more beneficial than that given by the law. But the 
jurisdiction there is not assumed upon the ground. either 
that the subject is appropriate to the court of equity as a 
court of peculiar jurisdiction, or because that court pro- 
ceeds upon an interpretation of the statute, distinct and 
different from that given at law, placed on it in equity on 
a principle peculiar to itself, whereby the meaning of the 
lawgiver is supposed to be more truly discovered and 
upheld. On the contrary, it is entertained in equity, not- 
withstanding it exists in a court of l aw;  and thus enter- 
tained, because such deceitful practices, dishonest in their 
concoction, progress and consummation, are so abhorrent 
to every tribunal of justice, that every tribunal hath 
authority, and is bound to relieve against them, according 
to their respective capacities, and methods of proceeding ; 
and because the relief peculiar to the court of equity, 
being final and conclusive, is more perfect than a t  law. 

Admitting, then, that the lessors of the plaintiff might 
have a decree in equity-which we do not undertake t~ 
determine ; yet it does not follow, that this action may not 
be maintained. This is not the case of a bona$de trust 
for the debtor, which a creditor is seeking to reach. For 
the reasons already given there is no trust at all, judi- 
cially speaking, it lying altogether in personal confidence, 
and being infected with a turpitude, common to both 
parties, for which equity would repel the application of 
either. It mag be here remarked, in passing, that if there 
were a trust, such as equity would support, that court 
could not help the lessors of the plaintiff, more than a 
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JuxEs -- 1836. court of law could. For, although the judgment creditor 
D O B ~ O N  might have filed his bill for a sale under a decree, yet he 

8. 

ERWIN. could not sell under a j e r i  facias, as a trust was not the 
subject of execution before 1812: and, consequently, the 
lessors of the plaintiff gained nothing by their purchase. 
The supposed relief in equity, not arising out of the 
jurisdiction of trusts, must therefore proceed on the ground 
of the fraud: that is, on the statute, which is construed 
alike in both courts. While, then, each court may give a 
different relief, it is thus seen that the rights of the parties 
depend in both upon the same questions, and that they are 
essentially questions of law. They depend upon the judg- 
ment pronounced by the statute upon the intents of those 
acts of the parties, under which Mrs. Young sets up title; 
if fair and honest, her estate is good, both at  law and in 
equity: if covinous, i t  is " no estate in judgment of law," 
nor in equity. 

There is nothing in this case to prevent the trial of 
those questions at law. There is no subsisting term to 
stand in the way of the plaintiff's entry. The estate of 
the debtor is not an interest originally acquired by him as 
a trust, upon a conveyance from a third person to his 
daughter as his trustee. But the estate was at  one time 
in the debtor himself; and the daughter claims under 
several acts and instruments ; all together, however, con- 
stituting but one assurance, which purports to pass the 
estate of the father out of him to her. W e  cannot conceive 
a case proper for a court of law, if this be not. The whole 
controversy is as to the intent on which the father's estate 
was parted with; and as to that, the conveyance, no 
matter what its form, is not conclusive, but it may be 
proved aliuncle. As the estate of the father was a legal 
one, and, if there was fraud, that estate still subsists 
unctlanged, there must be a legal jurisdiction. W e  are 
not aware of any principle or adjudication in conflict with 
this course of reasoning. 

I t  has been supposed at the bar, that a distinction arises 
between a conveyance directly from the father, and one 
from the sheriff. I t  is imperceptible to the court. In  
reality, the conveyance is from the father, indirectly 
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through the s!leriK I t  gives to the dealing the semblance JuYEl 1336. 

of fairness, but nothing more than the semblance. I t  DOB~ON 
w. 

does not make i r  fair, though it increases the difficulty of ERWIN. 

detecting its unfairness; but when detected, that avoids 
this, as well as all other instruments, however solemn. 
There are numerous cases in the books, which clearly 
evince that no such potent efficacy is allowed to a sheriff's 
sale. Of this class, Kidd v. Rawlinson, 2 Bos. & Pul. 59, 
is a leading one. The plaintiff purchased goods at  the sale 
of a sheriff under execution, at  the suit of another creditor, 
and left them with the former owner. The defendant 
afterwards sold them, and the plaintiff brought his action 
for the produce of the sale, as money had and received. 
Upon the authority of Edzuards v. Horben, 2 Term Rep. 
587, it was contended, that the plaintiff's title was fraudu- 
lent and void, because the possession did not accompany 
the title. The ready answer, if the doctrine now con- 
tended for be true, would have been, thnt the sheriff's bill 
of sale was conclusive as to the legal title, and that it 
could be impeached in equity only. But that was not the 
one given. So far from it, the court said, the open sale 
upon execution, and the purchase by the plaintiff, not in 
satisfaction of a prior debt to himself, but for money paid 
by him, took the case out of the rule in Edwards v. Harben, 
and prevented the possession constituting per se a fraud. 
The case, however, was not for that reason, allowed to rest 
there. Lord ELDON, who was then Chief Justice, put it fur- 
ther to the jury to say, whether the plaintiff purchased the 
goods with the intent of defeating any creditor of the 
former owner, the debtor. Upon a motion in  bank for a 
new trial, that direction was approved by Lord ELDON, on 
reconsideration, and by the other judges. I t  is obvious 
that the plaintiff's right to recover in that case was made 
to depend, not upon the fact that he derived title under 
execution at  the instance of another person, and that the 
creditor and sheriff acted upon upright intentions, but 
upon the other facts, that he paid his own money, and 
purchased with good faith on his part, and took the bill of 
sale to secure himself, and not to defeat a creditor. 

There are many other cases of actions against sheriff's 
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1 u . v ~ ~  1836. for false returns, because they did not sell property which 
-- 
Do,,,, they had before sold under other executions, or for selling 

such property a second time; in none of which has the 
ERWIN. 

first sale been received as a conclusive bar per se at law, 
but the trials have proceeded on the inquiry in each of 
them into the good or bad faith of the purchase under exe- 
cution. 

The case of Guthie v. Wood was relied on at the bar 
as an instance to the contrary; and it was admitted by the 
counsel that it was the only one, apparently of that ten- 
dency, t hat could be cited. The court cannot understand 
that case in the sense attributed to it, nor give it the appli- 
cation contended for. I t  seems to us to establish the prin- 
ciple we have already laid down. A debtor there made 
an assignment to a trustee for the payment of debts, which 
was not impeached. At  the time there were demands 
against the assignor by executions and otherwise, which 
constituted liens on the goods ; and under an execution 
the sheriff put up the effects for sale, and the trustee, with 
a part of the trust money, purchased them, and left them 
with his assignor for a short time. A creditor, having a 
junior lien, clain~ed to be satisfied out of the same goods ; 
and the sole question was, whether he had the right, upon 
these facts, by themselves, and without any dishonest 
intent in the creditor, the sheriff, or the purchaser a t  the 
first sale. I t  was, very properly, as we think, held that he 
had not. But it was not upon the ground that the purchaser 
was amenable only in equity, even if he had bought with 
the debtor's money. On the contrary, it was because the 
money was not the debtor's, and the intent honest and 
lawful. If the assignment had been in trust for the donor, 
or the value of the effects had so greatly exceeded the 
debts secured as to show that the security of the creditors 
was colourable, the purchase would doubtless have been 
held fraudulent. But in truth the case was nothing more 
nor less than that of an assignee in trust, not for the 
assignor, but for just creditors, buying with a part of the 
trust fund, on which there was no lien, other parts on 
which there were a prior and posterior lien. The prefera- 
ble lien was entitled to the first satisfaction, and a sale 
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under it passed the property necessarily freed from the JUNE, 18%. 
other. If the sale was fair and open, it was the business DOB OX 

of him who had the junior lien to see that the sale produced ER:,N. 

enough to satisfy both, or else he must lose the benefit of 
his own. The trustee, as against him, might buy as any 
other person. H e  owed no duty to him, which obliged 
him to render that lien effective ; but he did owe the duty 
to his cestue que trusts, to prevent, if he could, any sacri- 
fice of the effects, and to extinzuish all liens on them, at  as 
little cost as, fairly, he could. He  meditated no fraud on 
the creditor, and did not buy for the debtor's benefit, nor 
with his means. H e  purchased with money legally his 
own, but equitably that of the creditors, for whom he was 
trustee, and to whose use his purchase enured. The pur- 
chase was protected, not because any bad fdith that might 
have entered into it was not examinable at  law, but only 
in equity ; but because there was no bad faith, and there- 
fore the transaction ought to stand both at  law and in 
equity. The case was decided on its merits, and not on 
the form of the title or of proceeding. 

In the opinion of the Court, the remedy at  law is open 
to the plaintiff; and the case stated constitutes a flagrant 
fraud which entitles the plaintiff to a verdict. The intent 
is stated as a fact; as is, also, that the whole price paid 
by the daughter was in the father's money. Either of those 
facts is destructive of her title. 

The Court must not be understood as laying it down, 
that a person cannot advance money by agreement with a 
defendant in execution to satisfy the deht, but that the 
sheriff shall proceed to a sale, and the advance be made 
as upon a purchase at  the sale. W e  have no doubt of the 
affirmative. The whole is then done in good faith, and the 
conveyance is taken honestly as a security for the money 
then advanced, with a trust resulting, of course, to the 
former owner. Nor do we think the case is necessarily 
different, if a part of the debt be advanced by the debtor's 
friend, and the rest by the debtor himself. Such a case 
depends on the actual intent. If  there be no falsehood, 
but open dealing; and the funds of the debtor being insuf- 
ficient, a sale is necessary at all events. tilt: lend17r [nay 
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JUW 1836. properly purchase, and take a deed to secure his demands. 
D o ~ s o ~  Such was the case of Hirwkins v. Sneecl, 3 Hawks, 149. 

v .  
E ~ ~ ~ ~ .  But if there be actual fraud; if the purchaser, with the 

debtor's money in his hands nearly to the aniount of the 
debt, buys, paying only a small proportion of his own, 
and, by collusion with the debtor, takes a deed with the 
intent to claim the estate absolutely against other creditors, 
his own advance could be made but to give colour to the 
transaction, and could not rescue it from the legal conse- 
quences of the corrupt combination supposed. The judg- 
ment must be reversed and a new trial ordered. 

PER CURIAN. Judgment reversed. 

DEN ex Dem. UTILLIAM T. SUTTON et al. z. JOHN A. SUTTON. 

The deed of a femr covert is void at common law, and can only be effectual 
when taken according to the actsof 1715 and 1750 (Rev. ch. 3 and 50.) By 
those acts the deed is to be first proved as to both husband and wife, and 
then her private examination is to be had either by a judge, or in the 
County Court; and when her examination preceded the probate, the deed 
was held to be inoperative. 

THIS was an action of EJDCTBIEKT, upon the trial of 
which, at Bertie, on the last Circuit, before his Honor 
Judge DICK, the jury returned a special vrrdict, the rnate- 
rial facts of which were as follows. Mary Sutton was 
seised in fee of the lands described in the plaintiff's decla- 
ration when she intermarried with John E. Wood. On 
the 19th day of June, 1821, the said hlary, with her hus- 
band, executed arid del~vered to one Joseph S. Pugh, a 
deed intended to convey, and expressed in apt and suffi- 
cient words to convey, and which did convey, the said 
lands, in fee siniple, to the said Pugh, if the said deed was 
sufficiently proved and authenticated to operate in law 
upon the estate of the said Mary in the said lands. The 
said deed was attested by three subscribing witnesses, and 
upon it appeared the following endorsements: 1st. An 
affidavit before the c!erk of the Superior Court of Law for 
Bertie Count?, niade Ly the attending physician of the 
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said Mary, certifying that she was "so indisposed, weak, JUVE, 1836. 

and infirm of body and health, as to be utterly incapable SUTTON 

to travel to any one of the judges of the Supreme Court, SUT:ON, 

or judges of the Superior Courts of L a w  and Equity of 
the said state, to be private!y examined," &c. 2d. An 
order from one of the judges of the Superior Courts of 
L a w  and Equity, to the clerk of the Court of Pleas and 
Quarter Sessions for Bertie County, commanding him 6 4  to 
issue a comn~ission to two or more persons properly quali- 
fied, empowering them, according to the forrn prescribed 
by law, to take the examination of the said Mary," kc .  
3d. The  commission issued by the clerk in pursuance of 
the above order. 4th. The  return made by the commis- 
sioners, that they had "attended and taken the private 
examination of Mrs. Mary  wife of John E. Wood, 
touching and concerning her having executed the within 
deed to Joseph S. Pugh, and upon the examination of the 
said Mary  Wood, privately and apart  from her husband, 
the said John E. Wood, we find that the said Mary  Wood, 
executed the said conbeyance freely," kc .  All the above 
endorsements bear date in June, 1821. The  5th bore date 
of August term, 1821, Bertie County Court, and was in 
the following words: ii This deed from John E. Wood 
and his n ife Mary,  to Joseph S. Pugh, with the commis- 
sion and pricate examination of the said Mary, was 
returned to this Court and ordered to be registered." 
(Signed,) " E. A. R H ~ D E S ,  Clerk." A 6th endorsement, 
bearing date a t  Bertie County Court, November Term, 
1535, was in the words and figures following : This deed, 
from Jobn E. Wood, and Mary his wife, to Joseph S. 
Pngh, was proved in open court by the oath of William 
RIorning, the subscribing witness  hereto, and ordered to 
be registered. (Signed,) JOHN S. TAPLOR. Clerk." On 
the 18th of October, 15'21, Joseph S. Pugh executed and 
delivered to John E. Wood a deed for the same lands. 
Mary Wood died in 1822; and the lessors of the plain- 
tiff are her heirs a t  law. John E. Wood died in 1834, 
leaving the defendant one of his heirs a t  law, who was in 
possession of the premises described in the declaration a t  
t !~e commcncemsnt of the suit. His Honor being of 
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JUNE? 1836. opinion that the deed from John E. Wood and his wife, 
SUTTOX Mary, to Joseph S. Pugh, was not executed in due form of ". law to pass the lands therein mentioned to thesaid Joseph, SUTTON. 

directed judgment to be entered upon the verdict for the 
plaintiff; and the defendant appealed. 

Iredell and Badger, for the defendant, contended-that it 
was sufficient for the transfer of the wife's estate, if all 
were done which the law required, notwithstanding it 
were not done in the order of time specified: That  the 
law required the wife's interest to be protected, and if it 
appeared that such had been done, it was sufficient. They 
then endeavoured to distinguish this case from that of 
Burges and wife v. Wilson, 2 Dev. Rep. 306. 

Kinney, for the plaintiff, argued-that the affidavit upon 
which the order of the judge was made, was insufficient, 
a s  it only stated the inability of the wife to travel to one 
of the judges of the Supreme or Superior Courts, and not 
also to the court of the county where the land was situate. 
He also contended that the deed of a feme cocert was 
void a t  common law, and the statute giving the authority 
to make a deed must be construed strictly. 

G n s ~ o n ,  Judge.-This Court approves of the decision 
made in the Superior Court, that the deed set forth in the 
special verdict as executed by John E. Wood and wife 
Mary to Joseph S. Pugh, was not executed in due form of 
law to pass the estate of Mary Wood. A feme covert 
has no capacity at  common law to make a deed, and an  
instrument purporting to be such is void, unless it be 
accompanied by the ceremonies prescribed by our acts of 
Assembly authorising femes cocert to convey land. I t  is 
unnecessary to inquire whether the provisions therein 
made for the protection of the wife are effectual or not. 
The  courts of justice are bound to support them, and dare 
not substitute other provisions in  their stead. Under 
these acts the private examination of the married woman, 
and her acknowledgment of the voluntary execution of, 
or voluntary assent to the deed, is indispensable. The 
examination must ordinarily be had before a judge, or in 
the Court of Pleas and Quarter Sessions of the county. 
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This authority of the judge or the Court cannot be dele- JUNF, IBBF, 

gated a t  pleasure. In certain defined cases, however, suTr0, 
the acts authorise a commission to issue, and when such 

SUTTON. 
a comrnission has regularly issued, an examination before 
the cornmissioners, regularly taken, certified, and returned, 
has then the efficacy of an examination before the judge 
or in open court. These cases are, when the convey- 
ance shall have been acknowledged by the. husband or 
proved by the oath of one or more witnesses, before the 
judge or the County Court, and it shall be represented 
to the judge of the Court that the wife is a resident of 
another County, or is so infirm or aged that she cannot 
travel to the judge or County Court to make her acknow- 
ledgment. W e  do not assent to the argument that the case 
of infirmity must be such as to disable her as well from 

Either a 
travelling to the Court as to the judge. The acts autho- j u d g e , ~ ~ t  

rise a personal examination before the judge or the Court, ~ ~ ~ ~ , " ' t ~  

I and allthorise either the judge or the Court, when the County 

infirmity i n  such as to forbid such a personal examination, 2:::; 
to cause the same to be done by a commission. But we may. upon 

being satis. cannot get over the objection that no power is conferred fi,dof the 

on either the Judge or the Court to order a commission, wife'sina- 
I bility to at- 

until the conveyance has jirst been ackriowledged by the tend fir 

husband, or proved by the oath of one or more witnesses. privy eXa- 
mination, 

The language of the statutes is plain, and i t  is our duty to issue a 

give full effect to it. The judgment below is affirmed. ?,9:~:;~, 
1 PER CURIAM. Judgmeat affirmed. it. 
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Dossox 
u. 

DEN ex dem. JOHN DOBSON v .  WILLIABZ MURPHY. 

MURPHY. 
A memorandum signed by a deputy sheriff, setting forth that he had, at the 

request of the sheriff, sold a certain tract of land at a particular time upon 
a certain execution, is not admissible as ebidence of the sale, nor of any 
other fact, unless he is dead, But upon a question whether the sheriff's 
deed, purporting to be executed in pursuance of such sale, was fraudulent, 
i t  may be admitted for the purpose of showing merely upon what infor. 
mation the sheriff proceeded to execute a deed for land whlch he had not 
himself sold. 

A sheriff's deed fairly executed at any time after the sale, has relation to the 
sale, and operates to pass the title from that tirnc. And if everything else 
bc regular and fixir, the law will raise no presumption of fraud, against the 
deed merely becausc it may be ante-dated to the time of the sale. 

According to the English rule, a vendee under the sheriff, when a stranger to 
the suit in u-hicl~ the execution issues, is not obliged to show a judgment, 
but only the execution; but if the vcndce be the plaintiff in the suit, he 
must also show a judgment. But in this state, a purchaser at an exccution 
sale, must show a judgment, as well as an exccution: and if :he exccution 
be not warranted by the judgment, the sale will not avail to pass the title. 

T o  constitute colour of title, thcrc must bc some writlcn document of title 
projessing to pass the land, which is not so obv~ously defective, that it 
could not have misled a man of ordinary capacity. Hcnee a sheriff's 
return of a sale upon a$. fa. is not colour of title, for that is nct understood 
by any man of ordinary capacity, as either passing or professing to pass 
a title. 

THIS was an action of EJECTMENT, tried a t  Burke, 
on the Spring Circuit of 1835, before his Honor Judge 
SETTLE. 

Both parties claimed under one Joseph Dobson, the 
father of the lessor of the plaintiff; and the plaintiff 
having made out his case, the defendant set up title under 
a judgment and execution against Joseph Dobson, and a 
sheriff's deed for the land in controversy. The judgment 
given in evidence was rendered at  April Term, 1809, of 
Burke County Court, in favour of one Robert Williamson, 
for the sum of sixty-six pounds and costs. An execution 
issuing thereon, and corresponding therewith, was then 
shown, bearing teste of July Term, 1809, on which there 
was a return by the sheriff, that the sum of ten pounds 
had been raised by a sale to William Murphy. Another 
execution, being the one under which it was alleged, the 
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land in controversy was sold to the defendant, was then J u ~ ~ ~ l 8 3 6  
shown, tested of July term, 1810, for the sum of "sixty- DXBON- 

seven pounds, three shillings and sixpence, a balance of 
judgment, and three shillings and nine pence for costs." 
On the last execution was an endorsement of a levy by the 
sheriff, and of a sale, in the following words : 66 The above 
mentioned land, sold on the 28th Oct. 1810, or all Joseph 
Dobson's claim to the same-highest bidder, William 
Murphy. E. SHARPE, D. S." A certificate of the sale, 
signed by Sharpe, who was a regular deputy of the sheriff, 
was given to the defendant, in the following words: 
" This is to certify, that I sold to William Murphy a 
tract of land of one hundred acres, lying on the creek 
joining Seth Hyatt  and Joseph Dobson, including John 
Montgomery's old mill place, sold at the suit of Robert 
Williamson to the use of William Murphy v. Joseph 
Dobson, sold at the October Court, 1810." I t  was proved 
by Raburn, the sheriff, that he was not present a t  the sale: 
that after making the levy, he placed the execution in the 
hands of Sharpe, his deputy, and upon his return, after a 
short absence, from the country, received from the defen- 
dant the certificate, which he knew to be in the hand- 
writing of his deputy, and promised the defendant that he 
would make him a deed, but neglected to do so until 
many years afterwards. This certificate was objected 
to by the plaintiff's counsel, as nothing more than a 
naked statement by Sharpe in writing, but was received 
by the court, upon the sheriff's swearing that he received 
and recognised it as the act of his deputy: it was further 
objected to, because the sher~ff's recognition could not be 
by parol, but this objection was also overruled. A deed 
from the sheriff, bearing date the 26th day of October, 
1810, and reciting an "execution issuing from the Court 
of Burke County, against Joseph Dobson, Sen., for the sum 
of twenty dollars, that Robert Williams received, &c. ;" 
and also that he, the sheriff, did seize and sell the land, 
&c.," was then given in evidence by the defendant. Upon 
this, the plaintiff proved by the subscr~bing witness to the 
deed, that it was executed some short time before Christ- 
mas, in the year 18:27 : that Raburn and one Sherill, the son- 
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JUNE, 1836. in-law of the defendant, and tenant in possession, came 
DOBSON to his house, and desired him to witness the deed : that he 

expressed a wish to read it over, but Raburn said it was 
a sheriff's deed that he ought to have made long ago, as 
sheriff of Burke County, but said nothing about its being 
antedated; and that he, the witness, attested it without 
knowing the date ;  and that all this took place in Hap-  
wood County, where Raburn then resided. The defen- 
dant then proved by Raburn, that a t  the time of the exe- 
cution of the deed, he was called upon by Sherill, as agent 
of' the defendant, to make i t :  that he had before him the 
certificate above referred to : that he thought it was right 
to date the deed at the time it ought to have been made ; 
and that he handed over the certificate to be kept with 
the deed, as in explanation of its date: he further swore 
that he executed the deed as sheriff, by virtue, and in 
pursuance of the sale that had been made, under the 
judgment and execution above referred to, and that he had 
recognised the act of his deputy. This deed was objected 
to as improper evidence, because it did not appear on 
its face to be made in pursuance of the sale under the 
judgment and execution above-mentioned : and because it 
was procured to be antedated by the defendant or his 
agent mnla$de, and could not therefore be set up so as to 
relate to, and make the title good from, the sale. The 
defendant proved further, that he had been in the adverse 
possession of the land from the year 1815, more than seven 
years before the bringing of the suit. 

TJpon this evidence, the defendant insisted, 1st. That  he 
had made out a good and valid title. 2ndly. If the sheriff's 
deed should not be considered good to pass the title, yet his 
title was valid, by his possession under colour of title, 
and that he had colour of title, either by the levy, 
sale, return of sale, and certificate above mentioned, 
or by the relation of the sheriff's deed. His Honor 
instructed the jury, that it was a general rule, that 
deeds took effect only from the delivery, but that in the 
case of a sheriff's deed, where the lands were fairly 
and honestly sold by him, or his legal deputy, under a 
valid judgment and execution ; and a deed was fairly and 
honestly executed by the sheriff, in pursuance of such 
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sale, the deed had relation to and passed the title from the JUNE- 
sale, and might, therefore, be said to take effect from the Donsorv 

sale." I t  was then left to the jury to ascertain from the 
evidence, whether the sale of the land was fairly and 
honestly made or not ; or whether the deed executed by 
the sheriff to the defendant was fairly and honestly, or 
fraudulently done, with instructions, that if they were of 
opinion that either the sale or execution of the deed was 
fraudulent, the purchaser acquired no title under them. 
He  further instructed the jury, that the endorsement 
made by the sheriff of his levy, and the endorsement made 
by his deputy, of the sale under the execution, were colour 
of title from the time the sheriff recognised the sale and 
returns of his deputy;" and it was left to them to say, 
whether the sheriff did recognise the sale and return of his 
deputy, and when. His Honor also charged, "that a 
sheriff's deed, void for irregularity, did not have relation 
to the sheriff's sale as colour of title." The defendant had 
a verdict and judgment, and the lessor of the plaintiff 
appealed. 

D. F. Caldwell and Deuereux for the plaintiff. 

Peurson f ~ r  the defendant. 

GASTON, Judge.-The first question in this case arises 
on the admissibility of certain testimony. The defendant 
offered in evidence a paper writing signed by E. Sharpe, 
deputy sheriff, setting forth, that at the October Court, 
1810, at the request of the sheriff, he had sold to the defen- 
dant the tract of land in controversy on an execution, at  
the instance of Robert Williamson, to the use of the defen- 
dant, against Joseph Dobson. The plaintiff objected to 
the reception of this instrument as evidence, but the Court, 
nevertheless, admitted it. The record does not show dis- 
tinctly the purpose for which the evidence was offered. I t  
seems to us, that it was not proper evidence of the fact of 
the sale, or of the truth of any of the matters therein 
declared. Offered for any such purpose, it conflicts with 
the general rule, that the oral or written assertion of no 
man is evidence of the truth of the fact asserted ; and it is 
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J U ~ F ,  1836. not brought within the range of any of the exceptions to - 
duo so^ that rule, which necessity or policy has established. If it 

bad appeared that Sharpe was dead, then it might have 
been admitted as the declaration of a fact, in the regular 
course of business, by one who possessed peculiar means of 
knowing the fact, and who laboured under no temptation, 
bias or influence, to misrepresent it. But as the case does 
not state that Sharye was dead, n e  must suppose him 
alive : and surely his declaration on oath in open court, in 
regard to the fact of the sale, was greatly to be preferred 
to any certificate he had given about it .  This writing was 
not in the nature of any of those formal and authentic tes- 
timonials, made by persons entrusted with public authority ; 
which, to the extent of that authority, are viewed by the 
law as public documents, and are evidence, more or less 
conclusive against all, of the matters thereby certified. I t  
is not an act purporting to be official, like a return upon a 
writ, and if it were, the sheriff's deputy is not known to 
the law as a public officer. Holding v. Holding, 2 Car. 
Law Rep. 440. ilJiMurp1~ey v. Campbell, 1 Hay. 181. 

Where tes. State V. Johnson, Ibid. 294. W e  think, however, that it 
t i m O n ~  was admissible testimony, merely to show upon what infor- 
competent 
for onepur- mation the sheriff' proceeded to execute a deed for land 
pose, but 
not for which he had not personally sold ; and as thus throwing 
another, light on a matter which was greatly dispn ted-the good 
was, after 
beingob- or bad faith of that transaction ; and that being admissible 
jectedto, for that purpose only, the jury should have been instructed 
admitted 
but noin: not to regard it as evidence for any other. The case does 
structionas not show that any instruction was prayed for, in regard to 
to its effect 

prayed the effect of this evidence, nor state what instruction, in 
and it fact, was given respecting it. If there had been cause of 

dld not ap. 
pear for exception to the charge of the court, in relation to this 
what pur- 
pose lt mas matter, it should have been taken. Although apprehensive 
used,itwas that it may have been used for a purpose not legitimate, 
held that 
its recep- we cannot hold for error its mere reception. 
tionalone The plaintiff has no just cause of complaint against that 
could not 
beassigned part of the Judge's instruction which advised the jury, 
for error. that where a sale is made under a valid judgment and 

execution, and a deed is subsequently executed, and such 
a sale and deed are fair, the deed has relation back to the 
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sale, and operates to pass the title from that time. W e  JUNE? 1836. 

consider this as unquestionable ; and if every thing else be UoBso~ 
2). 

regular and fair, we think the law raises no presumption M,,,,,. 
of fraud against the deed, merely because it bore date as 
of the time of the sale. I t  is certainly most correct, that 
all instruments should correspond with the precise facts of 
the transaction, which they testify, as far as legal forms 
will permit ; and the antedating of a deed, which operates 
from its delivery, is a circumstance well warranting a sus- 
picion of unfair intent. But the sheriff's deed, in this 
case-supposing the judgment and execution valid, and the 
sale fair-would operate alike from the sale, whatever the 
date given to it, and whether made by him in office or out 
of office. But however unexceptionable this part of the 
instruction niay be, the facts did not warrant a verdict for 
the defendant, unless his title was perfected by possession. 
The  judgment and execution are set forth, and the execu- 
tion is not supported by the judgment. W e  understand 
the English rule to be, ihat a vendee under the sheriff, 
when a stranger to the suit in which the execution issued, 
is not obliged to show a judgment, but obtains a sufficient 
title under the execution ; (Doe ex dem. Batten v. Jllurless, 
Sel. 110,) but that if the vendee be the plaintiff in the suit, 
he must also show a judgment. Doe ex dem. Blund v. 
Smith, 2 Stark. Cas. 199 ; 3 Eog. Com. L a w  Rep. 312. 
Burton v. Cole, Car. 443. In this state, however, it has 
long been settled, that a purchaser at an execution sale, 
must show a judgment as well as an execution. Unless the 
execution be warranted by a judgment, it will protect the 
officer, but will not avail to operate a transfer of the 
defendant's property. The judgment offered in evidence, 
was rendered a t  the April term, 1809, of Burke County 
Court, for the sum of sixty-six pounds, and costs. An exe- 
cution is shown, corresponding with this judgment, tested 
of the July term, 1809, on which there is a return by the 
sheriff, that the sum of ten pounds has been raised by a 
sale to William Murphy ; and then is shown the execu- 
tion under which it is alleged the sale of the land in con- 
troversy, was made to the defendant, tested of the July  
term, 1810, for the sutn of " sixty-seven pounds, three I 
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Ju~E7 1836, shillings and six pence, a balance of judgment, and three 

don so^ shillings and nine pence for costs." A judgment for sixty- 
w. 

M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  SIX pounds gives no more validity to an execution for sixty- 
seven pounds, three shillings and six pence, than a judg- 
ment for six peace to an execution for a thousand pounds. 
As the verdict for the defendant would be against law, if 
founded on this part of the case, we must presume that i t  
was rendered for him, in conformity to the Judge's instruc- 
tions on the effect of his continued possession. This 
imposes on us the necessity ofexamining the correctness of 
his Honor's charge in relation thereto. 

On this point the Judge charged, that the return made 
by the sheriff of his levy, and the indorsement made by his 
deputy of the sale under execution, were a " colour of 
title," from the time the sheriff recognised the sale as his; 
and further, that the sheriff's deed, if void for irregularity, 
did not have relation back to the sale to constitute colour 
of title. This Court is of opinion, that in the first part of 
this instruction there is error. 

One of the members of the Court, the Chief Justice, 
yields to this opinion with much hesitation. H e  is disposed 
to hold that any written evidence, accompanying a posses- 
sion, showing the character of that possession to b e  
adverse, and on a claim of title, indicates a sufficient 
colour of title under the act of 1715. But the other mem- 
bers of the Court are satisfied that a t  this day, it is not 
permitted to give such a liberal interpretation to the act. 
They believe that it would be a t  variawe with the spirit, 
if not the letter of numerous adjudications. These seem 
to have settled that no claim of a title set up under the 
alienation of another, is sufficient to warrant the claimant 
in alleging that he settled upon the land under a colour of 
title, with a fair expectation of enjoying it, as his own, 
unless it be made to appear that he had some written 
document of title, professing to pass the land, and 
one not so obviously defective, that it could not have mis- 
led a man of ordinary capacity. Such was decidedly the 
opinion of the late Chief Justice HENDERSON, on the second 
hearing of the case of Tate a n d  Southard, (see 3 Hawks, 
119), although he had intimated in the former hearing, 
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what we  are not aware had been intimated by any other JUNE> 1836- 

Judge, that possibly a sheriff's return of a sale on a 6. fa. don so^ 

might be sufficient colour of title. W e  hold it clear, that Mu:PHY. 

such a return does not profess to pass a title, and is not 
understood by any man of ordinary capacity, as either 
passing, or professing to pass a title. Not feeling entire 
confidence that his impression could be reconciled with the 
adjudications, and expressed opinions of our predecessors, 
and joining in the anxious wish that, so far as any preci- 
sion has been given to this perplexing subject, it may be Ifashe- 

preserved inviolate ; our brother RUFFIN does not press riff3, deed 

this hesitation to the length of a dissent. And the judg- does not 
evidence an 

ment on this, as on all the other parts of the case, is actual sale 

unanimous. W e  are not certain, that we correctly ::::&on, 

apprehend the meaning of the Judge in the last part of the itcanllotbe 
conncctcd 

charge, wherein he denies any efficacy by relation to a ,lth the 

sheriff's deed if i' void for irregularity." W e  are not cx~cutio". 
But ~f there 

aware of any irregularity attributed to it other than fraud. was an 

and we decidedly hold, that if, in truth, it were fraudulent, ~ l ~ t ~ :  

that is to say, did not evidence an actual sale under an s ~ ~ c r i a  

execution, it could not be connected with that execution. , " e ~ ~ ~ ~ i f  

But if there was an execution which gave power to the under that 
execution a sheriff to make a levy on the land in question, and if, fair sale be 

under that execution, a fair sale was made by authority ~llade by 
authority of 

of the sheriff, and the purpose of the deed is to authenticate ti,, sheriff, 

that transaction, then we hold that the sheriff's deed is ;::$ 
but the consummating ceremony of that transaction, and the deed is 

makes it operate as from the sale, whether it thereby, in :a;:t&tii. 

law, transfers, or only professes to transfer, the title in the transac- 

thing sold. It is like a bargain and sale, which must be Ff;zS 
enrolled before it can have any efficacy, but if enrolled in fronl the 

sale either 
due time, gives title or colour of title, as the case may be, astitleor 

from the time of its execution. colour of 
title. 

The judgment must be reversed, because ofmisdirection 
with respect to profession and colour of title, and a new 
trial had below. 

PER CURIAM. Judgment reversed. 
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JUNE, 1836. 

NOLAND WILLIAM NOLAND V .  RUSSELL MLCRACKEN. 
I > .  . . 

M'CRAC- 
KEN. Instruction to a jury, that they were bound to believe a witness who was 

uncontradicted and unimpeached, whose story was credible, and in 
whose manner there was nothing to shake their confidence, is erroneous ; 
because, from his connection with the parties, or thc subject in controversy, 
and other similar circumstances, they might properly disbelieve him. 

TROVER for a horse, tried a t  Haywood, on the last 
Circuit. before his Honor Judge STRANGE. 

The plaintiff's case was made out by the testimony of 
one Davis, who proved, that being about to visit the state 
of Tennessee, the plaintiff gave him a note for thirteen 
dollars, upon a person resident there, and recl~~ested him to 
collect, and in the event of receiving the money, to buy 
for him, the plaintiff, a horse; the plaintiff engaging to 
repay to the witness any money over and abovethe money 
received, or the note which the horse might cost: that he, 
the witness, received the amount due upon the note, and 
purchased a horse, a t  the price of fifty dollars, of which 
he paid ten dollars in cash, and gave his own note for the 
balance: that he, the witness, acted throughout as the 
agent of the plaintiff, although he did not disclose his 
agency: that immediately upon his return, he delivered 
the horse to the plaintiff, who paid him the difference in 
money. The horse continued in the possession of the 
plaintiff, some time, when he was seized and sold under an 
execution against the witness, and was purchased by the 
defendant. The witness Davis was proved to be involved, 
but was not otherwise impeached and contradicted. 

His Honor instructed the jury, that if they believed the 
witness, the plaintiff was entitled to their verdict ; and 
 that when a witness was heard by a jury, who was 
neither impeached nor contradicted, whose story was 
credible, and in whose manner there was nothing to shake 
their confidence, they were bound to believe him." 

The connsel for the defendant requested His Honor to 
mform the jury, that an execution from a court of record 
bound chattels from the teste ; but his Honor thinking the 
instruction irrelevant to the case, refused to give it. 
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A verdict was returned for the plaintiff, and the M e n -  JUNE, 1836. - 
dant appealed. NOLAND 

v. 
Gwinn, for the defendant. MCRAC- 

KEN. 
No counsel appeared for the plaintiff. 

GASTON, Judge.-To enable us to judge of the correct- 
ness of the instruction which is called in question by the 
appellant, it is necessary to consider it in connection with 
the facts in controversy, and the testimony submitted to 
the jury, so far as we can collect them from the very 
compendious statement spread upon the record. The 
plaintiff claimed the horse in question, as having been 
purchased by him, through the agency of his witness 
Davis, while the defendant set up title thereto under 
a purchase a t  execution sale, as the property of the said 
Davis. We must understand, then, that the main question 
in dispute was, whether the original purchase was made 
by the witness for himself, or as the agent of the plaintiff. 
His testimony was positive, that he bought for the plain- 
tiff, and he was not contradicted by opposing testimony, 
nor was his credit assailed, as having given a different 
account of the transaction, or as being a man of bad cha- 
racter. But there were circumstances attending the case, 
indicating a connection of the witness with the parties 
and with the subject-matter, which, the appellant in- 
sisted, impaired the credit due to his testimony. One of 
the parties was his alleged principal, and the other repre- 
sented his judgment creditor. H e  was shown to be 
d6  involved." When he made the purchase, he did not 
disclose his agency, according to his own statement. H e  
paid an inconsiderable part of the price with money 
which he had collected for the  lai in tiff, and gave his own 
note for the residue ; and when he delivered the horse to 
the plaintiff, he was repaid the amount for which he had 
made himself personally liable. The weight of these cir- 
cumstances might depend much on the degree of the wit- 
ness's embarrassment, whether it reached insolvency, or 
but slightly affected his pecuniary credit: alsoon the fact*, 
whether the execution upon which the horse was sold, or 
any other execution was or was not hanging over him., a t  
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JUNE* 1846. the time of the purchase or delivery of the horse ; and also 

NOLAND in the mode in which he was repaid for the advance of his 
M,:;Ac- credit, whether in money or in property, or in the discharge 
xm. of an existing debt. Of the weight of these circumstances, 

we have neither the means nor the authority to judge; but 
we cannot avoid seeing that they were circumstances fit 
to be considered and weighed by the jury. 

The judge charged, that if the witness was believed, 
the plaintiff was entitled to a verdict. The propriety of 
this part of the charge cannot be questioned. His Honor 
then instructed the jury, that when a witness was heard 
by a jury, who was neither impeached nor contradicted, 
whose story was credible, and in whose manner there was 
nothing to shake confidence, they were bound to believe 
him." Our difficulty lies in ascertaining from this lan- 
guage, what was the real information communicated to 
and received by the jury. The term "credible," as ap- 
plied to a witness, has a legal and well-defined meaning : 
it means, deserving of confidence. But as applied to a 
"story," it may signify worthy of belief, or probable, only, 
or barely not incredible. It was not used by his Honor in 
the first sense, as it would be absurd and indecent to sup- 
pose, that the jury were instructed, that they were bound 
to believe what they found worthy of their belief. W e  
can scarcely understand it to have been used in the second 
sense, as there was no reason to doubt, but that they 
would believe what had been testified by any witness, 
which had not been shown to be untrue, and which also 
appeared to them to be probable. A rule was laid down 
by the Court for the guidance of the jury, on the only mate- 
rial question, whether the witness should be believed or 
not; and we apprehend that by men of plain sense, i t  
would be understood as importing, that in law, they were 
obliged to find a verdict conformable to his testimony, as 
he had not been impeached or contradicted, unless his 
story was incredible, or his nlanner of testifying exception- 
able. W e  are the more inclined to adopt this construction, 
h x m s e  of the refusal to give the instruction prayed for, 
as to the lien of the $eri faeias. If the circumstances 
before referred to were of any importance, then probably, 
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(we cannot say positively, for the teste of the execution in JUNES 1836- 

question is not set forth in the case,) the instruction NOLAND 
v. 

prayed for was relevant, as tending to show the pressure MLCRAc- 
on the witness a t  the time of the transaction; but if they KEN. 

were utterly disregarded-if in law they could not operate 
against his positive, unimpeached, and uncontradictory 
testimony, then clearly, an inquiry into the lien of the 
executions, was altogether irrelevant. 

Thus understanding the instructions, we are of opinion, 
that it is erroneous. The circumstances before referred 
to, may have weakened or destroyed the confidence of the 1 jury in the veracity of the witness. Whether they ought 
to have this effect, it was for them and them only to de- 
cide. They are the competent and exclusive judges 
whether human testimony be inconsistent with the opera- 
tion of those common principles which regulate human 
conduct. If ahus believing, they do not in their con- 
sciences actually assent to it, there is no rule oflaw which 
compels them to yield to it an official faith. While the com- 
petency of witnesses and the relevancy of testimony are 
made the exclusive subjects of judicial cognisance, the 
credit of witnesses and the sufficiency of their testimony, 
are as exclusively matters for tho determination of the 

jury. Thus it was by the common law. But it is, if 
possible, more en~phatically so under the statute, which 
declares it L L  unlawful for a judge, in delivering a charge to 
the petit jury, to give an opinion whether a fact be fully 
or sufficiently proved, such matters being the true ofice 
and province of the jury." 

I 

I 
It is possible, notwithstanding our endeavours to ascer- 

tain the precise meaning of the charge, that we have mis- 
understood it. W e  have often cause to lament that the 
" statements," which accompany our transcripts are rather 
sapid sketches than full representations of what occurred 
below,and of what we are called upon to revise. Extreme 
brevity can scarcely fail to produce obscurity. 

The judgment of the Superior Court of Haywood ie to 
be reversed, with instructions to award a new trial. 

PEE CUR~AM. Judgment reversed. 





INDEX. 

ACCORD AND SATISFdCTION. act creating a small misdemeanor, 
1. A plea of accord and satisfaction, if the context shows that such is 

must aver an acceptance by the clearly its meaning. I&?. 118 
plaintiff of the thing agreed to be 4. Where different objects of policy 
given in satisfaction. State Bank may have dictated an act creating 
v. Littlc-jol~n. 565 an indictable offence, none of 

2. A parol agreement .cannot be re- which, however, are  expressed, it 
ceived to support a plea of an shall not be construed with refer- 
accord, to an action of debt upon e w e  to one of the objects only. 
a bond. Ibid. 566 Ibid. 118 

5 .  A statute is conclusive as to all 
ACCOUNT. public facts which it recites. Kel- 

See EVIDENCE, 1. lo v. Maget. 421 

ACTS O F  THE LEGISLATURE.  ADMINISTRATION, L E T T E R S  
1. Acts of the legislature are pre- OF. 

sumed to be constitutional; and 1. An entry on the records of the 
where in the court b~ low,  the va- county court, " I t  is ordered that 
lidity of an act was drawn in ques- S. G.  be appointed administrator 
tion, and the judgment was in of J. G. on his entering into bond 
support of it, and the case stated in the sum of $4000, with J. B. 
no facts from which the contrary and W. S., securities," is a valid 
could be inferred, the judgment grant of administration, although 
must be affirmed Neal v. Rob- it be not stated on the record that 
erts. 81 the administrator gave bond, and 

2.  An act, making it an indictable way properly qualified. Spencer, 
offence to fell timber in the chan- Adm. v. Cohoon. 27 
nel o fa  particular creek, in a par- 2. T h e  want of such statement may 
ticular county, is a public law, render the grant defective, and 
and need not be recited in an in- authorise the county court to an- 
dictrnent on it. State v. Cobb. nul i t ;  but until that is done, the 

115 grant must be respected as valid 
3. Words of reference, as " such by other courts. Ibid. 27 

persons," or " the persons so of- 3. Letters ofadministration,reciting 
fending," shall be implied in an the probate of a will and the death 



of the executor, are  substantiallj 
letters de bonis non, although no1 
expressly stated so to be. Whitc 
v. White. 26: 
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-IMENDhfENT. 
1. All amendments made either by 

consent, or leave of the court, 
ought to appear on the record, 
Shearin v. Neville, Adm. 4 

2. The  Superior Court may amend 
the record of its proceedings a! 
any time during the same te rm.  
and may thus obv~ate any objec. 
tions made to the record of thai 
term. State v. Calhoon. 374 

See RECORD, 2. REMOVAL OF 9 

CAUSE, 1. 

A N S W E R  I N  EQUITY. 
See PRACTICE. 

APPEBL.  
1. Upon an appeal from an order of 

the county court, granting letters 
of administration, the Superior 
Court acquires general jurisdic. 
tion of the matter, and may grant 
letters to  one not originally a par. 
ty to the contest. Bluat et u r .  v. 
Moore. 10 

2. D~scharging a rule to show cawe 
why a new trial should not be 
granted, is not a judgment from 
which an appeal can be taken. 
State v. Osborne. 114 

3. An appeal may be taken from an 
order of the county court grarrting 
a re-probate. Such an order 
cornea within the meaning of the 
act of 1777, allowing appeals. 
Harvey v. Smith. 190 

4. Where the dissatisfied party ne- 
glects to appeal from such a sen- 
tence, it is not regularly re-exam- 

inable in the superior tribunal. 
Ibid. 190  

5. The  word ''appeal" in the 9th 
section of the act of 1794, (Rev. 
cA. 414,) IS not used in its techni- 
cal sense, and it is not therefore 
necessary or regular for the ma- 
gistrate to pass upon a claim of a 
third petson to property attached, 
before such person can carry his 
case to the county court. Simp- 
son v. Harry.  202 

i. T h e  sixth and seventh sections of 
the act of 1818, (Rev. ch. 963,) 
modified by the act of 1824, ( T h y .  
Rev. ch. 1234,) respecting the  
time within w h ~ c h  the transcript 
of the record in appeals from the 
Superior to the Supreme Court, 
shall be filed in the latter, do not 
apply to appeals in criminal cases. 
Stute v. Dickinson. 349 

i .  An appeal lies from a judgment 
of the Superior Court, ordering a 
postmaster to be fined for not ser- 
vlng as  a juror. State v. Wil- 
liams. 372 

j. The  Supreme Court upon an ap- 
peal, cannot consider of any objec- 
tions to the record of the court 
below, that do not appear in the 
transcript sent up. State v. C d -  
hoon. 374  

1. An appeal lies to the Supreme 
Court, from all acts of the Supe- 
rior Court, professing to be final 
adjudications on questions of right, 
notwithstanding such adjudica- 
tions may be irregular and void. 
Darden v. Maget. 498 
See INDICTMENT, 6. WILL, 3. 

APPRENTICE. 
1-e COVEXINT, 7. EVIDENCE, 16. 

LRBITRATION AND AWART). 
Yhere a submission to arbitra- 

tion was by parol, and the award 
of the arbitrators was a b o  unwrit- 
ten, it was not error in the judge 
to leave it to the jury to decide upon 
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the testimony, what was the true1 sion will not affect their claim 
question submitted, and what was against the garnishee. Ib. 207 
the real question decided in the 5. But where specific property is 
award, and then to instruct then1 levied upon, as the properly of an 
what would be the law, according absconding debtor, claimants have 
as  their finding might be the one a right to interpose for the purpose 
way or the other. Torrence v. of protecting their present enjoy- 
Grahum. 284 ment of it, and for preventing any 

injury that might attend its re- 
ASSIGNMENT. moval. Ib. 207 

1. An assignment like any other 6. Where attachments were issued, 
conveyance, may take effect by es- 
toppel between parties and privies, 
and thus legalli operate to trans- 
fer the estate of the assignor, al. 
though he was not in possession, 
when tile assignment was made. 
Gwyn v. Wellborn. 31 9 

See ASSUMPSIT. 

ASSUMPSIT. 
Where  a person assigned his dis- 

tributive share in an estate, and af- 
terwards collected and used the 
amount due upon it, assumpsit will 
not lie against him at  the instance 
of the assignee. Smith v.  gray,^ 
Ex'r. 41 1 

ATTACHMENT. I 

and a garnishee sum~nonc,d, at the 
instance of different creditors, and 
at the same term of the conrt, 
judgments were obtained a g i ~ ~ n s t  
the garnishee in each case, for the 
sum due by him to the attached 
debtor, and executions issuing 
thereon against the garnishee 
tested of the same term were put 
into the hands of the same sheriff, 
the money collected by the sheriff 
n~ust  be applied to the executions 
pro ra fu ,  wi~hout regard to the 
priority of time in issuing the 
attachments and summoning the 
garnishees. Freeman v. Grist. 217 

See APPEAL, 5.  

BASTARDY. 
1. T h e  claim of an interpleader t o i l .  T h e  act of 1799 (Rev. ch. 531, 

property attached must be a legal sec. 3,) which authorises a sum- 
claim ; a mere equituble one will lnary remedy against the rep~lted 
not entitle the interpleader to the father of a bastard child, is not a 
property attached. Simpson v. repeal of the comrnon law right of 
Harry.  202 suing all or either of the obl~gors 

2. N o  claim can be interposed by a on the bastardy bond ; and in suits 
third person to a debt attached in on such bond, the notice required 
the hands of a ~arn i shee ,  as  no- by that act, need not be shown, 
thing but tangible property comes Shew v. Stemzrt. 412 
within the words or the spirit of 2. T h e  summary remedy prescribed 
the law allowing an interplea. Ib. by thisact is only cumuiative, and 

202 applies only as against the reputed 
3. N o  attachment can be levied upon father, and not as against his 

property held by, or debts due to, securities on the bastardy bond. 
absconding debtors as trustees f o r  B i d .  412 
others. 16. 2061 

4. Creditors of garnishees have no1 BEQUEST. 
legul right to interpose for p e - ' I .  A bequest to a son of "every 
venting such garnishees from con-/ article I have already possessed 
fessing themselves indebted to thei  him with, will not by the mere 
absconding debtor. Such confes-! 
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force of those words, pass a slave 
which the testator erroneously 
supposed he had emancipated, and 
had plnced with the son for protec- 
tion only ; and in such case, whe- 
ther it was the testator's intention 
to pass the slave, is a question 
of hct .  White v. Write. 266 

2. Where a testator bequeathed 
certain slaves to the children of 
his daughter, and expressed his 
wish that his son-in-law sl~ould not 
have the " use or control of the 
said slaves ;" and then sul)joined 
L' but if she survives him, the11 my 
said daughter may hizce the use of 
said slaves during her widow- 
hood," ,it zous held that the daugh- 
ter did not take a legal estate in 
the slaves upon which an action at  
law could be sustained, but that 
her interest was only an equitable 
one, and could be protected only 
in a court of equity. Bennett v. 
Williamson. 282 

3. A bequest by a testator to his 
mife of a "girl  named Hannah 
and my horses, &c. and my plan- 
tation, with all the land acljoining 
to it, during her lifetime," passes 
but a life estate in the uegro girl. 
Ulacli v. Ray. 334 

4. A direction that the testator's 
infant grand-c!lildren shall be 
" raised" and " educated", creates 
a charge upon the estate for such 
raising and education duriag their 
minority. Cloud v. Xartin. 399 

5. Where a testator bequeathed a 
female slave '' to his mife during 
her natural life, or widowhood," 
and in a subsequent clause of his 
will, provided that the slave shonld 
become the property "ofmy daugh- 
ters A. and B. s t  their mother's 
death, or at the time that my son 
Thomas arrives at, sixteen years 
of age ; and her increase, if any, 
before that time, to be equally 
divided amongst the rest of n y  
children. If the widowhood ol 

my wife should terminate before 
her natural life, Nell shall remain 
in this place for the support of my 
children who may live here :"-It 
was held, that the increase born 
after the arrival of Thomas to the 
age of sixteen years, but before 
the death of the widow, would 
belong after the death of the 
widow, to A. and B. ; particularly 
as that construction would har- 
monise with the rest of the will, 
which seemed to aim at  an equal 
distribution of the testator's pro- 
perty among all his children. 
Gibbons v. Dunn. 446 

3. The  state of the testator's family 
a t  the time of making his will 
rnay be attended to in settling its 
construction. Ibid. 449 

7 .  T h e  whole will may be examined, 
and the state of the property 
looked at, if it appears on the face 
of the will ; not de hors, unless to 
explain a latent ambiguity. Ibid. 

450 
See LEGACY, 2. 

BOND. 
Where A.  owed B. by bond, and it 

was agreed between them that A. 
should pay the debt by instal- 
ments, and execute a new bond 
for the balance due after each 
payrnent; i t  %as held, that an 
offer of performance by A. was 
not a bar to an action on a bond 
delivered after the agreement was 
made. Stute Bank v. Littlejohn. 

563 

BOUNDARY. 
1. Where a call in a grant was 

x running S. 45" W. 220 poles to 
a black oak near his (the gran- 
tee's) own line," and the black 
oak could not be found, nor its 
locality proved, i t  was held, that 
the word near, would not carry 
the line 30 poles further, to reach 
another tract of the grantee's but 
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that it must be stopped at  the end\ stream the parties meant by a par- 
of the distance mentioned in the ticular name, and the jury, if sa- 
grant. Den e z  d m .  Harry  v.( tisfied of the fact, from proof of 
Graham. 76 1 possession or the like, may find a 

2. A posterior line of a grant wil! stream to be the one meant, altho' 
never be reversed for the purpose not the one bearing the name 
of showing the termination of a mentioned in the deed. Ibid. 425 
prior one, unless the description 6. In  locating a grant, a call for the 
of the posterior be more specific lines of another person ought t o  
than that of the prior, and unless control the course and distance, 
from the posterior, a mistake in when at  the time of the survey 
the prior can be clearly shown. these lines were well established ; 
1bid. 76 but if they never were marked, o r  

3. In questions of boundary, a plat if there has been no possession 
or map of an adjoining tract of according to them, then a call for 
land, made at  the instance of the them should be disregarded, and 
owner, is evidence as  the act of the course and distance pursued. 
the owner against him, and all Carson v. Burnett. 558 
persons claiming the same land 
under him, though it is not con- BUNCOMBE T U R N P I K E  COM- 
clusive, and may be explained. PANY. 
W e b b  v. Hall .  278 1. That clause of the charter of the 

4. T h e  meaning of a deed as to 
what land it covers, is a question 
of law to be decided by the court. ~ 
What  are the termini of the lines 
a re  points of construction, where 
they are questions of fact. There- 
fore, it was held to be error for 
the judge to instruct the jury, that 
where there was an irreconcilable 
difference between a natural boun- 
dary and a marked line, it was 
matter of evidence, and not of 
construction. Den ex dem. B u r -  
ley v. Morgan. 425 

6. As a geneial rule in questions 
of boundary, a natural object has 
a preference over marked lines on 
corners, and will control them 
when the natural object is of such 
a nature a s  cannot easily be mis- 
taken by the parties, either in 
name or situation, as in the case 
of a river or a creek. Rut the 
reason of this rule does not apply 
to very small streams,which either 
have no names, or formerly had a 
different name from that which 
they now bear. With respect to 
these, it is open to evidence which 

Bancornbe Turnpike Company, 
(act of 1824, 'ray. Rev. c. 1258, 
sec. 13,) which compels all persons 
living within two miles of the road 
of said company, and who are by 
lam liable to work on public roads, 
to perform six days'labour on the 
said road in each and every year, 
is not unconstitutional,inasn~uch as  
they are  by the same charter ex- 
empted fro:n paying tolls for pass- 
ing over the road. Buncombe 
Turnpike Co. v. MLCarson. 306 

. Whether a person subject to pay 
toll, could be constitutionally corn- 
pelled to pay toll, quare ? Ibid. 

306 . T h e  Board of Directors of the 
Buncombe Turnpike Company 
may, under its charter, appoint a 
manager, or overseer of the re- 
pairs of the road, without a deed 
under the corporate seal ; and this 
appointment may be shown by the 
production of their books, con- 
taining an entry of a resolution to 
that effect. Ibid. 306 



CASES APPROVED. v. Stephens, ante, 5. Carson v. 
Jacobs v. Farrell, 2 Hawks's Rep. Burnett. 553 

570. Walker v. Fentress. 18 MLKerall v. Cheek, 2 Hawks, 343. 
Hoskins v. Miller, 2 Dev. Rep. 360. Vick v. Flowers, 1 Murph. 321. 

Spencer Adm. v. Cohoon. 28 Rrady v. Ellison, 2 Hay. Rep. 
Daniel v. MLRae, 2 Hawks, 590. 348. Dobson v. Erwin. 569 

Richard's Adm. v. Sims. 48 
State v. Mann, 2 Dev. 263. State CASE STATED. 

v. Wil l .  171 1. The case stated for the Supreme 
Redmond v. Collins, 4 Dev. 430. Court by the court, below, will 

Harvey v. Smith. 191 always be presumed to be correct 
SIade v. Green, 2 Hawks, 226. Van in point of fact, unless from an 

Pelt v. Pugh. 212 examination of the whole record, 
Ainsworth v. Greenlee, 3 Murph. a mistake clearly appears. Den 

470. Biount v. M~tchell, Taylor, ex dem. Harry v. Gruham. 76 
131, and S. C. 2 Way. Rep. 65. 2. Records of suits not referred to 
Smith v. Tritt .  243 as making any part of the case 

Smith v. Wilhams, 1 C. L. Reps. sent to the Supreme Court, cannot 
263. S. C. 1 Murph. 426. Pen- be noticed by it. Freeman V. 

der v. Fobes. 251 Grist. 219 
Whitley v. Black, 2 Hawks, 179. 3. Where it does not appear in a 

Pettgohn v Beasley. 256 case, that a person o f  the same 
Downey v. Murphey, ante, 82. Carr name, is the same person, this 

v. iVgCamm. 276 court can presume it to be so. 
Scroter v. Harrington, 1 Hawks, Gwyn v. Wellborn. 320 

292. Tar River Nav. Co. v. 4. An exception, on the case stated 
Neal, 3 Hawks, 520. Buncombe 
Turnpike Co. v. MLCarson. 

307-309 
Davis v. Duke, Conf. Rep. 361. 

Littleton v. Littleton. 330 
Mumford v. Terry, 2 Car. Law 

Repos. 425. Gillet v. Jones. 
State v. Bldridge, 3 Dev. Hep. 331. 

Stute v, Dickinson. 3 4 3 ~  351 j 
Murry v. Smith, 1 Hawks, 41. 

State v. Poll and Lavinia, 1 
Hawks, 442. State v. Cherry, 2 
Dev. 550. Ballard v. Carr, 4 
Dev. 575. Bright v. Sugg, 4 
Dev. 492. Reid v. Kelly, 1 Dev. 
313. State v. Collins, 3 Dev. 
1 17. State v. Reid. 377 

for an appeal to the Supreme 
Court, is there taken to be abso- 
lutely true, as to all matters which 
occur on the trial, or purport to 
have been acted in the court from 
which the appeal comes. But 
where the fact is stated, as having 
occurred in  another court, the 
record of that court is the only 
competent evidence of the fact ; 
and no statement contrary to it, 
can be admitted. State v. Reid. 

377 
See EVIDENCE, 24. 

CERTIORARI. 
See RECORD, 3, 5, 6. 

CHEROKEE INDIANS. 

- - 
Allen's Sdm. v. Peden, 2 Car. ~ a w !  

Repos. 638. Bryan v. Wadsworth. 
389 1. Under the third article of the 

Marr v. Peay, 2 Murph. 84. Den treaty of 1819, between the Uni- 
ex dem. Wood v. Sparks. 395 ted States and the Cherokee In- 

Fitzrandolph v. Norman, N. C.' dians, the particular Indians resi- 
Term Rep. 132. Green v. Bar- ding within the limits of North 
man, 4 Dev. Rep. 158. Dobbins Carolina, to whom reservations in 
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fee-simpIe were made, had a right 
to alienate the tracts reserved a: 
they thought proper, prior to, and 
independent of, any act of thc 
state legislature. Den ex dern. 
Belk v. Lour. 6 5 

2. The  condition annexed to the re. 
servations under thrs article, does 
not requlre a perpetual residence 
on the tracts reserved, but only a 
notification of an intent to reside. 
which is a condition precedent. 
and when complied w ~ t h  the es- 
tate becomes absolute. Ibid. 65 

3. But if this were otherwise, an 
individual could not treat the es. 
tate as  at  an end, before f he state 
shall enforce a forfeiture for the 
breach of the condition. Ibid. 65 

CLERK. 
1, Where a person had been elected 

clerk of the Superior Court, under 
the act of 1833, c. 2, and at  the 
proper time had tendered his 
bonds, which had been accepted 
by the court, and he inducted into 
office, while the former clerk was 
present in court, cognizant of what 
was going on, and did not object 
thereto, but actually surrendered 
u p  the office and recsrds to the 
new clerk i n  term time, and re- 
tired from the perfornrance of the 
d u t ~ e s  of the office for twelve 
months thereafter; it x a s  held, 
that such conduct 1.1 the old clerk, 
amounted to a surrender ot'hls of- 
fice to the court, and jnstified the 
reception and inductton into office 
of the newly elected clerk. Wil- 
liams v. Sorners. 61 

2. Where a clerk elected prlor to the 
act  of 1832, c. 8, during good be- 
haviour, was in court, when a per- 
son elected under that act was ad- 
mitted as  clerk, and made no ob- 
jections to the court against such 
admission, but surrendered the 
books and papers to the new clerk, 
and likew~se neglected to tender 

his bonds, which he was bound by 
law to renew at that term, i t  was 
held, that such conduct amounted 
to an abandonment of the office, 
and justified the admission of the 
new clerk. Dickena v. Justices, 
4.. 406 

COLOUR OF TITLE.  
To constitute colour of title, there 

must be some written document of 
title professing to pass the land, 
which is not so obviously defec- 
tive, that it could not have misled 
a man of ordinary capacity. 
Hence a sheriff's return of a sale 
upon a$. fu. is not colour of title, 
for that is not understood by any 
man of ordinary capacity as  ei- 
ther passing, or professing to pass 
a title. Den ex dem. Dobson v. 
Murphey. 586 

See SHERIFF'S DEED, 2. 

COMMON CARRIER. 
The rule of diligence which mea- 

sures the liability of common bai- 
lees for hire, is not that by which 
the engagements of common car- 
riers is to be tested. T h e  latter 
can he excused for the non-perfor- 
mance of their contracts by no- 
thing short of the act ofGod,  or 
of the public enemy. H a r r e l  v. 
O ~ e n s .  273  

CONDITION. 
h condition or limitation annexed to 

an estate, destroys the whole of 
the estate to which it is annexed, 
and not a par t  only of it. Bennett 
v. Williamson. 283 
See CHEROKEE INDIANS, 2, 3. 

COXSIDERATION. 
Where a specific consideration is set 

forth in a conveyance, and no 
others are  referred to in gene- 
ral terms, none other than the 
specific one can be averred and 
proved. But if one considera- 



tion is specified, and other 
are  referred to in general tern11 
it is competent to show then 
forth in evidence; and when 
the deed is wholly silent as to t h ~  
consideration, proof of the actua 
consideration is admissible. Jone. 
v. Sasser. 451 

See FRAUDS STATUTE of, 1. 

CONSPIRACY. 
A private person can obtain redresi 

for a conspiracy only when i 
operates to his injury, and w h e ~  
a s  to him its object is unlawful 
Eason v. Petwa y. 47 

COSS'I 'ITUTIONbL. 
See Acts of the Legislature, 1. Bun 

combe Turnpike Company, 1, 2 
Postmaster. Taxes 2. 

CORPORATION. 
1. T h e  books of a corporation, con. 

taining entries, in accordance wit): 
its charter, wheu ider~tified, art- 
admissible to prove the organiza. 
tion and existence of the corpora. 
tion. Buncombe Turnpike Co. v, 
M Carson. 306 

2 .  When a corporation is plaintiff, il 
must, upon the general issue, show 
itself to be a corporat~on. And 
when the charter is by statute, 
that is done by showing the sta- 
tute, and that the persons acting 
under colour of it, are in posses- 
sion of the corporate franchises. 
Ittid. 309 

3. T h e  non-existence of a corpora- 
tion acting as such, or the forfei- 
ture of it+ charter, can only be ad- 
judged a t  the suit of the sovereign. 
Such non-existence or forfeiture 
cannot when there is no judicial 
sentence against it declaring it null 
be collaterially inquired into by 
indiv~duals. Ibid. 309 

4. Corporations by prescription, or 
by letters patent, could, according 
to the old books, act only by deed. 
In  modern times, however, i t  has 

been held that although they can 
grant only by deed, yet they may 
do many other acts without one, 
as  app& a balz$, or the like: 
lbid. 310 

5. But corporations, created by le- 
gislative charter, which allows or  
requires the ordinary business to 
be done, not by the corporation a s  
an entire body, but by a select 
board a s  the agents of the corpo- 
ration, are  not governed by the old 
rules of the common law in their 
mode of action, but are guided and 
regulated by the statute creating 
them. Ihid. 310 

6. T h e  agents of a corporation are  
not requ~red by any rule of the 
common law, to act by deed on 
behalf of their principals, where 
they might act for themselves by 
part. Ibid. a l l  

COSTS. 
1. Under the acts of 1790, (Rev.  c. 

326) and 1798, (Rev.  c. 504, sec. 
3,) persons who appear in court 
and act as  parties defendants may 
in case the petitioner succeeds, be 
adjudged to pay costs, though they 
have not regularly made them- 
selves parties by a rule of court. 
Jones v. Physioc. 173 

2. I f  the petitioner under these acts 
procures subpcenas and copies of 
his petition to be served on the 
persons to be notified, it must be 
at  his own costs, as  they are not 
required to be made parties by the 
petitioner. lbid. 173 

3. Where the proceedings, under a 
writ of mandumus are dismissed, 
the relator may be ordered to pay 
the costs. Dickens v. Justices, 
4.. 406 

1. Although costs are  not expressly 
given by any act of the Assembly 
organising the Supreme Court, 
yet the power of giving a judg- 
ment for them, necesssarily re- 
sults from the several acts of 1810 
(Rev.  c. 785, sec. 7), 1818 (Rev.  
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C. 963, sec. 6 and 7,) and 1825. 
('ray lor's Rev. c. 1282.) Spurks 
v. Hoods.  455 

5. An ex parte proceeding, uporl 
which no judgment can be ~ I V C I I  

affecting others, is not compre. 
hended In the term "action," at 
used in the 90th section of the act 
of 1777, (Rev. i h .  115,) and upon 
a n  appeal to the Supreme Court. 
from an irregular judgment of the 
court below, by a person not a par- 
ty  to the proceeding, the court 
may, in its discret~on, adjudge 
that neither party to the appeal 
shall pay costs. Darden v. Nuget. 

498 

COVENANT. 
I. A covenant for quiet enjoyment 

runs with the land, and one whois 
evicted, may recover upon such 
covenant in the deed of any prior 
vendor, and this whether he pur- 
chased with or without warranty. 
Illarkland's Adm. v. Crump. 94 

2. An intermediate vendor cannot in 
respect of his liability upon hisco- 
venant for quiet enjoyment, reco- 
ver of a prior vendor, but must 
first make good the damages of 
the person evicted. lbid. 94 

3. The right of a veodor who sells 
with warranty, to retain the title 
papers, does not give him the right 
to sue primarily for the eviction of 
his vendee. Ibid. 98 

4. Privity of contract will not alone 
sufice to sustain an action upon a 
covenant running with land, but 
the plaintiff must show a damage 
to himself in particular from the 
breach alleged. Ibid. 101 

5. Upon a covenant to pay sixty dol- 
lars annually for two years, for the 
hire of a slave, and also to furnish 
the slave with food, &c. debt may 
be brought before a single justice 
for one year's hire; and if the 
warrant call for that sum due by 
bond, it is well supported by the 

production of the covenant. Ham- 
ilton v. -WCurly. 226 

6. Where a party incurs an obliga- 
tion by his own act, he will be 
bound to the extent of his engage- 
ment, and will not be excused for 
its non-performance by accident 
from inevitable necessity, as he 
would.  he, if the obligation were 
imposed upon him by law. And 
for the breach of such voluntary 
engagement, the extent of the in- 
jury forms the proper measure of 
damages, however the perform- 
ance may have been defeated. 
Cluncy v. Overman. 402 

7. If  the owner of a slave binds him 
as apprentice, and covenants that 
he shall faithfully serve his tnas- 
ter, &c., and the master covenants 
to teach the apprentice a trade, 
these covenants are mutual and 
independent, and a breach on one 
side is no bar to an action for a 
breach on tho other. Ibid. 403 

3. A covenant to teach an appren- 
tice, or cause him to be taught, a 
trade, is not an absolute engage- ' 

merit that he shall, a t  all events, 
learn that trade, but is only a co- 
venant for faithful, diligent and 
sltilful instruction. lbid. 40% 

DAMAGES. 
See COVESANT, 6. DRTISUE, 2. 

MILLS, passim. SHERIFF, 1, 2. 
TRESPASS, 4 3 .  WIDOW, 3. 

DEBT. 
See PSYMEXT and SATISFACTION. 

DECLARlTlONS OR ADMIS- 
SIONS. 

3ee EVIDENCE, 1, 6 ,  13, 14, 15, 16. 

DECEIT.  
Where the defendant in an execu- 

tion fraudulently induces the she. 
riff to sell unsound property of his, 
and at  the sale fraudulently rep- 
resents it to be sound, an action 
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for a deceit lies against him by 
by the purchaser. Erwin v. 
Greenlee. 3 9 

DEED. 
1. Where the subject-matter of a 

conveyance is completely identi- 
fied by its name, by its localities, 
and by certain other marks of de- 
scription, the addit~on of another 
psrt~cular which does not apply to 
it, nor to any thing else, will not 
avoid the conveyance, but will be 
rejected as  hav~ng been inserted 
through nrisappreher~siou or inad- 
vertence. Den ex dem. Belk v. 
Love. 65 

2. A party who insists on a trial 
that a particular deed vests the 
title in him, is not thereby preclu- 
ded, either by way of estoppel or 
presumption, from contendmg that 
another deed is to be presumed in 
his favour. Den ex dem. HurZe:/ 
v, 3forgan. 432 

3. A dera may properly, and in ma. 
ny cases ought, to be found upon 
presumption, although the jury 
and court may be sat~sfied it nev- 
e r  was in fact made ; and the 
court may instruct the jury that ir 
is thew duty to presume such 
deed, unless the contrary be prow 
etl. 16id. 432 

4. General words in a deed as 'L rn3 
estate," or '' all the property I 
possess," do not pass or profess tc 
pass any thmg w h ~ h  mas not helc 
by the grmtor  as his own proper 
ty ,  altilough he nnght have tht 
possess~on. Jones v. Susscr. 46: 

5. The  court cannot assume as  c 
f,tct, that property, the title tc 
nhich is in one person and thc 
possession in another, is held ad 
versely, and upon the faith of tha 
fact, declare the property to bt 
included in a general descriptiot 
used by the person in possessio~ 
of"  all my property." Ibid. 46: 

DEPOSITION. 
See EVIDENCE, 6. 

DETINTJE. 
In  detinue, if after action brought 

and issue jomed, the plaintiff gets 
possession of the thing sued for, 
that fact may be pleaded puis 
darrein continuance, in abatenlent 
of the suit, but it  seems that it 
would not be a good plea in bar. 
iiorgun v. Cone. 234 
In  detlnue, damages are  only 

consequent~al upon the recovery 
of the t h ~ n g  sued for ; and there- 
fore, if the plaintiff, pending the 
s u ~ t ,  obtains possession of it, he 
cannot proceed for the damages, 
but his s u ~ t  falls altogether. lbid. 

234 
If, upon a judgment in detinue 

for slaves, the execution is satis- 
fied by the payment of the assess- 
ed value by the defendant, and its 
receipt by the plaintiff, the title 
to the propel ty will he transferred 
to the detendar~t hy relation to the 
time of the verdict and judgment ; 
and the issue born of said slaves, 
between the rendition of the judg- 
ment and the sntisfaction of the 
execution, will of consequence be- 
long to him. Yines v. Brownri,gg. 

239 
. The form and effect of the judg- 
ment and execution in detinue, 
stated by DAKILL, Judge.  bid; 

239 

DISTRlBUTI VE SHARE. 
See A s s u m s r ~ .  

DOWER. 
See WIDOW, 2, 3, 4, 7. 

EJECTMENT.  . Ejectment may be sustained, al- 
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though it appears that the lessar further credits, what he says must 
of the plaint~R, and the defendant,! be submitted to the jwy along 
are  both l iv~ng on d ~ f F i e r t  parts1 w t h  the eialenee of hls adtiis- 
of the tract of land In d~spute, sions arlslng ftom h ~ s  silence as 

I cla~ming adversely to each other., to the items. TVulk~r V. Fentress. 
Den ex  dem. Dobbins v. StcP-I 1 7  
phens. 5 2. The acts of a court can be  roved 

2. When a landlord makes himself only by its own recordd, and pa- 
defendant, to protect the posses- rol proof for that purpose is inad- 
sion of his tenant, the kla~ntiffl  miss~ble. Spencer, Adm. V. Co- 
cannot on the t r ~ a l  prove othei/ Itoon. 2 8 
trespasses comm~tted by the land-1 3. A rrgstered copy of a deed can- 
lord h~mself. Carson v. Burnett.  not bd received as  ev~dence of 

560 t~t le ,  nlthout accout~tlng for the 
akence of the olrglnal. Smith v. 

EMANCIPATION. TV~lson. 40 
See BEQUEST. SLAVES, passim. 4. The affidavit of a party to the 

cause, provlng the loss of a paper, 
EQUITY OF REDEMPTION. 1v111 be rece~ved to let ~n becon- 
See E x ~ c u ~ ~ o s ,  3, 4, 5 ,  6, 7, 8. dary evidence of ~ t s  contents. 

Ibitl. 4 2 
ESTOPPEL. 5 .  Proof of part~cular facts is not 

1. A person who has t ~ ~ l e  to a slave admissible to ~mpeach a. witness, 
will not he estopped by reason of and the op~nion of an impeaching 
any concealm~nt or ml>reprrsen- witness is proper only when it 
t a t~on  of that title, from se t t~ng  ~t coinc~des w ~ t h  the general repu- 
up aga~nat one nho  claims as a tat~on of the person impeached; 
volunteer. Jones v Sasser. 452 and a witness who swears that he 

2. T h e  t ~ t l e  to slaves cannot be d ~ d  not belleveanother to be hon- 
transferred w~thout constderation, est, hut who does not know the 
hy virtue of an estoppel, a r i s~ng  opinion of others, is incompetent. 
from the misrepresentations of the Dozoney v. Murphey. 84 
owner, as that would be in con- 6. 9 party offering a deposition is 
travent~on of the act of 1806, not bound to read a statement of 
(Rev.  ch. 701,) whlch requlres irrelevant facts contained in i t ;  
gifts of slaves to be in wrl t~ng ; neither can the other party read 
and an estoppel cannot be oet up it, for the purpose of contradict- 
to defeat the statute. Ibid. 452 ing it. Ibid. 85 

3. T h e  doctrine of legal and eqnita- 7. I t  seems that an inhabitant of a 
ble estoppel partially discussed'by town may be a witness for the 
GAS  ON, Judge. lbid. 453 town, where he has no distinct 

See ASSIGNIENT. DEED, 2. individual interest in the suit ; and 
where the subject-matter of the 

EVIDENCE. controversy is a public charity 
1. T h e  declarations of a party belonging to the town, he is un- 

must be taken altogether, as  well doubtedly competent. Jackson V. 

those to discharge, as to charge Com'rs of Hillsborough. 177 
him; and where a person, to 8. Where it is inferable from facts 
whom an account had been pre- before proved, that the wife is act- 
sented, did not object to any or ing as  agent of her husband, evi- 
the items, but only contended for dence of her acts or dectarations 



is admissible. Torreme v. Gra- the time of the sale, as to the 
hum. 2861 note belonging to his principal, 

9. A witness who releases a parti- and his being merely an agent, is 
cular interest which 11e has in all 
estate, is compe!eot, where it does 
not appear that lie has any other. 
Ibid. 286: 

10. Where it appears from the ease 
stated, that a note was in the pos- 
session of the plaintiff, and was 

admissible evidence. Ibid. 357 
15. Generally the acts and declara- 

tions of a grantor, after his grant, 
cannot be receiiwd in evidence 
against his grantee. But where 
the grantor remains in p o s s e ~ s i o ~  
after 111s grant, liis acts and decla- 

not produced on the trial, 

every l rations as  to his possession will 
fair presumption that can arise 
from withholding it is to be made 
against him, as to those parts of 
the contents that do not appear, 
from the evidence given. Syming- 
ton v. 1WLin. 898 

11. Where a demand was read 
aloud from a written paper, any 
person who heard it may prove 
the dernand, without the produc- 
lion of the paper from which i t  
was read. Bluck v. Ray .  334 

12. Where a fraudulent attempt to 
prevent competition at  a sale is 
alleged against a party, he may, 
in answer to evidence of such al- 
legation, show that he requested 
several persons to attend the sale, 
and bid, as in such case his decla- 
rations became a part of the res 
gesta. J m e s  v. Young. 355 

13. If, in answer to the prima facie 
evidence of fraud, ar is~ng from the 
possession retained by a debtor, 
after a conveyance, of his slaves, 
his assignee produces proof tend- 
ing to show that the debtor's 110s- 
session was bonajde,  as his bai- 
lee or agent, the creditor may 
give in evidence to rebut such 
proof, the acts and dcclarations 
of the debtor, showing that he 
claimed the slaves as his own, af- 
ter his conveyance. Askew r. Rey- 
nolds. 367 

14. Where a person, alleging him- 
self to be the agent of another, 
sold a note payable to his princi- 
pal for the benefit of his principal, 
what he said to the purchaser at 

be admitted upon the sarne princi- 
ple that permits the declarations 
of a trader at  the time of leaving 
his residence, to be admitted a s  
evidence of the purpose of his de- 
parture ; and that, on a question 
of adverse possession, receives the 
acts and declarations of t  he tenant, 
to show the nature of his posses- 
sion. Bid. 370 

16. The  acts and declarations of a 
slave apprentice, is evidence on 
the part of the master in an ac- 
tion by the owner, to show t h e  
temper and disposition of the ap- 
prentice. Cluncy v. Overman. 

402 
17. When a witness is called upon 

to prove facts originally entrusted 
to memory, he may use a written 
nnemorandnm, which he has for- 
merly made, i n  order to refresh 
his memory ; but if, after such 
help, he cannot recollect a parti- 
cular fact, the writing is not ad- 
missible to supply it. This rule, 
however, does not apply to proof 
of written instruments or docu- 
ments ; for where such are lost o r  
destroyed, so that they cannot be 
produced, a copy of them, verified 
in court by the copyist to have 
been taken from the original, is 
admissible, even in preference to 
a professed full recolleciion of 
their contents by the witness, be- 
cause such n copy is less liable to 
error than tho memory of the wit- 
ness. And so, for the same rea- 
son, an abstract of the original, 



taken and verified in the  same 
way, is  admissible, independent of 
the  recollection of the witness, 
and even in preference to it, as to 
t he  facts which it contains. Kello 
v. Muget. 414 

18. T o  impeach the credibility of a 
witness, by proving that  he swore 
differently a s  to a particular fact 
on a former trial, it is not neces- 
s a ry  that  the impeaching witness 
should be able to state all that the 
impeached witness then deposed. 
I t  is sufficient if he is able to prove 
the  repugnancy a s  to the particu- 
l a r  fact, with regard to which it is 
alleged to exist. D e n  e x  denl. In-  
gram v. Wutk ins .  442 

19. 'J'he fact of a witness heing in- 
terested in t he  matter in dispute: 
must be shown only in the n~ode 
in which other controverted facts 
a r e  to be proved. Therefore the 
declarations of the witness, not on 
oath, nor in the presence of the 
par ty  aga imt  whom they a rc  oC 
Ibred, with respect to his interest 
in the subject-matter of the suit, 
cannot be given in evidence. Ib id .  

442 
20. ,4 witness will not be admitted 

to  prove what a deceased witnesi; 
swore to on a former trial, unless 
h e  can state substantially all the 
testimony of such deceased wit- 
ness. Ibid.  444 

21. W h e r e  a son, to whom the 
father had conveyed a slave by 
deed of gift, but retained the pos- 
session by permission of the son, 
was  alleged to have stood by while 
his fither was making another 
voluntary disposition of his pro- 
perty by deed among all his chil- 
dren,  and to have fraudulently 
concealed o r  misrepresented his 
title, i t  2 ~ ' ~ s  held that a private 
conversation, which occurred be- 
tween the h t h e r  and the son, just 
before the  execution of the latter 
deed, in which the  father assured 

the  son, tha t  by becoming a pa r ty  
to  it, his r ight under the deed of 
gift would nut be prejudiced, was  
adn~issible to show that the  son 
himself was misled ; and that  i t  
was admissible also to'prove how 
the  fLther held the slave. Jones V- 

Susser. 452 
!2 .  A mere trustee, who has no di- 

rect  interest in the event of the 
suit, is competent to testify in tha t  
snit. Ibid.  453 

!3. A n~emorandum signed by n de- 
puty-sheriff, setting forth that he  
had, a t  the  request of the sheriff, 
sold a certain tract  of land a t  a 
particular time, upon a certain ex- 
ecution, is  not adnlissible a s  evi- 
deuce of the sale, nor of any other 
fact, unless he is dead. But upon 
a question whether the  sheriff's 
deed, purporting to be  executed 
in pursuance of' such sale, was  
fraudulent, it may be admitted for 
the  purpose of showing merely 
upon what information the sheriff 
proceeded to execute a deed for 
land which he had not himself 
sold. Den  ex dem. Dobson v. Mur- 
phey. 5 8 6  

!4. M here testimony, competent fbr 
one purpose but not for auother, 
was, after being objected to, ad- 
mitted, but no instruction a s  to  i ts  
efftcts was prayed for, and it did 
not appear for what purpose i t  
was used, it was held that  i ts  re- 
ception alone could not be assign- 
ed for error. Ibid. 590 

!5. Instruction to a jury,  that they 
were bound to believe a witness 
who was uncontradicted and un- 
impeached, whose story was cre-  
dible, and in whose manner there  
was nothing to shake their  confi- 
dence, is erronenus ; because from 
its  connection with the parties, o r  
the  subject in controversy, and  
other  sirr~ilar circumstances, they 
might properly disbelieve him. 
Noland v. MLCracken. 594 
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See  BOUNDARY, 3. BUNGOMHE 
TURKPIKE CUMPANY, 3. COR- 

PORATION, 1, 2. NEW TRIAL, 
3. PERJURY. WARRANTY. 

EXECUTION. 
1. A sheriff is not bound, indepen- 

dent of the act of 1826, c. 31, to 
levy an execution, and raise the 
money upon the property of the 
principal debtor, in preference to 
that of the surety. And if he even 
cc?!nhines with a :h i id  person to 
throw the debt upon the surety, 
when he might have made it out 
of the principal, he does not there- 
by render himself liable to the ac- 
tion of the surety. Eason v. Pct- 
way.  44 

2. As to a sheriff, all the defendants 
in an execution are principals,and 
he may levy upon which, and in 
what proportion he pleases. Ibid.  

46 
3. A sale of the equity of redemp- 

tion, under an execution at law, 
at  the instance of the mortgagee, 
for his mortgage-debt, is not sanc- 
tioned by the act of 1812, (Rez.. 
ch. 830.) The  words of that act 
a re  general, but this exception 
arises necessarily out of the sub- 
ject, and the spirit of the act. 
Camp v. Coxe. 52  

4. Whether the act would justify a 
sale by the mortgagee for any 
other debt. Q u a w  ? Ibid.  52 

5. 'I'he nature of the interest sold is 
not changed by the I d  or 3d sec- 
tion of the act of 1813. The  
rights of t!)e parties rernait~ as be. 
fore, equitable; therefore the sta. 
tute is to receive its proper con. 
struction from a court of equity. 
Ibid.  54 

6. W henevsr a sale under a.fi. f i .  
cannot have the effect to satisfy 
the plaintiff, t h e j .  fa. can confer 
no power to sell. Ihid .  55 

7. T h e  object of the act of 1812: 
was to make the mortgaged estate 

available to the other creditors of 
the mortgagor; not to affect the 
relation between him and the 
mortgagee. Ibid .  57 

3. As courts ofoquity relieve against 
agreemcnts between persons in a 
fiduciary relation, so they ought 
to prevent the mortgagee from 
purchasing the equity of redemp- 
tion at  execution sale, and thereby 
destroying the relation between 
him and the mortgngor, created 
by the contraci of ioan. Ibld- 59 

9. Growing crops a re  the proper 
subjects of a levy and immediate 
sale under a $. fa., and (he pur- 
chaser acquires a right of ingress 
and egress, to cut and carry them 
away when ripe. Smith v. Tritt .  

241 
LO. A sale under an execution, of a 

growing crop, made at  the dis- 
tance of two miles from the place 
where the cropstands, is void, and 
passes no tltle to the purchaser. 
Ibid.  241 

11. AL'ter an execution sale of un- 
ripe growing grain, i t  is in  custo- 
dia legis tlil ~t ripens, when the 
purchaser has a reasonable time 
to cut and carry it away. Ibid. 

242 
12. The  law always requires the 

presence of personal chattels, in 
sales under execution. Ibid. 

243 
13. Land cannot be sold under a$. 

fu. which issues and bears teste, 
after the death of the debtor, with- 
out bringing in the heirs by stire 
facins ; and this, although the j. 
fa. may be an alias, the original 
of which issued and bore teste in 
the lifetime of the debtor. Wood 
v. Harrison. 356 

14. The  act of 1828, c. 12, sec. 1, 
which enacts that a justice's exe- 
cution shall bind personal proper- 
ty only from its levy, was passed 
for the protection of purchasers 
from the defendant in the execu- 
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tion only ; and therefore, if the 
defendant dies after the teste 01 
such an execution, but before its 
levy, his administrator is bound 
thereby, and the goods in his 
hands may be levied upon and 
sold without a scire facias to re- 
vive the judgment. bficurson v. 
Richa~dson. 561 

15. Accordmg to the English rule, 
a vendee under the sher~ff; when 
a stranger to the suit, in wh~ch  
theexecution issues, is not obl~ged 
to show a judgment, but only the 
execution; but if the vendee be 
the plaintiff in the suit, he must 
also show a judgment. But in t h ~ s  
state, a purchaser at  an execution 
sale must show a judgment, as 
well as  an execution ; and if the 
execution be not warranted by the 
judgment, the sale wtll not ava~l  
to pass the title. Den ex den,. 
Dobson v. Murphy. 586 

See DECEIT. FORCIBLE ENTRY A A D  

DETA~VER,  2, 3. FKAUI),  4, 5. 
SHERIFF, 1, 2. SHEKIFF'S DEU, 
2. 

1. I f  an administrator marries tbeli'. &or does a re~~t~r~ci:itiort of the 

be due to the husband or to the 
w~fe, and whether the one or the 
other be the representative, the 
doctrine of retainer applies; and 
the debt is extinguished. Ibid. 

249 
4. The  assent or an executor to a 

Irfe-estate in a slave, extends no 
further than such I~!ij-inter est, and 
the reversion rerrralns tn the exe- 
cutor, whwh Ire r r  ay a\sert after 
the death of the I~fe-owner. Black 
v. Ruy. 334 

5 .  Where a tesrator devised that his 
c L  executors" should sell his lands, 
and appo~nted three persons exec- 
utors, only one of whon~ qual~fied 
and acted as exerutot , a sale by 
that one alone, will, under the sta- 
tute of 21 Hen. 8, c. 4,  be wffici- 
ent to pabs the estate, w~tnout ~ t s  
appearing that the others ei1ht.r 
have renounrrd the executotsl)ip, 
or refused to join irt the sale. Den 
ex ddunt. Wood v. Spark.9. 3 ~ 9  

6. The  probate of the w~ll ,  and the 
quilltficat~~u~ 01 the executors in 
the S ~ I I I I U : I ~  CPUI  t, ih  not oeces- 

EXECUTORS AND ADMIXIS- 
T R U O R S .  

sary to the val~d euecutton of 'a 
power 0vc.r lalid- confer~ed on I he 
euerutors hv the w ~ l l .  Ibid. 39:s 

next of kin of his intestate, and 
has assets, and upon the death of 
his yife, administer upon her es- 
tate, her distributive share be- 
comes his property, the claim be- 
ing by the mere operation of law, 
satisfied and extinguished. And 
in  such case, it seems that the 
wife's share would become the 
property of the husband, without 
an administration on her estate. 
Dozier v. Sanderlin. 246 

2. Where an intestate is indebted 
to the wife of his administrator, 
and the latter has assets, the debt 
is satisfied by the mere operation 
of law, and does not survive to the 
wife. Ibid. 246 

3. Whether the debt of the intestate 

office of exevutors deprive thetn 
of the right to exec~lte the power, 
unless the power was givcn to 
them simply as extcufors. I / ~ i d .  

Y!rS 
8. A forhearilnce to enter upon the 

duties of executor when the will is 
proved, is presumptive evidenceof 
a refusal to accept the trust. Ibid. 

396 
9. Rut if an executor actually re- 

n;unces of record, he may stilt 
come forward, qualify and enter 
upon the executkon of the func- 
tions of his office. Ibid. 396 

10. A court of law will not enter- 
tain a suit against an executor o r  
administrator with the will annex- 
ed, for the non-performance or  im- 



proper execution of a discretion- himself responsible for the price 
a ry  power given in the will. of the goods. And the court seem- 
Thertfore, where a testator direc- ed ir~clmed to think, that either 
ted that his grandson should be circunistance, of taking the note 
L L  raised" and I L  taken care of," and of the third person, or biending 
"educated at the direction and the claims of the principal and 
care of" his son James, it was fhctor in the same note, if, in the 
held that an action could not be latter case, it had been the note of 
maintained on the bond of the ad- the purchaser himself, would have 
m~nistrators with the will annex- been sufficient to create the re- 
ed, for the expenses of such edu- sponsibility in the factor. lbid. 
cation, though the son Jarnes was 291 
also one of the administrators. 3. Where in addition to the circum- 
Cloud v. Murtiiz. 397 stances stated above, it appeared 

11. Whether a legatee can sue on that the factor concealed frorn his 
the bond of an administrator with principal the fact of his having ta- 
the will annexed, for a legacy to ken the note, and represented the 
which the adnrinistrator has as- purchaser as alone bonnd for the 
sented. Qu. ? Ibid. 399 price of the goods, much more will 

12. An application to the county he be held responsible. Ibid. 291 
court by an executor, for an order 4. The  rights ot'priocipals, and the 
appointing commissioners to di- correspondent duties and obliga- 
vide the estate of his testator tions of factors, stated and elabor- 
among the legatees, without any ately discussed and explained by 
proceeding to make those legatees RUFFIN, C. J. Ibid. 291 
parties, is merely ex parte, and 5 .  A general power to a factor to 
will not authorise the court to en- sell, implies a power to do so in 
ter judgment of confir:niltion, so the usual way, a t  the place where 
as  to bind the legatees; nor to the sale is to be rrmde. Ibid. 295 
make an order, that such of the 6. A direction to "sell for the best 
legatees as  came in voluntarily price" means no more than the 
and opposed the confirmation of' law enjoins where the principal is 
the report, shall pay the costs. silent. I l d .  3 9 5  
Durden v. Xuget. 498 7. A direction to " sell immediate- 

See ADMINISTRATION, LETTERS OF. ly" is not violated by a delay of 
fifteen days, where nothing is  

FACTOR. proved as  to the state of the mar- 
l .  I t  seems, that the construction to ket. I b d .  2 9 5  

be put upon written instructions 
from a priucipal to his factor, is F E M E  COVERT, DEED OF. 
to be determined by the court, 
and not by the jury. Syiningto~~ 1. Where it did not appear, either 
v. iWLin.  291 in the order for a commission to 

2. Where a factor sold the goods of take the private examination of a 
his prinripal, together with some fene covert, under theact of1751, 
of his own, and took in payment (lieu. ch. 50,) or in the cornrnis- 
f;,r the whole, a promissory note sion itself, that she was an inhabi- 
rnntle by another person, payable tant of another conntry, or so 
to liirnsc~lf, i t  was held that the aged or infirm as to be unable to 
purchaser was discharged, and travel to court it was held that the 
that therefore the factor became deed was inoperative to convey 
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the wife's interest in the land. ination, issue a commission to take 
Fenner v. Jasper. 341 it. Ibid. 585 

2. It seems that it must appear, that, 
the commission and the certificate FORCIBLE E N T R Y  AND DE* 
of the commissioners were return- TAINER.  

1. Whether an indictment will lie 

3. A certificate of commission 
appointed in another state to t 

(Rev. ch. 791,) which req 
certificate of her acknomle 

Cobbs. 
4. An order that a deed of 

covert, with the accom 
commission and certifi ca 

may be shown when th 
offered in evidence upon 
Ibid. 

at common lag,  and can only be 
effectual when taken according to 
the acts of 171.5 and 1751, (Rev. 
ch. 3 and 50.) By those acts the 
deed is to be first proved as to both 
husband and wife, and then her 
private examination is to be had 
either by a judge, or in the county 
court ; and when her examination 
preceded the probate, the deed 
was held to be inoperative.. Den 
ex dem. Sutton v. Sutton. 582 

6. Either a judge out of court, or 
the county court in session, may, 
upon being satisfied of the wife's 
inability to attend for privy exam- 

FORNICATlON AND ADUL- 
TERY. 

See INDLCTMENT, 12. 

FORTHCOMING BOND. 
The  obligation of a bond for the 

fbrthcoming of property, is only 
that the property shall be deliver- 
ed to the officer a t  the time desiga 
nated, and not that the execution 
shall be satisfied ; and therefore, 
if a surety to the forthcoming 
bond, before it is forfeited, dis- 
charges the execution without the 
request of his principal, such 



surety cannot maintain an action 6. The  different jurisdictions at  law, 
against his principal for money and in equity, for the suppressiotll 
expended for the latter's use, al- of fraud, stated by RUFFIN, C. Ja 

though. by the payment of the Ibid. 569 
money in satisfaction of the exe- See DECEIT. HUSBAND AND WIFE, 
cution, the bond was discharged. 1. MILLS, 1. POSSESBION, 6. PUR- 
G r a y  v. Bowles. 437 CHASER. WIDOW, 7. 

FRAUD. ( FRAUDS, S T A T U T E  OF. 
1. Fraud in the execution of a deed 1. T h e  act of 1819, (Rev.  ch. 1019,) 

may be averred at  law, but fraud " to make void par01 contracts for 
in the consideration can only be the sale of lands and slaves," does 
relieved in equity. Logan v. Sim-  not require that the eonsideratiom 
mons. 16 of the contract should be set forth 

2. An allegation of fraud against a in the written memorandum of it. 
purchaser at execution-sale, will Miller v. Irvine. 1 0 3  
not be heard from a stranger to 2. There is a material difference be- 
the execution. Den ex dem H a r -  tween the statute of 1784, avoid- 
TY V. Graham. 7 6  ing conveyances as  to the widow ; 

3. A voluntary conveyance made by and that of 1715, avoiding them 
a debtor, who owned at  that time, a s  to creditors and purchasers; in 
and left a t  his death, sufficient the former, voluntary conveyances 
property to pay all the debts are  not fraudulent, simply on ac- 
which he owed at. the time ofsuch count of their being vo2untary. 
conveyance, is not necessarily Littleton v. Littleton. 331 
fraudulent and void as  to creditors. 3. There must be an actual intent tcu 
Jones v. Young. 35% defraud the wife of her dower, to 

4. T h e  question of fraud in prevent- avoid a conveyance under the act 
ing competition at  an execution- of 1784. Ibid. 331 
sale: cannot arise between the al- 4. Any conveyance, in which the 
leged fraudulent purchaser at  such husband reserves to himself the 
sale, and a claimant under a prior property during his life, is neces- 
voluntary conveyance from the sarily but colourable, and there- 
debtor. lb id .  354 fore void as  to  the widow, under 

-5. I f  the defendant in an execution, the act of 1734. lbid. 332 
places money in the hal?ds of ano- 5. So of any other case, in which 
ther person for the purpose of the apparent immediate disposi- 
purchasing his own property, a t  a tion is  not bonufide-is not inten- 
sale under the execution, with an ded to interfere with the present 
intent to defraud his creditors: enjoyment of the husband, but 
and that person huys it, and takes only to hinder that of the widow. 
a deed from the sheriff, the defen- lb id .  332 
dant is still the owner of it, and 6. Under the stat. of 1 3  Eliz. acon- 
another of his judgment-creditors veyance made with a view to be- 
may, a t  law, subject it to the sat- coming indebted, is as  much frau- 
isfaction of his debt, although the dutent, as  one made by a person 
first execution be for a bonaJide already indebted. The  reasons 
debt, and the sheriff who sold un- upon which this rule is founded, 
der it is not a party to the fraudu- apply equally to conveyances 
lent contrivance of the debtor. made before and after marriage, 
Den ex dem. Dobson v. Evwin. 569 under the act of 1784, where the 
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intent is  to defeat the dower of 
t h e  widow. Indeed, the word 
"widow," used in thc act  of 1734 
makes  the case more strong ; for 
that  word is not more appropr~ate  
to  t he  hving woman whorn the 
donor marr i td ,  than to her  whom 
h e  intends to marry.  Ibid. 333 

GIFT. 
1. W h e r e  a controversy turns upon 

the  question, whether certain 
slaves, which mere put into the 
possession of a daughter upon her  
marr iage ,  Tvere intended a s  a gift 
o r  a loari, and there was no writ- 
ten evidence of the trausaction, 
and no precise formulu was stated 
by any witness to have been used 
in it, it is not erroneous in the 
judge to leave the case to the jury 
t o  decide upon all the evidence, 
w l ~ e t l ~ e r  a gift o r  a loan was in- 
tended. Torreme v. Graham. 

284 
2. W h a t  construction the lam would 

place upon a lorn expressly de- 
clared to be for life, &u. ? Ib id.  

259 
3. W h e r e  one made a parol gift of 

slaves to his son-in-law, and the 
lat ter ,  by direct in^^ of the former, 
gave  them by his wiil to the grar~rl 
children of the donor, i t  was held, 
tha t  this did not constitute a gift 
in writing, within the act of 1S06, 
(Rev.  ch. YOl?) and that the don01 
might ,  aRer the death of his son- 
in-law, resume the possession of 
them. Beni te f t  v.  Flo~cers. 467 

4. W h e r e  one, upon the marriage of 
his daughter,  made a parol gift of 
slaves to her  l~ushancl, who died! 
leaving two infant daughters, and 
appointed the donor executor of 
his will and gnardian of his chil. 
dren ,  to whom he bequeathed thc 
slaves, i t  tcas f ie ld,  that the d o n ~ t  
might,  under the act of 1806 
(Rea.  ch. 701,)  r e sun~e  the posses. 
sion of them, althouglr he  hac 

proved the  will, hired them out 
a s  guardian, during the minority 
of the legatees, and upon their  
marriage,  had procured a division 
to be made, and delivered the  
share  of each in severalty. Ham- 
lin v. Alston. 479 

lee ESTOPPEL, 2.  POSSESSION, 5 ,  
6, '7. 

GRAST. 
. T h e  rule that a grant  cannot be  

presumed from one who is forbid- 
den by law to make it, applies on- 
ly where the  person is forbidden 
under all circumstances from ma- 
lting it. Therefore, where the  
commissioners of a town were re-  
quired to set apar t  a lot for a 
school, and it appeared that  they 
had done so, yet  a grant  of tha t  
lot to an  individual might be pre- 
sumed, a s  the grant  might have 
been made before the selection 
took place, o r  the first might have 
been given up, and another selec- 
tion afterwards made. Jackson V. 
Comnt's o f  Hillsborozcgh. 177 

I. I f  the judge leaves it to the  jury 
to presume a deed, from length of 
possession and other circumstan- 
ces, without stating particularly 
the weight which the law attaches 
to each circunxtance,  a s  tending 
to establish or rebut the  presump- 
tion, it is not erroneous, unless 
such particular instructions be  

and refused. Ibid.. 177 
1. T h e  acts of 1'777, (Rev.  c. 14, s. 

11 ,) and 1783, (Rev.  c. 185,  s. 
14 , )  which require grants  to be  
recordcd in the secretary's office, 
do not impose upon the grantee, 
the burden of showing affirmative- 
ly  that  it has been done. T h e  non- 
recording, if an  available objec- 
tion a t  all, must be shown by him 
who makes it. But, i t  seems, that  
such a n  objection is not available 
a t  all. Den ex dem. Van Pelt v. 
Pllg'l 210 
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4. Slight and immaterial mistakes in 
the recordirlg of a grant, will not 
avoid it. Ibid. 210 

See COSTS, 1, 2.  

G R O W I N G  CROPS. 
See E X E C ~ I O N ,  1 0, 1 1. 

GUARDIAN. 

1. Guardian-bonds being taken by 
public authority, have a high cha- 
racter of authenticity, and need 
not be verified by the ordinary 
tests of truth, applied to merely 
private instsume1:ts; nartiely, the 
obligation of an oath, and the cross 
examination of witnesses; there- 
fore, where the execution of such 
bonds, taken from their proper re- 
pository, is denied by plea, i t  is 
only necessary to prove the iden- 
tity of the defendant, in order tci 
sustain the afirniative of the issue. 
Kello v. Maget. 41 4 

2. Where the f i c t  that a guardianGifts 
was appointed, is admitted, a pre- 
sumption arises that a gwrt l inn-  
bond was given, since such a bond 
is made a prerecjuisite to the ap- 
pointment. lhid. 421 

3. Where the sureties of a guardi:~n 
obtain, under the act of' 17G2, 
(Rev. c. 69, S. 21,) an order for 
counter-security, atid at that timr 
the guardian owes his ward, and 
never afterwards either returusan 
account nor makes a payment, no 
presumption of satisfacticmat that, 
or arty subsequent time, arises 
from his then being able to pay 
the sun] he owed ; and the errre- 
ties to the first bond were liable 
for it, although the order for 
counter security expressly releases 
them. Faye v. Bell. 475 

GUARDIAN-BOND. 

See GUAEDIAN. IIERTFORD COUSTP 
ACT, 2. 

J 

HERTFORD COUNTY ACT. 

1. The  s u m m ~ r y  proceedings au- 
thorised by the act of 1830, c. 68, 
for the relief of persons likely to  
be injured by the burning of the 
records of liertford C o u ~ t y ,  par- 
take of the nature of proceedings 
in equity; and the rules of equity 
practice, should, therelbre, when 
applicable, govern them, Kello v. 
Nuget. 414 

2. In proceedings under this act, to  
recover upon a guardian bond, i t  
is suficier~t to show, that a guar- 
dian bond was given, with a pe- 
nalty large e~iougli to cover the 
amount eiaimed, and that it was 
executed by the defendant ; with- 
out showing the names of the jns- 
tices, to whom it was made paya- 
ble, or the exact amount of the 
penalty o f ihe  bond. Ibid. 414 

HOTCH-POT. 
of personalty by a husband to 

children, whether those of his pre- 
sent wife, or by a former marri- 
age, are to be brought into hotch- 
pot, f i ~ r  the beneiit of the wife, 
siic: being placed in this respect 
upon the sitr!;e footing with chil- 
dren not fuliy advanced. Littleton 
v. Littleton. 32 9 

IIUSBASD AND WIFE. 
1 .  A conveyance by a woman before 

marriage, is not at law, under any 
circurristances, a fraud upon the 
marital rights of her husband. 
Logan  v. Simmons. 1 3 

2 .  Slaves loaned to a womnn before 
marriage, will be held by her hus- 
band as bailee, and the statutes of 
linlitation will not operate upon 
his possession, until the contract 
of bailment is at an end. dhid. 13 

8. T h e  husband is not by marriage 
the purchaser of his wife's ehat- 
tels. Marriage is the only con- 
tract between the parties; the  
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vers persons then and there as- 
sembled, whereby a crrtuin sing- 
ing school was  broken up and dis- 
turbed, a d  commzine nocumentzm, 
i t  was held, that the irid~ctment 
could not be sustamed as  one for 
a common nuisance. S ta te  v. 
Baldwin. 1 9 5  

3. An indictment, which states no 
unlawful purpose, and sets forth 
no ac t  which the defendants as- 
sen~bled to commit, cannot be one 
for an  unlawful assembly. Ibid. 

l aw  gives t he  husband his wife's fendants rioters, a n  indictment for 
goods as a n  incident. lbid.  15 a riot or a rout. Ibid.  1 9 5  

4. What  the wife has disposed of 5. T h e  power to quash an  indict- 
before marriage, is not her's, and mcnt befbre the defkndant pleads, 
is not, therefore, transferred to the is purely a discretionary one. It 
husband. Ibid.  1 5  is  not usually exercised, unless 

5 .  -4n antinuptual voluntary bond or where the defect is gross and ap- 
contract may,  in some cases, be parent, not where the  offence is  of 
relieved against  in equity. Ibid.  a heinous nature. Ib id .  1 9 6  

1 6  6. Upon an appeal from a judgment 
See  EVIDENCE, 8. EXECUTORS - 4 s ~  of cus$etzir, this court will not re- 

AU~IINISTRATOBS, 1, 2 ,  3. vise the exercise of the power to  
qui~sh,  but decide upon t l ~ e  wfE- 

INDICTRIENT. cie~tcy of tht: ind~ctnienr,  as i t  
wotild nppear I I ~  n a d e r ~ , u r ~ . e r ,  

1. An indictment for biting o r  thr  nuitior~ i l l  ;II-lest of' jutlgnlet~t, o r  
ear,  under the second section or1 w r ~ t  of'error. Ibid. 1 9 6  
the  ac t  of 1791,  (Rev. cb. 339,)17. If the Bct. c i i a ~ ~ r d ,  nlurt, from 
must state t he  offence to be done t l ~ ~ i r  vr ry  riillrire have crealed a 
on purpose, a s  s e l l  a s  unlairfuily.l sui.iincr to tile c~tizerlr  111 gener- 
Sta te  v. Orn~ond.  119 '  al, the words ud couinmne nocu- 

were to the jurors unknown, is  
defective for uncertainty, in em-  
bracing the transactions of divers 
days, with divers persons. And a s  
the names of the slaves were not 
given, it is also defective for not 
stating the  owners of the slaves, 

2. 'Yo render an  act  indictable a s  a 
nuisance, it is necessary that it 
should be an  offence so inconveni- 
ent  and troubleson~e a s  to annoy 
the  whole community, and not 

mentzim may be o n ~ i ~ t e d .  Il '  the  
fdcts charged, show an nffence in- 
convenient and troublesonls, tha t  
may have extended its annoyance 
to the community, or may have 

merely particular persons. There-  reached only certain individuals of 
I 

fore, where i t  mas charged that1 that community, those words be- 
the defendants assembled a t  a pub- / come indispensable. Ibid. 1 9 7  
lic place, and profanely, and withi8. An indictment under the act of 
a loud voice cursed, swore and '  of 1826, c. 13,  charging that the  
quarrelled, in the hearing of d i -  defendant, on a particular day, 

and on divers other days before 
that day,  sold and del~vered spi- 
rits to certain slaves, whose names  

o r  averring that the owners werd 
unknown, if the  fact were so. 
State v. Blythe. 199 

1 9 5  
4. Nor  is  one which charges  no act  

of violence, o r  an ac t  fitted to in- 
spire terror,  nor any attempt to 
commit an  act  of violence, which, 
if committed, would make the  de- 

9. Semble, that a slave may be de- 
scribed by his name alone, but i t  
is better for the name of his own- 
e r  to be given also. Ibid. 201 

10. Where  the name of a slave is 
averred to be unknown, the name 

* 
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of his owner, o r  a n  averment tha 
he also 1s unhnown, IS e s s e n t d  
I b ~ d .  2U 

11. An ~ n d ~ c t m e n t  wh~c l i  cl iargr 
a n  1ndEcent and scandalous expo 
sure  of the naked person to p u b l ~  
view i n  a p u b l ~ c  place, 13 suffic~ 
eut,  n ~ t h o u t  c l i a rd~ng  the ac t  tl 
have been couimittcd In the pre 
sence of one o r  more citizens o 
the st;ite. Slate v. Roper. 2Or 

12. An iodictmeut fi,r fornication 
under thc  act  of 1503, (1Zcr. ch 
684,) must charge  a fact to nega 
tive the relationship of' 11 i a r r i ;~~ t  
between tiie parties, o r  it cauoo 
be sustained. Stute v. Dicliinso1~ 

34; 
13. It ssenw, that the signing the 

name of the foreman to the en 
dorsement of a " true bill," on z 
bill of indictment, thougii a salu 
tary  practice, i, not essential t c  
i ts  validity. But whether this b~ 
so o r  not, a variance between the 
name of the  foreman, as  appearing 
upon the record of his appoinr 
ment, and his signature upon tilt 
bill, is immateri:ll, for his identit) 
must necessarily be known to the 
court ,  and the receiving and re- 
cording the bill with his endorse. 
ment, establishes it. State  v. Ctrl. 
hoon. 374 

14. Where  a n  indictment charged 
in effect, that  the defendant, a 
constable, fhlsely afiirmed that a 
note for the payment of money 
was  a forthcoming bond, and that 
by means of such falsei~ood, the 
defendant deceitfully prevailed on 
the  prosecutor to execute a pro- 
missory note for the payment of a 
sum of money ; i t  was held, that 
the  charge  was too vague and un- 
certain,  in not stating how the re-  
sult was produced by the Salse- 

rald. 40 3 
15. L e g a l  te rms in a n  indictment 

must be understood in their  legal 

sense, unless by other sufficient 
and plaln nords ,  another meanlng 
IS ~mpressed upon them. Ib id .  

4 1 0  
16. It is  a genrra l  rule in indrct- 

ments, tha t  " the s p e e d  manner" 
of the n hole fact ouglit to be s e t  
forth n ~ t h  such ce r t a~n ty ,  that  it 
may judlclally appear to the court, 
that the ~ndic tors  have not gone 
on ~nsuiticlzilt premises. Ib id .  

41 1 
See F o n c r ~ r x  EVTRT R ~ D  DETAIS- 

EX, 1 ,  4. 

I S J U Y C T I O S  BOND. 
An action of debt may be maintained 

upon an in j~~nc t iou  bond, r~otwith- 
~ t ~ t n d i n g  the summary remedy 
given by the acts of 1735, (Rea .  
ch. 2YS, s. 2,) and 1910,  (Rea .  
ch. 791.) Cusey v. Giles. 1 

I S S O L V E N T  D E B T O R .  
1. A defeudarit w h o  has given bond 

under tiie act  of 1922, c. 3 ,  for the 
relief of insolvent debtors, cannot 
object to the informality of the  
bond, and pray a discharge on ac-  
count thereof. Page  v. Wiizning- 
ham. 11 3 

!. W h e n  this court aflirms the judg- 
ment of the Superior Court ,  or-  
dering a deibndent in cn ,  sn. to be 
imprisoned, it directs a proceden- 
do to the court helow, to car ry  the  
judgment into effect. I6id.  113 

JUDGE'S CH1RGE.  
. Where  the general d x t ~ i n e s  and 

rules contaiued in a judge's charge  
a re  correct. and there autxars  no  

1 ,  

special circumst,lnces requiring a 
modification of t l i ~ r n ,  and the par- 
ty  excepting has called for n o  
special instr~lctions which have 
been denied, an exception to 

hood oracilsed. State v. Fitzye- tile charge  cannot be sustained. 
-11-Rae's Adm.  v. Erans .  243 

2. Where  the  defence of a person 
indicted for murder, a s  disclosed 



by his witnessess, consists of a 
justification, and the judge in his 
charge, takes it for granted that 
the homicide mas conlnlitted by 
him, he does not thereby violate 
the act of 1796 (Rea. c. 452) for- 
bidding the expression of his opin- 
ion as to the weight t f evidence, 
because the justification necessa- 
rily admits the homicide, and its 
validity cannot be examined, ex- 
cept upon the supposition that it 
was committed by him who seeks 
to justify it. State V. Xiller.  500 

3. An assumption by a Judge in his 
charge, that a fact deposed to is 
true, but which, if true, cannot 
prejudice the prisoner, is not er- 
roneous. Ibid. 504 

See ARBITRATIOX AKD AWARD. 
EVIDENCE, 25. KEW TRIAL, 1 ,2 .  

JUDGMENT.  
1. I f  it appears upon the whole re- 

cord, that thedemand of the plain- 
tiff is against the defendant in his 
representative character, a judg- 
ment against him personally will 
be reversed. Sf~eariia v. A7erible, 
Adm. 3 

2. A judgment merely that the re- 
port of commissioners to divide 
land ( (  be confirmed" without or- 
dering it to be recorded, and giv- 
ing judgment for the costs, it 
seems, is an interlocutory and not 
n final judgment. A7icelar r. Bar .  
briclc. 259 

3. A judgment is conclusive betweel; 
parties and privies, as to those 
facts only, which it directly esta. 
blishes, but does not to prove those 
which may be inferred from it. 
As in trespass quare clnuszun 
fregit, unless entered upon the 
plea of liberum tenementum, it is 
not even admissible in another ac. 
tion, between the same parties, or 
their privies, to prove title to tile 
locus in quo. Bennett v. Holmes8 

456 

See MILLS, 7, 8. 10, 14. 

JURY. 
See SEW TRIAL, 4 ,5 ,  6. POSTMAS- 

TER. 

JUSTICES' JURISDICTION. 
See COYESAKT, 5. 

LANDLORD AKD T E N A N T .  
See EJECT~ZENT, 2 .  

LAND. 
See EXE~UTIOX,  13. EXECUTOR~ 

A N D  ADJZIXISTRATORS, 5 .  PIRTI- 
TIOX. 

LEGACY. 
1, An assent to a legacy by the ex- 

ecutor may be p~esunled from the 
possession of it by the legatee. 
White v. White. 268 

2. bequest by a testator to his 
wfe  in the following words, I 
wish her to get Stanford in her 
t h ~ r d  of the property, if she 
chooses," is not a spec~fic legacy 
of the slave to the wfe, but or~ly 
g i ~ e s  her the right to take him at  
a fair vaiuation; and if that valu- 
ation is more than her share, she 
must account for the surplus. 
Young v. Carson. 360 

See Esr;;curro~s A K D  ADHINSTRA- 
TORS, 11,  12. 

LIMITATIONS, S T A T U T E  OF,  
1.  The possession of slaves for more 

than three years, by the trustees of 
a rel i~ious society, for its benefit 
exclus~vely, and against the rights 
of all others, is a bar to an action 
of detinue for the slaves, notwith- 
standing the society considers sla- 
very as sinful, and holds the slaves 
for the purpose of giving them tile 
advantages of freemen ; because 
the cause of action arose from the 
conversion, and not frorn the in- 
tent with which i t  was made. 
White v. White.  26@ 



2. Where A., tenant in fee simple,] 
mortgaged his land for a term of 
500 years, and conveyed his rever- 
sion in trust for himself for life, and 
afterwards for his daughters and 
died ; and during the continuance 
of the mortgage term, B. got pos- 
session of the premises, and re- 
tained it for more than seven years 
under colour of title ; and after- 
wards the daughters, the ccstui que 
trusts of the reversion, obtained 
the possession, and the legal re- 
presentative of the mortgagee, 
made a release to them of the 
mortgage term; i t  was held, that 
the daughters having only an equi- 
table estate in the reversion, the 
release could not operate as n legal, 
extinguishment of the term, but 
a t  most, could only be, at Ea~o, 
a n  assignment of the term ; that 
this term was barred by the statute 
of limitations, and that consequent- 
ly the daughters could not defend 
their possession against an eject- 
ment brought by those claiming 
under B. Groyn v. Wellborne. 313 

3. But although a tenant for years 
may be barred by the statute of 
limitations, yet the reversioner will 
not be affected thereby, until the/ 

ference to each other, between the 
parties, for an item within time to 
have that effect. Green v. Cald- 
cleugh. 320 

See HUSBAND AND WIFE, 2. POS- 
SESSION, 1. 7, 8. WIDOW, 2. 

MANDAMUS. 
See COSTS, 3. 

MANSIAUGI-ITER, 
1. If a slave, in defence of his life, 

and under circumstances strongly 
calculated to excite his passions 
of terror and resentment, kills his 
overseer, the homicide is by such 
circumstances, mitigated to man- 
slaughter. State v. Will. 121 

2. It seems, that the law mould be 
the same, with respect to killing 
a master or temporary owner, un- 
der similar circumstances. Ibid. 

121 
3. I f  an apprentice flies from the 

chastisement of his master, who 
pursues him with ~~nlawful violence 
and in the pursuit is killed, the 
apprentice is not guilty of murder. 
Ibid. 165 

4. So of a person guilty of a misde- 
meanor, flying from an officer. 
Ibid. 165 

expiration or extinguishment of 
the term ; therefore, if in the case 
stated above, the representative of 
the mortgagee had received satis- 
faction from the trustee, and sur- 
rendered the term to him, he, or 
his cestzri que trusts holding for 
him, would h i i ~ e  Ibecomc entitled 
to the legal possession of the land, 
and might have drfended it against 
the vjectment. Ibid. 313 

4. The mere existence of discon- 
nected and oppnsin!: demands, be- 
tween two parties, one of which 
demands is of recent date, will not 

5 .  Unconditional submission is the 
general duty of the slave. Un- 
limited power, is, in general, the 
legul right of the master; but 
this does not authorize the master 
to kill his slave, and the slave has 
a right to defend his life, against 
the unlawful attempt of his mas- 
ter to take it. 16id. 165 

6. I f  a slave resists his master, pre- 
vious to any attempt on the part 
of the latter to take his life, and 
he afterwards kills his master, he 
is guilty of murder. Ihid. 166 

7. I t  is not the criterion of a "legal 
take a case out of the statute ofl provocation" that the offensive act 
limitations. There must be mu- must be an indictable of3ence. 
tual running accounts having re- lbid. 169 



MILLS. 
I. A conveyance made to defeat 

hinder, or delay a party icjured 
by the erectton of a null, I I I  the 
recovery of hls damages, is fraud. 
ulent and void, as  to such part) 
a d  the owner or propnetor of thc 

mill, notwithstandmg sucll conve? 
ance, continues st111 liable for the 
damages. Pureell v. ~7PCuElum. 

221 
2. Quare, whether damnges fir an 

injury to the plaintif's health cun 
be assessed undcr that act. doid. 

221 
3. Upon a petition filed under the 

act of 1809 (Kea. c .  7 7 3 , )  to re- 
cover damages caused by the erec- 
tion of a mill, dnlnuges rnaj be 
assessed for a n  injury to the health 
of the plaintiff and his fatnil>-, as 
well as  far overflowing 11is Innd. 
GiUct v. Joncs. 3501 

4. If at the time of the trial of a 
suit upon a for d 3 n q e s  
under t h e  act of 1800, five years 
have elapsed since the filing 01 
the petition, a peremptory judg- 
ment for the annual damage Ibr 
five years, is proper, whether 
such annual damages be above or 
below twenty dollars. 2 b d .  339 

5 .  The main object of the act of 
1605 was to restrain a maiicious 
exercise of the common law right 
to sue for a nuisance in frivo!ous 
cases. It does not create any new 
right to damages, nor abolish m y  
p~e-existing one. It  only restricts 
the party to a certaii; extent, to a 
particular mode of recovery. Ibid. 

342 
6. T h e  policy of the act of 1809, 

requires its application to all in- 
juries of whatever character, aris- 
ing from the erection of a mill. 
Ibid. 343  

7.  Upon a verdict under this act, 
where the annual damage is un- 
der $20, the proper judgrneint is 
for the whole damages with a 

cessat executio, for those not then 
payable. Ibid. 345 

S. 'I'he ~ u d g n x n t  should be peremp- 
tory, and not condi~ional. lb .  346 

9. lif tile damages be increased, the 
plaintiff ~ y i i l  not be estopped by 
the judgment. I f  the defendant 
do not keep u p  tile mill, the j u d g  
ment n ~ a y  be set aside fur the re* 
sidue of the damages by audifa 
querzrla, or other remedy in the 
nature of it. Ibid. 346 

10. TVllere the suit upon the petition 
ends within fire gears, and the 
plaintiff has a verdict f i r  more 
than $20 annual darnages, he may 
elect to take judgnient h r  five 
vears dantages, or only those for 
the vears mssed. .Qnd rf he elects 
to take a jndgrnent tiir five years 
a n ~ ~ u a l  damagcts, he will be con- 
cluded for that period, and not be 
at liberty to use his comn~on law 
remedy. IDid. 347 

11. I t  a.ould be error as against the 
piaintifl; and perhaps also a s  
against tlhe defendaut, to enter a 
judgment for the five years annual 
damages, where it exceeds $20, 
without the election of the plain- 
tiRappeariug upon the rec'ord, un- 
less the suit has been protracted 
beyond the five years. Ibid. 348 

12. One, whose laud is overflown by 
a u~ill-pond, has a right to recover 
for the damages done him, not. 
withstandiog his ancestor con- 
sented, hy parol, to the erection of 
thc dam, and the consequent over- 
flow of the laud ; for if it be the 
grant of an incorporeal heredita- 
ment, it is void forwin t  of a deed 
-if s mere authority, it can be 
revolted, and ceases with the life 
of'the grantor. Bridges  v. Pwcell.  

492 

MORTGAGE. 
See E x ~ c r r ~ o s ,  3, 4 ,  5 ,  6 ,  7, 8, 

~ J ~ ? I I ~ A T I O S S ,  STATUTE OF,  2. 
POSSESSION, 4. 
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inadvertences or n ~ i d a k r s  which1 
did not  and could nut affect thel 
rights of h m  who compla~ns of' 
them. Ingram v. Ttrutkins. 442' 

4. N~sconduct in a juror, in a capitall 
case, as  a separation frrrn~ his fel- 
lows, or eating, or drinking with- 
out the permission, of the court, 
before delivering the verdict, 
held by RUFFIS, C. J., and DAN- 
IEL, J., to be a reason for apply- 
ing to the discretion of the judge, 
in the court below, for a new trial, 
and not to reuder the verdict a 
nullity, and a venire de noao pro- 
per. State v. 111ille1~. 500 

5. R u t  per Gasfros, J., any unau- 
thorized and rxxxplnined separa- 
tion of a juror from his fellows, i n  
a capital case, in law, vitiates the 
verdict, and a zenire de ncco 
should be a m ~ d e d .  Minor irre- 

MITRDER. gularities are grounds for a new 
See JUDGE'S CHARGE, 2. MAS- trial addressed to the discretion 

SLAUGHTER. of the judge who presided at  t he  
trial. IbZd. 500 

NEW T R I B L .  6 .  The  effect of a separation of the 
1. Where no particular instructions jury, before they retur~l  their var- 

were asked on the trial, a new diet, and the diference betwee. "a 
trial will not be granted, unless the new trial, and a venire de novo 
party praying it can show that discussed and stated at length by 
the jury was probably misled hy R ~ F F I K ,  C. J., and GASTOX, J. 
the charge of the judge. I 'owence Ibid. 500 
v. Grahurn. 284 7. Matter alleged as a ground for a 

2. Altho~~gll  a party may get a ver- renii-e de nozo sllould be stated on 
dict, notwithstanding an erroneous the record, and not brought for- 
charge against him,  on a particu- uard i n  pais,as ground for a new 
lar point ; yet if the opinion deli- trial. Ibid. 505 
vered may have prevented the 
other party relying upon, or have NUISANCE. 
excluded from the case stated, See I s u i u ~ x ~ a ~ ,  2. 7. 
other evidence that was giveu, a 
new trial r i l l  be granted. ~ a n e s l  OVERSEER. 
v. Young. 332'1. The  forfeiture imposed upon an 

3. The  reception of improper testi- o ~ e r s e e r  by the ac,t of 1741 (Rev. 
mony will not be a ground for a c. 83, see. 2%) for leaving his ern- 
new trial, if the only erect of such ployer's service during the time 
testimony can be to remove or I'or which he \vas employed, does 
weaken improper testimony in- cot attach to a case where, by the 
troduced on the other side. A stipulations of the part~es, the  
judgment will not be reversed for overseer may leave, or me em- 

ployer may discharge him at plea- 
sure. Steed v. JfgRue. 435 

I. A contract for services as an over- 
seer, in which it is stipulated tha.t 
the overseep may leave his em- 
ployer's service, or the employer 
nlay discharge the overseer at 
pleasure, will be construed, so a s  
to give the overseer a pro rata 
compensntion during the time, he 
may serve. Ibid. 435 

OC'STER. 
W e  Poss~asrox,  11.  I ) r x v ~ ~ s r o s ,  

1, 2. 

PARTITION. 
The report of commissioners ap- 

pointed to dlvide the lands of in- 
tcstaies, ullder the act2 of 1787 
arid 1801, (Ren. ch. 271 and 588) 
will be presumed to be correct, 
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and be co.ifirmed, although one PLAT. 
dividend of land be nearly double, / See BOUNDARY, 3. 
and another not half of the aver. 1 
age value of the shares, unless P L E A S  AXD PLEADING. 
something improper appears on/  1. The  act of l79G, (Rev. ch. 451,) 
the face of the return, or is shown1 
by extrinsic proofs. fi'icelar v.1 
Barbriclc. 257 

PAYMENT AND SATISFAC- 
T I O S .  

If, in the case of a previous debt, 
the creditor, by agreement with 
the debtor, accepts the note of a 
third person, payable to himself, 
i.t is presumed to be in satisfaction, 
nnd extinguishes the original con- 
rideration. Much more when the 
seller agrees with the vendee, a t  
the time of the sale, and he does 
then take for the price the note of 
such third person. Symington v. 
M-Lin.  298 

PEDLARS. 
See TAXES, 1, 2. 

P E N A L  STATUTES. 

In warrants upon penal statutes be- 
fore a single justice, there must be 
some reference to the statutes 
which give the penalty ; and the 
omission of such reference in the 
process, is a substantial defect, 
that will be fatal, even after ver- 
dict. Buncombe Turnpike Com- 
pany v. iilPCurson. 306 

PERJURY. 

On an indictment for perjury, it is 
not necessary for the prosecution 
to prove all the evidence given by 
the defendant on the trial whel.ein 
he testified. I t  is sufficient to 
prove all the evidence given by 
the defendant in relation to the 
fact on which the perjury is as- 
signed. Den ex dem. Ingram v. 
Watkins. 445 

which prevents a plea p i s  dar- 
rein ronti~iuance, from being a r e -  
linquishment of the former pleas, 
does not subvert the order ofplea- 
ding. Therefore, a plea in abate- 
ment since the last continuance 
necessarily operates a relinquish- 
ment of previous pleas in bar. 
Morgan v. Cone. 235 

2 .  Upon sustaining a plea in abate- 
ment, the judgment should be that 
the plaintiff's writ be quashed, 
and that the defendant recover 
his costs. Ibid. 238 

3. When a record from one state of 
our union, is declared on, or plead- 
ed in bar in another, the only pro- 
per plea or replication is nu1 tie2 
record ; and that both as  to its 
existence and effect, is to be pass- 
ed on by the court upon inspec- 
tion, and not by the jury. Carter 
v. Wilson. 362 

4. What is the effect of an entry in 
the record of a suit in Virginia, 
that " by consent of the part~es it 
is ordered by the court that this 
cause be dismissed, and that the 
defendant pay to the plaintiff his 
costs, by him in this behalf ex-  
pended." Q u  ? Ibid. 36% 

5 .  Whether a retraxit, any more 
than a nonsuit, is a bar to a future 
action. Q u  ? Ibid. 366 

6. At law, all the allegations of a 
plaintiff, not answered by the de- 
fendant's plea, are confessed. I n  
equity, the charges not admitted 
by the answer, are put in issue. 
Kello v. Muget. 41 9 

See ACCORD A N D  SATISFU!TION, 1, 
2. CORPORATION, 2. DETINUE, 1. 
GRAKT, 3. 

POSSESSION. 
1. The cutting grass in a meadow 



for seven years  successively, 
stac!iing i t  oil th.: land, and ii.11~- 
ing the stacks: wrli, \ \ i t 1 1  c o i o i ~ ~ .  
ot'tltie, bur, tile eurry of one ciairll- 
i ng  adversely. Den e.c d e m  B u r -  
t( n et ab. v. Currzi/l~. 2 

2. 'l'ha doctrine of possessior:, 8 s  

connected with the acrio:js of tres- 
PRSS and ejectmeut, dijcusse;l by 
RUFFIX, C .  J. Den ex dem.  Dob- 
bins v. Stepitens. 5 

3. 'l'o establish a presumption of 
title from possession, it is not  ne- 
cessary to prove that the posses- 
sion \VAS under a cla~rn  of rig!!i, 
a s  every possession is, t~ i~cxp ia i i~ .  
ed, on the possessor's own ~ i ~ i l t .  

Jackson v. Conm'rs $ Uil l ibo-  
rozlgh. 177 

4. T h e  possession of a moitpe,-or, 
o r  of those ciniiriing under liin;, is 
the  possession of the morigngec; 
and if the mortgagor is o:!sred by 
a strarlgeiS, and :.egaii!s t!ie po?. 
session, he regains it >till a 9  tile 
tenant of the riiortgxgee. Gzc.l,:i 
r. Wellborn. SIC,) 

5. T h e  gift of a slave 11.; pnriil, ~ i n c e  
the  act  of 1506, (Ei t . .  ch. 101,) 
operates a s  a b i i~!~i i t '~ i t  ; and 2:; 
length of posses.siotl .~~ntli .r  sucii 
gifi, will raise a presurnption of 
title in the donee. B i l l  v .  h'ugilcs. 

356 
6. T h e  possession of a son-in-law, 

under a parul ift from his rviic'b 
father,  is not evidence of fi ,nud i ; ~  
the donor, as  to tlia clcditors or 
t h r  scn-in-la\;., unless tiiere t ~ e  n 
conveyance of the slnves by tile 
donee, h r  the !)enefii of Iiis credi- 
tors, which is known to the d o r ~ o ~ , ,  
and acquiesced in by him. Ib id .  

836 
7. If the  donee of a s!ave. under n 

parol gift? convey him in trust to 
secure creditors, but by a stipula- 
tion in the deed, still retain pos- 
session, such posseasicn is not !lie 
possession of the alienec, 50 as to 
operate a s  a bar to the d o r m  url- 

s e r d  b>- n:] elder g r s ~ i t ,  the sta- 
i8te of iii;.i:a!ions pcrikcts tI1i5 t i -  
tie of t i l t i t  only, ori :\.hiel! i!iei-e 
n i x  an nct i~al  possession, Den r r  
dcm. C(wso:l v, Xl l l s .  546 

!. I f  p;i~,t of a t inct  ofianci be co- 
vered b:; iwc titles, rind he who 
has the better be in possession or" 
another ~ a 1 . t  of it, lie has in  la^ 
t h e  p(;sess"ir~ nnf the nl,o!e, unless 
tiic IIP:.JO~I 110idin~ u n d e r  tl:e otiier 
titie ha.; nct:ini !;o:sesaion of t h e  
I~iterrerericc. Ibicl, .5 e5 2 

0. E a t  i t '  the per.son haring the  
better :it!e is not in the a c t m i  
posscssioa of an? t of the lalid, 
ant1 t i i t :  owricr of  tlie o!l,er title is 
i:i p o s ~ ~ s i o n  outside the iuterfer- 
ecce,  tl:e latter has nct iu law, 
pfi'is~ssioon of' the  interference. 
Pbltl. 53.1 

1. K h e n  one is ousted, arid after- 
\ \ a id$  enters ar id  seals a deed 
rlpon the  l;inci, the ei1tl.y de t r r -  
mines the estate of the dissrisor, 
and  ihe deed is operative. Eut i f  
lie be cuated of se!:nrate parts of 
the Innti I)? two trespassers, and 
rnakcs a deed for the n hole to one 
of them, i t  does not convey the  
land lield by th'e other. I&d.  554 
See  D E E D ,  4, .j. R c v ~ ~ s a o i v ,  2. 

P O S T J I A S T E R .  
'!ie ac t  of Congress of lBP5, c .  9'75, 

s. 3.5, exerilpfing postmasters from 
serving on juries, is constitutional, 
axid those ofikers cannot be com- 
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pelled to serve a s  jurors on the 
orig~rial  panel In the state courts. 
'I'tiough, zt seems, that  they vould 
not be so exempted, \P hen called 
a s  tales-jurors. S ta te  v. Vf '~ l l~um.  

37% 
See  APPEAL, 8. 

POWER. 
1. Courts of equity will control the 

unreasonable exercise by one of a 
power o r  discretion, which niay 
aFect the interests of another per- 
son. Cloud v. Nur t in .  400 

2.  But a court  of law is bound by 
the  terms o f ' t he  will, or other in- 
strument creating the power or 
discretion. Ibiii. 401 

See  EXECUTORS A N D  - ~ X I S I S T R A -  

T 3 R S ,  5 ,  6, 7 ,  10. 

PRACTICE. 
W h e r e  an answer in equity is eva- 

sive or insufficient, the I-egular 
course is to except to the answer, 
and compel a full and direct one. 
Unless this be done, the plaintiff 
i s  under the necessity of proving 
every  material averment in his 
bili, which has not been admitted 
by the  defendant, although the 
same amount of' proof is not re- 
quired, a s  is indispensable, when 
the  averment has been denied. 
Kello v. Xuget .  41 9 

See  IKDICTBIENT, 5. 13. 

PRESUJIPTIOA-.  
See  DELD, 3. EIIDESCC, 10.  

GBAST, 1, 2 .  PRESI BIYIIOS, 3. 5. 

PRINCIPAL, 
See  FACTOR. 

P U R C H A S E R .  
A purchaser, for a valuable conside- 

ration, without notice fiom a 
fraudulent grantee,  acquil-es a 
good title against the c r ed~ to r s  of 
the  original fraudulent grantor. 
Martin v. Cowles. 29 

QUARE CLAUSCM F R E G I T .  
See ?'XLS~JASS, 1, 2. 4. 

RECORD. . Upon the suggestion of a dirninu- 
tion of the  record, the d e f c t s  
alleged may be supplied by send- 
ing a new transcript, o r  by mak- 
ing insertions in  that  before s en t ;  
and in the lat ter  case,  if the pro- 
per officer make the  insertions 
f iom a memorial containing the 
facts oniitted ; it is no objection, 
that he had not the record of 
the whole proceedings present. 
S ta te  v. Reid .  377 

!. l ' h e  supplying defects in a 
transcript, ei ther by procuring a 
new one, o r  by n~a l i i ng  insertions 
in tha t  already sent, is not a n  
umtndmrnt of' the court to which 
it is sent. Pbid. 357 

r. 7Vhen a trial is authorized on a 
transcript, it is presumed to give 
the tenor of the record ; hut a s  it 
mily not, ei ther party upon a pro- 
per suggestion of a diminutic~n of 
the record, may h a r e  the proceed- 
ings stayed, until a more peifect 
transcript be obtained. And this 
is usuaily done by a certioruri. 
Ibid. 3d2 . IL will be no objection that the 
transcript was ride out from the 
proceeding i n  pape r ,  instead o f  
being talien fioln the  roil, pro- 
vided the trarlscript be a true copy 
of the n hole record. Ibid. 388 

I. A certioruri  may issue a s  ofien 
as  it appears to the court that 
there is reason to believe the 
transcri11t is  imperfect, until one 
is obtained to which neither can 
ob,ject. Pbid. 362 

. In extraordinary cases, a s  where 
two t~,anscripts a r e  sent contru- 
diciory to each other, and the 
parties do not agree  which is cor- 
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rect, the  court instead of ordering 
a cert iorari ,  ~ 1 1 1  direct the officer 
to attend wrth the o i ignn!  record. 
Ib~d. 3d;l 

See  CISE S ~ - \ T ~ . D ,  1, 2 .  4. EVI- 
DESCE, 2 .  PLEAS A X D  PLEAD. 
I S G S ,  3, 4. 

R E L E A S E .  
See  WIDOW, 1. 

REMOVAL O F  h CAUSE.  

1. Althongli one court cannot talic 
any posterior action in a cause af- 
ter it has Leen removed to anuther 
for trial, yet  it may afterwards 
amend by supplying an  onlissioo 
in the record, which occurl-ed, 
prior to the order of ren~oval  ; and 
may  then send a new transcript of 
the amended record to the court 
to which the cause was removed. 
State v. Reid. 37 '5 

2. I t  seems that  a cause cannot bc 
removed from one Sui~er ior  Court 
to  another fur trial, befure issue 
joined. Ibid. 37Y 

3. ATter a cause is effectually re- 
moved to another cour.t fbr trial, 
the first has no farther jurisdiction 
over it. Ib. 37 9 

4. It' an  order of removal is prerri;i- 
ture, thecour t  to which the ca.e is 
sent, acquires no jurisdiction, but 
it remained in the court where i t  
cornn~er~ced. 10. 3'5 9 

REXT. 
A lessor who parts with the  r e r e r -  

sion, cantiot recover rent accruing 
subsequently. 1b. 100 

RETRAXIT. 
See  PLEAS A N D  PLEADIKG, 5 .  

R E V E R S I O N .  
1. FtThether the ouster of a tenant 

for years under the claim of a fee 
by a stranger,  is  a disveisin of 
h im in reversion o r  remainder, in 

this state, qr? Gwyn v. W e l l -  
born. 315 

. Cut whether it be so o r  not, t he  
reversioner has [lo right to enter  
on the possession untd the expira- 
tion of the terrn for years,  a i ~ d  un- 
t11 that tinie will not be affece!d 
by the adverse possession. Ibid.  

315 
ee  E x c c u ~ o n s  AKD ADMINISTRA- 

TORS. 4. LIBIITATIOKS, STATUTE 
OF, 3. RENT. 

S C I R E  FACIAS.  
See EXECUTIOX, 13, 14. 

S H E R I F F .  
. I f  the sheriff forhears, a t  the  re- 

quest of' the plaintiff, to collect 
inoney on an  execution, he  i s  not 
respor~sihle therefor ; but if h e  
forbears of his accord, h e  will 
be liable for the damages the  
plaintiff may sustain thereby. If 
the whole amount of the execu- 
t.ion is lost by the sheriff's negli- 
gence, he will be answerable fbr 
that amount ;  but if the money 
can still he collected froin the  de- 
fendant in the execution (a fact 
wh;ch it will be for the sheriff to 
prove) the sheriff \\ill be liable 
only for [he damage which the  
plairitiff' has sustained hy the de- 
lay. M R a e ' s  Adm. v. Esuns. 243 . 'I'he slieriff' is liable for the mere  
not returnirig an execution, but the  
dainagas therefor will be 'only  
nominal. Ihid. 243 

. Under the ac t  of 1762 (Rev. c. 
177, sec. 3,) the sheriff' mnst be  
proceeded against by sci. fa. a s  
bail, for not taking bail upon a 
cnpias, in equi ty ;  and an action 
on h e  case will not lie against him 
for such failure o r  neglect. T r o y  
v. Wil2iamson. 25% 

See EXECUTIOS, 1, 2 .  

S H E R I F F ' S  DEED. 
t A sheriff's deed fairly executed 
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at any time after the sale, has  r e - :  
lation to the sale, and operates to 
pass the title frorn that t i ~ n e .  And 
if every thing else be regular and 
fair, the law will raise no presump- 
tion of fraud against the deed, 
rnerely because it niay be ante- 
dated to the tirile of the sale. Den 
ex dem. Dobson v. Xurphy .  650: 

2. I f  a sherilY's deed does not evi- 
dence an  actual sale uinder exe- 
cution, it cannot be connected with 
the execution. But if there was 

kxecution, a fair  sale be made by 
authority of the slieriF, and the 
purpose of the deed is to aathen- 
ticate that tracsaction, then it op- 
erates,  from the sale, ei ther as 
title, or colour of title. Ibid. 593 

speaking of the words, the plain- 
tiff \ \ a s  in the Irabit of vilifying 
and abusing the defendant. Good- 
bread V. Ledbettrr. 12 

I. T o  charge  a nian with harbour- 
ing a runaway slave, is not action- 
able, without proof of special da- 
mage ; although for such offence, 
he might, if guilty, be indicted, 
and, upon corivlction, be fined and 
and imprisoned. 'I'lie charge,  to 
sustain an action, must impute an 
otiknce. to xh ich  is annexed a n  

SHERIFF'S RETURN. 
See COLOCK OE' '~'ITLL:. 

an  executic~n pivrng the sherifl '  
Dower to scll, and. if under that 

SHIPPER. 
W h e n  the shipper agreed to load n 

vessel " in a rcasonab!e tinre," it 
rcas he ld ,  that lie was bound t i  
pay for every ~unreasoii;~ble delnj  
that occurred ; arid the filct of' hi: 
residing a t  a distance from t h e  
shipping port, nr;ide no ditkrenct 
in the  obligation created by tht 
articles. W u d e  v. Russell .  54: 

i r ? f ~ ~ r n n z i s  punis l~~nent ,  a punish- 
uiellt which involves social degra-  
dation, by occasioning tlre loss of 
the liberu lex. Skinner v. White. 

SLASDER.  
1. In  an action of slauder, where thc 

words contain an in~putation o 
murder, the plaintiff may be euti 
tled to recover, although the  tie 
fendant may prove that the persor 
alleged to be dead is sttil alive, i 
those in whose presence the word: 
were spoken, had well-groundec 
reasons to believe that he wa: 
then dead. Sugart v. Cwter  

t 
2. In  actions for slander, it is no 

admiss~ble to prove in mitigatiot 
of damages, that previous to thi 

SLAVES. . I deed coriveying slaves to the  
trustees of a religious society, for 
the use of the soc~e ty ,  vests no be- 
neficial interest in the trustees in- 
d~r iduai ly  ; aud if it is intended to 
confer ou tlre s!a\'cs the rights of 
f'reen~en, 7\ lhrle they a rc  nominal- 
Iy held in bondage, i t  is inopera- 
t ~ v e ,  a s  being against public po- 
!icy. V-I~i te  v. White. 260 . IYhether a deed of emancipation, 
made bpfore the passi:ge of the  
acts of 1777 and 1799, (Rev. ch. 
109 and 443,) is  void merely be- 
cause of the incapacity ot the  
s l a ~ r  to take, or because of its il- 
legality, or 1)-hether tilereby the  
slave was forfeited, qz;rPre. Ibid.  

265 
;. I t  seenis, that the slave, if h e  re-  

mained six months in the state, 
was thereby forttited, o r  becnme 
derelict. Ihid. 266 

I. Rut it seems, that a wservation 
of the master's r ights for a te rm 
of years,  would lender the deed 
inoperative, because thereby the  
slave would be prevented from 
leaving the state within six 
montlis, as  required by the ac t  of 
17-11. IDid. 266 
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5 .  Whether deeds of emancipation, ferred it upon a judicial tribunal. 
in opp~sition to the acts of 17771 i b id .  336 
and 1779, are merely void, and 10. The  legislature cannot liberate 
the slave retnains the property of n slave, without the consent of his 
the muster, or whether i t  is thr- owner. Ibid. 389 
feiled to the state, qucere. And if'lSee REQUEST, 1, 2, 3, 4. ESTOPPEL, 
forfeited, whether the title of the 1, 2. SLAVES, 1, 3, 4. H c s u ~ : . b  
master is divested belore sei- A X D  WIFE, 2. LIMITATIONS, STA- 
zure, quare.  Ibid. 267 TUTE OF, 1. MAKSLAUGHTXR, 1, 

6. A petition filed in the county 2, 5, 6. 
court, praying permission to 
emancipate a slave " at such STATUTE.  
time as tile owner may thirili pro- See ACTS OF THE LEGISLATURE. 
per, and a decree of' the court, 
granting such permission, upon S T A T U T E S  CONSTRUED OR 
the owner's " complying with the / C O Y I E N T E D  UPON. 
directions of the acts of'the gene- 

u 

ral assembly, in sucll cases pro 
vided," is not a valid act oflibero 
tion, within the purview of tli, 
acts of 1777, ( R e v .  ch. 109,) an( 
1796, (Rev .  ch. 453:) mhcre n, 
other procecdinps appear up01 
the records. B r y a n  v. Wads 
worth. 38. 

7 .  The  giving the bonds require( 
from tlit: owner of a liberate( 
slave, and filing them in the coun 
ty court, forms no part of an acl 
of emancipation, and will not aic 
a defective act of liberation undcr 
the acts of 1777 and 1796. l b i d ,  

88-1 
5. It seems, that to constitute ar! 

act of liberation, entered of record 
under the act of 1796, it is only 
necessary that there should be a 
petition tiled, n:aiiing the proper 
allegatiorx, and expressing the 
desire of the owner then to co~nfe~ 
freedom upon his slave, arid pray- 
ing permission so to do;  and that 
the court should, by a proper ad- 
judication, grant the permission 
as  prayed for. I b id .  3'11 

9. The  ri:nrlurLi!ssion ofa slave is the 
act of the owner ; and although 
various statutes have restrained 
and regulated the power of the 
owner to emancipate, yet none 
have taken it from him, and con- 

18 Hen. 6th c. 9. State v. Johnson. 
326 

21 Hen. 8th c. 4. Wood  v. Sparks.  
339 
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1751 Rev. c. 50. Sutton v. Sutton. 
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worth. 384 
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1783 Rev. c. 185, s. 14. Ven Pelt 1818 Rev. c. 963, s .  6, 7. State v. 
v. Pzcgh. 210 / Dickerson. 349 
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tleto~z. 327 Wood. 489 

1784 Rev. c. 225, s. 6. Harvey v. 1819 Rev. c. 1019. Miller v. Ir- 
Smith. 193 vine. 103 

1735 Rev. c. 233, s .  2. Casey v. 1822 Tay. Rev. c. 1129. Wynne  v. 
Giles. 1 W ~ i g h t .  19 

1787 Rev. c. 274. Nicelar v. Bar-  1822 Tay. Rev. c. 1131. Page v. 
brick. 2.57 Winningham. 113 

1790 Rev. c. 326. Jones v. Physioe. 1824 Tay. Rev. c. 1234. State v. 
173 Dickerson. 349 

1794 Rev. c. 414, s. 9. Simpson v. 
Harry.  202 

1796 Rev. c. 451. i7lorgan v. Cone. 
235 

1796 Rev. c. 452. Stute v. 17liller. 
600 
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worth. 38-1 

1796 Rev. c. 469. M u r p h ~ y  v. Ace- 
TY. 2 6 

1797 Rev. c. 504, s. 3. Jones v. 
Physioe. 173 

1799 -Rev. c .  531, s. 3. Shew v. 
Stewart. 412 

1799 Rev. c. 539. State v. Ormond. 
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1801 Rev. c. 588. IITicelar v. Bar-  
brick. 257 

1805 Kev. c .  684. State v. Dicker- 
son. 349 

1806 Rev. c .  701. Hil l  v. Hughes. 
336 

1806 Rev. c. 701. Jones v. Sasser. 
452 

1806 Rev. c. 701. Bennett v. Fiozc;. 
ers. 467 

1806 Rev. c. 701. Hamlin v. Als- 
ton. 479 

1809 Rev. c. 773. Gillet v. Jones, 
339 

1810 Rev. c. 785, s. 7. Sparks v. 
Wood. 489 

1810 Rev. c. 791. Lucas v. Cobbs. 
228 

1810 Rev. c. 794. Casey v. Giles. 1 
1812 Rev. c. 830. Camp v. Coze. 

62 
1813 Rev. c. 858. Murphey v. 

Avery. 26 

1825 Tay. Rev. c. 1282. Sparks v. 
Wood. 489 

1827 c. 13. Pettijohn v.  Beasley. 
254 

1828 c. 12, s. 1. bIcCurson v. Rich- 
ardson. 561 

1830 c. 68. IiPllo v. Maget. 414 
1832 c. 2. FT7illiams v. Somers. 61 
1832 c. 20. Xurphey v. Avery. 26 

SUPRETIE COURT. 
See COSTS, 4, 5. 

SURETY AXD PRINCIPAL. 
1. Where nothing is said or done in- 

consistent with that inference, if 
twa persons put their names on 
paper for the accommodation of a 
third, they are co-securities, and 
are liable without respect to the 
apparent legal liabilities arising 
from the order of their names. 
Hence, where A .  procured the en- 
dorsement of B. and afterwards of 
C., upon a note rvliich he intended 
to get discounted at bank ; i t  was 
herd, that B. and C. were to he 
taken as co-sureties, although by 
agreement between A. and B., R. 
was to have part of the proceeds of 
the note discounted, for which he 
was to give A. his own separate 
bond, and that agreement was not 
made known to C. at the time of 
his endorsmment. Richards, Adm. 
v. Simms. 4 8 

2. A security whose obligation to 
pay has become absolute, by the 
default of his principal, may pap 
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to the extent of his liabiiity with-12. Every unauthorired intrusion into 
out suit, and the money so paid,, the land of another, is a sufficient 
will be regarded as  expended for( trespass to support an action for 
the use, aud at the instance of his! bwaliing the close, whether the 
principal. Gray  v. Bowles. 4 4 0  lnad be actually enclosed or not. 

See BASTARDY, 2. E x s c u ~ r o x ,  1,: And from every such entry t?je 
2. FORTHCOXING BOSD. GUAR- law infers some damage ; if ntjth- 
DI?LN, 3. in$ more, the treading down the 

grass or shrubbery. Dougherty v. 
SURRENDER.  Stepp. 371 

1. Before the statute of fi-auds, a :  3. In  the action of trespass vi et 
term of years, whether by deed1 armis, for the destruction of, or 
or parol, might have been surren-, injury to chattels, the jury are not 
dered wholly by parol. G~oyrz v . '  restricted iu their assessment of 
Wellborn. 318 damages to the mere pecuniary 

2. Surrenders are favoured in l aw.  loss sustained by the plaintifi, but 
They require no technical words, may award damages for the ma- 
but only such as express the in- licious conduct of the defendant, 
tention to yield up. Ibid. 318, and the degree ofinsult with which 

See CLERK, 1. 1 the trespass was committed. D u n -  
/ can v. S t a k i ~ p  440 

TAXES. 4. I f  one enters into the possession 
I. Under the act of 1822, (Taylor 's  of land under a treaty of purchase 

Xeu. c. 1129,) n person who c a r -  with the owner, be becomes a ten- 
ries jewelry from county to c o w - !  ant at the will of the owner, and 
ty tor sale, is liable to the tax of cannot sustain an action of tres- 
twenty dollars imposed upon ped- pass p a r e  clavsz~m fregit against 
lars. Wynne r. Wright. 1 9  such owner, fbr entering upon the 

2 .  The  act imposing a tax upon iten-i premises without his consent. 
erant dealers in jewelry, is not re- TValton v. File. 567 
pugnant to the constitation of the1 
United States, although the jerv- I  V E K I R E  DE NOVO. 
elry may have been imported from1 See NEW TRIAL, 4, 5 ,  6. 
another state. Ibicl. 191 

TVARRANTT. 
T R A D I S G  WITH SLAVES. h h e r e  upon the sale of a vessel, a 

See INDICTXENT, E, 9, 10. bill of sale was executed between 
the parties, containing a warranty 

TRANSCRIPT.  I of title only, parol evidence is in- 
See R E C ~ R D - ~ Z S S ~ V L .  Ihmrova~ OF admissible to prove an additional 

A CIUSE. 1 warranty of soundness. Pender v. 

1. In  trespass quare clazlsum f i . q i6  
if '  the p la in t~f  fal. to prole tttle 1 .  
to the locus in  quo, he  nus st to '  
entitle h i m  to r rcwer .  prove that 
the trespass was committed on 
lands of !,is, eltiler enclosed, or1 
in~proved by cuitlvation. Smifh v i  
Wilson. 40 I 

TT'IDOW. 
A release does not operate upon 

n mere possibility, therefore an 
antenuptial agreement, whereby 
the ~ i f e  released all her claim as 
widow to the estate of her intend- 
ed husband, is not, at law, a bar 
to her petition for a year's sup- 



port. Nurphcy v. Arcmj et al .  takes a benefit under it, is  not in- 
-4drn. 251 ~ a l i ~ l ,  b:- a c o : ~ c ~ u s i o ~ ~  of Izw, nn- 

2 .  T h e  clailn which a widow h:1s h r !  ies.: ic.a:! over tho testator, o r  
clolver in the lands of ~vll ich 1;erl its c:ii;te:;.:~ ci::crv-ise proved t c  
llusbarid died seiucd, is t:ot, lx:l ;rc:;  I:&:-e bcc:: I r i ~ o ~ n  to him. But  
assignment, n " i.ig!:t or titie" :u: :l!c2a 5c t s  i:;i:sl 'uc left to tlin ju-  
che land, witliin the  cieaiii:q of; r>-: n~:d f r o x  them, fi.:lud rnny be 
the  act  of 171.5, (REc.  C J L .  :i, 3.  3 ) ;  i ~ i i r r ' i d ,  u::!css repciied by proof 
and i s  not therefore barred by the /  of bo:m $des. B o x n e y  v. iSdzir- 
limitations of tha t  act. ~ p a e r !  p1,ezy. 83 
v. Weston. 213 2. Where  the capacity o f a  testator 

3. Damages for the  detention of is  perfect, his knowledge of the  
dower cannot be  c l a ined  for a contents of his will is  presumed 
period anterior to a demand for from the fact of execution. Ibid. 
i ts  assignn~ent.  Ih l .  218 87 

4. Quare,  whether - i n  this state! 3. W h e n  upon a petition in the 
dower is not necessarily assigna-/  county court for repropounding 
ble at law by petitiou o:ily, andl  an  alleged will fcr  probate, the  
and therefore that there can be :lo ccur t  ordered tlie same to be re-  
demand ir, p&. Ibid. 213 prcpounded, and directed an issue, 

5 .  A widow, whose husband has left I f r o c ~  the finding ou wliich, the  pe- 
a will, to entitle herself to a y e a r ' s  titioilers a p p t l c d  to tiie Superior 
provision u r~de r  tile ac l  of 1327,/  Coui,t ; i t  was 1:eld that the  ap-  
c. 13, must cnter I ~ e r  disscnt t o :  peal cnrricd n p  t he  w!~ole case, 
the  will, and file he r  pctition at and that  the Superior Court  had 
the  term of tiie county coi!t.t,/ power to rcvise the  order for r e -  
when it i j  proved. I'cttQohn v. 1 prop::w~diti;; the will, nlthou,rrh the 
Beasley.  2.54 defen3n.1:~ linil nci  a ! ip~aled  from 

6. A county court, linving no p r c r .  that  o r d ~ r .  h;Trirrcy v. Smith. I S 6  
to  make a year 's  allowance to $1. -4 paper writing alleged to be the 
widow, when ! ~ c r  petition is  f i lcd will of a maxiec! womnn, devising 
a t  a term subsequent to timt at  I real  e.;tate, made under a power in 
which the will was proved, ::q;, a s e t t l c ~ x n t ,  cii.1 oii!y be support- 
on motion, set  aside the p r o c ~ t ~  - ed iil eqility a s  n!l appointment, 
ings, granting such allowance, al-1 aild cannot be propcuniled for pro- 
though the esecutcr  may also be! h i e  as  a will in a court  of law, 
relieved by ce~ t io rnr i .  1Di:l. nix? ali proct:edir.p for that  pur- 

7. A conveyance of lands pose are erroneous. :bid. 1 8 6  
a man in contemplntio:~ K h e r e  a petition for repropound- 
age ,  mill1 a view of defeating his ing a will ihr probate, does not 
intended wife ofher  dower in t!lose state bctircea whom the issue on 
lnnds, is void as  against the wi- the fitst attempt to  prove it was 
dow, under the  ac t  of'l7Y-2, ( X C C .  joined, nor sllow wl ie t l~er  t he  pro- 
d~.  204.) Littleton v. Litfleto1G327 per persons ~ i c r e  parties to  tha t  

See  FRACDS, STATUTE OF, 2 ,  3 ,  4, issue, nor mhetller the executor 
5 ,  6. HOTCHPOT. acted Do/ra $de, or  otherwise, so  

that  the court cnnnot see whether  
WILL. the petitioners were o r  were not 

1. A will writ ten for a testator i n  bound by the fiilcling on tha t  is- 
e ~ t r e m i s ,  by one standing in a con- sue ; tile petition will be dismissed 
fidential relation to him, and \ ~ h o  as  uncertain, informal and defec- 



tive, but without prejudice to the in common form recalled, and the 
rights of the petitioners to pro- will proved per  testes, unless after 
pound the same again, in a pro- notice of the probate, he has been 
per form before a competent tri- guilty of gross laches, or has ac- 
b u d .  I6id. 186 quiesced in the probate sought to 

6. T h e  act of 1784, (Rev. ch. 225, be vacated ; and this without ma- 
s. 6,) does not authorise the pro- king affidavit of recently discoveri.' 
bate of wills of married women as ed evidence to impeach the will; 
devises of real estate. Ibid. 193 neither is the receipt of a legacy 

7. It seems that a testamentary dis- under the will, nor a claim by a 
position of personal eatate made bill in equity of a trust in the 
by- a married woman, with the whole estate, an acquiescer~ce 
permission of her husband, may be which will bar this right. Rul-  
admitted to probate. Ibid. 193  ston v. Telfair.  482 

8. Upon an issue of deaisaait ael non,  10. If an executor, upon propound- 
it :snot absolutely necessary as a ing a mill for probate,-cites ths 
rule of a law, to prove, besides next of kin to see proceedings, 
capacity in the supposed testator, they are  barred by the probate. 
and the formal execution of the ]bid. 484 
paper, the furt!ier f ~ c t  by distinct See APPEAL, 3, 4. BEQUEST, 5 ,  6. 
evidence, that the testator linew 
the contents of the instrument ; WITXESS. 
for the jury may infer sucll l aow-  
ledge from the c+idence of capa- See EVIDENCE, 5 ,  7, 9, 17, 18, 19, 
city and execution. Caw v.1 20, 22, 2.5. 
1 1 ~ ~ a m n ~ .  '"/ YEAR'S PROVISION. T h e  next of lrin has a right to 
have the probate of a mill t a l i en '  See WIDOW, 1, 5 ,  6. 

ERRATA. 

I n  pago 13, line 2 of tile first note, after tho word IL upon" insert the". 
page 36, line 13 from tllc bottom, fol " W. A. IIaywood" read '' W. H. Haywood." 
page 116, linc I I fiom tilo top,forU W. J. Graham" read " W. A. Graham." 
page 127, linc 24 h n  the top, for '' not" read " n,ost." 
page 2G4, lule 17 fro111 tho top, for " o t "  read "ut." 
page 263, lme 10 from t lx bottom, after the word "yet" insert 'Lit.'' 
page 967, line 10 fiom the botton~, for " docs" read '' do." 
page 527, line 20 from the top, for " professedly" read " confessedly." 
page 541, line 9 fiom the bottom, stlike out the period and insert a dash. 


